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ASSEMBLY

Tuesday, 25 November 2003
The SPEAKER (Hon. Judy Maddigan) took the chair at
2.05 p.m. and read the prayer.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
The SPEAKER — Order! Today is the
147th birthday of the Parliament of Victoria. We
welcome to our gallery today a member of the Hellenic
Parliament, Mr Papanickolaou, and a member of the
Arizona House of Representatives, Mr Ken Clark.
Welcome to our Parliament!

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Freedom of information: ministerial
intervention
Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — My question is to the
Attorney-General. Is it the government’s policy to
allow a minister to personally intervene in the freedom
of information process in an attempt to persuade an
applicant to withdraw their request for information?
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I thank the
honourable member for his question. It has been
539 days since he last asked me a question —
539 days! I had this card prepared, which says it has
taken 539 days — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The Attorney-General, to
answer the question!
Mr HULLS — I am happy to hand it across to him,
because I appreciate the fact that — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The Attorney-General, to
answer the question!
Mr HULLS — I appreciate the fact that after more
than two years the opposition has finally found — —
Mr Doyle — On a point of order, Speaker, relating
to relevance, we know the Attorney-General thinks all
issues are about him, but this question is not about the
Attorney-General, it is about probity and it is about
process. I ask, Speaker, that you require relevance,
directness and truth from the Attorney-General.
The SPEAKER — Order! Question time is not an
opportunity for the government to attack the opposition.
I ask the Attorney-General to answer the question.
Mr HULLS — So for the honourable member after
two years — —
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The SPEAKER — Order! The Attorney-General
will answer the question or I will sit him down.
Mr HULLS — So for the honourable member to
finally come up with a question after two years is great.
I say simply in relation to freedom of information that I
am quite sure the honourable member would know that
under this government more documents have been
released more often. I am also quite sure that he has
read the relevant legislation and that he would know
full well what a person’s rights and responsibilities are
under that legislation — and indeed we abide by that.

Public transport: government initiatives
Mr HUDSON (Bentleigh) — My question is to the
Minister for Transport, and I ask: will the minister
outline the details of the Bracks government’s plans to
fix the mess left for all Victorians resulting from the
previous government’s failed public transport
privatisation experiment?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The level of interjection
is too high. I could not hear the member’s question, and
I ask him to repeat it.
Mr HUDSON — I will repeat it with pleasure,
Speaker. My question is to the Minister for Transport.
Will the minister outline details of the Bracks
government’s plan to fix the mess left for all Victorians
resulting from the previous government’s failed public
transport privatisation experiment?
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — I
thank the honourable member for his question. This
morning I announced a major restructure and
streamlining of our public transport ticketing system,
which involves an increase in fares. This action was
necessary to fix the mess left behind by the failed
Kennett privatisation. This restructure is taking place
despite the fact that 12 months ago the system was on
the verge of collapse as a result of the mishandling of
contracts by the previous Liberal government.
We have been able to keep the system running and
services have been improved. It is a great credit to all
those who have put their shoulders to the wheel in these
very difficult circumstances, and in achieving this we
have been able to improve services right across the
board. As a result of today’s fare increase we have been
able to contribute to the increased viability of our public
transport system while at the same time minimising the
impact on pensioners and regional Victorians. These
two groups were consistently neglected and ignored by
the previous Liberal government.
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V/Line fares will only increase by the annual consumer
price index rate, and pensioners will only pay an extra
20 cents for their 60-plus tickets. This means that they
will be able to travel on the entire metropolitan system
all day for $2.80. Across all zones no single daily fare
will increase by more than 90 cents. In fact, the fare
increases for tickets generally range between 10 cents
and 90 cents for individual tickets.
This restructure will deliver financial stability,
improved safety, and a simplified range of ticketing
options — and all the revenue raised from the new fare
structure will go back into running the public transport
system; and that includes 100 extra safe travel staff,
who will be employed to patrol every train on
Melbourne’s metropolitan system after 9.00 p.m. until
the last train. This is a great initiative. We will have
extra staff out on the train network so they can cover
every train after 9.00 p.m. through to the last train.
They will travel out along every train line, they will
walk through the carriages, and they will be able to get
out and patrol the stations and go into the car parks. We
have done this because the community has said it wants
safer public transport. We have listened and responded,
and through this initiative we will be able to deliver.
Unlike the previous government, we are committed to
ensuring the ongoing viability of our public transport
system so that it continues to operate and is available to
all Victorians. Increasing fares was a necessary
decision; it was the only way we could guarantee that
all public transport services would be open, functioning
and continuing. We will not close lines, and we will not
cut back services, because these are not options that this
government is prepared to adopt, in stark contract to the
previous Liberal government.
This package delivers safer services and a more
streamlined and equitable fare structure, with minimal
impact on pensioners and regional Victorians, and it is
all done in a financially responsible way.

Hazardous waste: containment sites
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — My
question is to the Minister for Major Projects. Will the
minister publicly release the list of 100 sites originally
considered by the government for a toxic waste dump,
together with the data already compiled relating to the
three short-listed sites?
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Major Projects) —
When I was at Violet Town recently this question was
asked; I answered it then and the answer is still the
same. Interestingly the Leader of the National Party
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was in the audience, but he must not have been paying
attention and not listening.
It was a very constructive meeting of people from one
of the study areas. This government is prepared to go
out and talk to local communities, as we have done with
the people of Violet Town. Together with Minister
Holding, we will go to the other areas. Communities
that are in or surrounding the study areas for this total
containment facility can be fully apprised of all the
actions we are taking and, importantly, what role they
can take in the environment effects statement that is
planned for each of these sites.
As I said at that public meeting, we are encouraging
local people to get involved. They have a wealth of
valuable information; they have local knowledge. We
want them to feed that into the environment effects
statement process. This is the beginning of a process, it
is not the end of the process. We have identified the
study areas, and we have set in place a process that will
engage with people and respect their local knowledge
and views. We are encouraging them to engage with it
right from the very commencement, not at the end.

Rural and regional Victoria: growth
Ms OVERINGTON (Ballarat West) — My
question is to the Premier. Will he advise the house of
recent evidence that supports the government’s strategy
in rebuilding confidence and optimism throughout
regional Victoria?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the member for
Ballarat West for her question and for having a
longstanding commitment to regional policy in
Victoria. I would like to inform the house of a recent
annual report that highlights the success of this
government in its initiatives aimed at building the
economies of regional and country Victoria.
The annual report, State of the Regions 2003–04, was
prepared by National Economics and released by the
Australian Local Government Association (ALGA) on
23 November. It is an annual stocktake of the economic
wellbeing of Australia’s regions, and it does some
ranking of them. It shows up very clearly that in
Victoria our regional centres, particularly Ballarat,
Bendigo and the Shire of Mitchell, are stand-out centres
in relation to economic and population growth.
The report details that between 1996 and 2001, the
study period, the population of Ballarat, for example,
grew by 5.7 per cent and employment growth was a
whopping 19.7 per cent. In Greater Bendigo, where I
had the opportunity to be recently with two ministers,
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population grew in the same period by 7 per cent and
employment was even greater, at 20.9 per cent.
Population in the Mitchell shire, which I know the
member for Seymour has a keen interest in, grew by
10.7 per cent, and employment growth was a whopping
29.1 per cent in that period.
On top of this growth I am pleased to say that the report
rates Ballarat as the regional city in Australia with the
best growth potential of all those cities that were
examined by the ALGA. It also rates Bendigo in the top
10, at no. 5, and Albury-Wodonga features in the
top 20. Mitchell shire rates as the nation’s third-best
performing regional area for job growth.
Looking at the aggregate and overall position of
unemployment and job growth in regional Victoria,
when we came to office the regional unemployment
rate was 8.9 per cent. The most recent figures for last
month show that there is now a country unemployment
rate of 5.3 per cent. That is a turnaround of 3.6 per
cent — an enormous turnaround in only four years, a
short period of time.
Mr Smith interjected.
Mr BRACKS — I welcome the interjection.
Although I will not respond to it, because it is out of
order, I will make a related point. If you look at the
comparison between Victoria and the rest of the
country, you can see that we have the lowest
unemployment rate and that our country unemployment
rate is amongst the lowest, if not the lowest, in the
whole of Australia as well. So not only have we done
well from 1999 to 2002–03, but we have done well
when compared to other states. I put this down to a
government that is willing to ensure that country and
regional Victoria are part of the growth picture in our
state.
The Regional Infrastructure Development Fund, which
now has contributed some $166 million to 81 capital
works projects around the state, has been an
outstanding success — one which is being copied by
other jurisdictions around Australia and also
internationally. It has also levered significant extra
private sector and other government investment.
The investment in regional rail by this government has
been unprecedented and has turned around what we
found with country rail closing in regional Victoria
under the previous Liberal-National party government.
We have also invested in information and
communications technology links so that not only do
we have better transport but better communications
links, which all helps make regional and country
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Victoria more competitive for jobs and population. We
know now with the Make It Happen in Provincial
Victoria campaign that many people are starting to
choose regions as their location to live and work in in
the future.
I am very pleased with this report. It endorses and
supports everything this government has done over the
last four years. It has ensured that we all recognise and
acknowledge that country Victoria — regional
Victoria — is much better now than it was four years
ago.

Police: files
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is for the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services. I refer the minister to his improper and illegal
access to police files and to subsequent freedom of
information applications by Liberal members of
Parliament, former members of Parliament and
candidates. Is the minister aware of any other freedom
of information applications regarding illegal or
improper access to the LEAP — law enforcement
assistance program — system, particularly by
representatives of gun owners and sporting shooters?
Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) — I do not know what freedom
of information applications representatives of sporting
shooters may or may not have put in. I am aware of
some that have been touted about in the media, but if
the Leader of the Opposition has some specifics, I
would be happy to try and treat with him.

Rural and regional Victoria: government
initiatives
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) — I direct my question to
the Minister for State and Regional Development. Will
the minister outline to the house a recent initiative
assisting communities across regional Victoria, and will
he advise of any particular endorsements of such
policies from former critics?
Mr BRUMBY (Minister for State and Regional
Development) — At the last election the Bracks
government promised to introduce a new program
called the Small Towns Development Fund,
committing $20 million over four years. In this year’s
budget we provided funding for that, and I am pleased
to say we now have programs, initiatives and projects
out there sustaining small country towns right across
the state of Victoria.
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If it was true that the former government believed the
country parts of Victoria were the toenails, the Bracks
government believes that country Victoria is the
lifeblood of our state in building and sustaining
opportunities for all Victorians. We are delivering to
every town and every suburb across the state. To date
we have announced programs for small towns like
Hattah — and I was there recently with the member for
Mildura — and places like Yea.
Today I am pleased to announce two further grants.
One is $200 000 toward the Glenelg telecommunity
project. This will link four areas in south-western
Victoria: Casterton, Heywood, Dartmoor and Nelson. I
am also pleased to announce a commitment of
$120 000 towards the Yackandandah industrial estate. I
am pleased to say the council has already confirmed
two long-term lessees: Yackandandah development
company fuel outlet and Indigo Way Services.
All of that builds on what we have been doing in things
like the Regional Infrastructure Development Fund.
That has now built up something like $400 million
worth of activities and projects across the state. As the
Premier said earlier, whatever set of variables you want
to examine for country Victoria, they have been
fantastic since the election of the Bracks government.
Population growth is the highest in 10 years;
employment growth has been almost 10 per cent since
we were elected — the unemployment rate is down
from 8.9 per cent to 5.3 per cent; and there have been
record levels of building investment. It is a strong story
of growth from a government that believes provincial
Victoria is really the lifeblood of our state.
Finally, another town we could look at is obviously
Shepparton. We have provided $200 000 to upgrade
Shepparton aerodrome, $500 000 for the Florence
Street industrial development, and we have committed
up to $3 million to redevelop the Shepparton
showgrounds. The government’s commitment in this
area has been confirmed in a recent commentary, and I
quote:
Over the last year the number of people living in Shepparton
has increased by 1.5 per cent and yet Shepparton —

despite that —
is only ranked the 24th fastest growing local area in the state.

It goes on further to state:
For the 12 months ended to June 2003, there was
$110.6 million invested in the construction of houses and
other buildings in the Shepparton area.
…
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Almost 1000 hectares of new orchard plantings have also
been undertaken in recent years and the net total of fruit trees
in Goulburn Valley has now risen to about 4.6 million trees.

I would have to say that is a great endorsement of an
area that is growing. This particular commentator is
certainly not well known for his knowledge of regional
Victoria, but in this case you have to say that that
commentator is spot on. Who is this commentator? It is
none other than the Leader of the Opposition. At the
recent Liberal Party — —
Mr Perton interjected.
Mr BRUMBY — I read the speech. I will tell you
what I noticed in reading the speech: I noticed those
sections, and they were a very good endorsement of the
Bracks government. And I noticed that a number — I
think eight — of the shadow ministers were referred to
in the speech but that three were absent: the shadow
Minister for State and Regional Development, the
shadow minister for manufacturing — —
Mr Perton — On a point of order, Speaker, the
minister is debating the question.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the house to come
to order. The minister was debating the question. I ask
the minister to return to answering the question.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr BRUMBY — No, I said the shadow minister
for manufacturing did not get a mention either.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Minister for State
and Regional Development, to answer the question.
Mr BRUMBY — I am doing that, Speaker. As I
said, that part of the speech I think was positive, but it
was of concern that although a number of shadow
ministers were mentioned, there some who were not,
and they are the ones that the Leader of the
Opposition — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order!

Police: files
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is to the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services. I refer the minister to his previous answer, and
I ask — —
Mr Nardella — You are going to have another go!
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The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Melton
will be quiet while the questions are being asked.
Mr DOYLE — I refer the minister to his previous
answer, and I ask: did the minister personally meet at
the Park Hyatt with a representative of a lobby group
for gun owners and shooters to discuss that person’s
police file freedom of information application and to
assure that applicant that there was nothing to worry
about in the applicant’s confidential police file?
Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) — I have to say, given this sort of
little campaign the Leader of the Opposition has been
running, there was an article in the Sunday Age some
weeks ago where the Sporting Shooters Association of
Australia, or I think they called themselves the
Combined Firearms Council of Victoria at that
particular point, made a complaint that they suspected
that files of candidates supported by them prior to the
last election had been improperly accessed.
I contacted Mr Ziccone, with whom I have met on a
number of occasions, as I do with a variety of
stakeholders across the whole firearms issue. I asked
him to meet with me to discuss the suspicions, or
accusations if that is the case. I met with him at the Park
Hyatt hotel, and he in fact indicated that he was a bit
embarrassed by it all. He said it was really an attempt
by the Combined Firearms Council of Victoria to get
attention for another issue. That was what he — —
Mr Doyle interjected.
Mr HAERMEYER — I did not approach him to in
any way — —
Mr Doyle — You can’t even get your story straight
from question to question.
Mr HAERMEYER — I did not approach
Mr Ziccone to ask him to withdraw a freedom of
information application. That is absolute nonsense.
What I said was that I discussed it with him, and I
assured him that no member of this government has any
interest in checking the files of the Combined Firearms
Council candidates or any others.

Employment: growth
Ms NEVILLE (Bellarine) — My question is to the
Minister for Employment and Youth Affairs. Will the
minister advise the house of any recent evidence that
reaffirms the strong optimism in Victoria’s employment
outlook?
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Ms ALLAN (Minister for Employment and Youth
Affairs) — I thank the member for Bellarine, who also
has a strong commitment in this area, for her question.
The Bracks government is very proud of its strong
record in growing jobs right around Victoria over the
past four years, and the employment forecast study that
was released today by the Age further confirms the fact
that Victoria is the place to be, the place to work and
the place to live. The forecast indicates that this trend is
set to continue. The Age forecasts 15 000 new jobs for
Victoria for the February quarter of 2004. The Age also
highlighted the fact that job growth is up from an
average of 12 700 jobs per quarter earlier this year to
13 500 jobs for the November 2003 and February 2004
quarters.
According to the Age there are other indicators that also
look promising, including gross state product and
consumer spending confidence, which is on the
improve. This also points to continued strong jobs
performance for Victoria. These figures confirm that
the policies of the Bracks government are making a real
difference right across Victoria.
The Premier and the Minister for State and Regional
Development have referred to Victoria’s strong
employment figures. We know that Victoria’s
unemployment rate is the lowest in Australia, and we
have been at or below the national rate now for the past
41 months. Compare this to the previous Liberal and
National Party government when Victoria’s
unemployment rate was consistently above the national
rate.
Since the Bracks government came to office in October
1999 we have seen an additional 188 000 jobs created
in Victoria, which is fantastic news for the state, but
particularly for country Victoria which has also shared
in this growth. Employment in country Victoria has
increased by more than 50 000 jobs over the same
period. In the last 12 months the average
unemployment rate in country Victoria has been at
5.4 per cent. Compare that to the previous government
when it did not drop below 8 per cent for its entire
seven years in office.
The evidence is clear that the Bracks government is
rebuilding country Victoria. To confirm this we only
have to ask some of the National Party members about
their regions. If you look at the regions covered by the
electorates of Murray Valley, Shepparton and Benalla,
you will see that the unemployment rate across this area
has dropped by 1.6 per cent since October 1999 and is
now at 3.2 per cent — very strong figures. The member
for Lowan, along with the members for Polwarth and
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South-West Coast, should also note that regional
unemployment has dropped by 2.1 per cent.
At lunchtime many members attended the function in
Queen’s Hall hosted by the Shire of Baw Baw and
organised by the member for Narracan. We heard there
about the strong economic performance and
employment growth in the Baw Baw shire. Figures
show that in that Gippsland region the unemployment
rate has dropped by a significant 3.1 per cent since the
government came to office in 1999. These results
confirm that job creation is not just a matter of luck. It
is something that takes a lot of hard work and
commitment by a government that is determined to
ensure that country Victoria gets its fair share. That is
what the Bracks government is certainly committed to
doing.
Yesterday I announced our latest initiative in attracting
skilled migrants to Victoria. This is something that is
mentioned in the State of the Regions 2003–04 report,
which highlights population growth as being vital to
regional economies. Part of our new initiative in this
area is that in six regions around country Victoria I will
be conducting working parties with local communities
to look at ways to better attract and retain skilled
migrants in those parts of Victoria.
This is an important part of our Jobs for Victoria
package of employment programs, which of course
includes the highly successful community jobs
program, which is the only employment program of its
type in Australia and is having some outstanding
outcomes. Ominously for this jobs program, it is one
that the opposition did not commit to in its 2002
election policy, so we know clearly what would happen
to this program under a Liberal government.
We are committed to getting on with the job in this area
and to growing jobs right around Victoria, which is
why we have our $155 million Jobs for Victoria
package. Compare that to the pathetic $1 million the
opposition promised at the last state election!
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the
National Party was about to point out that the minister
has spoken for too long.

Police: files
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is to the Premier. I refer the Premier to the
Attorney-General’s first answer today and to the two
contradictory answers by the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services. Further I refer the Premier to the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services’s improper
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use of police files, his misleading of the house on the
speed camera contract and his incompetence, leading to
the subsequent revenue freeze on 47 speed cameras,
and I ask: if the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services has now also improperly met with a police
files freedom of information applicant, shown a
knowledge of the applicant’s police file and sought to
have the freedom of information request withdrawn,
would this finally constitute a sacking offence?
The SPEAKER — Order! It was a very lengthy
question. The Premier, to respond.
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — Yes, Speaker, it was a
lengthy question. I thank the Leader of the Opposition
for his question. I actually disagree with the assessment
of the opposition leader. Firstly, the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services’s answers were not
contradictory at all; they were consistent. Secondly, the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services answered
the questions appropriately.
What you have to say about this police minister is he
has employed more police and has presided over a
reduction in crime and the most resources that have
gone to police for more than a decade — very
successfully.

Chief Justice of Victoria: appointment
Ms McTAGGART (Evelyn) — I direct my
question without notice to the Attorney-General. Will
the Attorney-General inform the house of his progress
in appointing a new Chief Justice of Victoria?
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I thank the
honourable member for her question. Can I say that one
of the privileges of being an Attorney-General is to be
involved in the appointment of judges. However, with
this privilege comes a critical responsibility to appoint
the best and brightest to our benches. This
responsibility is particularly acute in the context of the
appointment of a chief justice.
The Supreme Court of Victoria, I am sure everyone will
agree, is one of Australia’s greatest common-law
courts. This proud history must be preserved and
enhanced through the appointment of judges of the
highest calibre. The Bracks government understands
this responsibility, and that is why I have undertaken an
extensive search on behalf of the government.
The government broke with tradition by calling for
expressions of interest for the judicial appointment
from all sectors of the legal profession. The government
also broadened the eligibility criteria for appointment to
include in its consideration many legal professionals in
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Victoria and right around Australia. We can now see
that this exhaustive search has been truly worth while.
Today Justice Marilyn Warren has been appointed as
the new and 11th Chief Justice of Victoria. This is an
historic appointment, not least because Justice Warren
is the first female chief justice of any Australian
superior court. Justice Marilyn Warren is a trailblazing
female lawyer who has had, may I say, a stellar career.
She was the first woman to serve as an articled clerk in
the Victorian public service, undertaking her clerkship
with the solicitor to the Public Trustee. She was
employed in various positions in the former state
Attorney-General’s Department and was Assistant
Chief Parliamentary Counsel in 1984.
Justice Warren practised as a barrister from 1985 to
1998. She was appointed Queen’s Counsel in 1997 and
a judge of the Supreme Court in 1998. She will be a
superb leader of our Supreme Court, harnessing a
wealth of judicial, managerial and administrative
experience in her new role. She is a woman of passion,
vision and extreme intellect who is committed to
serving the public.
At this time I must also acknowledge the contribution
of Justice John Winneke for stepping into the breach as
acting chief justice with such professionalism and
expertise.
I have no doubt that Justice Warren’s appointment as
chief justice will be warmly welcomed by all
stakeholders. I wish her every success as she leads our
Supreme Court into the 21st century. I believe she will
leave an indelible mark in her role as Victoria’s most
senior judicial officer.
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Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

PUBLIC PROSECUTIONS (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the Public
Prosecutions Act 1994 to confer an immunity from personal
liability in certain circumstances on certain persons
performing duties under that act and for other purposes.

Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — I ask the minister for a
brief explanation of the bill.
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) (By leave) — I
thank the honourable member for the opportunity to
present him with this. This bill is about amending the
Public Prosecutions Act to confer an immunity from
personal liability. That is what I just said. But in effect
it arises as a result of the Tache case, where action was
taken against a number of officers of the Director of
Public Prosecutions. Whilst that action was overturned
by the Court of Appeal, we believe there should be
consistency and certainty for officers of the DPP’s
office in prosecuting cases without fear that they may
be subject to personal civil liability if they act in good
faith.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

PETITIONS
NURSES (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Ms PIKE (Minister for Health) — I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the Nurses Act
1993 to provide for the endorsement of registration of nurses
registered in division 2 of the register of nurses kept under
that act and for other purposes.

Mrs SHARDEY (Caulfield) — Will the minister
give us a little more detail on the bill?
Ms PIKE (Minister for Health) (By leave) — The
amendments to the Nurses Act will extend the scope of
practice for division 2 nurses, enabling them to
administer certain prescribed medications.

Following petitions presented to house:

Taxis: multipurpose program
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of the residents of the state of Victoria draws to
the attention of the house that the proposed changes to the
multipurpose taxi program will have discriminatory outcomes
for many Victorians and will especially create financial and
social hardship for rural dwellers.
Prayer
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria not introduce a financial cap to the
multipurpose taxi program and that any proposed legislation
be delayed until such time as full and proper consultation has
been held with stakeholders, including the taxi industry, to
consider other options for the efficient operation of the
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program, and so that the special circumstances and needs of
the elderly and disabled in rural Victoria are fully considered.

By Dr SYKES (Benalla) (250 signatures) and
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) (21 signatures)

Legal aid: funding
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the state of
Victoria sheweth that the current level of government funding
for legal assistance in Victoria is not adequate, and
disadvantages the underprivileged citizens of Victoria. The
present level of assistance has lead to cuts in legal services
provided to the underprivileged members of the community,
leading to a breach of human rights. Many citizens are being
denied the choice for legal assistance, and are forced to
represent themselves, or not proceed ahead with cases that
would otherwise be heard before a court. This is leaving
many citizens of Victoria with unresolved legal issues.
The undersigned petitioners therefore pray that funding for
legal assistance in the state of Victoria be increased to a level
that provides equality amongst its citizens.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr CLARK (Box Hill) (42 signatures)
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PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Beaufort and Skipton Health Service — Report for the year
2002–03 — together with an explanation for the delay in
tabling
Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 — Section 17DA Order
granting under s 17D a lease by the Moonee Valley City
Council
East Grampians Health Service — Report for the year
2002–03 — together with an explanation for the delay in
tabling
Edenhope and District Memorial Hospital — Report for the
year 2002–03 — together with an explanation for the delay in
tabling
Falls Creek Alpine Resort Management Board — Report for
the year ended 31 October 2003
Financial Management Act 1994:
Reports from the Minister for Health that she had
received the 2002–03 annual reports together with an
explanation for the delay in tabling of the:
Dunmunkle Health Services
South Gippsland Hospital

Laid on table.

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND REGULATIONS
COMMITTEE
Regulation review
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park) presented annual review,
regulations 2002, together with appendices.
Laid on table.
Ordered to be printed.

STANDING ORDERS COMMITTEE
Modernisation of standing orders
Mr LONEY (Lara) presented report, together with
appendices.

Report from the Minister for Health that she had
received the 2001–02 annual report of the Pathology
Services Accreditation Board
Report from the Minister for Water that he had not
received the 2002–03 annual report of the First Mildura
Irrigation Trust
Footy Consortium Pty Ltd — Report for the year 2002–03
Kerang District Health — Report for the year 2002–03 —
together with an explanation for the delay in tabling (two
papers)
Latrobe Regional Hospital — Report for the year 2002–03 —
together with an explanation for the delay in tabling
Planning and Environment Act 1987 — Amendment No 116
to the Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges Regional
Strategy Plan
Planning and Environment Act 1987 — Notices of approval
of amendments to the following Planning Schemes:
Ballarat Planning Scheme — No C48

Laid on table.

Baw Baw Planning Scheme — No C22

Ordered to be printed.

Darebin Planning Scheme — No C48
Greater Geelong Planning Scheme — No C85
Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme — No C40
Melton Planning Scheme — No C48
South Gippsland Planning Scheme — No C16
Wyndham Planning Scheme — No C53
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Stawell Regional Health — Report for the year 2002–03 —
together with an explanation for the delay in tabling (two
papers)
Tallangatta Health Service — Report for the year 2002–03 —
together with an explanation for the delay in tabling (two
papers)
Tattersall’s — Report for the year 2002–03
West Gippsland Healthcare Group — Report for the year
2002–03 — together with an explanation for the delay in
tabling
Western District Health Service — Report of the year
2002–03 — together with an explanation for the delay in
tabling
Wimmera Health Care Group — Report for the year
2002–03 — together with an explanation for the delay in
tabling.

ROYAL ASSENT
Message read advising royal assent to:
Electoral (Amendment) Bill
Emerald Tourist Railway (Amendment) Bill
Residential Tenancies (Amendment) Bill
Road Safety (Amendment) Bill.

APPROPRIATION MESSAGE
Message read recommending appropriation for Gas
Industry (Residual Provisions) (Amendment) Bill.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Program
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — I
move:
That, pursuant to sessional order 6(2), the orders of the day,
government business, relating to the following bills be
considered and completed by 4.00 p.m. on Thursday,
27 November 2003:
Road Safety (Drug Driving) Bill
Parliamentary Committees Bill
Gambling Regulation Bill
Shop Trading Reform (Simplification) Bill
Firearms (Amendment) Bill
Crimes (Money Laundering) Bill.

In addition to these bills, which are listed under the
government business program, it is also the intention of
the government to deal with three other items in
government business during the course of this week.
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The first is item 8 on the notice paper — the
amendments of the Legislative Council to the Accident
Compensation and Transport Accident Acts
(Amendment) Bill. In addition to that, we will also be
dealing with the notice of motion moved by the
Premier, and the planning scheme amendment moved
by the Minister for Planning.
It is in all circumstances, I believe, an achievable target
in that all of those should be dealt with by 4.00 p.m. on
Thursday. I am sure that will be the case. If it were not,
we would sit past 4.00 p.m. to resolve any of those last
three items that had not been dealt with by then; but my
expectation is that the workload contained in the
government business program should be such that we
would be able to accommodate the other matters for a
scheduled 4.00 p.m. finish on Thursday.
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — We oppose the
government business program.
Mr Helper — Surprise, surprise, surprise!
Mr PERTON — It is interesting that the witless
member for Ripon, ‘Toxic Joe’, as the honourable
member from — —
The SPEAKER — Order! Interjections are
disorderly, but I ask the honourable member for
Doncaster not to refer to members by their first name.
Mr PERTON — The point has been that in general
we have been prepared to accommodate the
government’s business program and have either not
opposed it or supported it. But the parliamentary
business programs for the last two weeks have included
additional items: both of those have involved the
Minister for Planning, and both have involved
substantial planning matters.
In each case the staff from the Premier’s office and the
Leader of the House have assumed that the shadow
Minister for Planning has been properly briefed on
these matters, along with the National Party. What is
interesting is that in the case of the motion that the
Minister for Planning put on notice today, there is no
briefing being made available until 3 o’ clock this
afternoon. In other words, the Parliament is dealing
with a planning matter in the same week as — in fact
within a day or two of — not only being given notice of
the matter but being given first sight of the matter.
Parliament sat last week. There is no reason why the
Minister for Planning, given the words of the statute,
cannot give the Parliament notice the week before these
motions are to be dealt with, and then allow at least
consultation over the weekend or over several days.
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That is one of the two reasons for the Liberal Party
opposing the business program. The other concerns the
Gambling Regulation Bill, which as you know,
Speaker, was a bill of such size and with such printing
problems that the Parliament did not have multiple
copies available on the day the second-reading speech
was read. In fact the honourable member for
South-West Coast on that day raised a point of order
with the Deputy Speaker in respect of that matter.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable member
for Melton and the honourable member for Ferntree
Gully!
Mr PERTON — Perhaps their interjections are a
sign of their embarrassment at the fact that they did not
have much input into the bills.
There are literally hundreds of clubs and pubs that
would want to have their say on the gambling
legislation, and the member for Bass, the Liberal Party
spokesman in this area, has tried to touch base with as
many of those clubs and pubs as he can, as have other
members of the Liberal opposition and I presume the
National Party as well. With the time constraints
involved it has been very difficult.
It is unusual that we have not been able to distribute
copies of bills to those people given the limitation of
numbers and the extraordinary size of the bill. In most
cases the reaction we are getting from the pubs and
clubs is that, ‘When we tried to download it from the
Internet, it took so long to download and the cost of
printing was — —
Ms Delahunty interjected.
Mr PERTON — That is interesting. The Minister
for Planning, in a very supercilious way, says, ‘Oh
diddums’, as if it is not right for clubs and pubs, along
with ordinary citizens to have a say in the legislation
that regulates them and gaming.
It is for those two reasons that we oppose the business
program — firstly, because of the Minister for
Planning’s disdain for providing appropriate notice and
timely briefings to the opposition and to the National
Party; and secondly, because the gambling legislation,
as we indicated at the time it was introduced, is a very
difficult bill on which to consult, and requires more
time.
The honourable member for Bass has made
extraordinary efforts in reading the legislation,
interpreting the bill and consulting to the best of his
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ability; nevertheless more time should have been
available for this purpose, and it is for those two
reasons that the opposition opposes the business
program.
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) — The National Party is
also very critical of the government for the business
program. I was on my way to Melbourne yesterday, at
11 o’clock in the morning, when I first received notice
of the planning amendments to be debated this week;
and my colleague the honourable member for
Shepparton still has not had a briefing on the planning
amendment.
We complained about that last week. Why did the
government not get it right? It came in at the last
minute, we complained about the fact that there had not
been sufficient time to consult and to think about these
issues, and it proves the point that some of the
amendments coming in are to do with legislation that
was dealt with last week, and clearly the government
did not get it right and is having another go at it.
Because we are rushing it through again there is no
time for us to consult, because we have not even seen
the amendments yet let alone been able to talk to the
people affected. My understanding is that on this
particular piece of legislation to do with local
government the municipality itself has not even been
consulted. I will take advice on that, but that is our
advice at this stage. That is totally against the notion of
democracy that we on this side of the house hold very
dear. We should be able to go out and talk to interested
parties, to properly consider the legislation before
coming in and having it rushed through the house.
Likewise with the one on the Ombudsman. We first
heard about that yesterday — and yes, we are prepared
to debate it this week. But I register the National Party’s
concern that we do not have sufficient time to properly
consult on these pieces of legislation.
There are six bills in the program. As the Leader of the
House indicated, with cooperation it is possible to get
through them by 4.00 p.m. on Thursday; but they are all
important pieces of legislation. Members on both sides
are going to have to restrict their comments on the
Gambling Regulation Bill, for example, when there is
widespread concern in the community about gambling.
The government when in opposition was very strong on
the growth of gambling and how terrible it was that the
government of the day was so dependent on gambling
revenue. What do we find? Gambling revenue is
continuing to climb, and the government is in fact
banking on it.
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We do not have sufficient time to look at the
complications in this very comprehensive and huge
piece of legislation — and likewise with the other
pieces of legislation. Shop trading reform is an issue of
great concern to my constituents in Echuca, for
example, which is a tourism area. There was great
concern when shop trading legislation was brought in
previously, and here we are making changes to it
without having the proper time to debate and consult.
The government is rushing some of this legislation
through. We believe there is not sufficient time to
consult with interested parties, and therefore on behalf
of the National Party I want to register our complaints
about and criticism of this whole process. I hope the
government tries a little harder to give the opposition
parties adequate time to consult with their constituent
bodies so that the various groups that have an interest in
legislation can voice their opinions and we can then
properly express those views in the Parliament.
Mr NARDELLA (Melton) — I support the
government’s business program. There are only six
bills to debate, yet the opposition is complaining. It is
complaining about having to debate the Gambling
Regulation Bill, but that bill consolidates all the
relevant acts. The debate has already occurred; there are
only some small changes that they will probably agree
with, yet they are complaining. It is a bit too hard for
them, because they are lazy and do not want to debate
the issues. All they want to do is delay the Parliament.
That is what all this is about. It is not about talking
about the real issues that affect communities in this
state; it is all about delaying the process.
It is very sad that we have to have these debates on a
regular basis. The opposition says it cannot handle six
bills. Last week we handled seven or eight bills and the
planning motion without any problems. Yet there are
six bills this week, one of which is a consolidation of
many acts, and the opposition remains lazy, having no
policies or vision for Victoria. All opposition members
can do is whinge, harp and complain about having to
work in the Parliament. I support the government’s
business program.
Mr SMITH (Bass) — I would like to speak against
the government’s business program. The issue I want to
debate is this. Yes, there are only six bills, but I say to
the member for Melton, through you, Speaker, that the
gambling bill is a consolidation of eight separate pieces
of legislation that really should have been looked at as
separate bills. I am not arguing about the consolidation,
but I do say there is a lot. There are 630 pages in the
bill; there are another 100 pages of explanatory
memorandum; and 140 pages have been deleted. We
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have to go through and pick up every one of them to
see where the changes are. Another 40 changes have
been made to the bill, and I bet the minister is not
prepared to sit down in committee and talk about them
so we can work our way through it.
The problem is that people worry about problem
gambling, but this government has not been able to do
anything about it. We see the government wanting to
make a lot of changes to this legislation. It has deleted
two of the bills, including the casino bill, but in the
second-reading speech the minister — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Bass,
on the question of time. This debate is about time, not
the content of the bill.
Mr SMITH — I am talking about time and the
enormity of this particular bill. I am giving some details
so people can understand what it is all about. Gambling
is one of the biggest industries and one of the bigger
employers of people in the state. But we are going to
fiddle and go through the legislation in a matter of
hours. This government should be taking a long, hard
look at itself. We are happy to debate this bill and make
improvements to the gambling industry because of its
importance. But you have to give us a fair amount of
time to talk to the 650 different outlets. We can talk to
the leading authorities and to the associations in regard
to their feelings, but you have to understand that we
have to be able to talk to the people who are going to be
affected by your advertising and your signage bans. No
proof has been presented in the Parliament — —
Mr Lupton — On a point of order, Speaker, the
member is going into detail about concepts and sections
of the bill that are inappropriate to be talked about in a
debate about time. We are only concerned here about
time and the government business program.
The SPEAKER — Order! This is a debate on the
government business program. The member cannot go
into the content of the bills, but he certainly can talk
about the problems he may have in being able to debate
the bills on the government business program.
Mr SMITH — It is important that the government
has some understanding of the enormity of this
gambling bill and of the others — and not just five,
because we now hear that three additional matters are
going to be brought into this house. They will be about
important issues as well, otherwise they would not be
coming before us in this Parliament. You want to rush
them through. You do not want to be scrutinised by this
Parliament or by the people of Victoria.
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This government is developing a very bad habit of
arrogance and of ignoring the principles of the
Parliament of Victoria. If you think we are just going to
go away and not argue about what we consider to be a
reasonable time for us to debate these issues, you have
another think coming! We want to debate them and we
want to have the time to debate them. For every sort of
reason you should be wanting to debate these bills — —
Ms Lindell — On a point of order, Speaker, the
member is constantly using the word ‘you’. This is a
reflection on the Speaker, and I ask you to direct him to
make his references through the Chair.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the member to
address his comments through the Chair.
Mr SMITH — When I say ‘you’, I mean ‘youse’.
All right?
The SPEAKER — Order! If the member for Bass
wishes to refer the government, he should refer to the
government. When he refers to ‘you’, he is addressing
the Speaker.
Mr SMITH — So I was speaking to you, Speaker.
All right?
The SPEAKER — Order! I sincerely hope not! I
think the member for Bass should be a little bit more
careful.
Mr SMITH — I give up!
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning) — That
last comment is the only time I have heard the member
for Bass make sense in all the time he has been in this
chamber.
I support the government’s business program. I
particularly congratulate the Leader of the House on his
management of the government business program
throughout this sitting.
What we hear from the opposition is beginning to
sound like a cracked record. We come into this place
and hear the mantra of, ‘We’re not ready. We have not
had enough time. We cannot get the information.
No-one will talk to us’. Honestly, it is embarrassing. It
confirms that unfortunately democracy is not well
served by the opposition, because the Liberal Party in
particular is lazy. It comes in here complaining about
planning amendments when it has had 12 months to put
in a submission.
Mr Smith interjected.
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The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Bass
has had his turn.
Ms DELAHUNTY — Members of the opposition
did not contribute one page, one word or one syllable,
and yet they come into this place when they are asked
to debate these matters and have done no preparation.
Mr Perton — On a point of order, Speaker, on the
question of relevance, the Minister for Planning always
likes to make great play of whether the Liberal Party
has put in a submission to her so that she could make a
decision. The question before the house is how we deal
with her notice of motion, which we have not received
a briefing on, given the way it was treated last week,
when it was brought in on Tuesday and rammed
through on Thursday. I ask you to bring her back to
order.
The SPEAKER — Order! I think the minister was
just making a passing reference, but the matter in this
debate is the government business program.
Ms DELAHUNTY — Yes, indeed, and I was about
to raise the government business program. I thank the
member for Doncaster for giving me a lovely segue
into it.
The member was complaining about the fact that a
briefing for the shadow Minister for Planning had not
occurred yet. I might share with the house the problems
we had finding him. We put out an all-points alert
yesterday, but were told by the people in his office that
they could not find him. So we kept ringing, we sent
emails, we sent a donkey cart around to see if we could
deliver the message — —
Mr Perton — On a point of order, Speaker, this sort
of abuse and reflection upon another member can be
done by way of substantive motion, but the minister
does herself no credit with this sort of nonsense during
the government business debate. One email sent last
week — —
The SPEAKER — Order! What is the point of
order exactly?
Mr Perton — The point of order is that the minister
is reflecting upon another member and she ought not to
do so.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister, on the
government business program.
Ms DELAHUNTY — On the government business
program, I do support it. It is a good government
business program. It has been well considered — well
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thought out. Certainly we are offering briefings, but if
shadow ministers are on strike that is not our problem;
it is the opposition’s.
Motion agreed to.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Tullamarine Primary School: Pirates of
Penzance
Ms BEATTIE (Yuroke) — It was with great
pleasure last week that I attended Tullamarine Primary
School’s annual production. This year’s play was a
fantastic rendition of the Pirates of Penzance directed
by Deborah Buzza with the assistance of Sally Davies,
Margaret Reid and the Tullamarine Production
Company.
Children from grade 3 upwards were involved in the
performance. In particular I would like to mention the
members of the Tullamarine Primary School choir, who
did a magnificent job demonstrating not only their
talent but also their remarkable patience and stamina
throughout the play.
I congratulate the school’s principal, Michael Gregory,
for his commitment to this annual event. I applaud him
and his staff for providing his students with
opportunities to develop skills and enjoy experiences
that move beyond the classroom environment. I am
aware that productions of this nature take an enormous
amount of effort and energy on the part of the school
community, volunteers, staff, and of course the students
themselves. In the increasingly busy schedules that
schools are facing, it is admirable that school
communities remain committed to their annual
end-of-year productions.
I would also like to acknowledge the local businesses
that offer the valuable and greatly appreciated
sponsorship that ensures a quality production is
available for all our community to enjoy and appreciate.
This is the fourth performance of the Tullamarine
Primary School’s annual school play that I have been
to, and I believe I will be going to many more as the
member for Yuroke.

Budget: surplus
Mr COOPER (Mornington) — The November
2003 report of the Auditor-General has confirmed what
many Victorians have long suspected — that is, that the
Bracks government is now operating well beyond its
financial means, with expenditure outstripping income
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and the surplus reduced by a massive $553 million in
just 12 months.
The Bracks government has not only ignored the
warnings given to it by the Auditor-General over the
last two years but has also ignored the lessons of history
that it should have heeded from the terrible financial
mismanagement of the Cain and Kirner Labor
governments. Under the leadership of former Premiers
John Cain and Joan Kirner, the Labor Party nearly
bankrupted Victoria between 1982 and 1992. Now we
can see it is well and truly heading down the same path
again after just four years with Mr Bracks in power.
Mr Bracks was a senior advisor to Joan Kirner, but
obviously he has forgotten anything he might have
learnt from the hopeless performance of her
government. The Auditor-General spelled out the
problem clearly by drawing attention to the fact that
while there has been a 21 per cent increase in revenue,
expenditure has increased at a greater rate — at 35 per
cent.
Just how much clearer does the message have to be
before it sinks into the brain of Premier Bracks? Every
householder knows that spending more than you earn
leads to major problems; and even worse is doing that
while spending all your savings. That is the lethal
financial cocktail which the Bracks government is now
brewing, and it is all bad news for the people of
Victoria.

Rotary Eltham Town Festival
Mr HERBERT (Eltham) — I recently had the
pleasure of participating in the Rotary Eltham festival, a
highly successful event run primarily on the fantastic
community spirit that is evident in the district. As usual,
I found the Eltham festival was very well run, and I
must commend the organisers at Eltham Rotary for a
fine job once again. In particular, Chris Chappel, the
Rotary Eltham Town Festival director, did a fantastic
job in organising the event.
The parade, stage, and many stalls and displays at the
festival gave visitors an insight into the depth and
breadth of the area’s community groups and
organisations, which all contribute to the rich tapestry
of the district. The weekend’s festivities began on
Saturday morning at the Eltham town square, with a
lively musical introduction by the Eltham High School
band and a visit by Humphrey Bear. On the Saturday
evening locals were bedazzled by an impressive
fireworks display, a hit among the young and old alike.
During the course of the festival I greatly enjoyed
catching up with the numerous community leaders who
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are heavily involved in the event. It was also terrific to
see stalls where students from the Eltham area
displayed their work, reinforcing the integral role that
local schools play in community beyond the school
grounds.
I had the opportunity to meet with my predecessor,
Wayne Phillips, and I was pleased to see that he is still
active and going strong after life in state politics.
I congratulate Eltham Rotary on its fine effort, and I
congratulate all participants and visitors. It was an
excellent weekend.
The SPEAKER — Order! In calling the member
for Lowan, I remind him that there are water
restrictions in place in this state!

Natimuk Frinj Festival
Mr DELAHUNTY (Lowan) — Last Saturday I was
privileged to witness a world-class event — not the
Rugby World Cup but Space and Place, a different
visual and aerial art performance as part of the Natimuk
Frinj Festival. This interactive animated and aerial
performance involved the use of the 27-metre high
Graincorp silos. Animations were projected onto the
silos, and the aerial dance by Y Space climbers
involved the full area of one side of the silos. The
performances included shadow sculpture, puppetry,
paintings, images, music and a community choir.
This was a unique and memorable performance that
was not only beautiful, but sometimes comic and
sometimes dramatic. It was a collection of poetic
images that played with extremes of the region —
drought, fire, plague and flood. It was a performance
that explored the relationship between land, space and
the community.
I congratulate president Jillian Pearce; festival director
Shiree Pilkington; the Arapiles Community Theatre; the
staff and committee; and the many volunteers. The
sponsors — Vichealth, Regional Arts Victoria,
Graincorp and the Horsham Rural City Council, along
with many others — received excellent value for
money, and all should be extremely proud of this
world-class performance.
The growth in the arts, particularly the performing arts,
over the last decade has been astounding. The Lowan
electorate, and Natimuk in particular, has earned a
well-deserved reputation for being a strong and
well-supported arts community. It was really one of
those memorable performances that I am sure many
more people would have loved to have seen. Next year,
in 12 months time, be there or be square.
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Ivanhoe Primary School: 150th anniversary
Mr LANGDON (Ivanhoe) — It is a great pleasure
to today pay tribute to the Ivanhoe Primary School. The
school, which is in my electorate, this year celebrated
its 150th birthday, which is an enormous achievement.
As we discovered today, this Parliament is only 147,
but Ivanhoe Primary School is 150. I pay credit to the
school for its enormous community spirit.
The other day I was at a launch at the Linlithgow
Centre for Older Persons, and Ivanhoe Primary School
students were present for the official opening, or the
turning on, of the water tank at that centre. The Ivanhoe
Primary School is represented at many functions I
attend. When I was at the Linlithgow centre I
discovered that the students often help the elderly with
reading, or the elderly help them — it is a shared
arrangement. The elderly go there all the time to
participate in all sorts of programs.
As the member for Ivanhoe I am also often at the
Heidelberg repatriation hospital, and at all the
services — Anzac Day and Remembrance Day —
representatives from the Ivanhoe Primary School are
always present representing the school.
The school has a great school spirit. As I said, it
celebrated its 150th year this year on 12 and
13 September. I pay tribute to the school; its principal,
John Clark; the teachers and staff; the many, many
parents involved in all the school activities; and
obviously the school council. It is a great school with a
great community spirit, and I commend it to the house.

Multimedia Victoria: director
Mr KOTSIRAS (Bulleen) — Last week I
highlighted how Multimedia Victoria is employing
consultants at a cost of thousands of dollars to advise it
on what to advise the minister.
This week I find out that the director of Multimedia
Victoria enjoys a good feed and a good glass of wine at
taxpayers expense. During this year the director visited
a number of restaurants and wine bars, including:
Florentino, Kenzen Japanese Restaurant, Punch Lane
Wine Bar Restaurant, and Langton’s Restaurant and
Wine Bar. At Langton’s Restaurant and Wine Bar, he
spent $11 on a glass of shadow chardonnay and $19.50
for a burger for someone.
I am sure that Victorians in regional Victoria who are
unable to access the Internet will appreciate his taste for
fine wine. I am sure that students who are unable to
access the Internet will appreciate his generosity to his
mates. According to a dining guide:
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Langton’s Restaurant and Wine Bar in Melbourne claimed
the highest award, best restaurant in Victoria for 2001 in the
15th annual American Express awards. Combining a
first-class restaurant and a first-class wine bar, and operated
by the Langton’s of wine auction fame. The restaurant
features a kitchen and a much talked about Bonnet stove from
France. The wine bar has around 30 wines by the glass, and
links to the alfresco terrace, for enjoying casual fine wine in
the open.

Multimedia Victoria needs to get its priorities right. I
urge the minister to check to see what Multimedia
Victoria is doing and to restructure it to make it more
efficient and more effective.

Planning: urban growth boundary
amendments
Ms LOBATO (Gembrook) — I wish to
congratulate the Bracks government and the Minister
for Planning for the recent amendments made to the
urban growth boundary. Subsequent to the thorough
consultation that led to over 500 submissions being
received from Victorian councils and other members of
the community, the urban growth boundary has been
settled.
The electorate of Gembrook will benefit in various
ways from the historic green wedge legislation. In the
City of Casey, the Casey foothills will now be protected
from ad hoc development. In the Shire of Cardinia the
townships of Upper Beaconsfield and Gembrook will
continue to grow and attract tourism, whilst enabling
the retention of the green wedge land that surrounds
them. The urban growth boundary placement also
allows for localised employment for the south-east
growth corridor by allowing for the proposed
Greenhills industrial estate.
Urban growth boundaries placed around Warburton
Highway townships, including Woori Yallock,
Launching Place, Yarra Junction, Wesburn, Millgrove
and Warburton, will ensure long-term viability and
continue to be a drawcard for tourists.
More than 99.6 per cent of green wedge land as defined
under the interim boundary has been unaffected by
changes. The electorate of Gembrook has some of the
most environmentally significant areas in the state and
the urban growth boundary will ensure their protection.

Rail: gauge standardisation
Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — I rise to
condemn the Minister for Transport for continually
deceiving the people of south-west Victoria with
respect to rail standardisation. This project, which was
announced in 2001 by the Bracks Labor government,
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has now been completely abandoned — another broken
transport promise in country Victoria by the Bracks
government.
Recently the office of the Minister for Transport
deliberately lied to the media whilst seeking to
embarrass Cr Geoff White, a hardworking local Shire
of Glenelg councillor, who is chair of the Councils for
Rail Freight Development. Cr White advised his local
council that he had been surprised to learn recently that
the $15 million allocated to the Portland Cliff Street
overpass actually came from moneys provided for the
rail standardisation project. In response the minister’s
office said this information was not new, and that it was
in the government’s media release of 6 May. This is
simply untrue; it is a blatant lie for political purposes.
Media releases on 6 May and 8 May by the Bracks
Labor government do not make any reference to the
source of funds for this overpass. This clearly shows
that the Bracks Labor government has completely
abandoned the rail standardisation project, which will
hurt economic development in western Victoria and
regional Victoria as a whole. It is now using the funds
for other purposes.
This government and this minister continually lie in
order to deceive country people about this broken
promise to the people of Victoria.

Women: Premier’s summit
Ms GILLETT (Tarneit) — I am grateful for this
opportunity to advise the house of the wonderful
success of the fourth annual Premier’s women’s
summit, which was held in Bendigo last Friday. The
focus of this year’s summit was women building
communities.
Over 160 women were at the summit, and they heard
the Premier launch the report and proposals of the
government on work and family balance. The Premier
also announced the first two pilot projects, organised in
conjunction with employers, that are designed to
develop practical approaches to assist working people
balance their work and family responsibilities.
The summit participants heard the Minister for
Women’s Affairs outline the government’s actions in
supporting, developing and acting on women’s health
and safety, and women’s leadership at work and within
their communities. The feedback from participants was
remarkable. It was wholeheartedly enthusiastic about
the current, and continuing, work of the summit.
I place on record the congratulations of the government,
certainly of the minister and myself, to Fiona Sharke,
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director of the Office of Women’s Policy, and her
inspired and hardworking team on putting together such
an important gathering of Victorian women so that their
voices can continue to be heard and acted upon by the
Bracks government.

Bushfires: fuel reduction
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) — I rise to express
concern about the lack of coordinated action by the
government in regard to the reduction of fire hazards
across country Victoria before the approaching summer
and fire-ban season. Victorians have not forgotten the
massive fires earlier this year in north-eastern Victoria’s
high country, the subsequent federal and state
government inquiries, and the resultant
recommendations for future fire control measures. One
of the things that was universally commented on was
the lack of adequate fire prevention work to effectively
reduce the understorey in national parks and forest
areas, which was a major contributing factor to the
extent of the burnt-out areas.
With the recent winter rains we have seen enormous
growth, not only in grain crops and pastures in the
farming areas of north-eastern Victoria, but also in the
extensive grass growth along major and minor roads.
The question must be asked: have any lessons been
learnt from the devastating fires of last summer. Apart
from mowing along the borders of many of these roads,
we have not seen any coordinated action from the
Department of Sustainability and Environment to
reduce what will be a massive fire problem during the
coming summer season.
The department must utilise its own facilities, and seek
cooperation from municipalities and the Country Fire
Authority (CFA) in reduction of the potential fire
hazards by further mowing and burning off
immediately to reduce the enormous dangers from
bushfires. This would also assist in providing essential
fire breaks along these areas.

Gippsland Institute of TAFE: Chadstone
campus
Ms BARKER (Oakleigh) — On Friday,
14 November, I was very pleased to attend a function in
my electorate to mark the transition of the Gippsland
Institute of TAFE’s Chadstone training facility from its
former name, the Line School, to Energy and
Telecommunications Training Australia, or ETTA.
Established in 1945, the former State Electricity
Commission of Victoria Line School is recognised as
one of the foremost line-worker training facilities in the
world.
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ETTA has expanded its focus and reach from the
line-worker school into a training and education facility
that provides world-class training to the electrical, gas,
telecommunications, and water utility and generation
sectors. Training delivery has been expanded to
markets in Australia and overseas such as Tonga,
Samoa, the Philippines, and Thailand. Recent
discussions will result in ETTA also delivering training
and education capability to China and South Africa.
As a division of Gippsland TAFE, ETTA is a partner in
the emerging Gippsland education precinct at Churchill,
providing linkages in Australia and worldwide to
learning pathways through programs such as vocational
education and training, or VET, in schools, through to a
diploma and advanced diploma at ETTA which then
articulates into engineering pathways at Monash
University.
This year over 800 trainees will pass through ETTA’s
doors. ETTA’s general manager, Dr Rovel Shackleford,
has worked with a dedicated team of 40 trainers and
administration support staff to reshape ETTA’s
capability to meet this new world demand. I
congratulate Rovel on his leadership in this transition,
the staff who supported and assisted in the reshaping,
Peter West for organising the celebrations to mark the
transition, and Jeff Cunningham, chief executive
officer, Central Gippsland Institute of TAFE, for his
support for this new vision and excellent delivery of
training.

Crime: incidence
Mr WELLS (Scoresby) — This statement calls on
the Minister for Police and Emergency Services to
provide an assurance to Victorians that community
safety will continue to be a high priority, given the
latest information from the United States indicating that
New York City is now a far safer city to live in than
Victoria. An analysis of the latest Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) crime statistics for the United States
when compared to Victoria Police crime statistics for
2002–03 reveals that, on average, it is significantly
safer to live in New York City than in Victoria.
Victorian crime statistics for 2002–03 indicate that
there were 8521 offences recorded per 100 000 head of
population. In comparison, United States crime
statistics show that New York City recorded
3100 offences per 100 000 head of population and that
the US, on average, recorded 4119 offences per
100 000 head of population.
Even if you analyse Victoria’s crime statistics using the
United States’ FBI crime index definition of murder,
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rape, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, larceny,
theft, and motor vehicle theft, New York and the United
States on average are still far safer than Victoria.
Victoria’s comparative rate is 5632 offences per
100 000 head of population — almost twice that of
New York.
Action must be taken by the Bracks government to
ensure that Victoria is not only the safest state in
Australia, but also one of the safest places in the world
in which to live. It is simply unacceptable that
Victorians are faced with living in a less safe
environment than the citizens of New York City, or
indeed most of the United States.

Lilydale spring show: 50th anniversary
Ms BEARD (Kilsyth) — On Saturday,
15 November, my husband, Ted, and I were delighted
to join the member for Monbulk at the Lilydale annual
spring show. This year was special in the life of this
show as it was its 50th anniversary celebration. Over
this time the Lilydale show has played a large part in
the Yarra Valley’s history by providing a platform for
local producers in the area to showcase their
agricultural and horticultural heritage. Traditional
country techniques and values are emphasised, with
attractions such as a children’s interactive animal farm,
gold prospecting, displays of vintage farm machinery,
blacksmithing, dog events, competitions involving arts
and crafts, among others. The show is also an ideal
location for businesses to promote their products and
services, and the many stalls provided opportunities for
buying and selling all kinds of wares. Entertainment
was a big feature of the show, with the usual popular
rides and show bags, musical entertainment, and a
spectacular fireworks display on the Saturday evening.
During my visit I attended the official opening of the
show in the main arena, followed by the grand parade. I
also enjoyed the art and craft displays, some wonderful
Scottish dancing, and the photography exhibition.
Special congratulations should go to Ray Atchison, the
president of the Lilydale Agricultural and Horticultural
Society, and Kathie Mason, the secretary and
administrator of the society, for their significant
contribution and hard work in organising a weekend
which had something for the whole family to enjoy.

Wind farms: landscape assessment
Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — On 21 November
the Minister for Planning announced that the
government would in future require applicants for wind
farms to undertake assessments of landscape values as:
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… a first step in the process for seeking approval for wind
farms in Victoria.

This extraordinary announcement reveals the following.
One, coastal landscapes in Victoria are under threat;
two, the government has not done enough to protect our
precious coastline; three, the government’s guidelines
for the development of wind energy facilities are totally
inadequate; four, applications to date have recklessly
disregarded landscape values in their pursuit of permits
over people; five, existing applications can plough on
regardless; six, some existing applications are
inappropriately located, but the government does not
intend to do anything about it; seven, future applicants
will be making their own assessments of landscape
values, despite having blatant conflicts of interest;
eight, the government has not understood the need for a
moratorium on all applications pending a review of the
government’s guidelines and a comprehensive
independent landscape assessment; and nine, the
government has ignored the calls for a moratorium by
individuals and groups such as Great Ocean Road
Marketing, the Victorian Tourism Industry Council, the
shires of Moyne, Bass and South Gippsland, the
Victorian Coastal Council, the Coastal Guardians,
former Labor Senator John Button, the National Trust
of Australia (Victoria), and various community groups.
The statement by the minister that all applications ‘will
continue to be assessed on a case-by-case basis’ flies in
the face of all evidence and experience that local
communities do not want to have to face repeated,
expensive and divisive campaigns to protect their own
local environments, particularly as the state government
has removed responsible authority planning status from
local councils.

Baw Baw: Queen’s Hall display
Mr MAXFIELD (Narracan) — This afternoon I
want to speak highly of the Baw Baw Display in the
Pavilion in Queen’s Hall. For those members who have
not yet visited the display, I urge them to do so. I am
standing here wearing the floral spray which has been
given to members of Parliament by the Shire of Baw
Baw.
The display is a great way of showcasing the Baw Baw
shire to the wider community as well as to the
parliamentary representatives of this state. The Baw
Baw shire has a whole range of diverse activities within
it. As can be seen by the display, the area produces
many fine and award-winning cheeses — for example,
Jindi cheese, which won the best cheese in the world
award not so long ago. Tarago River cheeses are there
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as well. There is a range of other displays in Queen’s
Hall.
Not only does Baw Baw shire have a great Gourmet
Deli Trail and gourmet foods, it is very high tech as
well. A number of very innovative developments have
come out of the area — for example, the low-cost Eli
milk meter for the dairy industry shows the strong focus
there. Modra Technology also has some displays of its
great development work in high tech.
Baw Baw, which is a leading-edge shire council on the
outskirts of the metropolitan fringe, provides a
wonderful rural environment. I commend the Baw Baw
display and urge all members to visit it.

Ken Young
Mr ROBINSON (Mitcham) — I want to take this
opportunity to place on the record my appreciation of
the work undertaken by Mr Ken Young of
Nunawading. Over a number of years Ken Young has
been very heavily involved in neighbourhood watch
activities in the Nunawading area. Through his efforts
the neighbourhood watch group has been extremely
active. Ken recently indicated that he and his family
will be moving from Nunawading after 13 years. On
behalf of a lot of people we wish them a great deal of
success in the future. We also express our thanks for the
work they have done over a long period of time, which
is greatly appreciated.
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proud. It is a major redevelopment of residential
services that will dramatically improve the quality of
life for 462 Kew residents.
The Premier has given a cast-iron guarantee that all
capital realised from the sale of Kew will be spent on
new residential services. In addition the government
will be spending more recurrently on the residents of
Kew living in the community through improved
services and facilities. Those who need to live on the
site in groups of houses because of high physical and
medical needs will be able to do so.
The evidence is now clear. Professor Emerson, recently
here from Lancaster University, has reviewed
70 separate studies of 5800 former institutions in the
United Kingdom. These studies clearly show that the
quality of life of people in the UK who have been
moved from institutional to community settings has
improved dramatically. In summary, they use less
medication, are more engaged in day activities and
show substantial improvements in their physical, social
and mental wellbeing.
The evidence from community visitors such as Fay
Richards shows that where residents have already
moved out of Kew the improvements have been
dramatic. Kew is one of our oldest institutions and is in
desperate need of reform. In government the Liberals
finally agreed to close it. They should stop whingeing
and carping about Kew and get behind the government.

Life Activities, Whitehorse

State Emergency Service: Chelsea unit

Another group in the electorate which deserves
commendation is Life Activities, Whitehorse, an
association of older people which provides activities in
a whole range of areas. They include cinema and
computer activities, caravanning, art, dancing, eating
out, 10-pin bowling, golf and gardening. I want to
congratulate a number of people involved in this
outstanding group: firstly, Barry Virtue, who is the
president; the honorary secretary, Bill Walsh; Ted
Robinson, who acts as treasurer; the membership
secretary, Bernard Shanahan; group coordinator, Cathy
Clark; the care person, Val McDonald; and importantly,
the newsletter editor, Lorraine McGowan, for
continually producing a very fulsome newsletter.

Ms LINDELL (Carrum) — I would like to
congratulate the Chelsea State Emergency Service on
celebrating its 50th anniversary. It began with the
original Civil Defence Legion and, as I said, has been
operating in my area for 50 years. On Saturday night
members of the SES had a very successful celebratory
dinner, and I would like to thank them for inviting me
and my husband, Roland. Also in attendance was the
director of the Victoria State Emergency Service, Rhys
Maggs; Bob Cowling, the regional manager; and of
course the SES chaplains, Jean and Walter Smart. I
would like to particularly congratulate Ron Fitch, who
is the controller of the Chelsea SES.

MrROBINSON(Mitcham)—

Kew Residential Services: site development
Mr HUDSON (Bentleigh) — I rise to speak in
support of the government’s deinstitutionalisation of
Kew Residential Services. The announcement by the
Premier in May 2000 that Kew would close is
something of which this government can be extremely

A number of awards were given out on the night. The
City of Kingston award for the best trainee was given to
Carol Ewing, and the controller’s award for best
volunteer was given to Mark Strange. Tanya Allatt was
presented with a 10-year continuous service award.
There were some FUBAR awards, which, in the best
Australian spirit, are awards for the best muck up. They
were jointly presented to Aaron Blamey and Ron Fitch.
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My best wishes to the Chelsea SES, and I express my
appreciation of their efforts on behalf of my
community.

Seymour Technical High School: VCAL
conference
Mr HARDMAN (Seymour) — I rise to
congratulate the students and staff of Seymour
Technical High School on a conference they ran and
hosted for Victorian certificate of applied learning
(VCAL) students and staff from other secondary
schools, including those at Kyneton, Gisborne, Yea and
Broadford.
The initiative arose from the students’ desire to see the
VCAL become more prominent and to learn from other
schools about how they conduct their VCAL program.
It certainly was a successful conference in that it raised
the profile of the VCAL and the pride of its
participants. This project was part of their learning
experience. It was well conducted: invitations were
sent, speakers were arranged, workshops were held
where good ideas, concerns and experiences were
shared, and a frank panel discussion took place.
These students and teachers are pioneers of the
Victorian government’s VCAL program, which aims to
provide an alternative pathway for students whom the
academically oriented Victorian certificate of education
does not suit. It is also conducted at the TAFE institute
in Seymour, and a community VCAL is also conducted
at Berry Street. The VCAL has successfully provided
an alternative for many students. After listening to the
students and teachers at the conference, it is apparent
that it is keeping people at school, as intended. The
research shows that the longer students stay at school,
the better chance they have of long-term success in life
and the job market.
I commend the Minister for Education and Training,
the school’s teachers and students, and the employers,
who are an important part of this project, for working
so hard and in partnership to ensure that the VCAL is a
success.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ingram) — Order!
The honourable member’s time has expired. The
honourable member for Bayswater has 1 minute.

Pallesviaki Enosis
Mr LOCKWOOD (Bayswater) — Last Saturday
night I had the pleasure of representing the Minister
assisting the Premier on Multicultural Affairs at a
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function in my electorate for the anniversary of the
liberation of Lesvos.
Lesvos is an island in the Aegean Sea near the Turkish
coast with a mild climate of warm winters and hot
summers. The people of Lesvos grow olives, produce
dairy food and catch seafood. More importantly for the
purposes of the celebration, they are a major producer
of ouzo. I was reintroduced to this famous drink and am
now well acquainted with its charms.
The celebration was run by Pallesviaki Enosis, an
association based in Bayswater, with an outstanding
president in George Stavrinos and energetic secretary in
Helen Agiasotelis. The vice-president is Michael
Pasalis, and the immediate past president is Nick
Vervris.
The association is a social one with the objective of
keeping alive connections to Lesvos and bringing
people together on a regular basis. Its functions are well
attended, with the dinner dance attracting about
300 people to beautiful, sunny Bayswater. The
clubrooms are a great example of what can be achieved.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ingram) — Order!
The honourable member’s time has expired, and the
time for statements by members has expired.

ROAD SAFETY (DRUG DRIVING) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 30 October; motion of
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport).

Mr MULDER (Polwarth) — I rise to contribute to
the debate on the Road Safety (Drug Driving) Bill,
which is very important to the community. It just so
happens that today I noted an article in the Age saying
that the insurance company AAMI has released some
figures indicating that one in five young drivers have
driven under the influence of recreational drugs such as
marijuana, cocaine, ecstasy and speed. It goes on to
state that drivers under 25 years old are twice as likely
as older drivers to believe that a small quantity of
recreational drugs does not affect their driving.
I suppose that, like many other members, I grew up in
an era when drugs were not prevalent in the
community. There was plenty of alcohol around, but it
was possibly not until my late teens that the recreational
use of substances such as amphetamines and marijuana
was even discussed. As I said, through those years I
was fortunate enough not to come into contact with
those types of drugs, but as I have grown older — and,
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I hope, a little wiser — I must say I have some real
concern about what seems to be a level of acceptance in
the community of recreational drugs, especially when it
starts to bite very close to home, as it has done on one
occasion with me. To see a young person start off as a
recreational marijuana smoker and then, under the
influence of marijuana and the company they were
keeping, be prepared to test other drugs, to the point
where their life is completely wasted, to the absolute
dismay of parents, family members and friends, has
been one of the toughest matters I have had to observe
as an adult.
I went through the process of putting a young person
through a drug rehabilitation program. I suppose that
when you are going down the pathway of putting
someone through that program and working with them
on it, you get to thinking, ‘What was the root cause of
this? Where did it start, and what could have been done
to avoid it?’ I am on the record as saying that there is no
place for marijuana and other forms of recreational
drugs in our society. They are an absolute scourge for
younger people, and I could not, in any way, shape or
form, recommend or support their recreational use,
simply because of the damage I have seen them cause.
I would like to point out some of the issues in the
drug-driving bill before the house. It picks up on a
policy commitment of the Liberal Party, which has for
a long period of time pushed for random testing for
drug use among drivers. We pushed this to the point
where we were getting nowhere with the Bracks Labor
government. It was not until the government became
aware that the Liberal Party was seeking some serious
information about the number of people who had died
on the road having been found to have cannabis or
amphetamines in their system that the Labor Party
finally decided to do something.
The concern the Liberal Party has at this time is the
lack of commitment by the Bracks Labor government
to road safety via the drug-driving bill. The process is
based on a random test, whereby a motorist will be
pulled over into a bay where there is a drug bus — the
only drug bus in Victoria, I might add. The driver will
be asked to produce a sample of saliva by sucking on a
swab. If that tests positive, they will be taken into the
drug bus for a second test. If it is again positive, they
will be provided with a sample of the test and,
depending on the second result, will be prosecuted for
driving with drugs in their system.
I point out that there is already legislation in place
which deals with drug-impaired driving, by which
someone may be detected driving erratically and taken
to a police station, where an impairment test is carried
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out. They are asked to stand on one leg, walk a straight
line and so forth, and then after those tests the officer
may determine that the person has to take a blood test
to see exactly what level of drugs they have in their
system. As a result of that, prosecution can take place.
The difference in the two systems is that the
driving-while-drug-impaired standard is one of zero
tolerance, and the random testing we are talking of
introducing is a test which will only detect whether the
driver of a vehicle either has been smoking marijuana
or has taken amphetamines up to 3 hours prior to the
test. It does not deal with the person who is stoned out
of their brain and has been so for two months, using
bongs and smoking marijuana. If such a person has not
smoked marijuana 3 hours prior to the test, they will not
test positive under this arrangement; yet quite obviously
their driving may still be impaired as a result of
previous drug use.
The same also exists for a driver who has had
amphetamines. It possibly could be a long-time drug
user who has his ability to drive affected because of
long-term use but who once again will not be picked up
under this particular arrangement. To the Liberal Party,
as I say, a start is a start, but this does seem to be
somewhat of a soft approach.
We understand that we are dealing with new
technology. The technology was used mainly in cases
of prisoners to detect whether or not they had been
using drugs within the prison system. We appreciate
that. We know there is going to be a report to
Parliament some time in 2004, and we also know that
this particular legislation has a sunset date of July 2005.
There is some concern in relation particularly to how
serious the government is given the resources it has put
into this bill and how it will operate once it has started
to be put into practice within the community.
We are told one bus will be operating for the entire
state. Around 80 officers will be trained to conduct
those tests, and it is envisaged there will be around
9000 tests a year. The cost of the equipment is of the
order of $1600, and a test costs about $32. It is not an
awful lot when you think of the problems that are being
caused on the road at this point in time — the growth in
numbers in relation to people who have died as a result
of car accidents and who have tested positive to
amphetamines and marijuana.
This particular process that the government is engaging
in does have all the smells of a sideshow; it does have a
whiff of trying to convince the public that it is doing
something. I have no doubt that the vehicle will be well
painted and well decorated. There will be whistles and
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streamers on the day the project is launched. However,
given the growth in the problem that is in the
community, we have concerns as to what appears to be
the very minimal approach — a small amount of
funding to tackle what is a very significant problem
within the community.
You would hate to think that the real issue of
drug-driving — driving under the influence of drugs —
will not be given more prominence at the completion of
the test. That is what it is — a test. We are going to go
through a process of random testing. It is going to be
run as a pilot program, and it will be assessed at the end
of that process to see what the outcomes are. We would
like to see the government then get very serious about
the resources, and I guess that is where the real issue
starts to bite with the Liberal Party. We know very well
that when you go through the police annual reports you
always look at the issues in terms of crimes against the
person — where hours are being taken away from
crimes against the person and put into traffic
infringement.
I would have no problem whatsoever in seeing some of
the officers involved in dealing with traffic
infringements — I am talking about speeding drivers,
and I am talking about people who possibly could
improve their driving habits — trained up and able to
be used in the drug testing of drivers, because as I say,
this seems to be a very scant program for what is a very
serious problem within the community.
I will go now to some issues in relation to the Liberal
Party’s position on the Road Safety (Drug Driving) Bill
which point to how long the Liberal Party has been
involved with and how serious it has been about this
issue. When the Liberal Party had advocated the use of
random testing for drug-driving back in 1996, John
Richardson, the former member for Forest Hill, was
advocating for action on this issue. He made a request
then for an international working group to be set up to
look at the problem. The working party was
subsequently set up — the International Council on
Alcohol and Drugs and Traffic Safety — and it
reported back to the executive committee in May 2000.
As I say, the Liberal Party has been looking very
closely at the issue of drug-driving. Indeed on 26 May
2002 the now member for South-West Coast said in the
Liberal’s then latest policy announcement that the
police would be given increased powers to administer
on-the-spot saliva tests on drivers at any time and that
police would use a portable drug saliva testing device to
detect illicit and excessive amounts of prescription
drugs.
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The issue we face regarding this is that the testing to be
carried out under the arrangement that the Bracks Labor
government is setting up will involve one vehicle that
will identify what we are being told through
intelligence is where the police believe the major
problems in the state are in relation to potential
drug-driving and that that will be the only vehicle
engaged in that type of activity.
When you look at the arrangements that are currently in
place for drivers exceeding the .05 blood alcohol limit,
you see that police right across the state have the ability
at any particular time to pull up a driver to carry out a
test in relation to what level of alcohol that driver has in
their system. Once again, as I said, we would have
thought — in fact we would have hoped — that there
would have been a great emphasis placed on this
program by the government, given the number of
deaths that have occurred where it has been found that
the people involved have either had high levels of
cannabis or amphetamines in their system.
The opposition understands, as I said before, that it is a
pilot program, but because of the intelligence that floats
around the drug community — and I have no doubt
because of what the government is trying to do with
this vehicle, which is convince the community that it is
serious about the issue, it will be lit up like a Christmas
tree — we are concerned that the drug community’s
ability to get the message around that the vehicle is in a
particular area will probably flatten out the impact of
the whole program.
It would be better, and I hope that the minister and the
government take this on board, that this program not be
run as a circus, that the government be very serious
about the issue of trying to detect as many drug-drivers
as possible, and that consideration be given not just to
nightclub hot spots around town, but also to issues in
relation to the transport industry and issues in rural and
regional Victoria. But as I say, limited resources being
available indicates to me that that is not going to be
possible.
As I indicated previously, the Liberal Party has right
through the process been very serious in relation to its
response on this issue in the community. I will refer to
matters that were raised at the International Council on
Alcohol and Drugs and Traffic Safety that John
Richardson worked on and to some comments that
came back from a working group report in relation to
alcohol:
Alcohol is a substance which affects the brain in a broad,
non-specific fashion. That is, alcohol acts on the entire brain
when it is present in a pretty much uniform, predictable
fashion. Drugs often (if not usually) don’t act as broadly.
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Drugs act on specific areas, functions or receptors in the
brain, and often with different results in different persons.

I guess this is the issue that we are raising here in
relation to the use of drugs within the community —
that the impact is quite different on different
individuals, and as I said, from my own experience
within this field and with people I have worked with
who have had significant problems with drugs, I can
only endorse those comments.
Further issues that were raised in the Victorian Institute
of Forensic Medicine briefing notes to the
committee — and there are some very interesting issues
here — are:
Drivers positive to any drug or drug combination were
1.7 times more likely to be culpable …
Drivers positive to psychoactive drugs of any type were
1.8 times more likely be culpable …
Drivers positive to the active form of cannabis … were
significantly more likely to be culpable than drug-free drivers,
by a factor of 2.7 …
Drivers positive to [cannabis] or higher blood concentrations
were 6.6 times more likely to be culpable than drug-free
drivers …

As we can see from the information that has been
provided to that particular committee from the
Victorian Institute of Forensic Medicine, the crash risk
goes up quite significantly as a result of drivers who
have either smoked marijuana or been involved in using
amphetamines.
I refer to another issue raised by an article entitled
‘Drug impairs coordination’. Dated 20 September 2002
and written by Delthia Ricks, it says:
Marijuana use triggers distinct changes in behaviour and
coordination, alterations that also have effects on perceptions
of distance and time.
Coordination is a central motor ability that becomes impaired,
doctors say, because the drug forces a relaxation of the
muscles. The more marijuana that is inhaled, studies show,
the longer the drug-induced relaxation lasts. This in turn leads
to slower reactions and compromising of spatial judgments.
…
… These neurones play a major role in coordination.

The article goes on to raise a whole host of issues
relating to drugs. In relation to the use of drugs — I am
talking about cannabis and amphetamines, and I hope
the minister will cover this in his summing up — what
happens when someone is pulled over to a drug-testing
station? Will they undertake a breath analysis for
alcohol and then have a swab taken for drugs, or will it
be purely and simply a drug-testing station? That is an
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issue that has not been covered, and I do not believe it
was covered in the briefing. It is an important issue,
given that somebody who is affected by both alcohol
and drugs would pose a significantly greater risk to the
community. As I said, I do not believe that was covered
in the briefing, and I am not sure how exactly that is
going to be covered out in the field.
One of the issues that concerns us is the attitude of
some of members of the government to marijuana use
in the community. When the Treasurer was Leader of
the Opposition he said in this house:
It is an excellent and well-researched document that has
already won the respect of experts in the field of drug use and
abuse across Victoria. The opposition has been able to
produce such an excellent document because it set up a drug
task force comprising the honourable member for Albert
Park, Mr Thwaites, the shadow Minister for Health and
Community Services, the honourable member for Altona,
Ms Kosky, the shadow Minister for Youth Affairs and the
honourable member for Yan Yean, Mr Haermeyer, the
shadow Minister for Police and Emergency Services. They
worked together with members of the state opposition and
experts in the field, including legal and drug abuse experts to
produce the report.
…
… With some minor variations the opposition has adopted
Professor Penington’s proposal for the decriminalisation of
marijuana, and I shall tell the house why. As I have said, tens
of millions of dollars of police time and resources and court
time are currently devoted to prosecuting, and in some cases
prosecuting individuals who do no more than consume small
amounts of marijuana for personal use. We say that is a
shocking and inexcusable waste of resources when every
single dollar of budget spending we can get is needed to
tackle the real problem caused by drug abuse in our
community. What folly and how absurd it is to spend that
time and money prosecuting and persecuting those who do no
more than consume small amounts of marijuana for personal
use.

Getting back to my initial remarks on this particular
matter, there is simply no way in the world I could
support those comments. I have seen someone start off
as a recreational marijuana user and progress to other
forms of drugs. It is about the people they become
involved with. It is a fact that when you smoke
marijuana your guard is down. When other drugs are
put in front of you, the temptation is there to get
involved in them.
I understand there are people out there who can deal
with it better than others — for example, there may be
marijuana smokers who are capable of having a
recreational smoke of marijuana without taking it any
further. But the simple fact is that we are now seeing it
turn up time and again and at greater levels as a factor
in road traumas and deaths. It should send a clear
message to the government of the day that this is a
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growing problem and that there is no way known you
should be seen or should want to be seen supporting
someone heading down the path of marijuana smoking.
It is a hideous drug that has caused an enormous
number of problems in the community.
The then opposition leader went on further to say:
The drug problem must be tackled through harm
minimisation, and whatever people might think about
marijuana, the link must be broken between it and harder
drugs.

Once again I point out that it is not the link, it is the
associations young people make when they start
smoking marijuana. You cannot break that link,
because the people who are involved in the trafficking
and promotion of marijuana are also in many cases
involved in the promotion and sale of harder drugs. It is
purely and simply a commercial matter for them. If
they get someone onto marijuana, they have a better
chance of getting them onto harder drugs. Quite often
the more vulnerable people in the community end up
going down this pathway, and the cost to the overall
community is absolutely ridiculous.
In his contribution the then Leader of the Opposition
also said:
People in the community who are cautious about change and
who do not want marijuana to be freely available need to
understand that even when I was at university more than
20 years ago marijuana was freely available, and it is even
more freely available today. To make it a drug for which there
is no real criminal offence for small personal use will not
change its availability, but it will change the source and
supply of it. It will cut the link — that is, marijuana will cease
to be a gateway to harder drugs that can do much more
damage to individuals.

As I said, I totally dispute that particular statement. In
no way, shape or form could I go down the pathway of
supporting the promotion of marijuana as a good
recreational drug. Indeed, as I said, it gets to the point
where younger people then go onto to experiment with
hard drugs. From personal experience I have witnessed
where that ends up, and I know it is certainly not a
pleasant arrangement, not just for the person
themselves but for their family and friends and
everyone else involved in it. It was put to me by the
mother of a young person who found themselves
absolutely addicted to drugs through starting off on
marijuana that when you have someone at home who is
sick with cancer or another major illness, people come
from everywhere to help you, but when you have a
drug addict in the house, no-one wants to know you.
It creates a massive problem in the community. I note
another article, from September 1999, in which the then
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opposition spokesperson for police and corrections,
now the Minister for Police and Emergency Services,
criticised the drug testing plan, saying that some hard
drugs did nothing to impair the precision of a user. You
would have to wonder about the minister after
comments like that, and perhaps some of these early
statements of his point to the fact that his judgment, as
proven lately, is well and truly off track when it comes
to the issue of reality within the community. If he has
taken that attitude forward with him, indeed into his
role as Minister for Police and Emergency Services,
who knows what major problems may confront the
minister as he goes forward?
This is a start; we have a pilot program. I believe it has
a lot of window-dressing associated with it, and we
need to get serious about the issue. The government did
not act until the opposition started to chase information
in relation to the number of fatalities indicating a
presence of cannabis or amphetamines. Their response
to that has been very light indeed. We will follow this
program very closely. We will have our fingerprints all
over it to ensure the appropriate level of testing is
carried out — 9000 tests over the trial period. We will
follow that closely and we will be pushing to ramp up
the level of drug testing across the state once the
program is finished. That is assuming that the program
is not messed up by the government, and providing that
no unforeseen circumstances come to the fore that need
further addressing. On that note I wish the bill a speedy
passage.
Mr WALSH (Swan Hill) — The Road Safety (Drug
Driving) Bill amends the Road Safety Act 1986. In
going through the bill we need to look at some of the
history of road safety in Victoria. We can all be
particularly proud of the success of the drink-driving
laws here in Victoria, and the random breath-testing
program, which has done a lot to lower the road toll in
Victoria and reduce accidents, not only fatalities.
There has been bipartisan support for that program
since its introduction a number of years ago. It was
targeted, people did identify that there was a problem
there, people generally supported the fact that
something needed to be done, and both sides of politics
supported that. The success of the program was that it
was targeted. There was a clear, identifiable outcome. It
was not about raising revenue. Currently in Victoria we
are facing a dilemma in road safety, with doubts about
some of the safety programs being used at present. The
general community is concerned about revenue raising
from speed cameras, otherwise known out there as
‘revenue cameras’. The community is losing respect for
some of the laws in Victoria and losing respect for the
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police because these cameras are being used for
revenue.

likely to impair driving; and of this number, 97 per cent
tested positive to drug stimulants.

Recently the Deputy Prime Minister, John Anderson,
was here in Victoria. I watched an interview with him
where the interviewer had to really draw him out to get
him to comment on state issues in Victoria. He was
very hesitant, but the Deputy Prime Minister finally
said that he felt there was a community suspicion of
speed cameras in Victoria and of road safety being
implemented with those cameras. He said that the
tolerances were set very low, because of the position
they were put in, and that they entrap people into being
fined rather than being used for road safety.

In the truck industry drug use is probably more for
work-related reasons than for recreational use, and we
would all acknowledge that the majority of people do
the right thing, but we need to ensure that the minority
do not give that industry a bad name, do not cause
accidents on our roads, or put undue cost and pressure
on the rest of the transport industry.

Mr Carli — Tell us about the bill!
Mr WALSH — It is important to put these things in
context. If we are to introduce laws in this state we need
to ensure that the community has respect for what they
are trying to achieve and the fact that they do achieve it.
The bill was the first implementation on the issue of
drugs to arise from the 1996 parliamentary Road Safety
Committee inquiry into the effects of drugs other than
alcohol on road safety in Victoria. Those amendments
at that time set up detection and prosecution of persons
found to be driving while impaired by a drug.
That was the first step in that direction, and in those
first two years of those changes, some 375 drivers were
charged with offences under those provisions. Of those
375 drivers, 56 per cent were detected by police
observation for poor driving behaviour, and 44 per cent
were detected following involvement in a non-injury
collision. It was an important first step, but as we all
know — and it is the same with the effects of
alcohol — drugs increase the risk of crashes, but that
risk is actually increased before there is physical
impairment evident in the driver; so it is very hard for
police to pick up people who may be at risk of an
accident if there is no physical impairment to their
driving.
In 2002 the Victorian Institute of Forensic Medicine
reported that drugs other than alcohol were detected in
the blood of 27 per cent of fatally injured drivers, and
29 per cent of drivers in fatalities had alcohol in their
blood. So when analysis is done of people who have
been killed in car injuries, there is a significant number
with drugs in their bloodstream.
Turning now to truck accidents, the Victorian Institute
of Forensic Medicine found in a 10-year study that in
excess of 25 per cent of truck drivers killed in road
accidents had drugs in their bloodstream which were

Recent technological advances have now made it
possible to screen for low levels of certain drugs by
testing a sample of oral fluid using portable equipment
at the roadside. So as technology has gone forward, we
now have the opportunity to go the next step and test
people who are showing no visual signs of
drug-induced behaviour in their driving.
These amendments put in place a legislative pilot
program of random roadside drug screening. The fact
that it sunsets on 1 July 2005 is a positive move. We
should give credit where credit is due — it is something
that we should do more of in this house — and putting
in place a sunset clause as has happened here means
that if the program does not work it will not be there
forever. The sunset clause will ensure that this house
scrutinises the measures coming up to the sunset clause,
and if there is a good outcome from the trial program,
and a need to put it in place permanently, that can be
done.
There are two particular drugs that are defined as
proscribed illicit drugs under this bill. One I must admit I
have trouble pronouncing is delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol.
I will abbreviate it to THC as I talk, because it is much
easier. The second is methylamphetamine. I cannot repeat
them — they are very technical terms and I must admit I
struggle with them. The Victorian Institute of Forensic
Medicine has shown that these are the two drugs that are
most often detected in fatal accidents. They are both not
found in any prescription medicines here in Australia, and
they can reliably be detected in oral fluid samples.
One of the important things in going the next step and
having random drug testing similar to random breath
testing is the whole issue of fear of detection. I know
that with the number of kilometres I have done over the
years I have been through numerous random breath
tests. I must admit, even though you may not have been
drinking for weeks before being tested, the heart always
does a little flutter when you are random breath tested.
Mr Cooper — That is a guilty conscience!
Mr WALSH — That is a guilty conscience, is it?
This fear of detection has worked extremely well with
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the issue of alcohol and drivers. Hopefully this pilot
program will show the fear of detection will also work
extremely well with drug testing.
We have a few concerns with the bill and how it
potentially will be implemented. One is the fact that
there is no legally permitted amount of drugs in a
person’s system, whereas with alcohol minute levels
are permissible so that there is a threshold before a
penalty. With this there is no graduated enforcement
level so that if a person has a minute amount of drugs,
as I understand it, there is just a straight in or out
whether you are issued with an infringement notice or
not.
The pilot program puts in place one bus which is going
to do 215 8-hour shifts and 9000 tests over the life of
the program. As was explained to us in the briefing,
they are going to target three main areas: heavy
drug-use areas, like some of the nightclub areas around
Melbourne such as King Street; the transport industry;
and normal random breath testing. We need to make
sure that we get the bus around Victoria and that it is
seen. No doubt although there are higher use areas as
described in our briefing, there are people in other parts
of Victoria who drive after they have used proscribed
drugs. It is important that the bus is seen around
Victoria so that the profile of the whole issue is raised.
It comes back to deterrence.
One of the other concerns the National Party has is the
fact that the program is being funded by Vicroads. I
find it rather strange that we are dipping into the
Vicroads budget to fund it. Why should the Vicroads
budget not be used for fixing our roads and doing the
things it normally does? I would have thought the
funding for this program should have come out of the
police budget or one of the other budgets that are there.
The Transport Accident Commission, as I understand
it, is going to do a quite extensive advertising program.
Again we would like to be very sure the government
does not use the TAC advertising program for this
important trial as a self-promotion of the government.
We quite often see advertising programs for very good
intent used as a self-promotion for this government by
the taxpayers of Victoria. Our query would be why is it
being funded by Vicroads? And we want to make sure
that the advertising is targeted very much at achieving
the outcome of deterrence and not just as a
self-promotion for the government by the taxpayer.
There are some significant fines in this program. A first
offence attracts a $600 fine; a second offence, a $1200
fine. The offender may have their licence cancelled for
up to three months on the first offence and up to six
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months on the second. Vicroads is paying for this
program and the TAC is paying for the advertising
program. If we are serious about road safety why not
put the money from the fines back into the safety
program instead of consolidated revenue?
I go back to where I started with the issue of speed
cameras. The community is losing faith with some of
the road safety programs because they are very cynical.
They believe they are being used as revenue-raisers, not
as serious safety programs. Can I urge the minister if he
is serious about this program to put the fines back into
the testing and safety program instead of into
consolidated revenue?
This is a world first. It sets up a preliminary screening
test that will be conducted by requiring a person to suck
or chew on an absorbent pad or oral fluid receptacle.
The oral fluid sample will then be tested by using a
prescribed oral fluid-screening device which will
provide a result in a few minutes. I must admit we all
struggled during the briefing with the concept of how
this was going to work. We were shown the device.
Random drug testing is a world first. In Germany, as I
understand it, they have a sweat test where a pad is
rubbed on the side of a person’s neck to detect whether
they have been using drugs before they drive. In
Belgium there is a urine test — we probably all realise
how that would work. Both these tests are not random;
they are targeted tests on people who are believed to
have offended.
We have a world first. It is very important that we do it
well, that we go forward gradually and make sure we
get it right. The National Party has concerns that the
regulations behind these amendments have not yet been
done. Let us make sure that we do get them right. Let
us make sure that we maintain public confidence in the
system and that we do not find as we get down the track
we have something that should have been done
better — that we have some drafting errors or some
mistakes in the whole process. Let us make sure people
will have faith in the system.
When people are detected at a random drug testing
station as having possibly used drugs the sample will be
retested, and if they are found to be guilty of having
drugs in their system while driving, an infringement
notice will not be issued and the offender will be issued
with a summons to appear in court to be dealt with
accordingly.
In summary, the National Party does not oppose this
legislation, although we have some issues we would
like to see dealt with well on the way through. We
acknowledge that this legislation is a world first and
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that it is important to do it well. We urge the minister to
take every care to ensure that everything is done
correctly — that the regulations are drawn up
correctly — to maintain public confidence in the whole
system.
We have some concerns about the fact that graduated
levels are not referred to in the legislation. Is someone
with a minute level as guilty as someone who has a
high level? Can people with minute levels drive without
physical impairment compared with someone with a
higher level? We need to make sure of this issue, and
that the level that leads to impairment is put in place,
again so there is public confidence in the whole
program.
The last issue is the funding of it through Vicroads
instead of through the normal channels. I do not think it
is normal for Vicroads to fund programs like this when
the revenue raised goes into consolidated revenue. We
have to make sure that this is not viewed cynically as
just another case of spending money out of one bucket
and putting the money raised into another.
Mr CARLI (Brunswick) — It is a great pleasure to
rise in support of the Road Safety (Drug Driving) Bill.
This bill is a building block of a greater strategy with
which the government has undertaken to reduce the
road toll by 20 per cent by 2007. It is unfortunate that
the opposition parties, while supporting the principle of
road safety, continue to say that we are only
undertaking many measures for revenue raising. It is
never about revenue raising; it is about saving lives. If
you look at the performance of the Bracks government,
you can see — —
An Honourable Member — Never?
Mr CARLI — Hand on heart.
We have seen numerous reforms over the last few
years. I am very pleased to have spoken in this house
about all these reforms. We have introduced the
50-kilometre-an-hour speed limit; we have introduced
alcohol interlocks for cars for repeat drink-drivers; we
have had a $240 million black spot program; we have
made much tougher driving laws; we have put in
tougher demerit point penalties for P-platers; and we
have introduced the drug-impairment test that was
discussed today. The government has undertaken
numerous reforms, and they are about confronting the
death toll on our roads.
Probably the main part of it — this is about the history
of fighting the road toll in this state — is about
fundamental cultural change. It is about changing
attitudes — whether it is the drink-driving laws of the
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past or the wearing of seatbelts. The drug-driving issue
is very much about changing attitudes and behaviour.
Today an article was published which was based upon
the AAMI Young Drivers Index. That found a number
of very disturbing trends amongst young drivers. One is
that one in five drivers has driven under the influence of
recreational drugs such as ecstasy, marijuana, speed or
cocaine. A large proportion of young drivers feel that,
to quote:
‘It’s okay … to drink and drive so long as I feel capable’.

A large proportion also believe that driving under the
influence of drugs is better than driving under the
influence of alcohol. The reality is that much drug
use — this applies to illicit and prescription drugs —
can cause impairment in drivers. That is why the
government initially introduced the impairment test and
why we have introduced this test, which will obviously
test for some, but not all, illicit drugs.
It is very clear that the attitude of many young drivers is
that you can drive after using drugs, that it is not as
dangerous as alcohol, or even that you can use drugs
and alcohol and as long as you feel okay you can drive.
That is a really disturbing trend, and something we
have to confront as a government. That is why this is a
very important test.
This legislation is going to put in place a pilot program
which will put deterrence into the situation. A van will
do these tests, and the program will be targeted around
rave parties, night venues and other areas where police
know there is high drug use. The van will be used in
those areas and 9000 people — many of whom will be
young people — will be tested. It is about building in
deterrence and the whole program of making young
people aware of the dangers of drugs and driving. It is
very much a program that is there to confront the issue
of drugs.
Broadly speaking we are talking about a number of
related pieces of legislation. We have legislation about
alcohol use, we have the impairment test for drugs and
alcohol and we now have this test for
tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), which is found in
cannabis; and for methylamphetamine drugs, which are
ecstasy, speed and those sorts of drugs. So we have a
vast weaponry, partly to catch people but also to create
a sense of deterrence and to re-educate people away
from the sorts of attitudes mentioned in the AAMI
report.
It is very important that we see this as a broad
approach, not a one-off or segmented program. In that
context the member for Polwarth asked whether, if a
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person is pulled over for a drug test, they will also be
tested for alcohol. The answer is yes, they will be tested
for alcohol. Alcohol will always be tested for before a
drug test takes place.
The other issue is about why there is not a graduated
amount and why it is simply the presence of THC
(tetrahydrocannabinol) or speed or ecstasy that is being
tested for. The reality is that we have the impairment
test, and with that impairment test there is actually a
harsher penalty. If a person who is caught is impaired
as a result of taking a drug or a cocktail of drugs and
alcohol — and in many cases it is a cocktail of drugs
and alcohol — the impairment test will take
prominence, and impairment will be the offence they
will be charged with. It really is about having a series of
weapons in the fight against various types of drug
abuse.
At the moment we only have the technology to test for
particular drugs, and that is essentially what we will be
testing for. There was a suggestion by the member for
Polwarth that somehow people who are impaired will
not be caught by this program. That is why I think you
have to see it as a series of interrelated pieces of
legislative and deterrence measures. If they are not
caught by this, they will be caught by the impairment
test showing that they are actually physically impaired.
Why are we doing it? Primarily we are doing it because
it is increasingly obvious that the number of people in
serious accidents who test positive to drugs — and the
number of fatalities caused by drug use — is on the rise
and is now more or less the same, depending on the
year, as the number of people who in the same situation
are found with alcohol in their blood. It is not simply
those drugs that we are testing for; often there is an
abuse of prescriptive drugs, and often there are
cocktails of drugs or cocktails of drugs and alcohol.
But the reality is that we are seeing this occur in large
numbers. Figures show that 27 per cent of those
involved in road fatalities have, when tested, been
detected as having used drugs, versus 29 per cent of
people who have had an alcohol reading over .05. It is
very much in the same ballpark. That means the
struggle continues, in the sense that alcohol still is a
major contributor to fatalities and other road accidents.
But as we see it, this very much fits in with the
government’s broader Arrive Alive strategy, which is
about putting into place a raft of interrelated
measures — some about deterrence and some
educational, including improvements to intersections
and speed cameras, which are very much part of this
program. This is very much about ensuring that we
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have the necessary tools in place to improve road safety
in this state.
There are obviously more measures to implement. But
to reiterate, the previous two speakers have talked a bit
about the types of procedures that are undertaken — a
saliva test and, if that is found positive, a blood test.
That is the way it will be done, and if people are
detected with these particular illicit drugs in their
systems, this law will apply and they will get the
penalty. But the current drug impairment law will also
apply, and if they are found to be impaired they will be
charged under that.
Fundamentally the government is still committed to a
harm-minimisation approach to drug abuse. This is
about road safety; it is not about drug detection. I think
the member for Polwarth primarily wants the system to
be used to catch people who are using recreational
drugs. That is not the intention. The intention here is to
stop people who are using recreational drugs from
driving. It is about ensuring that people who go to rave
parties and use ecstasy take a taxi or get a lift with
someone who has not taken ecstasy — or walk home or
do something else. We are not out there to catch them
as ecstasy users. That is a very important distinction.
The government’s position on drug abuse remains one
of harm minimisation.
This program is driven by the government’s
commitment to road safety and the Arrive Alive
strategy, which is working. We would certainly
welcome more support from the opposition parties,
rather than their constant harping that we are — in their
language — simply revenue raising. I wish this bill a
speedy passage.
Mr WELLS (Scoresby) — It gives me a great deal
of pleasure to speak on the Road Safety (Drug Driving)
Bill 2003 and to support the opposition shadow
Minister for Transport, who has said that we will not be
opposing this particular piece of legislation.
Credit must be given where credit is due. Back in 1996
John Richardson, the former member for Forest Hill,
first started advocating for action against drug-driving,
which he saw as an enormous problem that would
increase over the years. I note with great interest that an
inquiry into drug-driving in Queensland made a very
important point. I refer to the report of that inquiry,
which states:
Perhaps the most revealing Australian study of the magnitude
of drug-driving was conducted by Professor Olaf Drummer
(1994) from the Victorian Institute of Forensic Pathology.
The study examined the presence of drugs in 1045 dead
drivers from NSW, Victoria and Western Australia between
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1990 and 1993. Forty-nine per cent of the dead drivers had at
least one drug, including alcohol, detected. Drugs other than
alcohol were presented in 22 per cent of these drivers. The
most frequent drug detected was cannabis (11 per cent)
followed by amphetamines and related stimulants (3.9 per
cent) …

It goes on:
Other drugs were detected in 5.6 per cent of the dead
drivers —

and it goes on to describe the other findings. It is
interesting to note that at least 22 per cent of dead
drivers had drugs other than alcohol in their bodies.
I was so concerned about the issue of drug-driving that
I put in a freedom of information (FOI) request to the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services asking for
as much information and documentation as I could get
on how the current system was working. I specifically
asked about drug-impaired drivers and the numbers
who had been convicted or remained in the court
system over the last two and a half years. What was
concerning about the FOI documents I got back was the
way that the minister, or his department, the
Department of Justice, ran the documentation out —
and this relates very closely to this piece of legislation.
On 1 July 2003 we submitted the FOI request to the
Victoria Police. The document I have in my hand
shows that on 22 July and 28 July the Victoria Police
compiled the information that we needed on the
number of people who had been caught, the people who
were still in the court system and the amount of
equipment being used throughout Victoria. As I said, it
was compiled on 22 July and 28 July, but we did not
receive this documentation until 16 September. It took
77 days to receive the information that we had required
under FOI. What is even more disturbing, on
14 September the minister released information about
new technology and the way the government was going
to address the issue of drug-driving.
It is worth pointing out that on Sunday, 14 September,
the minister came out and announced the use of new
technology for drug-driving and that two days later —
lo and behold! — out came my FOI response. You
would have to ask why, after 77 days, all of a sudden
the information appeared — two days after the minister
made his comment about releasing new technology for
drug-driving?
A reasonable person would look at this and say that the
minister had deliberately withheld my FOI request.
When you consider that there is a 45-day limit on all
FOI requests from the Victoria Police, you have to ask
why this particular one was held up for 77 days. I
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suspect it was because the minister did not want any
more bad news from the opposition, that he wanted this
one held up so he could get out his press release on how
the new drug-driving technology would work.
I guess there is a history to this. We only have to look at
question time today and at the issue of whether, once
again, there has been some political interference in the
FOI process. We complained to the chief
commissioner, Christine Nixon, about this issue, our
accusation being that the minister deliberately withheld
FOI documents.
Mr Langdon — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, I do not want to interrupt the member on his
feet, but I have been listening very carefully. He is
speaking on freedom of information requests relating to
road safety, police numbers and crime, but he is not
speaking on the bill itself.
Mr WELLS — On the point of order, Acting
Speaker, I specifically addressed my remarks to the
issue of drug-driving and my concern about that. The
FOI documents I obtained relate directly to the issues
that are in this particular legislation.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
I was listening carefully to the member for Scoresby,
and he did refer to an FOI request in regard to
information concerning this bill. However, I remind
him that he needs to refer to that information in regard
to the bill.
Mr WELLS — What is interesting is that the
documentation I received showed that, for example,
from 1 January to 30 June this year 93 people were
booked for drug-impaired driving, but 66 of them still
remained in the court system. Quite clearly there is a
problem with existing legislation and how it is
interpreted by the police and the police prosecutors
because it is being held up in the court system.
I note that from 1 January 2001, when the legislation
effectively came into force, there has been an issue with
the number of people who have been booked for
drug-driving and the way the court is interpreting the
rules. This piece of legislation does not make it any
easier. All it does is introduce another piece of
technology to perform random sampling; however, the
problem remains that when an offence reaches the court
system the courts will still have trouble interpreting the
legislation.
To see how the system currently works, and how it will
not get better under this system, we only have to look at
a few facts. Of the 534 drivers who tested positive for
drug impairment since 1 January 2001, less than 40 per
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cent have been convicted. Only 145 members of the
police force have been trained in drug-driver testing,
and only 14 dedicated, operational video equipment
systems are located in regional and rural Victoria.
Therefore the regional cities of Ararat, Stawell,
Wangaratta, Castlemaine, Maryborough, and Hamilton
each have a trained member of the police but no video
equipment to perform the actual drug-driving test.
That is a ridiculous situation. You cannot convict
someone of or charge them with drug-driving if you do
not have the video equipment available. If you have to
get the video equipment from Mildura or Portland or
somewhere else, that defeats the purpose because
unless the results of drug-driving tests are processed
within 3 hours then the person must be let go. That is
the situation as I understand it. So if someone is driving
erratically along the road they may be pulled over and
they may do a test, but if they cannot be videoed then I
do not think the charge will hold up in court.
Eighteen cases still remain in the court system almost
two years later. The drug-driving legislation is seriously
flawed in a number of areas. The Bracks government’s
bungled legislation has led to 147 cases still remaining
outstanding in the court system. Due to the fact that
drivers need to be tested within 3 hours, and the fact
that there is an insufficient number of trained police in
rural Victoria, police are at times deployed from
Brunswick to perform the testing; otherwise, as I
mentioned, the driver is set free.
I want to mention in the short time I have available, the
one issue that really concerns me. I guess one of the
reasons why the opposition is not opposing this bill is
because at the moment if you are caught for
drug-driving there is a regime of zero tolerance. If you
have any illegal drug component in your body you are
charged, and the Liberal Party supports that. But under
this system, the way the tests have been designed
means that you must have a high reading before you are
charged and eventually front court. This is lessening the
importance of the issue of drug-driving, because, as I
said, at the moment it is zero tolerance under this
system. The person chews the bit when the police
officer gives it to them, and this means that the reading
has to be high — it has to be significant — before the
person can be charged, and I have real concerns about
that. Had it been an issue of zero tolerance then the
Liberal Party would have been supporting it because it
would have meant maintaining the status quo.
With those few words, I reiterate that the Liberal Party
is not opposing this legislation, but it will watch with
great interest how it works over the next couple of years
before the sunset clause kicks in.
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Mr LOCKWOOD (Bayswater) — I rise, of course,
to support the bill. This bill is not about endorsing drug
use or not endorsing drug use; it is about catching
people who drug-up and drive, people who have
unacceptable substances in their blood or their saliva. It
is about changing a culture where it is acceptable to
drive with these substances in the body. The idea of the
bill is to get dangerous people off the road — the dope
smokers and the pill poppers — and save some lives.
The Road Safety (Drug Driving) Bill introduces
random drug testing. Obviously the idea is to reduce
death and injury on the road. Drug use on the roads is a
growing problem. As we heard earlier, in 2002 20 per
cent of fatally injured drivers had some level of drugs in
their blood, and 29 per cent had some level of alcohol
in their blood. Clearly it is a problem that must be
tackled.
The drugs that this legislation covers testing for
specifically are cannabis and methamphetamines. Some
of the amphetamines are a factor in truck driver
fatalities. The previous measures have been effective,
and this legislation builds on those. There will still be
the opportunity to use the previous measures where it is
considered appropriate, and of course the level of
detection showed that there certainly was a problem.
The presence of drugs in the body increases the risk of
crashing a vehicle, often resulting in injury and death.
The random roadside screening for these substances
obviously addresses that growing problem. The
technology is now available to screen for levels of these
drugs. Random roadside testing has proved effective in
screening for alcohol, and if this deterrent works — and
I expect it will — lives will be saved and injuries will
be prevented. We want to get drug-drivers off the road,
and we want safer roads.
The bill introduces the new offence of driving while
illicit drugs are present in oral fluid or blood and the
offence of refusing to provide a sample. There is no
legally permitted amount in the blood or saliva. The
test, as we have heard many times, is via the oral fluid
screening technology for preliminary testing. If a driver
fails the preliminary test there is a second test with a
further sample taken. Any police officer can take the
first sample, but a suitably trained police officer must
take the second sample.
Both parties, the driver and the police, have a right to
require a blood sample, which can be taken by a
registered medical practitioner or approved health
professional. It is to be used as an adjunct to breath
testing, and booze buses in some cases. There could be
special operations to target such as the transport
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groups — to pick up truck drivers who are using the
wrong substance — and high-risk drug user groups like
those at rave parties, as we have heard.
The only drug to be tested for is THC, the main
ingredient in cannabis and methamphetamines. The
samples cannot be used for anything else; under the
legislation this is the only purpose for which the
samples can be used. They cannot be used for DNA
testing. The legislation sunsets on 1 July 2005, to allow
for a review of its effectiveness.
Victoria is the first to do this. There is quite a bit of
inconvenience in the testing — it could take up to a
quarter of an hour, I am told — but the inconvenience
is worth it to save lives on our roads. The Bracks
government is serious about the road toll, as it has
proved many times. We need safer roads, with less
death and injury. It does not have the smell of a
sideshow. It is certainly not a minimal approach; it is a
serious approach to a serious issue. On that note I
commend the bill to the house.
Mr COOPER (Mornington) — The Road Safety
(Drug Driving) Bill is a first attempt to deal with a very
real problem on our roads. In that regard one would
have to say, ‘Well done’ to the government. There are
some concerns and I think those concerns are probably
held by members on the government side as well as
members on the opposition side. In regard to testing we
are dealing with the three major drugs of choice.
Alcohol, of course, has been tested for for quite a long
time, and now we are moving on to include in that net
marijuana, which is the second drug of choice, and the
third one, amphetamines.
As the member for Bayswater said quite correctly,
amphetamines are probably the worse of the latter two,
if you can apply that sort of criteria to drugs. Many
truck drivers are and have been involved in the use of
amphetamines, or stay-awake drugs, for many years.
There have been some very serious crashes on our
roads involving significant loss of life — and
property — where amphetamine use has been found to
be involved. Therefore any attempt to come to grips
with the issue and deal with it is to be applauded.
One of the things we have to bear in mind is that this is
really a 3-hour bill, in that if you do not get the person
within 3 hours of them using the substance the drug
testing is not going to be able to come up with a
conclusion that could lead to a charge and conviction.
This puts a significant bit of pressure upon the
law-enforcement agencies to be able to deal with it,
particularly when, having regard to the fact the
government members for Brunswick and Bayswater
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have said this is a significant issue — with which I
agree — from the briefing received by the opposition it
appears that very few machines and very few officers
will be involved in the testing regime.
A token number of drug-testing kits are going to be
bought. My understanding is it is going to be
somewhere around five or six for the entire state. Only
80 police officers are going to be trained in the use of
this equipment. They are supposed to cover the whole
state. One would have to ask: is this a
Melbourne-centric bill? I am surprised the member for
South-West Coast is not here speaking on this bill
because he talks about this government being city
centric and that would appear to be so. I find that
extraordinary, because if we take the words of the
members for Brunswick and Bayswater seriously, that
the Bracks government is really keen to deal with this
question of drugs in driving — and one would hope
they are and I would expect that most members of the
government are keen to see this matter dealt with — it
would have put a bit more by way of resources into this
and would have been a bit more fair dinkum in the way
it has gone about it.
It appears to me — I stand to be corrected; I will be
interested in later contributions on this bill from
government members — that this is perhaps more a bit
of window-dressing than really genuine action. If it
were going to be really genuine action, we would see
really genuine amounts of money being put into this
matter because — and I again come back to the point
emphasised by the members for Brunswick and
Bayswater — this is a serious issue. I agree with them.
So why are we not seeing serious action taking place?
I know there has been criticism about the fact that this
equipment will test for only marijuana and
methamphetamines. That is because, I understand, there
are some shortcomings in the testing equipment. I do
not point the finger of blame at anyone over that; the
government is doing the best it can. I again come back
to the fact that if you do not get people within 3 hours
of them taking the drugs, you do not get a conviction
and those people are free to continue to drive and do
what it is they do — and that is be a risk to everybody
else on the roads.
As a member of the Drugs and Crime Prevention
Committee of this Parliament, I have heard a significant
amount of evidence given to that committee in recent
times about drugs, particularly what are loosely called
party drugs — that is, amphetamines. They are the
subject of a current inquiry being carried out by the
committee. Only a week or so ago the committee was
out at the City of Knox offices and heard evidence from
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the local police on the question of the use of
amphetamines in that area extending up into the
Dandenongs. The superintendent who came before that
committee was asked by me whether he considered that
there was a significant drug problem out that way. My
clear memory of his evidence was, ‘No, I don’t think
there is’. Yet we have heard from people who are in the
drug agencies out there — people who are working in
the drug field — saying that there is a significant drug
problem in the eastern suburbs extending out to the
Dandenongs, and that there are real problems with
people injecting amphetamines in supermarket car
parks, either prior to or coming from work. That makes
me believe there is certainly a significant problem and
one that needs to be dealt with in a very serious way.
I heard the member for Polwarth in his speech earlier
talking about some of the changing attitudes towards
drugs. One would hope the attitudes amongst some of
the people now in government would have changed
significantly. We know that in previous times we have
had support, both covert and overt — mainly overt,
surprisingly; nevertheless there has been support
there — from people such as the Treasurer, the Deputy
Premier, the Minister for Education and Training and
the Minister for Police and Emergency Services. That
was when they were opposition. Now, of course, one
would hope they have changed their views, that they
now see that there is no genuine reason from a health or
community safety point of view for giving any kind of
support to the use of drugs, whether it be for a
recreational purpose or as an addict.
I notice there are still some political parties in operation
in this country whose members not only support the use
of drugs, but have actually made it a policy statement.
The Greens are a notable party. Bob Brown and his
Greens have a policy about legalising drugs. They
believe people have a right to be able to take drugs
whenever they feel like it and alter their minds. The
reality for the Greens is, I suppose, that if all their
policies come into being we will not have any motor
cars either, so there will not be a danger on the roads —
because no doubt they want to ban cars as well.
As things stand in the real world, which is not the world
that Bob Brown and his Greens inhabit, the use of
drugs in any way by people who get behind the wheel
of a motor vehicle of any size is dangerous. It can be
very dangerous for those who have not taken drugs,
because a drug-affected driver clomping along the road
at excessive speed, and usually not just damaging
themselves, wants to go out killing other innocent
people as well.
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There certainly has been a change in attitude as I detect
it among members of this Parliament, and that is to be
applauded. But what we have not seen yet — having
regard to the fact that a former member of this
Parliament, John Richardson, was advocating for action
like this for a long time — is a real, genuine, 110 per
cent commitment to do something about this danger.
This is tinkering at the edges. Therefore I urge
members of the government in this house that, although
they will be supporting this bill — and so they
should — they go back into their party room and apply
the pressure for a really genuine go at drug drivers in
this state. If we do that then we are really going to get
somewhere, but right at the moment to be having only
five or six drug testing kits and 80 trained officers
covering the whole of Victoria is, as I said, tinkering at
the edges.
Mr LANGDON (Ivanhoe) — It is with a great deal
of pleasure that I add my contribution to the Road
Safety (Drug Driving) Bill. When I first joined
Parliament in March 1996 I was appointed to the
parliamentary Road Safety Committee. It was about
three-quarters of the way through its review on the
influence of drugs other than alcohol on the road toll.
It was a very interesting experience. Coming in
three-quarters of the way through the whole process put
me on the backburner a bit, but I listened to the number
of drugs that were mentioned, to what the
government — any government — could do, to what
the road experts told the committee et cetera, and it was
an enlightening experience. Previous speakers have
mentioned the need to get out there on the road with
adequate testing for drivers using drugs other than
alcohol. In 3 hours that has been mentioned by a few
speakers. That was one of the biggest challenges before
the parliamentary Road Safety Committee and often
experts came to us and said it was difficult to ascertain
exactly what drugs were influencing people. I am
pleased to report to the house that in late 1996 or 1997
the Road Safety Committee tabled its report and the
Kennett government responded in the appropriate
six-month period.
The then chair, John Richardson, who was the member
for Forest Hill, was delighted. I think he used the
expression that it was the first time ever that the
government had accepted all recommendations of a
report, and the parliamentary Road Safety Committee
had done a thorough job. The whole report took about
three to four years to formulate, the biggest report from
the Road Safety Committee, stemming from 1992 until
when the report was tabled. Again all recommendations
were accepted by the then Kennett government.
Obviously this bill is the implementation of one of
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those recommendations. The Bracks government under
the tutelage of the Minister for Transport has started the
Arrive Alive program with the intent to reduce
Victoria’s road toll by 20 per cent by 2007. The
government has had staggering results in this effort so
far.
But to listen to the opposition, it appears that its main
criticism of this bill so far is that the government is not
doing enough. For example, when the government
decided to crack down on speeding motorists it was told
constantly that it was doing too much and that it was
doing it only for the revenue. But the member for
Scoresby sees this bill as failing because it does not
provide zero tolerance. He says there should be zero
tolerance; he says we should not allow any drugs to be
used by motorists. Yet the same member, and other
opposition members, when it comes to speeding
motorists, have a totally different point of view. They
want the allowance; they want the extra; they do not
want us to police the road toll as quickly as we are
doing. On the one hand we are being lectured that we
are not doing enough to deal with drugs, yet when we
deal with speeding motorists we are doing far too
much. The opposition and the National Party to some
degree have to come back to us and say whether they
are deadly serious.
From the current road toll figures this year that I have
seen, we are headed for the lowest road toll since
records were started in the 1950s. Somebody must be
doing something right if that is happening.
Mr Walsh — Obviously the drivers.
Mr LANGDON — The drivers, yes. I know I
should not take up interjections, Acting Speaker, but I
will do so because it was such a good interjection!
Drivers are noting the speed cameras on the roads and
they are wary of them. The same thing happened with
breath tests: people are extremely concerned about
breath testing, but then they start reducing their
drinking habits because of it. This bill, and what it is
trying to achieve, is along those lines. There may only
be six devices, but they will be out there, and the
motorists will know they are out there. To give you an
example of that, I live off Oriel Road, which is not a
major road, but on several occasions they have had a
breath-testing unit there. My wife tells me that this
morning was another such occasion. I was pulled up
once and the house will be pleased to know that I
passed the test; I had not been drinking. The reason
they choose smaller roads is — and they explained it to
me because I asked a few questions — that it has put
the fear of God into the local residents to know that if a
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small road like Oriel Road — not Bell Street or a
freeway — can have a breath test unit on it, it can
happen everywhere.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr LANGDON — That might well be so.
Again this bill is a part of the whole process. The
Arrive Alive program has brought in the
50-kilometre-an-hour signs in residential streets, which
is obviously paying dividends now with fewer
pedestrian fatalities. I know the government is currently
implementing the 40-kilometre-an-hour zones around
schools, which is something the member for Geelong
and I and several others were adamant about trying to
push, and I am very pleased to say that this government
introduced that.
It would be fair to say the 50-kilometre-an-hour zone
and indeed the 40-kilometre-an-hour zone have been
recommendations of the Road Safety Committee in its
numerous guises over the last 10 to 15 years. But it is
this government that is introducing those measures.
Again, the Road Safety (Drug Driving) Bill is part of
that process. It is about picking up those who are on
amphetamines and those other drugs — and not every
drug can be tested for. Alcohol is such an easy thing to
pick up in comparison to drugs. That is one thing the
Road Safety Committee discovered, and this bill
outlines that to a large degree.
This is a way of taking the first step. No doubt in years
to come there will be better tests and new discoveries in
policing the use of drugs other than alcohol. Those
things will be brought in in due course if this
government is in office for long enough. Perhaps even
its successors, of either political persuasion, may be
able to pick them up.
This is a major step. I commend the government for
introducing another one of the many recommendations
in the Road Safety Committee report on drugs other
than alcohol back in 1996. This government and the
minister have been steadfastly ticking off and
implementing those recommendations. I also commend
the Road Safety Committee for continuing its work. I
know it is currently inquiring into a few other matters,
all in the attempt to reduce the road toll. I believe the
figures show that if the trend continues 55 people fewer
will be killed on our roads this year compared with last
year. That is a remarkable achievement, and if I recall
the figures correctly, that is 47 down on the previous
year as well. So that means over 100 people are alive
now who would otherwise have been unfortunately
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taken away from us over the last two years. That also
affects their families and many other people as well.
I commend this bill to the house; I commend the
government and the Minister for Transport for
implementing this bill and many others; and I
commend the Arrive Alive program. I look forward to
this bill’s speedy passage.
Dr SYKES (Benalla) — I rise to speak on the Road
Safety (Drug Driving) Bill of 2003 and support its
purpose and intent. However, I have reservations about
its implementation. As has been outlined by other
speakers, the intent of the bill is primarily to allow for
random roadside drug screening; and the bill has a
sunset clause that will apply in July 2005.
I would like to spend a bit of time on the context in
which I see this legislation having come about. I will
look at some of my experiences on the Drugs and
Crime Prevention Committee and at some of the
evidence that has been provided on drug usage in
accidents and attitudes to drugs, and finally I will move
on to some issues of concern from my perspective.
From a context point of view, like the member for
Mornington I am on the Drugs and Crime Prevention
Committee, which is undertaking an inquiry into the
use of amphetamines and party drugs. As a new
member of Parliament I have found my involvement in
that inquiry eye opening and disturbing. Some of the
key findings of relevance to this debate are that alcohol
remains the key drug that is abused, followed by
cannabis, with amphetamines coming in third — and
the use of amphetamines is rapidly increasing — and
then party drugs. Whilst the most commonly perceived
party drug is ecstasy, you name it and it is likely to be
in the party drug combination.
At the meeting we held at Benalla it was disturbing to
hear those in the know who service people with drug
problems saying, ‘If you cannot get amphetamines
within 20 minutes in some of the major towns in the
area, then you are not really trying’. Equally, as has
been mentioned, there is a high and increasing use of
party drugs, particularly by young adults — those in the
20 to 29-year age group. Those usage patterns often
involve people going to and from locations such as rave
parties to partake in those drugs, affect them en route to
home and also for some days subsequent to their use.
An additionally disturbing thing about party drug and
recreational drug use is that in coming down off those
drugs, people often use cannabis and other drugs to
smooth the way; therefore we have people heading off
to work and at work under the influence of drugs such
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as marijuana. There are some very disturbing patterns
of drug usage within Australia that have consequences
for both the wellbeing of that individual and, in this
context, people being at risk on the road.
Then we have the other situation in relation to drug
usage, and that is truck drivers, in particular, using
amphetamines to meet their commitments. Living on
the Hume Freeway and commuting regularly to
Melbourne on the Hume Freeway, almost every week
when I come down and go back when attending
Parliament I see a rollover — a truck accident — or
evidence of a recent one. On the day the toxic dump
announcement was made by the Minister for Major
Projects, coming past Baddaginnie, the site where the
toxic dump may in fact exist, lo and behold on a
straight stretch of road there was a truck rollover. I am
not saying that amphetamines were involved in that, but
it highlights the issue that amphetamines and truck
driving — and truck driving and amphetamines and
toxic waste — are not a good combination, and we
should be tackling the issue from a number of angles.
In relation to the scientific information, the Victorian
Institute of Forensic Medicine has provided various
items of evidence. The one that summarises it quite
clearly is that in 2002, 27 per cent of fatally injured
drivers had drugs other than alcohol in their blood.
There was other related evidence, but that to me
highlights that we have a problem.
The other issue is that this bill is intending to build on
other measures, such as legislation that focuses on
drug-impaired driving. I note in the summary of that
activity that of the 375 people charged in relation to
drug-impaired driving 56 per cent resulted from police
observations and 44 per cent followed
non-injury-related collisions. So clearly drug-impaired
driving is going on out there. This proposal, which
seeks to get ahead of the pack and is about trying to
identify people before they have accidents or before
they are noticeably impaired, is a desirable action.
There is also an item in today’s Herald Sun reporting
on the third AAMI young drivers index, and attitudes
come through there that I find disturbing. One in five
young drivers has driven under the influence of drugs
such as amphetamines and marijuana, and 15 per cent
believe it is safer to drive drug fuelled than drunk. I find
that a disturbing environment in which to be dealing
with this issue.
Some of the issues of interest and concern to me and
my constituents include, firstly, the fact that the
community wants tougher action on drugs, and this is
clearly a step in that direction. Secondly, it is important
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that whilst there may be some random usage of this
technique, it is intended to target higher risk areas, such
as specific locations, and higher risk industries, such as
truck driving. I think that is going to have broad
community support.
The idea of a sunset clause is favoured to enable this
legislation to be worked through and refined; and as
appropriate down the track, additional changes may be
made or more relevant legislation introduced,
depending on the findings of this trial period.
I note that a considerable amount of the funding is from
Vicroads, and there is a question about the cost shifting
going on there. The comment was made by the member
for Mornington that it is a relatively small program.
Maybe the issue of cost shifting and program size may
have some relevance and may be related in some way
to the problems with police funding at the moment.
The graduation of results and the threshold at which
action will be taken are also things to be explored in the
evolution of the legislation. I realise from my work as a
veterinary scientist that you do need a cut-off point that
reflects a reasonable chance of your picking up the
problem you are attempting to identify without ending
up with an undue number of what we call false
positives. So without knowing the specific details of
where the line has been drawn on this one, I appreciate
the principle; and no doubt as it is worked through
those responsible will determine whether the threshold
is at the appropriate level or whether it needs to be
modified up or down.
Whilst this legislation is primarily a road safety
measure, I believe it is critical that we consider it in
context of the overall drug use and abuse issue.
Therefore the actions taken need to be part of the
broader issues of addressing drug use and abuse, such
as looking at the supply issues, the demand issues, harm
minimisation whilst people are using drugs and, finally
and importantly, assisting the withdrawal.
If we look at the supply side of things, we see there is a
need to clamp down. I as a local member of Parliament
am repeatedly advised of how easy it is to get
amphetamines. People have said that if you cannot get
amphetamines within 20 minutes you are not trying. It
is reported around the township of Benalla that if you
want recreational drugs, such as amphetamines and
marijuana, it can be achieved. That is the norm rather
than the unusual, and we need to look at that.
Equally, we need to look at the drivers for demand. I
am not familiar with all of the issues, but obviously the
desire to be intoxicated is one of the issues, and there
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are other issues in relation to people’s resilience and
their need to have a drug crutch to prop them up as they
attempt to get through their lives. It is a complex issue,
and I do not pretend to have a simple solution, but this
sort of approach to road safety needs to be considered
in the context of addressing the demand issues as well
as the road safety issues. Naturally the harm
minimisation issues are very broad, and I will not spend
time on them. But ideally we would like to both
minimise the uptake of drugs and also accelerate the
process of people getting off them.
Through the activities of the Drugs and Crime
Prevention Committee it has been interesting to talk to
the young people who have gone on trips but then
found that they have just had to get off the drugs
because their bodies and minds can no longer stand the
pace and damage that they do to them. It is my
understanding from a technical perspective that while
something like ecstasy may arguably be safe, that drug
is very often used in the context of polydrug use. In the
general scene at the end of the day, it is difficult to have
safe drug usage.
I support the intent of this bill. I have some concerns
about its implementation, but in the overall context
I, along with the National Party, do not oppose this bill.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
Prior to calling the member for Kilsyth, I remind
members that if they are referring to information or
evidence given during a parliamentary committee
which is a current inquiry — and I am sure this has
been the case — they should ensure that that
information or evidence has been taken in a public
manner.
Ms BEARD (Kilsyth) — It gives me great pleasure
to speak on the Road Safety (Drug Driving) Bill. It
makes me very proud to be part of the Bracks
government, with all the actions it is taking to save the
lives of Victorians — and, after all, that is what the
legislation is for: to save lives.
There have been 55 fewer deaths on Victorian roads,
which is already down from the 47 fewer deaths last
year. It is quite relevant in this last sitting week before
Christmas to point out that 55 is not just a number: it
represents 55 families who will be having an enjoyable
Christmas they might otherwise not have experienced.
I consider this to be a great measure to reduce the road
toll, and any measures that reduce the road toll are to be
encouraged. In the last two years my extended family
has personally experienced two road deaths, and I am
sure any families who have been involved in that way
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would congratulate the government for taking these
initiatives to reduce the road toll.
In 2002 drugs other than alcohol were detected in the
blood of 27 per cent of fatally injured drivers — that is,
almost 50 drivers were killed with drugs found in their
blood readings. Despite an 11 per cent reduction in the
road toll from 2001–02, the number of drug-related
deaths remains consistent, and that is why we are acting
on this.
The member for Swan Hill mentioned some concerns
about devices. I am happy to report that the evaluation
studies of these devices undertaken by Swinburne
University of Technology and the Victorian Institute of
Forensic Medicine demonstrate that the technology
performs well.
The member for Polwarth mentioned that we already
have a system for identifying drug use in drivers — that
is, the unsophisticated system of asking drivers to step
out of their vehicles and walk down a straight line. I do
not think that is too scientific in 2003, and I welcome
the new technology.
Over the last few years young people have adopted the
attitude that it is all right to drive after using
recreational drugs because detection has not been easy,
whereas if they drive after drinking they are in danger
of being caught by the police. This is a great initiative
to counteract that attitude of young people.
I am also pleased that the trial will operate for
12 months, and that during that time it will be reviewed
and evaluated. Drivers failing the roadside test will then
be asked to take a second test in the testing vehicle, as
occurs with the booze buses. The offences attract a fine
of up to $600 and licence cancellation of up to
three months for a first offence, and that will double for
second and subsequent offences.
I congratulate the Minister for Transport on the
implementation of this program. I am very pleased to
commend the bill to the house.
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) — I am pleased to make
a contribution to the debate on the Road Safety (Drug
Driving) Bill 2003. Like other members who have
already spoken, I am concerned about the road toll. I
note the bipartisan support over a long period of time
for any measures designed to reduce the road toll.
I strongly support the objectives of the bill, but like
some of my colleagues I have some concerns about its
implementation. Therefore I welcome the 12-month
trial, which will give us the opportunity to sort out
some of the bugs that might be in the system and then
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refine the measures further and go on. I welcome the
initiative, I welcome the fact that it is for a 12-month
trial, and I hope it is an outstanding success.
We all want to reduce death and injury on the road. I
well remember when we accepted that the number of
people being killed on the roads was in excess of
1000 per annum. We accepted that figure year after
year. I can well remember, more than 25 years ago,
standing up at a public meeting and arguing that we
should have an offence for drink-driving. At that stage
it was quite common for people to drink and then drive,
and it was almost a badge of honour to go and drink. I
can see some of my colleagues nodding in agreement. It
was certainly true that people would drink, hop in the
car, and drive home. That was accepted by the
community until the road toll started climbing and the
evidence was very clear that drivers with more than a
certain level of alcohol in their systems were impaired.
Not long after that the community became, as I was,
upset that people who were clearly unable to drive were
legally able to hop into their cars and in many cases kill
or injure people — and that was totally unacceptable,
hence the drink-driving legislation enjoyed bipartisan
support. That was the start of a whole range of
measures that have led to the road toll dropping
consistently. And while we have many more cars on the
road, the number of deaths is now below 400 per
annum, and there is no doubt that that can be reduced
further with measures like the ones we are debating
here today.
Victoria has done remarkably well with the initiatives
that have reduced the road toll, and one of those was
compulsory seatbelts. There was also the issue of
credible speed limits, and I was on an all-party
committee that looked at setting speed limits in
Victoria. One of the important points that arose in that
inquiry was that for speed limits to be obeyed by the
general public they needed to be credible, and we do
have credible speed limits in this state, along with
penalties that hurt.
With the advent of a greater surveillance on the road,
and the high probability that if people do exceed the
speed limit they will get caught and will get punished
accordingly, people are obeying speed limits. However,
we are starting to move away from one of those very
important principles — the credibility of speed
cameras. I welcome their use, but the problem is
twofold. Firstly, there is the issue of the narrow
tolerance. While I do not agree that we should raise the
tolerance to such a degree that it encourages people to
speed, right now the tolerance is too low, and people
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are watching their Speedos rather than watching the
road, which is bringing speed limits into disrepute.
The other problem is that too many speed cameras have
been found to be inaccurate. The government, to its
credit, is addressing that situation at the moment. I hope
that in the future we will have speed cameras that are
100 per cent accurate, or as close as we can get to that,
and that we do have sufficient tolerance, along with a
mechanism whereby drivers are notified as soon as
possible after the offence that they have exceeded the
speed limit and been penalised.
All of those things together — random breath testing,
blood alcohol testing, compulsory seat belts, credible
speed limits, greater police surveillance and booze
buses — have played a part in ensuring that people who
do offend have a high probability of getting caught; or
if they are speeding they will get penalties that hurt. All
of those things have led to a culture of a safer driving
behaviour. Added to those factors has been the
legislation to make it an offence to drive while impaired
by drugs. The legislation that we are dealing with today
is yet another step in that process to have random
testing so that people who are impaired by drugs can be
identified and taken off the road. Penalising them is not
the main purpose; it is to get them off the road and to
change the culture to one that says that although people
can engage in whatever habits they want in private,
they cannot hop into a motor vehicle and drive on a
road where other people’s lives are at risk.
This legislation puts in place a pilot program of random
roadside drug screening. There is plenty of evidence
that drivers using these so-called party drugs are at
increased risk of causing crashes; and as the minister
pointed out in the second-reading speech, 27 per cent of
fatally injured drivers had drugs other than alcohol in
their system. That is far too high a figure for people out
there on the road who are affected by drugs other than
alcohol, and anything we can do to reduce that figure
certainly has my support.
At the core of the debate is what level of drugs is
acceptable and whether or not the level currently being
set is the right level. Therefore it is good to have a
12-month trial period during which this level can be
tested, and if necessary adjusted at the end of that
period. Once again it is a world first for Victoria. It is a
measure that will notably improve safety on our roads.
The 12-month trial, which will finish in mid-2005,
should give plenty of time to allow the bugs to be
worked out of the system, and Parliament can then
make a decision whether or not to continue with the
program.
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In conclusion, it is a good initiative. It will be a further
step in helping to reduce the road toll, and to that
degree, and supporting some of the concerns that have
already been expressed by the Deputy Leader of the
National Party and the honourable member for Benalla,
I believe the bill is a step in the right direction and the
National Party will not be opposing it.
Mr TREZISE (Geelong) — I am pleased to be
speaking in support of the bill this afternoon. I note the
bipartisan support of both the National and Liberal
parties, and it is good to see the tradition continuing of
bipartisan support for good road safety legislation
through the house.
I am pleased to be supporting it because it is yet another
positive step forward on behalf of the Bracks
government in its commitment to lowering the road toll
across Victoria over the next five years. The Bracks
government is committed to ensuring that we do take
whatever it takes to lower the unacceptable level of
carnage on our roads, not only in metropolitan
Melbourne but in regional areas such as my seat of
Geelong and in rural Victoria.
Personally I am pleased to be supporting the legislation
because I have taken a close interest in road safety since
coming into the Parliament in 1999. I had the privilege
of working on the parliamentary Road Safety
Committee in the 54th Parliament, and I enjoy the
responsibility of being the chair of the Road Safety
Committee during the 55th Parliament — —
Mr Mulder — And working with?
Mr TREZISE — And having the honour of
working with numerous members of the Parliament,
including the honourable member for Polwarth. It is
quite an honour!
In talking about the Road Safety Committee I should
also note, as has been mentioned a couple of times
tonight, that the former member for Forest Hill, John
Richardson, was chair of the committee during the
1990s and advocated for this type of legislation. He
would be pleased to see it going through the house
today.
I must also say as a member of the Road Safety
Committee over the last four or five years one thing I
have clearly learnt is that drugs and alcohol, especially
mixed with speed, are a lethal combination on our
roads, particularly when it comes to younger drivers.
Speed and alcohol or drugs, together with fatigue, are
the big contributors to deaths on roads across our
nation.
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This bill in a very significant way provides further
initiatives to lower the carnage on Victorian roads. It is
important to see it is one part of a whole raft of
legislation initiatives that the Bracks government has
taken since September 1999. As well as the Road
Safety (Drug Driving) Bill, these bills include the Road
Safety (Heavy Vehicle Safety) Bill, the Road Safety
(Responsible Driving) Bill and the Road Safety
(Alcohol Interlocks) Bill. Alcohol and drug
enforcement measures are but a few of the initiatives
this government has taken to continue to ensure our
roads are safe for all Victorians.
It is not only the legislative agenda that highlights this
government’s commitment to road safety, but also
actions such as in my electorate the construction of the
Geelong–Melbourne road. Prior to being upgraded
there were on average four deaths per year on that road.
Since it was completed 12 months ago this week, the
day before the election, there has not been one death on
the Geelong road. That means there are four people this
year in Geelong who will enjoy Christmas with their
families and loved ones, who perhaps if that road had
not been upgraded would not have done so. That is an
example of the Bracks government legislative agenda
and initiatives in ensuring roads such as the Geelong
road are upgraded. The introduction of reduced speed
on our suburban streets and the restrictions around
school zones are other examples of this government’s
commitment to road safety that we have very much
pushed over the last four years.
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I therefore fully support this legislation and
congratulate the minister on the initiative. It truly is an
initiative when you learn that such measures have not
been introduced across Australia. This is another first
for Victoria. Initiatives such as this see our road toll
decline. In the 1960s, as a number of members have
mentioned, there were significant laws like the seatbelt
legislation which made the wearing of seatbelts
compulsory. This saw the disgraceful levels of road
carnage at that time lowered dramatically. Next came
the drink-driving legislation, which again saw a
significant reduction in the number of deaths on our
roads.
I had the pleasure of meeting Dr John Birrell, who has
unfortunately died. He lived in Queenscliff and was the
police chief surgeon during the 1960s and 1970s; he
was very much an advocate for both pieces of
legislation. Although this legislation before the house
may not have such a significant impact as the seatbelt
legislation and drink-driving legislation, I firmly
believe when it is combined with past initiatives we
will see the road toll continue to decline in Victoria in
the coming years.
This is good legislation. It continues to deliver on the
Bracks government’s commitment to road safety, a
commitment that is clearly espoused in the Arrive Alive
policy. It is a great policy that we will continue to
introduce and implement over the next five years. I
wish this bill a speedy passage.

In supporting all this legislation I must say that at all
times the Minister for Transport has focused on pushing
the legislative agenda through this house, in spite of in
some cases of a rowdy minority not supporting it. I
commend him for sticking to his guns and ensuring that
legislation is pushed through the house so that our road
toll is continuing to decline.

Ms ALLAN (Minister for Education Services) — I
would like to thank all members who spoke on the
Road Safety (Drug Driving) Bill, including the
members for Polwarth, Scoresby, Mornington, Swan
Hill and Benalla, and the particularly fine contributions
from the members for Brunswick, Bayswater, Ivanhoe,
Kilsyth, Geelong and Rodney.

With specific regard to this bill the importance and time
lines of the bill can be appreciated when you note that
there are roughly the same number of drivers killed
through drug-driving as drink-driving. In 2002 I note
that 27 per cent of drivers killed were affected by drugs,
while 29 per cent were affected by alcohol. Given these
figures it could be easily expected that through the
implementation of initiatives as contained in this
legislation our road toll will continue to decline. I
imagine it will decline on a relatively significant basis.
A number of speakers during the debate have referred
to the fact that today’s Herald Sun says that one in five
young drivers aged 18 to 24 has at some time during
their driving life driven under the influence of drugs. I
am not sure whether those statistics are right, but if they
are I am shocked by the extent of the problem.

Motion agreed to.
Read second time; by leave, proceeded to third reading.

Third reading
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kotsiras) —
Order! As the required statement of intention has been
made under section 85(5)(c) of the Constitution Act, the
third reading requires to be passed by an absolute
majority. As there is not an absolute majority of the
members of the house present, I ask the Clerk to ring
the bells.
Bells rung.
Members having assembled in chamber:
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Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

SHOP TRADING REFORM
(SIMPLIFICATION) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 6 November; motion of
Mr BRUMBY (Treasurer).

Ms ASHER (Brighton) — The Shop Trading
Reform (Simplification) Bill before this chamber is
simply the third in a series of stuff-ups by the Minister
for Small Business.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms ASHER — And most accurate, I feel. We saw
legislation in relation to Easter Sunday brought into this
chamber on two occasions. We had a disastrous period
of trading last Easter Sunday, particularly in relation to
these exemptions, and now we have another piece of
legislation brought before this chamber.
I note with interest that the government has chosen to
term this a ‘simplification’ bill.
An honourable member interjected.
Ms ASHER — You would not want that on the
record.
Looking at the range of exemptions the government is
proposing in this bill, I would have thought there was
additional complication, rather than simplification. That
certainly is the view of the Catholic Church. The bill
replaces what were previously called schedule 1
exempt shops with new categories of exempt shops.
Schedule 1 existed simply because of history. When the
previous government deregulated shop trading in 1996
the previous exemptions that existed across the Liberal
administration and the Labor administration were all
bundled together as schedule 1 so that there could be no
grounds for complaint, because those were the shops
that previously had exemptions on special days when
trading was not allowed. So schedule 1, which is being
repealed by this bill, was simply historic — not
rational, not logical but simply historic.
Now the government is proposing a much wider
category of businesses be allowed to trade on Christmas
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Day, Good Friday, Anzac Day and Easter Sunday.
Indeed the government is proposing that exempt shops
should include chemists, petrol stations, takeaway food
businesses, restaurant-type businesses, food-type
businesses or any other business which the minister
chooses to prescribe through regulation as a business
that can open on those days.
Shops are also exempt if the number of people
employed at the time does not exceed 20. This is where
the complication arises, and I expect there will be
considerable difficulty interpreting these areas of the
bill when the legislation is brought into practice. Now
20 is, of course, the Australian Bureau of Statistics
definition of a small business. But the government has
also dictated in this bill that a business can open if there
is not in excess of 100 people employed on an
approximate full-time equivalent employee basis
throughout Victoria. I suspect the 100 in Victoria and
the full-time equivalent employee basis, and all of those
calculations, will prove difficult for both the inspectors
and the government to police.
That is the basic thrust of the bill — to simply remove
the old schedule 1 exemptions for the businesses that
were allowed to trade on the days when trading is not
allowed, and to replace them with the broad categories
of business that I have just referred to.
The bill also introduces inspectors. It will be interesting
to see how many inspectors are appointed by the
government, and whether we will have a raft, a whole
new section, of inspectors within the Department of
Innovation, Industry and Regional Development, or
whether the inspectors will be smaller in number.
Obviously the number of people employed will reflect
the level of the government’s aggression in policing this
bill. The powers of the inspectors, their requirement to
produce identity cards, and their capacities to seek court
orders and the like are outlined in the bill.
The inspectors have fairly wide powers. If an inspector
believes on reasonable grounds that a person may have
contravened the act — that is, an exempt business may
have traded on one of those specified non-trading
days — the inspector can apply to the Magistrates
Court for an order requiring a person to do certain
things. I note that inspectors are also given powers of
entry, and that they are able to purchase goods at
premises. Their being able to purchase goods at
premises, presumably on days when businesses are not
meant to be open, may well have the potential for
abuse, and I would call on the minister, in the first
instance, to monitor those practices when the inspectors
are appointed. There is some protection against
self-incrimination for businesses that do open on the
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non-trading days; however, there are also powers to
seize documents, and they are fairly extensive powers,
as outlined in the bill.
One of the most interesting aspects of the bill is an area
I touched on before — that is, that the minister has set
out in the bill which businesses will be exempt, but has
also allowed for the provision of additional businesses
to be prescribed by regulation to be exempt as well. I
can only assume that this is what the minister would
regard as a safety net clause. Given that there have been
so many errors and the fact that this act has already had
to come back to be amended in this chamber on three
occasions in the term of this government, I am sure that
this provision is simply there for the minister so that in
case this act does not work the minister will not have to
suffer the embarrassment of coming back to this
chamber to make further amendments, but instead will
be able to make alterations to exempt businesses by
way of regulation.
However, I note the power is relatively narrow in that
the minister can only recommend the making of
regulations if the goods are regarded by the minister as
‘essential goods’. Given that the minister has some very
unusual views and in many instances likes to dictate to
us how we should live our lives, it will be interesting to
see what she regards as ‘essential goods’.
The bill makes provision to repeal not only schedule 1,
but aspects that the bill refers to as spent provisions —
in other words, provisions that I would assume the
government no longer feels it requires. It repeals
sections 12, 13 and 14 of the Shop Trading Reform Act
1996 which, interestingly, covers local government’s
powers in relation to local laws. The government has
chosen to repeal those provisions.
The bill also contains a provision which was certainly
embraced by the previous government and has been
embraced in legislation by this government relating to
the fact that neither party wishes landlords to have the
power to force businesses to open on non-trading days.
That is, as I said, a reiteration of both current and
previous policy. The act applies to retail shops, and that
is a narrowing of the definition that previously applied.
The background to this bill was this government’s
commitment to the Shop, Distributive and Allied
Employees Association, or SDA, to the trade union
movement, that there would be an extra public holiday
on Easter Sunday by making it a non-trading day. That
was a commitment the government made prior to the
last election. Interestingly enough, while the
government gets a bit hot under the collar when the
Liberal Party keeps referring to the fact that it was a
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commitment to the SDA, it is quite conclusive that this
was the case, because the commitment was not in the
small business policy; it was contained within the
industrial relations policy — and this policy, many
commentators have observed, has some quite serious
consequences for Victoria’s reputation as open for
business and the place to do business.
I refer to an article written by the respected economics
commentator, Alan Wood, economics editor of the
Australian, published on 22 April 2003. In the article
entitled ‘Little joy in restrictions on retailers’ he said:
Victorians know who the Easter bunny is this year — Premier
Steve Bracks. Bracksie —

I am not using that terminology, Alan Wood is —
normally resembles nothing so much as an amiable, if vapid,
tailor’s dummy. But in his eagerness to please the good old
Labor boyos —

as he has put it —
who run the Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees
Association, he has made a complete rabbit of himself.
The shoppies kicked in a handsome $240 000-odd [donation]
to Labor’s re-election campaign last year and were rewarded
with an election promise to re-regulate Easter trading.

Alan Wood continues on with language which is
unparliamentary in describing the way small business
owners referred to the Premier of the state of Victoria.
So I will not read that into Hansard, lest people should
think that is my language, not Alan Wood’s language.
Alan Wood has made much of this. In another article,
of 16 April 2003, he made the observation:
Bracks has reversed earlier hard-won reforms —

that is a reference to 24-hour shop trading deregulation
by the previous government —
to keep the shoppies’ union happy, imposing substantial costs
for the retailers and businesses hit by the trading ban. It sends
the wrong signal to investors.

It is that which has caused so much concern in the retail
industry: that simply shutting businesses down on
Easter Sunday does send the wrong signal to investors.
However, the Minister for Small Business herself has
taken on an extraordinary role, not only in the
preparation of the three bills — as I said, this is now the
third bill before the house on this issue — but in her
rationale for why she did what she did. At one stage —
and I am sure all honourable members will recall this
well — one of the reasons she gave as to why the ban
on trading came in for Easter Sunday was that she
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thought families should spend more time together and
that she thought people should have better things to do
than shop. That is extraordinary for a small business
minister, given the volume of retail within her portfolio
area.
I refer members to an editorial in the Age of 21 April
2003. I do not always agree with the Age — members
of Parliament are not expected to always agree with
Age editorials — but I thought in terms of personal
liberties the Age got this spot on. Under the heading
‘Non-trading’ Easter Sunday is a farce’, the Age
editorial reads as follows:
Whether forcing shops to close on one Sunday a year will do
much to ‘help restore the balance between work and family
life’ —

that is a quote from the minister —
as the state government says it will, is doubtful. Moreover,
while it is probably true that many families would like to
spend more time together … it is not the role of governments
to be dictating how much togetherness families should have,
or what they should be doing in that time.

Again in terms of an attitudinal issue, in terms of a
political philosophy and in terms of what the role of
government is, on our side of the house we do not
believe it is the role of government to dictate to families
how they should spend their time. I guess if the minister
had just had the political honesty to say, ‘This is a sop
to the Shop Distributive and Allied Employees
Association, we could all have lived with that, but to
actually say, ‘This is for families to spend time
together’, and ‘People should have better things to do
than shop’, is moving into an area that we have
traditionally called the nanny state. I find that
unacceptable. I do not need advice from the minister on
what to do with my time, and I suspect that almost
every Victorian family would not particularly
appreciate the advice of the Minister for Small Business
on what they should do.
The minister obviously got very flustered at one stage. I
note that in an article published in the Age of 21 April
2003 she came up with another unbelievable reason as
to why shops would not be allowed to trade on Easter
Sunday. I quote from an article by Darren Gray, which
reads:
Ms Thomson gave another reason for shutting shops: ‘It is at
the end of Victoria’s good weather. From here on in I think
we all think of it as being cold. It is an opportunity to spend
that time with family and friends … so it’s not just about
religion’.

So we have had a raft of explanations as to why the
Minister for Small Business wants to shut down
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businesses on Easter Sunday. One, it is an industrial
relations promise; two, families should spend time
together; three, people should have better things to do
than shop; and four, it is cold. To my mind these
reasons are extraordinary. As I said, this bill is simply a
saga of stuff-ups, and I cannot provide a noun with any
more decorum than that.
Three times this bill has come before this place, and
three times we have seen the minister try to deal with
shop trading legislation. Even within this very
legislation she has given herself an out as to which
shops will be exempt, because via regulation she is
allowing a provision for her to prescribe additional
shops so that she does not have to suffer a fourth period
of embarrassment in coming back into this chamber to
amend the legislation again.
As we are all aware, the Easter Sunday experience was
a disaster for traders. A survey of 300 traders by the
Australian Retailers Association (ARA) showed that
businesses claimed they lost $2500 each. Given the
significance of Easter for the tourism industry, and
indeed the significance of people being able to do what
they want to do, not what the minister wants them to
do — if someone wants to open their business or
someone wants to shop — quite frankly this is none of
the minister’s business. We now have a situation where
two out of the four days over Easter will be non-trading
days, yet they are days on which a lot of people elect to
shop and on which business can make a dollar.
To compound the situation, on that first trial date of
Easter Sunday a number of businesses opened believing
they had a right to do so; a number of businesses — for
example, Bunnings — remained closed because they
wanted to comply with the law; and other businesses
were in a state of confusion, not knowing whether they
could or could not legally open. We eventually had an
extraordinary circumstance where even though there is
provision in the legislation for a $10 000 fine, because
there was such an element of confusion about who was
eligible to open on Easter Sunday and who was not,
those who broke the law were not prosecuted, or so the
Premier said. Indeed, the Premier announced that
warning notices would be sent out.
So you had a situation where some businesses lost
money — and Bunnings is probably the high-profile
example because it complied with the law — but other
businesses opened and received a warning, even though
the government had legislation which said there would
be a $10 000 fine for people who opened their
businesses. Again I state that I think businesses should
be allowed to trade on Easter Sunday if they wish to,
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and the government should use the opportunity while
this bill is before the house to remedy the situation.
An honourable member interjected.
Ms ASHER — There are restrictions on many
businesses. You have set out in this bill which
businesses can open.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kotsiras) —
Order! The member will address her remarks through
the Chair.
Ms ASHER — In this bill the government has set
out which businesses can open and which businesses
cannot. Whilst I acknowledge that the government has
probably broadened the number of businesses that can
now open on Easter Sunday — and the Catholic
Church has indicated that it opposes that, and I am sure
other churches will indicate likewise — it has taken a
backwards step from the situation it inherited vis-a-vis
Easter Sunday. I think that is a shame.
I note that when the government first introduced this
change, the Victorian Employers Chamber of
Commerce and Industry issued a press release, and in it
its chief executive officer, Neil Coulson, made the best
comment of all in relation to this issue. He said:
Businesses should have freedom of choice — those who wish
to trade on Easter Sunday should be able to and those who do
not wish to trade should be able to close. There is no need for
the government to make these decisions on behalf of
businesses, let alone consumers.

That puts the argument most succinctly. At the time of
the initial debate when this legislation was first
introduced, the Australian Retailers Association
conducted a survey of its members. It reported that a
majority were opposed to the Easter Sunday trading
restriction introduced by the government as a pay-off to
the SDA. According to that survey, three-quarters of
the ARA’s respondents said that they would be forced
to work additional hours rather than pay penalty rates to
staff who work on Easter Sunday, and more than 85 per
cent said that making Easter Sunday a non-trading day
would have a negative impact on their businesses. The
post-Easter Sunday survey has found that that in fact
happened: there was a negative impact on businesses.
According to the ARA survey, $2500 was lost by each
of the businesses it surveyed.
The government argument when it introduced the bill
was that the restriction on Easter Sunday trading
brought Victoria into line with South Australia and
Western Australia. Again I note the Australian
newspaper’s interest in Victoria’s trading laws. I think
the Australian pursued this issue with greater vigour
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than probably most other newspapers. I thought the
Australian editorial of 23 April put it particularly well
in stating:
When the Victorian government forbade Easter Sunday
shopping this year, it justified an unwarranted intrusion into
people’s lives on the grounds that it brought the state into line
with South and Western Australia, where Sunday shopping is
largely banned. It is an argument that justifies a foolish
decision on the grounds that consistency in folly has some
sort of merit.

I thought that put the initial decision by the Minister for
Small Business exactly where it should be put — that
is, to categorise it as folly.
The opposition does not oppose the bill. The
government should have reversed its earlier ludicrous
decision — —
Mr Helper interjected.
Ms ASHER — I would not interject on me when I
have the mike, if I were you. Just to give him a very
friendly warning, I would not do it, Acting Speaker.
The government should have reversed its earlier
ludicrous decision to restrict Easter Sunday trading.
There are some significant economic consequences in
terms of reputation and in terms of the potential to have
distorted investment decisions as a result of backing
away from deregulated trading on Easter Sunday. With
those few words, as I have indicated, the opposition
does not oppose the bill.
I want to make a brief observation about the ANZAC
Day (Amendment) Bill, which was before the house
last week, because there was a reference in that bill to
shop trading. This was introduced by the same minister,
of course — the Minister for Small Business. The
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee
recommended a shop trading exemption regime for the
Shop Trading Reform Act; whilst it was reporting on
the ANZAC Day (Amendment) Bill it recommended a
new regime for exemptions to shop trading. It
recommended something that is remarkably like the
exemption list in this bill. It actually recommended that
the category of shop should form the basis of the
exemption to shop trading legislation.
The whole-of-government response to that committee
report on that bill we debated only last week was that
there was no plan to alter shopping trading legislation at
this stage. Given that that response from recollection
was made in May this year, that again shows perhaps
not the folly but the shambolic response from the
government on this issue of exemptions, which is the
subject of the bill we are debating. As I have indicated,
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the government should have used this opportunity to
enact significant reform — that is, reverse its earlier
silly decision in relation to Easter Sunday trading. The
opposition does not oppose the bill.
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) — Shop trading has
had an interesting history in the state of Victoria. Earlier
this year when I spoke in the Parliament on a bill on
shop trading, I went back and reviewed the changes
which have taken place since I have been the member
for Murray Valley in this place — that is, over 20 years.
It is worth while putting on the record again what was
done in the 1980s when we looked at shop trading.
When there were changes to shop trading hours on
Saturdays, I recall that a former Leader of the National
Party, Peter Ross-Edwards, indicated that whilst there
was amendments to the trading hours to allow people to
extend their trading on a Saturday beyond what would
be regarded as the normal trading hours, as the years
went on we would see a further softening in the shop
trading hours in the state of Victoria purely and simply
on the basis of the demands of customers and
consumers. Over the years we have seen changes
implemented to the shop trading laws in Victoria
through the 1980s, into the 1990s, and indeed as we
come into the new century.
I also note with interest the relationship in some
respects to the liquor industry with the changes which
have been implemented to trading hours in the liquor
industry. Again, going back to the late 1970s and the
1980s, we saw changes implemented to the liquor act
by extending trading hours and there was some
similarity in those extensions and others. In speaking on
the liquor industry in passing, I think perhaps we have
gone almost too far on liquor trading hours, when I see
the sorts of things that are happening with drinking at
all sorts of late hours — not just in metropolitan
Melbourne, but also in country cities and towns which
we represent.
The bill also has an interesting background to it. I note
the legislation we debated earlier this year that related
particularly to trading over Easter. I note also the
comments I made at the time that it became thoroughly
confusing. The changes which the government brought
into the Parliament in the earlier part of this year to
become operative at Easter 2003 more or less added to
the confusion and the mishmash that we had.
In that debate I indicated to two ministers in the house
at the time, Ministers Brumby and Batchelor, that over
Easter they should visit north-eastern Victoria. I told
them they would have enjoyable weather and plenty of
entertainment and that there were plenty of activities
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they could undertake. I said they could visit the
wineries in north-eastern Victoria, including at
Rutherglen and other areas within my electorate of
Murray Valley. I said also, ‘When you drive up the
Hume Freeway, you will be able to call in to the service
centre at Glenrowan and fill your cars with petrol, but
don’t forget to bring a cut lunch, because the two
McDonalds restaurants will not be able to open on
Good Friday, so you won’t be able to get a meal’.
I took that up with the department. We had a situation
where the operator of the two McDonalds centres at
Glenrowan, on the east and west sides of the Hume
Freeway, sought legal advice and set up two companies
to allow him to have less than 20 people working
within his business on that day so he could operate —
because Good Friday was the busiest day of the year for
the operation of his business.
In fact it came to light only with the debate on that bill
that many businesses that had been operating on Good
Friday should have been closed. We understood that
there is demand for people to have food on Good
Friday — they would be travelling and going to various
places and they would need to have access to food.
Mr Helper — They would be eating only fillet o’
fish on Good Friday!
Mr JASPER — That would depend on religion.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kotsiras) —
Order! The honourable member for Ripon will have his
chance in a few minutes.
Mr JASPER — I accept the comment made by the
member. What we saw was that ridiculous situation that
the debate earlier this year highlighted that the 1996 act
precluded people from operating those shops on Good
Friday. I must say a bit cautiously that I undertook
some investigations to determine what actions the
government would be taking with people who did open
their shops on Good Friday when in fact they probably
should have been closed. I think the comment made to
me was, ‘We may not have enough inspectors to be
able to enforce the law and we’ll need to see how it
transpires’. The member for Brighton said that fines
could have been imposed, but it appears letters may
have gone out to those people whose businesses were
operating illegally over that Easter.
So we come to the bill before the house. As far as the
National Party is concerned, we will not be opposing
the legislation, but we understand the concerns of the
government in seeking to try and get it right and to
make it more effective for people operating businesses
within the state of Victoria. It should be mentioned that
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what we are really talking about is three and a half
days. We have 3611/2 days where people can in effect
operate 7 days a week, 24 hours a day. So we are
talking about three and half days about which there is
and has been confusion in the legislation, and it needs
to be changed.
The purpose of the bill before the house is to amend the
Shop Trading Reform Act 1996 to simplify the
management and enforcement of shop trading in
Victoria — in particular, to clarify shop trading on
Good Friday, Easter Sunday, Anzac Day and Christmas
Day. As we normally do in the National Party, which I
have mentioned on many other occasions, we sought to
get information through the department, through the
minister’s office and indeed through organisations that
have an interest in this legislation. I thank the minister
for cooperating and again making available to me
members of his staff and officers within the department
to provide a briefing on the provisions of the
legislation. That assisted in the clarification of those
provisions, and I was able then to talk to various
organisations and get a response from them on the
legislation before the house.
I will quote two paragraphs from a media release from
the Victorian Employers Chamber of Commerce and
Industry, dated 5 November 2003. In the media release
the chief executive officer, Mr Neil Coulson, said:
Today’s reforms to shop trading laws represent an
improvement on the current situation but more is needed.

He went on to say:
After the debacle of Easter Sunday this year, it is promising to
see a simplification of the current mishmash of exemptions
that caused so much concern on the day.

I have mentioned the problem on Good Friday,
particularly for the operators of the service centre at
Glenrowan, and also the confusion which we
experienced on Easter Sunday. The difficulty I want to
highlight is that the changes which have been made
mean that there are now gazetted holidays over that
Easter period. That in turn means that when they are
open many businesses are paying higher rates by way
of penalties.
I raised this issue in general with the Minister for
Industrial Relations on the basis that he needed to
understand the difficulties that businesses operating at
weekends, particularly those involved in the tourist
industry, faced with the higher penalty rates which
became effective within the state of Victoria. They have
had a disastrous effect on the many businesses
operating in tourist areas within my electorate of
Murray Valley. They continue to contact me about the
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difficulties they are experiencing in paying higher
penalty rates on their biggest trading days, which are at
weekends.
I accept the fact that many people come into
north-eastern Victoria over the weekend and at holiday
times, and I understand the difficulties this causes for
small businesses. I asked one business operator, ‘How
are you handling the extra charges and penalty rates
imposed on operating your business at weekends?’, and
the comment made to me was, ‘We work harder’. The
owners of that business work harder because they have
to reduce their staff over the periods when they would
have to pay penalty rates. This is a critical issue.
The response I got from Minister Hulls was interesting,
because he more or less said, ‘We will be looking to
phase in the areas where we have penalty rates’, but he
went on then to indicate that businesses would have to
accept the situation, work with it and suffer the
difficulty of paying penalty rates, because in his view
that was the way we should be going on into the future.
I also note other comments that have been made. Some
organisations are not in complete agreement with the
legislation that is before the Parliament. Churches have
indicated some concern, and concern has also been
expressed by the secretary of the North-Eastern
Goulburn Valley Shop Distributive and Allied
Employees Union, Ms Fitzgerald.
Sitting suspended 6.30 p.m. until 8.03 p.m.

Mr JASPER — Prior to the dinner break I had
spoken in the early part of my contribution about the
history of shop trading and the changes which have
taken place over the past 20 years, which have seen the
extension of trading hours. That has caused extreme
difficulties for some businesses, but in general we have
seen with the trading hours a response to the needs of
consumers and customers. I also provided some
information as the National Party spokesperson on
small business and as a person who has grown up in
small business.
I often say in this house that you have to have been in
business to understand it. Too often I hear in this house
contributions being made by members who have little
understanding of the difficulties faced by people in
business, particularly in being profitable; and ‘profit’ is
often a dirty word to the government. As far as I am
concerned businesses need to be profitable so they can
continue to employ.
I also spoke about the confusion and the difficulties
over the Easter period created by the legislation earlier
this year, and about how we need the changes which we
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have before the Parliament now. I also spoke about the
difficulties experienced by small businesses with the
changes to the industrial legislation in Victoria. Despite
the comments made by the Minister for Industrial
Relations, the reality is that penalty rates are biting into
business generally and small business specifically, and
it is particularly difficult for those operating in tourist
areas to be profitable in those areas. I mentioned that
the people who work in small business are working
longer hours because of that.
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Lindell) — Order!
The level of conversation is too loud. Members should
either converse quietly or leave the chamber.
Mr JASPER — Do not worry, Acting Speaker, I
will just raise my voice above it!
I also indicated, and I think I should indicate again to
the house, that I believe we should have a system
similar to that which operates in America, where people
work for, say, 38 or 40 hours and then go onto penalty
rates. The situation in Victoria, indeed in Australia, is
difficult for employers paying penalty rates in particular
areas.
Mr Stensholt interjected.
Mr JASPER — The member for Burwood said by
interjection, ‘We are looking after the worker’. If he
looks after the worker too much, there will be no
employers in Victoria. We need to get a balance;
balance is the issue so far as this is concerned. The
intent of the legislation is to make shop trading hours
more effective and to remove some of the confusion.
I quoted from a media release put out by the Victorian
Employers Chamber of Commerce and Industry, which
sets out some of the concerns about some aspects of the
legislation, particularly the representations it received
from the larger businesses, and I understand the
concerns they express.
I also mentioned some of the concerns expressed by
churches about the changes to trading hours on
Sundays. We need to recognise the importance of some
small business being able to operate over the Easter
period, including on Good Friday and Easter Sunday.
I also quoted the comments made by the union
movement. A member of the union movement in
north-eastern Victoria made some critical comments on
the legislation now before the Parliament. I wonder
how much investigation has been done or how many
discussions the government, particularly the small
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business minister, has had with the union movement, or
whether the government has said, ‘We will not take
much notice of the union movement anyway. We will
get on with what we think will be in the best interests of
the state of Victoria.’!
In dealing with the legislation we should recognise the
important issues being looked at. I note the repeal of
schedule 1 of the Shop Trading Reform Act 1996. As I
mentioned earlier in my contribution, that became a
mishmash list indicating the businesses that could open
and those that could not open, and some were
associated with retail services and others wanted to be
involved but could not be involved. The changes clarify
the position on which businesses are able to operate.
Clause 4 indicates that exempt shops are chemists,
petrol shops, eating houses, restaurants and cafes, and
other shops of a prescribed kind.
The honourable member for Brighton commented
about the situation where the minister has some
discretion to prescribe a business selling goods which,
in the opinion of the minister, are essential goods. The
bill provides the opportunity for the minister to look at
what I would call tourist areas, especially in country
areas, where festivals may be taking place, which will
be restricted by the legislation.
New section 4(2), to be substituted in the act, indicates
that any small business employing up to 20 people may
open, if it desires, on the three and a half days where
there are restrictions on trading hours. In addition
businesses employing up to 100 people where a number
of businesses are involved together are also exempt,
and that certainly gives further flexibility to the
operation of the new reform legislation.
I will be interested to see how this works within the
state. We have had some representations from larger
businesses, believing they also should have the
flexibility to open on those three and a half days, but we
need to examine this in balance and see how it works,
recognising that the changes will involve penalty rates
where they were not involved previously. The National
Party will therefore be interested to see how far the bill
goes in affecting larger businesses.
I note also the comments made by the honourable
member for Brighton about inspectors ensuring that
people honour the letter of the law. The police have
been operating in that area previously, and now
inspectors within the department will see that people
honour the letter of the law. This will only apply to
larger operations wanting to open. My view is that
those businesses will not seek to open and flout the law,
not only because of the penalties they may face but also
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because of the difficulties in operating that business and
getting staff on those days, remembering that over
Easter they still have Easter Saturday and Easter
Monday on which they can operate.
The National Party is not opposing the bill. We have
had some criticisms of the way the act has operated in
the past, particularly in relation to the amendments
brought into effect earlier this year, which continue to
confuse the interpretation of the operation of the act. I
hope these amendments will make the act more
effective and not only provide protection for small
businesses who wish to open on the three and a half
days on which they cannot open at present, but also
give them the option to open at specific times suitable
for specific small businesses.
The National Party will be watching the operation of
the act carefully, and keeping a close eye on the
outcome of representations made to the minister by
municipalities in country Victoria, which will be
seeking assistance in special circumstances such as the
Wangaratta Festival of Jazz and the Winery Walkabout
in Rutherglen — the major wine producer in this state. I
am sure that the minister will be sympathetic to the
exemptions required in these cases, and also in the areas
of Cobram and Yarrawonga, along the Murray River,
where they will also be looking for assistance.
Mr HELPER (Ripon) — I welcome this
opportunity to support the Shop Trading Reform
(Simplification) Bill. It gives me particular pleasure to
follow the honourable member for Murray Valley
because his presentation was genuinely based on
experience in small business, and I applaud him for it. It
was also notable that the honourable member for
Murray Valley was gracious about his support for the
bill. As with any reasonable opposition party, he tried
to find holes in the bill, but he did so in a gracious way,
and I genuinely appreciated his presentation.
The Labor government, in response to this issue,
always bases its legislation on principle. The principle
that we follow on this issue is that it is the choice
particularly of those least empowered to make that
choice — that is, small retailers — to decide to close
for at least three and a half days of the year. There are
3611/2 days of trading in this state, courtesy of the shop
trading deregulation bill introduced by the previous
government, but on three and a half days we do have a
principle that it ought to be the choice of retailers to
close their doors.
The basis of that principle is that, as a small retailer,
when you are confronted by large competitors your
choice is removed. This bill seeks to move away from
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the much maligned, and justifiably maligned,
schedule 1 — which has grown up over more than
100 years to be a hotchpotch schedule of exemptions
from the restriction of shop trading hours — to one
based on the size of the business. I will come to that
later.
As the honourable member for Murray Valley
acknowledged a number of times throughout his
presentation, the bill is also very much about
simplification of the shop trading hours regime in this
state. I share that view with him, and the government
put forward the legislation very much in the spirit of
simplification and clarification and making the shop
trading regime in this state far more straightforward.
Mr Perton — Simplification? Honestly!
Mr Walsh — You stuffed it up last time. That’s the
trouble.
Mr HELPER — We move on. Some members of
the opposition may not do so, but we move on. The
opportunity to restrict shop trading hours is now based
on the size of a retail business rather than on an obscure
list of exempted retail businesses.
I turn to the justifiably much-maligned schedule 1.
Honourable members will have looked at the schedule.
One highlight of it is that dressmakers shops are
included in the schedule, yet you cannot actually retail
the clothing that a dressmaker may produce.
Photographers shops is another one. I wonder what
justification exists now for the exemption of
photographers shops? I am happy to be charitable to
history and suggest that it was inserted in schedule 1 on
a reasonable basis, but I wonder how relevant it is in
this day and age.
There are exemptions for saddlery shops, but you cannot
buy a pushbike. A shop for the sale of boats, caravans or
trailers and accessories for them is exempt. I wonder
what the basis of that exemption is. There is an
exemption for shops selling swimming pool equipment
and supplies. I wonder what the logical basis for that
exemption is. There is an exemption for shops retailing
stamps and coins. I understand and accept — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr HELPER — I will come to petrol stations in a
moment.
I accept that there may have been some logic that
existed when those retail premises were added to
schedule 1, but I wonder whether the justification exists
today.
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The legislation seeks to transfer archaic schedule 1,
which has grown up since 1885 with no doubt each
government of the day adding another category of
shops to it in good faith without it ever being reviewed.
This government has had the guts to reform this arcane
schedule and to bring about an exemption schedule
based on the size of retail outlets. The basis is that the
exemption exists for retail outlets where there are 20 or
fewer persons employed during the restricted trading
days, and at the time during the period of seven days
immediately before that time the number of employees
of the business and its related entities is under
100 effective full-time positions. That seems to me to
be indeed a simplification and clarification of the shop
trading regime in this state.
I would like in the few moments remaining to me to
highlight some of the extraordinary positions that the
member for Brighton espoused in her presentation. She
seemed to be arguing that it is the shopper’s right to
expect every retail outlet to be open 365 days of the
year. I beg to differ with her. As far as I am concerned
the opportunity for those people who serve people and
sell things in retail shops to have three and a half days
off a year — half of Anzac Day, Christmas Day, Good
Friday and Easter Sunday — to spend with their
families strikes me as being a much more worthwhile
principle to pursue. On that basis this legislation is
worth while.
The member for Brighton also seemed to malign the
consultation the government has had with the Shop,
Distributive and Allied Employees Association. Let me
just say that the SDA is absolutely supported by me in
its presentation of its members’ interests and the
members are perfectly entitled to have those three and a
half days, and if you are a retail outlet in broad terms
with less than 20 employees you are entitled to have the
choice of being able to open or close. It is a reasonable
expectation for members of the SDA to be able to
spend that time in the cultural activity that is relevant to
their family circumstances.
I would like in the last few seconds remaining to me to
read out some of the testimonials to this legislation that
have come forward since the minister’s indication. In
the Warrnambool Standard of 6 November, Moyne
Shire Council mayor, Brenda Hampson, said that this
would be good news for tourist towns.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Lindell) — Order!
The member’s time has expired.
Mr COOPER (Mornington) — This bill is simply a
retread and a semi-backdown by this government,
because we all recall the earlier legislation where we
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had the government reacting to the large donation of the
Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees Association
(SDA) to its coffers and saying that it would change a
few things. In the debate we had in this chamber there
were warnings given to the government that the
legislation it was introducing would not work and
would become a major embarrassment to it. At the time
I and other speakers on this side of the house told the
government that it would be back here as soon as it
understood it had made a complete and utter dill of
itself.
Here we have the so-called Shop Trading Reform
(Simplification) Bill. Really and truly, fancy the
government having the stupidity to put the word
‘simplification’ into the title of this bill! We all know
that this bill does not simplify things; it just makes them
worse. It is more complicated now than when it started.
The situation has now developed where there are two
classes of shops and of employees. If you happen to be
the fortunate ones and you work in an operation where
there are not more than 20 employees at the business
location or not more than 100 employees in related
bodies of the corporation, then fine, you can open on
Easter Sunday. Your rights, the rights that the member
for Ripon has just been telling us about, do not count;
you will work. But if you happen to work for a bigger
store — for Myer, David Jones, Bunnings or other
stores of that size — bad luck; even if you want to work
you are not going to work.
I respect the member for Ripon’s philosophical
position, but I happen to have a different one. He said
he was going to fall on the side of the people who are
employed, the employees. That is what he was saying
was his bias. But as the member for Murray Valley
said, if you do not have balance in these situations — if
you do not start thinking about the rights of the
employer — you are not going to have any employees,
because the people who create the jobs and pay the
wages are the employers. They are the ones you have to
think about if you have any reason to believe that
Victoria has a future economically in which people are
going to have jobs where they can earn money, spend it
elsewhere and create a strong economy. That is what it
is all about.
Here we have a situation where choice — a word which
has been flung around this chamber from the
government benches too easily — is being denied to a
certain range of employers in a certain range of
businesses. I want to take a few people back in time. It
might not happen where the honourable member for
Ripon comes from, but where I come from we have had
the ability to shop for 365 days a year for decades. The
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Mornington Peninsula had that through the terms of
previous Labor governments — the Cain and Kirner
governments — because it is a tourist area. That has
been supported by successive governments because it is
what makes the whole place tick.
The member for Ripon was going through schedule 1
before, asking, ‘What is the rationale for this
exemption? What is the rationale for that?’. He could
not work out the rationale for exempting, for example,
caravan suppliers. I tell you what, if the member for
Ripon were ever stuck on the road on Easter Sunday
and needed something for his caravan, he would want a
caravan supplier to be open so he could get the caravan
fixed and get on with his journey. That is the reason for
the exemption; that is the reason for a whole lot of the
exemptions. It obviously has not occurred to the
member for Ripon that there might be some rationale to
and some commonsense in these things. The word
‘commonsense’ obviously does not enter into the
argument as far as the member for Ripon is concerned!
So we have a bill presented to us which is, in terms of
the title, supposed to simplify the previous legislation.
Before this government got its hands on the Shop
Trading Act things were working quite well in this
state. But 12 months ago this government said, ‘We are
going to repay the significant, large donation that the
SDA made to the coffers of the Labor Party’. So what
did it do? It fiddled around with the legislation, closed
down — or tried to close down — the retail industry in
this state last Easter Sunday and ran into a lot of
problems.
People like Frank Penhalluriack in Caulfield said, ‘I am
opening up. I have more than 20 employees, and if you
want to send your inspectors, the police or anybody else
down here to have a go at me or to charge me, by all
means come down’. He announced it in the media: ‘I
am going to be open — come and get me’. What did
this government do? It wimped out. It was not prepared
to confront him. It just decided it was all too hard: ‘We
will come back to the Parliament and try to fix it all up.
We will really clean up the situation in regard to Easter
Sunday; we will really make sure we get the act right’.
Lo and behold, what has it done? It appears that again it
is making a shambles of the legislation.
The Catholic Church has come out now and said — and
it appears it may well be right — that under the
proposals in this legislation there is the prospect of
more shops opening on Christmas Day and Good
Friday than there were before this mob fiddled around.
This has really thrilled the Catholic Church, and no
doubt it will thrill a whole lot of other churches when
they get their heads around this. Was this the
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government’s intention? Of course it was not, but the
problem with this government is that it does not seem
to know what it is doing from one moment to the next.
It stumbles from one disaster to another. I foresee that
about this time next year — maybe earlier — we will
have another bill. I wonder what it will call that one?
Will it be the Shop Trading Reform (Further
Simplification) Bill perhaps?
As the government closes one door on the horrible
mess it made of the Shop Trading Act only a few
months ago, it is opening up more doors which will
require it to come back to Parliament to try to fix it all
up. Perhaps after two or three years we will get back to
where we were in the first place, before the government
started doing anything, and perhaps the government
will start to understand that the people of Victoria are
the ones it should be thinking about. They are the ones
who will be making the decisions; they are the ones
who will say what is right and what is wrong.
The people of Victoria have made it pretty clear by
their actions what they want done about shop trading
hours. They have said they do not want to shop on the
morning of Anzac Day, and they do not want to
shop — other than for absolutely essential supplies —
on Good Friday. But they want to shop — and their feet
have done the talking — on Easter Sunday. What has
this government done? The nanny state mentality rules:
‘We are going to tell you where to get off. You are not
going to shop on Easter Sunday, because we do not
want you to’. That is the attitude of this government.
How did it all start? I come back to the original point I
made. This government started tinkering and fiddling
around with the Shop Trading Act because it was
paying back a $214 000 debt to the SDA. We now have
a situation where this Parliament has had to go through
this whole process twice to try to get it right — and still
the government has not got it right. This is a disastrous
bill. It is a disgrace, and the government ought to be
ashamed of itself for the mess it is making of what was
once a very good act.
Mr LOCKWOOD (Bayswater) — I rise to support
the Shop Trading Reform (Simplification) Bill, which
of course is a simplification not just of the work we
have done this year but of the 1996 act. Even a
simpleton can see that it is a simplification.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr LOCKWOOD — Yes, we figured it out. This
bill simplifies the regulation of shop trading hours. All
shops are able to trade 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
3611/2 days a year. The bill provides flexibility to small
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retailers. If we think about employers, we think about
small businesses as well, the engine of the economy.
There is obviously special treatment for Easter — Good
Friday and Easter Sunday — Christmas Day and the
first half of Anzac Day. These deserve to be treated as
special days.
As a result of the accumulation of laws, there is
currently a confusion as to what types of shops may
open. The lack of clarity makes enforcement difficult,
and the aim of this bill is to increase the clarity and
improve the ability to enforce the law. By
‘simplification’ I mean that there is no schedule of
exempt shops and that services are excluded, so only
retailers of goods are included in the rules.
The bill provides that exemptions will apply if a
business’s number of employees is less or equal to
20 workers on a given day and the total number of
effective full-time employees is 100 or less. Naturally
eating establishments are excluded, because people
have shown that they want to use restaurants and the
like on their holidays, especially in tourist areas. The
bill also retains the exclusions for chemists and petrol
stations. This will obviously help out at times like
Christmas.
They are simple provisions, and compliance is easy.
The enforcement will now not be by the police but by
consumer affairs inspectors, who are more suited to the
task than the police. It will give small businesses choice
by making the rules clearer. The shop exemption list
has been around for decades and has been quite
confusing, to say the least, with no clear rationale
provided for many of the exemptions. For example, a
stamp and coin shop could open but a jewellery store
could not. As we heard earlier, the dressmaker was
exempt, whereas the clothing shop was not.
Mr Perton interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Lindell) — Order!
The member for Doncaster will cease interjecting.
Mr LOCKWOOD — The bill includes shops that
sell goods, not services. Businesses that provided
services, like hairdressers and dry cleaners, et cetera,
were previously on the list, but that list is now well out
of date. The definition is being amended so that it only
applies to shops selling goods and does not include
shops selling services.
For the past eight years responsibility for investigating
breaches of the Shop Trading Reform Act has rested
with the police. That is not an appropriate use of the
police, especially at holiday time.
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Mr Perton interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Lindell) — Order!
The member for Doncaster will have his opportunity to
make his contribution.
Mr Perton interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Lindell) — Order!
I ask the member for Doncaster to cease his
interjections. He will have the call very shortly.
Mr LOCKWOOD — These inspectors will be
appointed by the Secretary of the Department of
Innovation, Industry and Regional Development, and
their powers will be limited to doing what is necessary.
They will not have the powers of the police. The
inspectors will be able to enter and inspect any part of a
premises that is open to the public and to purchase
goods at such a time. They will not have the powers to
close a shop down and seize documents. The collection
of evidence will require a Magistrates Court order.
There are obviously strict confidentiality requirements.
In the formulation of this bill there was extensive
consultation, including with the Australian Retailers
Association, the Master Grocers Association, the Retail
and Confectionary Mixed Business Association, the
Returned and Services League, the Australian Hotels
Association, the fast food association, the Restaurant
and Caterers Association and the Victorian Employers
Chamber of Commerce and Industry — so quite a list
of organisations were consulted.
Obviously the key elements of the bill are its abolition
of the exempt shop list, its clarification of the employee
threshold — the 20 and 100 limits — and its amending
the definition of ‘shop’ to increase clarity and certainty,
improve compliance and make the enforcement easier.
The aim is to be consistent with the government’s aim
of promoting a competitive and fair marketplace and to
move towards greater harmony with other states in the
regulation of public holidays. Victoria has very little
restriction on shop trading hours — as I said, shops are
able to open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 3611/2 days
a year. On that note I commend the bill to the house.
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — The member for
Brighton and the member for Mornington have put the
opposition’s case well. The opposition does not oppose
the bill. But it is concerned that, like the government’s
previous attempts, the bill is likely to lead to greater
confusion rather than certainty. The extraordinary title
of the bill — the Shop Trading Reform (Simplification)
Bill — smacks of the newspeak of the Ministry of
Truth in George Orwell’s novel Nineteen Eighty-Four.
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Each of the parties in the house is either supporting or
not opposing the bill. I feel it is my duty to put the case
for those in my electorate who are opposed to the
bill — and many people in my electorate, of course,
hold the contrary view. A number of people who have
spoken to me today are avid shoppers who desire the
right to shop as much as they can; but they too
recognise the rights of people who need to celebrate
these religious holidays. Christmas Day, Easter Sunday
and Good Friday are very important days in the
Christian calendar, just as the holidays of the Muslim
faith and the Jewish faith and the Buddhist faith all
deserve our respect. I know that as members of
Parliament living in this multicultural society, we all
endeavour to do that.
On 11 November I received a letter from Henry ‘Harry’
Martin, the chairman of St Peter and St Paul’s parish
council in my electorate. He wrote to me saying:
News of the Shop Trading Reform (Simplification) Bill at
present being considered by state Parliament has greatly
disturbed many of the parishioners of Ss Peter and Paul’s
parish, Doncaster East. The enclosed statements of opposition
to it, signed by 295 parishioners, are an expression of their
concern. We would be pleased if you would convey their
strong opposition to the bill to the house.

It is not often that I get a petition from this parish. I
believe it is worthy that it be read to the Parliament.
The petition reads:
Shop trading reform — put families before profits.
The Catholic Archbishop of Melbourne, Dr Denis Hart,
strongly opposes the Shop Trading Reform (Simplification)
Bill at present being considered by the state [Parliament].
The proposal would allow thousands of shops to open on
Christmas Day, Good Friday, Easter Sunday and Anzac Day.
I too strongly oppose the Shop Trading Reform
(Simplification) Bill —

and it is signed by 295 parishioners, most of whom live
in my electorate.
Briefly, the statement by the Archbishop they referred
to was made on 6 November, and I will read it. It too is
headed ‘Shop trading reform — put families before
profits’. It reads:
The Catholic Archbishop of Melbourne, Dr Denis Hart,
strongly opposes the Shop Trading Reform (Simplification)
Bill at present being considered by the state government.
The proposal would allow thousands of shops to open on
Christmas Day, Good Friday, Easter Sunday and Anzac Day.
‘To begin a process whereby these days will eventually
become like any other day of the week would rob Victoria of
golden opportunities of necessary self-reflection’, said
Archbishop Hart.
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He said, ‘Many would find it difficult to attend religious
services and gather as families’.
‘Limits ought to be placed on excessive retail opportunities.
Family life must come before further economic profit’, said
Dr Hart. He added, ‘To deny so many shop workers and their
families the last three and a half days of retail shutdown in the
year is cruel’.
As leader of Melbourne’s 1 million Catholics, Archbishop
Hart said, ‘For Christians, these days are of immense religious
significance. The vast majority of Victorians are Christians.
They ought be totally free to pursue their religious sentiments
on days that are quite different from any other day’.

He also produced another press release on Thursday,
13 November, after he had had time to analyse the
government’s bill. I will not read that press release in
full; I will read just a couple of paragraphs:
However, once the legislation was publicly released it
actually indicated that retail companies with up to
100 equivalent full-time employees would be permitted to
open. Given that many in retail are part-time or casual, this
could mean that companies with up to 500–600 employees
could open on Christmas Day, Good Friday, Easter Sunday
and the morning of Anzac Day.
Archbishop Hart states, ‘This is an even more drastic
deregulation of trading hours’.

That is a heartfelt set of thoughts from about 300 of my
constituents and their religious leader, Archbishop Hart.
I listened to the speeches of the member for Murray
Valley, the member for Ripon, the member for
Bayswater and, of course, my own colleagues. In this
area there is a strong need to balance competing
interests. There is a need to consider the interests of
those who are religious and want the right to engage in
the observation of their religion without being
compelled by their employer to work or without those
in small business being compelled by a landlord to
open their shop, or as the member for Ripon said, to be
forced to open their shop because a big trader opens.
These are rights that need to be balanced in a society
like ours where people who are not religious in their
outlook want to engage in their activities of
entertainment and the like on days that we regard as
days for religious festivities.
The member for Brighton was right. As always with
this type of legislation we do not get the balance quite
right. In this case the government is clearly more
influenced by the Shop, Distributive and Allied
Employees Association than by the Catholic Church,
more influenced by the rights of workers versus the
needs of workers who want to undertake activities on
these days.
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The public servants in the advisory box, Acting
Speaker, are people whom I have known in the past to
understand the best ways to consult on the making of
laws, and to properly produce — in the case of
regulations — regulatory impact statements. In the case
of these sorts of bills legislative impact statements
would be a great step forward, as would a proper
discussion that brought the parties around the table in a
genuine and open way to deal with difficult issues. We
live in a society where this week major Islamic holidays
are being observed. I notice that the City of Darebin, for
example, has brought its major local festivities into line
with the end of Ramadan to recognise the importance
of the needs of its ratepayers to observe certain
religious festivities.

The Liberal Party does not oppose the bill. I have read
into Hansard the views of those constituents of mine
who do oppose the bill. I look forward over the coming
years to trying to get this balance in society right, and I
think we need to work together to achieve that.

I do not pretend that this is an easy issue. I have
sympathy for the member for Ripon’s view that those
three and a half days are sacred for those who are
Christian. But the Muslims, the Buddhists, and others
who do not have Christian beliefs might want to go the
theatre or a movie on those days, and the important
thing is that those who want to engage in religious
observances ought to have the right to do so without
any constraint from an employer, a landlord or the like.
So too, we must recognise that in this very diverse
society the rights of those who want to trade with others
are something that we ought to try and protect.

There appears to be a lot of confusion on the other side
of the house about this bill. There appear to be those
who say that people should not work for 3611/2 days a
year — they should work for 365 days of the year and
366 days of the year in a leap year. That is a view
which is utterly extreme. It is a view about which even
Tony Abbott would have turned a little bit pink. He
would have blushed a little bit at the views of some of
the extremists opposite.

The next time this legislation is reviewed I would like
the minister — I know she was in the chamber
earlier — to use the skills of the people working for her
to engage in the really interesting process of
consultation. I would like her to work through the
problem of how to balance these conflicting rights of
people in our society appropriately. We do that in the
case of many of the coastal and inland resorts where
trading can take place 365 days a year, but it can get a
bit more complex. For instance, how do we deal with
Sydney Road, Coburg, and the Muslim community that
might want to engage in its ordinary activities on that
day? How do we deal with those types of communities?
This is a complex and difficult situation. In this case the
government has gone into this realising that it made a
real blue with its first draft of the bill. It has taken the
advice of some and the result is this Shop Trading
Reform (Simplification) Bill. The use of the word
‘simplification’ is a joke. It is not simplification; the bill
is probably more complex than it was before. I know
we will revisit this legislation, and I hope we can do it
in a bipartisan way. I hope we can do it in a community
way and have some very interesting discussions as we
look at the impact of this legislation over the coming
Christmas period.

Mr CAMERON (Minister for Agriculture) — I
thank the honourable members for Brighton,
Mornington, Bayswater, Ripon, Doncaster and Murray
Valley for their contributions to the debate on the Shop
Trading Reform (Simplification) Bill. With this piece
of legislation the government is making things simpler
fairer and easier. That has been called for, and the
minister has appropriately and responsibly introduced
this legislation.

But ultimately, when we cast aside all the things that
have been said, when we put the whingeing and
moaning out the window, when we put the carping
underneath the table, when we put the moaning down
the chimney, we have the Liberal and National parties
saying, ‘Yes, the government has got it right’, and they
support it. That is ultimately the case — they support
the government’s legislation.
Getting the balance right is very difficult in this modern
age, but what we have been able to do — and I thank
the honourable member for Swan Hill for his support;
he will be voting with the government on this piece of
legislation despite the whingeing, despite the moaning,
despite the carping — is go about business in a more
appropriate way. To get the balance right between small
and large business, and to get the issue of competition
right, as the member for Ripon outlined, is not easy.
That is very much what this legislation is all about.
We have had honourable members opposite saying that
people should not put forward a view that there should
be some time off; that members of the Shop,
Distributive and Allied Employees Association and
members of the government should not put forward a
view that there are some days when there should not be
any trading or some businesses where there should not
be any trading. But ultimately, when it comes to the
crunch, those honourable members support what the
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government is doing, and I thank the opposition for its
support.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

FIREARMS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 6 November; motion of
Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Police and Emergency
Services).

Mr Perton — Acting Speaker, I draw your attention
to the state of the house.
Quorum formed.

Mr WELLS (Scoresby) — As shadow Minister for
Police and Emergency Services, I am pleased to
contribute to the debate on the Firearms (Amendment)
Bill. Firstly, let me say that the Liberal Party will be
supporting this bill, as it did the Firearms (Trafficking
and Handgun Control) Bill which was passed in the
autumn sitting this year in recognition of the
overwhelming community support for stricter handgun
control following the Monash University shooting
tragedy in October last year and the reported increase of
handguns and other concealable weapons in criminal
activity throughout Australia.
Secondly, I thank the minister and his chief of staff,
Rob McDonald, for providing the Liberal Party with
the opportunity for a briefing on the bill. I also
particularly thank Mr Neil Robertson, manager of
legislation and policy in the Department of Justice, who
has always provided the Liberal Party with
comprehensive and excellent briefings. We have never
been restricted by numbers or by time. I am thankful to
the minister for that professionalism in our briefings.
The reasons for the Liberal Party’s support of the bill
are that it improves the operation of the Firearms Act
1996 and the earlier provisions introduced by the
Firearms (Trafficking and Handgun Control) Act 2003;
it assists handgun target shooters by clarifying the
annual minimum participation requirements; and it is
also fairer and provides more flexibility for handgun
target shooters to meet the minimum participation
requirement — it does allow for practice.
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The Liberal Party supports the strict control of firearm
ownership, possession and use; however, and this is
very important, it maintains support for the rights of
legitimate sporting shooters. Whilst it is generally
supportive of the bill, the Liberal Party will raise for the
minister’s consideration several concerns brought to its
attention during consultations with affected
stakeholders. The Liberal Party is concerned that the
handgun buyback has been plagued with problems and
has been poorly implemented due to insufficient
resources being allocated to the task. I will address
these concerns later.
The background of the need for further firearm and
handgun reforms is that, following the tragic events of
Port Arthur on 28 April 1996 which saw the loss of
35 lives and 18 people injured at the hands of a crazed
gunman, Martin Bryant, the Australian community
called for tough action to reduce the likelihood of
further mass shootings in future. The Port Arthur
shootings came only a month after the senseless mass
killing of 16 young children and a teacher at Dunblane,
Scotland; and no Victorian should every forget the
horror of the 1987 Hoddle Street and Queen Street
mass shootings.
The largely consistent firearm laws introduced by all
states in 1996 following the national firearms
agreement between the commonwealth and the states
was designed for the control of longarms. Handguns
had already been restricted for many years, and an
individual could own a handgun legally only if they
were a member of an accredited pistol club, a firearm
collector or a security guard.
On 21 October last year another shooting tragedy
happened, this time at Monash University. Two
students were killed and five others were injured when
a fellow student, a Chinese national holding Australian
residency, opened fire on a tutorial class. It was
subsequently revealed that the gunman was a member
of two Victorian shooting clubs and was legally
licensed. Police confiscated seven registered handguns
from the offender.
Again, the general community called for tough action to
be taken. The commonwealth and the states acted
quickly and responsibly. The Monash shootings
revealed serious problems with the current system of
the licensing, registration and usage of handguns. Many
in the community quite rightly have asked: how could
such an individual, a newly licensed handgun owner
and member of two target shooting clubs, ever build up
a stockpile of seven registered handguns in a little over
six months? Whilst the public quite rightly demanded
that quick and decisive action be taken, the Monash
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incident must also be taken in context. There have been
very few incidents ever involving licensed handgun
owners. The Liberal Party supports strict control of
firearm ownership, possession and use; however, it also
supports the rights of responsible licensed firearm
owners and recognises the legitimacy of sporting
shooters to participate in competitive, accredited target
shooting events.
The increasing problem of handgun usage in criminal
activity in Australia is directly related to the number of
illegal handguns in the community. That is why the
current dual approach of implementing tighter controls
for legal handguns in conjunction with efforts to
address the trafficking of illegal handguns must be
supported. Most Australians support appropriate and
tough gun controls, particularly when they continue to
see the serious effects of the prevailing gun culture in
the United States of America.
I will go to some of the details and purpose of the bill.
The bill has two main purposes. The first is to clarify
certain provisions of the Firearms Act 1996, which
were introduced earlier this year by the Firearms
(Trafficking and Handgun Control) Bill and which
relate to minimum annual participation requirements
for licensed competitive handgun sporting shooters.
The second is to make a number of amendments to
overcome drafting errors contained in the earlier
Firearms (Trafficking and Handgun Control) Bill
regarding cross-references within the Firearms Act
1996. The bill essentially gives effect to the handgun
control agreement of November 2002 between the
commonwealth and the states, which is designed to
restrict the availability, possession and use of all
handguns.
I will now touch briefly on the handgun provisions
which were introduced earlier this year as a preface to
the provisions introduced by this bill. The main
provisions are that now all handguns need to be
registered, including collectors’ historical firearms,
particularly those manufactured prior to 1900, which
currently do not require registration. Sporting shooters
are restricted in the type and number of handguns they
can own and use, whilst the handgun target shooting
matches that will be recognised as legitimate
competition are prescribed in regulation.
General specifications of handguns remaining legal are
those with a maximum magazine capacity of 10 rounds
of ammunition; a barrel length of a minimum of
100 millimetres for revolvers and single-shot handguns
or 120 millimetre for semiautomatic handguns; and a
maximum calibre of 0.38 inches, other than some
prescribed handguns, up to 0.45 inches.
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Target shooters will be required to show a dedication to
the sport by participating in a minimum number of
competitive target shooting matches each year.
Licensed target shooters will need to compete in a
minimum of four approved target shooting matches per
annum for each type of handgun they possess and a
minimum of 10 approved events per annum overall. Six
of the competitive approved handgun shooting matches
will need to be under the auspices of a recognised
shooting body. A graduated scheme of access to
handgun licences has been introduced.
A person must be a member of an approved handgun
target shooting club for a minimum of six months
before being able to apply for a full general category
handgun licence. I think this is a very important
point — that you just cannot turn up and become a
member of a shooting club and within a month or so
have a right to hold a handgun. The six months is there
for a reason, and that is that the club can carefully vet
those that are wanting a handgun for other purposes.
Approved clubs will have to endorse any application
for a handgun licence thereby allowing a club the
ability to veto particular applications. That is very
important.
During the first six months of holding a general
category handgun licence, an individual will only be
permitted to possess a maximum of two handguns. This
is to prevent, of course, the stockpiling of weapons over
a short period of time — a problem subsequently
revealed following the Monash shootings. Further
permits to acquire additional handguns will require the
endorsement of the approved club; and the Chief
Commissioner of Police will be provided with the
power to refuse or revoke firearm licensing on the basis
of criminal intelligence. This power cannot be
delegated. We think that that is appropriate.
Turning to the provisions introduced in this bill, as has
been outlined target shooters are required to show a
dedication to the sport by participating in a minimum
number of competitive target shooting matches each
year. Overall, for a single class, licensed target shooters
need to participate in a minimum of 10 approved events
or handgun target shoots per annum on 10 different
days. Six of the events must be approved target
shooting matches whilst four events can be organised
shoots or practice. This bill defines a handgun target
shoot. Previously these four shoots were less flexible
and had to be in line with requirements of shooting
matches.
A handgun target shoot as defined in the bill is now
more flexible and must be conducted as practice for
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participation in a competitive target shooting match. It
is:
(a) a shoot conducted for the purpose of preparation for
participation in an approved handgun target shooting
match; and
(b) organised by an approved handgun target shooting club;
and
(c) conducted on an approved shooting range.

I remember the first time the firearms legislation was
debated earlier this year, when the Liberal Party had
concerns about how this practice or competition would
be recorded. If a shooter has to have a minimum of
10 per year we are expecting that the club will lodge the
history of that shooter for that year and that will be
handed to, I suspect, a firearms branch within the police
force. We hope that will be kept up to date at all times
and that those who are not doing the right thing under
this legislation will be either spoken to or given a
warning so that they can get up to that minimum
participation of 10 shoots per year to show that they are
genuine club shooters.
The bill also defines ‘specified class of handgun’ to
mean, to quote from the explanatory memorandum:
… any one of the classes of general category handgun that are
prescribed; and
the class of general category handgun that do not form part of
any one of the prescribed classes of general category
handgun …

There are six specified classes of general category
handguns, whereas the classes were previously
undefined. That was causing a lot of angst among
shooters. In this bill the six specified classes of
handguns have been made very clear: air pistol, rimfire
.22 calibre, centrefire less than .38 calibre, centrefire
greater than 0.38 but less than .45; blackpowder less
than .45 calibre; and blackpowder greater than
.45 calibre. If a target shooter wishes to compete in all
six specified classes, he or she would have to compete
in a minimum of 24 approved target shooting matches.
We have taken the time and the effort to consult widely
with the community, including obviously the Police
Association, People Against Lenient Sentencing, the
Crime Victims Support Organisation, the Sporting
Shooters Association of Australia, the Shooting Sports
Council of Victoria and the Historic Arms Collectors
Council of Australasia. I thank them for their views and
comments.
During our departmental briefing we were advised that
the amendments had been formulated in consultation
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and agreement with the major sporting shooter
stakeholder organisations to make the minimum
participation requirement more flexible and workable.
However, following consultation with stakeholders a
number of concerns have been raised with the Liberal
Party, and hopefully the minister may address these
when he is summing up, or at least write to us with
some explanation about our concerns.
There have been, as I mentioned, several major
concerns raised by stakeholders in relation to the bill.
Legitimate, law-abiding sporting shooters still feel they
have been victimised and singled out for the actions of
a crazed individual. The second point is that some feel
the minimum participation requirements are still too
harsh, overly restrictive and difficult to achieve. The
third point is that two respected organisations, Field and
Game Australia and the Victorian Amateur Pistol
Association, have raised concerns directly with me that
practice is not allowed for in the definition of handgun
target shoots. It is my understanding following advice
from the Department of Justice during our briefing and
a subsequent follow-up telephone call by my office that
the definition requirement for four shoots definitely
does include practice. I ask the minister to clarify this
point in closing the debate to put the stakeholders’
minds at rest on that very important point — that is, the
difference between a practice shoot and a handgun
target shoot.
The Victorian Amateur Pistol Association has also
expressed concerns that the regulatory changes do not
allow for new matches to be developed, nor do they
allow the trial of established international matches that
are not currently contested in Victoria. I ask the
minister to provide clarification on this important point.
All sports need to progress to stay relevant, and
handgun target shooters should not be disadvantaged by
not being able to adapt to internationally adopted
competition. That is a very important point — that if a
new competition starts off in the United Kingdom,
South Africa or the United States of America and
becomes very popular amongst shooters, at the moment
this legislation will restrict Victorians from
participating in it because there is not the capacity to
add new sports under this bill.
Another concern, this time put forward by the Sporting
Shooters Association of Australia (SSAA), relates to
the minimum attendance requirement of 10 approved
handgun shooting matches or handgun target shoots on
10 different days. The association believes that is too
prescriptive, heavy handed and takes ‘no account of
extended matches over multiple days during which a
number of individual matches or stages, which are
individually scored and recognised by way of trophies,
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are grouped together to recognise a tournament or
overall match winner’. The concern is that such
competitions or events, some of which could mean a
time commitment of several days or even weeks, will
only be counted as a single attendance. That is a very
important point on which we seek clarification.
The SSAA in Victoria and the International Practical
Shooting Confederation in Victoria seek the following:
In circumstances where a competitor attends any tournament
where a number of matches are individually scored and
recognised over multiple days that an attendance for each day
of the overall event is recognised and subsequently counted
towards the minimum attendance for that individual.

In other words, if a competition goes over 3 or 4 days,
is it fair that it should be counted as only 1 out of the
minimum requirement of 10; or, as the clubs argue,
should it not be counted as 4 because a person has
attended on 4 separate days? We also seek clarification
of that. Their suggestion makes sense, and I ask the
minister to consider this proposal further as a matter of
fairness and flexibility.
As suspected and highlighted by the Liberal Party
earlier this year, considerable additional pressure has
been placed on the Victoria Police licensing branch.
There is simply insufficient resources to properly
manage the handgun buyback scheme, let alone the
additional registration licensing requirements for
handguns. The handgun buyback has been plagued with
problems and has been poorly implemented due to the
insufficient resources that have been allocated for this
task. I raised this issue in Parliament earlier in the
sitting.
One handgun owner wrote to me about his concerns,
and I will outline the case he put to me. He received a
letter from the police telling him about the gun buyback
centre. He went to the designated gun buyback centre at
79 Atherton Road, Oakleigh, on 8 October at
10.30 a.m. When he got there he found that it was
closed. The police officer at the door of the centre was
extremely embarrassed about having to turn away
angry and frustrated gun owners. This particular person
lives in Preston. He took the day off work to go to the
centre but had to return home with more lost time and
lost income. This handgun owner had received two
letters stating that the centre would be open from
Tuesday, 7 October, to Sunday, 12 October, from
9.00 a.m. to 4.00 p.m., and from Tuesday, 14 October,
to Sunday, 19 October, from 9.00 a.m. to 4.00 p.m.
The police officer informed the handgun owner that
people had started turning up at 5.30 a.m. and that by
around 9.00 a.m. he had had to close the centre due to
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his being overwhelmed. The police officer said that he
would be there until 4.00 p.m. to deal with the guns
already in the centre. People were apparently turning up
with loads of handguns beyond the expectations of the
police. The handgun owner pointed out the potential
security risk in having all the guns stored in the boots of
cars as people drove to get there and as they sat waiting
in the car park. What would happen if there were an
accident or if a thief stole a car with a boot load of
guns? We would be back at the old situation where
guns were in the hands of criminals. We are very
concerned about the level of security and the amount of
effort some handgun owners have made to get to these
buyback centres, only to be turned away.
There are cases that are even more heart wrenching. A
couple faxed a concerning letter to me, which states:
We are seeking help as to how when and where we will be
able to hand in the guns that have been purchased legally to
use in sporting competitions and that the government has now
made illegal.

That is the point they make at the start. They go on to
say:
We rang the licensing branch in regards to guns that were to
be valued. They informed us that they would notify us as to
when and where and at what time these could be handed in.
The indication was that this would be in Melbourne in
October.

These people live at Colac, which is in the member for
Polwarth’s electorate. I am not sure how many hours it
would take to travel from Colac to Melbourne.
Mr Mulder — Walking or driving?
Mr WELLS — Driving.
Mr Mulder — About 2 hours.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Delahunty) —
Order! Through the Chair!
Mr WELLS — These people needed to put aside
2 hours, and as they were going to the Oakleigh centre,
I suppose another half an hour was added to the
journey; so it was a 5, 6 or 7-hour round trip. They then
attended the Geelong buyback centre with the guns,
which involved a 90-minute trip one way. They arrived
at approximately 2.00 p.m. on the Sunday, only to be
turned away by the supervising officer after being
informed that there was at least a 5 to 7-hour wait.
These two people, who are invalid pensioners, arrived
at Geelong after travelling for 90 minutes only to be
told that there was a 5 to 7-hour wait!
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They rang the buyback centre, again requesting
information about the October buyback. It had declined
to notify them, thinking there may be one closer at
Werribee. They were informed that they could not go to
the Werribee centre because they had the wrong
postcode. These two people were desperately trying to
hand back their guns, but no-one seemed to want to
help them do it. The letter states further:
We then rang them again as regards the Oakleigh buyback,
hoping that this would be our time as this was going to be
running for more than three days so we would have a better
chance —

of returning their guns.
Once again we were knocked back and told we have the
wrong postcode. We then questioned when will we be able to
hand the guns in. They are now saying some time in
December but will not give us a location, dates let alone a
time.

This couple was doing the right thing only to be turned
away from the Geelong buyback centre because there
was a 5 to 7-hour wait. They could not hand them in at
Werribee because they had the wrong postcode, and the
issue at Oakleigh was the same as that at Geelong, in
that there was an enormous waiting time.
They then rang the licensing board, which requested
that they give their names, dates of birth and licence
number. When they asked to whom they were
speaking, they were given a first name, and when they
requested a number et cetera so the person could be
identified, the person refused to give it, saying that it
was not the policy to give out that information. The
letter states in conclusion:
We feel totally disadvantaged in all respects with this
buyback. We are approximately 2.5 hours from Footscray by
car.

So they drove a little slower than the member for
Polwarth.
We also feel that time is against us as the buyback closes on
31 December 2003. We are both disability pensioners.

That case shows that the gun buyback centres across the
state have not been handled well. People in the
community are taking days off work to attend these
centres, and it appears the situation is not getting any
better. We are keen for the minister, when summing up
the debate on this important piece of legislation, to
outline what he is going to do about the lack of
resources and what time and effort he will put into the
gun buyback centres. We are just over a month away
from the amnesty finishing on 31 December. It is a
great shame that people who have made every effort to
attend these buyback centres to hand in their guns have
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not been able to do so because of queues and other
delays. In some cases there have been problems with
the valuations, which have caused even greater delays
and more red tape.
The Liberal Party supports the bill. It is commonsense,
it is an issue of making it fairer and more flexible for
participation. It also corrects some cross-referencing
that perhaps should have happened in the first bill and
did not. We accept that mistakes happen, and I wish the
bill a speedy passage.
Dr SYKES (Benalla) — I rise to speak on the
Firearms (Amendment) Bill. The previous speaker, the
honourable member for Scoresby, has highlighted the
sorry tale of an ideologically driven but practically
inept exercise with firearms legislation. The purpose of
the bill, as has been outlined, is to clarify the classes of
handguns, to define the practice and participation
requirements for handgun shoots, to specify
requirements for junior licence-holders and to correct a
number of cross-referencing errors linked to, shall we
say, some haste in pushing through legislation earlier in
the year.
I wish to examine the bill in the context of my
experience as a new member in this place. As the
National Party spokesman on police and emergency
services, through my role with the firearms legislation
this year I have been exposed to a large number of
people with a legal interest and a passion in firearms. I
have found that they are not hardened criminals, they
are not nuts and they are not homicidal maniacs. They
are normal people who share a passion for legal firearm
use. They enjoy shooting, they may enjoy collecting,
they enjoy a sense of belonging and a community spirit
that goes with being with a group of friends that share
that passion and just want to be out there doing their
thing, within the law.
Over the past few weeks I have had the opportunity to
enjoy shooting with the Benalla Pistol Club, using both
airgun pistols and a range of other firearms, and I did
not see any potential criminals there — they were
people just enjoying themselves.
Also a couple of weeks ago I had the opportunity to
observe more than 200 secondary school students from
throughout north-eastern Victoria enjoy a clay target
shoot hosted by the Benalla Field and Game Club.
There were over 30 Benalla Field and Game Club
members present, and they provided technical
guidance, conducted the overall management of the
shoot, managed the kiosks, and provided an ear for the
young people as they experienced the joys, the
frustrations and the exhilaration of clay target shooting.
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I should say that you would expect there to be a fair bit
of frustration there at times, trying to hit that moving
target, but some of the kids showed great talent, and
were able to get near-perfect scores.
The reward for the people in the club was to see and
feel the young people enjoying the thrill of competition,
being out in the bush in the Reef Hills with mates,
learning responsible firearm use; and it is interesting to
note that some of these people come from troubled
backgrounds, from disconnected families. These are the
sorts of kids who, if not given that sort of opportunity to
have some experiences and thrills among responsible
adults under good supervision, would be out roaming
the streets, doing drugs, doing vandalism and heading
on a one-way track to trouble.
Just last night I had the opportunity to attend the
Antique and Historical Arms Collectors Guild of
Victoria 40th anniversary out at Blackburn. I should
note that a number of Liberal Party members were
present, but most interestingly no members of the
government were there. That fact was noted by the
gathering of about 120 people, who shared an amazing
passion for history, of which firearms and swords are a
component. It was marvellous to spend time with these
fellows, who would talk about their Colt 45s that
originate from the gold rush, from the original
formation of the Victorian police. They spoke about
heritage items collected from the Boer War and items
assembled from Gallipoli. These people are on about
heritage and a passion for our history, and the firearms
are an integral component of that, but they are not
gun-crazy loopies.
All of this is at risk if we are to continue down this
track of an ideology driven by people who do not
understand the issues they are dealing with. The risk we
run is removing the firearms from legal firearm owners,
users and collectors while the criminals continue to
blow each other away left, right and centre and kill
innocent people, with this legislation as it stands at the
moment having little apparent effect.
There are a number of issues contained in the bill, many
of which have been worked through by the honourable
member for Scoresby, but, to summarise, there is a
minimum participation requirement for shoots, and that
is included in both the bill and a schedule. There is a
concern among country people that the level of required
participation will make it difficult to compete for those
people who have to travel long distances, whether it be
50, 100 or 150 kilometres. They put at risk their
membership and therefore their sense of belonging and
involvement in that community, which shares their
passion for shooting.
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There is also the issue of the restricted definition of
what constitutes practice shoots. The definitions are
making practice shoots very structured, and there is a
real concern that these requirements will limit
traditional shooting activities such as novelty shoots
and a get-together coming up to Christmas time, when
people go along and responsibly enjoy having a few
shots, but without it having been tightly structured. That
legal, responsible and sensible activity appears to be
now at risk.
Also, as raised by the honourable member for Scoresby,
there is concern about the very prescriptive restrictions
which will limit the ability to develop new matches,
and therefore impair the ability to enhance competition
in new events as they evolve. The requirements on
junior licence-holders can be justified in that we do not
want people rushing into the sport. We want a
responsible entry, and there is a strong argument that
what is proposed will meet that requirement.
In relation to the attendance requirements, as
highlighted by the honourable member for Scoresby,
the requirement at the moment whereby every match
must be shot on a separate date precludes the common
situation where there may be multiple shoots on the one
day and this would count as one match — and again
that is missing the plot. It reflects a lack of appreciation
of how these things operate. If you are on about having
people gain and maintain their experience under a
responsible set of conditions, then if you participate in
three or more matches in one day, surely that counts for
more than a shorter experience on that same day.
The Victorian Amateur Pistol Association is one of the
many groups that my staff and I have consulted on this
issue. It has raised very strong concerns about a number
of aspects of the bill. They have been raised directly
with the minister, and they are awaiting a response. The
association and other stakeholders are again
disappointed with the nature of the so-called
consultation process carried out by the government.
They contend that it has been presented very much as a
fait accompli: ‘This is what we think you should have.
Here it is. Take it away and learn to live with it!’. With
the implementation of this legislation, which is part of a
national push, we need to come back to the basic
question about what we are trying to achieve.
I ask the question: what evidence is there that these
additional impositions on legal firearm owners will
impact on the rate of homicides? I raise the fact that
nationally the homicide rate over the last 90 years has
been 1.6 per 100 000. All that has happened over the
last 90 years, and particularly over the last 20 years
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when there has been a reduction in the use of
firearms — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Delahunty) —
Order! Members who want to have a discussion can do
that outside.
Dr SYKES — What has happened in relation to
homicides is that there has been method substitution.
Over the past 20 years there has been a decrease in
firearms being used in homicides. I should note that that
was ahead of this more restrictive legislation. The
reduction in the use of firearms to carry out homicides
has been offset by increases in the use of knives, and
hands and feet.
Mr Perton — Machetes!
Dr SYKES — It could even be kitchen knives.
Remarkably swords, which have generally not been
used, are subject to legislation that is intended to restrict
their use. There are other imaginative methods of
killing people. The long and the short of it is that if you
remove one means of killing, other means remain
available.
I would ask the question: in the clawing back of
firearms that are in the public arena, what percentage or
number of firearms held illegally have been handed in?
I suggest that this package of legislation is targeting
law-abiding people and having little impact on
non-law-abiding people. As evidence for that I am told
that between 30 per cent and 50 per cent of legal target
handgun shooters are exiting the sport as a result of
legislation that has gone through previously and the bill
that is now before the Parliament. Is that the intention
of the government — to make it so tough on legal
operators that they are leaving the sport in droves. To
repeat, 30 per cent to 50 per cent have exited the sport
in the past few months!
I again ask the government: what is the benefit of this if
it has not impacted on illegal firearm availability and
use? What is the cost? What about those people who up
until now have legitimately used their firearms to enjoy
their Saturday afternoon sport? What impact will it
have on their sense of belonging and involvement in
community? What impact will it have on our young
people who seek to enjoy the experience of their
hand-eye coordination and their ability to ping the clay
target as it disappears across the horizon? What impact
will it have on our international competitiveness in
competitions such as the Olympic Games?
I would like to raise a couple of broader issues about
this legislation, which is attempting to increase public
safety. We have a situation with collectors — and it
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was raised again with me last night — where those
items post-1946 can be removed with compensation,
but for those pre-1946 items compensation is not
available. What is the logic of that line in the sand,
particularly given other aspects of legislation in
existence, that firearms constructed prior to 1946 seem
in the opinion of legislators to constitute a risk? As was
shown last night, if you see these other firearms that are
single shot, take some time to load and fire and have
dubious accuracy, you would ask what criminal, what
person with illegal intent, would contemplate using
those firearms when they can easily access modern
lethal weapons illegally?
The other issue — and it has been highlighted by the
member for Scoresby — is the execution of the
buyback scheme. I do not think I need to expand on that
other than to say there has been a major problem with
resourcing which follows on from a major problem
with licensing. This indicates that there is a need for
those making the legislation and attempting to manage
the logistics to get in touch with the people who are out
there dealing with the issue.
Having raised those concerns, I should indicate the
National Party will not oppose this bill in order to keep
faith with the desire to reduce the risk to public safety,
albeit that this package of legislation is often clumsy. In
closing I make a request to the minister and his staff to
consult with the stakeholders, undertake genuine
consultation and involve them in the process in order to
win their goodwill. Then they will achieve the
outcomes they want of public safety whilst not
impacting intentionally or unintentionally on legal
firearms holders.
Mr Perton — Speaker, I direct your attention to the
state of the house.
Quorum formed.

Mr HUDSON (Bentleigh) — I have great pleasure
in rising to speak in support of this bill, which builds on
the Firearms (Trafficking and Handgun Control) Bill
passed by Parliament earlier this year. These two pieces
of legislation together respond to genuine concerns
about the number of handguns in the community. At
the same time they recognise the rights of sporting
shooters to go about their legitimate sport.
This legislation has demonstrated that our federation
can work. It has demonstrated that, in response to major
concern about the level of mass shootings in the
community, the Australian government and all the state
and territory governments can cooperate nationally to
produce this piece of legislation.
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Honourable members interjecting.
Mr HUDSON — I am somewhat stunned by the
member for Benalla’s suggestion that this legislation is
ideologically driven. I have not heard anyone describe
John Anderson, Peter McGauran or Julian McGauran
as ideologues.
An Honourable Member — Come on — Julian
McGauran!
Mr HUDSON — Not as ideologues. What they
have done is respond to the real community concern
that has been expressed in the Victorian community
about the shootings in Hoddle Street and Queen Street
and at Monash University on 21 October last year.
The shootings at Monash University demonstrated
something we had not previously taken account of in
our gun control legislation. The young man who was
responsible for this incident was a member of two gun
clubs and had seven weapons which were approved
under the regulations covering handguns at the time.
The community quite rightly asked us how we let
somebody like this slip through the net. How could
someone who was so clearly mentally unstable be
licensed to hold so many guns and be a member of a
responsible shooters organisation? It was a question
that we as members of Parliament were required to
answer, and it has been answered very quickly.
I would like to congratulate the Prime Minister, the
premiers and the chief ministers on showing leadership
in this area. I note that the Premier of Victoria played a
leading role with the Prime Minister in achieving this
agreement nationally in December last year. Far from
being ideologically driven, I believe it is sensible law
based on dealing with what happened at Monash in
October last year. The package of measures that are
being brought in to give effect to that agreement —
both the Firearms (Traffic and Handgun Control) Bill,
passed by the Parliament earlier this year, and this
bill — include some sensible reforms.
The original bill restricted the range of handgun target
shooting matches and the sorts of handguns that could
be used in those matches. It also provided for a sensible
system of graduated access to handguns for target
shooting based upon training, experience and match
participation. It required a prospective member of a
shooting club to produce a police clearance prior to
being accepted as a member, and it allowed the Chief
Commissioner of Police to refuse or revoke a firearm
licence application on the basis of criminal intelligence.
Finally, that bill introduced new penalties for
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possessing an unregistered firearm as well as new
interstate trafficking provisions.
This bill, which builds on that, clarifies the minimum
participation requirements by putting in a definition of
‘handgun target shoot’ and provides for the proscription
of certain classes of weapons. It also amends — quite
sensibly — the minimum participation formula for
handgun target shooters. Under the current act a
sporting shooter who has one class of handguns is
required as a minimum to participate in six competitive
matches and four handgun target shoots on at least
10 separate days. The sporting shooters have raised, I
think quite rightly, some concerns about the flexibility
of these requirements. They point out that the current
act’s workings could be unfair, because if a shooter
participated in 10 full competition shoots, then there
would not be a strong rationale for requiring them to
participate in 4 target shoots as well.
The bill quite sensibly responds to the concerns raised
by shooters by introducing more flexibility into the
arrangements. There is now no longer a separate and
discrete requirement for shooters to participate in four
handgun target shoots. Provided they participate in six
competitive matches, the four other events can be a
combination of either competitive matches or handgun
target shoots.
In addition under the original bill handgun target shoots
had to be conducted under the rules that applied to the
particular competition or the approved match
conditions that were being practised for. Shooting
organisations have pointed out, quite rightly, that
practice would not always be conducted in line with
competition.
Obviously shooters need to practise their particular
skills. It is a bit like Australian Rules football — if you
are a good right-foot kick, in training or practice you
want to practise your left-foot kicks. You do not want
to go on just practising your right-foot kicks — and it is
a bit like that with shooting competitions. If you are
good at a particular aspect of the competition, you want
to practise the bits you are not so good at. So the bill
inserts a definition of ‘handgun target shoot’, which I
believe is a sensible definition. It also ensures that
handgun target shoots are legitimate practice sessions
and that they are not ad hoc arrangements and do not
undermine the intent of the legislation. It fulfils the
original requirement that target shooters show
commitment to their sport in order to maintain the
possession and use of handguns.
The community has demanded greater controls on
easily concealed, high-powered handguns. The changes
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that have been brought about are intended to reduce the
availability and use of handguns in the community. It is
now critical that we give effect to the firearms
trafficking policy agreement signed by the Australian
government and all the state premiers and territory chief
ministers.
We also have to acknowledge that the vast majority of
crime is carried out with illegal handguns. There must
be greater surveillance through customs and in our
ports in relation to the importation of handguns. Far too
many handguns still get through customs in the first
place. This agreement is only going to work and will
only continue to have the support of legitimate shooters
if there is also a crackdown on the trafficking of illegal
handguns.
I know the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services, who is at the table, has been pushing for some
time for much greater action by the Australian
government in this area through the police ministers
council. It is clear that the Howard government must
devote more resources to this area so we have a safer
community and we are spared senseless tragedies such
as the recent Monash shootings. I congratulate the
police minister on this bill and I commend it to the
house.
Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) — I wish to thank the members
for Scoresby, Benalla and Bentleigh for their
contributions to this debate, and the spirit in which they
entered into it. This legislation, as each of them
correctly identified, aims to firstly define a target shoot,
so this is not something that can be conducted in the
backyard with a set of coke cans. It also aims to define
a class of handgun so that every single handgun that is
owned by a pistol shooter is not deemed to be a class of
gun in its own right and that we actually define the
classes of guns, given that some shooters will have a
number of guns in a particular class that they will want
to use for a particular shoot. That is what this legislation
sets out to do and sets out quite rightly.
The member for Bentleigh acknowledged, as I think did
other speakers, that the bill seeks to amend legislation
as a result of a very unfortunate shooting last year at
Monash University, which was a fairly unusual event
where a legally licensed handgun owner was
responsible for the commission of a crime with a
handgun. Most crimes with handguns are committed
with illegal handguns that are owned by people who do
not have a licence or registration for those guns. That
continues to remain a concern of this government and
of other state and territory governments because
unfortunately most of the illegal guns that are in the
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hands of criminals and people who should not have
them in this country come through our porous borders,
and that is something we need to do something about.
Nonetheless this is a commonsense amendment.
I also want to thank the members of the various pistol
and shooters groups who have made constructive
suggestions that have brought these amendments about.
We should never be afraid to amend legislation when
somebody comes up with some sensible and
commonsense suggestions. On that note I thank the
various shooting organisations that have participated in
this legislation as well as all speakers for their
contributions to the debate.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

CRIMES (MONEY LAUNDERING) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 6 November; motion of
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General).

Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — This bill deals with a
significant if not growing problem in our community
attached to the issue of organised crime and perhaps a
more intellectual approach to criminal activity. Money
laundering is a significant problem. As the
Attorney-General identified in his second-reading
speech, the International Monetary Fund has estimated
it is a global problem that could represent as much as
5 per cent of the global gross domestic product.
Australia is certainly not quarantined from either the
elements of organised crime or the issue of money
laundering.
The bill arose out of an agreement entered into at a
Council of Australian Governments summit in 2002
where the Premier committed, along with the
commonwealth and other states, to address the issue of
money laundering on a multijurisdictional level, and
clearly the impact of the ability to transfer funds
electronically and deal with property in ways that were
unforeseen many years ago. Certainly the issue of a
multinational approach to the issue of money
laundering is an appropriate response.
On that basis the model for this legislation is largely
taken from amendments made by the commonwealth
government to the Commonwealth Criminal Code and
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reflects what the commonwealth has implemented
through that code. Perhaps the one exception is the
consideration relating to the issue of criminal
negligence.
The point has been made about criminal negligence
under the Commonwealth Criminal Code — and I will
expand on this later — that a clear definition of mental
intention is set out in some detail in the code, whereas
in this provision the issue of criminal negligence is
largely left up to the common law, which may cause
concern in some quarters. Certainly members of the
legal profession have contacted me expressing some
concern about the broad nature of that criminal
negligence.
However, the bill deals with a number of matters. It
amends the Crimes Act to insert essentially two
principal offences: firstly, dealing with the proceeds of
crime — that is, property that would be derived from a
crime; and secondly, dealing with property that
subsequently becomes an instrument of crime — that
is, property that could be used to facilitate a crime and
therefore is tainted.
The bill also removes the current limited
money-laundering provision that appears in the
Confiscation Act and places it in the Crimes Act. The
Attorney-General says this reflects the seriousness of
the crime and the issue which the government is
seeking to address here, and imposing a penalty of up to
20 years is certainly a serious matter. The opposition
does not take any different view on matters where
people deal with the proceeds of crime, or use property
as a instrument of crime, to facilitate a crime in very
serious cases with a direct intention to conceal the
proceeds of that crime. Clearly a penalty of 20 years is
appropriate at the higher end of that offence.
The last matter — and perhaps I will deal with this in
short compass — is an amendment to the Surveillance
Devices Act in clause 7 to reflect the change of name
from the National Crime Authority to the Australian
Crime Commission. It certainly does not warrant a
significant contribution, save to say that this follows the
passage of uniform legislation at both the
commonwealth and state levels that established the
Australian Crime Commission earlier this year, from
recollection.
I will deal with what is principally the purpose of the
legislation, which is the issue of the offences of dealing
with the proceeds of crime and of dealing with the
property which subsequently becomes an instrument of
crime — that is, property used to facilitate a crime.
They are the principal parts of this bill.
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To touch on one other matter, there will be a number of
consequential amendments to the Confiscation Act as a
result of the passage of this bill, and I will briefly touch
on those. They are very technical in nature. I have not
trawled through the various amendments, and again one
would hope the government has got all the details of
this right. Its form in relation to amendments such as
these leaves room for pause, but it is certainly not my
job to trawl through, checking every word; that is a
matter for the government.
As I said, there are two principal parts that deal with,
firstly, money laundering and the proceeds of crime;
and secondly, the instruments of crime. I point out that
the issue relating to instruments of crime is essentially a
new provision. As I said, it is based upon the model in
the Commonwealth Criminal Code, and although it is
not exactly in similar form it certainly goes a large way
to creating a uniform approach to this issue, both at the
Victorian level and also at the commonwealth level,
with a view that every state would pass similar
legislation.
The definition in the bill of ‘instrument of crime’ is
interesting. It means:
… property that is used in the commission of, or used to
facilitate the commission of —

a crime. The crimes are limited to those appearing in
schedule 1 to the Confiscation Act, which was amended
by a bill earlier this year, but essentially they are very
much at the top range. Those schedule 1 offences relate
to those offences which under the Confiscation Act are
considered to be sufficiently serious that in certain
cases they can lead to automatic forfeiture provisions.
The crimes also relate to offences against a law of the
commonwealth that are indictable offences — again
serious offences — and offences against the law of
another state or territory if they are indictable offences.
The definition of ‘proceeds of crime’, is set out in very
similar form. It means:
… property that is derived or realised, directly or indirectly,
by any person from the commission of —

the offences under schedule 1 to the Confiscation Act;
and secondly, indictable offences in the
commonwealth, and other matters.
Most importantly, I will deal with the provisions
relating to the proceeds of crime. The Attorney-General
points out correctly that there are essentially four new
offences created. These are a reflection of what exists in
the current Confiscation Act, with the extension of the
fourth category, which relates to the mental element of
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criminal negligence. They descend in seriousness, and
that is reflected in the penalties that can be imposed.
The most serious is where a person knowingly deals
with the proceeds of crime with an intention to conceal
that the proceeds were derived from a crime. In that
case the maximum penalty imposed is as much as
20 years. They then move down in levels of
seriousness. As I said, the most important thing is that
the difference between the various categories in
descending order from one to four is dependent upon
the mental element which would be required to be
proved.
The second provision is:
… A person must not deal with proceeds of crime knowing
that it is proceeds of crime.

The difference between that and the first is that the
issue of concealing the proceeds is removed from the
particular activity. The third provision is where the
proceeds of crime are dealt with in a way that is
reckless as to whether or not the proceeds are proceeds
of crime. Importantly, the fourth category, which can
lead to a term of imprisonment of up to five years,
relates to the mental element. This is the issue that I
raised before relating to the issue of criminal
negligence.
Importantly, as I said, the commonwealth code has a
clear adumbration of what mental elements would be
required in various parts of the act, whereas the
Attorney-General and the government have taken the
view that in this particular case they would leave it up
to the common law. It is a matter of some concern, as I
said — and a number of lawyers have raised it with
me — that in relation to an offence that could warrant
up to five years imprisonment leaving the issue of
criminal negligence up to the common law may not be
sufficient. I just raise that as a concern, reflecting the
concern of the profession.
The point is made in the explanatory memorandum that
negligence is not the civil notion of negligence but
clearly has to go to something a little more substantial.
It is important to look at that definition as set out in the
explanatory memorandum. It says:
To establish criminal negligence, the prosecution must prove
that the accused person consciously and voluntarily dealt with
property (although he or she failed to realise that —

it was the proceeds of crime. So clearly there is an issue
that the accused person would not actually have to
realise they were dealing with the proceeds of crime. It
goes on:
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… and this occurred in circumstances which involved such a
great falling short of the standard of care which a reasonable
person would have exercised —

of course ‘reasonable person’ is a notion that is clearly
understood in the civil law of negligence, but it is this
issue of a great falling short of the standard of care that
is a little bit unclear —
and such a high risk that the property was proceeds of crime,
that the accused person’s conduct merits criminal
punishment.

Again the government has introduced a fairly
convoluted explanation of what criminal negligence
may or may not be — that is, they did not know it was
the proceeds of crime, but in all the circumstances they
fell short of the standard of care which a reasonable
person would have taken when there was such a high
risk that the property was the proceeds of crime, so the
accused person’s conduct merits criminal punishment.
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

ADJOURNMENT
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) —
Order! It is now time under sessional orders that I
interrupt the proceedings of the house. The question is
that the house do now adjourn.

Phillip Island Nature Park: parking fees
Mr SMITH (Bass) — I raise an issue for the
Premier in regard to the Phillip Island Nature Park. I
wish him to take some action to ensure that the minister
understands that the people at Phillip Island and the
area down there, particularly the Shire of Bass Coast,
do not want to see the introduction of parking fees, as
has been proposed by the Phillip Island Nature Park
board. The board there has over a period of time been
greedy in the way it has tried to take total control of the
island and of the foreshore area, and it was more than
delighted to see Seal Rocks fall over, because that is
something it did not want to see happen. Now it is
crying poor and is proposing that there be parking fees
brought in for the people who visit the beaches on
Phillip Island.
The people down there are absolutely flabbergasted by
the cheek of this board in thinking that now, after it has
taken control of all the beaches down there, it will
introduce parking fees. The board chairman, Mr John
Laurie, has put out a statement to the local newspapers
down there saying:
It is likely to be charged per car at a rate of $2 per hour at the
selected beach locations, with a maximum fee of only —
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only! —
$6 per day —

for people to park down at beaches they have been able
to go to for a long period of time. These people are
surfies who go down there and want to surf. All they do
is enjoy the waves flowing in, and being the great spot
that it is there will always be waves coming in on any
beach around Phillip Island. Obviously, the Phillip
Island Nature Park Board see this as a great opportunity
to make a quid out of the surfers, as well as the families
who want to go down to the beach.
I ask the Premier to get his minister to tell the board that
it is not to introduce these fees. We do not need to have
people moving away from Phillip Island. It is their
preference in choosing where they go down to the
beach. The board says that the park improvement fee,
as it is currently called, is going to be introduced over a
period of time. It is going to be phased in at a number
of different beaches on Phillip Island. Of course the
people there will object: they will move from beach to
beach to avoid paying the $6 per day that the board
wants to charge.
It is not good enough and it is not on, and the Premier
must do something about it. Even the Wonthaggi
branch of the Premier’s own party has written to him
asking that these fees not be introduced. Premier, do
something about it and take action against your
minister!

Public transport: outer east
Mr LOCKWOOD (Bayswater) — I would like to
raise a matter for the Minister for Transport concerning
public transport in the outer east. The action I seek is a
review of public transport options along Stud Road
between Dandenong and Bayswater. Public transport in
the outer east has been a poor cousin for many years.
We have an excellent train service that goes through
Ringwood and Boronia, but bus services in particular
are lacking. For example, the average finishing time for
buses on a Saturday afternoon is about 5.14 p.m. Many
young people who work in the local shopping centre at
Knox City are not able to get the last bus home,
because there are no buses running. Bus services on a
Sunday are almost non-existent, representing only
18 per cent of what is available to other areas in respect
of train and tram services. My source for this figure is
the Bus Association Victoria, which compares areas
that are totally dependent on buses.
Some years ago when I first moved into the area I made
the mistake of waiting for a bus on a Saturday morning.
I found that there was no such thing. These days in
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some areas there are buses on a Saturday morning, and
as I just mentioned, in some areas buses run until some
time later in the day; but there are none on Saturday
nights. During the week the bus services finish earlier,
around 7 o’clock, so we end up with areas that are quite
isolated, particularly for young people who are denied
access to leisure facilities — and that isolation breeds
problems.
I am aware of the Smart Bus services that have been
trialled on Blackburn Road and Springvale Road. The
service on Blackburn Road, for example, has seen a
20 per cent improvement in usage. The service on
Springvale Road has seen a 30 per cent improvement. I
am sure we could see figures equal to that, or better,
along Stud Road, particularly in my electorate.
Of course I am aware that the government is
progressively doing things. The tramline is being
extended to Vermont South as part of the Scoresby
transport corridor, and I have already mentioned the
Smart Bus improvements, so things are actually
happening. I am also aware that the Outer Eastern
Public Transport Plan is in progress, because this outer
eastern part of Melbourne is a very important
residential and business area that is still growing, with
employment predicted to increase by about 47 per cent.
I hope the public transport plan will go a long way
towards improving the situation.
I am particularly asking for improvements along Stud
Road. It is a major route through the area, and I am sure
that if we could get something like a Smart Bus on Stud
Road it would greatly improve transport in the area and
complement the Mitcham–Frankston freeway.

Shepparton: dental services
Mrs POWELL (Shepparton) — I wish to raise a
matter with the Minister for Health about the lack of
public dental services in the Shepparton district. I ask
the minister to investigate the shortage of public
dentists in Shepparton and to put in place incentives to
attract dentists in the public sector to come to Victoria,
and particularly to the Shepparton district. While I
understand that Shepparton is seen as having one of the
shortest waiting lists for public dental work in Victoria,
nevertheless the current waiting list is unacceptable.
I have recently been contacted by two of my
constituents whose situations are urgent and of great
concern. Mr Kennedy has been forced to wait
three years for dentures. Three years ago he had most of
his teeth pulled out, believing he was going to have
dentures fitted in the near future. He has had dentures
fitted before, but unfortunately they broke after he had
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had them in for about two months. He had them
repaired, but they broke again. After three times he was
told he needed to have new dentures fitted because the
ones he had were no longer able to be fixed. After
three years of waiting for an appointment at the hospital
he was told there were not enough funds available from
the government for him to have this work done.
Mr Kennedy only has about 10 teeth. He is
embarrassed about leaving home; he has lost
confidence, and his wife said he is losing weight
because of the stress and anxiety. He is also unable to
eat certain foods.
A second constituent, Mr Bruce Gillies, telephoned my
office because he required urgent dental work and
could not get an appointment at a public dental clinic
until the middle of February next year, three and a half
months away. Mr Gillies has lost a filling and is in
constant pain. He needs urgent dental care and cannot
afford the cost of having this filling replaced, having
been told it would be over $200. He was referred to a
private dentist and was told that unless he receives
urgent attention his tooth will die. The dentist told him
to go to the hospital and get a voucher. Vouchers are
used to pay a private dentist to do urgent work when the
public dental system is stretched. Mr Gillies was told
that the hospital could not issue any more vouchers for
work to be done at private clinics because the yearly
allocation from the government had already been spent
and there was no more funding for them.
At the moment there is a real strain on the public dental
sector, and in Shepparton even more people are now
eligible to receive public dental services. Because of the
drought almost every farmer is eligible for support from
Centrelink, and they are also eligible for extra social
security entitlements. This is a positive step. Farmers
are struggling and deserve as much support as possible,
but the problem is that the Victorian government has
not increased funding for public dental clinics or for the
hospitals. There are no incentives to attract more
dentists to come to Victoria.
There should be more programs in schools to educate
children about dental hygiene. This would mean less
dental health problems when they become adults.
Figures quoted by the former head of Victoria’s dental
health service, Dr Martin Dooland, show that the
Victorian government spends less per capita on dental
health than the other states do. It is almost impossible to
attract dentists to work in the public dental health sector
in country Victoria, where they will receive lower
wages than they would in the private sector. The
government must address this health disaster
immediately and restore decent public dental health
services to country Victoria.
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East Boundary–Centre roads, Bentleigh: safety
Mr HUDSON (Bentleigh) — I seek action from the
Minister for Transport in relation to the traffic control
signals at the corner of East Boundary Road and Centre
Road in my electorate of Bentleigh. I have had
concerns expressed by a number of residents about
pedestrian safety at the intersection. The issue really is
about the right-turning vehicles which are coming from
the Warrigal Road direction and turning into East
Boundary Road. Residents have previously raised with
Vicroads their concerns about the safety of pedestrians
at the intersection because cars are turning right at this
busy intersection and not giving way to pedestrians.
That causes quite significant concern, particularly to
elderly residents who are trying to cross this quite large
intersection, which has a quite substantial median strip,
to get to the other side.
When residents previously raised with Vicroads their
concerns about the safety of the intersection because
cars are turning without giving way, they were
informed that with recent roadworks to install a
right-turning lane pedestrians would be safeguarded as
the red arrow would prevent the cars from turning on
the green light. This work was completed late last year
and the red arrow was in fact installed, except it now
appears at only non-peak times during the day. This
means that during the heaviest traffic periods in the day,
when there are also usually more pedestrians crossing
the road, the red arrow automatically goes off, allowing
motorists to again turn right into East Boundary Road
across the pedestrian traffic.
When residents have questioned Vicroads about this,
they have been informed that turning off the red arrow
in peak hour times is standard practice, as it helps
traffic move more steadily in those periods and that
Vicroads is unwilling to keep it on at all times. The fact
that the red arrow is on for only part of the day is
confusing to many people, as when they use the
crossing during peak periods they are often not aware
that the cars are allowed to turn. This is particularly
confusing for elderly people who are infirm and walk
slowly or are nearsighted. There are quite a lot of those
elderly people in my electorate using the Monash
Medical Centre and the Bentleigh Bayside Community
Health Service and visiting local doctors in the area.
It is imperative that this problem is fixed before a
pedestrian is seriously injured or killed. I would
appreciate it if the minister could raise this anomaly
with Vicroads with a view to having the red right-turn
arrow activated whenever the green pedestrian walk
sign is on at the intersection. This will make it much
clearer for pedestrians, it will be consistent throughout
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the day and it will ensure that they can cross East
Boundary Road safely and surely.

Planning: Eastside project
Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — I raise a matter for
the Minister for Planning. It is a serious matter which
goes to the competence of the minister. It is a matter to
do with the government’s involvement or otherwise in
an appeal against a decision by the president of the
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal (VCAT),
Justice Stuart Morris. That appeal was lodged by the
developer of the $250 million Jolimont project,
otherwise known as the Eastside project. Specifically I
invite the minister to make an unequivocal statement to
the media to indicate whether the government joined
the developer in seeking to appeal against Justice
Morris’s decision in this case.
The developer had received approval for plan changes
in February last year. Those changes would have seen
three 57-metre towers located on a site previously
regarded as suitable for only one tower. This was a
controversial decision made on the last day of the
previous Minister for Planning’s term of office. Local
residents and the Melbourne City Council took this
approval to VCAT, through a rarely used provision of
the Planning and Environment Act, and a lengthy
23-day VCAT hearing was undertaken. Justice Morris
heard that matter himself. It was heavily laden with
Queen’s Counsel and legal advice, and the government
was represented at that hearing. Justice Morris ruled
against the government and the developer, and on
30 October the minister was quoted in a press release as
saying:
The government accepts this decision.

I believe the Premier said on radio that this was an
indication that the planning system was working well
and that the government would not be seeking to
contest that decision by Justice Morris. In any event an
appeal was lodged, and just a few weeks ago the Court
of Appeal rejected that appeal. The minister said at the
time that the government was not involved in the
appeal, but court documents named the minister as a
respondent to the appeal. The question then arises: did
the government join the appeal or not? If so, did the
minister know that the government had joined the
appeal? Did the minister know that she was being
named as a respondent? If she did not know, why did
she not know? If she did not know, then who authorised
the naming of the minister as a respondent and who
made representations on behalf of the government?
The reality is that an unequivocal statement from this
minister to the media is needed to clear up the issue of
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whether the government was involved in this appeal,
whether the minister is aware of what is going in her
own department and whether legal action taken by the
department is actually within the control of the minister.

Sheep: live exports
Mr DONNELLAN (Narre Warren North) — The
issue I raise is for the Minister for Agriculture. The
action I seek is that the Victorian government, in
coordination with the Australian government and the
federal minister, continue to move quickly to minimise
the damage done by the activities of Animal Liberation
(South Australia) and to protect the vital $120 million
live sheep export industry in Victoria, in Portland
specifically. Overall the industry is worth about
$1 billion to Australia.
I note that quick action has been taken by the Australian
Quarantine and Inspection Service (AQIS), the
Department of Primary Industries (DPI) and the
Victoria Police to investigate the allegations of
economic sabotage at the Portland feedlot of David
Petti, and police are interviewing a 40-year-old male. I
believe that person has now been charged, pending
criminal or civil action. Further I note the exemplary
cooperation between people at AQIS, who requested
and sought full cooperation from DPI to speedily
investigate and determine the initial facts of the matter.
The simple facts of this matter are that more sheep die
in the fields of Victoria than on the ships. So what is
Animal Liberation (South Australia) telling us — that
we cannot have sheep because some may die in the
fields before they get to our plates? I condemn the
activities of Animal Liberation (South Australia) as
those of madmen. We all support the right to protest
legally, but we do not support the vandalising of an
industry vital for employment in areas such as Portland.
The farmers are doing nothing illegal. These people are
simply ruining the livelihoods of many Australians.
Further, those actions are those of hypocrites. I note that
today the Age had an editorial on the subject. It says:
The act of tainting sheep feed with ham is on one level a
criminal act, on another a potentially serious animal health
threat and on yet another culturally patronising, if not overtly
hostile towards Muslims.

It goes on further to say:
Moreover, the irony of the animal liberationists using dead
animal flesh to taint live animals poses questions about what
it is they stand for and whether or not feeding meat to
herbivores is not in itself cruelty. The impact of such actions
upon the credibility of their cause should not be overlooked.
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I ask the minister to act quickly to continue to save this
most important industry for Victoria.

Pompe’s disease: funding
Mr COOPER (Mornington) — I have a matter I
wish to bring to the attention of the Minister for Health
and I ask her for action to obtain more funding to assist
people with major disabilities, in particular those very
few people who suffer from Pompe’s disease. Pompe’s
disease is a condition of heart enlargement and sufferers
of it will die unless they use a bi-pap respirator for
many hours a day. The disease severely weakens the
trunk muscles and normal breathing can occur only
when the sufferer is lying on their back.
I imagine it is a matter of some interest to the house that
there are only three sufferers from Pompe’s disease in
Victoria and basically only a handful more throughout
the rest of Australia. Therefore people with Pompe’s
disease tend to get significantly overlooked in regard to
the provision of facilities.
I have had a matter drawn to my attention by a
constituent who suffers from Pompe’s disease. Whilst it
certainly dramatically affects her, I imagine it affects a
whole lot of other people who are in need of aids to
assist them with their disability. She emailed me on
13 November and said in part:
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Juries: dietary requirements
Mr ROBINSON (Mitcham) — I raise a very
serious matter this evening for the attention of the
Attorney-General. Like the last contribution, it is an
issue which involves a number of Victorians who suffer
from diseases, although perhaps not as graphic as the
disease which has just been recited to the house. The
issue involves jury service for Victorians with less
conspicuous health conditions. I seek from the
Attorney-General a consideration by his department of
this problem, of which I will outline an example in a
moment, with a view to developing more appropriate
guidelines for jurors.
The background to this case is that I have been advised
recently of the circumstances of a woman who suffers
from coeliac disease. Coeliac disease is a fairly
common disease. It is explained more readily as an
intolerance of gluten, and gluten is a derivative of
wheat which is present in many food products.
Continued consumption of gluten by people with
coeliac disease can result in very serious long-term
injury. It manifests itself in an incapacity of the villi in
the intestine to absorb the nutrients from food, and over
a number of years that can develop into lymphoma.

I had to cancel my breast check. I can no longer go to the
doctor and, of course, I have to rely on shopping via Internet.

The disease quite naturally means that a wide range of
foods are out of bounds for people who suffer from it.
The jury on which this woman served was confined
overnight as the trial lasted a number of days and the
deliberations thereafter lasted at least two days. The
meals were ordered for the jurors in the hotel in which
they stayed, but the jurors were quite naturally not
allowed to talk directly to people outside the jury room,
and this meant in this case, and quite possibly others,
that the juror in question was not allowed or permitted
to talk to the chef at the hotel about her dietary
requirements. As a consequence her requirements were
relayed once, twice or three times to the chef, and the
meal that was provided was totally inadequate for her
dietary needs. This proved to be an extremely
frustrating issue for her, and one we should be able to
address.

Here we have a situation where in November this lady
is told that the whole of the financial year’s funding for
things such as motorised wheelchairs has in fact been
spent. That clearly alerts me to the fact that not enough
money has been put towards this, and if there is not
enough money being put towards it for this lady, then
obviously a lot of other people are having great
difficulties as well. I ask the Minister for Health to take
some action to provide more funding to assist people
like this constituent, who is suffering from a disease for
which she definitely needs a motorised wheelchair.

I imagine these circumstances play out similarly for
people with a range of dietary or health conditions.
There are, for example, foods which are recommended
for people with glycaemic index conditions and with
diabetes. People who suffer from any of a range of
dietary and health conditions would find themselves in
a situation not unlike this woman’s, and it seems to me
that it would be an appropriate step for the
Attorney-General to advise his department to review
this situation with a view to developing guidelines
which are more appropriate for Victorians who are,

Last July I had an appointment with an occupational therapist
from Mount Eliza health care with the aim of getting a
motorised wheelchair.
… An appointment was made for me to trial a specialised
chair. After two months a chair was approved. The interesting
thing is that it will be ‘maybe a 12-month wait as the
allocation of funding has already been spent for this financial
year’.
While I am lucky that I can still drive I am not able to walk
outside because of balance.
What this means is that I can go for a drive but cannot get out
of the car for fear of falling.
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after all, doing the right thing by coming forward for
jury service.

Upper Murray Family Care: funding
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) — I raise a matter for
the attention of the Minister for Victorian Communities
and, in his absence, the minister at the table. It relates to
an application from Upper Murray Family Care for
funding support through the Community Support Fund
for major redevelopment of its premises at Wangaratta.
The application was put to the Community Support
Fund earlier this year and was rejected. I seek
assistance from the minister in ensuring this application
is reviewed, because I believe it is worthy of funding
and worthy of support from the government,
particularly through the Community Support Fund.
Upper Murray Family Care has been operating at
Wodonga and Wangaratta over many years, providing a
range of health care and community services. It has an
excellent record in the support that has been provided.
For instance, the programs it gets involved in include
foster care, carer respite and information services,
family counselling, community legal services and
financial counselling; and more recently, earlier this
year it provided assistance with counselling and other
services to families in three municipalities that were
affected by the disastrous fires in north-eastern
Victoria.
The organisation has been operating in rented premises
at Wangaratta — they are fairly basic and substandard.
It is wanting to bring all the staff together so they can
operate out of one new facility. It has bought land in
Wangaratta and had quotes of approximately $850 000
for these extensive buildings. The difficulty for that
organisation is that it has funding for about half the cost
of the development, which it has been able to gather
together over a number of years and with the support of
a number of other support organisations where funding
has become available, but the difficulty is in being able
to fully fund this project.
I seek the minister’s support in undertaking a review. A
detailed submission has been provided to the
Community Support Fund, and I would be pleased to
make that submission available to the minister so that
he can undertake a further review and ensure that it
does get appropriate consideration. I am very much
aware of the organisation because its members have
spoken to me on many occasions. I am aware of the
work it does, particularly in financial counselling. The
people involved have provided excellent support where
there have been families in difficulties.
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In fact the person handling the financial counselling has
had contact with my electorate office, and I sought to
be of assistance as well. But in these circumstances the
Upper Murray Family Care needs to get more
appropriate facilities so it can continue to provide the
health care and community services that it has provided
in the past. I hope the minister will give appropriate
reconsideration to what is an absolutely fantastic
organisation which needs support from the government
and should receive it.

Youth: Forest Hill
Ms MARSHALL (Forest Hill) — I raise a matter
for the attention of the Minister for Employment and
Youth Affairs. I have recently been contacted by some
of my constituents, in addition to observing this in the
local media, about the negative and destructive
behaviour of youths, particularly in parks and public
spaces in and around Forest Hill. Understandably many
residents feel this behaviour stems from boredom and a
lack of suitable activities.
It has become apparent that many of the problems that
have been depicted in the media involve older youths in
their late teens and early twenties who have licences
and are therefore able to visit adult venues such as pubs
and nightclubs. This age group particularly has recently
left school and is coming to terms with its new
freedom, as these people no longer worry about the
regimented school programs and the routine, in addition
to which there is a reduction in parental control.
The action I seek from the minister is an undertaking
that the necessary steps will be taken to ensure that the
youth programs under the auspices of the state
government remain adequately funded and that these
programs are structured in ways that encourage some of
the older youths to participate.
The cities of Whitehorse and Monash provide an
excellent array of facilities, activities and other
resources for youth, such as Whitehorse’s Youth
Connexions, which is staffed by qualified and
passionate people who are constantly out in the
community endeavouring to ensure that the role of
young people is understood and that the positive
influences they have are being highlighted. The
organisation continually endeavours to ensure that
when issues do arise the community works together to
solve them. Whitehorse and Monash councils both have
youth committees which are open to the 12 to
25-year-old age group. They regularly meet to discuss
various youth activities and issues within the
community.
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The Bracks government has contributed to initiatives
such as Freeza funding, service providers and Stuff
magazine. The Freeza program provides young
Victorians with an opportunity to become involved in
all aspects of event management, including
entertainment selection, marketing, publicity,
negotiation with promoters and agents, venue
management, project budgets and administration. Stuff
magazine is aimed at older teenagers, particularly
school leavers, and focuses on issues such as their
rights as consumers, finding employment and even
buying their first car.
Unfortunately there seem to be some people who fall
through the gaps, and although the services provided by
Whitehorse and Monash councils are excellent, it is
sometimes difficult to attract people over the age of
18 into these youth programs. These programs run by
the council are very good at attracting young people
who are already natural leaders or aspire to be, such as
school captains.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) —
Order! The honourable member’s time has expired.

Responses
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Agriculture) — I
thank the honourable member for Narre Warren North
for raising this matter and for his interest in it. I am sure
all members of this house condemn the actions of
anyone or any group wanting to bring about economic
sabotage. The live sheep trade is a lawful business, and
many people make their livelihood, or part of their
livelihood, from this trade.
Acting Speaker, you would be aware of the events last
week which involved Victoria being contacted by the
commonwealth. There was immediate cooperation
between the state veterinary officer, Dr Hugh Miller,
and the Federal Department of Primary Industries
which resulted in an apprehension and arrest. I will not
pre-empt any of that for legal reasons. However, I will
say to whoever may have done it — and the courts will
determine that in the end — people certainly condemn
the actions that led to this situation.
The chief veterinary officers of the states and the
commonwealth have agreed that no harm has been
done to the sheep, notwithstanding this issue, and that
there is no risk with consumption. The export issues are
being determined by the federal government at the
present time. About 70 000 sheep and two separate
feedlots were involved. It is our view from our
investigations that shredded ham was put in one
paddock of one feedlot, so presumably all the other
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sheep are able to be exported. The commonwealth is
working through those issues. I understand some
concerns have been raised with the commonwealth by
other countries, but we would all like to see this issue
resolved as quickly as possible.
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Employment and Youth
Affairs) — I thank the member for Forest Hill for
raising the issue she raised. The behaviour of people in
public spaces is an important issue, and it was spoken
about in a conversation I was having with the member
for Shepparton while we were enjoying the hospitality
of the Speaker earlier this evening. This is an important
issue for young people right around the state, who need
to feel they can legitimately have access to public
spaces and be involved in their communities. I am very
pleased that the member for Forest Hill has raised this
matter and is actively involved in dealing with it in her
local area. It is important that young members of
Parliament like the member for Forest Hill show
leadership in this area so that young people feel their
local MP is listening to them, wanting to involve them
in local community activities and raising their concerns
in Parliament. I certainly commend her for that.
The member for Forest Hill referred to a couple of very
successful programs that we run. Firstly, the Freeza
program is highly successful and provides
entertainment opportunities for young people in a drug
and alcohol-free environment. Then there is Stuff
magazine, which provides information to young people
about their consumer rights. This is an area that I am
interested in doing more work in. I note the member for
Forest Hill referred to the youth committees that the
City of Whitehorse and the City of Monash have in
place. They are excellent forums that enable young
people to be involved and to feel they are being listened
to and are part of their community, which is obviously a
very important aspect of this government’s philosophy
and approach to community building. I assure the
member for Forest Hill that I take this very seriously,
and I will continue to work with her in this area. I look
forward to having further discussions on this issue,
because I believe that we as members of Parliament
need to ensure by our actions that our local
communities involve young people as much as
possible.
The member for Bass raised a matter for the Premier;
the members for Bayswater and Bentleigh raised
matters for the Minister for Transport; the members for
Shepparton and Mornington raised matters for the
Minister for Health; the member for Hawthorn raised a
matter for the Minister for Planning; the member for
Mitcham raised a matter for the Attorney-General; and
the member for Murray Valley raised a matter for the
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Minister for Victorian Communities. I will be very
pleased to refer all those matters on to those ministers
for their action.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) —
Order! The house now stands adjourned.
House adjourned 10.36 p.m.
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Wednesday, 26 November 2003
The SPEAKER (Hon. Judy Maddigan) took the chair at
9.35 a.m. and read the prayer.

NOTICES OF MOTION
Notices of motion given.
Mr LUPTON having given notice of motion:

Mr Perton — On a point of order, Speaker, I put it
to you that the last notice of motion is out of order.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Clerk and I will
have a look at it and I will report back to the house.
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And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr LANGDON (Ivanhoe) (17 signatures)

Whittlesea: rate concessions
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of residents of the City of Whittlesea and
members of 48 City of Whittlesea senior citizens clubs points
out to the house that the municipal rates concession amount
provided to eligible pensioner concession card holders and
other eligible recipients, on our council rates, has not
increased since it was introduced eighteen years ago. At this
time the concession rate constituted 50 per cent of the total
municipal rates payable. Currently the concession rate
constitutes less than 20 per cent of the average municipal
rates. The municipal concession amount has not kept pace
with the increasing inflation rate and council rate rises.
Prayer

PETITIONS
Following petitions presented to house:

Shop trading hours: reform
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of members of St Francis Xavier Catholic Parish
community, Box Hill, draws to the attention of the house that
we oppose the Shop Trading Reform (Simplification) Bill
introduced by the government and currently under
consideration.
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly oppose any extension of retail shop trading hours
on Christmas Day, Good Friday, Easter Sunday and on Anzac
Day. These now shop-free days give valued time for
self-reflection, opportunities for attendance at religious
services and for families to gather.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr CLARK (Box Hill) (350 signatures)

Schools: Workcover premiums
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
We, the undersigned Victorian government school principal
class officers and school council president, draw to the
attention of the house the unfairness of the devolution of the
Workcover premiums to government schools in 2004.
We believe that Workcover premiums are the responsibility
of the employer, the Department of Education and Training,
not schools. The erosion of school global budgets through this
arrangement does not address the health and wellbeing issues
of schools, and diverts essential and urgently required funds
for student programs.
Therefore we request the Legislative Assembly to intercede
with the Minister for Education and the Minister responsible
for Workcover to withdraw the unfair and arbitrary
arrangements for the funding of Workcover that have been
put in place in school budgets for 2004.

The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria take the appropriate action and review
the current concession rate on municipal rates with a view
toward increasing the concession rate for eligible recipients.

By Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park) (1221 signatures)

Community services: funding
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of staff, supporters and clients of community and
disability services agencies draws to the attention of the house
the detrimental impact of cuts proposed for disability and
community services 2003–06 through productivity savings.
Prayer
The petitioners therefore request that the Bracks government
abandon these harmful cuts and work cooperatively with the
sector to improve services.

By Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) (30 signatures)

Foxes: control
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of the residents of the Bayside municipality
draws to the attention of the Minister for Environment the
increasing number of foxes inhabiting the foreshore, golf
courses, parkland and also the properties of residents within
the Sandringham electorate.
Prayer
The petitioners therefore request that the Bracks government
instigate immediate action to control and if necessary
eradicate foxes from the Bayside area and across the
Melbourne metropolitan area.

By Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) (2 signatures)
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Schools: sport funding

Wednesday, 26 November 2003

Vietnamese community: SBS television news

To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:

To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:

The petition of parents of children in the Bayside and
surrounding areas draws to the attention of the house the
detrimental impact of proposed funding cuts to school
sporting bodies which will result in Victorian schoolchildren:

The petition of members of the Victorian Parliament draws to
the attention of the house the serious concerns of members of
Victoria’s Vietnamese community regarding inaccurate and
unbalanced reporting and news coverage on SBS in its
broadcast of VTV4 news.

1.

being deprived of the opportunity to participate in
sporting activities which have been identified as the
major response to childhood obesity;

2.

being unable to represent their state in interstate
competitions;

3.

being disadvantaged at national competitions due to lack
of available sporting carnivals.
Prayer

The petitioners therefore request that the Bracks government
abandon the changes under the proposed funding cuts to
school sporting bodies and inject much needed funds into
school sport in order to keep Victorian schoolchildren healthy
and active through involvement in sport.

By Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) (34 signatures)

Beaches: Sandringham
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of the residents of Melbourne draws to the
attention of the house the lack of government funding for
beach renourishment works as part of the cliff stabilisation
program proximate to the former Red Bluff Hotel in
Sandringham.
Prayer
The petitioners therefore request that the Bracks government,
in addition to providing funds for cliff stabilisation works,
also provide funds for beach renourishment works to preserve
and protect one of the great beach and scenic areas of
Melbourne

By Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham)(307 signatures)

Possums: control
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of the residents of the Bayside municipality
draws to the attention of the Minister for Environment the
large numbers of possums inhabiting the properties of
residents within the Bayside Municipality.
Prayer
The petitioners therefore request that the Bracks government
instigate immediate action to address the concerns of
residents in relation to the large possum population in the City
of Bayside to minimise property damage and disturbance to
neighbourhood amenity.

By Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) (372 signatures)

Prayer
The petitioners therefore request that the Bracks government
take immediate steps to redress the concerns of the Victorian
Vietnamese community regarding the SBS VTV4 news
program which include:
a news segment on the relevance of Uncle Ho’s thoughts
on today’s education used for communist propaganda;
lack of balance in news coverage — that is, no mention
of the arrest of members of the Independent Buddhist
Church;
the failure of SBS to consult with the Vietnamese
community members in Victoria when considering
television programs for World Watch;
the failure of SBS to recognise the feelings of Victoria’s
Vietnamese refugee community which suffered
immeasurable trauma at the hands of the current regime;
the fact that propaganda from a non-free country is
being disseminated in a free country without the
opportunity for balanced commentary in accordance
with Australian editorial standards;
the fact that the propaganda emanates from a country
which has no freedom of press and no freedom of
expression.

By Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) (1 signature)

Knox: rates
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of residents and ratepayers who reside in the City
of Knox draws to the attention of the house that Knox City
Council has increased its rates by a stated average of
17.3 per cent which has had the effect of increasing rates by
amounts of up to $1000, or more than 100 per cent in many
cases, causing hardship and distress to thousands of its
residents and that they have done this without proper and
thorough consultation.
Prayer
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria sack the Knox City Council and
institute fresh elections as soon as possible with the objective
of implementing a fairer system of rates distribution.

By Mr WELLS (Scoresby) (13 signatures)
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Midland Highway: Peter Ross-Edwards
Causeway
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of the residents of Victoria draws to the attention
of the house that the section of the Midland Highway between
Shepparton and Mooroopna, known as the Peter
Ross-Edwards Causeway, is carrying very high volumes of
heavy articulated vehicles, school buses, light commercial
vehicles, emergency vehicles and passenger cars on narrow,
congested and dangerous carriageways. The causeway
currently falls short of the design standards expected of such
an important community asset and lives are frequently put at
risk because of high traffic flows on this poorly designed
road.
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PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Audit Act 1994 — Auditor-General — Report on Public
Sector Agencies — Results of special reviews and 30 June
2003 financial statement audits — Ordered to be printed
Consumer Affairs Victoria — Report for the year 2002–03 —
Ordered to be printed
Statutory Rules under the following Acts:
Cemeteries Act 1958 — SR No 134
Road Safety Act 1986 — SR Nos 135, 136
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — SR No 137.

Prayer
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria take urgent action to execute works to
enhance road safety and improve traffic flow on the Peter
Ross-Edwards Causeway.

By Mrs POWELL (Shepparton) (88 signatures)

Taxis: multipurpose program
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of residents of the state of Victoria draws to the
attention of the house that the proposed changes to the
multipurpose taxi program will have discriminatory outcomes
for many Victorians and will especially create financial and
social hardship for rural dwellers.
Prayer
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria not introduce a financial cap to the
multipurpose taxi program and that any proposed legislation
be delayed until such time as full and proper consultation has
been held with stakeholders, including the taxi industry, to
consider other options for the efficient operation of the
program, and so that the special circumstances and needs of
the elderly and disabled in rural Victoria are fully considered.

By Mr WALSH (Swan Hill) (595 signatures)
Laid on table.
Ordered that petition presented by honourable member
for Scoresby be considered next day on motion of
Mr WELLS (Scoresby).
Ordered that petition presented by honourable member
for Ivanhoe be considered next day on motion of
Mr PERTON (Doncaster).
Ordered that petition presented by honourable member
for Shepparton be considered next day on motion of
Mrs POWELL (Shepparton).
Ordered that petitions presented by honourable member
for Sandringham be considered next day on motion of
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham).

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Televising and broadcasting of proceedings
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — I
move, by leave:
That the operation of the resolution authorising the televising
and broadcasting of proceedings in the Legislative Assembly
agreed to by the house on 18 February 1998 and amended on
1 June 2000 be extended for the remainder of the session.

By way of a brief explanation, the rules governing the
televising and broadcasting of proceedings from the
Legislative Assembly will lapse at the end of this
sitting. This is just a procedural motion to allow the
continuation of those in the same form for the
remainder of this session.
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — We support the
motion, as it is important that the media have full rights
to report the proceedings of the house. But I would like
to raise a matter that has been on the agenda for several
years, and that is the Internet broadcasting of
proceedings.
New South Wales Parliament has experimented with
this, and it seems to have been reasonably successful. It
is done without great labour costs as there are fixed
cameras which cover the chamber and which allow a
fairly inexpensive reproduction onto a streaming
Internet service. You can either do this in an audio
format or in a video format — a streaming video or a
compressed format. This is important. The chamber is
necessarily small, but many people in the community
have a particular interest in bills. It could be, for
instance, that notification could be sent to people in an
electorate when a bill concerning them was coming on
for debate, whether it be in the health sector, in the
education sector or in the planning sector, so that they
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would be alerted and could tune in from their home or
office.

to their ratepayers, I certainly think it behoves us as a
Parliament to ensure we have similar live broadcasts.

This is important in terms of public esteem. State
Parliament is not covered as much by newspapers as it
was when I started here or when the Leader of House
commenced in this house. It is important that we ensure
that those who have a genuine interest in what we are
doing and in our debates have that opportunity.

When we think about the federal Parliament we often
joke and say, ‘Oh, yes, who listens to the parliamentary
news network on the radio?’, or, ‘Who watches
rebroadcast of question time on television?’.
Surprisingly large numbers of people are very
interested in those proceedings in federal Parliament
and will often comment on the performance of
someone during question time or the like, and we
would be pleasantly surprised by the positive impact
that continuous Internet broadcasting would have on the
standing of this Parliament.

There might be a circumstance where the member for
Yuroke or the member for Coburg is making a speech
or doing something that might be of interest to schools,
community health groups or the like in their electorates,
and Internet broadcasting would provide an opportunity
for live interaction with constituents on members’
performances in the house and would serve the interests
of those constituents.
It is not a huge budget matter, Speaker, but on behalf of
the house I ask you to further investigate the practicality
of this matter and to move forward on it. I have had
some preliminary discussions with the Leader of the
House; and I know the National Party, with constituents
in far flung places across the state, would also be
interested in the sort of progress that is being made
using the technology of today. That would also allow a
lot of media outlets in the country and the like that
cannot afford to have a representative in this
parliamentary chamber to report the Parliament as it
proceeded, rather than having to wait for the
publication of Hansard the next day, after their
deadlines had passed.
On behalf of the house, Speaker, I urge you to talk with
the government to ensure that the budget is available to
implement Internet broadcasting. I put it to you that in
this day and age it is not a very expensive budget item.
It is an opportunity for all members of Parliament,
whether they be Labor, Liberal, National or
Independent, to allow their constituents to see them
operating in this chamber and to see some of the
interesting and fascinating debates that take place in
this house, whether it be the shop trading debate of
yesterday or a debate on stem cell research or the like.
Literally tens of thousands of people have expressed an
interest.
It is important that we have that interaction. We support
the continuation of this but the challenge to our
Parliament is to emulate what the New South Wales
Parliament has managed to do. Those who read the
newspapers would have seen an article in Tuesday’s
Age, I think, in which there were reports of live
broadcasts of local council proceedings in Victoria. If it
is open to local councils to broadcast their proceedings

Motion agreed to.
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Queenscliff Music Festival
Ms NEVILLE (Bellarine) — Today I take the
opportunity to remind members that this weekend we
have one of Victoria’s premier events, the Queenscliff
Music Festival. This will be a fantastic event, and I am
looking forward to attending again, to enjoy the music
and also to be a festival volunteer. The festival has
developed over the past seven years to become
recognised as a major event in contemporary music in
Australia, and it makes a significant contribution to
tourism on the Bellarine Peninsula.
It was an honour to represent the Premier at the launch
of the festival in September, and the Bracks
government has been a consistent and generous
supporter of the festival through grants from Tourism
Victoria, Arts Victoria and the Office for Youth. This
year we have contributed $20 000 for the construction
of welcome gates as an entry and focal point for the
festival and to support young performers through the
Push, Start, Be Heard program, as well as $5000
towards an anti-litter program.
The music plays all weekend at the Big Top, the
popular Blues Train and the outdoor bay stage, with
many popular performers such as Jimmy Little, the
Revelators, the John Butler Trio, Jane Clifton, and Rose
Bygrave, who is a local performer, just to name a few.
Congratulations to the director, Hugo T. Armstrong, the
business manager, Barbara Moss, the staff and the
hundreds of volunteers who are local residents for all
their work in making this festival come together. It is
going to be extremely exciting, and I encourage all
members to attend this weekend.
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Community Support Fund: grants
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) — The
Community Support Fund was established by a
previous state government as a pool of specifically
gambling-derived revenue that could be put back into
genuine local community-building initiatives and
programs. It was always supposed to be administered
on objective guidelines that did not discriminate against
any geographic area or demographic group. Yet what
do we find to be the actuality of the Bracks
government’s administration of this major funding
source? The outer east region of Melbourne has been
totally discriminated against on any reading of
Community Support Fund funded projects from 1999
to 2000 and from 2002 to 2003.
Maroondah City Council, which contains areas of
significantly economically challenged households,
contributed $242.6 million in gambling machine
revenue during this period but received zero funding
and zero projects from this outer-east-hating
government’s administration of the fund. Knox City
Council, also in the outer east region, received nothing
at all, and Manningham City Council received just two
projects amounting to a 1.3 per cent return of the
revenue that was received by the government.
This government presided over a $6.7 billion state tax
take over that same period, yet all it can do is put back a
couple of million dollars into outer east projects. Labor
electorate local government areas such as the City of
Melbourne received $31 million, or 10.4 per cent of the
total revenue, and City of Yarra Labor electorates
received $5 million and City of Hume electorates
received $4 million. This is outrageous discrimination
against — —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member’s time has expired.

Box Hill North Community Arts Centre
Ms MARSHALL (Forest Hill) — On Sunday I had
the pleasure of opening the Box Hill North Community
Arts Centre on behalf of the Minister for Victorian
Communities.
In 2001 various groups associated with Box Hill North
Primary School, along with several community
organisations, met to further the development of school
and community links. At the forefront of their minds
was the need for a community arts centre to provide
community groups access to a large performance area
and a meeting space. Arrangements were made to
obtain from the Department of Education and Training
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the shell of a building from a nearby school that had
been closed.
Various professionals, including some who have
children at the school, volunteered their time to oversee
and manage the project: Arthur Andronas, a school
parent who provided original architectural drawings
and concept plans; Andrew Raper, the school council
president, who was the project manager; and Peter
Siassios of Total City Maintenance, who was the
builder. They assisted the project through their
recognition of the limited budget and their providing
ways to keep the cost to a minimum. Kaye Woodman,
the acting principal, coordinated the school’s side of the
project in the absence of the principal, Steve Albon.
The Community Support Fund approved a grant of
$62 000 towards the overall cost of the $133 747
project, with the balance being provided by the school
and the general community. The objectives of the
project were to provide a facility enabling Box Hill
North Primary School to offer its extended programs to
the local community, including out-of-school-hours
programs, a performing arts space, an instrumental
music room, and storage and office space. These
programs will be brought together in one space,
enabling easy community access that will expand the
current school-community partnerships and include
many more groups.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
member’s time has expired.

Hazardous waste: containment sites
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — The
Victorian Labor government has committed a major,
disastrous misjudgment in its handling of the toxic
waste issue.
Last night I was at a meeting at Ouyen, where there
were some 750 people present to make it very clear to
the government that it has bungled this crucial issue.
During the past few days I was also at Violet Town,
where a meeting of some 500 people expressed a view
of similar sentiments. It now turns out, of course, that at
Violet Town the land under consideration was under a
metre of water in 1993. It also transpires that this same
area has been the subject of what is known as the
government’s Heartland project and that of the order of
$800 000 of government money has been expended in
promoting the clean and green image of that area.
Last night at Ouyen the 750 people were at pains to
explain to Ministers Batchelor and Holding the fact that
it is a place that hosts such wonderful initiatives as the
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prime Mallee lamb concept and various other
agricultural pursuits that are likely to be destroyed by
this flawed initiative. This is what happens when the
government conducts itself surreptitiously and skulks
around Victoria without taking Victorians into its
confidence. Be it on the government’s own head as to
what is now happening across the country parts of this
state!

Member for Mordialloc: electorate
Ms MUNT (Mordialloc) — I would like to make
brief mention of a few different people. Firstly,
congratulations to Nathan Ash, a year 9 student at
Mordialloc Secondary College, who recently attended
the space camp for the visually impaired at Huntsville,
Alabama, in the United States of America. I was
privileged to assist a number of students to attend this
wonderful camp and receive an insight into the life of
an astronaut or rocket scientist. I wonder if perhaps
Nathan has found his calling and will one day make a
contribution to space research.
I would also like to mention the 60 grades 5 and 6
Mentone Girls Grammar School students who visited
me in Parliament last week. I was very impressed with
their knowledge and polite behaviour. Well done, girls.
A special greeting to Trevor Day, parliamentary
attendant, who spent a great day with me in my
electorate. I would like to encourage other
parliamentary attendants to take up the opportunity to
come to electorate offices and see how they actually
work outside sitting days. Thank you so much for
coming, Trevor; I had a great time.
Thank you also to all the parliamentary attendants and
Hansard reporters who have helped make my first year
in this place such a pleasure. A special thankyou to
Gavin, who sits beside me in the chamber and who has
done so much to teach me about how the laptop system
works.

Chief Justice of Victoria: appointment
Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — To those of many
others, I would like to add my personal congratulations
and best wishes to Justice Marilyn Warren, Victoria’s
new chief justice. I have been privileged to have known
Marilyn for a number of years. We read together at the
bar, undertaking the bar readers course together in
1985. Her intellect, maturity, compassion, wisdom and
humility were evident even then. But what was also
evident was her experience as a lawyer, public servant
and administrator.
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However, I also recall her demonstrable familiarity
with the human condition and life experience. Inspired
by the powerful advocacy of Portia in William
Shakespeare’s Merchant of Venice, she earned great
respect as a barrister and then as a judge of fairness,
courtesy and commonsense.
She is quoted in the March 2002 edition of the Law
Institute Journal as saying:
A judge at all times should aspire to be patient, courteous,
accommodating of the parties and their representatives and
have an understanding of the difficulties that sometimes
parties and the representatives face.

By her actions and her words, Her Honour speaks of
judicial office far more eloquently than many,
particularly myself.
On behalf of the Liberal Party, I wish her, her husband,
Mick, and their family the best for the future. We
expect great things from her.

Flora Anderson
Ms McTAGGART (Evelyn) — I rise in this place
today to pay tribute to Flora Anderson, a remarkable
woman from Wonga Park. Flora will be leaving Wonga
Park in coming weeks to live closer to the beach. I have
only known Flora since I was elected in 2002, but in
this short time she has shown me how devoted she is to
the environment and her local community.
Flora had an acre of land and a real community interest,
which led her to being involved in the formation of the
Wonga Park Environment Group. She shared her love
of the environment with many people in Wonga Park
and inspired others to become more aware of their
environment and the community in which they lived.
As an extension to this passion, she also connected with
other community groups and became involved with
them.
Similarly at Aireys Inlet, although she was a part-time
resident, she also became involved in environment
groups and activism. She was a founding committee
member of the Great Ocean Road committee and has
maintained a strong involvement in the area.
Not only is she a member of the following groups —
the Australian Plants Society, the Wonga Park
Environment Group, the Wonga Park residents
association, Friends of Warrandyte State Park, Save the
Children, the Australian Conservation Foundation,
Environment Victoria, the Victorian National Parks
Association and the Anglesea and Aireys Inlet Society
for the Protection of Flora and Fauna — but she is
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active in them and has a marvellous ability to create
linkages and share her enthusiasm and knowledge.
Flora is certainly an icon around Wonga Park. She has
been persistent in her quest for the protection of the
environment, putting her case to the Manningham City
Council and her state parliamentarians. I congratulate
Flora on her commitment and contribution to the
Wonga Park community and wish her good health and
every happiness for the future.

Schools: Joining the Chorus program
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — I wish to raise the
matter of the educational program Joining the Chorus.
The Joining the Chorus program has been very
important for over six years now, enabling the
organisation of school spectaculars and, more
importantly, the establishment of the Joining the
Chorus singers.
There is grave concern about the future of this choir and
the associated Joining the Chorus functions. The great
concern of the parents and those involved in it is that its
funding is going to be cut. One of the symptoms of that
is that they have been refused the right to have their
rehearsals this year to allow them to recruit new
students to the Joining the Chorus Singers. I would ask
the Minister for Education Services and the Minister for
Education and Training to deal with this uncertainty
because it is a very important program.
A letter from a parent, Robyn Barrand, of 15 Grant
Street, Colac, says:
The Joining the Chorus singers were formed in 1997 as the
Victorian State Singers and have since then, under the
excellent direction of Douglas Heywood, OAM, developed
into an outstanding choral group.
…
Joining the Chorus ensembles allow students in government
schools the opportunity to be involved in programs of
excellence in choral performance and in dance.
Currently there is grave concern about the future of this choir
and the associated Joining the Chorus functions, as the
Department of Education and Training will not commit to
funding the organisation for 2004, and as such auditions for
current and new — —

The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member’s has expired.

George Said
Mr SEITZ (Keilor) — Today I want to express my
deep and sincere sympathy on the passing of George
Francis Said, who has left behind his wife, Matilda, and
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his children, Anthony, Joseph, Geoffrey, Lorraine and
Christine. He was the father-in-law of Marion, Bing,
Mal and Mitch, and the grandfather of Cara, Corinne,
Mark, Melanie, Amanda, Alison, Amy, Michael,
Stacey, Robert, Jennifer, Elizabeth, Benjamin and
Catherine, and the great-grandfather of Madison and
Leah.
George Said was a migrant who came to Australia and
settled in St Albans, where he brought up his family.
He will be sadly missed, particularly by the Maltese
community and the Australian Labor Party. George was
a staunch Labor Party member in Malta and in
Australia. He continued with that belief and worked
tirelessly for the movement and the party as a volunteer
in my office for 20 years after he retired.
Before that, any time he had time whilst he was still
employed he spent willingly working within the
community. He worked on the primary school council,
and he worked on school working bees. He also worked
with the Maltese and ethnic community. When they had
activities or functions he and his wife, Matilda, would
be cooking at home, preparing meals for the functions
and doing other activities on a voluntary basis. George
was a person who would be a rare character to find
today.

Local government: rural funding
Mr INGRAM (Gippsland East) — On a number of
occasions I have raised the issue of the inequities that
exist in the commonwealth and state grants commission
acts and the impact of the as-of-right entitlement of
predominantly rural councils. I would like to
congratulate today the committee chaired by David
Hawker, MP, in acknowledging the impact of the
as-of-right entitlement on rural councils. The report on
the inquiry into local government cost shifting by the
House Standing Committee on Economics, Finance and
Public Administration, which was tabled in the federal
Parliament on Monday, 24 November, recommended a
new methodology for the distribution of federal grants
to local government, and recommendation 16 suggests
a ‘distribution of funds on equalisation principles, i.e.,
on the basis of need’.
In response to an issue I raised on an adjournment
debate in this place, the Minister for Local Government
confirmed that seven Victorian councils received
minimum grants totalling over $10.6 million. Six of
these councils did not qualify for those grants on the
basis of need. I call on all sides of this Parliament to
insist that these recommendations are enacted and that
we change the inequitable way that funds are
distributed by federal and state grants commissions,
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because this is impacting on the way rural councils fund
their roads and other infrastructure.

Business: Asian investment
Mr LIM (Clayton) — Last Friday in my capacity as
special adviser to the Premier on Victoria-Asia business
relations, I attended the launch by the Minister for State
and Regional Development of a new alliance aimed at
boosting Asia–Pacific investment into Australia. The
alliance will offer a one-stop shop for Asian investors,
covering issues such as Australian foreign investment,
employment and real estate law, incorporation and joint
venture contracts, intellectual property and local trades
practices.
Ausinvest is a strategic alliance comprising property,
planning and economic consultants, Urbis JHD,
lawyers, Hunt and Hunt, and business advisers, William
Buck. This new alliance aims to make Australia a better
place to do business, especially for Asian companies
investing in property. Aside from the property sector,
China and Asia are also an increasingly important
market for Victoria’s financial, professional and
technical services industry — the high value-added
businesses that transform information into knowledge
and solutions.
Professional service providers represent the
fastest-growing sector of the Australian economy, and
Victoria accounts for around 25 per cent of the national
turnover, while business and financial services
represent around 20 per cent of Victoria’s services
exports, which were worth $7.3 billion in 2002–03. The
Bracks government — —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member’s time has expired.

Vietnamese community: SBS television news
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) — Leonid
Kravchuk was a former leader of Ukraine and one of
the three people who signed the dissolution of the
Soviet Union. When asked why he signed the
dissolution, he replied that he saw that the people
valued their freedom. Another East European leader
recently noted that communism was a system that cost
200 million lives in the 20th century.
I wish today to raise the serious concerns of members
of Victoria’s Vietnamese community regarding the
inaccurate and unbalanced reporting in SBS news
coverage on VTV4 news broadcasted out of Hanoi.
Specific concerns include the fact that propaganda from
a non-free country is being disseminated in a free
country without the opportunity for balanced
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commentary in accordance with Australian editorial
standards; a news segment on the relevance of Uncle
Ho’s thoughts on today’s education used for communist
propaganda; the failure of SBS to consult with the
Vietnamese community; the failure of SBS to recognise
the feelings of Victoria’s Vietnamese refugee
community, which suffered immeasurable trauma at the
hands of the current regime; and the fact that
propaganda emanates from a country which has no
freedom of press and no freedom of expression.
A number of years ago a great Leunig cartoon appeared
in the Victorian press portraying a group of boat people
arriving off the shores of the Australian nation. In the
cartoon the question is posed from Fortress Australia,
‘What do you have to offer?’, and the boat people reply
implicitly, ‘Courage, hope, survival, much self-sacrifice
and much valuable skill to contribute’.
I pay tribute today to the Vietnamese leaders in
Victoria’s community, Hung Chau and Trung Doan, for
their contribution to advancing the cause of the
Vietnamese community.

Melbourne–Geelong road: safety
Mr TREZISE (Geelong) — This week marks the
first anniversary of the opening of the reconstructed
Melbourne–Geelong road. Prior to the reconstruction
and upgrade of this road, the Melbourne–Geelong road
was a notorious death trap for motorists, with four lives
on average being lost per year — or one every
13 weeks.
On coming to office in 1999 the Bracks government
committed to the upgrade of the road, with work
beginning within months of the 1999 election. Of
course commuters, including the Geelong members of
Parliament and you, Deputy Speaker, put up with up to
three years of frustration and slow trips to Melbourne;
and on a weekly basis I received phone calls from irate
drivers who had been caught in the inevitable traffic
jams.
Unfortunately and tragically two workers were killed
during the construction of the road. However, in 2003
the road is now a delight to traverse and is the safest in
the nation. Not one person has died on the highway in
the 12 months that it has been open, and that is thanks
to two things: the upgraded infrastructure, and the road
speed being limited to 100 kilometres an hour, despite
the opposition’s campaign to raise the speed limit to
120 kilometres an hour.
I commend the government and specifically the
Premier and the Minister for Transport for their
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sustained commitment to the Geelong–Melbourne road
upgrade. May it continue to provide safe passage for
commuters for many decades to come.

Hazardous waste: Baddaginnie–Violet Town
Dr SYKES (Benalla) — The people of
Baddaginnie, Violet Town and the surrounding districts
continue to question the logic of short-listing the land in
their area for a toxic waste storage facility.
The people ask whether the government has done its
homework on this issue. If it has, how is it that the
chosen site is on a flood plain; is in an area described as
a ‘coverage hole’ by the Environment Protection
Authority — that is, an area where there is no
after-hours coverage by emergency response; and is
smack bang in the middle of a $3 million heartlands
project — a joint CSIRO-Murray Darling Basin
Commission and state government project to develop a
model for sustainable land use?
The people ask why private land has been chosen ahead
of Crown land. It seems that the immediately affected
land-holders, Marie and Charlie Crocker, Lyn and
Murray Burns, Heather and Leo Goldsworthy and
Anthony Wills and Ian Errey, and the neighbouring
land-holders, are being seen as expendable for the
greater good, more expendable than native flora and
fauna on Crown land.
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ever-emerging new technologies and being a savvy
communicator in the global environment. Anne
Cloonan, from the student programs division of the
Department of Education and Training, formed a team
of teachers from two schools to explore creative ways
of approaching these issues. She and her team have
been developing literacy and numeracy programs to
support students in their early years, as well as
colleagues and teachers.
The members of the team, who agreed to Anne
videotaping them over the course of the year as they
tried out new approaches, worked closely with advisers
Professor Mary Kalantzis from RMIT and Dr Bill
Cope. They are researchers who have developed
theories on multiliteracies — that is, what it means to
be literate in our changing times. The result is a set of
videos and related material which other teachers can
use to further their professional learning. She has also
worked on many other programs. The fact that teachers
and their students are embracing new technologies to
create and analyse multimodal skills and texts is a
tribute to Anne.
Congratulations Anne: you share the accolades with
others such as Fiona Knight, who recently won a
national award.

Minister for Manufacturing and Export: role

Most land-holders in this area are practising
environmentalists. They walk the walk, not just talk the
talk. So is it appropriate to put the birds and the bees
and the trees on Crown land ahead of the ‘yous and
mes’ — the people and families who have called this
land home for years and who actively enhance the
environment for the birds, the bees and the trees?

Ms ASHER (Brighton) — We all know that the
Minister for Manufacturing and Export is in fact the
Minister for Nothing, otherwise known as ‘The
Phantom Minister’. He is, of course, employed
full-time on internal factional politics within the
Australian Labor Party, but I read with great horror that
he has failed on this score too. I refer to this week’s
crikey.com webpage, and I quote:

I call upon the government to make available all the
information by which it arrived at choosing these sites
to be short-listed.

Of interest is the complete and embarrassing failure of their
rising star, Tim ‘The Future Premier’ Holding. The ALP rank
and file in Tim’s electorate have endorsed the Liberal’s
catchcry and are asking: ‘Where is the phantom?’.

Anne Cloonan
Ms CAMPBELL (Pascoe Vale) — I pay tribute to
Anne Cloonan, a Pascoe Vale constituent and dedicated
educator, researcher and true community builder. I have
had the pleasure to come to know Anne and admire her
both personally an professionally through a unique
group called Harmony Park, which is working to
establish a park in my electorate.
A major challenge facing educators and parents is how
to prepare young people to be literate in the
21st century. It is apparent that the key skills involved
include being an active and critical user of

Young Tim ran hard in the Bruce FEA, where 12 delegates
were at stake. Candidates needed just over a thirteenth of the
vote (under 27 votes) to get elected. But this proved a bridge
too far for our future Top Cheese, much to the amusement of
his former comrades in Labor Unity.
Maybe the Phantom would do better if he spent less time
sunning himself in overseas five-star hotels and spending
taxpayers money sending out pointless ministerial
propaganda, with his photo smiling Stalin-like down on the
masses. Actually introducing an act into Parliament for a
change might be a start in justifying his ministerial salary and
future pension.
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This minister does nothing in his own portfolio, and
now he cannot even get elected in a simple internal
ALP ballot.

Royal Botanic Gardens, Cranbourne
Mr PERERA (Cranbourne) — On 13 November I
had the pleasure of attending the announcement of the
commencement of construction and the turning of the
first sod ceremony at the Australian Garden and
state-of-the-art visitor centre at the Royal Botanic
Gardens, Cranbourne. I was there with many of my
parliamentary colleagues in the south-east, along with
the Deputy Premier, the Minister for Tourism,
councillors from the City of Casey, directors and board
members of the Royal Botanic Gardens, supporters of
the Australian Garden and also representatives from the
Friends of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Cranbourne and
Melbourne.
The Bracks government has proudly supported this
project to the value of $6.5 million. The project, which
will be completed by 2005, is the only garden of its
kind in the world and it is being built on 11 hectares of
the Royal Botanic Gardens in the electorates of
Cranbourne and Hastings. The Australian Garden will
add to the existing natural bushland experience by
providing a strikingly beautiful and artistic landscape
inspired by flora and landscapes from across Australia.
There will be nothing quite like it anywhere else.
The Royal Botanic Gardens, Cranbourne, currently
attracts around 60 000 visitors each year. It is expected
that once the Australian Garden is established this
number will increase significantly to around 120 000
visitors annually. This icon will attract local, interstate
and international visitors. It is a fantastic boost to
Cranbourne. The members of this house should make a
point of visiting it.

St Mary’s Primary School, Maffra: facilities
Mr JENKINS (Morwell) — Last week I
represented the Minister for Education and Training at
the opening of the new school amenities at St Mary’s
Primary School in Maffra. The project cost $150 000,
of which this government contributed $50 000. The
official opening was undertaken by me, the school
principal, Julie Kindellon, Dr Theresa D’Orsa, from the
Catholic Education Office, and Father Frank Young,
parish priest at Maffra. The people who deserve real
congratulations, however, are the staff, students and
school community of St Mary’s in Maffra. The students
were fantastic on the day, and they are a tribute to the
dedication of the Maffra community and their school.
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Relay for Life: Latrobe Valley
MrJENKINS(Morwel)—

Relay for Life is a 24-hour relay to raise awareness and
funds for the Cancer Council Victoria. This year’s
Latrobe Valley event at the Joe Carmody athletics track
in Newborough was an outstanding success, raising in
excess of $28 000. Congratulations must go to all those
involved in the organisation of the event, in particular
the Thorpy Blues, led by Suzie Ockendon, herself a
cancer survivor, who raised over $6000. Other teams
included such diverse groups as the Yallourn North
Football Club, Itchy Feet, Coles, Anglicare Gippsland,
the Bad Hair Day Girls, and two teams from the
Traralgon Harriers, which each covered more than
700 laps, or 300 kilometres, in 24 hours.
A personal highlight for many was the team made up of
the family of Julie Linaker, who participated last year
but sadly passed away some months later. I participated
this year, being dragged around the track by Therese
Dickason, who is some half an hour older than me but
who ran like a teenager!

Michele Sortino
Mr CARLI (Brunswick) — The City of Moreland
last week lost a longstanding community activist and
Labor Party member, Michele Sortino. Michele
migrated to Australia in the early 1950s, settling in
Brunswick. He was a very strong community activist
and Labor Party supporter, who joined the party in
1967.
He knew very clearly what the Labor Party stood for.
As far as Michele was concerned, it stood for
improving the lot and opportunities of working people
and those least fortunate in our society. He gave
everything to the Labor Party and his community, and
this year that was recognised when he received a
Centenary of Federation medal in recognition of the
work he had done for his community.
Michele was one of those people who always
contributed. He gave out how-to-vote cards at the
Brunswick North booth for 40 years in every local,
state and federal election. He knew far more people
than any candidate did in that booth, and he was
completely devoted to that task. Last year at the state
election he wanted to do at least 2 hours at the booth,
even though he was in ill health. I think he believed we
could not win the booth without him, so he again
contributed.
He was also a good cook and a good gardener, and
having been a neighbour of his I basically got to eat and
was given many a vegetable by Michele.
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services, housing services, drug and alcohol services and
palliative care services;

The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The member
for Mount Waverley has 1 minute.

Waverley Returned and Services League:
scholarship
Ms MORAND (Mount Waverley) — I would like
to share with members the very valuable contribution
that the Waverley Returned and Services League (RSL)
makes in supporting the development of promising
secondary students living in the City of Monash.
On 17 November I attended a presentation night for this
year’s Norman A. Smith memorial scholarship, which
honours the memory of a former active member of the
Waverley RSL who passed away in 1982. This year’s
award was announced by Mr Mal Bugg, OAM, senior
vice-president of the Victorian branch of the RSL.
I would like to congratulate the four finalists for 2003.
They were Dilshan Jayakumar, Natasha Van Den
Heuvel, Prashanti Manchikanti, and this year’s winner,
Beth Kaabar. Beth is a 16-year-old student living in
Mount Waverley who has a wide range of interests,
including being a talented musician who plays six
different musical instruments. All finalists seemed to
me to be outstanding young members of the
community, who I am sure will go on to senior years
with great success.
The scholarship is under the control of the scholarship
subcommittee, which I must say has done an
outstanding job in selecting candidates of outstanding
quality deserving of the recognition of an award. I
congratulate Mal Carson, the sub-branch president of
the Waverley RSL, Bob Curwen and other members of
the subcommittee for their support of the youth of
Waverley and potential leaders of tomorrow.

MATTER OF PUBLIC IMPORTANCE
Government: financial management
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The Speaker
has accepted a statement from the member for Box Hill
proposing the following matter of public importance for
discussion:
That this house expresses its grave concern about the Bracks
government’s mismanagement of Victoria’s finances, as
highlighted most recently in last week’s Report of the
Auditor-General on the Finances of the State of Victoria
2002–03, and the consequent increases in taxes, fees and fines
and damage to important services such as —
(a) the unprincipled cuts through forced savings to
non-government organisations providing disability
services, child protection services, juvenile justice
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(b) the extraordinary and heartless decision to cut access to
transport for the disabled and elderly through the
multipurpose taxi program;
(c) the introduction of an output-based funding model to
autism early intervention services which will lead to a
reduction in the quality of service available and result in
an adverse impact on the future lives of Victoria’s
autistic children;
(d) transferring the burden of the education department’s
Workcover premium rises to local school communities
leading to a reduction in expenditure on teaching
programs;
(e) cuts and threatened cuts to valuable educational
programs and support services including school sports,
the Joining the Chorus program, the remote library
cataloguing services and multicultural support project
officers at the state resources centre;
(f)

the significant Victoria Police budget shortfall which is
having a serious negative impact on crime fighting
across the state; and

(g) the blow-out of $61 million in the fast rail project and
the callous increase in fares for users of the Victorian
public transport system.

Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — If last week’s
Auditor-General’s report were a traffic sign it would
bear one clear and simple message in big letters on a
red background, and that message would be ‘Wrong
way, go back’. On page after page the Auditor-General
spells out a warning for all who have eyes to see
exactly what damage is being done by the Bracks
government, exactly how it is taking Victoria’s finances
in the wrong direction and that unless it pulls up and
turns back soon more and more damage will result.
On page 31 the Auditor-General warns that the state of
Victoria’s operating surplus fell from $2.7 billion to just
$54 million between 1998–99 and 2002–03. On
page 25 the Auditor-General points out that there has
been a 21 per cent growth in state of Victoria revenue
since 1998–99 and at the same time a 35 per cent
increase in expenditure. On page 3 and again on
page 49 the Auditor-General warns of the risk to future
Victorian revenue levels of the unpredictability of the
property market.
On page 55 the Auditor-General points out the
government last year directed two water companies to
pay $100 million in extra dividends into government
coffers on top of their normal dividends, that overall the
government took $174 million more than it had
budgeted for in dividends from public bodies, and that
this $174 million was a major contributor to the
reported $236 million budget surplus. On page 27 the
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Auditor General reports that the original budget
estimates for 2002–03 included $257 million for
housing, water and roads spending that due to a change
in accounting treatment was then treated not as part of
expenses but as contributed capital. As contributed
capital it does not count towards reducing the reported
final surplus.
On page 48 the Auditor-General’s report makes clear
that $196 million of increase in financial and capital
transactions revenue last year, predominantly in stamp
duty, was due to increases in house prices and not due
to increases in volumes, thus rebutting the
government’s attempts to claim that the soaring stamp
duty take is due to economic activity rather than to
bracket creep, as we all truly know it is.
On page 3 the Auditor-General delivers his most crucial
warning of all — that any future expenditure pressures,
including wages growth, beyond those anticipated will
put pressure on the state’s finances. The
Auditor-General drives this warning home time and
again throughout the report. On page 7 he reports that
costs associated with employee benefits in the Victorian
public sector, including salaries, wages and related
on-costs, totalled $10 122 million in 2002–03, an
increase of 7.4 per cent on the previous year. Again on
page 63 the Auditor-General reports the net additional
cost of major public sector industrial settlements and
additional permanent staffing decisions made since
2000–01 is estimated at $1482 million for the 2002–03
year, an increase of $519 million on the previous year.
On page 64 the Auditor-General’s detailed analysis
shows that of the $1482 million additional costs
generated due to those wage deals and increased
staffing, only $330.2 million or less than 22 per cent
was due to government policy decisions.
Looking to the future, the Auditor-General warns on
page 65 of the key public sector wages agreements that
are set to expire this financial year, including
agreements with teachers in December, health
professionals in March and disability service workers in
June.
Lest there be any misunderstanding, the
Auditor-General spells out in black and white that one
of the most important risks faced by the government in
meeting budget forecasts is that future wage settlements
may exceed expectations. Well may the
Auditor-General give that warning, just as he warned
the government in his 2001 and 2002 reports.
The Australian Bureau of Statistics is giving even more
striking warnings. According to the ABS figures
released on 25 September, Victoria’s public sector
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wages bill grew by 10.3 in the year to June, the highest
growth of any state in Australia. No wonder the wages
bill is exploding, because the number of Victorian
public servants is soaring. This was revealed recently
by the annual report of the Commissioner for Public
Employment for 2002–03, which shows that the
number of full-time equivalent staff in the Victorian
public service rose from 26 262 in 2001–02 to 29 073
in 2002–03 — an increase of 10.7 per cent in one year
alone. Let me make it clear: this figure refers simply to
public servants; it does not refer to teachers in schools,
nurses in hospitals or to those working in emergency
services.
Even the Minister for Education and Training has
recognised the growth in public service numbers,
announcing a reduction of 300 staff in the education
department. The only problem was, and is, that when
Labor makes a decision to downsize, the people who
get the chop are those who actually do the work, as we
are finding with the cuts to the school sports program
that look likely to result from the downsizing
announced by the Minister for Education and Training.
It is not only the numbers in the general public service
that are soaring. The number of Victorian public service
executives — the so-called fat cats — is taking off as
well, up from 616 positions in 2001–02 to 654 positions
at the end of last year. That is a 6.2 per cent increase.
In contrast to this, when we look at the forward
estimates we see that there is provision for only 3.7 per
cent average growth in the total government wages bill
over the estimates period. Wage increases above the
government’s own wage guidelines have added some
$350 million per annum already to its total expenses.
Any blow-out over the forward estimates period above
this 3.7 per cent will add further to this cost.
In its response to the Auditor-General report the
government says on page 79 that it:
… anticipates that, without productivity gains, wages funding
will grow at the same rate as inflation, forecast at 2.25 per
cent in the 2003–04 budget. Any additional growth in
employee costs will need to be funded through productivity
gains and/or improved service delivery outcomes.

One may well ask what exactly this extra growth based
on productivity gains or service delivery outcome
improvements can consist of. The Minister for Finance,
in responding to the Auditor-General’s report,
nominated a 0.75 per cent limit to this extra figure. I
call on the Treasurer or his parliamentary secretary, in
contributing to this debate, to make it clear whether
under the government’s policy this extra 0.75 per cent
is to be at no additional net cost to the budget or
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whether the government is factoring in a total potential
cost to the budget of up to 3 per cent per employee —
and if so, how that reconciles with the government’s
forward estimate of an aggregate wages growth of
3.7 per cent.
There are many factors other than wage increases that
are contributing to the blow-out the government is
suffering from. They include the $60 million wasted on
the ambulance royal commission; the cost of driving
out the Seal Rocks operator — now put by the
Auditor-General at around $56 million; the $90 million
commonwealth grant for the Melbourne Cricket
Ground redevelopment that was turned down; and the
tens of millions of dollars that are going on political
advertising, including the resurgence of recent weeks.
The government has been living off windfalls in
covering up these blow-outs. It has consistently
overspent its own spending targets — by $561 million
in 2000–01, by $2132.6 million in 2001–02 and by
$1634.7 million in 2002–03. It has only been windfall
revenue from stamp duty, speeding fines and other
sources that have kept the budget out of deficit so far.
The government knows as well as I do that its future
budget forecasts are based upon the assumption of the
state’s superannuation funds earning their long-term
average rate of return of 7 per cent per annum.
Mr Mildenhall interjected.
Mr CLARK — It would be the height of
foolishness, to take up the interjection by the member
for Footscray, for the government to rely upon a stock
market boom to prop up its budget. Above-average
share price rises or a continuation of the property boom
may prop up the figures for a while, but the government
cannot count on those factors to avoid further
deterioration in the underlying financial position of the
state or to avoid further cuts to services.
What is most telling of all in showing that the
government does not believe its own rhetoric on this
matter — that the government itself does not believe its
finances are in a healthy state — is that it has slammed
the brakes on spending and is cutting services in just
about every portfolio.
The government has been running a deliberate strategy
to lever up property taxes — stamp duty and land tax. It
has been relying upon bracket creep and the increase in
house prices. It is continuing to rely upon property price
increases across the board for future increases in its
land tax take. It has made a shameful grab for extra
business taxes through an unlegislated imposition of
stamp duty on the goodwill associated with the sale of
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business properties, and stamp duty on the value of
tenants’ fixtures, and the extension of payroll tax
groupings to authorise the State Revenue Office to slug
just about all franchisees and contractors.
To make matters worse, we are seeing talk in the media
of further tax slugs. Firstly, we have the honourable
member for Brunswick, the Parliamentary Secretary for
Infrastructure, cited in the Melbourne Times of
3 September this year as giving his backing for a levy
on all off-street car parking spaces in order to finance
better public transport. So we could have Victorians
paying three times over for public transport under
Labor: firstly through the Scoresby tollway, secondly
through the fare increases announced by the Minister
for Transport yesterday, and then — if the
parliamentary secretary has his way — through a levy
on car parking spaces.
Then most recently of all, as reported in the Age of
Saturday, 22 November, there have been calls by Justice
Morris for the removal of all land tax exemptions. If he
was reported correctly, this would apply not only to
removing the principal-place-of-residence exemption
but would apply land tax to charities, to farms, to
retirement villages and to associations of
ex-servicemen — a remarkably sweeping call for
increases by His Honour.
I have no reason to doubt that His Honour has severed
all his political connections with the Australian Labor
Party, in accordance with longstanding practice.
Whether it is appropriate for a Supreme Court judge to
comment on tax matters and call for a massive increase
in the tax burden, I will leave to others to judge. But it
is no disrespect to His Honour to say that what is clear
is that, as a former ALP candidate who was rumoured
to be in line for appointment as Attorney-General in
1999 had he won his seat, he comes from a Labor
background and tradition and thus his remarks are
important not only for what they say but for what is
implicit in them.
Implicit in his Honour’s remarks are two key points.
Firstly, His Honour believes that the money has run out
in the state’s finances and that thus there is not enough
to meet the projects he would like to see financed; and
secondly, it would seem that His Honour does not
believe that a Labor government is capable of
controlling spending and sticking within budget so as to
free up the funds that he believes should be devoted to
those projects.
Now that the hares have been set running by the
Parliamentary Secretary for Infrastructure and by
Justice Morris what the Treasurer or the Parliamentary
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Secretary for Treasury and Finance need to make clear
in this debate is what the government’s position is. Will
it rule out any new taxes? Will it rule out any further
expansion in the scope of existing taxes? Will it rule out
any increase in tax rates? Unless the government gives
these guarantees, the public will be entitled to be
suspicious that there is a momentum building up on the
Labor side of politics to try to tax their way out of their
financial mess.
Despite all these tax increases to date, what is clear is
that services are being cut. We are seeing unachievable
productivity savings being imposed on welfare
organisations, lack of funding for school maintenance
backlogs, long delays in police forensic testing and cuts
to taxi assistance for people with disabilities. Time and
again people are asking, ‘Where has the money gone?
What do we have to show for it all? If the government
is struggling in boom times, how will it manage in
more normal times?’. The price we are paying for
mismanagement is not an accountant’s bottom line; it is
in cuts to services and harm to real people — people
who are looking for operations in hospitals and people
who are looking for early intervention services for their
children with disabilities.
Some people seem to think there is a conflict between
sound financial management and the provision of good
government services, but that is not so. All who want
sound and better public services should be urging the
government to achieve sustainable results-focused
spending and end the folly of the waste of recent years.
But I think that what is truly needed is a Liberal
government — a government that can restore sound
financial management, can stick to its budgets, can
focus on delivering results and can provide Victorians
with services, not spin.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member’s time has expired.
Mr STENSHOLT (Burwood) — I rise to speak on
this matter of public importance. I have just listened to
the jeremiah of the Liberal Party, the member for Box
Hill — the man who has a cloud of doom and gloom all
over him. He is a bit like one of those cartoon
characters who is followed by a cloud which is raining
around him. He cannot resist talking down the
economy. He is the man who really should say
something positive in supporting the Victorian
economy, supporting businesses in Victoria and
supporting public service; instead, he talks it down all
the time. The jeremiah of the Liberal Party who is
whingeing, whining, carping and standing for
nothing — a Liberal first and a Victorian second.
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I refer to the report of the Auditor-General, which is the
subject of today’s matter of public importance. Let me
read what the Auditor-General actually said:
In my opinion, the annual financial report presents fairly in
accordance with applicable accounting standards and other
mandatory professional reporting requirements in
Australia …

The financial position is fairly stated. This was the
Auditor-General saying that the state’s finances are
sound. Of course, these days with greater accountability
and transparency we have the Auditor-General
commenting on this. He also signs off the budget
papers, and we have annual as well as quarterly
reports — something that was not apparent during the
time the Liberal-National party coalition was in
government. Indeed, I would have thought that the
jeremiah of the Liberal Party, the member for Box Hill,
would have learnt something in all his years as a
parliamentary secretary. In fact, I thought he would
have argued for transparency and accountability, but he
failed on that many times indeed.
I was very disappointed that the jeremiah of the Liberal
Party started to run down the public sector. This a
standard tactic of the Liberal Party — to run down the
public sector and to run down the great professional
public servants that we have here in Victoria. What was
the record of the previous government in terms of the
public sector? It cut thousands of teachers —
9000 teachers; it cut nurses; and it promised police and
did not deliver but cut instead. It has a very poor record
in terms of the public sector. It has a very poor record in
many things, I must admit.
This government is rebuilding Victoria, particularly in
terms of infrastructure. The capital addition in Victoria
is over $3 billion — you can read it on page 87 of the
report. Members will see that on page 88 it says:
State government spending on capital investment was
$3019 million in 2002–03.

That does not include the revaluations, which are
$3.5 billion as well. The Auditor-General goes on to
say:
Past management problems —

and this goes back to the Kennett era —
and reduced discretionary revenue sources have led to an
increased focus by government on strengthening capital
decision-making and project management processes.

So the Auditor-General is saying that the government is
actually repairing the mess left by the previous
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government — repairing the results of the seven dark
years of the Kennett era.
An Honourable Member — It’s a big job.
Mr STENSHOLT — It is a big job. It will take a
long time.
This report confirms that the government’s framework
of financial responsibility has provided Victoria with a
buffer against the global economic downturn and
drought and bushfires. Last year the state recorded a
budget surplus of $236 million, despite increases to
superannuation expenses, weak equity markets,
unforeseen bushfire suppression and recovery costs,
and of course the general downturn in the economy due
to the drought. The drought affected Victoria far more
than it affected most other states in Australia because
we are a great exporting state, and the impact was felt
throughout Victoria. Victoria has one of the strongest
budget positions in Australia, with low net debt and
growing capital assets. I have talked about the growing
capital assets, and the net debt has gone down as well.
You can read this on pages 87 and 88 of the report.
After the annual financial report came out, what rating
did Standard and Poor’s and Moody’s give us? They
gave us a AAA rating — and it continues to be that
now.
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managing the state’s finances. This government is into
accountability, it is into transparency, it is into
managing the finances of the state for Victorians. We
do not sit on it like the moneybag jeremiahs over in the
Liberal Party; we get out there and make it effective,
make things work for Victorians. We make it work for
all Victorians, not just the central business district of
Melbourne. We are out there for all of Victoria.
The previous government talked about the toenails of
Victoria, but this government is a great supporter of
rural and regional Victoria. I am ashamed that the
previous Liberal government and the National Party
were not able to stand up for country Victoria; this
government has been able to stand up for country and
regional Victoria over the last four years. I am ashamed
that we have a shadow Treasurer, the jeremiah from
Box Hill, talking down Victoria, and talking it down in
such a way that it detracts from the credibility of the
opposition. The opposition on the one hand has been
saying, ‘You are spending too much money’. On the
other hand it says, ‘Hang on, you are not spending
enough money’. Make up your mind. What do you
want? You cannot have it both ways. This is just the
incredulous position of the opposition. I do not think it
has any policies; in fact it stands for nothing except as a
whingeing, whining, and carping opposition —
Liberals first, and Victoria second.

The government gave an election commitment that it
would deliver budget surpluses in excess of
$100 million a year. Are we delivering on that? Yes,
indeed we are, because last year the budget surplus was
$236 million. We are doing it; we are active. Unlike the
moneybags jeremiah over there, who sat on the money,
put it under the bed, and did not spend it, we have been
spending it on schools, hospitals, police and
infrastructure here in Victoria. We will also spend it on
the Wimmera–Murray pipeline, if the member for
Lowan’s mate John Anderson, the federal minister,
actually comes across with a bit of money.

We are here, we are making decisions, we are
managing the economy. It is a strong economy, in spite
of the events that have buffeted the Victorian economy
in the past year. We have had the worst drought in
100 years. What impact did that have on the growth
rate? It was 1.25 per cent. We have had the worst
bushfires in 60 years; that had an impact as well. A
whole lot of other resources and money had to be spent
in terms of staffing for departments, and for the
Country Fire Authority to fight the bushfires.

The government has fulfilled those election
commitments, because it is rebuilding health and
education and is providing community safety. How
many fewer people are now being killed on our roads?
It is now 40 or 50 fewer people per year. How much
safer is Victoria? It remains the safest state in Australia.
The crime rate has also dropped — I think it was
around 7 per cent — right across the board. It is
happening, and it continues to happen. I have looked at
some of the crime rates for this financial year, and I see
that they dropped again in July.

Mr STENSHOLT — Members of the opposition
are carping again, but we actually faced this danger. We
got out there and fought the bushfires with the CFA and
with the department. We made sure that Victoria was
safe. In the face of global uncertainty and the high
Australian dollar driving down exports we managed the
economy effectively.

This report confirms the fact that we have increased
investment in service delivery while responsibly

An honourable member interjected.

It is a matter of checks and balances, it is a matter of
making sure that the government’s finances and
services work for all of Victoria. This government did
that. We remain optimistic in this regard, and for very
good reasons. Last year the operating surplus was
$236 million, slightly higher than the most recent
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forecast of $160 million; but, of course, we have
quarterly accounts, which the member for Box Hill
failed to mention. We are one of the few jurisdictions in
Australia with a surplus on all budget measuring
accounts: operating, cash, and government financial
statistics.
Our economy has grown faster than the national
average for the past five years, and it is continuing to do
so. Another good indicator is our unemployment rate:
in October it was 5.4 per cent. The house heard
yesterday that the unemployment rate in the country is
5.3 per cent. What was it in September 1999? The
National Party might be interested in this particular
figure — it was 8.9 per cent in the country. Now it is
5.3 per cent. The unemployment rate in Victoria has
now been below the national rate for the last
41 months! This government has been in office now for
48 or 49 months, and for the last 41 months
unemployment has been below the national rate. It has
been below 6 per cent for the last 13 or 14 consecutive
months. This unemployment rate is a very good
indicator of the state of the economy in Victoria,
particularly because it is broken down in terms of
country and metropolitan regions. If you analyse the
figures, they give a good record of performance.
Another good record of performance is the figure for
per capita business and public investment in Victoria. It
is at a record high. I was reading the other day that
private confidence in Victorian business is at an
all-time high. Business and public investment was
above the national figure for 2001, and it was the same
situation again in 2002 — the first years in which this
has happened since recording of this data commenced
in 1985. Victoria’s per capita business and public
investment was not above the national figure during the
entire Kennett era.
There are other indicators of this good performance,
such as the trend in motor vehicle sales, which for
Victoria last July was 27 per cent. That is above
Victoria’s population share, which is 25 per cent. I
mentioned business sentiment, but the consumer
sentiment index is up 10 per cent for the year, ahead of
the national rate which is up 7.3 per cent over the same
period.
The economy in this state is brimming with confidence,
it is brimming with activity, and it is being led by a
Victorian government with sound management of its
budget and the excellent provision of additional
services. With respect to additional services — and
some of my colleagues will talk about this later — we
are providing extra nurses and extra teachers. We have
more teachers in our schools. Something like
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$800 million has been spent over the previous years
investing in infrastructure in our schools and TAFEs.
There is a massive amount of funding going into this
sector, on either a recurrent or a capital basis.
Talking about capital, building approvals in the year to
August amounted to $14.7 billion, which is 7.4 per cent
higher than the year to August 2002. That is more than
$1 billion for the 18th consecutive month. The jeremiah
of the Liberal Party goes on whingeing, whining and
carping. Victorian businesses are not listening to him.
They are investing in Victoria, their vote of confidence
is in the Victorian government. That business
confidence is being driven by investments which this
government is supporting. The $600 million
redevelopment of the former Queen Victoria Hospital
site is one example. The private sector is putting its
money into these investments. Another example is the
$200 million Holden design studio and research and
development centre at Fishermans Bend. The old
Southern Cross Hotel site is also being redeveloped.
There are cranes all over Melbourne, that is what is
happening. This is business confidence. Business is
being led by government, with sound management by a
Treasurer who once again is providing excellent
leadership this year.
The government is not listening to the opposition, it is
getting on and investing in infrastructure. The
infrastructure development over the next three years is
going to be $2.5 billion a year. We are not hiding it
under the bed like the jonahs and the jeremiahs of the
Liberal Party.
We are getting on and doing things, and we will
continue to do that. We will continue to listen to the
people of Victoria and to govern wisely. We will
continue to provide checks and balances and the
appropriate management of the state’s finances. We
will continue to attract employment to Victoria, of
which more announcements are coming today. We will
manage the economy with transparency and
accountability.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! Before calling
the member for Lowan, I remind members of the house
rules. The member for Burwood on a number of
occasions made reference to the member for Box Hill
by other than his correct title. It is the correct form of
the house to refer to a member by their electorate.
Mr DELAHUNTY (Lowan) — I am proud to rise
on behalf of the National Party to speak on this matter
of public importance, which asks this house to express
its grave concern about the Bracks government’s
mismanagement of Victoria’s finances, as highlighted
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most recently last week in the Report of the
Auditor-General on the Finances of the State of
Victoria, 2002–03. There are many topics to be
discussed, including the change to the multipurpose taxi
program — and I hope the member for Burwood does
not leave the chamber; the education department’s
Workcover premiums; changes to valuable education
programs, particularly for youth; and the blow-out in
the so-called fast rail project of $61 million.
The member for Burwood spoke about the fact that the
government is listening. I hope that he is listening and
the state is listening to the Auditor-General, because
there are some very strong messages in this report.
Again we see that the Labor government cannot
manage money, as highlighted by the report on
page 23, where it states:
The state achieved an operating surplus of $54 million in
2002–03 — some $553 million lower than the result achieved
in 2001–02. While state revenues increased by $1420 million
in the year, expenditure increased at a higher rate, or $1973
million.

It is like the many farmers in my area who talk about
their terms of trade, with their incomes coming down
and their costs going up. We see in the report on
page 25 a graph of state revenue and expenditure. The
lines clashed in 2002–03, since starting in 1998–99
with a clear separation, when there was a $2733 million
surplus. In 1999–2000 the surplus was down to
$1150 million, and it was down again in 2000–01 to
$1003 million; in 2001–02 it was only $607 million,
and this year it is $54 million. So there is a message
there, and I hope the government is listening, because
the Auditor-General highlights that in his report. It
could not be more starkly put than on page 3, which
states:
While there has been a 21 per cent growth in state revenue
over the five-year period 1999–2003, expenditure levels have
increased at a greater rate, at 35 per cent. The level of
expenditure is not only growing in nominal terms, but in the
last financial year it increased marginally faster than the
growth in the Victorian economy.

The Victorian economy could not be growing faster,
not because of what this government has done but
because of a lot of things that have been implemented
by the federal government, including low interest rates
and the first home owner grant. So we could not see a
faster growing economy, yet the Victorian budget grew
faster than that. The report goes on:
Any downturn in the economic cycle and further expenditure
pressures, including wage growth, beyond those anticipated
will place pressures on the state’s finances.
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The member for Burwood mentioned the
Wimmera–Mallee pipeline. The government was very
quick to jump in and spend another $61 million on the
so-called fast rail project, which was supposed to have
started by now. We have not seen a sleeper laid or a
nail driven into a sleeper in relation to that, yet we have
seen a very systematic approach to the pipeline. The
community group has done a feasibility study and is
now doing the detailed work, and we know it is going
to cost more than was anticipated. Do we hear from this
government that it is going to increase its expenditure?
No, it has to keep it at $77 million.
Again I call on the government to increase expenditure
on the Wimmera–Mallee pipeline, in the same way as it
did on the so-called fast rail project, and support this
very important project.
I will get back to what I want to focus on today — that
is, health. I highlight again what the Auditor-General
says on page 5 of the report, because it is important that
the Minister for Health, who is at the table, listen. It
states:
Under the new Australian health care agreement (AHCA), the
level of funding to be provided by the Australian government
to the state is dependent on Victoria increasing its own-source
funding of public hospitals at a rate which at least matches the
estimated growth of commonwealth funding. Given the
tightening financial condition of the state, the introduction of
the matching conditions in the new AHCA in 2003–04 will
pose budgetary challenges over the life of the new agreement.

Ms Pike interjected.
Mr DELAHUNTY — I do not see any diddling.
My understanding from the research I have done is that
it has been increased by 16.3 per cent, so I say again
that this government must listen to what is happening in
Victoria.
Ms Pike interjected.
Mr DELAHUNTY — I understand thoroughly. We
have seen an increase in funding by the federal
government. The Auditor-General has highlighted that
this government might not be able to keep up with that
funding.
During the years I have been a member of this place the
National Party has raised concerns about the increasing
number of hospitals which have had or are having
difficulty in balancing their books. I have said many
times that without proper levels of funding our rural
and regional hospitals will spiral into debt, putting
services to our community at risk. That is what we are
all on about. In June this year it became public that
$30 million had been used to bail out those hospitals
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that had blown their budgets. This was called
emergency funding. We predicted then that more
top-ups would be necessary. We warned the
government that there would be a debt of over
$100 million. What happened? It is true.
In October the National Party also highlighted that
hospitals were heading towards a major crisis. Not only
was the excellent Royal Children’s Hospital in trouble,
but many other hospitals were using their savings,
donations given by bequest and other reserves,
including employee entitlements, to try to balance their
books.
Ms Pike — They did not use employee entitlements.
Mr DELAHUNTY — They did use employee
entitlements.
Ms Pike — That is not true.
Mr DELAHUNTY — They did. We have two
instances where we know that that did happen. We
know that cuts were being applied by this government
to services in country areas: obstetrics have been cut,
surgery has been cut, and auxiliary services such as
catering have been cut. This will have, as we know, a
devastating effect on our country hospitals. Regardless
of their location, people are entitled to top-quality
health services in their community, and specialist
services should be available to the region.
The Minister for Health is at the table. I want to
highlight again that Victoria is bigger than Melbourne.
We must make sure that we look after those people in
rural and remote areas of the state. I know that the staff
of the hospitals — and I particularly congratulate
them — are doing a great job. Whether it be in
administration or the hands-on role that nurses and
doctors play, they are doing a great job under difficult
circumstances.
The Labor government has had a lot to say about
health, but it fails to deliver. The Victorian Healthcare
Association’s report highlighted the financial disaster of
many of the hospitals in Victoria and the looming
problems for health services. The report highlighted
that the 84 health services — that is, across the hospital
system — in Victoria had a total deficit of
$121 million. All metropolitan hospitals are in deficit to
a total of nearly $118 million and 9 out of 14 country
hospitals in group B are in deficit to a figure of about
$6 million. This is the main figure: 71 per cent of
hospitals have experienced a deterioration in their
financial position in the last year. Even though the
Auditor-General last year highlighted that the
government needed to do more in the management of
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hospitals, particularly in country areas, there was no
action taken by this government. Is it listening? The
member for Burwood said that members of the
government are listening. I do not think that is true.
I highlight that there is a window of opportunity. As I
said, the Australian health care agreement will provide
a 16.3 per cent real increase in funding. I know we
would all like to have more, but the reality is that it
offers a 16.3 per cent real increase. As I said, concerns
have been raised in the report by the Auditor-General
about the state’s ability to match this funding.
In the short time I have left, I refer to another report
tabled today, the Auditor-General’s Report on Public
Sector Agencies. In the executive summary the
Auditor-General talks about the Human Services area
and states:
The overall financial position of public hospitals further
deteriorated during 2002–03, with 15 hospitals showing signs
of financial difficulty and a further 22 hospitals having
unfavourable results.
Although the parliamentary appropriation arrangements
currently operating in Victoria are based on the full cost of
service delivery — —

Ms Pike interjected.
Mr DELAHUNTY — The minister at the table is
talking so much that she is not even listening. If she
kept her mouth shut and her ears open she might learn
something. The executive summary goes on:
… including depreciation, the grants provided to individual
public hospitals do not cover the cost of depreciation. By not
providing the funding equivalent to the cost of depreciation to
each hospital, the service capacity of hospitals may not be
maintained.

I refer to pages 84 and 85 of the report tabled today. At
page 84, under the heading ‘Public hospitals operating
under financial difficulties’, there is a table showing
which public hospitals are operating under financial
difficulties across all four financial indicators as at
30 June 2003. There were seven in the metropolitan
area and eight in regional and rural areas, including
Dunmunkle Health Services, Northeast Health
Wangaratta and Wodonga Regional Health Service. On
page 85, under the heading ‘Public hospitals with
unfavourable results in at least two of the indicators’,
there is a table listing 2 in the metropolitan area and 21
in country areas.
Again I highlight for the minister that Victoria is bigger
than Melbourne and she must do something to address
the concerns. Many hospitals have had to delay capital
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works. She is trying to remove boards. Let us get on
and do something about it.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order!
The honourable member’s time has expired.
Ms GILLETT (Tarneit) — It is with some sadness
that I have listened this morning to this unprincipled
and preposterous attack, which attempts to paint the
Bracks Labor government as a poor financial manager
with dire consequences for Victorians.
This pathetic, empty rhetoric is exposed simply by an
examination of the facts surrounding the work of the
Bracks government on Victoria’s economy,
infrastructure projects, and health system, and in aged
care and Aboriginal affairs, and our work with women,
in education, in community safety, on social issues, on
planning, on the environment and especially on our
most precious resource, water.
The Auditor-General in his report has pronounced that
the state’s finances are sound, a fact which the
opposition does not seem to understand. The robustness
of the state’s finances has realised some absolutely
magnificent benefits for my community in Werribee
and Hoppers Crossing.
We are, the opposition would have us believe, such
poor financial managers, so cruel and so heartless, that
my community has received a $9 million integrated
primary health care centre, a centre which for the seven
dark years of the Kennett government it was promised
faithfully it would receive but did not. The Kennett
government failed to deliver. It was the Bracks Labor
government that delivered that critical piece of health
infrastructure that my community had been waiting for
for over a decade.
We are, the opposition would have us believe, such
poor financial managers, so cruel and so heartless, that
the Bracks Labor government has committed
$10 million for the upgrade of the Werribee Mercy
Hospital’s emergency department.
We are, the opposition would have the community
believe, such poor financial managers that we have the
lowest unemployment rate of all the states in the
commonwealth, an unemployment rate in October of
5.4 per cent. This is a critical economic statistic, but it is
also a vitally important social statistic. Employment
assuredly brings financial and economic advantages,
but it also brings critical social advantages. Self-esteem
derived from employment is a great capacity builder for
the entire Victorian community.
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The remnants of the failed Kennett government criticise
the Bracks Labor government for employing more
police, more teachers, and more nurses. I cannot believe
opposition members believe their own rhetoric. More
police — 1000 more police — contribute to making our
communities stronger and safer. More teachers —
4000 of them — provide the critical effort and energy
in educating our precious children, providing them with
the educational liberator that can — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order!
The honourable member for Tarneit, without assistance.
Ms GILLETT — It was not very helpful. Teachers
are providing our children with that critical education
that they need in their primary and secondary years.
More nurses — 4000 more nurses — are helping to
make our communities healthier and better cared for
when Victorians and their loved ones are ill and
vulnerable.
Rebuilding the state of Victoria after the ravaging it
took from the failed Kennett government has not been
easy, nor has it been simple. It has been hard work. But
the Bracks Labor government is up to that task. Our
record on rebuilding speaks for itself. The challenges
the government has faced have been significant. All of
us have suffered through the worst drought in
100 years. We have suffered through the worst
bushfires in 60 years. We have also suffered from the
consequences of the attempt by the failed Kennett
government to privatise public transport, with one of
those contracts failing dismally and publicly not very
long ago.
This government has the vision and the capacity to
rebuild and grow the whole of the state with equity and
balance, and it is doing precisely that.
Mr Perton interjected.
Ms GILLETT — It does not take much to stun and
amaze opposition members, shaggy remnants that they
are of the failed Kennett government. Just to assist the
shaggy remnants, I repeat that this government has the
vision and the capacity to rebuild and grow the whole
of the state with equity and balance. That is what we
have been doing for the last four years, and it is the job
of work that we will continue to do.
Other innovations that have been brought forth for the
government revolve around developments in planning.
I must say that for my own community, which is a
growth corridor, Melbourne 2030 provides a vital,
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strategic framework for the development of my
community in a sustainable way, unlike in previous
years when growth and development simply had a life
of its own and had absolutely no focus and no balance
and my community was left with huge increases in
population without the necessary increases in
infrastructure. One example is that it was not until the
Bracks Labor government was elected that we received
public transport funding for the new and improved bus
services we had been waiting for for eight years. The
Kennett government put absolutely no money into
enhancing public transport, even in one of Victoria’s
fastest growing growth corridors. It took the election of
a Bracks Labor government to understand the need for
members of my community to be able to go from
point A to point B, and the government provided that
funding to increase the opportunities for my community
with public transport.
One of the other most critical developments this
government has been able achieve while balancing a
budget and growing the state has been the
developments around water policy. Again for my
community in and around Werribee and Hoppers
Crossing the development of the Werribee Plains
vision, recognising the priceless asset that the Western
Treatment Plant represents for metropolitan Melbourne,
has been terrifically encouraging and terribly important.
Developments around the Werribee Plains vision will
provide both economic and social benefits to my
community, while protecting and enhancing our
reputation as a sustainable community leading the field
in development that is sustainable over the long term.
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the community sector in disability services, child
protection services, juvenile justice services, housing
services, drug and alcohol services and palliative care
services.
A lot has been said about the Bracks government’s
mean-spirited imposition of these so-called productivity
savings on non-government organisations, which
basically amount to productivity cuts. These cuts, as I
have said, will have an effect right across the
community sector and will affect a large number of
Victorians, particularly the most vulnerable in our
society and those who are probably least able to speak
up for themselves — although one could not have
helped hearing their voices and their pleas from the
steps of Parliament House on a number of occasions
thus far. But they have been ignored, particularly by the
Minister for Community Services, who has not been
speaking up on their behalf.
We have heard about the KPMG report that was
commissioned earlier this year — a report that was
supposed to tell government what ability the
non-government organisations had to make the cuts that
this government would be demanding. Of course, we
have never seen this report; it has been suppressed.
Certainly freedom of information (FOI) requests by me
and the Victorian Council of Social Service have been
refused on the basis of cabinet in confidence. I think
that report was wheeled in one door and out the other;
and certainly I would imagine it was not really looked
at by cabinet ministers.

I look forward to continuing to work with and as part of
the very special Bracks Labor government in moving
all of Victoria forward on a sound economic basis,
whilst remembering that people and services are
absolutely critical. The sensible and balanced provision
of services to all Victorians is what this government
strives to do, and in my humble opinion, as has been
demonstrated by the effects in my community, the
Bracks Labor government is well on target to
continuing to achieve its aims and ambitions.

Despite the government’s reticence in letting the public
know what is really going on, we know what the
substance of that report was. Quite simply, according to
KPMG, the sector has no capacity to sustain the
government’s productivity cuts without reducing
services to Victoria’s most vulnerable and needy. In
fact, most of us recognise and understand — those of us
who have visited many of these organisations — that
they run on the smell of an oily rag. That should be
noted, and it should be accepted by this government,
and its decisions should perhaps be reconsidered.

Mrs SHARDEY (Caulfield) — I rise to speak on
this matter of real public importance. The shadow
Treasurer, the member for Box Hill, detailed the
financial mismanagement of the Bracks government in
relation to the finances of the Victorian economy. It is
my job to look at the human cost of this financial
mismanagement and to talk about the effect of the
government’s mismanagement on the most vulnerable
in our community — the unprincipled cuts through the
forced savings imposed on non-government
organisations providing a large number of services to

I will give the house an example of how these cuts will
hurt disabled people. I have visited on many occasions,
as I have said, Melba Support Services, which provides
state-funded day services to 78 disabled people and
accommodation for 42 people. Many of these people
who use Melba Support Services require direct
one-on-one support in most areas of their lives — in
other words, they are profoundly disabled. The service
employs about 150 staff. The shortfall for them as a
result of these productivity cuts will be over $102 000
over the three years. It will mean less staff and less
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services. The budget cut equates to a loss of between
2.7 and 3.3 full-time direct support staff. It will mean
that the service’s bus service will not be able to be
replaced. It is not paid to provide the buses; it is given
money to run the program, but it uses its cash reserves
to pay for buses to move very disabled people to
appointments, to bring them to day placements et
cetera. This money will go and the bus service will
decline. The service will not be able to introduce
innovative new programs, such as the individualised
service options proposed under the state disability plan,
so once again it will be denied.

We also received comments from an ex-Labor member
of the upper house of Parliament, Licia Kokocinski,
who was appalled at the government introducing this
scheme.

According to the executive director:

Let me explain how this system works, using the words
of the minister:

Funding cuts of this magnitude will have a devastating effect
on the quality and breadth of the direct services Melba is able
to offer people with a disability and their families, not to
mention severely undermining our ability to manage those
services in a safe and responsible manner.

There are many other quotes I could give but time does
not permit.
I will now turn to the multipurpose taxi program, and in
a sense I suppose this is the cruellest cut of all. We have
heard how the government has punished users of the
system rather than probably, we hope, the minority of
dishonest drivers who are ripping as much as
$15 million out of the system. We know that the
government has known about this fraud for the last two
years. We know there have been further reports, and yet
the government has chosen to punish the victims rather
than those who have perpetrated this fraud. Quite
frankly, I think it is a matter of incompetence that the
government has taken this step. We heard yesterday
that concession fares are to go up — another whack for
the most vulnerable in our community and those who
depend on that little bit of assistance to ensure they can
lead a normal life. What the multipurpose taxi cuts have
done is effectively trap disabled and elderly people in
their homes with a meagre $10 a week for taxi travel.
Beyond the figures, what effect will it have on those
people trying to use the system? I will quote from a
blind person who contacted my office. He said:
I am strongly against the cuts that were made to the
multipurpose taxi program not so long ago, and I am also
extremely angry that these changes weren’t put forward to
users of the program before being put into action.
We shouldn’t have to stand in front of a panel of government
officials explaining our daily activities to plead for a rise over
$550 per year. We have a life other than work, and this
subsidy won’t even cover travel expenses to work.
The multipurpose taxi program was introduced to help
disabled and elderly people with travel expenses we can’t
avoid.

I now turn to the introduction of the output-based
funding (OBS) scheme for autism early intervention
services. This is probably one of the saddest issues I
have had to look at, because it will lead to a reduction
in the quality of available services and result in an
adverse impact on the future lives of Victoria’s autistic
children.

The introduction of OBF does not reduce the level of funding
to the agency but requires provision of services to an
increased number of children.

So even according to the minister the size of the pie will
remain the same, it will just be sliced thinner. Sadly, in
the case of autistic children, simply tightening the belt
and accepting less is just not an option.
I will quote from a letter to the Premier written by the
parent of a three-year-old autistic boy. For the record I
would like to note that when this parent describes his
child as a target he is using the language of the
Department of Human Services (DHS), which
describes autistic children as targets. The letter states:
You don’t need experts to tell you, Mr Bracks, that the more
intervention a target receives at early age the better result and
quality of life that target will have. Developmental windows
are recognised and exploited during a target’s adolescence.
By reducing the target’s preschool intervention DHS is
expecting child-care centres, preschools and primary schools
to pick up the gaps and provide the intervention services
previously provided by such centres as Kalparrin.
Those windows of opportunity will have been lost and the
specialist services provided by early childhood intervention
centres such as Kalparrin are not readily available at those
nominated service providers. We don’t want less, we want
more intervention.

The whole point of early intervention is that a little
work early in a child’s life can save a lot of work later
in life, and it gives those children who, in a sense, have
a very sad life the opportunity of going to a mainstream
school. By cutting back on early intervention services
the Bracks government is condemning these kids to a
much harder life down the track. It will not just hurt
them, it will cost taxpayers more to meet their needs
later on. It does not make good sense, it is not good
management and it is not good policy. It is the kind of
short-sighted penny-pinching that the Bracks
government has been forced to engage in because of its
own financial incompetence.
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I have described three main areas which show the
human cost of the Bracks government’s financial
mismanagement of this state. You would think the
Minister for Community Services would be out there
championing the cause of the disabled, including older
disabled people, and championing the cause of children
who are autistic, because they need the strongest
possible support. But where is she? She is sitting up
there in her ivory tower protecting her position.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order! I
welcome the guests of the member for Narracan from
St Kieran’s Primary School, Moe, who are in the public
gallery.
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) — It is a pleasure
to make a few remarks in this matter of public
importance debate. The Auditor-General’s report is a
very interesting, good and reassuring report. It shows
that the Bracks government has lifted up government
activity, government programs and government effort
in this state a significant notch since coming into
power, with revenue having increased by some
$6 billion and expenditure by some $8 billion per
annum. That is a quantum increase in government
activity. If you look at government as a machine, you
can see that this is a machine that has moved into top
gear and is producing great results for our state.
I was having a quiet ale with a member of the
opposition the other day — as you do at functions and
on some nights around the place — and that member
was still reflecting on 1999 with some bitterness. The
member said, ‘When members in the party room found
out how much money was hidden from their gaze —
hidden in the accounts — by the Kennett government,
they were very bitter’. There was a strong prediction
that if Mr Kennett had been re-elected as Premier, he
would have been rolled, so deep was the
disenchantment and the feeling of betrayal of having
been misled. And still we have that envy coming
through in matters of public importance like this one.
They wish they could have ramped up government
activity, re-opened schools, reflated services and looked
after the community, instead of presiding over the
wholesale bureaucratic slaughter that took place during
those seven dark years.
Mr Perton interjected.
Mr MILDENHALL — I will bring one example to
the attention of the member for Doncaster — Dinjerra
Primary School. I went through that school in 1995 and
saw smashed windows and parts of the ceiling falling
down. It was in terrible condition, and the staff were
demoralised. I was moved to name that school in this
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place as the worst in the state. Let us have a look at
what has happened since then.
Major capital works have been instituted and
completed, and there has been a major increase in
funding support to help with some of the difficulties
that school has had. Since 1999 the average
prep-to-grade-2 class size has reduced by over seven —
from 26 students to 18.6 in 2003 — and the average
class size has reduced from almost 27 down to 21.6.
What an extraordinary turnaround! This school is now
one of our showpieces. It is a living manifestation of the
difference between the two governments. The Kennett
government closed two schools in this school’s
immediate vicinity, yet such was the poor condition of
Dinjerra that it found it difficult to attract students from
the closed campuses. Now it is a thriving school, with
booming enrolments and revitalisation at the hands of
the Bracks government.
All of us who were elected into this place have schools
like that in our electorates — have community groups
that are in need. We would all like to help them, and so
it is that so many members of the opposition look back
to the former Liberal Premier, Mr Kennett, and his
Treasurer, Mr Stockdale, along with their cabinet, with
a sense of betrayal. The money was hidden from the
other Liberal members of Parliament and denied to
them in their hour of need.
We need more reports like this. I would be happy for
any organisation or enterprise in which I was involved
to have assets growing at $5 billion a year; to have a
total of more than $102 billion worth of assets; to have
liabilities at down around the $49 billion mark, with a
working capital to liabilities ratio of over 100 per cent.
We can cover any short-term contingencies, and it is a
very strong position to be in.
The opposition cannot have it both ways. It complains
about the revenues that the government attracts and
then points out some of the qualifying comments the
Auditor-General makes about the need to be vigilant,
which we all accept. It also says that the government
needs to be careful and prudent. We all accept that as
well, but then it complains about some of those
efficiency measures.
Government is the art of getting both sides of the ledger
right — ensuring that the revenue is stable and that the
expenditure is both prudent and targeted, but also
having an enormous effect on and providing an
enormous benefit to the Victorian community. I want to
mention the enormous impact this stepping up of
government activity across Victoria is having.
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In the electorate of Footscray, which is covered by the
Western Health network, an extra 460 nurses have been
put in place. That is an extraordinary increase in the
capacity of a health network. It has resulted in a
massive increase in throughput at the hospitals. The
Sunshine Hospital is now the busiest casualty and
emergency department in the state. We have
enormously increased our capacity. We have doubled
the number of police in Footscray, and we have just
announced major new funding for our primary health
drug centre. The number of heroin and other drug
overdoses in our area has decreased by 80 per cent.
These are output figures that you could only have
dreamed of some five years ago. Could it be possible
that a government could have that impact on the
community? Yes, it is possible, and it has happened.
The state as a whole is in good shape. The operating
surplus of $236 million is comfortably above the
$100 million minimum that the government set itself,
and certainly it would be the envy of most jurisdictions.
On the broad indicators this state is punching above its
weight. On all sorts of economic indicators we
constantly outperform our share of the national
economy, our share of the national population and our
share of the land mass. We are in boom times, and we
are reaping the rewards of that work. If you cannot use
the benefits of that for your community, then you are
negligent in government.
One should contrast this effort to the mean, tricky
activities of the former government when it deceived its
own backbench. The Liberal Party is now paying the
price with the extraordinary instability, backbiting,
division and leadership difficulties that perennially dog
the administration of the opposition in this state. It is a
direct symptom of that betrayal that it still has not
overcome.
This is a good set of figures. The government needs to
be careful, and it is being careful; but we move forward
with great confidence.
Mr MULDER (Polwarth) — I join in the debate on
the matter of public importance by picking up a
comment by the honourable member for Footscray
when he referred to the current government punching
above its weight. Nothing could be truer than that
statement at this point. But we need to ask: who is
getting punched by the Labor government? What it has
demonstrated in the last month is that government
members have turned into battler bashers! In the last
month you have taken the stick to people with
disabilities, you have taken the stick to pensioners, to
children and to students. That is what you have done.
You have turned against the battlers. You are punching
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all right — you are punching the living daylights out of
the people who can least afford to defend themselves.
I refer, firstly, to the multipurpose taxi program and the
effect of changes made to that program on people out in
rural Victoria. The Bracks Labor government knew
more than two years ago that the system then was
getting rorted by a group of taxidrivers mainly in the
metropolitan area. So how did you deal with that cost of
nearly $15 million a year? You kicked the living
daylights out of the people with disabilities and the frail
elderly.
I have people in my community who use that program,
but now they can claim only a miserable $10 a week.
There is no public transport and many frail, elderly and
sick people have been confined to their homes because
of your stinking, miserable attitude to people with
disabilities and the frail elderly.
Ms Lindell — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
I ask you to ask the member to make his comments
through the Chair. He is constantly finger pointing and
using ‘you’ and ‘your’. I ask you to have him make his
comments through the Chair, which is the traditional
manner of behaviour in this house.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order! I
uphold the point of order, and I ask the honourable
member to address his remarks through the Chair.
Mr MULDER — I know it hurts out there because
the government has copped a bashing on this — and it
deserves the bashing. It has targeted the wrong people.
The criminals in this whole process should have been
targeted, not the frail elderly and those with disabilities;
and that whole issue then goes on further to the
announcement yesterday about rises in public transport
fares. Who copped it in the neck yesterday? The
elderly, students and children. What an absolute
disgrace that lot are!
We have record money flowing into the state from
stamp duty, speeding fines, land tax and payroll tax;
and who does the government put the boots into?
Pensioners, people with disabilities, children and
students. The government’s handling of the
multipurpose taxi scheme has been an absolute
disgrace. It is punching above its weight, but it is
punching the wrong people.
If you ever wanted to get an example of Labor
arithmetic you should have a look at the fast rail project
that was announced prior to the 1999 election by the
then Labor opposition as an $80 million project. This
will give members an idea of where the finances of
Victoria are heading and why they are going in that
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direction. Once Labor won office it costed the project at
of the order of $800 million. That is Labor arithmetic
for you.

compounds on all of the lines; there is no planning or
any sense of preparedness by the government to deliver
the project.

Of course at that time it claimed that private sector
investment was going to be involved in the project. But
as we know with its claims about other projects across
the state, the private sector investment disappeared into
thin air. There simply was not any. What did Labor do?
It made a very wise decision — it dumped the
Melbourne works package! This package not only
would have dealt with regional trains being able to get
into Melbourne more quickly but also would have done
away with a lot of congestion for metropolitan trains.
Now what is the figure? It is back to $555 million. It
has gone from $80 million to $800 million and back to
$555 million, which the Bracks Labor government
signed off on. It is what it calls a ‘fixed-price
contract’ — no more costs associated with it.

You only have to look at the lack of planning
particularly on the Bungaree loop on the Ballarat
line — $30 million of investment to save 3 minutes.
And what do we find out there now? It has been
discovered at the last minute that the cut required to put
the Bungaree loop in is going to intercept the water
table. The government has just rushed off to engineers
in order to take on board further investigations. If you
ever wanted an example of what happens when an
aquifer is not handled appropriately, just look at what
happened at Werribee recently. These fools are going to
go through the process of putting a deep cut on a line to
save 3 minutes. The cost, which was $30 million, is
going to be closer to $35 million and has the great risk
of interfering with the water table.

What do we find after the contracts are signed, after
months of further delays right along the whole of the
project of the four corridors involved? There are
$10 million in claims by contractors because they
cannot start work. They cannot get access to the track.
A lot of them have employed specialised staff; they
have had to be uprooted and leave the state to try to find
work in other locations. There are $10 million in
claims, but it is a fixed-price contract!

Let us go to the other issue of punching above your
weight — punching pensioners, the elderly and those
on concession cards — and the horrific announcement
yesterday by the government that public transport fares
were going to rise by 9.8 per cent. What a joke! Have
another look at the students, pensioners and children
who use the short trips in the city and the zones 1 and 2
fares that are going to be abolished. Where do they end
up? What is it costing? It is a 89 per cent increase in the
cost of those fares. They have gone up 89 per cent! For
an adult who uses those services, they have gone up
65 per cent. But that was not announced by the
minister. That was hidden in the documents and tables.
He did not want to make that kind of announcement.
He stated that the overall cost would 9.8 per cent and
yet on every timetable and fare zone we have looked at
the increases have been significantly higher than that.

What happened about a month ago? There was a
$61 million cost blow-out; that is another $61 million
on top of the $555 million. Why is that? It is for the
historic bridges on the Bendigo line and issues in
relation to the double track between Bendigo and
Kyneton.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr MULDER — The issue is: can the government
not do anything right to start off with?
The minute someone signs contracts and enters into
them with contract variations, they are going to get
leverage. The house knows very well the minister, the
old trade unionist, is well out of his depth in terms of
complex contract negotiations. He has been done over
every time he lines up against the private sector. He is
the biggest dud of all times in trying to negotiate a deal
with the private sector.
The project has gone from $80 million to $800 million
to $555 million, with another $10 million on top of that
and another $61 million on top of that. Now the total is
$627 million, with not a sleeper laid and not a spike
driven — and there is no doubt that it will continue to
blow out. Equipment and machinery are rusting in the

In what it calls the city saver fare that will come in to
do away with the short trips, it claims the increase
would be 9.8 per cent. What do we find? It is 22 per
cent. These are the trips that kids take on trams and
trains where they will go a couple of stops to call in to
see a friend or to school. Elderly people, pensioners
doing their shopping, have jumped on these short trips
and the rail plus 2 fare schemes and they have been
great for them. These people are going to be
disadvantaged by this hungry, mean, lousy government,
which in the last month has kicked the living death out
of pensioners, people with disabilities, children and
students. It must be in awful trouble with the budget
when it turns on people like that. That is the only issue
you could imagine that would force a government to
take this type of action with these vulnerable people.
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order!
The member’s time has expired.

students and safer communities for all families and all
communities.

Ms LINDELL (Carrum) — It gives me great
pleasure to join the debate, and can I say it really does
take us backwards in time. I am actually generally a
person who likes to look forward. But let us go
backwards in time. Let us go back and look at what was
happening in Victoria in 1999 when the Bracks Labor
government came to office. What was happening was
the people of Victoria had had enough of a government
that spent none of the people’s money on what the
people wanted. They wanted services; they wanted
better hospital and education services; they wanted
more police on the beat; and they wanted a decent,
caring government.

We know that there are projected surpluses; we know
that we have an AAA rating; we know that our
economic growth is above the Australian average; we
know that our unemployment rate is the lowest in
Australia at 5.4 per cent; we know that there have been
over 190 000 jobs created in Victoria since 1999; we
know that infrastructure is being substantially rebuilt in
Victoria, with a net investment average of $2.5 billion
per annum over the period from 2003–04 to the
2006–07 financial year.

It is very true. We had abysmal waiting lists in
hospitals; we had ambulance bypasses; and we had a
Chelsea police station opened during the election
campaign with no police officers. There were not
enough police officers the day the new station was
opened to put the divvy van on the road; that is how
much the previous government cared for my
community in Carrum. The people of Victoria spoke
very firmly in 1999 and absolutely resoundingly at the
election just 12 months ago in 2002. They ticked off on
what the Bracks government had been doing since
1999. We invested in infrastructure and services.
The opposition, which has no policies, no ideas and no
leadership, comes to this house today and argues that
the state’s finances are in peril when the
Auditor-General has said that the state’s finances are
sound. Yes, the government understands that there is a
limited budget; yes, we understand that tough decisions
have to be made; but opposition is so easy. The
opposition comes in here moaning and groaning and
talking the state down, trying to assert on the one hand
that we are taking too much money from the
community and on the other hand that we are not giving
enough back.
The opposition cannot have it both ways. It knows, as
we all know, that government is the delicate balance
between service delivery and raising revenue to deliver
those services. Harsh decisions have to be made all the
time, but it is the people’s money — and that is the one
thing the Kennett government certainly forgot — and
they have every right to direct where it gets spent. At
the opportunity the people had to do that just 12 months
ago they gave a big tick of credit to the present
government. They said they wanted more teachers,
nurses and police, and that is what the government will
deliver. We will deliver better services for our frail
aged, better services and educational outcomes for our

In my region of the south-east of Melbourne that
investment has delivered $165 million to the Hallam
bypass and $156 million to the synchrotron project in
Clayton — a very important project for my area. The
industrial centre of Braeside will use the services
provided by the synchrotron. That area, just to the north
of my electorate, is where substantial numbers of my
community go for their work. We need this investment
in jobs; we need the future that the synchrotron can
provide for us; and it is the vision of the Bracks Labor
government that is delivering on this.
In my immediate locale, the electorate of Carrum,
$600 million has been invested in the Aspendale
Gardens Community Centre. The Aspendale Gardens
community — a new community — was also provided
with the new primary school that it had been denied by
the previous Liberal government, which said there was
no need for a primary school there. In its second year of
operation the school has nearly 400 students. That was
the government we had before: a government that said
no to communities at the very basic level of providing a
primary school. This government has built that school,
and has also provided, as I said, $600 000 for the
extension of the community centre into this very new
and thriving suburb.
There has been $20 million for the eastern irrigation
scheme. It gave me great pleasure last year to go with
the former Minister for Conservation and Environment
to the Sandhurst housing area, where the recycled water
system was turned on by the former minister. Sandhurst
is a large development just to the east of my electorate,
at Carrum Downs. It is part of a $20 million recycled
water project.
In health the government has added $464 million in the
2003–04 budget. We will continue to see reductions in
waiting lists, reductions in waits in emergency
departments and reductions in the ambulance hospital
bypasses. The extra 700 nurses this year, added to the
extra 3300 nurses that we employed during the first
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term of the Bracks government, have seen an extra
60 000 patients treated in our public hospital system in
the last year.
These are the sorts of things that people told us they
wanted and the sorts of things this government has
delivered on: a new dental hospital; the redevelopment
of the Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre; funding
approval for the new Royal Women’s Hospital; the
$78 million capital expansion program in radiotherapy
services, which includes the extension of services at the
Moorabbin campus of the Monash Medical Centre,
which is very important to cancer sufferers in my
electorate since it is so much easier to go 10 minutes up
the road to Moorabbin than all the way into town; the
$21 million upgrade of the Frankston Hospital, also in
my area; and the extra 308 nurses employed by
Peninsula Health since June 2000.
In education nearly $7 million has been spent in my
electorate on rebuilding schools. There have been major
refurbishments at Edithvale Primary School and
Chelsea Heights Primary School. There has been a
17 per cent increase in teaching staff across the schools
in my electorate since June 1999 and a 23.7 per cent
increase in school-based staff since June 1999; and this
is with enrolments increasing by 10.5 per cent. So the
increases in the number of teachers and school-based
staff has certainly outstripped the growth in enrolments.
I was very proud to announce that the Kananook
Primary School received a welfare officer in the first
rollout of the new program for delivering welfare
officers into primary schools. Figures show that all
primary school class sizes have dropped considerably
since 1999 in my electorate.
Retention rates have been a great success of this
government. They now stand for the southern region at
86.8 per cent compared to 80.7 per cent previously. As
a parent of two teenage children, both of whom are just
finishing their schooling, I can say that I am very
pleased to see so many more of their friends finishing
school and starting off life with the year 12 equivalent.
We know that education is the basis for future life
achievement, and I am particularly proud to be a
member of a government that has delivered on these
things.
As I said at the beginning of my contribution, we
understand that a balance must be sought, and this
government has sought that balance, between
delivering services and ensuring financial security.
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — This matter of public
importance is about mismanagement and about
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financial mismanagement. The member for Box Hill
has very adequately set out the argument as to why this
government is not fit to govern. Its financial
management is leading us back down the path of the
failure of its predecessor governments, the Cain and
Kirner governments. Even the minister at the table, the
Minister for Education and Training, is a product of
those governments, having been an adviser and been
partially responsible for the failures of those
governments — governments that left Victoria in
enormous debt and with a huge deficit. They still
impact to some extent today.
The argument against this government, as I said, was
well put by the member for Box Hill and the member
for Caulfield before me, and in respect of public
transport by the member for Polwarth. But in the third
estate the argument is also well put by a journalist,
Mr Sean Carney, in an article in the Age on Saturday. I
will briefly quote it:
Four years in and with a huge majority, this government still
lacks purpose
…
… four years after it first took office, and despite the ringing
endorsement of voters in 2002, there remains the nagging
impression that the Bracks government still has its training
wheels on, that this is some sort of rehearsal for when it really
hits its straps.
The truly disturbing prospect about the government is that,
right now, this is as good as it will get.

That is not very good at all.
The honourable member who preceded me talked about
education. I think no greater area of mismanagement
can be shown than that of the minister at the table, the
Minister for Education and Services. In August she
went to one of her local schools — —
Ms Kosky — Wrong minister.
Mr PERTON — She is screaming out the words,
‘Wrong minister’. I agree with her, she is the wrong
minister; and I think the schools will tell the story that
she is the wrong person to be in charge of education.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr PERTON — The minister is obviously in a
great state of embarrassment. She has come to the
chamber and is sitting across from me shouting.
In August the minister went to Altona Meadows
Primary School, where she surrounded herself with
young children and proceeded to announce that she was
going to sack education department public servants
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who, in her own words, were adding no value to
educational outcomes. Of course what she neglected to
say to the press was that these 300 public servants had
been employed under her administration and by her
predecessor, the current Minister for Planning.
In October of last year this minister said that she would
be red-faced if ever she had to sack an education
department public servant. Well guess what? Two
hundred and seventy public servants that she said added
nothing to school outcomes got their pink slips last
week. What is interesting is why she halved the number
of public servants in school sports administration so
that sporting groups around the state have declared this
a disaster for school sports and have said that they will
not be able to undertake interstate and regional sports.
Guess what the response was from the minister? It was,
‘Oh well, this function will be transferred to the
communications section’. The communications section
is that part of the department whose main job is putting
photographs of the minister in dull and boring
Soviet-style newsletters. It would be an interesting
exercise for her to actually sit down with anyone from
the schools and talk about these expensive publications,
the main purpose of which is to have the picture of the
minister distributed among school communities with a
frequency that is almost nauseating. Is there a single
person in the communications section of the education
department who is qualified in sports administration?
The answer is no.
The Minister for Education and Training through her
mismanagement has threatened school sports. She has
threatened a range of programs. Her colleague the
Minister for Education Services has threatened the
funding to special needs students. As you would well
know from your electorate, Acting Speaker, there
remain shortages of teachers — and this is her
responsibility — of mathematics, English, languages
other than English and information technology. This is
bizarre stuff.
For Star 6, a program that brings children from remote
country schools to the museums, there has been no
commitment to funding beyond the current budget
period. Welfare officers are forcing schools to really
undermine each other’s efforts in this area with
inadequate numbers of welfare officers being allocated
to primary schools. With speech therapy there are
shortages of speech therapists for children in every
school region.
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr PERTON — Whether it be in the electorate of
the honourable member who is yelling out, my
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electorate or country electorates, the shortage of speech
therapists is a demonstration of mismanagement.
In the short time available, rather than my telling the
story I will let some of the schools tell their stories. The
Coburg West Primary School, which is not in a
salubrious area but in an area served by a long-time
Labor member, wrote to me saying:
Coburg West Primary School Council, at its meeting of 20 — —

Ms Kosky interjected.
Mr PERTON — It would be great to one day for
school communities and the community in general —
in fact, an Internet broadcast would be fantastic — to
have the rantings and ravings across the table of the
Minister for Education and Training recorded.
Ms Kosky interjected.
Mr PERTON — Let me try to read out the letter
from the Coburg West Primary School through the rude
interruptions and disparaging comments of the minister.
Ms Kosky interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Plowman) —
Order! The minister has been interjecting for the last
5 minutes — since I have been in the chair. I ask her to
stop interjecting and to allow the member to complete
his — —
Ms Kosky interjected.
Mr PERTON — The minister is challenging your
ruling, Acting Speaker. But let us go on:
Coburg West Primary School Council, at its meeting of
20 November 2003, moved a motion to express their outrage
at the funding change to Workcover premiums for 2004 as
outlined in recent information provided from the Department
of Education and Training.
Our school has incurred a premium cost to the school of
$10 000 which will have a considerable impact on the
education provided to the children. As this premium will be
deducted from the staffing credit component in the School
Global Budget, the direct result is there will be less teaching
time available.

I should read out a letter from Daylesford Primary
School to let it tell its story:
We wish to draw your attention to the educational crisis
affecting the students in our school.
The current funding model for schools will see us forced to
shed staff at the end of this school year. Our ongoing staff are
all longstanding teachers, which means that they are at the top
end of their salary scale. This leaves us with no flexibility in
developing our staffing profile. We are being penalised by the
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current average in/actuals out funding model. We are being
forced to cut support programs for our students.
We feel that this type of funding is deplorable for a
government that had education as a key election promise.
Other funding issues that have a negative impact on our
students’ education include: no class size cap on grades 3 to 6,
resulting in large class sizes; the principal being counted in
the student-teacher ratio of 1:20; CRT funding that has not
increased to reflect the ageing teaching staff who have greater
health and carer needs.
Integration funding that does not reflect pay increments and
therefore reduces actual aide time to assist students.
These issues are making it harder for teachers and the school
council to provide quality education for our students.
Daylesford is a growth area and therefore needs to offer
quality education to incoming students so they don’t catch the
bus to private schools in Ballarat. This funding crisis is
having a negative effect on teacher and student morale.

It goes on to ask the government to reconsider the
funding model for schools to ensure that its students are
not disadvantaged by the blunt implementation of a
systemic funding model.
You do not have to rely on me to provide this
information; we could just travel around the schools of
the state and ask them how they feel about this
government. The reality is that under this minister the
percentage of children in state schools versus the
percentage of kids in private schools has continued to
decline. Morale has never been lower amongst teachers
and students in state schools. This minister, as she said
earlier, is the wrong minister. She is not a minister who
is capable of managing the important business of
education in this state.
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave) — I am pleased to
make a contribution to the matter of public importance
debate today. I listened to the member for Doncaster
quite carefully, and it is always a pleasure to follow
him.
While listening to his speech I thought. ‘If only the
member for Doncaster had been this strident, this
passionate and this committed — having been elected
to this place in 1988 and having served right through
the breadth of the seven dark years of the Kennett
government — and if only he had been such a strong
supporter of education in his party room when it
mattered, then maybe we would not have had a
situation where the Kennett government closed more
than 300 schools and sacked more than 9000 teachers.
Maybe we would not have had a situation where global
budgets were cut. Maybe we would not have had a
situation where the government that the member for
Doncaster served failed a generation of students in this
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state and utterly undermined confidence in our public
education system. If only the member for Doncaster
had been as loud and as strident when it mattered, then
we might have found ourselves in a much better set of
circumstances.
This is a very interesting matter of public importance. It
has been put forward by the Liberal Party as a
commentary on this government’s record as an
economic manager and on our record in delivering
services. Let us deal with those issues.
Firstly, the Liberal opposition maintains that we have
mismanaged Victoria’s finances. This government
made a commitment to the Victorian people in 1999,
and again in 2002, that it would deliver budget
surpluses of at least $100 million. Funnily enough, that
is exactly what it has done. Those opposite point to the
$1.8 billion surplus that they — to use their term —
bequeathed to the Labor Party in 1999, and that is a
very interesting point. What it shows is that those
opposite still do not realise that that money was not
their money. It is not a matter of passing an inheritance
from one generation to another, like a family trust type
of arrangement. That is not the way it works.
That surplus was built on the back of the deepest and
most savage cuts to basic services in the history of this
great state. That is the fact of the matter. That money
does not belong to the Liberal Party, the National Party,
the member for Doncaster or any of his colleagues.
That money belongs to the good people of this state. It
is very important to always remember where that
surplus came from. It came from some of the most
savage cuts to basic, fundamental services, services that
define our quality of life and have a direct impact on the
lives of ordinary working men and women in this state.
That is where that surplus came from! This mob
opposite was also very partial to selling things off. That
is where a goodly proportion of that surplus came
from — selling off important assets. We should never,
ever forget that point.
It is very important to note, as I mentioned earlier, this
government’s commitment to a $100 million surplus,
and that is what it has delivered. Do not take my word
for it, look at what Moody’s and Standard and Poor’s
say.
Mr Nardella — What do they say?
Mr ANDREWS — They say ‘AAA’; that’s what
they say. Do not take my word for it. But it would seem
that we should have no confidence in those
international rating agencies, that the government has
got it wrong and that the member for Doncaster and the
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member for Caulfield and others know better. AAA
credit ratings are not handed out lightly; they are not
handed out to states gripped by economic
mismanagement. That is the fact of the matter.
A whole range of other key performance indicators
were mentioned yesterday in terms of jobs, so let us
have a look at jobs and jobs growth. As the Minister for
Employment and Youth Affairs outlined to the house
yesterday, this government has delivered like no other
government. Victoria’s unemployment rate is now
5.2 per cent, the lowest of all states and well below the
national average of 5.8 per cent. Looking at that another
way, that represents the creation of more than
190 000 jobs since the election of this government in
1999, 190 000 new opportunities that are the product of
hard work and diligence on the part of this government.
Perhaps the most significant element of that
employment and of the whole employment story is that
it has occurred across the breadth of the state. This
government has abandoned the central business district
and toenails approach of the previous administration to
make sure that that employment growth is appropriately
and properly shared across the regions. This
government governs for the whole state, something the
previous government never ever did.
Let us look at some of the large investments. For
example, there is the global operations headquarters of
Computershare, an endeavour that is worth 1200 new
jobs. Another example is the General Electric Company
regional headquarters in Burnley, a project that
represents some 1550 additional jobs. And here are
examples of the real difference: the Woolworths
distribution centre in Wodonga and Melbatex in
Geelong represent strong investment and strong jobs
growth across the breadth of the state.
On top of these achievements comes our very
significant reform of business taxes through the Better
Business Taxes program — $1 billion worth of tax
cuts — and following on from that significant reforms
in small business, and so on.
If we look at infrastructure, and a number of members
have made this point today, we can see that $2.5 billion
of new and important infrastructure projects have been
funded without a dollar of additional debt — again,
hardly a sign of economic mismanagement.
It is very clear that the proposition that this government
has mismanaged Victoria’s finances is without
foundation.
Briefly, in the time available to me, the second part of
this matter of public importance deals with a range of
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service delivery issues. Let us look at some of those,
such as health, a matter close to my heart. The record of
the previous government, which it ought to be ashamed
of, shows 2000 nurses sacked, 1000 beds closed,
recurrent funding cut by hundreds of millions of
dollars, and 12 hospitals closed — 12! On all the key
performance indicators there were blow-outs in hospital
bypass and waiting lists. Hospital cleanliness was
fundamentally compromised and community
confidence in our hospital system was at an all-time
low. That is the record and legacy for which the
Kennett government ought to be ashamed for evermore.
Another issue close to my heart is capital works. In the
health sector, under the previous government, these
ground to a halt. They were frozen! We today, despite
our record reinvestment, still feel the pain of that and
still have to struggle with the difficulties which that
freeze to capital expenditure imposes on us. What have
we done, Acting Speaker? We have provided
$464 million in growth funding for hospitals in the
2003–04 budget and a massive capital works boost.
One billion dollars in our first term and commitments to
a further billion in our second term — for example, in
my local region, to the Berwick Community Hospital;
to upgrades for the Monash Medical Centre; to
upgrades for the Dandenong Hospital — and it does not
stop there. There is a range of work force initiatives
including 4000 new nurses and record levels of
recurrent funding. This is a government that has
invested in health to try to recoup some of the losses
from shameful and abject neglect by those who went
before us.
On from that, there is a range of other policy settings
such as the hospital demand management strategy,
hospital admissions risk program, and mental health.
The member for Caulfield, every time she makes a
contribution in this place, demonstrates a stunning
ignorance of the issues she claims to be responsible for
as the shadow Minister for Community Services, such
as drug hotspots. She mentioned drug funding in her
contribution. The Minister for Health announced a
$13.25 million drug hotspot strategy yesterday;
$13.25 million is $1.9 million more than the funding
that expires at the end of this calendar year. The list
goes on and on.
The same can be said about housing, where we have
stepped into the breach to fill the shameful void created
by the federal government which has no interest in
funding housing, social housing or otherwise, in an
appropriate and proper way. Similarly in aged care,
where again there is shameful neglect on the part of the
commonwealth government, and a record to be
ashamed of by those who sit opposite, we have given a
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$69 million boost to home and community care
funding.
The same can be said for education. I see the Minister
for Education and Training is at the table, so I will
briefly make mention of that area. I have already
mentioned the appalling record of those opposite in
relation to education. This government has invested in
education with a massive capital works boost. Class
sizes are down and retention rates are up, with 89 per
cent of students completing year 12 today compared
with 78.7 per cent in 1999. That is the highest
completion rate in Australia.
My local community has benefited as well, with capital
upgrades to Wheelers Hill Secondary College and
Carwatha P–12 College, in the greatest global budgets
they have ever had. At the end of the day, this is a
government that has delivered on every key
performance indicator of economic management and in
those basic services. This matter of public importance is
nothing but a cheap and wrong-headed approach to
these issues. Those opposite ought to be embarrassed
by their record in government and embarrassed about
putting this matter before the house today.
Mr WELLS (Scoresby) — I rise to support this
matter of public importance which the house needs to
debate, but we need to stick to some facts. We have
heard the Labor spin all morning and now we need to
get to the facts. They are quite clearly that Victoria’s
overall budget surplus has fallen from $2.7 billion in
1998–99 down to only $54 million this year. Let me
say why we are claiming the figure of $54 million. It is
because the government has demanded $174 million of
unbudgeted dividends from organisations such as water
bodies. For goodness sake, they are not profit
organisations, yet the government is going to force
$174 million out of the water bodies. That means they
will have to get a loan to pay for the dividend and this
government’s poor management of the financial sector.
It is what is called creative accounting and cooking the
books. The Cain and Kirner governments did it in the
1980s and the early 1990s and that is what is happening
again. Here we go again with mismanagement! Labor
can never manage. How could Labor possibly have run
the state finances from $2.7 billion down to
$54 million? And what about the $174 million in
unbudgeted dividends. The only reason it went to the
water bodies to get that $174 million would be that it
would have been back in the red. Here we go again!
However, let us just talk about the police force. In 1999
the Bracks Labor government promised a fully
resourced police department. It was another blatant lie.
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On top of the Scoresby freeway we get the promise of a
fully resourced police force, and it simply has not
happened. It is important to look at the actual figures.
This government is very keen to point to the spin when
it brings out crime statistics. The official release of the
Victoria Police’s 2002–2003 Provisional Crime
Statistics provides the figures that the media did not get
to see on the day they were released, on 25 August. On
page 6 under the heading ‘Victims of crime against the
person’ — that is, persons who have been raped and
assaulted, who are the real victims in our community —
we see that a total of 30 810 were recorded during
2002–03 as having been victims of crime against the
person. This is 0.8 per cent more than the 30 560
recorded in 2001–02. The report states:
Victims of crimes against the person in the 2002–03 financial
year were predominantly male … 82 per cent were victims of
assault offences, with only 5 per cent of males being victims
of rape and sex (non-rape) offences.

When this mob came to power, the figure was 28 249,
so in four years this government has increased the rate
of crime against the person from 28 249 to 30 810 —
and the government claims that we are living in a safer
community. It has got to be kidding! There were
30 810 victims in the last financial year. These are the
figures released by the police force after the press
conference that took place. What an absolutely grubby
disgrace that the minister and the Chief Commissioner
of Police got up and released a selective amount of
crime statistics on 25 August! The opposition has raised
this complaint directly with the chief commissioner and
asked for an explanation of why a selective amount of
statistics were released on that day.
Let us go to the Auditor-General’s annual report on the
Victoria Police, in his financial statements for 2002–03.
The statement of the operating deficit comes in as a
$28.161 million shortfall. The police force overspent,
and its operating deficit was $28.161 million! Looking
at the notes to the financial statements, note 20 is very
interesting. It refers to:
Outsourcing commitments at the reporting date but not
recognised as liabilities, payable …

In the first column there is a further $39 million that has
not been accounted for. I do not understand how the
accounts can be put together in that particular
fashion — it is beyond me. There is a $28 million
deficit and then another amount which has not been
taken up, as shown in note 20, of $39 million. Of
course it should have been included.
The opposition has written to the Auditor-General
asking for an explanation of how an amount of
$39 million cannot be taken into account. It is
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interesting to read the Auditor-General’s Report on
Public Sector Agencies, tabled today. I refer to
page 122, headed ‘Summary of audit results and special
reviews — Justice’, and figure 3.6B, ‘Audit issues
identified and reported during the 2002–03 financial
audit cycle’. The column headed ‘Subject area’ has
‘Expenditure/accounts payable’, and opposite that, in
the column headed ‘Issues identified’, it states:
Failure to identify and correctly account for accrued expenses
at Victoria Police.
Examples of lack of appropriate authorisation of supporting
documentation for expenditure at Victoria Police.

The first column is headed ‘Liabilities’ and opposite
that the Auditor-General refers to:
Misstatement of provisions for employee entitlements by the
department and Victoria Police.

In other words, what the Auditor-General has identified
is the same issue that the Liberal Party has identified —
that there is a significant amount of money that should
have been included in the operating deficit, which is
shown as $28 million. As I said, we have grave
concerns about the $39 million referred to in note 20.
The opposition is saying that the budget deficit for the
Victoria Police is closer to $68 million. We are
awaiting with great interest the response from the
Auditor-General to my letter querying note 20.
Already there have been significant cuts within the
Victorian police force. There was the blow-out of
$81 million in the IBM contract, and there was a
$72 million blow-out in the contract to install the
mobile data terminal in police cars. There have been
delays in promised police stations. Now we have a
situation where there has been a net increase of only
41 police in the last financial year. In this current
financial year I suspect that the number will also be
41, because there is a group going through the academy
at the moment, but after April the academy will be
empty. Do you know why? Because the government
has run out of funds — again.
Members of the government keep saying, ‘We’ve got
more money’. Quite clearly there is not enough money
to run the police force, if there was a net increase of
only 41 last financial year and there will be another 41
this financial year. We will get to the situation where
overtime will have to be cut. The police are having to
prioritise — can you believe it? — the investigation of
crime. In the crime department they are having to pick
and choose which they can afford to investigate. That
means that some crime that should be investigated will
not be. There was the ridiculous situation reported the
other day of the Purana task force, whose members
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cannot undertake any more phone intercepts because
they have already used up their budget.
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr WELLS — They have found some money to
fix the problem temporarily — only because they heard
the opposition was going public with it. The opposition
calls on the government to immediately make a cash
injection into the police force so that its members can
get on with ensuring that Victoria is a safe community.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Plowman) —
Order! The honourable member’s time has expired.
Might I remind the honourable member for Melton that
the level of the interjections he made in the last 5 to
10 minutes did him no credit.

AUDITOR-GENERAL
State finances
Mr ROBINSON (Mitcham) — I want to speak
briefly on the Report of the Auditor-General on the
Finances of the State of Victoria, 2002–03, which was
tabled in this place last week. In particular I want to
make some brief comments on the unfunded
superannuation situation in Victoria. It is instructive
that in recent days, including in this morning’s matter
of public importance, the opposition has not made
reference — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Plowman) —
Order! I understand that the honourable member for
Mitcham is making a statement on a report of the
Auditor-General. The statement has to be on a report of
a committee. Unless it pertains to a report of a
committee, I cannot accept it.

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND ESTIMATES
COMMITTEE
Budget estimates
Mr WELLS (Scoresby) — I would like to comment
on the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
Report on the 2003–2004 Budget Estimates. I go
specifically to chapter 8, headed ‘Department of
Justice’, which refers to human resource issues in the
Victoria Police. On page 328 the report states:
The minister advised the committee that, as at April 2003, a
total of 231 recruits had graduated from the police academy in
the 2002–03 year, compared with 660 recruits for the
2001–02 year.
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I do not have a problem with that. But the issue is that
when you take out the attrition you see there has been a
net increase of only 41 in the last financial year. We
know that because we are able to look at the Victoria
Police annual report.
The bit that is concerning is that there is a table in
exhibit 8.3 headed ‘Victoria Police — estimated
equivalent full-time staff’. It shows that for 2002–03 the
actual number of police, including those in the chief
commissioner’s office, operations, special operations
and corporate services, was 10 496.
I do not understand where that figure comes from. If
you go to the Victoria Police annual report directly and
add up the numbers in the chief commissioner’s office
and all the other police, you find they come to 10 276.
So there is some discrepancy between what the Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee report indicates
and what the Victoria Police annual report shows. I will
probably seek clarification from the chairman of the
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee, because the
table listing the numbers as at 30 June 2003 and the
Victoria Police report figures seem to show a difference
of about 220 police. If the police have included
different categories, then they need to make that a lot
clearer than they have in this report.
The other point I would like to raise is that the report
indicates in exhibit 8.3 that the Victoria Police project
the recruitment of a further 272 police officers by June
2004, of which 151 recruits will be located in
operations. The recruitment of 272 police officers
reflects a commitment of 150 in 2003–04. That simply
does not stack up at all, because in the previous
paragraph the police minister states that the attrition rate
is 2 per cent. If that is the case, then the police minister
has contradicted himself because if you are looking at
an attrition rate on 10 276 police, the attrition rate per
year is 205, whereas the minister has only allowed for
82.
Let me explain because it is very important. The issue
is that the police minister has told the committee that
there will be an increase of 272 extra police; 150 will be
added to the police force for that particular year; 151
will be located into operations, which means that 82
will be allowed for the attrition rate where the attrition
rate, as he has said, is 2 per cent, which equates to 205.
When you look at the police academy being empty in
April, May and June of next year, we would find it
difficult to believe there will be a net increase of
150 police as claimed by the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee. So what we are saying is that
there is a net increase of 41 in the last financial year.
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We expect it to be 41 in this financial year, giving an
increase of 82 for the two financial years.
When the government came to power in 1999 it had a
massive surplus and was able to buy its way out of
trouble. But now that the budget is down to
$54 million, I suspect there will be some grave
concerns within the police force about reaching the
target set out in the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee that there will be an increase of 151 this
financial year.
The report also refers to the amount of speeding fines
that the government is going to receive this financial
year. I find that it may be difficult to reach the
$427 million because of a lack of confidence in the
speed cameras and more people going to court to
contest them.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Plowman) —
Order! The honourable member’s time has expired.

Budget outcomes
Ms CAMPBELL (Pascoe Vale) — I wish to
comment upon the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee Report on budget outcomes tabled in June.
That particular report was essentially the work of the
previous PAEC committee of the 54th Parliament, and
our committee of the 55th Parliament is eagerly looking
forward to presenting its report to the Parliament early
in the new year of the 2002–03 budget outcomes.
I want to use this opportunity briefly to pay tribute to
the work of the 54th Parliament’s PAEC, which began
the important contribution to accountability in this state
with its outcomes report — an outcomes report that has
helped contribute to the World Bank recognising the
Victorian Public Accounts and Estimates Committee as
being one of the pre-eminent estimates committees
throughout the world.
The chair of the 54th Parliament committee was the
then member for Geelong, now the member for Lara;
the deputy chair was the Honourable Roger Hallam,
then a member of the other place; the current members
for Oakleigh and Box Hill in this house; the then
member for Gippsland East, Ms Davies; the now
Minister for Manufacturing and Export; the now
Speaker; and the Honourables David Davis, Gordon
Rich-Phillips and Theo Theophanous, now the Minister
for Energy Industries, from the other place.
As committee chair I look forward to the departments
of the Victorian public service responding in a timely
fashion to the budget outcomes questionnaire that they
will shortly be receiving. This budget outcomes report
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is an important component of accountability here in
Victoria. Under the Bracks government we have
proudly ensured transparency and openness in
accounts. We have the Auditor-General signing off on
the accounts prior to budget; the Treasurer now
provides quarterly updates; PAEC has its outcomes
report in addition to its well-known estimates report;
and, of course, we have the report of the
Auditor-General on the finances of the state that comes
out at the end of each financial year. I also look forward
to the forthcoming reply by the government on the
recommendations contained in the report of outcomes
tabled earlier this year.

STANDING ORDERS COMMITTEE
Modernisation of standing orders
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — I wish to make a
statement on the report on the modernisation of
standing orders by the Legislative Assembly Standing
Orders Committee.
This work has been going on for many years to try to
bring the standing orders into modern language. From
my perspective, one of the issues with this report is that
it has not dealt with some of the most difficult issues
which cause the greatest frustration in this
Parliament — and the member for Ivanhoe, when he
was in opposition, would have shared these views. It
still mystifies me that as a Parliament we cannot get it
right, that each time a party moves onto the government
benches it seems to believe it has a monopoly of
wisdom. In particular, on page 2 of the report, it refers
to the fact that I, along with the members for Nepean
and Shepparton, proposed that other issues be
considered.
One concerns the provisions relating to the adjournment
debate. I think there is no greater discourtesy to this
Parliament than ministers failing to attend on the
adjournment debate, particularly when they have notice
of matters that are being raised by members.
Constituents and organisations that have their matters
raised would be disgusted to see the way at the end of
the day one minister is quickly rattling through the
names of the members and saying, ‘I will refer it on to
X minister or Y minister’, rather than dealing with the
matters in substance. The suggestion that I put, that was
supported by the two other members, is that if the
member gives notice that a matter is going to be raised
in the adjournment debate, there ought to be an
obligation on the part of the minister to answer the
matter orally, and if they cannot do it that night they
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should do it on the next night or on the next convenient
occasion during an adjournment debate.
The second issue that we raise that has not been dealt
with in this report is the content of answers. I think
members on the other side of the house would in their
heart of hearts agree. If questions are asked of ministers
that are quite specific to their subject matter, and they
are often matters that ministers are aware of, instead of
answering the question we basically get a read-off of
the minister’s public relations spiel that might have
been provided to them as part of their possible
parliamentary questions or, if they are not quick enough
at pulling out the sheet, something they make up on
their feet. But it is my strong belief that the Speaker
ought to require that the question that is asked be
answered. If there is anything that makes the public
scratch their heads more, it is this comment by the
Speaker, ‘I cannot direct ministers as to how they
answer their questions’.
Of course the Speaker ought to be able to direct the
minister to answer the question that is asked. In fact I
believe under the existing standing orders the Speaker
ought to be able to make the minister answer the
question that is being asked. We have a requirement for
relevance. We have a requirement for succinctness. I
think the Speaker has that power, but I would like to see
that included in the standing orders, and when this
report is implemented I would like to see an additional
subsection proposed to standing order 58 that the
Speaker shall require that the question asked be
answered. I would have thought that any member of the
public would think that is pretty reasonable, and I hope
the government will take that into account in
responding to this report.
Lastly, in respect of questions on notice, the shadow
Minister for Police and Emergency Services, the
member for Scoresby, and I both have questions on the
notice paper that go back to February. They are not
complicated questions. Public servants still prepare the
answers with due speed. The Minister for Education
and Training and the Minister for Education Services
seem to have this arrogant attitude that they do not have
to answer questions that are asked in the Parliament.
The upper house at least has some rules that require a
minister to provide an explanation if the answer cannot
be given within 30 days, and that could only improve
the standing of this house. The community expects the
government to be accountable to the Parliament, but
with the huge majority it has the government has
become unaccountable. In those circumstances these
standing orders will not be sufficient. We need an
amendment — —
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Plowman) —
Order! The honourable member’s time has expired.

ROAD SAFETY COMMITTEE
Older road users
Mr LANGDON (Ivanhoe) — I would like to
comment further on the committee’s report on its
inquiry into road safety for older road users. I know
you, Acting Speaker, were also very involved in the
Road Safety Committee, and I have previously paid
tribute to you, and I do so again, for your commitment
to road safety.
Last week the member for Mornington mentioned
recommendation 18 in the report, which I will read into
the record:
That Vicroads use crash records, traffic conviction records
and demerit points scores to identify and assess
licence-holders who may no longer be safe to drive.

I know the committee went to great lengths to look at
this particular subject. It examined how we can
acknowledge that people are becoming unsafe to drive
and what mechanisms we can use to pick that up. We
decided that crash records would be a good flag. For
example, if someone has more than one crash in a
particular calendar year or some other cycle, it might
mean something — and it might not be because their
driving ability is lagging, it might be for other reasons.
One of the things we picked up during the
parliamentary committee inquiry was that there are lots
of reasons for some people being poor drivers and that
often it can be corrected once they know about it. In
other words, if people are aware of it, they can start
looking at it themselves. A prime example occurs when
people have eye tests. We were told that up to 87 per
cent of eye problems can be corrected if people know
about them.
One of the things I want to comment on about
recommendation 18 by referring to the report of a past
inquiry on older road users is the issue of demerit points
and their being used to pick up the likelihood of people
having accidents. The previous report states:
Past research has demonstrated that there is a strong
connection between a driver having a history of traffic
convictions and their involvement in collisions. For example,
during the inquiry into the demerits points scheme in 1994,
the committee learned that drivers with higher numbers of
offences are three to six times more likely to be involved in
crashes …

Three to six times higher! The report also states:
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That inquiry also concluded that those Victorian who
accumulated 12 or more demerit points within a three-year
period would have about five times the crash involvement of
those without demerit points.

So demerit points in themselves do not necessarily
mean a person will have an accident, but they are a flag.
The committee tried desperately to pick up ways of
helping elderly drivers — not just elderly drivers but all
drivers — with this problem. People like to criticise the
demerit-point system, but it can be a very good
indicator of a problem.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
COMMITTEE
Export opportunities for rural industries
Mr DELAHUNTY (Lowan) — I speak today on
the parliamentary committee report done by the
Economic Development Committee on its inquiry into
export opportunities for Victorian rural industries. A lot
of work was put into it, not only by members of
Parliament but also by a lot of members of the
community. We took the opportunity to travel to New
Zealand to address some of the issues there which are
similar to those not only in Victoria but throughout
Australia. The report on that inquiry, which was started
by the members of the 54th Parliament, was excellent.
It is a good road map for many industries that want
assistance from both state and federal governments.
There were 32 recommendations on how the Victorian
government can continue to provide valuable assistance
through having an export focus on regional and rural
industries. One of the recommendations is for the
government to review the delivery of industry support
through the Department of Primary Industries (DPI)
and the Department of Innovation, Industry and
Regional Development, and I will come back to that.
The report also puts forward a strong recommendation
to address the concerns raised by a company called
Luv-A-Duck, which is based in the Lowan electorate,
regarding quarantine regionalisation. It recommends
action to recognise Australia’s geographic diversity and
respect the importance of protecting Australian exports
from unnecessary restrictions due to its isolated disease
outbreaks.
I come back to the 32 recommendations, one of which
is to combine the two departments. My understanding,
after having spoken to the Speaker, is that we are able
to talk about the response given by the government to
those recommendations. The Minister for State and
Regional Development and the Minister for Agriculture
put forward a response in a media release on Tuesday,
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18 November, entitled, ‘Looking into the next
generation of food exports’. Unfortunately that
response only covered one of the recommendations and
did not agree with the committee’s report to combine
the two departments. The media release states:
Victoria’s agriculture and regional development departments
will team up to develop capability and maximise export
opportunities for Victorian food producers …

As we know, Victorian agrifood exports total about
$6.5 billion a year, and the agribusiness sector plays a
very important role in export growth.
Having worked with both departments in my previous
life, I think it is unfortunate that the recommendation
was not taken on board. I do not think the government
has addressed the concerns raised by the many people
we met, such as the members of agribusiness groups
like Wimmera 2020, which is run under the auspices of
the Wimmera Catchment Management Authority. They
work with the Department of Primary Industries and the
Department of Sustainability and Environment — and
there are many departments other than those listed in
the report. But at the end of the day the Department of
Innovation, Industry and Regional Development has the
dollars, and there is limited cooperation. Some good
ideas are put forward by the DPI people through their
committees, and some good ideas are also put forward
by the catchment management authorities. But
unfortunately, because the Department of Innovation,
Industry and Regional Development has the dollars it
controls the agenda.
Therefore I am disappointed that the government has
not taken on board those comments by the committee.
But more importantly the government said there would
be greater coordination of whole-of-chain policy
development. It said there would be shared service
delivery processes and streamlined information
dissemination, but at the end of the day it is about
getting productivity and working with these community
groups.
I highlight a group in my area known as Wimmera
2020, which is part of the agribusiness sector we have
spoken about in the report. Each year Wimmera 2020
recognises young people from the five Wimmera
municipalities who are shining examples of
agribusiness. This year’s recipients were: Chris
Prestwood of the Shire of Northern Grampians; Ben
Davies of the Rural City of Horsham; Kim Hawker of
the Shire of West Wimmera; Lee and Debbie
Hutchinson of the Shire of Yarriambiack; and David
and Michelle Pipkorn of the Shire of Hindmarsh.
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Plowman) —
Order! I am not sure that this relates to the committee’s
report.
Mr DELAHUNTY — I am saying that the
agribusiness sector highlighted in the report plays an
important role. It is important not only that the
Department of Primary Industries but also other
government departments work, as is recommended by
the report, in a coordinated way with these amazing
young people in country Victoria to maximise the
export opportunities for Victorians.

STANDING ORDERS COMMITTEE
Modernisation of standing orders
Mr LUPTON (Prahran) — I want to make some
short comments today on the report entitled
Modernisation of Standing Orders, which was tabled
by the Standing Orders Committee of the Legislative
Assembly earlier this week. I note at the outset that this
is the week of the 146th anniversary of this Parliament,
and that some of the standing orders under which
Parliament operates and which have been in existence
since 1857 were derived from the standing orders of the
House of Commons that existed prior to that time. It is
appropriate that the Standing Orders Committee from
time to time take the opportunity to review and
hopefully sensibly modernise the standing orders under
which the Parliament operates.
The main changes proposed by the Standing Orders
Committee deal with the proposal to replace the
committee stage of debate with another procedure to be
known as the consideration-in-detail stage of debate.
The second main change I refer to concerns references
to other jurisdictions when standing orders of this place
are silent on an issue. It is important that the Parliament
of Victoria operate in a way that is readily and easily
understandable by members of the community who
elect us to this place, and that the procedures of the
Parliament enable us to carry out the legislative
functions we have been given with appropriate
efficiency, particularly that they enable the maximum
amount of debate to be had and provide the ability for
members to speak in debates whenever it is appropriate.
Because the standing orders are the principal rules upon
which the procedures and debates in this place are
governed, it is important that they reflect the nature of
modern parliamentary procedures in enabling the
maximum amount of debate and accountability and the
ability for us to get through the heavy legislative
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program with which we are often confronted during
sitting weeks.
The consideration-in-detail proposal is a very sound
one because it will enable the processes of Parliament
to be more efficient and speedy but will also enable
people to more readily understand what we are doing
during the debates in this house. One of the things that
is most difficult to explain to members of the public and
particularly to school students who come here is why
we go into a committee of the whole after the
second-reading stage of a bill is concluded. There does
not seem to be any good reason for it in the modern
context, and the proposal to bring in a
consideration-in-detail stage, where the person in the
chair will carry the title Deputy Speaker instead of
Chair of Committees, seems to be a sound one.
Reference to other jurisdictions is also important. The
current standing orders provide for reference to be
made to the practice of the House of Commons if no
provision is made for a particular procedure in the
Assembly. The committee’s proposal is that this be
broadened to allow the Speaker to determine the issue
by reference to the practices of any parliaments
operating under the Westminster system. In particular,
this would provide the ability to look formally at
practices in other Australian jurisdictions.
That is a sensible and sound proposal to make our
procedures more relevant in the Australian context. We
have certainly outgrown the need to continually refer to
the House of Commons as the single fount of wisdom
so far as the procedures of this Parliament are
concerned. It is not that we would ignore it, but it is
important to use the context of the Australian
environment, and in particular the federal Parliament in
Canberra, when updating our procedures.
Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.04 p.m.
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Budget: surplus
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — My question without
notice is to the Premier. I refer to today’s
Auditor-General’s findings that $207 million was
improperly transferred to the Department of
Infrastructure without the department actually having
built the roads or provided the public transport that the
money was supposed to pay for, and I ask: if the
government is not going to use this money to build the
Scoresby freeway, reinstate the black spot program or
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reduce public transport fares, will the money be
returned immediately to the consolidated fund, as
recommended by the Auditor-General?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the honourable
member for Box Hill for his question — it has been a
long time! The surplus of funds is hardly unusual; it
occurs on a regular basis in all governments. The
money has been assigned and earmarked for various
projects, but it was not spent by the end of the financial
year. It will be spent as and when required.

Qantas: investment
Ms CAMPBELL (Pascoe Vale) — My question is
to the Premier. Will he advise the house of today’s
investment announcement by Qantas and outline how
this is yet another sign of strong confidence in the
Victorian economy?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the member for
Pascoe Vale for her question and, along with many
members of this house, I thank her for her continued
and sustained interest in the aircraft industry and in the
people who live in her electorate who were employed
by Ansett Airlines, which collapsed some years ago. I
know she has a strong interest in the industry, as well as
other members like the member for Yuroke.
Today was a very pleasing day for Victoria and yet
another good announcement for our state. I was very
pleased to be with the chair of Qantas Australia,
Margaret Jackson, and other key Qantas personnel and
to be part of the announcement that Victoria has been
selected as the headquarters of the new Qantas low-cost
carrier for the nation.
This is arguably the biggest single aviation
announcement since 1936, when Ansett Airways was
formed with the first flight from Melbourne to
Hamilton. This headquarters will effectively mean
some 1000 direct new jobs for Victoria in the airline
industry, and associated with them there will be
3000 jobs for contractors, suppliers and other
personnel.
Victoria has great depth in the aviation industry, with
some 20 000 people employed overall. That was one of
the fundamental reasons why we were selected as the
headquarters for this new low-cost Qantas carrier,
alongside the support our state government has given
Qantas as a good partner in its operations. The state and
regional development minister recently announced
300 more maintenance jobs for Avalon Airport in
association with Qantas. This builds on that further, and
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it builds on the strong announcements we have had this
year in other industries.
It is good for two fundamental reasons. The first is that
it is very good for our economy, because it will mean
we secure our place as one of the aviation industry
headquarters in the country. Secondly, it will be good
for tourism. The focus of this low-cost carrier will be
principally around enhancing the tourist market in
Australia, including the domestic tourism market and
holidaying at home, which has been one of the key
objectives of the Minister for Tourism.
This is very good for tourism, because it effectively
means that the headquarters of this low-cost carrier
which will package tourism deals around Australia will
be located here. Clearly this will be a great advantage
for our local and domestic tourism market.
If you look at some of the key major companies that
have moved to Victoria this year, you can see it is quite
stunning. Let me go through them. This year there was
the announcement of at least 1500 new jobs with the
new GE capital headquarters being located here in
Victoria. Then there are around 1300 new jobs with the
new global headquarters of Computershare, which is
located here in Melbourne as well.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Without the assistance of
the Greek chorus!
Mr BRACKS — In regional Victoria there are
300 new jobs at the IBM’s recently opened software
application development and support centre at Ballarat
and 300 jobs with Woolworths at a $90 million
distribution centre in Wodonga. This is also a great
achievement, which we worked on very hard as a
government.
I summarise this by saying that where the low-cost
carrier would be located was a competitive issue for the
country. We had to compete with other states, and we
were successful. We have some logistic superiority
over other states for the location of a low-cost carrier.
We have a government which is business friendly and
encourages investment and industry. Any government
would want to have the sort of key job announcements
we have had this year. This will be a great fillip for the
economy and for tourism.

Hospitals: funding
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — My
question is to the Premier. I refer to the fact that the
Auditor-General’s report today confirms that the
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number of hospitals in financial difficulty has increased
from 9 to 15 in the past year and that hospitals showing
unfavourable results have increased from 15 to 22, and
I ask: is the government intending to ignore this
appalling trend, or is it actually going to do something
to reverse it?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
the National Party for his question. As I have
mentioned in this house before, and as the Minister for
Health has also mentioned, the fundamental, basic
reason for deficits in our hospitals in Victoria, which I
have to say is less than the 18 hospitals you had in
deficit when you were in government last — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier through the
Chair.
Mr BRACKS — Yes, when the Leader of the
National Party was in government last. This is the direct
result of the extra patients who have been treated in our
hospital system. We planned to treat an extra
35 000 patients last year; we actually treated an extra
60 000 patients. Why was that so? It was because
bulk-billing has been reduced and people have been
presenting at our emergency departments. This is a
direct result of the reduction in bulk-billing as a
percentage. Those people who would have otherwise
received doctors services and been bulk-billed have
been presenting — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRACKS — That is a direct result of it. We
have treated more patients, and we have achieved a
significant outcome in our hospital system over the last
four years. But there is a threat to it, and we all know
what the threat is — the cuts which have occurred
under the federal government with $350 million less in
the Australian health care agreement. That is what
needs to be reversed to resolve the issue.

Tourism: Qantas
Ms BEATTIE (Yuroke) — My question without
notice is to the Minister for Tourism. I ask: will the
minister advise the house of the tourism benefits that
will flow from today’s announcement by Qantas that it
will base its new low-cost carrier in Victoria and
Yuroke?
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for
Tourism) — I thank the member for Yuroke for her
question. She is the no. 1 champion for Melbourne
Airport in the Parliament, not only for the profile it
gives us as the gateway to Victoria but also for the
thousands of jobs located in her electorate as a result of
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the great work of Melbourne Airport. Today’s
announcement by the Premier is a fantastic one for
Victoria.
As the Premier said, it is a huge show of confidence in
Victoria, not only in regard to the aviation skills we
have in this state, as Margaret Jackson said, and the
number of former Ansett employees who will get job
opportunities out of this but also in relation to the
20 000 Victorians employed in the aviation industry.
The other thing Margaret Jackson said is that Qantas
very much noticed the growing profile that Victoria has
been receiving interstate and overseas in recent years
because of our boost to tourism and events funding. We
probably have the largest number of cooperative
marketing campaigns we ever have had with Qantas.
We have campaigns together with Qantas and the travel
industry overseas, interstate — on events as well — but
the key thing about that low-cost carrier is that it is
really about growing that leisure market.
People might not recognise Victoria as a leisure market.
It is a strong business travel market; it is a strong
international market, but we actually are a strong and
growing leisure market — that is what Margaret
Jackson said today. That is not only because of the
profile of our major events, but also because of the
growing profile of the regional attractions in Victoria.
The campaigns we have been running in recent years
include promoting the Great Ocean Road and the
regional cities and the opportunities that exist there. We
have had the interstate Melbourne Plus campaign and
billboards and print advertising campaigns interstate
showing off the Yarra Valley, the Mornington
Peninsula and the Daylesford region.
In recent times we have also had increased investment
in our snow season marketing campaigns — and we
have had billboards interstate to encourage visitors to
come to Victoria. We have also had the award-winning
black and white Romantic Melbourne TV campaigns
running around Australia, which has again put us on the
map, strengthened our reputation not only for events
but also as the cultural tourism capital of Australia and
the food and wine capital of Australia as well.
Of course very recently we announced the $4.7 million
TV, cinema and print campaign — again interstate —
to promote the Yarra Valley to help broaden that
reputation of romantic Melbourne and our food and
wine strengths. That is what Margaret Jackson said.
That is one of the other reasons Qantas has chosen
Melbourne ahead of other capital cities around
Australia to place the headquarters for the low-cost
carrier. So it is not just our skill set; it is the profile and
commitment that this government has given to grow the
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profile of the state interstate and overseas through
marketing campaigns and major events.
What does this do? This allows us to do more
marketing campaigns with Qantas. It is also great news
for other international independent carriers that fly into
Melbourne Airport. Melbourne Airport at the moment
is the second busiest airport in the country. It is actually
leading all the other airports around Australia in terms
of growth in services. We are already 16 per cent up on
international airline seats flying into Melbourne
compared to this time last year. We also have a record
number of interstate services flying into Melbourne.
That says that people are saying that Melbourne, and
Victoria, is definitely the place to be for business, travel
and tourism.
This means that we can integrate more with Qantas’s
international low-cost carrier, Australian Airlines. It has
a strategic plan that we have been working with it on
for a while now. People can come from emerging
markets — places like Korea, China, South-East Asia
and India, which are emerging tourism and business
economies — to Victoria to connect with the low-cost
carrier services that will now also be in Melbourne in
the future.
This also means that international carriers that are not
Qantas carriers can also integrate their services. It
means less people transiting in Sydney and more
opportunity to travel to Melbourne. We will be doing a
lot more marketing campaigns with Qantas’s low-cost
carrier, as we do with the other parts of its business. It
means more cooperative marketing campaigns, more
Qantas support for the major events we run in Victoria
and more Qantas promotions of our — —
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the minister to
conclude his answer.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS — It means more Qantas
promotions of the wonderful tourism opportunities and
advantages that this state has.

Hospitals: funding
Mrs SHARDEY (Caulfield) — My question is to
the Minister for Health. I refer to the minister’s radio
interview last Sunday, when she claimed that the
hospital deficit would be $70 million. I ask: given the
Auditor-General’s finding today that the deficit is
$121 million, was the minister lying on Sunday or did
the government lose $51 million in the last three days?
Ms PIKE (Minister for Health) — I thank the
member for Caulfield for her question. We welcome
the report by the Auditor-General and particularly the
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recommendations in regard to the health system. I must
say we are very pleased that we do have an independent
Auditor-General. This government fought very hard for
that, in partnership with the people of Victoria.
I refer the member to page 88 of the Auditor-General’s
report, which makes it clear that the hospital deficit is in
fact $72.7 million, but — just to make it very clear —
the Auditor-General does include two abnormal
additional items, which takes the figure to $121 million.
We need to be very clear what these two abnormal and
additional items are. The first was the $34.8 million for
the transfer of the Latrobe Regional Hospital assets.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The house will come to
order so the minister can be heard.
Ms PIKE — Just to make this very clear for the
benefit of the house, we recall that the previous
government privatised the Latrobe Regional Hospital.
That in fact became yet another of the failed
privatisations of the previous government. This
government bought that hospital back and really got a
very good deal for the people of the Latrobe Valley.
The amount that we paid was in fact less than the
overall asset that we acquired. Not only that, but in this
last financial year the public Latrobe Regional Hospital
made a small operational surplus. So that is the first
component.
The second abnormal item that the Auditor-General in
fact identifies is the $13.5 million to finalise payments
that were actually associated with the costs of the
construction of the Monash Medical Centre in the
1980s. So these are not around the operational
results — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms PIKE — The figure of $72.7 million is still
correct.

Business: performance
Ms GILLETT (Tarneit) — My question is for the
Minister for State and Regional Development. Can the
minister inform the house of how Victorian enterprises
are performing on the national stage?
The SPEAKER — Order! The Minister for State
and Regional Development, with a fairly broad
question.
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Mr BRUMBY (Minister for State and Regional
Development) — I will just answer the question,
Speaker.
The SPEAKER — Order! Briefly.
Mr BRUMBY — I will do that succinctly.
Members are aware that since the election of the Bracks
government Victoria has really become a magnet for
people, for events, for ideas and for capital to move to
our state. We saw that again with the announcement the
Premier made today with Qantas’s low-cost carrier. It is
a fantastic decision for our state — new investment,
new jobs, new tourism markets.
Mr Doyle interjected.
Mr BRUMBY — A very positive announcement,
and brought off under a Bracks government, right? It
occurred under the Bracks government.
Mr Doyle — Margaret Jackson had nothing to do
with it?
The SPEAKER — Order! Question time is not the
opportunity for a conversation between the Leader of
the Opposition and the minister across the table. The
minister, to address the Chair and answer the question.
Mr BRUMBY — As the Premier said today, this is
one of a number of fantastic recent investments the
state has seen that have meant new investment and new
jobs in Victoria.
We have also seen record numbers of people moving to
our state. The opposition hates to hear this, because
they were all leaving under the Kennett years in the
1990s, but they are all coming back in increasing
numbers. We have had an unemployment rate below
the national average now for 41 consecutive months.
I want to bring to the house’s attention this latest edition
of Business Review Weekly, which has on the front
‘BRW 1000’ and which looks at Australia’s biggest
enterprises and ranks the 1000 largest enterprises across
Australia. It is really regarded as a scorecard of how
Australia’s top companies are performing in terms of
revenue, profit, research and development, spending
and employment. It covers public and private
companies as well as government business enterprises.
It is important to note from the report that, despite the
fact we only have 25 per cent of Australia’s population,
Victorian-based enterprises this year account for 38 per
cent of the activity and sales that have been generated.
Mr Wells — What’s different from four years ago?
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Mr BRUMBY — Thank you for the interjection. A
comparison between 1999 and 2003 of the top 100
enterprises shows just what a powerhouse the Victorian
economy has become.
Since 1999 the number of top 100 enterprises in New
South Wales has declined — from 52 to 42; the number
in Queensland has declined, from 9 to 6; but the
number of top 100 enterprises based in Victoria has
grown, from 31 in 1999 to 37 this year — far and away
the biggest increase of any state.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRUMBY — I could not have written a better
answer myself. Victoria, the research shows, also has
6 of the top 10 enterprises, 13 of the top 25 enterprises,
and 20 of the top 50 enterprises. I am pleased to also
say that the report shows that we are home to 4 of the
top 10 R and D spenders in Australia — the University
of Melbourne, Ford, Holden and CSL.
What it shows is that through the programs we put in
place we really have become a focus, a magnet for
innovation-based new investment in this state. So
whether you are looking at employment growth,
whether you are looking at new investment, whether
you are looking at R and D, if you are looking for a
state which is really the powerhouse of the Australian
economy, you are looking at Victoria.

Police: files
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is to the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services. I refer the minister to his answer yesterday
that he did not know what freedom of information
(FOI) applications had been made by sporting shooters.
I ask: given yesterday’s answer, how — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr DOYLE — It is actually a direct quote.
The SPEAKER — Order! It is against standing
orders to quote from the current session of Parliament.
Mr DOYLE — I personally would not do that; I
just could not resist the interjection.
Given yesterday’s answer, how does the minister
explain Mr Sebastian Ziccone’s statements of today and
yesterday that the minister did know of Mr Ziccone’s
FOI application and that that FOI application was
discussed at the Park Hyatt meeting organised by the
minister?
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Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) — I invite the Leader of the
Opposition to review the transcript of the interview of
Mr Ziccone with Jon Faine this morning. It bears out
everything I said yesterday. It bears out that I was right
and the Leader of the Opposition was wrong. It also
bears out that everything that this government has been
saying about the opposition — that it makes wild and
inaccurate allegations — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the member for
Warrandyte and the Leader of the Opposition to stop
using unparliamentary expressions. The Minister for
Police and Emergency Services, to continue.
Mr HAERMEYER — It bears out everything the
government has been saying about opposition
members — that they make wild and inaccurate
allegations, that they are completely irrelevant and that
they are lazy.

Exports: Opening Doors plan
Mr LIM (Clayton) — I direct my question to the
Minister for Manufacturing and Export. Can the
minister inform the house of progress in developing the
government’s Opening Doors export plan?
Mr HOLDING (Minister for Manufacturing and
Export) — I thank the member for Clayton for his
question. I know that he is very interested in the fate of
Victorian exporters and in making sure that we grow our
trade relationship with a whole lot of different — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Members should not
make personal reflections about other members’ clothes
The minister, to continue.
Mr HOLDING — I can assure the member for
Mornington that it is Australian made.
The member for Clayton is interested in the fate of
Victorian exporters, and we are very keen to make sure
that we create the best possible environment for
Victorian exporters to grow and thrive. As I informed
the house earlier, we know that Victorian and
Australian exporters face a very challenging
environment at the moment. Recent Australian Bureau
of Statistics data has shown that Australia’s exports
over the last year have declined by 4 per cent, a
situation not helped by the drought, by the slump in the
world economy and more particularly by the rise in the
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Australian dollar, which is now up over US72 cents, the
spot rate last night being US72.04 cents.

announcement today of the Qantas low-cost carrier is
such a significant development.

The government is very keen to make sure it creates the
best possible environment in which to support our
exporters, and as part of that plan it is developing an
Opening Doors export plan to grow exports in this
state, to double the number of Victorian exporters by
2010 and to grow the volume of Victorian exported
goods to $30 billion over the same period. I was
therefore very pleased to release on Monday the
Opening Doors export plan discussion paper.

We want to make sure that we grow our exports of
education services, and I know that both the Minister
for Education and Training and the Minister for
Education Services are working very hard to grow the
presence of Victorian education service providers in
many different markets around the world. We want to
grow our exports of aerospace components, our exports
of cars, our exports of food into Europe, and our
exports of fashion items. We want to grow our exports
of a whole range of different products to make sure that
people around the world are able to enjoy Victorian
goods in many different locations and in many different
forms and facets.

Ms Asher — Is your photo in it?
Mr HOLDING — The member for Brighton asks
whether my photo is in it. I am very pleased to inform
the member for Brighton that my photo is in the
publication.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister, through
the Chair — and we will not look at the photo!
Mr HOLDING — My photo is in the publication,
and it is 50 times smaller than the member for
Brighton’s photo which appeared in this government
advertising supplement in 1998.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister to respond,
without holding up documents in the house.
Mr HOLDING — I will resist the temptation,
Speaker. We are very pleased to have in place already a
comprehensive program that supports Victorian
exporters in many different ways. The member for
Cranbourne will be pleased to know that we are
supporting Packaging Needs in his electorate with a
$7000 First Step Exporter grant. The member for
South-West Coast will be pleased to know that we are
supporting Victorian Mariculture Developments with a
$10 000 First Step Exporter grant. I know that the
member for Ivanhoe will be pleased to learn that we are
supporting Puddings on the Ritz with a $5000
collaborative export marketing program so that the
company can manufacture and export premium desserts
and baked goods.
Victorian companies are doing exciting things and
exporting around the world, but we want to make sure
that we do more than just support our manufacturers
who are exporting. We want to grow our service
exports and our exports from tourism, which is why the

We are going to work very hard on the Opening Doors
export plan. We have already consulted closely with
business, and we have already run a series of seminars
as well as conducting some surveys. We have released
a discussion paper. We are asking the critical questions.
We are making sure we are getting input from industry
to ensure that we grow our exports into the future. We
know we will reach those targets in 2010 by
cooperating with the business sector. We know that
Victoria will be the beneficiary of the growth in
exports, of the wealth that will subsequently bring to
our economy, of the new investment and of the new
opportunities for showcasing Victorian goods and
services in thousands of different locations around the
world.

Hospitals: funding
Mr DELAHUNTY (Lowan) — My question is to
the Minister for Health. Can the minister confirm that,
according to a Department of Human Services report,
community fundraising and the use of reserves
contributed $68 million to the bottom lines of hospitals
last financial year and that without this figure the true
deficit in funding from the minister’s department is in
fact $170 million.
Ms PIKE (Minister for Health) — I thank the
member for his question. It has always been the case
that contributing to the health and wellbeing of our
community has been a partnership. It has been a
partnership between governments and it has been a
partnership with communities. Fundraising for local
community services and fundraising for hospitals is a
very important part of community building; it is a very
important way in which the community itself, in
partnership with the government, says that we actually
care about each other. We have been very happy, in a
number of instances, with the way that partnership has
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been expressed in some of our capital developments
and the ways in which communities can contribute to
hospitals in their own locations.
This government provides adequate funding for our
hospitals. We know there are times when there are
significant increases in demand; there are also times
when hospitals are able to acquire reserves. All of those
resources go together. We always have a choice in
these matters. When there are difficult and challenging
times you can close hospitals and cut services, or you
can continue to work with the community and with the
hospitals to make sure that people get the services they
need.

Aboriginals: Wotjobaluk native title claim
Mr HELPER (Ripon) — My question is for the
Attorney-General. Will the Attorney-General inform
the house of the progress of negotiations with the
Wotjobaluk people of the Wimmera region in relation
to their claim for native title?
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I thank the
honourable member for Ripon for his question. I am
sure that it is somewhat trite to say that the last
200 years has certainly witnessed the dispossession of
Aboriginal people in Victoria and right around
Australia.
What is seldom realised is that in the last 10 years we
have seen what I believe to have been the most testing
time for Aboriginal communities as they have certainly
struggled to achieve native title and recognition of the
land with which they have been traditionally connected.
This struggle, I might say, was at its bloodiest during
the years of the Kennett government, when the then
leader, supported by many of his backbench, used
everything within his power to incite community
opposition to native title. The media was used, the
courts were used and often the leader’s colleagues were
used. We will never forget the allegations made by the
then leader that the Mabo decision meant that people’s
backyards would be at risk.
The Bracks government came to office with a
commitment to turn native title into outcomes, and I
believe it has led the way nationally in establishing a
path for the negotiation of native title outcomes with the
Victorian Aboriginal community.
This path to recognition and reconciliation is amply
demonstrated by the negotiations with the Wotjobaluk
people to settle their native title claim here in Victoria.
Many members would recall that in October last year
the Victorian government entered into an in-principle
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agreement with the Wotjobaluk people to settle their
native title claim. The terms of that groundbreaking
agreement include rights to non-exclusive hunting,
gathering, camping and fishing along the banks of the
Wimmera River in north-west Victoria. In addition, that
agreement provides the Wotjobaluk people with an
advisory role in the national parks within the claim
area, a role in protecting cultural heritage in part of the
claim and also financial support including the purchase
of three parcels of Crown land totalling some
45 hectares which are of particular cultural significance
to the Wotjobaluk people.
I am pleased to advise the house that late last week I
received a letter from the new federal Attorney-General
finally supporting the Victorian government’s
agreement with the Wotjobaluk people. We now have
the Victorian government and its in-principle
agreement with the Wotjobaluk being supported by the
Wotjobaluk people, of course, by the federal
government and by the three councils in that area.
The legal process now requires that the other parties to
the claim state their support or otherwise before the
Federal Court can ratify the agreement. This includes
some 300 farmers in the area. I will be writing to all
these stakeholders, urging them to support the
Wotjobaluk people and the in-principle agreement
between the Wotjobaluk people and the state
government, which is supported by the federal
government and local councils. I will be asking them to
make this commitment when the matter returns to the
Federal Court on 5 December 2003.
There has been a real change in attitude in Victoria in
relation to native title claims. As we all recall, the
Kennett government was very keen to drag these
matters out before the courts. The Bracks government
believes seriously in righting the wrongs of the past,
and it has engaged with the indigenous community in
genuine negotiations to achieve real outcomes.

OMBUDSMAN
Retirement
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I move:
That the following address to the Governor be agreed to by
this house —
We the Legislative Assembly of Victoria in Parliament
assembled, with the concurrence of the Legislative
Council of Victoria, pray that the Governor in Council
will be pleased to exercise the authority vested in the
Governor in Council by section 3(5)(b) of the
Ombudsman Act 1973, by removing Barry William
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Perry from his office as Ombudsman as a result of his
invalidity.

It is with great regret that Parliament today accepts that
Dr Perry is unable to continue as Victoria’s
Ombudsman on account of ill health.
Victoria has had only three ombudsmen since the
establishment of the position in October 1973, and
Dr Perry’s career with the office spans nearly its entire
history. He has had a great influence on the structure
and direction of the office. Dr Perry’s work as
Ombudsman was interrupted when he suffered a stroke
on Anzac Day this year. At that time he was alone on
his rural property in central Victoria, and it is likely that
some hours passed before he was found and given
medical assistance.
That he survived this extremely serious event and has
since been making slow but steady progress towards
recovery is a testament to the tenacity and personal
resolve that also marked his work as Ombudsman.
Sadly that stroke has prevented Dr Perry’s return to
duty, and the motion before the house is made pursuant
to section 3(5)(b) of the Ombudsman Act seeking an
early end to his term of office as a result of his
invalidity.
Dr Perry grew up in the working class suburb of
Collingwood, and as many members would know he
was very proud of his roots and of the fact that he
played senior football for the Collingwood team, and he
remained a staunch supporter of the club throughout the
years. He began his long and distinguished public
service career in the then Crown Solicitor’s office in
1959, later joining the Parliamentary Counsel’s office.
While working there he undertook legal studies and
completed a bachelor of laws degree with honours at
Monash University, going on to obtain a doctorate in
jurisprudence from Stanford University.
He commenced working with the Ombudsman’s office
on 19 June 1974 as an investigation officer, later
moving to the position of senior investigations officer.
Dr Perry’s work has always demonstrated his clear and
perceptive thinking and his talent as an immensely
practical lawyer. From his early days in the
Ombudsman’s office Dr Perry’s legal skills were
evident, and he became the main legal adviser within
the office.
In 1988, Dr Perry was appointed Deputy Ombudsman
(Police Complaints). He established the credibility of
that role following the demise of the short-lived Police
Complaints Authority, and establishing that new role
was a challenging task, of course. There is no doubt that
Dr Perry succeeded in this undertaking. This year his
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office celebrated the 15th anniversary of taking on the
oversight of police complaints.
In February 1994, on the retirement of Norm Geschke,
Dr Perry was appointed Acting Ombudsman, and he
was appointed Ombudsman in July 1995. During
Dr Perry’s time at the Ombudsman’s office his
consistent focus has been on the integrity of
administrative processes and high ethical standards
amongst administrators at all levels — and the state is a
better place as a result of his work.
The office that Dr Perry leaves today has changed
considerably from the time when he began as an
investigation officer. The jurisdiction of the
Ombudsman has been considerably expanded since the
office was first created to include administrative actions
of local council staff as well as specific functions under
the Freedom of Information Act, the Police Regulation
Act and the Whistleblowers Protection Act, amongst
other things which are now part of the work of that
office.
Dr Perry’s work was critical to the development of the
Ombudsman’s present role under the Freedom of
Information Act and in fact contributed to the
development of freedom of information in Victoria.
More recently, when the Whistleblowers Protection Act
2001 was passed by this Parliament, Dr Perry created
and disseminated extremely detailed and practical
guidelines to assist in the application of this new
whistleblowers protection here in Victoria.
Fundamental to Dr Perry’s perception of his role as
Ombudsman have been the principles of independence,
objectivity, impartiality and fairness in carrying out his
duties. He has combined precise legal thinking with
what many would acknowledge to be the most
important attributes for an Ombudsman —
commonsense and plain speaking.
In addition to his activities in Australia, Dr Perry has
been a committed participant in international
ombudsman activities, enhancing the work of
ombudsmen in promoting effective and accountable
public administration. He has been a valuable
contributor to deliberations at meetings of the
Australasian and Pacific Ombudsman Forum and has
provided much useful advice to new ombudsmen
around the country and internationally.
Dr Perry has also been involved in international
ombudsman conferences, the work of the International
Ombudsman Institute and the International Association
for Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement. Dr Perry
has been generous in contributing the benefit of his
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experience and knowledge to assist in the development
of effective complaint handling. He participated in the
Commonwealth Secretariat-sponsored workshop in
Botswana designed to foster the development of
ombudsman organisations in Southern Africa.
In conclusion, as members will be aware, the work of
the Ombudsman is often thankless. Complaints, no
matter how minor or major they might be, bring
problems that can be systemic and expectations that
often are hard to meet. To an Ombudsman some
problems may come to seem intractable. The
Ombudsman has been thanked too little in the past for
his role, which has obviously been valuable and has
significantly advanced the processes of our democratic
institutions here in Victoria. Today I thank Dr Perry on
behalf of this house, the government, and also the
premiers who preceded me during Dr Perry’s years of
service with the Ombudsman’s office and as
Ombudsman.
In acknowledging the very significant contribution
Dr Perry has made over the years to improving public
administration and accountability in this state, we
recognise today a difficult job very well done. What we
must also recognise is the extraordinary job that
Dr Perry’s family, in particular Mrs Perry and his
children, are doing to assist Dr Perry’s recovery from
illness. Members will be aware that Dr Perry’s two
children are here with us today, in the gallery. We
acknowledge and recognise Alan and Marisa, and we
thank them on behalf of the people of Victoria and the
members of this Parliament for the work they are doing
in assisting in Dr Perry’s recovery.
All members will, I am sure, join me in wishing the
family well in continuing in that difficult task, as well
as wishing Dr Perry the very best on his continual road
to recovery. The state has certainly benefited in no
small way from Dr Perry’s work, his efforts and his
example. He will be greatly missed.
Honourable Members — Hear, hear!
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — I am
delighted to join the Premier’s motion for Dr Barry
Perry. It is important to note that although this is a sad
occasion it is not a eulogy. I would rather think of it as
an opportunity to celebrate Barry Perry’s work for
Victoria and to thank him and his family — Emma,
Barry’s wife, and his children, Alan and Marisa. We are
delighted that they are here to join us today. It is also
important to remember that there is cause for optimism
for Barry’s continued recovery, and we certainly wish
him well and wish his family great strength in aiding
that recovery.
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In doing the usual research to speak about Barry, I
noted that he was born on 2 April 1939, which is
something of a signal month for the Liberal Party. Later
that month Robert Menzies was sworn in for his first
stint as Prime Minister. He actually succeeded Earl
Page, a Prime Minister about whom I know very little,
perhaps because he served for only 19 days. Robert
Menzies certainly is an icon of our party.
As you look through that research and at what Barry
Perry has done for this state, what you note is that it
was a service of exemplary excellence. As the Premier
noted, he was made Ombudsman in 1995. The
Ombudsman’s office is the one that inquires into or
investigates complaints against Victorian government
departments, public statutory authorities and local
council officers. It is an office dealing with issues of
great sensitivity and often controversy. To that role
Barry Perry brought a sure hand and a fine mind.
The Premier has outlined that very honourable public
service career. In 1994, when Norm Geschke retired,
Barry was Acting Ombudsman for a time. He was
Deputy Ombudsman (Police Complaints) from 1988.
He joined the office in 1974 as a senior investigation
officer. In 1959 he joined the Crown Solicitor’s Office,
and then the parliamentary counsel’s office. I believe
that during that time, and even perhaps before then,
Barry did his articles as an articled clerk in the public
service, and he took leave during that time to complete
a very fine bachelor of laws degree with honours at
Monash University, later completing his doctorate in
jurisprudence at Stanford University. As I said, it has
been a working life of excellence in public service.
I would have to say, though, that there is one blot on an
otherwise distinguished career. As the Premier pointed
out, Barry not only barracks for Collingwood, he also
played for them. Collingwood records say that he
played two games in 1961 and kicked one goal. Barry
claims that he played more games than that. On
questions of accuracy, I will go with Barry Perry over
the Collingwood Football Club any day. Barry also
played many games in the reserves on the half-forward
flank and in the centre.
Professionally, as I have said, his was a distinguished
career, and the Premier mentioned some of that. I will
always recall I think two large and very sensitive cases
that Barry dealt with: Operation Bart, which was the
window shutters case, which members may recall; and
also more recently, in 2001, the investigation into the
drug squad. I think Barry Perry would consider
Operation Bart, the window shutters scam in which
550 officers were charged with taking kickbacks, as one
of the largest problems that he had investigated during
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his term as Ombudsman. I will come back to that a bit
later, because the way Barry dealt with that was
indicative of the way he approached all his cases.
About the drug squad inquiry he was typically
forthright. He said about his investigations into the drug
squad:
All I can say is if it was a racehorse you would either put it
out to pasture or you would put it down.

You do not get much more blunt than that.
Barry Perry had cited his concerns in regard to the drug
squad as very long standing, but he did not just tell us
what the problems were, he put forward a number of in
fact groundbreaking recommendations. They were:
increased supervision for police officers interacting
with drug squad informants, changed methods of
informant payment and in what quantum, shorter terms
of police assignment to the drug squad, random sting
operations, and integrity tests for officers.
These were not only groundbreaking recommendations,
they were controversial. But it was typical of Barry. He
did not just go to the problem, to the wrongdoer; he
went to the causes behind it. In particular Barry was
always critical of a culture which could lead to such
wrongdoing. So he did not look just at what had gone
wrong, he looked at why it had gone wrong and how
we could fix it. He said:
Most of the problems since 1988 that I have seen with the
Victoria Police are … management problems. It is too
simplistic to say there’s just a few rotten apples and
everything else is rosy. If you’ve got bad apples there’s a
problem with your management.

Perhaps more chillingly:
Corruption ebbs and flows with opportunity. In a very short
time it becomes cancerous.

Those pronouncements show Barry Perry exactly as he
was — blunt and fearless. But as I say, he went to
causes, not just cases, and that is one of the great
contributions he has made to the culture of his own
office.
What characterised Dr Barry Perry to me? I would
point to two things, one of which the Premier
mentioned. The first was his great integrity. Barry went
to any lengths possible. If his office had to investigate a
problem with a particular municipality, he would not let
any of his officers who lived in that municipality work
on the case. That was to do with his insistence on
making sure that there was no conflict of interest and
that everything was above board.
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The second thing I would mention is his impartiality.
He saw himself as answerable to this Parliament — not
to the politicians, to this Parliament — and I know he
was particularly pleased about being made an officer of
the Parliament as part of the recent amendments to the
Constitution Act, in which the status of the
Ombudsman’s office is comparable, of course, to the
status of the Auditor-General’s Office. I know that was
a long-held belief of Barry Perry’s.
Personally Barry was a very self-effacing and modest
man of huge intellectual capacity. In fact, he was so
modest that when Who’s Who asked him for his
professional and career details, Barry did not respond
because he did not think that was appropriate. So if you
look him up in Who’s Who, you will see the most scant
of entries, because Barry himself was too modest to
provide those details.
As the Premier said, he was a very able and very
practical lawyer. From the moment he joined the
Ombudsman’s office I know that Norm Geschke very
much appreciated his legal advice and his legal mind,
even as a junior member. When you think about some
of the people who were in that office — people like
John Dillon and Tom Neesham — you realise he was in
pretty good legal company, and Barry Perry’s intellect
was held in high regard by that office.
As the Premier said, he loved his property at Trentham
in central Victoria, and he went there as often as he
could, even it was just a day trip to get up to do some
work with the cattle and come back down again.
I do not think Barry would mind me calling him a
man’s man. He enjoys a beer, and if he has to choose a
cool drink on a hot day, I know his favourite is Emma’s
home brew. But also Barry Perry really enjoys a red
wine. Although it is not possible in this place to record
Barry’s opinion of all white wine, suffice it to say he
does not consider it wine at all — and don’t go offering
him ‘any of that pinot noir nonsense’ either! I am
pleased to note that Barry will now spend a week at
home before he returns to hospital for further
rehabilitation. We are all optimistic that further
improvements in Barry’s condition will result.
As the Premier said for his part, I would also like to
place on record my thanks and those of the Liberal
Party, the people of Victoria and the Parliament of
Victoria for the distinguished service of Dr Barry
William Perry.
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — On
behalf of the National Party I am honoured to join with
the Premier and the Leader of the Opposition in
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speaking to this motion today. Both the Premier and the
Leader of the Opposition have outlined the rich, able
and capable contribution which Dr Perry has thus far
made to the people of Victoria.
I want to make it clear from the start that we are not
conferring sainthood here today. It is recorded that he
played for Collingwood, and as the Leader of the
Opposition has remarked, I suppose it just goes to
demonstrate that perfection escapes all of us in some
way, shape or form!
Dr Perry has had a remarkable history given the
contribution which he has made to Victoria. The role of
Ombudsman was only initiated in this state in 1973. He
commenced his participation in the work of the office
in June 1974 and continues until this day. Our agreeing
to the motion before the house this day will of course
conclude that remarkable period of service.
He was appointed as Ombudsman in 1995. The
appointment under the terms of the act is for 10 years,
so accordingly, in the normal course of events, Dr Perry
would have served in his role until June 2004, some
19 months hence. As matters have transpired the
normal course of events, regrettably and tragically, has
been turned over somewhat, having regard to his
suffering a severe stroke on Anzac Day this year.
During his time as Ombudsman he will always be
regarded as having fulfilled the highest ideals that go
with the office. When one looks at section 13 of the act
under which his appointment occurred, one sees it
refers to the principal function of the Ombudsman
being to inquire into or investigate any administrative
action taken in any government department or public
statutory body to which this act applies or by any
member of staff of a municipal council.
It must be said that Barry Perry has fulfilled all those
criteria in spades. He has a proud and appropriate
history as someone who has proved capable of making
fearless and extensive inquiries into the issues of the
day on behalf of the people of Victoria. His
independence and impartiality are renowned throughout
the communities of Victoria. He has a great ability to be
able to interact with people and to recognise the core of
the issues which trouble them. Of course he has always
had the gift, I think, of understanding that for many
people the scale of their concern is the major thing in
their lives. It might not have been so in the total scheme
of things outside the province of his office, but he has
always understood that the issues that were brought to
him for his consideration were reflective of major
concerns for the people who took the trouble to come to
his office to seek his assistance.
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I pay tribute to him today for the work he has done on
behalf of the people of Victoria. I also, if I might
respectfully say, pay equal tribute to his wife, Emma,
and their two children, Alan and Marisa. I lived in a
home where my father was ill for many years, and I am
acutely aware of the imposition which, with the greatest
respect to Dr Perry, that puts on loved ones. It is a
remarkable tribute to those who are his most loved that
they continue to care for him in the way they
unfailingly do.
It is my great honour therefore to join with the Premier
and the Leader of the Opposition in speaking to the
motion which is before the house.
Motion agreed to.
Ordered that message be sent to Council seeking
concurrence with resolution.

CRIMES (MONEY LAUNDERING) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 25 November; motion of
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General).

Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — I will briefly continue
my remarks from yesterday evening, because I have a
couple of matters I want to address.
In relation to the proceeds and the instruments of crime,
there is a difference between the commonwealth
legislation and the Commonwealth Criminal Code and
the Victorian amendment we are dealing with at the
moment, in that the committing of an actual crime has
to be established. It is clearly set out in the relevant
section that in relation to the proceeds of crime and the
instruments of crime, but particularly in relation to the
proceeds of crime, a crime has to have been committed.
It is not good enough just to have the action of utilising
or intending to conceal particular proceeds, or using the
property as an instrument of crime. There has to be an
actual crime.
I also want to mention a matter relating to strict
liability. This is a matter that was dealt with by the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee. It is
probably a minor point, but the explanatory
memorandum makes it clear that proposed section 195
is a strict liability offence in that there is no required
mental element. The predecessor of proposed
section 195 in the Confiscation Act clearly provides a
defence for a mistake of fact — that is, if the accused
can demonstrate they have an honest or reasonable
belief, it will act as a statutory defence — but the
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explanatory memorandum to this bill states that because
that statutory defence has not been articulated in this
amending bill, the common-law rule of an honest and
reasonable mistake of fact will apply and provide the
accused with a defence.
I refer to the transition provisions. It is very clear that
when the operation of this bill comes into operation by
proclamation on 1 January 2004 these provisions will
only be prospective, so unless the offence occurs after
the proclamation the old provisions under the
Confiscation Act will apply.
I will return to something I touched on briefly yesterday
evening in relation to criminal negligence. The
explanatory memorandum and the second-reading
speech talk about the variety of criminal intentions —
from direct intention to recklessness and criminal
negligence. Concern has been expressed by members of
the legal profession about the lowering of the bar. The
government is essentially adopting the various mental
elements that are adumbrated in the Commonwealth
Criminal Code. The only thing that is a cause for
concern to me is the fact that the government has
adopted what it says is the common-law approach to
determining the appropriate mental element.
I make the observation that unlike the commonwealth,
which has the Commonwealth Criminal Code, which
clearly sets out the operation of the required mental
element as direct intention, recklessness or criminal
liability and specifies it as a part of the statutory
code — that is, it codifies the law to the exclusion of
the common law, and the law is expressly set out in the
code — Victoria does not have a criminal code in the
same guise as is found elsewhere in Australia, such as
in Tasmania and Queensland. I make the point that the
words of the commonwealth legislation are adopted
almost precisely in the definitions relating to both
recklessness and criminal negligence. The practical
effect is that, apart from the large definitions of the
physical offence which are directly attributable to the
words used in the code, the explanatory memorandum,
which adopts the common law, uses the words of the
Commonwealth Criminal Code almost precisely.
When the Attorney-General in his second-reading
speech said that the common law should apply in
defining the required mental element, particularly in
relation to criminal negligence but also in relation to
recklessness, what he was saying is that the common
law will apply; but the words that define the mental
element in the explanatory memorandum are almost
precisely the same as those in the Commonwealth
Criminal Code. With those remarks, the Liberal Party
will not be opposing this legislation.
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Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — The
National Party supports this legislation, which deals
with money laundering. Money laundering as
evidenced in the second-reading speech is a problem of
global magnitude. In his commentary the
Attorney-General reflects that somewhere between
2 per cent and 5 per cent of global gross product is
probably representative of the scale of money
laundering worldwide. When you come to think of the
numbers involved in such a calculation, you realise that
a staggering amount of money is involved. Particularly
in this day and age when it is an established fact that
money of this nature is often used for the financing of
various nefarious activities, it is important that we have
laws like this to do what can be done to address the
issues surrounding this very difficult problem.
I have never had any first-hand experience with money
laundering, I am pleased to say. I am able to say though
that I have had first-hand experience with ticket
laundering. I was reminded of an event when I was
preparing my commentary on this bill. Many years ago
when I was but a young man I lined up outside the
Melbourne Cricket Ground with many others to buy
grand final tickets. I was eventually successful in
making the purchase. I took them home, but regrettably
left them in the top pocket of my shirt, and my mum
put them through the washing machine. So that is how
ticket laundering was introduced into the Ryan
household! That is as close as I have come to the
experience accommodated by the terms of this bill.
This legislation, like so much other material that comes
before the house these days, arose from the Council of
Australian Governments. There was a meeting in 2002
of the state premiers and the leaders of the other two
jurisdictions in Australia, which dealt with the issue of
terrorism and multijurisdictional crime. The bill before
the house is part of the outcome of that important
meeting. The commonwealth has already moved to
introduce legislation, which this bill now reflects, and
template legislation is in turn encompassed within the
bill that is now under discussion — the model in
practical terms is therefore the Commonwealth
Criminal Code.
There are two basic functions of this legislation. The
first is to take the existing money laundering offences
that are in the Confiscation Act and translate them into
the Crimes Act. The second is to create three new
offences regarding money laundering and to
incorporate them into the Crimes Act.
I must say, for those who are following the issues
regarding the introduction of this legislation, I strongly
recommend that the bill be read very much in concert
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with the explanatory memorandum because some
aspects of the legislation are rather convoluted. The
explanatory memorandum, when read with the various
provisions, makes it easier to get across it.
With the removal of the relevant provisions of the
Confiscation Act into this act, I wonder whether it is an
issue of accident rather than design. This is the Crimes
(Money Laundering) Bill, and in the Confiscation Act
1997, which until now has dealt with money
laundering, there is a definition of money laundering
within part 14, section 122. One of the ironies of what
is now happening under this bill is that part 14 of that
act is being repealed, and the new provisions are to
incorporate the effect of the former provisions from the
Confiscation Act, plus the new provisions which the
government is intending to introduce.
One of the results of that process is that there is no
longer any definition of money laundering in the
Crimes Act. We will need to rely on the notion of what
constitutes it for the purpose of having a definition of
money laundering. It is part of the lexicon in the general
sense, of course, but just as an observation it is ironic
that the specific definition of this activity will be
repealed, and the new legislation will not reflect any
definition of the activity per se. The new definitions
will appear within division 2A, and they will carry no
definition, within their number, of money laundering.
The three new offences, in effect, equal those contained
in the old part 14 of the Confiscation Act, which
appears at page 143 of that act, together with these new
offences. The totality of that is wrapped up in what are
proposed sections 194, 195 and 195A in proposed
division 2A. As a matter of passing interest, I wondered
why proposed section 195A was proposed as a basis of
reference for the third of these provisions, and
discovered after an examination of the Crimes Act that
there is an existing section 196. Therefore proposed
section 195A is designed to simply tuck into the act
within the appropriate numerical order which currently
appears.
Proposed section 194 sets out the fact that those who
are guilty of dealing with the proceeds of crime will
face a number of charges. There are four offences
within the section. Those offences appear within the
legislation in descending order of magnitude. They start
in proposed subsection (1) to accommodate the person
who deals with the proceeds of crime, knowing that it is
the proceeds of crime and intending to conceal that they
are being dealt with. Any such individual guilty of that
offence attracts a maximum of 20 years imprisonment.
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The second level is to deal with persons who are
prohibited from dealing with the proceeds of crime,
simply knowing that the money in question does
represent the proceeds of crime. Insofar as this second
level of offence is concerned, the principle of intending
to conceal, as is reflected in the first level of offence,
has been deleted. We are simply speaking of those who
know they are dealing with the proceeds of a crime. In
that instance those persons attract a maximum sentence
of 15 years.
The third level of offence concerns a person being
prohibited from dealing with the proceeds of crime and
being reckless as to whether or not the funds in question
do represent the proceeds of crime. For that person
there is a maximum of 10 years imprisonment.
The fourth and final level deals with the fact that
persons are precluded from dealing with the proceeds
of crime and being negligent as to whether or not they
are dealing with those proceeds as the result of criminal
activity. Those persons can attract up to a maximum of
five years imprisonment.
The final provision within this section deals with a
defence being available to a prosecution for any one of
those four offences, if the accused is able to satisfy a
court that what was happening occurred because the
accused was dealing with the property in order to assist
the enforcement of a law from the commonwealth, a
state or a territory.
Proposed section 194 is a core provision and is intended
to reflect the old part 14 of the Confiscation Act 1997,
as well as the matters to which the Attorney-General
refers in the second-reading speech. It is a
‘gingered-up’ version, if I can put it colloquially, of
what used to appear in the Confiscation Act. It is
important when reading proposed section 194 to have
regard to the explanatory memorandum because it deals
with the terms used and which are fundamental to the
way the proposed section occurs — for example, the
explanatory memorandum, in talking about proposed
subsection (1) uses the expressions ‘knowing’ and
‘intending to conceal’, and recites the fact that this is
the most serious offence in the category. It is
punishable by the maximum penalty of 20 years, and
the prosecution will be required to prove that the
defendant intended to launder the property in the sense
of disguising its illegal origins. Then in proposed
subsection (2) the expression used is ‘knowing’ that it
is proceeds of crime, and that is self-explanatory.
Proposed section 194(3) refers to the use of the word
‘reckless’ and talks about the common-law principles of
recklessness that have been developed in the courts
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over the years. Proposed subsection (4) uses the
expression ‘negligent’, and again the explanatory
memorandum goes to some lengths to talk about the
principle of criminal negligence as it is understood. It
emphasises that it is not the same standard as civil
negligence, and again I recommend it to members for
the purpose of being able to make the distinction that is
referred to within proposed section 194(4). The use of
the word ‘negligent’ is, as I say, described in some
detail there.
That is the principal and operative provision of this
legislation in the sense of generating the bases upon
which charges will be laid for those who wish to
launder money. In proposed section 195 there is a new
offence which deals with property which is suspected
of being the proceeds of crime. It recites the fact that
any person who deals with such property, if there are
reasonable grounds to suspect that the property is the
proceeds of crime, is guilty of a summary offence and
therefore is open to a maximum period of two years
imprisonment.
In proposed section 195A the legislation deals with
property, which subsequently becomes an instrument of
crime, and sets out the penalties which apply to those
persons who engage in the activity described. There is a
maximum period of 15 years, which is attracted by a
breach of that particular provision. The language within
that proposed section, using the words ‘intending’,
‘reckless’ and ‘negligent’, is the subject of commentary
within the explanatory memorandum in the similar
manner to that which appears in proposed section 194.
There is a raft of following amendments which are
consequential upon the principal changes that are made
through the matters to which I have already referred. In
addition there is set out in new section 599, which is
inserted by clause 4, the fact that the operation of these
new laws is to be prospective as opposed to
retrospective.
I cannot help but remark that this is somewhat ironic.
Only last week in this place we were discussing
significant amendments to the laws in relation to
personal injuries claims on behalf of those who have
the misfortune to suffer injury as result of the
negligence of others. The laws in that instance were
seen fit to operate on a retrospective basis so that those
who have suffered an injury at any point in time are to
be now subject to the new law that will apply as soon as
that legislation is promulgated. The position is to be
contrasted with that which will apply here, because the
bill now before the house is to operate on a prospective
basis as opposed to a retrospective one.
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Transitional provisions contained in clause 6 will be
new section 173 of the Confiscation Act. They simply
accommodate the change which will occur in moving
from one piece of legislation — namely, the
Confiscation Act 1997 — to where we now are. They
are a necessary component of legislation of this nature.
The member for Kew has already made reference to the
distinction between the evidentiary aspects of what is to
happen pursuant to the Victorian legislation as opposed
to those that apply with the Commonwealth Criminal
Code, but as he pointed out, there is really in practical
terms very little distinction between them. In our case it
is to be based upon the common law, whereas in the
commonwealth’s case there is a codified standard that
is set out in that legislation. In practical terms, when
you get down to it the distinction between the two is
probably very fine indeed.
Clause 7 deals with a minor amendment to the
Surveillance Devices Act 1999 — the excision of the
term ‘National Crime Authority’ and the substitution in
its stead of the term the ‘Australian Crime
Commission’.
Otherwise the content of the legislation is
non-controversial. The National Party supports it. We
recognise that in this day and age whether one likes it or
not there is the need for legislation of the broad
compass which is reflected in the terms of these pages.
We have to be alive to that. Parliaments have to move
with it. Jurisdictions across Australia have agreed to do
it, and Victoria is now, per favour of the mechanism of
this bill, doing just that. The National Party supports it.
Mr LUPTON (Prahran) — It is a pleasure to speak
in support of the Crimes (Money Laundering) Bill 2003
and to note that although law reform in the field of
proceeds of crime and money laundering is certainly
not new, the nature of these offences and the way in
which the law has to tackle them has evolved
substantially in recent years. That has been a particular
result of drug trafficking and the growth in recognition
of transnational crime.
If we go back to the 1980s we see commonwealth
legislation dealing with the proceeds of crime — in
1987 — and other related legislation such as the Cash
Transactions Reporting Act as early legislative
reactions to the growth in this type of criminal activity.
They were parliamentary attempts to more effectively
deal with it. There have been substantial developments
both in the nature of this type of criminal activity and
the legislative reactions to it. Victoria made further
advances in the 1990s with the introduction of
forfeiture legislation through the passage of the
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Confiscation Act in 1997. It is another example of the
evolution of this legislation.
We are now dealing with a further development in this
field that has come out of a commonwealth-state
agreement that was reached at the Council of Australian
Governments in 2002. That meeting dealt with the
recommendations of the Australian Law Reform
Commission in a 1999 report. The commission made a
series of recommendations about the way what is
commonly termed money laundering ought to be dealt
with at a national and state level in Australia.
The commonwealth-state agreement came about
specifically as a result of the leaders summit on
terrorism and multijurisdictional crime that was held
last year. The Bracks government took to the 2002
election a promise to the people of Victoria that on its
re-election it would proceed to legislate to improve its
ability to deal with money-laundering offences. This
bill is a direct result of that election promise.
Following the commonwealth-state agreement the
commonwealth Parliament passed appropriate
legislation dealing with these subjects. This bill will
broadly bring Victoria into line with the commonwealth
provisions, save for two particular safeguards that have
been built into the Victorian legislation which we
believe to be appropriate. I will deal with them shortly.
In general terms it is important to recognise that a large
degree of uniformity between commonwealth and state
acts in relation to money laundering is a very important
consideration. Multijurisdictional crime by its very
definition means the sort of crime either that occurs or
the consequences of which are felt in more than one
jurisdiction — that is, in more than one state and often
between countries as well.
Major crime these days is often multijurisdictional and
transnational, so a collaborative approach is necessary
between governments at state, national and
international levels. That also goes for a collaborative
approach to law enforcement: you need to have
appropriate, parallel legislation at different levels, but
you also need to make sure that your law enforcement
agencies are able to work together on a collaborative
basis both in Australia and overseas.
In October I had the opportunity to attend the Crime
Stoppers International conference in Melbourne that
was opened by the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services. I was also very happy to be present to hear the
keynote address delivered by the Australian Federal
Police Commissioner, Mick Keelty, on the opening
day. That address dealt with the way in which — from
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an Australian Federal Police point of view — the law
enforcement agencies in Australia are cooperating both
together and with similar agencies overseas.
Commissioner Keelty particularly referred to the work
that had been done collaboratively between Australian
and Indonesian police forces after the Bali bombings.
The commissioner’s speech made it very clear that the
types of crime that are related to money laundering
include illicit drugs, people smuggling, sexual servitude
and electronic crime. These are extremely serious
matters, and if we do not deal with them appropriately
at both a state and national level we are clearly not
going to be able to be in a position to effectively deal
with that type of criminal activity.
This bill is principally directed at two areas. It clarifies
the existing proceeds-of-crime offences and creates a
new instruments-of-crime category of offence. The first
element — dealing with the proceeds of crime —
essentially moves certain categories of criminal activity
from the Confiscation Act into the Crimes Act, where
they are more appropriately located.
The Leader of the National Party raised an issue about
the definition of money laundering, and I want to deal
briefly with that. This bill repeals the definition of
money laundering that is contained in the Confiscation
Act, but by moving proceeds-of-crime offences into the
Crimes Act and picking up on the definition of
forfeiture offences that is contained in the Confiscation
Act, it effectively replaces the definition of money
laundering with the appropriately expanded definition
of proceeds of crime.
The major element of this bill — and the one that
creates a new offence — deals with property which
subsequently becomes an instrument of crime. This is a
new offence in the law of Victoria. It is similar to the
existing laws of complicity — which apply when a
person aids, abets, counsels or procures the commission
of an offence; however, those laws only apply when a
person intends that their actions will help another
person to commit an offence. These new offences will
apply to reckless and negligent conduct that assists in
the commission of an offence. This expansion is
because it is necessary, in order to deal with money
laundering, that we deal not only with intentional
conduct but also conduct that is reckless or negligent.
It is important to recognise the safeguards built into the
legislation. Firstly, the bill provides that the police
cannot charge a person with these offences unless they
obtain the consent of the Director of Public
Prosecutions. This is intended to provide a safeguard to
ensure that the offences are only used in appropriate
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cases and not when another charge would be more
appropriate.
The new offences are based on similar commonwealth
laws, as I have said, but they do not go as far as those
laws. In particular the new Victorian offences will only
apply if the property is actually used to commit or
facilitate a crime. That is an important safeguard, and
we believe that is the most appropriate way to apply
this legislation.
In conclusion money laundering can have such a
significant effect on the economy and the ability of
law-enforcement agencies to detect and deal with crime
that we need to be very clear that all levels of
government in this country are cooperating, making
sure that we have the most appropriate, up-to-date and
effective legislation to deal with this national and
international problem. I commend the bill to the house.
Mr McIntosh — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, the honourable member for Prahran
mentioned that one of the safeguards was that the
Director of Public Prosecutions had to consent to a
person being charged. The bill actually says the DPP
has to consent to a prosecution.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ingram) — Order!
There is no point of order; the member is making a
point of debate.
Mr WYNNE (Richmond) — I thank the honourable
member for Kew for his brief intervention. I am
delighted to follow my colleague the member for
Prahran, who joins this debate as the lead speaker on
behalf of the government, introducing the Crimes
(Money Laundering) Bill. I think the reference is in fact
to prosecution.
I welcome the opportunity to rise to give a brief
contribution. This legislation is a further, significant
step by the Bracks government towards strengthening
Victoria’s laws on terrorism and organised crime.
Money laundering is often a component of terrorist
activities, as we know. It is also not just a national
problem; it is an international one. Academics who
have looked at this area have estimated that money
laundering accounts for between 2 per cent and 5 per
cent of gross domestic product globally. So it is a
massive problem.
As we know, criminals quite successfully distance
themselves from their activities in generating
considerable wealth, and it is proving very difficult to
prosecute them. Organised international cooperation is
necessary.
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At the South Pacific Chiefs of Police Conference held
in Brisbane on Monday, the federal police
commissioner, Mick Keelty, advised his counterparts in
the South Pacific that they must be prepared to combat
international terrorism. Commissioner Kelty noted that
criminals and terrorists seek to exploit weaknesses in
the structures of different countries, particularly through
money laundering activities that finance terrorism. In
saying that I have drawn on the interesting articles by
Mark Forbes in the Age of 3 and 24 November. The
conference, as we understand it, is expected to agree on
a regional plan to combat international terrorism, drug
running, money laundering and identity fraud.
In the investigation of the terror suspect Willy Brigitte,
which is currently on foot, the Australian Federal Police
is probing the assets of more than 200 people and
organisations in Australia suspected of helping finance
foreign terrorist groups. The Sunday Herald Sun of
15 November was the source of information on what is
clearly a very highly organised ring of terrorists
operating on an international scale. It is reported that
many of these inquiries relate to money laundering
enterprises.
Authorities estimate that about $3.5 billion is laundered
in Australia each year and $2.8 trillion is laundered
worldwide. It is time to close these avenues down and
for the government to provide realistic and tough
deterrents. The person who has very much led that
debate has been the Attorney-General as part of the
joint work of the state and commonwealth governments
in ensuring there is complementary and mirroring
legislation at the national level and at the state level.
The response in Victoria has included the relocation of
money laundering offences to the Crimes Act 1958 to
reflect the seriousness of such behaviour. There is also
a clarification that as long as it is possible to prove that
the money was derived from or used in an offence
falling within certain categories, it is not necessary to
prove all the details of that offence.
Penalties of up to 20 years in jail will be available to the
courts in Victoria in sentencing those found guilty of
dealing with property knowing it was the proceeds of
crime and intending to conceal its origins. This
government is serious about reducing the opportunities
for people to profit from crime and is consequently
responding with quite severe penalties. A potential term
of incarceration of up to 20 years is a very severe
penalty.
There are not only increases in the penalties for money
laundering but also new offences to include people who
deal with money and property, which are known as
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instruments of crime, that are then used to facilitate or
commit crimes.
New offences similar to the commonwealth money
laundering offences are being created to deal with
instrument of crimes in order to promote consistency
between jurisdictions and make it easier for law
enforcement agencies to take a national approach to
money laundering. A cooperative arrangement between
the states and the commonwealth is really at the heart of
what this legislation is essentially about. We see that
manifested in a whole range of ways, not only in the
Attorney-General’s area but also in the area of the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services, who is at
the table. The cooperative arrangements that exist
between state jurisdictions and the commonwealth in
relation to addressing in a coordinated way the serious
threat of terror not only within this country but of
course on an international scale are a model that
Victoria has shown great leadership in developing.
In conclusion, the three new offences for instruments of
crime are graded according to whether the conduct was
intentional, reckless or negligent. They will
subsequently carry penalties of between 5 and 15 years
imprisonment; and as I indicated earlier, I would have
thought that would be a fairly significant deterrent to
offenders.
This is good legislation which, along with many other
bills of a similar ilk which have been introduced into
Parliament and which have sought to address the
question of terrorism, enjoys cross-party support. This
is an important piece of legislation that clearly indicates
the significance that this Parliament places on ensuring
that we close down as many opportunities as are
realistically possible within this state for terrorism in
any of its insidious forms to flourish. I commend the
bill to the house.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

ACCIDENT COMPENSATION AND
TRANSPORT ACCIDENT ACTS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Council’s amendments
Message from Council relating to following amendments
considered:
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1.

Clause 2, line 2, omit “Part 3” and insert “Parts 3 and 5”.

2.

Clause 2, line 13, omit “Part 3 comes” and insert “Parts
3 and 5 come”.

3.

Clause 3, page 5, line 14, after “any rupture of” insert
“such a blood vessel, including any rupture of”.

4.

Clause 3, page 5, line 31, after “any rupture of” insert
“such a blood vessel, including any rupture of”.

5.

Clause 3, page 7, lines 29 and 30, omit “sub-section
(2B)” and insert “sub-sections (2B) and (2C)”.

6.

Clause 3, page 8, lines 3 and 4, omit “sections 82(2B)
and 82(2C)” and insert “section 82(2B)”.

Mr CAMERON (Minister for Agriculture) — I
move:
That the amendments be agreed to.

This bill originated in this house. These amendments
were made in the other place, and it has sought this
house’s agreement to them so this very good legislation
can proceed.
Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — The opposition will not
be opposing these amendments.
Motion agreed to.

GAMBLING REGULATION BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 6 November; motion of
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for Gaming).

Mr SMITH (Bass) — It is a pleasure for me to be
able to get up and debate this rather massive bill, the
Gambling Regulation Bill. Firstly, this legislation is
important to the tens of thousands of people employed
in the thousands of outlets where people can gamble
and wager money on the off-chance that they may win.
We have an industry that is seen as being clean as far as
criminal activity is concerned, and it has been regulated
right up to the hilt by successive governments in the
interests of keeping it clean and addressing the
consequences of problem gambling. Yet this
government, since it came into office, has run the
industry ragged with changes that have achieved very
little. The industry needs to be able to settle down and
not be faced with constant knee-jerk reactions by and
legislation from the government, which is affecting the
way the industry operates.
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In the annual report released yesterday by Tattersalls,
its chairman, Raymond Hornsby, said in regard to the
impact on smoking:
The club network has been particularly affected. Margins are
historically low in this sector. This is real evidence that the
small community and recreational clubs are experiencing
serious financial problems due to the downturn in their
business expectations.

He then goes on to say:
There is no doubt that we now operate in a tough regulatory
environment, which has had an impact on financial
performance. The industry is at the crossroads. Further
regulation, be it through regional caps or the banning of
advertising and signage, will see a further decline.
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finances of the state, says on page 47 when referring to
figure 4D:
… the government estimates that taxation revenue from —

electronic gaming machines, or EGMs, as he puts it —
will return to normal historical patterns and grow in future
years as gaming venue patrons and gaming venue operators
acclimatise to the smoking bans.

So the government itself, even though it has
implemented these smoking bans, is saying that the
profits from gambling will continue to rise. Not only
will they to continue to rise, they are going to rise to
excessive new records.

I think he sums it up very well when he says that there
will be a further decline in this industry, and we in this
house should not be allowing that to happen. It is a
legitimate industry, it is legal, it has been approved by
this Parliament, and it has operated quite well over a
large number of years.

If people wish to look at the graph on page 47,
figure 4D, they will see that the income from Tattersalls
and Tabcorp and the government’s take from the casino
are going to rise to record levels. This government’s
continual lie about not relying on government taxes is
just that — a lie.

I would like to address some of the aspects of the bill
that concern our party, but before doing so I would like
to move a reasoned amendment in regard to this bill. I
move:

The bill is important to the state. During 2002–03 state
revenue from gaming amounted to $1.326 billion;
62 percent of that revenue came from EGMs. The
government is reliant on this income from gaming
machines. Members should be aware that Victoria,
even though it seems to receive a large amount of
money from poker machines, actually has the smallest
number of machines per head of population in
Australia, except for Western Australia which only has
machines in its casino.

That all the words after ‘That’ be omitted with the view of
inserting in place thereof the words ‘this house refuses to read
this bill a second time until interested stakeholders including
pubs and clubs, anti-gaming activists and the general public
have been genuinely consulted on the appropriate regulation
of signage after an independent cost-benefit analysis of the
government’s proposals on signage; the government’s
inappropriate use of the Community Support Fund under the
current legislation; and the inability of the government to
control or diminish serious individual problems of gambling
addiction’.

I will address the issues of the reasoned amendment as I
proceed through the bill.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ingram) — Order!
I advise all members that they are now speaking not
only to the bill, but also to the reasoned amendment.
Mr SMITH — This government came into office
with the promise to cut its dependence on gambling, but
over the past four years the take from gambling has
continued to rise until the smoking bans were
implemented — as a health issue, not a gaming issue.
But what has this government done to reduce its
dependence on gaming? The answer is, of course,
nothing. Why would it? The government is getting
more desperate for money, and it is happy to have the
extra funds that are coming into this government. Even
the Auditor-General, in his most recent report on the

The Bracks government lurches from one knee-jerk
reaction to another when addressing the issues of
problem gambling. None of them has worked to date,
except possibly the no-smoking one, which was
introduced as a health initiative, and not as a solution to
problem gambling. The 2002–03 report of the chairman
of the Casino and Gaming Authority confirms that
concerns regarding problem gamblers are not being
addressed by the problems that have been created by
the smoking bans. The chairman says:
Whether the smoking restrictions will reduce problem
gambling, the issue that bedevils gambling, only time will
tell. On the available evidence to date, the number of persons
seeking assistance from support agencies since the
introduction of smoking bans has not decreased. However, in
the absence of closer analysis of the data, a meaningful
evaluation is not able to be made.

The government’s ban in regard to smoking has caused
devastation in small clubs throughout Victoria, and has
driven many of them to the brink of liquidation. Yet the
government has done nothing to actually help any of
these people.
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This bill consolidates eight acts of Parliament, but it
leaves out the Casino Control Act 1991 and the Casino
(Management Agreement) Act 1993. The bill and
explanatory memorandum add about 746 pages, with
approximately 40 changes to the bill, and 140 pages of
deletions from the eight acts. It has taken a long time to
try to wade through all those changes, yet this
government only saw fit to give the opposition and the
National Party two weeks to try to make some
evaluations in regard to the bill. It made it very tough
on us. We have worked hard, and even now I only get
half an hour today to speak on this bill. I would like the
minister to grant us a little extra time to debate this
issue.
It is probably one of the largest bills that has ever been
introduced into this Parliament, and I think it is only
fair that with the number of members who want to
speak on it the government should extend the time
available for them to speak.
The Victorian Casino and Gaming Authority is going to
be replaced by the Victorian Commission for Gambling
Regulation. It is to be an independent statutory body
having the powers of the VCGA plus the functions and
the powers of the director of gaming and betting and
the director of casino surveillance. There will be one
full-time commissioner and two part-time
commissioners. Probably the full-time commissioner’s
job will be one of the most powerful in Victoria with
total control over all gambling and racing in this state.
We just hope the government does not see fit to try to
appoint one of its mates to the leading position or either
of the other two.
The next issue I wish to talk about is advertising and
signage, which is probably one of the most important
issues raised by the industry that we have been able to
deal with in the very short time we have to address this
bill.
The government will claim that it said it was going to
bring in advertising and gaming bans in its 2002
election commitments and policies. The fact is that it
did not. It said:
Next year, Labor will ensure that pubs and clubs and the
casino will not be allowed to advertise poker machines
through media outlets or unsolicited mail.

It cannot say now that signage was part of its policy
when it brought it in. Signage is of grave concern to the
people in the clubs and pubs who do not want to see
themselves put out of business. The mums and dads
who make up the committees in a lot of these clubs
spread across Victoria understood that everything was
going to be okay, until the government brought in the
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smoking ban. They had made plans and committed
themselves; they had obviously been given reports from
their chief executive officer to say that everything was
fine and that they could afford to finance the loans that
would have to be taken out to upgrade their clubs.
People had signed guarantees, then all of a sudden this
government brought in smoking bans. Now it is talking
about bringing in bans on signage. Bans on signage
could well mean that there will be no signage
whatsoever — no signs outside at the front of the TAB,
no signs in the streets, no signs moving people into
places — —
Mr Pandazopoulos interjected.
Mr SMITH — I read the second-reading speech,
but the minister has given us no undertaking there.
The people of Victoria who are in these clubs are very
concerned in regard to what has been put forward. They
do not want to go out of business. They do not want to
go broke; the hotels do not want to go broke. One
understands that there are millions of dollars tied up in
the signage outside these clubs and pubs. One would
only have to think of the signage that is outside the
Crown Casino. What about the Crown sign? What does
that mean to people? Does it mean gambling, poker
machines or entertainment? What does Tatts Pokies
mean? Does that mean there are just poker machines
there or that there is good-quality food or
accommodation in some of these places? Does Tabcorp
mean poker machines and gambling or the TAB? The
minister is going to have some problems in the future in
regard to signage and what is an illegal sign. Is he going
to have them cut down so that small that people will not
be able to see them and know where some of the clubs
are?
The thing that concerns me most of all is this: it is nice
to say, ‘Let’s get rid of the signage’, but what proof is
there that it will do anything? What proof is there that it
will stop even one problem gambler from going into a
casino or gaming place? What written proof is there or
what anecdotal evidence can be presented to show that
this is going to save one problem gambler? Is it just
another knee-jerk reaction from the government trying
to create a perception that it actually cares?
Mr Mildenhall — Millions of dollars have been
wasted!
Mr SMITH — The truth of the matter is — and we
read it in the Auditor-General’s report — that the
government really does not care because it expects that
the money that is going to come into government
coffers from gaming is going to continue to increase, as
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it will from poker machines. This will have no
preventive effect on problem gamblers; it will do
nothing to stop them. There is no proof that it will; if
there were we would embrace it.
Mr Mildenhall — It’s overregulated!
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ingram) — Order!
The member for Footscray should cease interjecting!
Mr SMITH — We would actually embrace it if we
could get some proof that problem gambling was going
to stop or that we would be able to help even one
person by altering signage. But no, the government has
not produced anything; it is just saying it is going to cut
out signage.
Another thing in this new regulation is compulsory
training. I know that the industry and the party support,
and certainly I support, the initiative of training floor
staff and supervisory management staff in order to try
to identify problem gamblers, but it is important that
there be consideration of some of the other issues.
Firstly, it is going to be up to the new commission to
identify and accredit these new courses. What concerns
me is how long it is going to take. One would think
there would be a number of other major issues
confronting the new commission, one being the
relicensing of poker machines. There will obviously be
other things in the gaming industry about which the
new commissioners are going to have to acquaint
themselves.
I also think about the people who have gone through
training courses already, such as the William Angliss
course which has been undertaken in a voluntary way
by large numbers of people around the state whose
employers have paid them to attend. It is a good course;
I am not arguing about that. The problem we have is
that under the new commission these people will
probably have to undergo those courses again in order
to gain the accreditation to be able to work. There is no
grandfather clause. There is nothing in the bill to say
that existing staff will be able to just continue to work
on without further training.
The other thing that concerns me is that this is to teach
new staff to identify problem gamblers. A report was
put out by the Australian Gaming Council, which got
10 experts together — and they are experts — to talk
about current issues related to identifying problem
gamblers in gaming venues. These people were very
much against staff being able to approach people. Vicki
Flannery, the chief executive of the Australian Gaming
Council, in her summary said:
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The discussion papers show that there is no consensus on a
set of criteria that can be used in the gaming room to identify
a problem gambler.
There is consensus that staff should not diagnose problem
gamblers.

Dr Clive Allcock said:
The conclusions are that, as noted, definitive behaviours do
not exist.

So it is not just a matter of going in and pointing to
somebody who has been sitting at a machine for a
period of time or somebody who has gone out to an
ATM to get some money and saying that person is a
problem gambler.
Professor Alex Blaszczynski said:
To my knowledge, there are no reported studies that have
attempted to explore the validity and reliability of external
signs or features of gambling behaviours that may be used
either individually or in combination by an observer to detect
problem gamblers.

The bill provides for staff to be trained to identify
problem gamblers, yet the experts say that they cannot
do so. Professor Blaszczynski also said:
In conclusion, the task of identifying problem gamblers is
fraught with difficulty, potentially involves issues relating to
intrusions of privacy, and, beyond responding to direct
approaches, may be outside the skills or legitimate role of
gaming staff.

Professor Mark Dickerson spoke of what may seem to
be indicators of people with a gambling problem and
said:
All the above can be done without any conclusion being
drawn about whether the person is a problem player or not.

Kate Earl, a psychologist from Melbourne, who is also
an expert in this area, said:
Indicators of problem gambling are not necessarily overt or
recognisable by staff. Within a venue environment they are
usually indicated by self-admission or self-exclusion.
Assumptions cannot necessarily be made based on customer
behaviour; moods and responsiveness; amount spent; [and]
frequency and length of visits.

Yet this minister is saying that staff will be able to be
trained to be able to identify problem gamblers. What
then? Are they going to approach those people?
According to the experts, they cannot, because if there
is a problem with those people, that is only going to
make the problem bigger.
Mr Pandazopoulos interjected.
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Mr SMITH — I said we were happy that there was
to be some compulsory training. I do not have a
problem with that, and I do not think anybody in the
industry does. They think it is a good thing. The
problem the government has is what those people are
being trained to identify and do, because it does not
really know.
The bill also provides extended powers for local
government. People in local government have been
crying out for this for some time, and the government is
giving them the power to have more say on where
gaming venues will be put into place. I do not have any
great problems with that. People in local government
have some right to be able to identify where they do not
want gaming venues put in place.
There are some difficulties for people in the industry
who are trying to get new venues put in place. Some of
the people I have managed to speak to in the short time
I have had are saying that the changes that local
government will be getting will extend the time of
approval, which is now two years, out to three years.
That starts to make it very difficult for people to want to
invest that sort of money and tie it up over that period
of time.
The bill also extends the time a council can have to
make a submission to the commission from 28 days to
60 days, with the commissioner being able to extend
that time if the council requires it. So it is a virtually
open-ended clause.
The bill extends to the gaming research panel the right
to access confidential information from clubs, pubs, the
casino and the operators to assist in its research. There
are a number of requirements in the bill regarding the
use of confidential information and the fines that can be
applied. But one must consider this information getting
into the hands of a competitor. One can ask what type
of information will be available. Will it relate to the
ethnicity of players, how much a player is losing, which
are the best and worst machines, and which are the best
and worst venues? What will happen to this
information?
As we know, the gaming research panel advertises for
people to put in tenders so they can start to do the
research in regard to the inquiries it undertakes. Often
young university students will be going out and
gathering this confidential information. I just hope there
are enough safeguards in the legislation to ensure that
the confidentiality of some of those venues will be
protected. One would have to look at Tattersalls or
Tabcorp being able to find out which are the best
venues that their opposition operates.
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Currently the money from unclaimed dividends from
oncourse and offcourse betting on Tabcorp is
forwarded to the government after 12 months. It is
proposed that that be shortened to six months. I
understand approximately 11 000 claims are made
during those 6 to 12 months. It is expected that the
government will have a windfall gain of about
$6 million from this provision it has put in. It will also
put a lot of pressure on State Trustees, which will be
running this, unless the government can make some
sort of an agreement with Tabcorp to continue to run it.
One also has to think a bit about the customers.
Whether they are in Mallacoota, Mildura,
Warrnambool or Melbourne, they are going to have to
make their applications to State Trustees to be able to
collect that money. It will be an inconvenience for
some people. Not everybody likes to just go up to the
tote and pick up their money at the end of the race.
They leave it. They might put their betting slip in their
pocket and forget they have had a bit of a win. If they
discover later that they have won and want to claim it,
if it is after six months it will take them a lot longer to
get their money.
As I said, the government is going to get a $6 million
windfall gain out of it. But $3.8 million of that is going
into the racing museum at Federation Square. I know
that people in the racing industry are pleased about
that — they are happy that that is going to occur. But
one must wonder how desperate the government is
getting, that it has to wait to try to get this money in
before it puts money into the museum at Federation
Square.
The bill also provides for the recovery of stolen money
or money that that has been won by minors, particularly
at the casino. Now the money must be paid into the
Community Support Fund. Before that it went back to
the casino or, if jackpots were taken at one of the
gaming venues by a young fellow, young lady or a
banned player, to that gaming venue. I can understand
the reason for saying the money must go into the
Community Support Fund. We do not want to see
gaming venues getting any windfall gains themselves
out of people who should not be in the casino or other
gaming venue or working there to try to win money.
The difficulty is that the jackpot has usually already had
some seed funding put into it, whether it be by the
casino, Tattersalls, Tabcorp, or anybody else in a
position to do so — even individual venues can put
funds into jackpots. That seed funding will also be
confiscated and go into the government’s coffers. That
could most certainly add up to a large amount of money
over a period of time. There is no contribution being
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made by the government because the casino, Tattersalls
or Tabcorp will have had to pay some of the money
collected over to the government already in the form of
its contribution. The government will have a double
win on this and the operators will have a big loss on it.
One of the issues I also raised in my reasoned
amendment relates to the Community Support Fund. I
must say that we have over the last matter of months
been carefully looking at the Community Support Fund
only to find that the government has been rorting the
system. It has not changed the way it operates in this
new bill; it has just gone back to the funds that go into
the Community Support Fund and dished it out to
different government groups, organisations and offices
that do not necessarily fall under the criteria for the way
the money is supposed to be allocated.
Mr Cooper interjected.
Mr SMITH — Yes, it is consolidated revenue being
used to try to prop up a government that has got some
problems. I want the government to undertake that the
amount of money paid into the fund derived from each
of the municipal districts in Victoria will be declared. I
want to see the needs of each municipal district in
Victoria met for programs of the sort referred to in the
paragraphs dealing with those districts. I want to see as
far as possible each municipal district receiving an
equitable level of payment from the fund, having regard
to the amount of money that comes out of those areas,
which is what is supposed to be happening with some
of that money.
The annual report of the department that administers
the fund should set out the details of the amount of
money paid into the fund from each municipal district;
the amount of money and the recipient of each of the
payments made from the fund under clause
10.3.3(b) — which is already in the Gaming Machine
Control Act — and the total amount of money paid out
of the fund to recipients located in each municipal
district. What I want to see is some transparency and
some openness so that we cannot accuse the
government of rorting the system and taking out of the
system money that should be going into communities.
We know when we read the reports that come out from
the Department for Victorian Communities there is no
accountability for some of the money that gets paid in;
there is no accountability for where it gets spent. It is all
lumped in and you have to look at some of the areas it
goes into. One must be most concerned. We in the
opposition certainly are because $9.4 billion of gaming
machine revenue has gone into that area and
$592.7 million that has been promised has not
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necessarily been paid out. That is one of the problems
that we have got, that only $350 million has been paid
out. We would like to know what has happened to the
rest of the money. One has concerns about where it is
going — that it has just become a slush fund from the
government.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr SMITH — A slush fund for you to be able to
spend.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ingram) — Order!
The ministers at the table should not interject and the
honourable member for Bass is reminded that he should
not refer to members as ‘you’ or ‘your’. He should refer
his comments through the Chair.
Mr SMITH — You are right, Acting Speaker, and I
apologise to you for that. We also have the two
Tabarets around Victoria. As we know when the
Tabaret was established at the Rialto in Melbourne, it
was seen that there should be some recognition — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ingram) — Order!
The honourable member’s time has expired.
Extension of 15 minutes granted on motion of
Ms KOSKY (Minister for Education and Training).

Mr SMITH (Bass) — I thank the government for
extending that to me; it will be of some assistance to me
in getting some more information to people.
The Tabarets, as I was saying before, were set up in
country Victoria — one in Ballarat and one in Bendigo.
They were called clubs, and they have operated now
since 1991, I think, as clubs; and as clubs they did not
have to put any money at all into the Community
Support Fund. But on checking and talking to these
people, they certainly make a great contribution to their
local communities in the form of the donations and gifts
they hand out.
In another five years — and it is not going to happen
this week or when this bill is passed — they are going
to be called hotels, which means that they will be
making an 8.3 per cent contribution into the
Community Support Fund. One would have to wonder
why these changes came about. When I spoke to the
minister’s staff and the department staff they told me it
was an anomaly that they were trying to fix up. I can
understand that, because they were only poker machine
venues as such, but the difficulty is that they have
created another anomaly by being prepared to leave the
machines as club machines, even though the venues
themselves are going to be classified as hotels.
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This was done on the basis that if the government took
those machines away from other areas they would have
had to come out of the hotels that were in those areas,
which would have created some difficulties for the
owners of those hotels. There would then have been
205 club machines sitting somewhere in storage — that
would have been a waste of money — that probably
should have been out in some areas that still wanted
machines.
I think the government has created an anomaly in
getting rid of an anomaly, and I do not think it is going
to be easy because it has now set a precedent for other
changes that could come about at venues that may wish
to change their status. Junket operations at the casino
are quite interesting, and the casino from what I
understand does not object to this happening. In fact
they may well have asked the government to take some
action to assist them in trying to sort out the junket
operators.
Junket operators are people who organise tours, usually
from the Asian areas, to come to the casino here in
Melbourne — and it is the casino we are specifically
talking about. Often these people will also be well
known as gamblers within the area who are able to
gather other gamblers together and bring them to the
casino. These people had to be notified — the federal
government had to be aware of them, and the Victorian
Casino and Gaming Authority had to be made aware of
these people, and it in fact had some authority to check
the probity of those people.
Now it is going to be a responsibility of the casino
operator to virtually guarantee that these people have no
criminal background and that they have the finances
that they say they have. That is sure going to cause
some problems for the people who run the casino, who
in fact have to do some of the investigations.
I cannot imagine somebody going to the counter of one
of the police stations in Thailand saying that they want
to do an investigation on a junket operator and that they
want to find out whether he has a criminal background.
I would imagine they would get very short shrift. They
do not have the authority of the Victorian Casino and
Gambling Authority. We are also in a position where
those responsible cannot go to the banks and actually
check whether these people have got the money. I think
that may also be a problem for the casino operators in
years to come because they are virtually going to be in
a position where they have to guarantee this sort of
money.
This bill is an important bill. Today we have to make
some decisions, even though the opposition does not
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have the numbers to make changes to this bill and does
not have the opportunity of making changes in the
upper house.
I would hope that I have highlighted a number of the
problems with the bill. Some of the problems created
by the bill raise concerns for the people who operate
these clubs and who are in the position where the
signage regulations are going to put a number of clubs
out of business — send them broke — for no good
reason, because nobody has been able to identify how
this is going to help problem gamblers.
The opposition received a letter — and I think some of
the government members may well have received the
letter — from the Mildura Working Man’s Sports and
Social Club. John Harlock, the secretary/manager of the
club, sent this letter out on 17 November. I think he has
put it quite well — and members should understand
that these are people who operate a club up in Mildura
which is classified as being an extremely good and
important club. In his letter he says in part:
The impact of restricted advertising of what is a very
important part of our facilities, and a facility which infers a
high standard of both service and of other facilities, will have,
we believe, a severe impact on the financial viability of our
club.

This is probably one of the biggest and strongest clubs,
certainly in the north-west of Victoria. He goes on to
say:
The defence of this legislation and its impact on clubs such as
ours by the minister, in that the intention is to take away the
glamour that the problem gambler finds in such images, is
surely simplistic. As I said in my previous correspondence,
nobody understands better than the club industry that
gambling and the gambling product causes difficulties for
some people; however, we fail to see how crushing the
industry financially will benefit the individual with the
problem unless of course it is the intention of this government
to arrive at prohibition by stealth.

I think Mr Harlock sums it up pretty well. We wonder
where this government is going as far as gaming is
concerned. I am not sure whether there was enough
consultation on this with the industry, particularly with
the leaders of the industry, with members of the
opposition or members of the government going out
and talking to people in their own areas about the
signage and about how the changes that will be made
under the legislation will affect their clubs. Some of the
clubs are on the brink of financial disaster; and they are
not in the position to do anything to save themselves,
because they have not had the chance to talk to the
minister or departmental staff.
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We have some very good people running the gaming
industry in the state of Victoria. As I said earlier, the
industry we have is one we should be proud of. It is an
industry that is clean, and it is an industry that does not
have some of the problems that are experienced in other
states of Australia. It makes a substantial contribution to
government funds, and it should be able to make a
financial contribution to the communities in which we
all live.
We do not oppose this legislation, but we hope the
minister will note some of the problems I have raised in
this place today, because they are problems that will be
faced by the people out there working at the coalface.
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — In
rising to speak on the Gambling Regulation Bill I point
out that this debate emphasises the nonsense of the
sessional orders, which nominally confine me to having
only 20 minutes to speak about this huge tome before
the house. I might say that that has been ameliorated to
a degree by the government having agreed — and I
thank it for that — to extend my speaking time by
15 minutes, thereby giving me 35 minutes to contribute
to this tome of 632 pages. I am not quite sure how
many seconds that is per page; nevertheless, the time I
have is longer than what it was.
The gambling industry, and the gaming industry in
particular, plays an extraordinary role in Victoria and
indeed across Australia. This legislation has much to do
with the issues that surround the industry at large. I
must say that a lot of the content of the bill is in
practical terms devoted to EGMs, as they are known, or
electronic gaming machines.
There is a rich history to gambling in this country.
Australians love a bet, and that is the fact of that matter.
There are many aspects of our history that involve the
notion of people having a bet. Two-up schools and the
like are replete with stories about some of the great
characters in Australian folklore who have been
involved in that activity. The notion of having a bet on
whatever activity is on at a particular time is renowned
in our culture. Recent events around the Melbourne
Cup indicate people’s interest in having a bet.
The government sees the gambling industry at large as
a revenue base. State and territory governments across
Australia have a limited capacity to raise revenue from
taxation, because, as we all know, the federal
government has primary responsibility in this area.
Gambling taxation is one on which a limitation is not
present, so in an age when the GST has an increasing
influence, income from gambling-related taxes forms a
profound basis for state government income. That has
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historically attracted the need for regulatory structures.
Governments as far back as the Cain and Kirner era
have seen the opportunity to be involved in the
regulation of this industry to their benefit — that is, to
the benefit of government. So an enormous regulatory
regime has developed around the principles associated
with the gambling industry and, as I said, around
gaming in particular.
There is an interesting dichotomy in all of this. This
government nominally encourages industry growth
across the board but simply fails to embrace the notion
that the gambling industry makes a contribution. It is a
bit like inviting a rich uncle to the Christmas festivities
he has paid for. This government has had a lot to say
over its four-year term about all sorts of difficulties
with gambling that it is apparently going to resolve.
While so doing it has had its hand out behind its back
and has done very handsomely in drawing taxation
benefits as a result.
There are positive issues to do with this industry that
are often not reflected on. It is a massive employer
within Victoria and provides huge benefits to the
people who work directly within it, from those working
in the many pubs and clubs and in the casino to those
who are engaged in the general activities surrounding
gambling. It is interesting to reflect on the instances
when the Treasurer, who so often struts in here talking
about the development of Victoria, has made reference
to this industry. Without having researched it, I venture
to say that the Treasurer has never described this
industry as part of the fundamental core of what makes
our economy tick.
The reality is — and the Minister for Gaming is in the
house as I speak — that forums such as the recent
tourism awards, where he and I were both present, and
the recent Australian Hotels Association awards, where
he and I were both present, are reflective of instances of
massive contributions being made to the economy of
this state by those respective enterprises — and in
practical terms, a significant component of what they
are respectively able to do is based around gambling
and gaming.
I might say in relation to the clubs — and I was recently
at their annual function, just as I was at the recent
annual tourism and Australian Hotels Association
awards — that their presence in this industry is
fundamental to the government’s existence, and I will
say more about that in a couple of minutes.
There is a good deal of talk by this government about
the Kennett-McNamara government and the
development of the industry at that time. But what is
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often overlooked by the members of the current
government is that the previous Labor Party
government actually gave a duopoly to the two
operators — that is, Tattersalls and Tabcorp — during
the time of its governance of this state. Looking back
now, that was a staggering thing to have done. It gave
the duopoly to the two operators, and it was only during
the term of the previous coalition government that
licensing fees were charged to those respective
operators at something of the order of
$400 million-plus each.

at all for the person who has the dreadful misfortune to
be a problem gambler, however that might be defined.

The fact is that the reliance by this government upon
the gambling industry is more significant than it was
when it came into power in Victoria. Despite all the
rhetoric that is often spoken, the figures are there to be
seen. They can be seen again today in the
Auditor-General’s report, which again puts the sword to
the commentary so often made by this government
about its purported attack upon the gaming industry
downsides and the way it will do all sorts of things
wondrous to accommodate the perceived problems.

As to the bill itself, it comprises 632 pages and is by far
the biggest bill that I have ever had the dubious
pleasure of encountering in my almost 12 years in this
Parliament. Having almost strained my back carrying it
in, I was then terrified about dropping it on my foot as I
left. Nevertheless, we have it here to debate.

The gaming industry in particular is a major player. The
industry contributed probably about $1.3 billion in
taxation income in this last year, which is a huge
amount of money by any standards. Just before coming
into the house I grabbed some material that I have from
Tattersalls, to use it as an example. It is interesting to
see that that organisation employs more than
8000 people in 264 venues in this state and that last
year it contributed $552 million in taxation payments
while providing a 90 per cent return to those who
played the machines.
No doubt the figures in relation to Tabcorp are similar;
and furthermore, equivalent taxation provisions, or
provisions to the same effect, at least, would apply to
the casino and would see similar pro rata figures
coming from there.
This legislation is supposed to be dealing in large part
with this mystical figure, the problem gambler. I
remember addressing the Parliament a couple of years
ago in the context of similar legislation being before the
house. I well remember talking about the work of
Professor Blaszczynski from the gaming research unit
at Sydney University. He, with two of his colleagues —
the three of them having PhDs in this area — concluded
that there is an enormous amount of work to be
undertaken in relation to the problem gambler.
Nevertheless the bill is here on the basis of addressing
issues regarding that person, whomever that person
may be. You have to ask the rhetorical question as to
whether this bill, or anything akin to it, will do anything

The Productivity Commission has had a lot to say about
this, along with others. I believe that unless and until
governments of all persuasions come together with the
industry to initiate a concentrated endeavour to get to
the root of who this individual known as the problem
gambler is, legislation of the nature we are here
debating will be purposeless in the sense of achieving
that so-called outcome.

The bill comes with four key elements, the first of
which is about establishing the Victorian Commission
for Gambling Regulation. What these provisions intend
is that the new commission will comprise three ongoing
members of the current body which looks after these
issues — namely, the Casino and Gaming Authority.
One of those will be part-time, plus one executive
commissioner full-time; and there will be a capacity to
appoint additional sessional members as may be
needed. All the current power within the authority will
be transferred across, as will all the regulatory
functions.
The second key element is said to be about the
consolidation and streamlining of Victorian gambling
legislation. What is happening in this regard is that the
eight acts of Parliament which presently comprise the
legislative gaming regime will be consolidated into one.
In practical terms, in a broad brush approach the
government has torn the front and back covers off the
eight pieces of legislation and slammed them into one.
There are some changes to the eight acts, and I will go
through those soon, but in essence that is what has
happened.
Standing apart from those eight acts of Parliament will
be the Casino Control Act and the Casino
(Management Agreement) Act. Those two acts are not
included in this legislation because they relate to the
stand-alone entity — namely, the casino — although
the responsible gambling provisions, as they are
termed, which are contained in the bill will apply to the
gaming machines in the casino.
The third key element relates to the delivery of what are
said to be various election commitments, and there are
several categories of these. The first of them is about
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giving local government a say in the future
administration of the industry, particularly electronic
gaming machines (EGMs). I must say that, with respect
to local government, this is much ado about nothing.
Basically it is ‘game over’ now in the sense of venues
and facilities around Victoria. There will be changes at
the edges, no doubt, with the passage of time, but
basically the shape of the industry is already there.
What these changes will do is require that all
applications to the commission for new premises
approvals will have to be accompanied by a planning
permit or the application for it. Local councils will now
be able to appeal certain commission decisions at the
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal instead of
going to the Supreme Court, but to do that they will
have had to make a submission to the commission in
relation to an application for a premises approval or for
an increase in EGM numbers. I must say that after its
so-called consultation with the industry the government
has now extended the same right of appeal to the
industry participant, as opposed to simply retaining it
for local government, where it was originally intended
to happen.
The next change is that councils will be able to make
submissions to the commission over a period of 60 days
instead of 28 days. They are the basic changes
regarding local government.
Still under this category, there will be changes to poker
machine advertising in media outlets and through
unsolicited mail: that form of advertising will be
banned. That is on top of the restrictions that were
imposed in 2001. That new ban is to apply to all
advertising outside the gaming area of a venue or a
licensed casino boundary that promotes the playing of
EGMs, whether the advertising is by print, on
television, at the cinema, on the Internet or otherwise.
The ban extends to all unsolicited mail, but it does not
apply to gaming loyalty schemes, which are regarded as
solicited mail. Advertising that is not designed to
promote the EGMs will continue to be permitted. There
is then a change under this third category in relation to
signage, and I will come back to that.
The fourth element relates to effecting what are termed
a number of minor amendments within the bill. As all
honourable members will know, it is always wise in
this place to put up the antennae when governments talk
about making minor amendments.
In this instance there will be a number of these
so-called minor amendments. There will be a
requirement for permanent gaming staff to complete an
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accredited training course regarding problem gamblers.
As the member for Bass has already remarked, it may
well be that the courses that already have been
undertaken and been paid for are going to have to be
renewed and again paid for by the clubs and pubs.
Mr Pandazopoulos interjected.
Mr RYAN — The minister interjects that it will not
have to happen if they are already approved.
Mr Pandazopoulos interjected.
Mr RYAN — ‘They may end up being approved’,
he said. That is simply reinforcing my point because
implicit in what he is telling us is that the existing
mechanisms that have been employed are going to have
to be submitted to some sort of process which, however
you like to put it, will mean that the clubs and pubs are
going to have more expense on their hands.
The next thing is that the winnings of minors and other
persons banned from the casino are to be forfeited and
paid into the Community Support Fund. There has
already been commentary about this, but that money
will inevitably comprise contributions from outside just
the punters themselves. It is going to be a windfall gain
in favour of the government.
The next thing is that the two Tabaret premises at
Bendigo and Ballarat which were created under the
Gaming Machine Control Act and which are currently
taxed at the club rate thereby avoiding the payment of
8.3 per cent of revenue to the CSF are now going to be
termed ‘hotels’. That will occur after five years, so
there will be a transitionary period. After that in effect
the same regime as applies to hotels will apply to them.
I pause to say that in Bendigo, as I understand it, the
Tabaret premises there contributes about $300 000 to
the local economy, and you cannot help but wonder
how much the local economy is going to see of that
$300 000 once this change takes place. I suspect that as
the member for Bass has just indicated in his
contribution, the money is just going to go straight back
into the coffers of the government through the CSF in
the first instance. Bendigo will not see the benefit of
that amount of money or anything like it.
The next change is in relation to public lotteries.
Bearing in mind that time is against me I will just run
through some of these issues. There are changes in
relation to junket operators, the premises-approval
processes, the obligation of the gaming venue to display
technical rules regarding gaming machines and the
requirement that Tabcorp now return unclaimed
dividends to the state after 6 months as opposed to the
12 months previously. This will enable the funding of
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the Australian Racing Museum in Federation Square. I
think it is about $3.7 million. The question must be
asked: what happens to the excess the government will
receive over and above the $3.7 million?
Mr Mildenhall — It will put it to good use!
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but does not include any sign that is excluded from the
operation of this section by the regulations.

Needless to say there is worry about this — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Delahunty) —
Order! The member’s time has expired.

Mr RYAN — ‘It will put it to good use’ is the
answer. It all depends on the definition of ‘good use’ of
course.

Extension of 15 minutes granted on motion of
Mr HOLDING (Minister for Manufacturing and
Export).

There are various other minor provisions regarding the
technicalities of operating the gaming rules. There is
also the inevitable section 85 provision which has come
to be part and parcel of the legislation of this
government.

Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — I am
grateful to the minister for moving the motion. That
was a much better contribution than he was able to
make on the stage at Ouyen last night, I can tell the
house!

Mr Pandazopoulos interjected.
Mr RYAN — It is recognised now as being the way
this government operates. The plea from the minister is
that it has been there for years. I simply say that for
years this government when in opposition had the
commentary that section 85s were dastardly provisions
of legislation. It is ironic that this legislation is now
being re-enacted and despite that commentary the
government still sees fit to repeat the use of the
section 85. I am sure the irony will not be lost on
people at large.
The issue I specifically want to talk about is signage. It
is a matter of pivotal importance to many of the
operators throughout Victoria, particularly the clubs.
They anticipate there is going to be a great amount of
difficulty in being able to comply with signage
provisions. They are set out in clause 3.5.35 in this
tome, and if I can just flick over the pages without
breaking my fingers, it is on page 188 of the 632 pages.
There are many elements of this issue that the
government has to answer for and be very careful
about. Without any particular order of priority I would
like to make reference to them. The clause itself, it must
be said at the start, refers to the fact that:
(1) A person must not display or cause to be displayed any
gaming machine related sign.

Further in there is a definition of gaming
machine-related signs. Subclause (5) says that no sign
can be used:
(a) that draws attention to, or can reasonably be taken
to draw attention to, the availability of gaming
machines for gaming; or
(b) that uses a term or expression frequently associated
with gaming machines …

That interpretation is contained within subclause (5) of
the bill. There is concern from various quarters about
this. The first thing that is being said to me by those
with whom I have raised the issues regarding signage is
that the regulations are going to look after their
interests. There seems to be a general commentary out
there in the industry that when the regulations are
drafted in whatever form they might take they are going
to accommodate the concerns the industry has.
I fail to see how that can be the case, because those
concerns simply cannot be accommodated by
regulation to the extent that the regulations, which are
said to be imminent, are in contradiction to or are in
conflict with the actual legislation which gives rise to
the capacity for the creation of those regulations in the
first place. You cannot have a regulation which is in
contrary terms to the act from which that regulation
derives its power. Let us start with that as a
fundamental principle.
In the context of that principle I wonder about issues
such as branding. An enormous amount of money has
been contributed by the industry sectors to develop
brands — things such as Tatts pokies, for example. I
drove past — I emphasise to the house that I drove
past — the Burvale pub the other night. There is a big
sign out there saying ‘Tatts pokies’. What is to happen
to that sign? Will it be regarded as a brand that will
somehow be preserved by these regulations? I ask the
rhetorical question: how can it possibly be preserved,
having regard to the verbiage I just read out that
constitutes the proposed section? It simply cannot
happen — on the face of it you could not regulate to
preserve a brand without contradicting this legislation.
The question of branding will therefore be an issue.
What will happen with the Returned and Services
League (RSL) clubs around Victoria — we have more
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than 70 of them, and they are all Tattersalls venues —
that have signage outside them? I understand from the
RSL that it has had some sort of assurance from the
Minister for Gaming and the Department of Justice that
it will not be a problem. Again, I pose the question:
how can it be, in the context of this legislation and this
verbiage, that there will not be a problem?
What is to happen with the signage provisions in
relation to the clubs? In country Victoria in particular
clubs are often located away from the main street, while
the pubs, more often than not, have historically
developed in the main street or around the main part of
town.
Just recently I was in the Robinvale Golf Club, which
has poker machines. It will no longer be able to
advertise the availability of those machines at its venue.
What will happen to that club and the many like it
around the state? Who is going to bear the cost that may
arise from the changes in signage that might be
necessary if the regulations do not achieve the result
that the industry thinks they will. To put it the other
way around, if the industry is going to have to change
the signage imposed upon it by the terms of this
legislation, who is going to pay?
I can tell the house with absolute certainty that the
government does not think it will be paying. But if this
government legislates — which it seems to be doing —
to enforce a change that is completely different from
what operated previously under laws that it has
administered, then the people who are impacted upon
by that forced change will be entitled to compensation.
It is like existing-use provisions in planning: if a change
is forced upon existing users because the law has been
amended by the government of the day, that
government will have the requirement to pay the cost of
the change it imposed.
As I have already said, there is also the question of the
regulations and their development. Just what form are
they supposed to take over the course of the coming
months or years? We will have to wait and see.
I will refer to some comments in letters I have received
from a couple of clubs around Victoria. One of those, a
letter from the Mildura Working Man’s Sports and
Social Club, has already been referred to by the
member for Bass, so I will not read it out in detail.
Without reading the preamble to it all, I will highlight a
couple of gems from it, though. The club said it wished:
… to express our disgust and bewilderment at the proposed
legislation.

The letter also refers to:
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… the adoption of policy based on ideology with total
disregard for commonsense.

It talks specifically about the impact of restricted
advertising and says:
This impact will be particularly felt in rural and regional
centres such as ours, where we are reliant on the tourist trade
for a high proportion of our revenue. Tourists are planners,
they rely on information …

It says further:
… we fail to see how crushing the industry financially will
benefit the individual with the problem, unless of course it is
the intention of this government to arrive at prohibition by
stealth.

It says further:
Those with the problem either know where a venue is or will
find one.

It goes on to say:
It is ironical that we can place our facilities at street level with
window areas to comply with the government regulations in
respect of natural lighting but we cannot use an image in a
brochure or television advertisement or mention the word
gaming in radio advertising.

It says further:
… we are very proud of our club and the important part that it
plays in the Mildura community and the very high standard of
facilities, including recreational gambling, which we provide
to both our members and the visitors to our region.

It concludes by saying:
I would seek your support in ensuring the opinions of the
board of our club, which represents our 9500 members, are
strongly put to the minister.

That letter was directed to my colleague the honourable
member for Lowan. It was written on 18 November on
behalf of the club by John Harlock in his capacity as the
secretary/manager.
I have with me a letter of 13 November from the
Maroopna Golf Club that was directed to the member
for Shepparton. Without going through it all, having
referred to the legislation it says:
From a club perspective the latest changes to the Gaming
Machine Act is yet another nail in the coffin of
community-based clubs.

Under the heading ‘signage’ it says:
Again this section of the draft is to say the least an overkill.
Why must a sign not draw attention to … a licensed, legal
facility with legal gaming machines, not advise persons that
they have a facility which includes gaming?
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It concludes:
In closing I would further add that my real concern lies with
licensed community clubs … the advent of gaming … gave
an opportunity for cash-strapped clubs to be able to earn
income to pour back into the community as facilities for our
children and their children’s children. It could also be said
that in life the majority of us must take responsibility for our
own actions and not depend solely on elected governments to
do so.

That is but a selection of the material that has come to
me from the industry, and more particularly from the
clubs, because they are worried that this legislation is
going to discriminate against them. They are very
worried that a lot of them — they are community-based
organisations, I emphasise again — face the prospect of
being driven out of business by legislation of this
nature.
They are continuing to reel from the effect of the
changes made in relation to smoking, and when you
talk to these various organisations — and again I refer
to the Robinvale club, where I was recently — you hear
that the downturn they have experienced has been
severe. Ironically that downturn has spawned a
relationship between the Robinvale club and the club
across the border at New South Wales at Euston, so
there is some combined activity between clubs. This
hopefully means that there will be some silver lining to
a black cloud.
But the fact is that these clubs distribute to their
respective communities an enormous amount of money
by way of dividends, and they do a terrific amount to
make a contribution which is recognised by those
respective communities as being of enormous benefit.
One of the great things the government is overlooking
here is that the imposition of this legislation — yet
another aspect of the legislation that has been imposed
on these clubs and pubs — will lessen the capacity of
these organisations to make the direct return to their
communities that has historically been the case. That is
a worry for them.
I say again that they are community-based
organisations. I know that many of them have
undertaken significant financial commitments to
develop their respective enterprises. They now find
themselves in the situation where they have been
exposed financially; that, in turn, leads to the fact that
the people who are involved at a committee level find
themselves under the pump in relation to being able to
meet the obligations which go with taking out the loans.
These are the sorts of things that the pubs — and more
particularly, the clubs, it can fairly be said — are very
concerned about.
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The best example of all of that is along the Murray
River, where so many of them have been struck already
by the smoking bans. We have seen the imposition of
those bans in Victoria, as opposed to the position that
applies in New South Wales.
In the brief time available to me I want to make further
reference to the contribution which is made to the
tourism industry by the operators at large and the many
individual venue operators right around the state of
Victoria. There is no question that whether it be the
respective venues that are operated by the two
groups — namely, Tattersalls and Tabcorp — or
whether it be the casino, they are directly responsible
for attracting enormous numbers of people to the state
of Victoria, for keeping many of those people here and
for enabling those people to enjoy their stay in this
great state for longer than would otherwise be the case.
Generally that is either through the Community Support
Fund (CSF) or through the way in which the clubs
themselves distribute their dividends — through being
able to make that form of a contribution.
Insofar as the Community Support Fund is concerned,
we have an ongoing worry about the way it is being
administered by the government. The figures simply do
not add up. The amount of money going in as opposed
to the amount of money going out does not add up. The
way the government is using the CSF as an alternative
to what should otherwise be line items coming out of
the budget generally continues to be a problem. We are
seeing an increasing number of programs being run by
the government out of CSF-funded sources, which are a
departure from what was intended by the legislation
when it was originally established. These are issues that
increasingly Victorians, country Victorians in
particular, are worried about with the way the CSF is
being operated.
Having made the points about the signage, about issues
to do with advertising, about the changes that have been
made for local government and the various other
categories I have referred to, I conclude on the basis
that it is incumbent on the government to try to properly
strike a balance in all of this. In a nominal sense
wanting to assist the proverbial problem gambler is a
principled thing to do — it is a laudable aim — but I
think an enormous amount of work has yet to be
undertaken to establish who that individual is and how
we go about giving the practical assistance which is
apparently being sought to be delivered by this
legislation.
In the course of lurching about to satisfy what I think
are knee-jerk concerns on the part of the government, I
think it is causing by way of an unintended
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consequence an enormous amount of grief to an
industry which demands and requires stability. I am not
sure if there is anything that kills business quicker than
uncertainty. You have to have certainty in the
environment in which you are going to operate if
industry is going to flourish.
This particular industry can be characterised by the fact
of its having operated in a legislative regime,
particularly over the last four years, which has always
been a bit of a grab bag of what has seemed to be a
good idea at the time. I call upon the government to
now indicate that this will be the last of the immediacy
changes that it will make to this industry. The
government should let it settle down, let it continue to
make the contribution it makes to the state’s economy
and let it transpire that, just as the Auditor-General has
said today, the enormous amount of money which
flows into the government coffers continues to occur on
the basis that there is a mutual benefit, and that the
people who are the industry operators, the people who
are the government of the day, and the people who are
the communities around Victoria who participate in and
benefit from this industry are able to continue to do so.
First and foremost, the so-called problem gambler
should be the focus of appropriate attention from this
government, to see if that individual can be located and
the problems solved.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Delahunty) —
Order! The member’s time has expired.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr MILDENHALL
(Footscray).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEES BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 6 November; motion of
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport).
Government amendments circulated by Mr HOLDING
(Minister for Manufacturing and Export) pursuant to
sessional orders.

Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) — In rising to
join in the debate on the Parliamentary Committees Bill
2003 I indicate that whilst in itself it appears to be a
small bill when it is compared to some of the other
legislation, particularly the Gambling Regulation Bill
that has just been discussed before the house, it is a
very important bill. At the end of the day, if we take for
granted some of the processes and mechanisms by
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which this Parliament is to function we are much the
poorer for it as a democracy.
The opposition’s position on this bill is that it does not
oppose it. It does not support the bill entirely, for
reasons I will come to in a moment; but having said
that, the Liberal Party is entirely supportive of the
house amendments which have been circulated today
on a totally bipartisan basis with the government. The
reason for that is that consultations leading up to the
house amendments that were circulated have certainly
satisfied the parliamentary Liberal Party in making sure
that this bill is in every way appropriate in terms of its
not creating precedents that will compromise the work
of parliamentary committees and ensuring that the
rights of those parliamentary committees are retained in
the interests of our democratic system.
The reason the opposition will not oppose but will not
support the bill as such is that it falls way short of the
seminal committee report of the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee (SARC) of May 2002, into
which a number of members of this place put a great
deal of time and deliberation, including the current
member for Tarneit, who chaired the review; the
Honourable Mark Birrell, a former Leader of the
Opposition in another place; the current member for
Mitcham; and the Honourable Chris Strong in another
place.
This subcommittee came up with over
40 recommendations for changes to be made in the
long-term interests of our parliamentary committees.
The opposition believes it would have been better if the
government had accepted more of them. Unfortunately,
of the 44 recommendations, the bill fails to implement
38. Whilst we therefore have an incremental change
that is an improvement in the structure, function and
procedures of parliamentary committees, we are still a
long way short of major reform in terms of our own
Parliament’s report, only a year ago, into what would
be most desirable, according to a combined bipartisan
review, as to the functioning of these important
committees.
If we look at some of the issues and recommendations
that were not accepted, we find that the Scrutiny of
Acts and Regulations Committee report called on
ministers to provide interim responses to parliamentary
committee reports within a two-month period. All
members, from time to time, get frustrated by the fact
that whichever party is in government can take a lot of
time to get back to the Parliament with considered
responses to important parliamentary reports that often
go to the very nature of the way in which our society
operates, be they on drugs and crime, on road safety, or
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on any number of important matters of the day. We
need to ensure that there is a mechanism by which this
Parliament can have interim responses from ministers
so that we can get at least some idea of the thinking of
the government of the day on certain key
recommendations coming out of parliamentary
committee reports. This bill fails to provide anything
along the lines of a two-month period under which
ministers will provide at least an interim response to
reports.
Because the government did not accept those
38 recommendations from the SARC review, the bill
does not include a provision that final ministerial
responses to parliamentary committee reports should
include those recommendations which will be adopted,
and the manner and time in which they will be
implemented, together with the reasons for not adopting
other committee recommendations. In other words
there is no requirement on ministers, regardless of
which party is in government, to ensure that they go
through, in a chapter and verse fashion, the various
recommendations from reports that come before them.
There is no requirement on them to explain why they
will not be adopting some of those recommendations.
Another important recommendation that is not picked
up from the SARC review is that committees of the
Parliament should broadly reflect the areas of
responsibility of each government department. Again
when parties come into government they will often, and
usually do, restructure government administration
according to their own policy needs and ends. This
government has, on at least two occasions, totally
restructured government departments. It renamed them,
and refocused them. The new Department for Victorian
Communities is just one example of that.
It was therefore seen as appropriate by the SARC
review to at least have parliamentary committees
established that reflected the areas of responsibility of
each government department. You can see why this is
necessary because often you get overlap in terms of
committee work when they are not totally under the
responsibilities of separate departments. Again that is a
reform that could have been implemented, and there is
no really good reason not to do that.
Mr Mildenhall interjected.
Mr HONEYWOOD — I take up the interjection of
the honourable member. The issue is, of course, that the
broad areas of responsibility can be represented by
committee work, but if we go through the committees
that are currently supported by the Parliament there are
a number that do not necessarily come under one
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particular department — for example, I defy the
honourable member opposite to explain to the house
how the Outer Suburban/Interface Services and
Development Committee could be deemed to come
under one particular department. Surely it comes under
planning, under Victorian communities, under
transport, and also under infrastructure. You name it, it
comes under all of those. Equally, the Family and
Community Development Committee is part of the
function and responsibilities of the Department of
Human Services, and equally, I hesitate to say, under
the responsibility of the Department for Victorian
Communities as well.
There are any number of committees that do not fit
neatly under the ambit of a particular department. That
is why SARC was keen to ensure that there was a more
commonsense approach in terms of our parliamentary
committee structure. However, that invitation to the
government to take up that reform has not been
supported in the bill before us today.
Another area that was deemed very important by the
SARC review committee was that the Road Safety
Committee should be renamed the ‘Road Transport
Committee’, and its functions expanded to include road
safety, public transport, ports and rail. Again that is to
cut out overlap and duplication, and to ensure that there
is a transport committee that covers all of those key
transport areas. Equally there was a request to rename
the Law Reform Committee the ‘Justice Committee’,
and to expand its functions to include administration of
justice, police, courts, prisons and law reform.
They are some specific examples of the rebadging or
restructuring of committees that SARC would liked to
have seen. Again the chair of that review who put her
name to those recommendations that have not been
accepted by the government in this bill today was the
honourable member for Tarneit.
The functions of the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee were also deemed as needing amendment to
reflect the full range of financial and budget documents
tabled in Parliament. I think all honourable members
would agree that the PAEC does an outstanding job,
often in difficult circumstances, when ministers of
whichever party is in government may not be as
forthcoming as one would like them to be. The PAEC
has to ensure that it has appropriate rights and powers
to delve deeply into matters of government financial
administration.
What we find is the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee review calling on the government of the day
to ensure that the Public Accounts and Estimates
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Committee had that full range of financial and
budgetary documents available to it. Again that is a
form that is not accepted by the government in the bill.
So there was a hope, if you like, that we would have an
important reform bill placed before the Parliament
emanating from the May 2002 report of the SARC
review.
One area that is of key importance to any parliamentary
committee is the right to take evidence from witnesses.
This is a traditional power of our all-party
parliamentary committees. It is a very important power
because if we are to have ‘without fear or favour’
advice coming to our parliamentary committees we
need to ensure that no Victorian is above the law when
it comes to the need to have evidence given
appropriately and honestly before a group of
parliamentarians. It is important that we maintain that
right and that traditional power. In that regard what we
have here today is a commonsense approach that will
ensure that in each and every case witnesses will be
required to give evidence to a subcommittee or the full
committee, rather than have it as an option, where they
can say they do not want to give evidence when it
comes to investigations.
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whole when it comes to ensuring that witnesses are
required to give evidence, rather than just making it an
option. That is a very important issue in itself.
What the bill does on the plus side is that it adopts plain
English in a more user friendly structure. Anyone who
has read the current act would have to agree that the
Parliamentary Committees Act 1968 is very much an
omnibus piece of legislation. It has been added to and
renovated in a haphazard fashion since 1968. It is high
time we had a more coherent and concise piece of
legislation that went to the very nature of the role of
committees and their rights and responsibilities. The
opposition therefore supports the move to plain English
and a more user-friendly structure in this bill to
supersede the current act.
Also on the plus side the bill provides for reports and
responses to be tabled when Parliament is not sitting,
but only if the committee meeting with a minimum
quorum agrees unanimously for that to occur. That is an
important safeguard which I put to you, Acting
Speaker, that we have to have the committee
unanimously agreeing to table a report or a ministerial
response while Parliament is not actually sitting.

Single members of committees can be delegated under
this bill to take evidence and that, as I understand it, has
been the practice of a number of all-party committees
for some time. I am aware of a case where a new
member in this place, the member for Yan Yean, was
visiting Canada recently and she was empowered, if
you like, by the committee, maybe in an unofficial
capacity but certainly given the invitation by the
committee, to hold meetings and take evidence from
people in Canada that would assist in the evidentiary
work of the committee to a particular investigation it
was involved with at the time. So there is custom and
practice for this to occur. I understand that the current
chair of the PAEC, the member for Pascoe Vale, has
also taken evidence as an individual member, to assist
the work of the committee she chairs, and again this has
been more custom and practice than it has been
anything relating to a particular power as such.

Let us look at the current situation. There has been an
important change in the sessional orders so that we can
actually debate committee reports tabled in the current
session of Parliament. The opposition believes that has
been a worthwhile reform. Every Wednesday when
Parliament is sitting a half hour is devoted to the task,
and any member can speak for up to 5 minutes on any
particular parliamentary committee report that has been
tabled. The opposition was concerned that having
reports of parliamentary committees and responses
tabled out of session could have denied honourable
members their right to debate or make reference to
those reports or responses in the subsequent session of
Parliament. The opposition is pleased that, after
consultation, the government has come forward with a
house amendment to ensure that that provision will
translate into members having the right to debate
committee reports in the session that follows a report or
response being tabled out of session.

Perhaps the technical experts might argue that this head
of power has not been there, but often custom and
practice become the actual way in which this
Parliament operates according to the Westminster
system tradition of following what has gone on before.
Again we should not ignore the importance of allowing
the full committee, a subcommittee or indeed an
individual member to take evidence to assist the work
of an investigation in a bipartisan manner, but in
establishing that as a right we should make sure that we
do not break down the privileges of committees as a

Of equal importance is the house amendment that
reinserts the word ‘actually’ in clause 25, which
provides for committees to meet when Parliament is
sitting. Clause 25 does not permit committees to meet
when Parliament is in session, but it has become
custom and practice for committees to meet during the
lunch or dinner break and before Parliament
commences for the day. Taking the word ‘actually’ out
of clause 25 would have had the detrimental effect of
requiring committees not to meet on any parliamentary
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sitting day. All honourable members would agree that
in terms of streamlining their workloads it is desirable
for committees to meet during lunch and dinner breaks
and before Parliament commences on a sitting day. The
opposition supports that house amendment.
The chair of the Drugs and Crime Prevention
Committee has requested, after consulting with
members, I understand, that the ongoing reference
providing for that committee to look into illicit drug
taking be expanded to include problems associated with
legalised drugs. In that regard it is important to clarify
the powers and rights of the Drugs and Crime
Prevention Committee. The opposition supports the
house amendment that will ensure that legalised drugs
are worthy of investigation in examining some of the
issues surrounding addiction to prescription drugs and
the like. The chair of that committee has come forward
with an appropriate amendment.
Mr Mildenhall — Any drugs.
Mr HONEYWOOD — Any drugs should, of
course, be subject to investigation, as the member for
Footscray interjects across the chamber.
These are house amendments which, again after
consultation, members of the opposition are pleased to
support. We believe that incremental change is better
than no change at all; therefore, whilst not supporting
the bill overall, we will not be opposing it as such.
The role of parliamentary committees is crucial, as I
said at the start, to the functioning of a truly democratic
Parliament and system of government. Most members
who have served in this place for any length of time
have had the honour to also serve on a parliamentary
committee. From 1988 to 1992, along with my
colleague the member for Box Hill, I was a member of
the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee. It was
our apprenticeship, our training in some of the
important work of being a parliamentarian.
All honourable members who have served on
committees would like to think that at some point the
work and responsibilities of committees would if not
replicate the system in United States of America at least
ensure that they have real power and have the right to
have panels take evidence without fear or favour so that
the wider community can see that the work of
parliamentarians is not just about making speeches
along party lines on important pieces of legislation.
Members of the wider community could then see that
they had a stake in coming forward and in a transparent
way ensuring that their parliamentarians, operating as a
committee, are able to hear important evidence,
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hopefully take it on board, ask penetrating questions
and come up with a report which leads to good
legislation — or adds value to legislation — rather than
being part of something that is captive to the political
party system. The United States congressional
committee system is a model that we should at least
aspire to achieve in a greater way than we are today
with this incremental change through the Parliamentary
Committees Bill.
For all the reasons I have provided, in summing up I
believe the government has baulked when it has come
to providing for fundamental reform along the lines of
the request made by the bipartisan Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee. The government has baulked
for its own reasons, and it behoves it to explain to the
Parliament why it has opted for incremental change
rather than fundamental reform. At least there is some
change that is for the good and will lead to the better
functioning of this Parliament. On that basis the
opposition will not be opposing the bill.
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — The
Nationals do not oppose this legislation. The Scrutiny
of Acts and Regulations Committee reported in 2002
on proposed improvements to the parliamentary
system. One of its recommendations was that the 1968
Parliamentary Committees Act be repealed and
replaced with a new Parliamentary Committees Act.
This bill is the outcome of that process.
I had the pleasure and honour to chair the Scrutiny of
Acts and Regulations Committee for almost four years
in the second term of the previous government. It was a
very dynamic activity. I might say that the dynamism of
the committee was added to considerably by the
minister now present at the table in his role as the
Minister for Agriculture.
Mr Mildenhall interjected.
Mr RYAN — Yes, we did have a good time. We
did a lot of very good work. The work that we did was
reflective of the work generally undertaken by all
committees but particularly by the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee. I say that with obvious bias,
because it is no mean feat for the members of that
committee — and most particularly the chair of SARC,
as it is known — to have to front ministers and tell
them why the committee regards an element of a piece
of legislation as objectionable.
SARC has about it a capacity to cause a heck of a stir in
the way its reports come to the Parliament. The
responsibility rests with the chair to make sure that the
committee functions properly and in accordance with
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the act, nevertheless weaving a way between the
executive government and the activities that in the
purest sense the legislation empowering it requires it to
undertake. It was always a tremendously interesting
thing to be chair of the committee. I am sure that is an
ongoing situation for the committee as it now stands.
One of the great things that we did as a committee was
conduct an inquiry into the right to silence. One of the
lasting tributes to the committee system is the way that
whole process was undertaken, the conclusions that
were reached, the manner in which the inquiry was
done and the expertise that we were able to bring to it,
not only from amongst our own ranks — say I with a
large dose of humility — but also from those who were
engaged by the committee to assist it in its work.
So I think the committee system in the scheme of things
makes a tremendous contribution, not only on the
merits but also in terms parliamentary activity. I think it
is a great thing for anybody coming into this place to
have a period of service on one of the parliamentary
committees. It is a great thing on the merits for the
reasons I have already indicated, but I think it is also a
great way of developing associations with other
members of the house in a manner which sees the
Parliament working at its best and perhaps working in a
way which people beyond the walls of this place would
ideally like to see us all function.
I think the committee system therefore has much to
recommend it. This bill is a rewrite of the 1968 act with
some relatively minor changes. I say ‘relatively’
advisedly in the sense of the consideration of the
amendments that have now been tabled by the
government. Those amendments will resolve some of
the issues that I must say I was going to raise in the
course of this debate, and members will probably be
pleased to know therefore that those amendments have
foreshortened some of the comments I would otherwise
have made. But in essence the bill is a rewrite of what
we have had before. There are no fundamental changes
to the functions or the composition of the parliamentary
committees, although the government has in the
second-reading speech flagged its intention to review
the nature and role of the Legislative Council
committees at some time in the future.
I might say that the government had a moment of
dalliance with the integrity of the committee system
after it was elected some 12 months ago. That moment
arose from the fact of its having an increase in numbers
on its benches. To the government’s credit, it had great
success at the last election. You need to have members
doing things that the members themselves regard as
being vital to the way Parliament functions, and that is
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more particularly the case when they are members of
the government of the day. I remember that well
because back in 1992 the boot was on the other foot,
and I was one of those who came in here to sit up on
the back benches, having arrived to generally save the
planet and give all sorts of inspiration to the Premier
and members of cabinet. Of course, with the passage of
time up on the back benches things tend to get a bit
restless, and one of the things that needs to be done is to
make sure that those good souls up on the back bench
have something to do.
I must say that it was probably in pursuit of that as
much as anything else that led to the committee system
being used by the government to enable a lot of
members to be actively involved in the committee
process because had the number of committees
remained as it was there would simply not have been
enough spots to accommodate those who are now
accommodated. We saw an expansion of the number of
committees and an expansion of the role which the
committee system plays in the Parliament. In all of this,
and in addition to expansion of the cabinet, I must say
we saw quite a deal of additional money being spent
and additional funding being required not only for the
membership of the committees but also for the support
staff who work so well with them.
I think that the jury is still out in the sense of the
long-term structure of the committee system and the
way it is going to work. Historically, as I have already
remarked, the committees that we have had in this place
for the 11 or 12 years that I have been here have made a
terrific contribution. We now have a new structure with
some additional committees, and we will see with the
passage of time how those new committees function
and the contribution they are able to make. I think at the
end of the day we have ended up with something like
54 of the 87 government members in both houses
having a more important position than would otherwise
have been the case had the expansion of the committee
system not occurred. With that sort of financial
commitment by the people of Victoria, I would like to
think we will see value for money with the passage of
time.
The evidentiary powers of the committees have been
expanded. There has always been the power to send for
specific witnesses or documents, and in the act which is
being replaced that power appears in section 4J under
the heading ‘Evidence’. There has always also been the
power to deal with the other aspects that are set out in
that provision. When you look at the new provisions on
evidence contained in clause 28 of the bill you see that
the powers in subclauses (1), (2), (3), (4), (7), (8) and
(9) of clause 28 replicate the provisions under
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section 4J of the 1968 act. The additional powers in the
evidentiary area are provided in subclauses (5) and (6)
of clause 28, and it is in relation to subclause 5 that the
amendments tabled today have effected some surgery.
I think the changes from the bill as it was originally
drawn which have been submitted for consideration by
the Parliament are good and sensible changes. Whereas
I was going to comment on the structure that previously
existed, now there is no need because those changes
have been made. The changes are principally in
subclause (5) of clause 28. Subclause (6) simply says
that:
When sending for persons, documents and other things or
when taking evidence under sub-section (5), a member of a
Joint Investigatory Committee has all the privileges,
immunities and powers of the Joint Investigatory Committee.

As a matter of sheer logic that is a good idea. What will
also happen now is that reports from the committees
can go to the clerks of the Parliament when the
Parliament is not sitting. Again I think that is a sensible
provision.
The Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee
(SARC) will be able to now consider an act once it has
been enacted if it was not considered at the bill stage.
That is a sensible provision, history would say, because
even in the time when I was chairing the committee and
the Minister for Agriculture was a member of it there
were instances where the then government found it
necessary, for whatever reason, to enact legislation at
very short notice and SARC was deprived of the
capacity to review it as a bill. What will happen now in
the new order of things is that if that circumstance again
arises SARC will be empowered to look at the
legislation after the event, if you like, should an
opportunity to do that not be presented in the normal
course of events prior to the usual introduction of
legislation.
While I am on that point, I again make a plea on behalf
of all jurisdictions across Australia, I suppose, that we
need to develop some mechanism whereby there can be
scrutiny of legislation which is in the nature of the
template legislation such as that which we have debated
here today proposing amendments to the Crimes Act
and which is reflective of so much of what we see come
before our Parliament now.
Increasingly there is a tendency through the Council of
Australian Governments (COAG) in particular but also
through the meetings of the various ministers of the
respective jurisdictions to produce template legislation.
We then see that legislation introduced in some
jurisdiction or other, be it the commonwealth or
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otherwise, before it flows on around the country. Of
course, the capacity to scrutinise that legislation is
significantly impinged upon because by the time it gets
to the Victorian Parliament, for example, as was the
case with this Crimes Act that we have already debated
today, there is simply not the opportunity to apply
scrutiny in the true sense of the word.
We did in the time of my own chairmanship develop a
model bill which could be introduced in federal
Parliament and in the other jurisdictions around
Australia, and I urge the adoption of some such system
which will properly allow scrutiny to occur in the way
that it should. If that were done, it would in some
instances at least accommodate the issue that we now
see being dealt with by the amendment to which I have
just referred, in that sometimes legislation comes before
the Parliament — not very often at all, I accept —
without having had the scrutiny appropriate to it.
If we are in practical terms at the end of the line with
the legislation having been passed in other parliaments,
it makes somewhat of a mockery of the scrutiny
process for us to be looking at it after the event. The
necessity is there to do something from a federal
perspective.
As I have already said, the 11 joint house committee
provisions are replicated in this bill, and there are also
the fundamental provisions relating to the structure of
the Library Committee and the House Committee. The
private bills provisions in the old act are not replicated
in this legislation, because the standing orders in both
houses adequately deal with private bills. Without
having the numbers in front of me, something like 39 of
those private bills have been dealt with over the years,
and now there is a mechanism in the standing orders to
deal with them. We do not need those additional
provisions, so they have been repealed and are not
included as part of this bill. Appropriate transitional
provisions are also set out in this legislation.
Finally there is the dastardly and dreaded section 85
provision, which was so often the subject of comment
by the former government. Now, as a matter of
monotonous regularity, we see section 85 provisions
appearing in bills. Without having done the numbers
precisely — and, when I think of it, in this trade you
should do your numbers precisely — it is a justifiable
assertion that the majority of bills that have been
introduced here, certainly in the last three or four weeks
of debate, have carried one or more than one section 85
provision. In the end that is surely something that will
come home to bite this government.
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I wonder where the chattering classes are on this issue:
I wonder where Liberty Victoria, the university
academics, the newspaper journalists and all the
do-gooders in their various forms are when I see day
after day, as is happening again now, legislation being
introduced with section 85 provisions. It seems but a
moment ago that the use of this form of legislation was
regarded as being complete anathema to the
parliamentary process, yet it now happens as a matter
of rote — it just goes through to the keeper! With those
few comments, I wish to again confirm that the
Nationals do not oppose this legislation. We wish it a
speedy passage.
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) — It is a pleasure
to join the debate on the Parliamentary Committees
Bill. I note the support for the house amendments and,
in so doing, make what I suggest is a modest criticism
of the lack of opposition to the bill by the Liberal and
National parties.
This legislation continues the modest program of
reform and improvement to the parliamentary
committee system. As other speakers have said, the
parliamentary committee system is an essential, vital
and very constructive part of not only our parliamentary
system but also the parliamentary experience of
members. I, as have other speakers, recommend that
service on a committee be part of the induction and
learning process of any new MP. A link should be
made between that sentiment, that recommendation for
all new MPs, and the Bracks government’s
commendable initiative to create more committees for
more opportunities, to generally align committees with
broad areas of government responsibility and, by dint of
this legislation, to generally improve the operation of
those committees.
I was waiting, unfortunately in vain, for the Leader of
the National Party to compliment the government on
the creation of the Rural and Regional Services and
Development Committee, which is a long overdue
initiative of this government.
Mr Baillieu interjected.
Mr MILDENHALL — I would have thought the
member for Hawthorn, with his interest in planning
issues, would also compliment the government on the
creation of the outer suburban and interface issues
committee.
It was a long overdue move when the government
created the Education and Training Committee. So
many billions of dollars are devoted to this vital area of
government and community enterprise, and now at last
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we have a committee that can focus on the complexities
and the social needs that drive that great enterprise in
our community. The creation of these new
committees — the Education and Training Committee,
the Rural and Regional Services and Development
Committee and the Outer Suburban/Interface Services
and Development Committee — are great initiatives of
this government.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr MILDENHALL — So keen are members
across all parties about them that they insist the correct
terminology be used! So dedicated are they to the
service of these parliamentary committees that they
want the record to be accurate!
The legislation incorporates most of the
recommendations of the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee report that are within the
government’s responsibility. Many of the
recommendations are matters for the Parliament, such
as the status, remuneration and career structures for
committee staff. The government has implemented the
rewrite of the legislation; the ability to report out of
session in the case of unanimous approval to do so; the
ability to have individuals collect evidence as
authorised by committees as well as subcommittees;
and the ability for the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee (SARC) to revisit bills in the form of acts
within the first 30 days of its appointment.
That is an important clarification. Unfortunately it
appears that the Leader of the National Party was under
a misapprehension that there is a carte blanche power in
this bill for SARC to revisit acts once they have gone
through this place, but that is not the case. The power
goes back to acts that have gone through the place in
the first 30 days after the appointment of the committee,
to avoid the situation we had at the start of this term,
with important legislation not being captured by SARC
in those first vital weeks.
A number of the remarks made by opposition
spokespeople warrant comment. The honourable
member for Warrandyte wanted interim responses to
reports, as recommended by SARC. The view of the
government was that as resources are deployed to
compiling a final response, it would be an inappropriate
diversion of resources to also prepare interim responses.
The recommendation wanting details and costings of
the implementation of committee recommendations is
an issue that crosses over from the parliamentary
process into the role of departments and the executives,
and it also crosses over into the budgetary system and
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the budget process. It is reasonable that governments
have the ability to consider the resource implications of
recommendations from committees in the normal
budget process and not at the behest of or the timing
recommended by parliamentary committees.
The honourable member for Warrandyte also wanted a
closer alignment with departments, and I think I have
generally answered that question. There is a broad
alignment between the bigger government departments
and parliamentary committees, but there are also some
special interest areas. The government has the balance
just about right in ensuring that issues that come up in
any of the broader departmental areas can be covered
by at least one of the parliamentary committees.
The evidence issue has also been covered. My personal
view is that the powers we convey on parliamentary
committees are incredibly wide and very strong. To
delegate those powers to individuals is also a very
strong move in terms of the use of the power of
Parliament. I personally do not think it is a bad idea to
have witnesses at least appear before a full committee,
but on reflection, there is a view that there is some
protection offered by the unanimous vote being
required. With those comments I indicate that this is
good, supported legislation, and I wish it a speedy
passage.
Mr KOTSIRAS (Bulleen) — I was amazed and
amused to hear the honourable member for Footscray
talk about the importance the government places on
committees when he knows that the government has
not taken the committee structure seriously over the last
four years. Shortly I will read a memo to the clerks
which outlines the concerns of the executive officers of
these committees.
This bill is the result of the report of the Scrutiny of
Acts and Regulations Committee entitled Improving
Victoria’s Parliamentary Committee System. The bill
repeals the Parliamentary Committees Act 1968,
replacing it with more user-friendly legislation that is
drafted in plain English and preserves the number,
membership and procedures of all existing
parliamentary committees under the 1968 act.
However, it makes a number of changes designed to
clarify the powers of committees and also allows for
reports and responses to reports to be presented when
Parliament is not sitting.
However, the government has not taken the committee
system seriously, and I wish to read into Hansard a
memo from the executive officers to the Assistant Clerk
of the Legislative Assembly and the Deputy Clerk of
the Legislative Council. The subject is state
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government input into parliamentary inquiries. I
understand that this was a first draft and was not the one
that went to the clerks, but it highlights how upset and
concerned the executive officers were in regard to how
the government treats committees:
The executive officers of all 11 parliamentary investigatory
committees wish to bring to the attention of the clerks and
presiding officers their concern over increasing difficulty in
receiving government input into committee inquiries.
In the past executive officers were able to receive government
submissions and speak to relevant government staff in public
hearings or informally with relative ease. Unfortunately this
has not been the experience under the current Parliament.
Executive officers now understand that the Department of
Premier and Cabinet (DPC) has developed guidelines for
appearing before state committees and guidelines for
submissions and responses to inquiries … Executive officers
were surprised to note that according to the guidelines for
submissions and responses to inquiries it is ‘uncommon for
the Victorian government to make submissions to Victorian
inquiries’. This does not accord with the committees’
experience, as evidence from government witnesses, both in
the form of writing submissions and/or oral evidence, is
usually vital to the committees’ inquiries.
Executive officers are most concerned that these guidelines
do not capture the spirit of cooperation between the
committees and government and believe that these guidelines
are having a deleterious effect on the type and quality of
evidence received. Examples include:
refusal by some departments to allow senior public
servants, representative and associated authorities to
give evidence at public hearings or provide informal
briefings for committees;
inadequate and untimely written submissions from
government departments
The directive that public servants are not permitted to attend
hearings is contrary to committee powers of gathering
evidence pursuant to the Parliamentary Committees Act 1968.
Recent decisions by some departments to not even permit
staff to provide informal background briefings is a further
obstruction of a committee’s ability to gain a detailed
understanding of the government programs and policies
relevant to its investigations.

Mr Mildenhall — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, I raise the issue of relevance. The honourable
member has now been speaking for 4 minutes on a
matter relating to the guidelines on parliamentary
committees accessing the public service. That is not the
subject of the bill, which deals with a specific number
of issues. This is not one of them, and I ask you to draw
him back to the bill.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Delahunty) —
Order! I do not uphold the point of order at this stage. I
understand the honourable member was talking about
witnesses.
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Mr KOTSIRAS — I will continue:
Committees, of course, have the power to summon witnesses
within Victoria, but it is appreciated such is highly unlikely in
the current Parliament and is generally not in the spirit of
cooperation expected within government departments.
The executive officers have also witnessed a decline in the
quality of government written submissions and increasing
delays in receiving submissions. While the committees would
not wish to influence the nature of written submissions it
receives, it is expected that government departments would
provide comprehensive submissions early in the inquiry
process to allow proper analysis by committees and possible
follow-up investigations. The executive officers also accept
that the government needs to present a coordinated
whole-of-government submission and that such may involve
the input of several different departments. However, it is to be
expected that if government issues references to committees it
should also be in a position to submit a detailed and timely
written submission.
In the view of the executive officers, many senior public
servants and ministerial advisers possess an inadequate
understanding and appreciation of committee powers and
functions. This view is reinforced by the recent experience of
several executive officers who have been challenged as to
their right to receive evidence from public servants, and by
the lack of priority and respect accorded to the work of joint
investigatory committees.
In general executive officers have brought these issues to the
attention of their respective chairmen but have yet to formally
raise the matter with the full committees. At this stage we
request that you urgently raise these concerns with the
Presiding Officers with the view of achieving a satisfactory
outcome.

This is proof that the government does not take the
committees seriously at all.
Mr Mildenhall interjected.
Mr KOTSIRAS — The member for Footscray
stands up full of rhetoric but with no substance. The
member is a fine example of someone who will stand
up and support the government, the minister and the
Premier when he knows they are wrong. He knows that
the government has taken the committee system for
granted and does not support it, that in order to put out
the image that it is open, accountable and listens the
government has attempted to establish a committee
system but has not provided the resources to support it.
I urge this government to make sure that public servants
take part in the committees and that they put in their
submissions in time; and I urge the member for
Footscray to support the committee system.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr CAMERON
(Minister for Agriculture).
Debate adjourned until later this day.
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GAMBLING REGULATION BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for Gaming); and
Mr SMITH’s amendment:
That all the words after ‘That’ be omitted with a view of
inserting in place thereof the words ‘this house refuses to read
this bill a second time until interested stakeholders including
pubs and clubs, anti-gaming activists and the general public
have been genuinely consulted on: the appropriate regulation
of signage after an independent cost-benefit analysis of the
government’s proposals on signage; the government’s
inappropriate use of the Community Support Fund under the
current legislation; and the inability of the government to
control or diminish serious individual problems of gambling
addiction.

Mr Perton — Speaker, I draw your attention to the
state of the house.
Quorum formed.

Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) — It is a sobering
moment to hear of the passage of the resolution
regarding Dr Barry Perry. It is a sad day not only for the
Parliament but for the state as a whole.
It is my pleasure to join the debate on the gaming bill, to
support this mammoth piece of legislation from this
progressive Bracks government and to oppose the
extraordinary, illogical and pointless amendment that was
put forward by the member for Bass and was supported in
the most lukewarm way.
This bill brings legislation described by the
Ombudsman as a bowl of spaghetti into one integrated
and complete act of Parliament. It is long overdue and
reflects the rapid growth of both the industry and the
regulatory framework around it, as well as the efforts of
successive governments to keep pace with the growth
of the industry and the regulations and necessary
legislation that are required.
The bill is a result of comprehensive community
consultation that began in July 2002 and included
stakeholder consultation papers. It was quite a detailed,
expansive and comprehensive consultation process.
Even mentioning the dimensions of that consultation
process renders illogical the opposition’s reasoned
amendment — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kotsiras) —
Order! There is far too much noise. I ask members to
go outside if they wish to talk.
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Mr MILDENHALL — It points to the nonsense of
the opposition’s reasoned amendment that reads in part:
this house refuses to read this bill a second time until
interested stakeholders including pubs and clubs, anti-gaming
activists and the general public have been genuinely consulted
on —

a whole range of issues.
There has been an extraordinary amount of consultation
in the lead-up to this bill being introduced. This was not
only as part of a formal consultation process; gaming
was also a significant part of the state election some
12 months ago. Many of us are dwelling on — in a very
positive way — or glowing about what happened
12 months ago.
This legislation specifically implements the
commitments made by Premier Bracks during the
election campaign last year to increase the powers of
local government to provide that planning permits will
be required for venues and that local government will
be able to seek a Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal review of venue applications and poker
machine numbers in existing venues. These were
election commitments, and they are being delivered.
In addition there was the commitment for compulsory
responsible gambling training for venue employees.
This is also a sensible and potent strategy for the
continued improvement of the state’s ability to identify
problem gamblers and do something about them. We
promised a ban on advertising and in certain cases that
component of advertising that includes signage.
I also note that the government’s proposals on signage
were also the subject of the opposition’s reasoned
amendment. It is very clear from the second-reading
speech, from public comments and from press releases
by the minister that the regulations that will specify the
restrictions on signage will be developed as a result of
an exhaustive consultation program. So that also
indicates the nonsense that the opposition’s reasoned
amendment represents — the very activity that the
opposition is calling for is provided in the government’s
announced program and in the second-reading speech.
Speakers on the other side also spent some time raising
the issue of the expenditure of the Community Support
Fund in the context of arguing that there is an
insufficient return to the state and to communities from
gaming. Opposition members also talked about the very
large amounts of revenue coming to government from
gaming. The opposition cannot have it both ways.
Significant revenue is coming to the state, and 85 per
cent of the general revenue from gaming is going into
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health expenditure. Who would argue with that
priority? The government imposed a $1550 per
machine levy for a health benefit as an additional
impost on the industry following the national
competition policy report that identified the super
profits coming to this industry. That is an additional
benefit to the community, and on top of that is the
Community Support Fund.
This industry is providing, as other speakers have said,
a very high level of employment. It is providing and
supporting a lot of government expenditure. It is also
providing a large amount of funding to local
communities via the Community Support Fund.
This government, and the Community Support Fund,
does not fund yachts that break their backs in San
Diego Harbour or extraordinary advertising campaigns.
The Community Support Fund supports real projects:
youth centres in Footscray, aquatic centres, libraries,
community history programs and community centres
right around the state. It is a very successful program,
widely used in regional Victoria. Thousands more
projects have been funded in the four years of the
Bracks government than under the previous
government.
Getting the balance in gaming regulation is not easy.
This government has a continued program of reform
and of regulation. It has had a strong record since
coming to office in 1999. It has an explicit and strong
set of principles around which it regulates gambling in
this state, including transparency, probity, and
responsible gambling — a whole series of issues and
commitments. The balance has been achieved here, and
I support the legislation before the house.
Mr COOPER (Mornington) — The time available
to members to speak on this bill is significantly limited.
In the 10 minutes that I have available to me I will not
be able to cover anything like the range of subject
matters that this bill touches on. So I want to simply
touch on two — maybe three, if I have the time —
issues, which I will hopefully get through, and put
together some sort of a cogent argument on those
matters.
The first one involves the question of advertising. I
draw attention to the fact that there seems to me to be a
significant conflict in the statements made by the
minister in his second-reading speech. I refer to that
part of the minister’s second-reading speech where he
said:
The bill also bans the display of gaming-machine-related
signs, with provision for exemptions to this ban to be
prescribed in regulations.
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He then went on to say:
… my intention is to allow signage within a gaming area and
reasonable signage outside, such as directional signage
pointing to the location of a gaming venue or of a gaming
room within a venue.

Then he finished that off by saying:
The ban in this bill and the subsequent regulations will ensure
that Victorians are not exposed to advertising outside a venue
or the casino that may encourage them to play the pokies …

There are a few issues here. The first two quotes that I
read out appear to be in conflict, because the minister
said that he will ban the display of
gaming-machine-related signs, and then he went on to
say that he will have exemptions. I think the house
needs to know, if it is to sensibly debate this bill, what
the exemptions are. Where does the minister head in
terms of the exemptions?
Then he talked about his intention being to allow
signage within a gaming area and reasonable signage
outside, such as directional signage. That is exactly
what is there at the moment; the reasonable venue
advertising is of directions into venues and of what is
there — whether it is Tattersalls machines or Tabcorp
machines. These are the things by which venues
promote themselves and enable people to know what is
going on there.
That is the issue to which the letter — which I am sure
every member of the house has received — from the
Mildura Working Man’s Sports and Social Club of
18 November goes, and it has every right to be
concerned. It says:
The impact of restricted advertising of what is a very
important part of our facilities, and a facility which infers a
high standard of both service and of other facilities, will have
we believe a severe impact on the financial viability of our
club.

If you want to squeeze all of that down into one word,
that one word would be ‘jobs’. That is what the Mildura
working man’s club is talking about. It is talking about
the fact that if what is to occur is what it believes is to
occur — and no doubt it has had contact with this
government over this bill — then the facilities at the
club and the financial viability of the club will be
severely affected. That means jobs in Mildura. I would
suggest that that would not be in the best interests of the
people of Mildura. The letter goes on to say:
This impact will be particularly felt in rural and regional
centres such as ours where we are reliant on the tourist trade
for a high proportion of our revenue … under this legislation
we will be prevented from including what is an integral part
of our facilities in advertising or brochures …
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Further it says:
Prohibiting the publication of gaming machine advertising
outside the gaming area of a venue … will clearly have little
or no impact on the decision-making process of the individual
with the gambling problem.
Those with the problem either know where a venue is or will
find one.

That refers to the latter part of the first quote I read
from the minister’s second-reading speech, where he
said that the ban on advertising in the bill and the
subsequent regulations will ensure that Victorians are
not exposed to advertising that may encourage them to
play the pokies.
What sort of a nonsense is this that the government is
talking about? We are talking about problem gamblers,
people who would know where every poker machine is
within probably a 50-kilometre radius of where they
live or where they work. Problem gamblers are, by
definition, people with a problem. They want to gamble
and they will gamble. Unless they exclude themselves
or they are excluded by a venue, they will continue to
gamble. Whether there is advertising or no advertising
will have little or no effect on the situation with
problem gamblers.
I am assuming that the minister and other members of
the government party do not agree with that view. They
believe a ban on advertising will have a significant
effect. I am assuming that is so, because that is why
they put it in the bill. Surely they have not put it in the
bill for any other reason. Therefore it is incumbent upon
government members to stand up here and tell the
house what the rationale is behind it. They cannot just
say, ‘We think it will work’, or, ‘It seemed like a good
idea at the time’ — they really have to have something
behind all of this to justify the draconian effects of this
ban. Where is that information? We have now heard
from the member for Footscray; he did not touch on
that. But in deference to the member for Footscray, he
had only 10 minutes, like I am having only 10 minutes,
and it is not a lot of time. Perhaps subsequent speakers
on this bill from the government side will produce the
information that we are seeking.
The challenge was thrown out by the member for Bass
in responding on behalf of the opposition, and I am
repeating that challenge. Come back with the
information; show us why a ban on advertising will
have a significant effect on problem gamblers. We do
not believe that applies; and obviously the Mildura
working man’s club does not believe that applies, and it
has made a pretty good point in the letter. It is not a
point without validity. We are now throwing out the
challenge to this government — come up with the
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information, come up with something other than just
rhetoric that shows us that the provisions in this clause
in regard to a ban on advertising gaming machines will
have an effect. Show us where this has occurred, and
where there has been an effect on problem gamblers.
In the couple of minutes now remaining to me I want to
touch on the matter that was referred to by the
honourable member for Footscray as he completed his
address — that is, the question of the Community
Support Fund. He said that there has been an
unwarranted attack by the Liberal Party on the question
of the use or misuse of community support funding by
the government, and he told us of all these great things
that have been done by the Community Support Fund.
Of course there is a secret society for where the CSF
money goes, because you cannot find out by asking a
direct question of the government. It will not tell you. I
put in a freedom of information (FOI) request, and I
have been refused information about who has made an
application and who has been successful. It was a
blanket rejection by the government.
Mr McIntosh — It is outrageous.
Mr COOPER — It is outrageous, as the member
for Kew said. Here is public money being spent by this
government, and it refuses to tell anybody where it
goes. All the government wants to do is stand up and
make some good news announcements, but when it
comes to the question of seeking who has put in an
application, who has been successful and who has not
been, you are denied that information.
Mr McIntosh interjected.
Mr COOPER — As the member for Kew said, they
have got a whiteboard somewhere where they are doing
all these sorts of dodgy deals with the CSF money. But
there is one thing we do know: in the Sunday Herald
Sun the Deputy Premier and Minister for Victorian
Communities let slip — and it is in last Sunday’s
Sunday Herald Sun, so people can go and look at it if
they wish — and is directly quoted as saying that some
of the money from the Community Support Fund is
going into consolidated revenue.
Now there is something different, there is something
that really differentiates this government from the
Kennett government. The Kennett government never
put a solitary cent from the Community Support Fund
into consolidated revenue. It depended for its surpluses
on good financial management. This government is
dipping into hollow logs all over the place, and the
Community Support Fund is now being raided by the
Treasurer and his cronies.
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This bill requires a lot more consultation with the
community, and it is regrettable that it has not had
sufficient consultation.
Mr HUDSON (Bentleigh) — It is a great pleasure
to speak on this bill, because the reforms it announces
build on the extensive reforms that this government has
undertaken in relation to gambling regulation in the
state.
I have to say that the reforms are in stark contrast to
what the Kennett government did. We heard a rather
extraordinary statement from the member for Bass,
who suggested — and I think the member for
Mornington also suggested it — that the Community
Support Fund is in some way being rorted. The member
for Bass used the word ‘rorted’ and said that the money
was being taken out of the system.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr HUDSON — The fact of the matter is that you
completely misquoted the Deputy Premier.
The minister was talking about where general gambling
revenue goes. Where does 85 per cent of that revenue
go? It is spent on health services. This government has
been absolutely clear about where the 1 per cent that
goes into the Community Support Fund is spent. That
money is spent on problem gambling services,
$52 million over the last four years. It is also spent on
community building programs in areas where there are
high levels of electronic gaming machines. It is also
being spent on broader community benefit programs,
which are articulated and mandated in the legislation
that was passed by the Kennett government. The money
is being spent on programs in the youth, arts, culture,
tourism and recreation and sport sectors.
The Kennett government had an absolutely shameful
record on gaming, increasing the number of gaming
machines in the state from 10 000 to 30 000. In fact in
June 1994 the then Minister for Gaming, Haddon
Storey, who had undertaken a review of electronic
gaming machines, put out a media release that said,
‘There will be no limit on the number of gaming
machines in Victoria, other than a maximum number of
45 000’. That is what the Kennett government was
going to do: it was going to lift the cap to
45 000 gaming machines.
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kotsiras) —
Order! The member, without assistance.
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Mr HUDSON — Forty-five thousand gaming
machines, without any regard for the damage that was
going to be done by that kind of saturation.
Mr Baillieu interjected.
Mr HUDSON — It wasn’t — 10 000 by the Kirner
government; 45 000 — —
Mr Baillieu interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kotsiras) —
Order! The member for Hawthorn! The member for
Bentleigh, through the Chair.
Mr HUDSON — This was a continuation of a
woeful record by the Kennett government. It was the
Kennett government that cancelled a problem gambling
advertising program. It was the Kennett government
that in seven years failed to introduce any form of
responsible gambling policy whatsoever. We all
remember the Kennett’s government’s insipid and
weak ‘If it is no longer fun, walk away’ campaign.
‘Come on down, have fun, have some entertainment.
Enjoy your gambling, because it is all great
entertainment, but if it is no longer fun, walk away’. It
had seven years in office, and all it did was run away
from the reality of the problem gambling it was creating
in the community.
When you look at what was happening with gambling
revenue under the Kennett government you can see that
it was growing completely out of control. It was
growing at 20 to 25 per cent each year — it was
growing exponentially — and the Kennett government
did not do anything about it. It was happy to rake in the
money, but it did not do anything about the problem.
We had the member for Bass talking about the
Community Support Fund, but let us go back and look
at history. The Kennett government sank to a new low
in 1995, when an America’s Cup yacht funded out of
the Community Support Fund sank in San Diego
Harbour. Then we had the Sky Show Down Under at
the Rialto tower, which was also funded out of the
Community Support Fund. In 1996 the then
Auditor-General produced a quite damning report on
the level of expenditure coming out of the Community
Support Fund, pointing out that only $65 million of the
$187 million approved for distribution had actually
been spent. What did the spokesman for the Premier
say? He was quoted in the Age of 30 May 1996 as
saying:
The government believes that there were potential benefits in
all the projects it funded, but in some of these areas you are
not going to hit the bullseye every time.
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I’ll say the previous government did not hit the
bullseye. It hit the bottom of the harbour in San Diego
instead!
What we have done is introduce some really
comprehensive problem gambling strategies. The
‘Think of what you’re really gambling with’ campaign
has been recognised around Australia. It is based on
such good research that it has now been adopted in
Tasmania and New South Wales. It will be adopted
Australia-wide through the ministerial council on
gambling, which recognises that the research this
government has done on problem gambling advertising
is well based and deserves to be replicated.
As I indicated, this government has also invested
$52 million in combating problem gambling. It has
introduced a wide range of measures that are all
outlined very eloquently in the minister’s
second-reading speech, which indicates all the steps we
have taken to reduce problem gambling in this state.
In addition to that, we are the first government ever to
oversee a fall in revenue from electronic gaming
machines. Let us have a look at the figures. Across the
state from September 2002 to August 2003 there was a
decline — a real decline, not an increase — of 13.6 per
cent in the funding received from electronic gaming
machines, compared to the year September 2001 to
August 2002.
In my electorate of Bentleigh, which straddles the
municipalities of Glen Eira and Kingston, there have
been enormous decreases. In Glen Eira there has been a
decline in electronic gaming machine expenditure of
$14 million or nearly 17 per cent. In Kingston there has
been a decline of $15 million or nearly 16 per cent, and
across the state a statewide decline of 13.6 per cent. So
the government strategy of tackling problem gambling
is working, and the government has not resiled from
that strategy, even though it has had a direct impact on
the state’s finances.
This legislation takes us to the next level in terms of
gambling regulation. It builds on the tough restrictions
on pokies advertising that have already been put in
place by the government. These restrictions wipe out
the culture the opposition created that promoted pokies
as some sort of harmless entertainment, inviting
everyone to come down and have a little bit of fun. This
bill introduces a new ban on all types of advertising
outside a gaming area or a casino that promotes the
playing of gaming machines. The ban extends to all
print advertising, television, cinema, radio or the
Internet. The ban also extends to unsolicited mail.
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There is no doubt that this will help to combat problem
gambling.

about consultation, but in everything they do they
thumb their nose at consultation and the community.

The member for Bass and the member for Mornington
were in here bemoaning the impact this bill would have
on clubs and pubs. Of course they said it would do
nothing to tackle problem gambling, but it would ruin
pubs and clubs.

I refer also to the history of gambling in the state of
Victoria. It is interesting to be following the member
for Bentleigh, who seemed intent on rewriting the
history of gambling and gambling legislation in
Victoria. I suggest to the member for Bentleigh that he
actually read Hansard and see which government was
responsible for the introduction of gaming legislation in
the state of Victoria. Let us make it very, very clear: the
government that introduced the gaming machine
legislation in Victoria was the Kirner Labor
government.

Mr Smith interjected.
Mr HUDSON — Why do the venues spend
millions of dollars on signage and advertising? They do
that so they can get impulse gamblers to come in the
door. They will see the signs and come in. They decide,
‘Okay, we’ll go in and we’ll gamble’. The research is
clear that banning outside signage will help reduce
problem gambling.
We are putting a million dollars into problem gambling
research, which is now being replicated right across
Australia. The government is on the right track and is
doing what is necessary and right to reduce the level of
problem gambling in the community. We have the
courage of our convictions. We are willing to put in
place measures that reduce the state’s revenue and
reduce our reliance on the gaming dollar, unlike the
Kennett government, which lived off the gambling
dollar and let it increase exponentially. I commend the
bill to the house.
Sitting suspended 6.33 p.m. until 8.03 p.m.

Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — I wish to
make a few points on this Gambling Regulation Bill.
The first obvious point is about the size of this bill —
633 pages — and the fact that the government has
allowed inadequate time for the community to be
consulted on this legislation. It was introduced to the
Parliament only two weeks ago. There has been a total
lack of time for members to circulate the legislation to
their local hotels, clubs and community service
organisations and those people who have a genuine
interest in the gaming industry and in dealing with
problem gambling in the community, so that they could
evaluate this legislation and have a considered input to
it.
I urge members of the government to go to the front
foyer of Parliament House and have a look at the words
written on the floor there. With respect to this
legislation, I think if we had the counsel of more people
we would have better legislation. So the first point I
make is that there has been totally inadequate time for
proper debate and consideration and proper community
input to this legislation. That is an absolute indictment
of the government whose members purport to talk

It was Joan Kirner herself, with the late Jack Dyer, who
commissioned the first electronic gaming machine in
the state of Victoria — in Footscray in 1992, after the
legislation was passed in 1991. It was also the Kirner
Labor government that introduced the casino legislation
in Victoria. Indeed it was the Kirner Labor government
that set up the regime that selected the operators of the
casino in Victoria and that regime was continued by the
consequent Kennett government. When members of the
Labor government criticise that process, they are
criticising the process put in place by the former Kirner
Labor government.
Mr Nardella interjected.
Dr NAPTHINE — The honourable member for
Melton says it was corrupted. Members of the Labor
Party said that for seven years, from 1992 to 1999.
They got into government, they had every opportunity
to have a royal commission into it — which they said
they would do — and they had every opportunity to
table all the documents and prove their allegations of
corruption, but in government they could find no
substance at all to their allegations. The
Attorney-General and the Treasurer owe a personal
apology to both Lloyd Williams and Ron Walker. They
should apologise for the way they attacked those two
gentlemen in this house.
Mr Nardella interjected.
Dr NAPTHINE — Let us have a look at what
members of the Labor Party said about the Gaming
Machine Control Bill in June 1991. A gentleman by the
name of Mr Jim Kennan — —
Mr Nardella — Why don’t you talk about the bill?
Dr NAPTHINE — I am. I am talking about the
Gaming Machine Control Bill. In 1991 the then
Attorney-General, Jim Kennan, said:
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I have pleasure in introducing legislation to provide the
statutory base for a new industry in Victoria. With the
introduction of electronic gaming machines in hotels and
clubs, Victorians will be able to enjoy playing a variety of
games in venues within their own state, and the tourism and
hospitality industry will be stimulated, providing employment
opportunities for many.

In concluding the second-reading speech he said:
In proposing this measure, the government is taking a
responsible step to implement an exciting new policy
initiative.

In that debate members of the Labor Party, through
Premier Joan Kirner, made it very clear that while they
were introducing 10 000 machines in the first
18 months, Labor Party policy — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Lindell) — Order!
The level of interjection is much too high. I ask
members to have a little bit more consideration for the
speaker.
Dr NAPTHINE — The Labor Party policy was to
introduce 45 000, or up to 50 000, machines in Victoria.
That was Labor Party policy as part of its introduction
of the machines.
Mr Nardella interjected.
Dr NAPTHINE — It was the Kennett Liberal
government — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Lindell) — Order!
I have already pointed out that the level of interjection
is too high. I ask members to be more considerate of the
member on his feet.
Dr NAPTHINE — The Kennett government
introduced a cap of 27 500 machines. The member for
Bentleigh is trying to rewrite history. I also refer to
what the member for Thomastown, now also the
Leader of the House, said at the time:
In the past many people have referred to them as poker
machines, but they are new age machines and vary
substantially from the old type of poker machines. They are
new electronic gaming machines which provide a variety of
games.
In fact, on one particular machine one can play up to
10 different games.

He got very excited about that. He also got very excited
about the fact that:
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An interesting aspect of the new machines is their
multilingual ability …

The member for Thomastown thought it was fantastic
these multilingual machines would be able to penetrate
the multicultural community of Thomastown in
Victoria. He thought that was a great thing. He also
thought it was a great thing they could have linked
online jackpots of up to $1 million. Let us put it into
perspective: it is the members of the Labor Party who
are the proponents and promoters of gambling in this
state.
Let us go to some of the aspects of the bill. On
page 188 the government is trying to prohibit
displaying gaming machine-related signs. The bill says:
A person must not display or cause to be displayed any
gaming machine related sign.
…
‘gaming machine related sign’ means any sign (whether
consisting of words, symbols, pictures or any other thing) —
(a) that draws attention to, or can reasonably be taken to
draw attention to, the availability of gaming machines
for gaming; or
(b) that uses a term or expression frequently associated with
gaming machines …

What do the local clubs think about this? The
Warrnambool Bowls Club wrote to me and said:
You are quite correct in that no real time has been given to
discussing this bill, which will affect so many in our
communities.
Our board has asked that I highlight some facts which will
affect our bowls club.
1.

As gaming machines are legal in this state why must we
suffer restraint of trade? Our understanding is any
restraint of trade is illegal. We have a legal product yet
we are not being given the right to promote it.

2.

We have a dining room, which is legal, and we are
permitted to promote it.

3.

We have a bar, which is legal, and we are permitted to
promote it.

4.

We are a bowls club, which is registered and therefore
legal, and we are permitted to seek members by
promoting our product.

Being a club our revenue is returned to the local community
by upgraded bowls facilities which included … synthetic
greens … funded from our gaming revenue and not by any
state government subsidy.
…
We are a major support sponsor of the Warrnambool taxi
rank, providing security for our young people of a Saturday
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evening and the community-based Melbourne to
Warrnambool bike classic enjoyed by thousands.
…
We employ 5 full-time and 18 part-time employees, who will
be reduced by 50 per cent as we prepare for the effect this bill
will have on our club and many others …

Members of that bowls club, like many others, are
worried about the signage. The member for Footscray
said that regulations will be developed through an
exhaustive regulatory process. The people in the pubs
and clubs want to know now, when we are passing the
legislation, what it means. As the Leader of the
National Party pointed out, you cannot have regulations
that contradict the fundamental legislation, which says
you cannot have these signs.
The Mildura Working Man’s Sports and Social Club
makes it very clear in its letter to me on 21 November:
The visitor to our region, however, will be expected to take
their own personal tour of Mildura to find and identify which
club has or doesn’t have recreational gaming facilities! And
of course, as I have indicated previously, tourists in particular
identify gaming facilities with a high standard of other
facilities such as bistro, club lounges and sports and
entertainment.
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more attention to the detail of this bill, we might cut
through a lot of the nonsense and the misconceptions
that are being created by the opposition.
The bill represents the next important phase in
reforming the gaming industry in this state by helping
to stem some of the adverse effects of gambling on
problem gamblers in our communities. I wish to focus
on these particular elements of the bill.
Since the government was established in 1999 it has
responded quite seriously to community concerns
which have been demanding curbing of problem
gamblers’ exposure to gambling enticements and
activities. The result is that for the first time this year
we have seen a net decrease in gambling expenditure.
Some of the initiatives that have so far been introduced
which have led to this result include caps on gaming
machine spin rates, bet limits, payment of large
winnings by cheque and a reduction in the number of
24-hour gaming venues in Victoria from over 130 to
17. Regional caps have also been put in place, which
have reduced the number of electronic gaming
machines in five of the most affected regions in
Victoria.

In my area most of the clubs that have gaming
machines are not on the main drag — they are not in
the central business district. The Tiger Tabaret is at
Hanlon Park in Henty Street; the Portland Returned and
Services League (RSL) is on Cape Nelson Road; and
the Warrnambool clubs are well off the main drag.
They need signage to be able to direct people to them.

I look forward to the implementation of the
government’s election commitment to further extend
the regions that have a cap on them. One of those
regions will include the City of Whittlesea, within
which my electorate is based. The introduction of
smoking bans has also assisted in the curbing of
expenditure in gaming.

What will we have? Under this government we will
have euphemisms. So we will be able to have the RSL
advertising that it is RSL-plus, so people understand
that it has poker machines. Or the football club will say,
‘Training facilities open all hours’, which is a
euphemism for having poker machines. What we need
is a policy that allows people to advertise their product
and direct people to their pubs and clubs that have
appropriate machines. That is what is needed in the
signage policy and that is what the government needs to
come out and say.

Further changes that have been implemented include
regulations in 2001 controlling advertising on gaming
machines themselves. Those controls range from not
allowing the depiction of minors or encouraging them
to play through to giving false impressions about
winning and the likelihood of winning or suggesting
that skill could influence the outcome of playing the
gaming machine.

Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park) — I am very
pleased to speak on this bill, but before I proceed I just
want to set the record straight. The minister has made it
quite clear in his second-reading speech that directional
advertising will be permitted.
Dr Napthine — It is not in the bill.
Ms D’AMBROSIO — That is exactly what was
said in the second-reading speech. If the member paid

Gambling brings a lot of enjoyment to thousands of
Victorians, the overwhelming majority of whom are not
and do not develop into problem gamblers. Our state
has become more vibrant and tourism friendly in the
kind of entertainment that is available. However, with
the green light for gaming as entertainment comes the
responsibility on government to actively pursue
measures to alleviate its negative consequences.
I commend in particular the Minister for Gaming, who
is also the Minister for Racing, for steering through
very effective responsible gaming reforms to date. I
wish to illustrate the government’s record to date and
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comment on the effects of the reforms in my own
electorate. In the financial year 2001–02 the total
expenditure per electronic gaming machine in the
municipality of Whittlesea was $137 000. Whittlesea in
that time ranked highest in expenditure per machine of
any municipality in Victoria. In 2002–03, however, this
figure declined to $123 000-odd per machine. There
were no increases in electronic gaming machines in this
period, representing a net decrease in expenditure.
Expressed in terms of total expenditure, the City of
Whittlesea has experienced a significant drop from
approximately $85.5 million in the one-year period
from September 2001 to August 2002 down to
$73 837 000-odd in the one-year period from
September 2002 to August 2003. These are the most
current figures that are available to us. This represents a
decrease in player expenditure of minus 13.6 per cent,
which also correlates with the same percentage
decrease in the state average across the same period of
time.
I wish to refer to the City of Whittlesea’s responsible
gaming strategy because it is highly relevant to the bill
before us today and the debate on it. The strategy,
which has existed now for I think about two or three
years, was updated in October last year. The strategy
quite rightly makes reference to a number of positive
social benefits arising from gaming, and those do not
simply go to the notion of the enjoyment of gaming as a
form of entertainment. There are positive spin-offs,
including major upgrades to community facilities and
donations that are made to community organisations
from financial gains made by clubs and hotels. We
should not lose sight of the important community
benefits that go along with the positive enjoyment of
gaming activities as a form of entertainment.
The strategy also makes extensive reference to the
Productivity Commission’s draft report of 1999 into
problem gambling called Australia’s Gambling
Industries, which identifies a variety of definitions of
problem gambling. I will quote from the strategy
document published in October of last year, which
makes reference to the Productivity Commission’s draft
report. It defines problem gambling to include:
… a lack of control by the gambler over his or her gambling
behaviour; and
adverse personal, economic and social impacts which result
from a gambler’s actions.

Further in the strategy document, the following
comments are made, as derived from the Productivity
Commission’s report:
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The harm associated with gaming can be traced to gambling
itself and include:
behaviour conditioned by the nature of the rewards offered by
gambling;
misconceptions regarding chances of winning or recouping
losses;
gambling exacerbating pre-existing problems or disorders in
ways that would be hard to achieve through alternative outlets
(other than drug abuse or alcohol).

This bill puts Victoria’s legislative and regulatory
gaming regimes on a strong and consolidated footing
and will build on the concerted efforts of the
government to help ameliorate what are clearly adverse
effects of gambling on certain components of our
community. It does that by providing a better regulation
of the industry to balance its benefits, which I have
clearly identified and which I acknowledge as the
provision of enjoyment and economic benefits more
broadly across the community, with the need to respond
to the community’s concerns about problem gambling.
The bill does that in a responsible and cautious way.
I will now move on to some other features of the bill
which further address the issue of problem gambling.
Previous speakers have referred to the fact that the bill
will allow local councils to have a greater say in
applications for new gaming venues. For an application
to be approved by the Victorian Commission for
Gambling Regulation, an application must first be
accompanied by a planning permit where a planning
permit is required by a particular planning scheme.
Local councils will also be able to appeal certain
commission decisions to the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal; and that works in the
reverse — an applicant for a gaming premises will also
have the ability to appeal to VCAT. So there is a
balance and a fairness there with the objective of
balancing the benefits derived from gambling with the
consequences for certain members of our community.
I know that the City of Whittlesea has been
campaigning for quite a long time for enhanced powers
in the planning approval area for new gaming premises,
and I would hope that it welcomes the bill as it has
welcomed the initiatives so far introduced by the
government to assist with problem gambling.
We know that advertising works. Anyone associated
with the advertising and gaming industries will attest to
that. The evidence of that is simply in the grossness of
the investment of money that is put in to promoting
products. Unfortunately, though, this form of
advertising has and continues to have a wholly
disproportionate luring effect on problem gamblers.
That is why this bill is very important, because it helps
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address that particular problem. May I say, as the
minister himself has said in the second-reading speech,
that the ban is not intended to apply to solicited
advertising material. It is not intended, as is made quite
clear in the second-reading speech, to prohibit direction
or signage.
I can do no less than congratulate the minister on the
very hard and concerted effort that he has put in over
the years to end up with a terrific result for the
community. It is one that will cause some adjustment to
be made by state governments and others in the
industry in terms of finances, but it is one that I believe
will be successful and will be achieved.
Mrs POWELL (Shepparton) — I am pleased to rise
to speak on the Gambling Regulation Bill and to put on
record that while the National Party does not oppose the
bill, it does have some major concerns about the
impacts on our community clubs and pubs in country
Victoria. On talking to a number of the clubs and also
the Returned and Services League (RSL), I found that
many of the clubs in country Victoria are already in
debt and can see that some of those constraints will put
them into even further debt.
While the bill is 632 pages long — a number of
members have talked about how big that bill is, and it is
quite an extensive bill — its main purpose can be
broken up into about four main parts: to consolidate and
streamline the eight existing acts that control gaming,
but not including the two pieces of legislation that deal
with the casino; to establish a Victorian Commission
for Gambling Regulation; as the government says, to
deliver on a number of government election
commitments; and to make some minor amendments to
clarify the application of the present regulations and
remove any unnecessary regulations and overlap.
It was interesting to read the second-reading speech,
which states that since 1999 the government has
introduced a number of measures that have combated
the problem of gambling. But I am not sure whether it
has done any research yet to find out whether the
regulations it brought in in 1999 have had any impact at
all on problem gamblers. Some of the regulations that
are being brought in are referred to in the
second-reading speech, along with a number of other
measures. The government has said that measures such
as these have made Victoria a leader in gambling
regulation and that there has been a significant decline
in gaming revenue, but I have to say that the reason
there has been a significant decline in gaming revenue
is that there are now smoking bans in our clubs and
pubs.
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Mr Nardella interjected.
Mrs POWELL — The member for Melton says,
‘Hear, hear!’, but in a number of country towns those
regulations have impacted very greatly on their
survival. As we have heard a number of speakers say,
some of our country clubs and pubs are very much a
part of and give a lot of money back to their
communities. It is very sad when we see some of those
clubs and pubs losing money.
I gave copies of the bill to the operators of seven of my
gaming venues. They were going to download it from
the Internet until they found out that it is about 2 inches
thick and about 632 pages long. I also gave a copy of
the bill to an organisation that supports problem
gamblers, because I thought it was important for it to
see the legislation. I said, ‘I would really like your
response’, but there was only two weeks — we did ask
for an extension of time, but that was not allowed —
for the communities to have a look at the bill in its
entirety and get back to us with their comments. But I
got a couple of responses, and I will read the letters to
the house.
One of the letters, which I think is pertinent to the
situation facing country pubs and clubs, is from the
Mooroopna Golf Club. While the letter states that the
comments are made only on behalf of that golf club, I
think their sentiments echo right around country
Victoria. The letter is from Mr Ted Ball, who is the
administration manager and secretary of the
Mooroopna Golf Club. I will not read all of the letter
because of time constraints, but it says in part:
From a club perspective the latest changes to the Gaming
Machine Act are yet another nail in the coffin of
community-based clubs. Many clubs were given the
opportunity to choose gaming as early as 1994 for an income
base to assist in approving facilities for the community at
large …

He then made the comment —
… strangely enough this was at the time of the Kirner Labor
government. As you would understand many of these clubs
spent many thousands of dollars upgrading their facilities to
meet the then regulatory requirements including smoke
filtration systems which now have become practically
obsolete —

because of the smoking bans. He said the bans:
… have seen this venue drop an alarming 21 per cent in
revenue … That was a massive [$121 000] loss of income to
this club for the financial year ended 2002–2003 …

It is interesting to note that the club said it made a profit
the year before of $174 000. That is more money that
can go back into the community and more money that
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can be put towards community fundraising. It is very
much a community organisation, but it has lost 21 per
cent of its income. The club believes the legislation is a
bit of overkill, because when we talk about the need for
legislation we are talking about legislating for the 2 per
cent of the population who are problem gamblers. Also
we have no research on whether this legislation and all
the regulations that are being brought in with it will
have any impact at all on that 2 per cent. We are
making regulations and legislating for that 2 per cent
when we all know that 98 per cent of the population can
go into a gaming venue, have a good time, put some
money through the machines and come out without
being injured in any way.
With respect to gaming machine advertising, Mr Ball
went on to say that he personally sees nothing wrong
with taking a responsible approach to advertising but
that he finds the current draft legislation to be draconian
and over the top. He stated:
The very fact should be that venues such as ours should at
least have the right to advise persons in advertising of their
facilities including gaming and [that they] are a small part of
our overall package as a licensed club facility.

The letter also refers to signage. A number of members
have talked about how important signage is to country
venues. Because many of our country clubs are off the
beaten track they want to be able to have signage which
says, ‘If you want to come to our venue, this is where
we are’. The letter also states:
Again this section of the draft is to say the least an overkill.
Why must a sign not draw attention to the fact that a licensed
legal facility with legal gaming machines not advise persons
that they have a facility which includes gaming. It must be
remembered that 98 per cent of persons do not have a
gambling problem. So why don’t we ban signs at the
racetrack or indeed the signage of the local TAB? … many
community-based clubs with gaming are not on the main
street — —

as I said earlier —
unlike hotels …

The other issue that has been raised in this place by a
number of members is the provision in the legislation
relating to training courses. I have to remind the house
that there have been training courses in the gaming
industry and the liquor licensing industry for the last six
years, and all staff are trained and accredited to industry
standards. There are courses on the responsible serving
of alcohol and the responsible service of gaming.
All of the industry complies with the industry code of
good practice, and all of the staff are trained, so why is
this government putting in place further legislation
which says that they need more training? You have to
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remember that the industry standard is already there,
because there has been a code of practice in place since
about 2001. I have a copy of the Responsible Gaming
Handbook provided by the Victorian Gaming Machine
Industry secretariat, and I have a copy of the
Responsible Gaming Code provided by Tabcorp, which
trains staff to identify behavioural characteristics which
may indicate that a person has a problem with gambling
so they can assist those people in seeking appropriate
help. As I said, the gaming standards are already in
place.
We also have a letter from the Gamblers Helpline
(Hume Region) — Goulburn Valley Health Service,
which has a number of concerns. That organisation
works with the gaming industry to ensure that the 2 per
cent of the community that have a problem are
identified and go to the appropriate organisations to get
help.
No research has been done on any of these issues. The
last was the Blaszczynski research, which a number of
members have spoken about. That gambling research
showed that there is no evidence that any of these
regulations are working or will work.
The government has put imposts on our gaming
industry, saying, for example, ‘Let’s blacken out the
windows’. Then it has said, ‘Oops, that didn’t work.
Unblacken them and bring the light in’. Then, ‘Let’s
put clocks on all of the machines’. Maybe that will
work and maybe it will not, but all of these costs are
being imposed on our gaming venues and our gaming
machine people when we do not even know if they are
working.
Ninety-eight per cent of the community enjoy being
able to go to a gaming venue, have a night out and put
some money through the gaming machines. There is no
research to indicate that any of the measures in the bill
will work, so how do we know?
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Lindell) — Order!
The honourable member’s time has expired.
Mr Perton — Acting Speaker, I direct your
attention to the state of the house.
Quorum formed.

Mr LANGUILLER (Derrimut) — I support the
Gambling Regulation Bill, which re-enacts and
consolidates the law relating to various forms of
gambling. The main purposes of the bill are, firstly, to
establish the Victorian Commission for Gambling
Regulation; secondly, to consolidate and streamline
Victorian gaming legislation; thirdly, to deliver key
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government election commitments; and fourthly, to
make a number of minor amendments to clarify the
application of the present regulatory regime and to
remove areas of unnecessary regulatory effort or
overlap.
A number of issues have been raised today which are of
particular interest to me as the member for Derrimut. I
also cover the municipality of Brimbank, which
contributes significantly to the gambling industry. I
have a recollection of some data which this government
is determined to put on the table to inform the
community and assist it in running this industry in the
most transparent and accountable manner.
In 1998 the community of Brimbank contributed to the
gambling industry, in one form or another,
approximately $9.8 million. By 2002 there was a
contribution to the gambling industry of $98 million.
That is a significant contribution towards — let us be
frank — a legal industry. There is nothing illegal about
the industry and nothing that even borders on illegality.
I must place on the record my belief that we cannot
have it both ways. We cannot on the one hand attack
the industry but on the other hand deny that those
people who gamble do so for leisure, for entertainment
and simply because they want to.
Our research shows that only of the order of 2 per cent
of people have problems with gambling, and the
government is dealing with that. We have put of the
order of $1 million into research every year —
something that the previous government certainly did
not do. We are doing it consistently, and in a very
rigorous way. The research is showing that 84 per cent
of Victorians are aware of the advertising campaign,
75 per cent believe the campaign to be effective and
86 per cent are aware of the ‘Think of what you are
really gambling with’ slogan.
I recently launched a gambling program for culturally
and linguistically diverse communities in conjunction
with the Croatian and Spanish-speaking communities,
the Italian-speaking community and the Greek
community, among others. I must inform Parliament
that the Department of Human Services runs this
welcome program, which I launched on behalf of the
Minister for Community Services. The community has
found it to be most informative and instructive.
We are out there in the front line, trying to ensure that
fewer members of our community become addicted to
gambling or develop problem gambling symptoms. We
are not just sitting on our rears, waiting for problems to
occur. Prevention is better than cure.
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The opposition has also asked where the money is
going and where it is coming from. I can tell
honourable members about the Community Support
Fund (CSF). The opposition put out a press release a
few days ago claiming that Victorians received only
$17 million for local projects from the CSF between
1999 and 2002. This is an outrageous claim by the
Leader of the Opposition. He knows he is wrong. He is
misleading the community, and he is misleading his
political party. We might as well bring Denis back!
Let me tell honourable members about some of the
money the government has put into the community
through the Community Support Fund. We have put of
the order of $45 million into drug prevention and
treatment programs for the purpose of saving lives. We
have put approximately $24 million into gambling
prevention. We have put approximately $39 million
into sport and recreation and $20 million into the arts,
as well as $10 million into tourism. We also put
$13 million into emergency services. All of these
projects support and strengthen communities, and
create tens of thousands of jobs. They also support the
tourism industry. We are doing this in a balanced and
responsible way. We are doing this in a manner which
no other state does.
The minister ought to be commended. I understand that
some parts of his regulatory regime can be
controversial, because they involve tough measures.
This a tough regime which no other state runs, and for
that reason we need to commend not only the minister
and the government but also the industry, because it too
is working under a very tough regime.
The industry is complying with the regulations as they
are brought in, and we have come a long way since the
days of the Kennett government. We have streamlined
the industry, making it a lot more transparent. I
indicated earlier the sort of money that is coming into
the gambling industry. We are giving that information
to the public, when the previous government kept it
secret.
We are fair dinkum in terms of running this industry in
conjunction with the gaming industry, the workers, the
unions and the community. We are telling every
council how much money has been put into gambling
in their municipality so that they are aware and
informed and can educate themselves and talk to us
about potential measures that may be required in local
areas to minimise problem gambling.
We have reduced the speed of the machines and
changed the lighting and banned smoking in the
venues — and I must say that I am usually not a smoker
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but represent an electorate which has a good number of
smokers.

Mr McINTOSH — What the member for Forest
Hill is indicating is that she does not really care!

People would perhaps like to have it otherwise, but they
have understood that they have to ban smoking in the
venues, and that it has helped them in many ways
reduce the incidence of gambling problems of family
members. Consequently they have come a long way in
developing this very tight regulatory regime.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Lindell) — Order!
The member for Kew will direct his comments through
the Chair.

We are giving increasing power and influence to local
governments in respect of licensing arrangements. We
understand that they now have to be in consultation
with the Victorian Casino and Gaming Authority. They
have to work together with the community. We do a lot
of this in order to bring people together. We want the
industry and the local venues on the ground to work
with local government, the community and the state
government in what is inevitably and most importantly
a very transparent, clean and accountable industry
because the Bracks government has brought about the
regulatory regime.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Lindell) — Order!
I am sorry, there was an occasion when the member
was talking to ‘you’ across the chamber.

I am proud to support this bill. It is a good bill. It sends
the right message. It strikes the right balance. I am
confident the industry will continue to work
cooperatively with the government, as the community
is doing with local governments and the state
government. I wish the bill a speedy passage.
Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — I rise to support the
member for Bass in his reasoned amendment that this
bill not be read a second time while the process of
consultation about the largest bill that I have seen in my
four years in this place occurs. A two-week
adjournment for this bill is not enough to properly
consider the matters that are raised in it — the impact it
will have on Victorians, on both stakeholders and
operators, large and small, and how it will impact on
local communities. Members have had letters from a
Mildura club that is concerned about tourism up there.
We have also heard from other groups about this
matter. We have had two weeks — two weeks! — in
which to consult on this bill. It would be a matter of
extreme importance to the Bracks government, I would
have thought, that when we consider such a bill people
be properly informed.
I would be very surprised if any of the little mushrooms
sitting up the back on the government side of the
chamber, having come out of their Christmas party,
have actually read this. You have probably had a lot
longer than we have had to consider this matter.
Ms Marshall interjected.

Mr McINTOSH — I said ‘the member for Forest
Hill’.

Mr McINTOSH — The member for Forest Hill
indicates that she has obviously had ample time to
consider this bill. I am sure that she has read it through
in the time she has had. I am sorry I have not had
enough time to deal with this matter. I have two
operators in my electorate and it is a matter that you
have to deal with. There are very important matters
raised in this bill and there is little or no time to
consider them.
I will just deal with a couple of matters that have been
dealt with by some honourable members. The member
for Mill Park indicated that we have now come to a
complete misunderstanding of what actually happens in
this place. Yes, we pass laws. Yes, we pass bills that
become acts of Parliament, the supreme law in this state
in relation to the state jurisdiction. But we do it by
passing a bill — that is, you put it down in writing and
that becomes the law. The only way you can turn to a
second-reading speech — a second-reading speech by a
minister is not fundamental law; it does not amount to
any legislative enactment — is when there is an
ambiguity in the legislation. The purpose of a
government is to introduce a bill which will become
law, and that bill is the sole law. I repeat: the only way
you can use a minister’s second-reading speech is if
there is an ambiguity. Just because the minister has said
it in a second-reading speech — just because there is a
statement at large, an example or otherwise — does not
mean it has status as a matter of law.
The member for Bentleigh started off this diatribe of
abuse of the Kennett government. Let us just move
back. I reiterate what other members of the opposition
have said about this. It was the Cain and Kirner
governments that set up this regime. They said there
would be 45 000 gaming machines in this state. It was
the Kennett government that limited that to 27 000. The
most important thing about it is all governments have
been trying to deal with this problem. What I find
unbelievable is we get histrionics, bald statements, talk
about trying to deal with problem gamblers and such
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matters. But in relation to some of the parts of this bill,
where is the evidence? How does it actually stack up
that there is any cost-benefit analysis, as the member
for Mill Park mentioned before?
If you are really trying to do something about problem
gambling, surely there would be some intellectual
research that would suggest an actual basis for trying to
legislate to take away people’s intellectual rights in
relation to this matter. Yes, it is a noble thing that we
deal with problem gamblers, but it should be recognised
that it has to be done in an appropriate way.
One of the most important parts of this bill insofar as
the industry is concerned is that relating to signage. It is
part of the property right of the operators, part of their
intellectual property. This nanny state wants to
introduce a bill that will dictate what people can
display, how they can display their wares, how they can
indicate where to go — how they can do all of these
matters. We as a nanny state are now in this position
where the government is happy to dictate this without
any thought as to whether it will work. Yes, it may
work; or no, it may not work. But where is the
evidence? Where is the meat? Where is the substance to
what they are saying? Speaker after speaker has got up
and pontificated about what they are going to do. But
where is the evidence? They are saying, ‘Trust us!
Trust us! Trust us! We will get it right eventually.
We’ve tried clocks and we’ve tried smoking. Now we
are going to try signage’. Next year it will be something
else. Again where is the evidence? Where is the
research on how you can actually deal with this?
I cannot believe we have got to a point where
representatives of the nanny state will stand up and say
that just because you cannot advertise Tatts Pokies or
Tabaret you will deter one single problem gambler.
Indeed all the evidence suggests it is very hard to detect
a problem gambler — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Lindell) — Order!
The level of interjection is much too great. The member
for Burwood and the member for Forest Hill are
constantly interjecting and are out of their places. They
should desist and let the member make his contribution,
as every other member has been able to do.
Mr McINTOSH — Thank you, Acting Speaker, for
your assistance. I am quite happy with the level of
interjection; it does not deter me one iota.
Getting back to the issue of the nanny state, we have
seen a raft of measures by this government to deal with
problem gambling, but in a way that is so inappropriate.
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The thing I cannot fathom is that the government is
prepared to blithely legislate while there are millions of
dollars tied up in large and small enterprises. As the
member for Bass has indicated, the smoking ban has
almost brought many small pubs and clubs around the
state to the point of bankruptcy. Now the government
wants to legislate in a way that may have an impact on
them. The Mildura Working Man’s Sports and Social
Club will not be able to display its wares. How is that
going to deter a problem gambler? I would have
thought those sorts of people would know perfectly
well where to go. All the government is doing is
impacting upon ordinary Victorians.
Recently I celebrated my father’s 80th birthday. We
went to the Manningham Club, which is not in my
electorate but is just outside of it. One of the reasons
my 78-year-old mother and 80-year-old father go to the
Manningham Club — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr McINTOSH — Yes, mum does put a couple of
bob into the pokies. But the club is light, bright, has
good food and is cheap. It is very easy, it has plenty of
parking and they feel safe and comfortable going there.
And what is wrong with doing that? Gaming, and that
part of the human condition, should be encouraged.
At the end of the day if the government takes down the
signs and my parents go to Mildura they may not know
where to go. It is a disgrace that the government is
doing it because it is just a simple platitude. It
demonstrates again that this government is a master of
spin. It is prepared to spin any way it likes, not to
achieve a benefit for the community but to try to get a
political outcome.
Where is the evidence that this ban on signage is going
to work? What I cannot fathom is that the government
can make a statement about signage but it cannot even
define it in this legislation. The government just mouths
a platitude and says blithely, ‘What we are going to do
is stick it in the regulations’. It is a disgrace because
what the government is doing is betraying the
constituents it wants to appeal to. Those people who
may be problem gamblers deserve the money being
spent on them to try to protect them in an appropriate
way, not to have the government demonising
organisations that try to deal with this matter.
The lack of consultation, of substance and of evidence
leaves a hole in this legislation. The government may
have a benign purpose, but it is doing it all the wrong
way. It is a disgrace.
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Mr DONNELLAN (Narre Warren North) — I rise
today to support the introduction and passing of the
Gambling Regulation Bill 2003. Like the Crimes
(Money Laundering) Bill, which was supported by all
parties today, I believe this bill is being supported by all
parties, although it is hard to understand that when you
listen to the debate in this house. This is a positive
contribution to Victorian legislation. A briefing was
undertaken for all parties in the house, and there were
limited objections raised.
For a long time the regulation of gambling in Victoria
has been undertaken by a mishmash of authorities. I
have found it very difficult to get answers to simple
questions on procedures, planning and related matters. I
found that I was passed from one authority to another
without getting a satisfactory answer. The introduction
of a single authority will greatly benefit all participants
in the industry. The Victorian Commission for
Gambling Regulation will have three members and will
take on the roles of the existing authorities.
I note with great delight that unclaimed wagering
dividends will be paid by Tabcorp to the Treasurer after
6 months rather than after 12 months. This is definitely
a positive move forward. This will happen from June
2004, and the moneys will go into the industry to offset
the cost of building a new Australian racing museum at
Federation Square. I congratulate the member for
Mitcham for his contribution to that. This will certainly
assist the racing industry to keep at the forefront of
racing in Australia.
I note that there is now provision for the introduction of
braille bingo tickets so that people who are visually
impaired can enjoy the game like many others. That is
very good. I also note that the bans and regulation on
signage will come in at the same time, as was indicated
in the second-reading speech, which should be fair to
all in the industry. I commend the bill to the house.
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introduction of the Victorian Commission for Gaming
Regulation while page 470 refers to the introduction of
the Victorian Commission for Gambling Regulation.
This is not in itself of huge significance, but the level of
error is significant given the traditional difference
between the definitions of gaming and gambling.
The Casino Control Act remains and duplicates many
of the functions in this bill. Nevertheless some of the
changes here warrant careful attention: firstly and
particularly, the repeal of parts 8 and 9 of the Gaming
and Betting Act, which established the Victorian
Casino and Gaming Authority and its replacement;
secondly, the ban on the accepting of payments by the
authority; and thirdly, the advertising and signage bans.
On the first item, the repeal of parts 8 and 9 of the
Gaming and Betting Act, the VCGA was entitled to
have up to 10 members. Clause 10 of this bill
establishes the new Victorian Commission for
Gambling Regulation, a commission with only three
members, two part-time members and one full-time
member. That is regarded widely as a narrowing of the
governance involved in gambling and gaming in
Victoria; it is a governance issue. The reality is that the
community has not discussed this at any great length.
An interesting thing is that what is missing in the
presentation of the bill is that there are no calls for this
change. I have not seen anybody actively involved in
the industry saying that this is a fantastic idea. I know
from consultations I have had on the subject that many
people are worried that this is an unsupportable
narrowing of the governance involved in gambling in
Victoria. There are major concerns in the wider
industry about this change, and we have not been given
much in the way of rationale for the change. Why it is
being done is not clear. The reality is that the
community is very much unaware of these changes.

Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — I rise to speak on
the Gambling Regulation Bill. It is a large bill, as
everybody knows — some 750 pages, I believe —
which repeals eight acts. It has been marketed as a
rewrite, but it is hardly a sophisticated rewrite — it has
large lifts from the eight existing acts simply stapled
together. Many regard it as an opportunity missed, and
it was certainly not what was hoped for by the gaming
industry. The complexity that previously existed
through the cross-referencing of all the other acts has
not been eliminated.

The second item I wish to raise is the ban on payments
being accepted by the authority. This arises out of a
significant incident which occurred last year when the
VCGA, or the gaming authority, accepted an unlawful
payment from a gaming supplier. As a result of that and
of months of stonewalling by the minister a number of
people actually lost their jobs, because that was an
unlawful payment. Interestingly the only person who
did not lose their job was the minister. I certainly agree,
and we said so at the time, that it was unlawful, but we
were told that that was not so. Finally the government
has acknowledged that it was.

If anyone has any doubt about the level of
sophistication of this bill and the work that has gone
into it, I refer them to page 63. It refers to the

The third point concerns advertising and signage.
Others have spoken at length about that, and I do not
want to go on about it a great deal, other than to say that
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a ban on advertising and signage will limit the capacity
of people to make a judgment about places they do not
want to go to. Many people who seek information
about venues want to know whether there are gaming
machines at the venues so they can avoid them. The
reality is that there are problems with that measure.
In terms of the government’s performance on gaming,
every six months or so the government has introduced
some new measure, usually at some cost to the industry.
The government’s tax take in the meantime has
increased dramatically over the years, and most of the
things that it said in opposition have turned out to be
cant.
As for the range of measures it has introduced, there is
still no evidence and no targets. Last year I referred in a
speech to the call by the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee for targets to be set. There are none; the
government does not intend to introduce them. There is
no audit of problem gambling, and most of what we
have seen has been spin and not substance.
I want to refer to clauses 5.1.1 and 5.4.3 of the new bill,
and in particular to the government’s football tipping
competition, otherwise known as Tipstar. Interestingly,
yesterday the annual report of that competition was
released. Let me make a few comments. The loss from
ordinary activities or sales from that competition run by
Footy Consortium Pty Ltd was $1.97 million. The total
sales revenue from the ordinary activities of that
competition interestingly was $1.97 million. How neat!
Total revenue was at $1.97 million and there was a loss
of $1.97 million. The accumulated losses since the
competition was introduced by this government three
years ago are now $6.65 million, and there is a total
deficiency of funds of $5.15 million. That is simply an
extraordinary performance, an absolute disaster.
Mr Nardella — My point of order, Acting Speaker,
is raised under standing order 2 — that is, that no
member who is personally interested can vote. Under
his entry at page 62 of the Register of Members
Interests — Cumulative Summary of Returns dated
30 September 2003, the honourable member for
Hawthorn is recorded as having a direct pecuniary
interest in this bill in that he has a company beneficial
interest in the Fosters brewing group.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Lindell) — Order!
I have heard sufficient. There is no point of order. The
member for Hawthorn.
Mr BAILLIEU — That is an extraordinary disaster
for this government-sponsored football competition.
The company’s explanation for this occurs in its annual
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report to the Parliament. In its annual report the
company says that it delivered improved performance
for this financial year. Clearly the company must be
kidding. It goes on to say that the main factors
contributing towards this improved result include
extensive product development, an increase in player
participation, stronger brand awareness and a focus on
containing cost.
The reality is that that is just not the full story. Major
changes in the accounts are evident on pages 3 and 9 of
the report. They reveal a $1.6 million reduction in
marketing and a doubling in revenues from a joint
promotional account and an ASP portal by a total of
some $510 000. This business has simply been a
financial disaster. It was a dog from the start; from the
day it was conceived as a political stunt it has been a
dog. It was a dog; it is still a dog. The trouble is that it is
an even bigger, uglier, meaner dog than it ever was
before. The only slightly positive improvement in the
competition’s performance is in its Tip 7 and Tip 8
products. Those products compete directly with
Tabcorp’s product and raise a number of other issues.
The season tipping competition, upon which this
football tipping competition was introduced at the
behest of the government, is all but dead and gone. It is
going backwards at a fast rate. The reality is that
without the extraordinary items increasing revenue, this
competition would simply be a feral and dangerous
dog.
The question has to be asked: why is this being allowed
to continue? That in itself, given the $6.6 million
accumulated losses, raises a serious probity issue for the
government as to the conduct of this competition. There
is no comment in the report of Footy Consortium Pty
Ltd, but if we go to the Tattersalls annual report
released yesterday, on page 5 in the chairman’s report
we read this comment about the football tipping
competition:
Nevertheless, this is an unacceptable position. Our inability to
derive reasonable profits from football tipping is largely due
to regulatory structures that provide the capacity for our
competitors to return higher margins to players, to have
products on sale throughout the entire year and to offer a
wider range of sports betting opportunities.

The reality is that that is an ambit claim from Tattersalls
to get into sports betting, which to date has been an
exclusive province of Tabcorp under its licence
provisions. That raises serious probity issues as to the
use of the football tipping competitions as leverage on
the government. The reality is that the football tipping
competition Tipstar is a dog. The Attorney-General is
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over there; he knew it was a dog, and that is why he
was very happy to get away from the portfolio.
Mr Hulls interjected.
Mr BAILLIEU — That is unparliamentary. I have
said ‘Woof, woof’ in this place before, and I will not do
it again.
The reality is that Tipstar is a dog. It should not be
allowed to continue in this way, because it raises
probity issues in the gaming industry — and they are
serious probity issues. Having this sort of leverage
against the government or against companies is not
something that is acceptable, nor is it something that
should be necessarily left in the hands of just a 3-person
commission when a 10-member Victorian Casino and
Gaming Authority is currently providing the
governance for gambling and gaming in Victoria.
Mr HERBERT (Eltham) — I support the Gambling
Regulation Bill 2003. I have stretched my vocal cords
because of problem gambling — on my racehorse, I am
afraid. The problem is that it never wins.
We have heard a lot of comments today from the
Liberal opposition and the Nationals, or the Nats — I
am not quite sure what they call themselves now —
about this bill. Really some of it was absolute nonsense.
We heard from the member for South-West Coast
about signage. If we believed what was said there we
would see the streets of Warrnambool filled with crazed
possible gamblers driving around and around on the
roads looking for a Returned and Services League club.
It is just nonsense, absolute nonsense. The minister in
the second-reading speech gave a clear indication about
signage — that those sorts of signs will be allowed.
The member for Shepparton seemed to say that there
had been absolutely no research on these issues. That is
not the case, either. The Bracks government spends
about $1 million a year on gambling research. It
established in its first term the independent gambling
research panel, and we are soon to be the headquarters
for a nationally agreed gambling research program —
right here in Victoria. These reforms build on the
substantial reforms of the first term of the Bracks
government.
The bill introduces advertising control measures that
are the strongest in Australia and cement Victoria’s
position as a leader in responsible gaming legislation.
The measures are intended to reduce impulse gambling,
as well as other forms of problem gambling. Any
advertising outside the gaming machine area of a venue
or the boundaries of the casino that promotes or is
intended to promote the playing of gaming machines
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will be banned. That is clearly not about directional
signs.
Clause 3.5.35 places a ban on gaming-machine-related
signage and provides for exclusions from the ban as
outlined in the regulations. The regulations will be
developed next year in extensive consultation with all
key stakeholders and the broader Victorian community.
I have every faith that the excellent local clubs and
hotels in the Eltham electorate will be making
submissions in relation to that consultation. The Eltham
Hotel, the Lower Plenty Hotel and the Montmorency
and Eltham Returned and Services League clubs are all
responsible gaming operators, and I am sure they will
have no problems with this legislation. Importantly, and
without pre-empting the outcome of the consultation, it
is envisaged that the regulations will allow these venues
to have signage within their gaming areas, including
some directional signage indicating entrances to
gaming rooms.
I have quoted Bob Marley before, and I will do it again:
‘We have to know our history to know where we are
going to’. The history of the opposition’s attitude to
gaming when it was in government is staggering. Poker
machines really took off with the advent of the casino,
and we all remember the history of the casino contract.
Jeff Kennett and Alan Stockdale — —
Mr Perton interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Campbell) —
Order! The member for Doncaster will cease
interjecting.
Mr HERBERT — The member for Doncaster must
have been sound asleep when the Age newspaper was
filled, day after day, with the scandal of Jeff Kennett
and Alan Stockdale’s very shoddy casino contract. The
opposition must have been asleep when the Sheraton
Hotel consortium announced, after the end of that
process, that it was leaving Victoria and would not bid
for another contract under that government. That is how
shoddy the process was, and it was proved to be
absolutely right.
Mr Perton interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Campbell) —
Order! I remind the member for Doncaster that
interjections are disorderly.
Mr HERBERT — It was proved absolutely right,
because a month or so after that scandalous contract
was let the casino was allowed to virtually double the
number of gaming machines. From then on it was open
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slather. Victoria saw an explosion in the number of
gaming machines.
As the member for Bentleigh pointed out quite
correctly, we went from 10 000 to 30 000 machines in a
very short period of time, and the Kennett government
had plans to increase that to 45 000 machines. It was
clear that in those dark days there was no concern for
regulation; the only concern was for the financial
bottom line — that is, the revenue that was received.
The government of the day virtually gave the gaming
operators carte blanche to promote gaming in Victoria.
Clearly, as the then Premier, Jeff Kennett, said, ‘If it is
no longer fun, walk away’. That was his attitude to
legislation on gaming machines in Victoria.
The laissez faire attitude of the previous government
led to a fundamental change in the structure of the
state’s budget, making it reliant on gaming revenue.
Whilst I acknowledge that it continues to be a very
important part of our revenue stream, Labor has the
view — and that is clear in the budget papers, judging
by what has happened — that gaming is an industry
that must be properly regulated.
Actions which promote and increase the incidence of
problem gaming must be restricted, even if that means
less revenue for the state. We can do that — we are not
simply gaming focused — because Labor is promoting
new industries, new enterprises and new sources of
wealth to establish a broad revenue base for Victoria.
Of course the Qantas decision today verifies that course
of action.
Mr Perton interjected.
Mr HERBERT — The member for Doncaster is
continually interjecting, and I still have to hear whether
he supports the legislation or not. It is just amazing; we
have heard the opposition and the National Party can
virtually every part of this regulation. It is as if they do
not care about problem gambling, and it is as if they do
not care at all about the impact unrestricted advertising
can have. Of course the member for Doncaster would
have a completely different view in other areas of
advertising in terms of the impact it might have on
individuals. Gambling, like a whole range of other
industries, requires some restriction on advertising. We
will see, of course — —
Mr Perton interjected.
Mr HERBERT — The member for Doncaster says
there should not be any restrictions on advertising in
Victoria. We will see how he votes on this bill.
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This legislation enacts the election commitments made
last year to require planning permits for all new gaming
venues, to require compulsory responsible gambling
training for venue employees, to put a ban on
advertising and to give local councils the right to seek a
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal review of
commission decisions in relation to new venue
applications and applications to increase the number of
machines at existing venues. It is an excellent piece of
legislation, and I commend it to the house.
Mr Nardella — Acting Speaker, I draw your
attention to the state of the house.
Quorum formed.

Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — I thank the
honourable member for Melton for inviting an
audience. Since the time I was elected to this
Parliament I have been consistently opposed to gaming
machines and casinos in this state; but having these
machines in the state I share the principle that the
member for Eltham put — that is, that once they are in
the state they need to be properly regulated, for two
main reasons. One is the fight against organised crime
and corruption and the other is to protect problem
gamblers.
In respect of organised crime, as you may recall, Acting
Speaker, in 1989 I spent a considerable amount of time
comparing systems of gambling interstate and overseas.
Almost uniformly people overseas who looked at
gambling levels in Victoria would have said that we did
not need gaming machines and we did not need a
casino. The member for Bentleigh may be too young or
may have conveniently forgotten that the reason the
gaming machine legislation was brought in by Joan
Kirner and the Labor government was purely for one
purpose — to generate government revenue in an
attempt to solve the deficit problem of that day.
Government members can shout all they like and talk
about the previous government, but fundamentally the
problem arrived in this state as a result of the deficit that
occurred in the state budget under the Kirner
government and the huge levels of debt. John Cain, the
former Premier, was steadfastly against the introduction
of gaming machines and casinos. It was not until the
then member for Williamstown, Joan Kirner, was
Premier — George will remember it well — that these
machines were brought in.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Campbell) —
Order! Members will be addressed by their appropriate
titles.
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Mr PERTON — Madam Acting Speaker, I really
would ask you — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Campbell) —
Order! I am Acting Speaker.
Mr PERTON — I am sorry. The Minister for
Planning at the table has not stopped talking for the
entire time I have been speaking, and I would ask you
to keep her in order.
This is a serious topic and I find it interesting that the
Minister for Planning just sits there roaring and
laughing and full of mirth. I would have thought the
contribution of the member for Bentleigh and others on
the issue of problem gambling would merit some
examination. I would have thought the member for
Bentleigh in his previous role, before he was in
Parliament, and other members of the now government
would be concerned about the level of gaming in this
state.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr PERTON — Look, would the Minister for
Planning just be quiet, have a cup of tea and leave the
chamber! This is an interesting thing, Acting Speaker, a
really serious topic.
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Mr PERTON — The member for Burwood talks
about the Liberal contribution. Joan Kirner’s legislation
that was brought in by the previous Labor government
capped gaming machines at 45 000. That was the Labor
vision for gaming machines in 1989. The introduction
of gaming machines was guaranteed to maximise the
revenue to the state.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr PERTON — It does not matter how much
government members shout at me. The reality is that it
was a Labor Party that introduced gaming machines
and the casino legislation, and the product of that is
record levels of gambling revenue coming into the state
and record levels of suffering for those who are
problem gamblers.
Mr Haermeyer interjected.
Mr PERTON — What is interesting, given the
interjection from the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services, is that I was consistent. I have
consistently expressed my opposition to these machines
and I have consistently opposed casinos, but they are in
this state now. And now that they are in this state — —
Honourable members interjecting.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Campbell) —
Order! The member for Doncaster, on this bill!

Mr PERTON — What is really fascinating, Acting
Speaker, is that you allow — —

Mr PERTON — It really fascinates me. The
member for Eltham, the member for Bentleigh and a
number of other members are serious about this. I think
the Minister for Planning is finding it perhaps just a bit
late after dinner.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Campbell) —
Order! Members will be addressed by their correct
titles. The minister is out of his place, and interjections
are disorderly. The member for Doncaster will continue
without assistance.

The problem with problem gamblers is at its worst — it
is at the highest rate it has ever been — and the level of
gambling revenue coming to the state from gaming
machines has increased. It has only dropped as a result
of the smoking restrictions introduced by the
government, and that was done for health reasons, not in
respect of dealing with the issue of problem gamblers.
Whilst the member for Eltham can talk about all the
research that has been done, nevertheless using gaming
machines is an inevitably addictive behaviour and they
attract people who have addictive personalities. As long
as we have gaming machines and casinos in this state
you can have all the programs you want, all the
advertising you want, you can put out as much
propaganda as you want, but the problem is — —

Mr PERTON — The reasoned amendment moved
by the member for Bass is spot on. This piece of
legislation is a hotchpotch. It is nothing more than a cut
and paste. As the member for Hawthorn indicated, there
are headings that are quite out of synch and there are
bits of text that have not been properly proofread.

Mr Stensholt interjected.

From my perspective, I hate the business: I hate casino
gambling and I hate gaming machines. As long as they
are in this state, we will have these problems. The
member for Bass is quite right: this legislation needs to
wait until there is an appropriate regulation of the
signage following an independent cost-benefit analysis
of the government’s proposals.
Mr Nardella interjected.
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Mr PERTON — If you want to push gaming into
the big, successful commercial pubs and take it out of
the clubs, then this is a recipe to do so.
Great things were being done under the Community
Support Fund, but there is always a temptation on the
part of government to use it for political purposes rather
than for matters of substance. This government is
certainly guilty of that.
Lastly, I think the member for Bentleigh, in reading the
amendment moved by the member for Bass with the
comment that it is seeking to ‘diminish serious
individual problems of gambling addition’, could only
support it! I suspect we will vote on this on party lines.
It is a serious problem that needs bipartisan solutions
rather than the abuse that has been thrown around this
house tonight.
Ms LOBATO (Gembrook) — I rise to support the
Gambling Regulation Bill, the main purposes of which
are to consolidate and streamline existing gambling
legislation, to establish a new commission for gambling
regulation and to implement key government election
commitments on gaming regulation.
The common theme spruiked by the opposition tonight
in regard to this legislation is a supposed lack of
consultation. There has been an enormous amount of
consultation. It is a common theme with every single
bill that is debated in this house that the only comments
that come from the other side of the house are about a
lack of consultation. It was clearly talked about by the
member for Hawthorn in the debate on the urban
growth boundary amendments; he spent about half an
hour talking about the lack of consultation. It was
clearly untrue on that matter, and it is clearly untrue in
regard to this bill.
Throughout the preparation of this bill the industry and
the community were consulted and meetings were held
with all the stakeholders. Their input was obviously
critical in the process. A briefing paper outlining the
proposed contents of the legislation was circulated to
stakeholders in August. Then further meetings were
offered to them in August and September. Members of
the opposition were actually given four briefings on the
bill. If they cannot get it after four briefings — —
Mr Smith — Two briefings.
Ms LOBATO — There were four briefings. The
reforms proposed in the bill will be the second lot of
gambling reforms introduced by the Bracks
government. The initial reforms were made in response
to community concern about problem gambling. The
government believes that for most members of the
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community gambling can be an enjoyable form of
entertainment. Most people who partake in
gambling — more specifically, playing the pokies —
do it on the odd occasion as part of their social
activities. Unfortunately and sadly a minority of people
have been affected by problem gambling, becoming so
consumed by it that it is no longer just a form of
entertainment but an ugly addiction that is
uncontrollable.
The government recognises this and also supports
people’s rights to enjoy gambling. It has responded to
the distressing cases of addiction by introducing the
first set of reforms designed to facilitate responsible
gambling. Those reforms include introducing proper
lighting and clocks in all gaming venues, regional
caps — —
Mr Smith interjected.
Ms LOBATO — They have been a great help.
Regional caps have seen a reduction of 276 gaming
machines in five of the most affected regions in
Victoria. Those reforms also limit access to cash in the
payment of large winnings. Due to a recommendation
made by the Ombudsman, the Victorian Commission
for Gambling Regulation, consisting of three
commissioners, will be established to replace the
existing Victorian Casino and Gaming Authority as
well as the Office of Gambling Regulation.
Another progressive element which delivers on key — —
Mr Perton — Progressive?
Ms LOBATO — ‘Progressive’ is a term the
opposition cannot understand. Another progressive
element of the bill which delivers on key election
promises is the introduction of compulsory responsible
gambling training courses for gaming venue staff. The
commission will approve training courses as provided
for in the bill.
Another element, welcomed by councils, is the control
they will have over where pokies venues are located.
Planning permits will have to be obtained for all new
venues. Local councils will also have the right to seek
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal reviews of
decisions made by the commission in relation to new
venue applications and applications to increase the
number of poker machines. Another aspect in
encouraging responsible gambling is the introduction of
advertising control measures. The bans will remove
advertising prompts that can provide additional
inducements to gamble.
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In closing, the implementation of appropriate
regulations will enable the industry to remain
sustainable. Through the government’s Community
Support Fund the industry has provided much for the
state. The government is ensuring that all steps are
taken to protect and assist people with gambling
addiction. I congratulate the minister on his proactive
stance on this issue, and I commend the bill to the
house.
Ms ECKSTEIN (Ferntree Gully) — I am very
pleased to make a contribution in support of this
substantial and important bill.
Mr Smith — You can use it as a paperweight, can’t
you?
Ms ECKSTEIN — There is no doubt that it is a
weighty tome, but it is substantially a consolidation and
streamlining of the existing legislation on gambling. It
consolidates some eight acts of Parliament into the one
bill, and that is a important thing to be doing. The bill
also seeks to streamline Victoria’s gambling laws,
which the Ombudsman described in his 2002 report as
a bowl of spaghetti. So it is an important thing to be
streamlining existing legislation.
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Campbell) —
Order! The level of interjection is too high. Interjections
are disorderly, and I ask members to stop.
Ms ECKSTEIN — The bill supports responsible
gaming and the prevention of problem gambling. That
is an important thing to be doing in this bill as well. It
builds on other important initiatives in relation to
problem gambling that the government has already
taken. Since it came to office in 1999 the government
has introduced numerous measures including regional
caps, which have seen 276 fewer electronic gaming
machines in the five most affected regions. In my own
area in the City of Knox, the number of electronic
gaming machines declined from 902 in 1999 to 845 in
June 2003.
The number of 24-hour gaming venues across the state
has reduced substantially so that we now only have
17 such venues, as against the 130 that there were
originally. There are clocks and better lighting in
gaming venues, caps on spin rates and controls over
loyalty schemes. There is the problem gambling round
table and an advocate for responsible gaming. These are
all measures which have contributed to more
responsible gambling and initiatives to tackle problem
gambling. The rate of increase in spending on
electronic gaming machines has slowed as a result of
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these measures and other Bracks government
initiatives, and there has been a significant decline in
gaming revenue.
The bill consolidates this important work to promote
responsible gaming and to combat problem gambling.
It contains a number of important new measures on
gaming and delivers on key government election
commitments. It will see the establishment of a
Victorian Commission for Gambling Regulation to be
the principal regulator of gambling in Victoria. The
commission will have the powers, functions and
responsibilities of the current Victorian Casino and
Gaming Authority and two statutory officers.
As I have said earlier, the bill streamlines the existing
legislation and eight current acts have been
incorporated into this bill. The duplication and overlap
in the current legislation has been removed, and again
that is an important measure and reduces the confusion
that currently exists in some areas. These measures
emanate from a high level review of the governance
arrangements for gambling regulation undertaken in
2002. The review of gaming and gambling legislation
found Victoria’s current gambling regulatory regime to
be confusing and recommended its simplification and
streamlining.
The bill also strengthens the influence on gaming of
local government by requiring planning permits for
new gaming premises in municipalities. Local councils
will also be able to appeal to the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal against the commission’s
decision in relation to the approval of premises or an
increase in electronic gaming machines.
Probably the most important new provision in the bill,
and the delivery of an election commitment, is the ban
on gaming machine advertising. It bans all forms of
advertising outside the gaming machine area that
promote the playing of electronic gaming machines.
This builds on tough restrictions introduced in 2001 on
advertising false expectations of winning and targeting
minors and provisions in 2002 to address indirect
advertising.
The new measures relate to advertising more generally
outside gaming venues. It will apply to advertising in
print, on radio, on television, in cinemas and on the
Internet. It is important that both print and electronic
media be included as well as the Internet, given the
increased importance of newer communication and
information technologies. It includes unsolicited mail as
well as gaming machine-related signage. The ban will
ensure that advertising triggers that tempt problem
gamblers to go and gamble will be removed. There are
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provisions for exemptions to be made to the ban on
signage through regulations. The extent and scope of
the signage to be permitted will be developed in full
consultation with stakeholders, as is appropriate.
There is no intention to ban signage within the gaming
areas of venues, nor directional signage indicating the
entrances to gaming rooms. In giving effect to the ban
on signage the government is delivering on an
important election commitment. It was, after all, elected
on the commitments it made. The government is
mindful of the need to protect the Victorian community,
particularly those at greatest risk, from the impacts of
problem gambling.
The government is also mindful of the gaming
industry’s ability to operate a legitimate business and
people’s rights to enjoy recreational gaming. I have to
say that I enjoy recreational gaming from time to time,
and I believe this bill strikes an important and
appropriate balance between these various needs and
stakeholders.
The bill also requires that all permanent gaming staff —
that is, licensed employees — complete accredited
training. This will enable them to better recognise and
respond appropriately to problem gamblers. Training
will need to be completed within six months of their
employment at a gaming venue. This is another
important measure to address problem gambling in our
community, which adversely impacts not only on
problem gamblers themselves but also on their families,
their friends and the wider community.
In concluding, the bill delivers on election
commitments made by the Bracks government at the
last election. It implements significant reforms on the
governance arrangements for gaming. It consolidates
and streamlines existing legislation and untangles the
bowl of spaghetti that comprises the current eight acts
of Parliament.
Finally, the bill introduces important new measures to
ban the advertising of electronic gaming machines and
requires gaming staff to complete accredited training.
As I have said earlier, the bill seeks to, and I believe
achieves, a balance between the interests of the industry
and the interests of the community in relation to better
dealing with problem gambling. The legislation means
that Victoria has the toughest gaming advertising
controls in Australia. I commend the bill to the house
and wish it a speedy passage.
Mr Perton — Acting Speaker, I draw your attention
to the state of the house.
Quorum formed.
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Ms BEARD (Kilsyth) — What a great pleasure it is
to speak on the Gambling Regulation Bill and to join
the fine contributions that have already been made this
evening. This is the government’s legislative response
to the recommendations of the review of gaming and
gambling legislation that commenced in July 2002.
We all love gambling; and the reason we all love it so
much is because it is fun. But the government has a
responsibility to those people for whom it is no longer
fun, and that is the focus of this bill — to protect
problem gamblers. Victoria is at the forefront in policy
on the protection of problem gamblers. This bill
introduces advertising control measures that are the
strongest in Australia, and again the Bracks government
in Victoria is leading the way.
The bill is intended to assist people who have trouble
controlling their gambling. The four key elements of
this bill are the establishment of the Victorian
Commission for Gambling Regulation; the
consolidation and streamlining of Victorian gambling
regulation; the replacing of the three statutory bodies
with a single body — that is, the commission for
gambling regulation — which is the delivery of an
election commitment; and the introduction of a number
of minor amendments to clarify the legislation.
This bill fulfils a government commitment to require
permanent gaming staff to complete an accredited
training course to assist them to recognise and respond
appropriately to those people who have a problem with
their gambling.
The bill is an important part of the Bracks
government’s ongoing commitment to deal with the
complex issues that problem gambling creates for those
vulnerable people in our community and their families.
This government is concerned about the impact of
gambling on vulnerable members of our society, and
this Gambling Regulation Bill builds on the many steps
the Bracks government has already taken to protect
problem gamblers. I commend this bill to the house.
Ms OVERINGTON (Ballarat West) — I too am
pleased to speak on the Gambling Regulation Bill. The
bill provides a comprehensive package of gambling
reforms that will further promote responsible gambling.
Whilst delivering on the government’s election policies
it will also introduce new initiatives to further combat
problem gambling. It will ban advertising for electronic
gaming machines and restrict signage. The ban will
apply to all forms of media, print, TV, radio, Internet
and all other forms of electronic advertising. We have
all seen this type of advertising. You see it everywhere
portraying gambling as glitzy and good fun! You see
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advertisements outside some of the venues with words
like ‘Huge jackpots’, ‘Come in — 20 new machines’,
‘Everyone’s a winner’ and ‘We have got the latest
games’. For people who are vulnerable to that type of
campaigning — —
Mr Smith interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Campbell) —
Order! The member for Bass!
Ms OVERINGTON — It is also very pleasing to
note that all new gaming venues will require a planning
permit from local councils, and local councils can make
submissions to the commissioner on the social and
economic impact of existing gaming venues increasing
the number of gaming machines. The Ballarat City
Council welcomes these reforms. As requested by local
government, appeals on decisions by the commission
can be made to the Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal rather than their having to go to the Supreme
Court.
The bill also introduces compulsory responsible
gambling training for venue staff. The accredited
course will include training to recognise and respond
appropriately to problem gambling. I have spoken to a
number of workers at the Ballarat venues, and they
have said that they welcome the training, because while
they can identify the problem gamblers within Ballarat,
they do not know how to assist them. They are looking
forward to this training, so they can go out and be
supportive of those people.
I fully support the changes to the two Tabaret venues at
Ballarat and Bendigo. The two Tabaret venues are
taxed at club rates — mind you! — and do not
contribute to the Community Support Fund. The
Tabaret venue in Ballarat is not a bowling club, it is not
a golf club and it is not a harness racing club — it is not
one of those clubs that actually put money back into
their own sporting venues. This is a purpose-built
gaming venue that gives nothing back to the Ballarat
community. I cannot wait — —
Mr Smith interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Campbell) —
Order! The member for Bass!
Ms OVERINGTON — I beg to differ on that one;
they give nothing back to the local community, and I
cannot wait until 2009 when they pay hotel taxation
rates.
The Bracks government continues to deliver
responsible reforms for the gaming industry and to
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tackle problem gambling. The government has more
than doubled funding for problem gambling services
from $7.8 million per year when it came to office to
$19.5 million in — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Campbell) —
Order! I remind the house that interjections are
disorderly. I ask everybody who is present in the house
to respect the member on her feet.
Ms OVERINGTON — As I said before, the
government has more than doubled funding for
problem gambling services from $7.8 million per year
when it first came to office to $19.5 million in 2003–04.
The ‘Think of what you’re really gambling with’
campaign is impacting on problem gamblers in the
community. The reforms in the bill will also go a long
way to reduce problem gambling. These are sensible
reforms, and I commend the bill to the house.
Mr NARDELLA (Melton) — I support the
legislation before the house, and I am against the
reasoned amendment. I will explain to the house why I
am against the reasoned amendment — it demonstrates
that the opposition is lazy, has no policies, has no vision
and is not able to cope with legislation that comes
before the house. The shadow minister who has moved
this reasoned amendment cannot cope and grapple with
the amalgam of existing legislation that is in place at
the moment. The opposition just cannot cope with the
legislation before the house. Opposition members pine
for the good old days of corruption in the tendering
processes; they pine for the good old days when the
brown paper bag determined their policies.
Mr Perton — I take offence. I ask the member to
withdraw.
Mr NARDELLA — I withdraw. They pine for the
days when corruption of the tendering process was the
go here in Victoria. The Liberals and Nationals when
they were in office went out of their way — —
Mr Perton — On a further point of order, Acting
Speaker, the same words were used. I take offence and
ask the member to withdraw.
Mr NARDELLA — I withdraw. The gambling
policy of the Liberal Party and the National Party was,
in actual fact, whatever Uncle Ron and Uncle Lloyd
told them it would be. That is their problem, and that is
their dilemma. That is the situation that they face at this
moment. That is why they cannot support the
legislation and why they have had to go down the path
of putting together this reasoned amendment.
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Their policy is one of pining for the good old days of
Uncle Ron and Uncle Lloyd telling them what to do. It
is one of ‘Let ‘er rip. Let’s put in unlimited amounts of
poker machines. Let’s have gambling coming out of
everybody’s ears’. If you have a look at the growth of
gambling and problem gamblers, you will see it all
occurred in the seven long dark years of the Kennett
Liberal-National party government.

In particular, the thing that moved me was the
allegation by the honourable member for Melton that
under the former government there was a whole lot of
corruption and brown paper bags. It might be fine for
him to say that, but if that was the case, where was the
royal commission? There were calls for a royal
commission, but it never happened because there was
no evidence.

The Kennett government forced the poker machines
into the clubs because it was reaping the benefits. It was
looking at the bottom line — the revenue coming in —
not the poor problem gamblers within this state. The
Honourable David White, the opposition spokesman on
gaming at the time, had to force the Kennett
government to cap the number of poker machines at
30 000 — 27 500 in the clubs and 2500 at Crown
Casino.

It is all well and good to come out and say that a royal
commission was needed because there was corruption,
but if that had been the case there would have been
grounds for a royal commission. As I said, there was no
royal commission because there was no corruption.
There was absolutely no proof. They are just words.
The government went into the election saying, ‘We will
hold a royal commission into this’. But it found
absolutely nothing!

Mr Perton — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
the Labor Party’s legislation was for 45 000 machines.

It is a spurious allegation, and it has resulted in another
broken promise. These are just lies, and I would like the
next speaker for the Labor Party to stand up and tell us
why, if there was corruption, the government did not
hold a royal commission.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Campbell) —
Order! What is the point of order?
Mr Perton — The honourable member is
misleading the house.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Campbell) —
Order! There is no point of order. The honourable
member for Melton, on the bill.
Mr NARDELLA — Our bill is about ensuring that
the research is done before our policies are put in place
and about ensuring that poker machine numbers remain
capped. Our Community Support Fund policy is
different to the opposition’s policy. Its policy on the
Community Support Fund was to put $1.5 million into
a yacht to challenge for the America’s Cup. What
happened to that yacht? What happened to that
$1.5 million from the Community Support Fund? It
sank in San Diego Bay, just like the Liberal Party sank
in 1999 and just like it sank again in 2002. Opposition
members continue to sink. Their leadership is all over
the place. We have, at the table, the opposition Dream
Team — the honourable members for Doncaster and
Bass.
The regulations will determine the signage. We have
been listening to the clubs and the pubs, and we will
deal with that. I support the bill.
Mr DIXON (Nepean) — The honourable member
for Melton has moved me to say a few words — and
unlike the honourable member for Melton, I had a cup
of coffee with my dinner tonight!

Ms BUCHANAN (Hastings) — It is with great
pleasure that I speak on the bill. I want to talk about
social responsibility and the corruption that can go with
the lack of it, especially in terms of past legislation.
I support the bill. It has three key elements that go to
the core of social responsibility, which is what the
Bracks Labor government is all about.
Mr Smith interjected.
Ms BUCHANAN — The honourable member for
Bass is such a charming man, but I will focus on the
honourable member for Mornington. Being the
previous member to supposedly look after part of
Hastings, he will recall the Good Shepherd’s report
about four years ago, which considered the effects of
poker machine gambling on the Mornington Peninsula.
It made similar recommendations to the ones that came
from the review in July 2002. The report talked about
being proactive on social responsibility. Unfortunately
the Liberal government’s idea of being socially
responsible was to cut the Good Shepherd’s funding
because its report actually spoke the truth.
The other key issue in the bill relates to advertising, and
again the bill is looking at putting in place mechanisms
to protect the most vulnerable in our community —
those who find gaming is no longer fun. The last point
involves merging and streamlining the three regulatory
bodies into one, which will certainly add to the
efficacies of decision making.
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The bill is socially responsible. It addresses many of the
issues that have arisen in a variety of reviews over the
years. I am proud to support the Bracks Labor
government in making this socially responsible
decision.
Mr SEITZ (Keilor) — The government has
endorsed the following six principles as a guide for
future gambling policy and legislative development.
The first is about developing and reinforcing the
government’s commitment to responsible gambling
through measures that assist and protect problem
gamblers and those at risk of becoming problem
gamblers, their families and the wider community.
The second principle is about developing and
maintaining the state’s commitment to the highest
standards of probity for gambling service providers.
The third is about accepting that gambling is a valid
activity for many Victorians, who are entitled to expect
ongoing high standards of service, transparency and
accountability from the gambling sector.
The fourth is about ensuring that the legitimate
financial benefits of gambling, both private and public,
are transparent, appropriately recognisable and fairly
distributed to the Victorian community.
The fifth is about ensuring, to the widest extent possible
and consistent with the other principles, that gaming
service providers operate in a competitive environment.
The sixth is about establishing a proper consultative
process to ensure that appropriate information is given
to and input is received from the wide variety of
persons interested in gambling, including stakeholders,
affected parties and, to the widest extent possible, the
Victorian community.
Local government will finally have a say in the location
of gaming machines, so we do not have the situation
where certain areas are saturated with machines while
other areas, known as dry areas, such as Box Hill, do
not have the gaming machines — even though the
money from the western suburbs subsidises the other
side. We need to have a fair share of the funding put
back into community organisations, particularly the
clubs and organisations that will never have a liquor
licence or be able to install gaming machines.
The act consolidates a number of acts from the report:
the Gaming Machine Control Act 1991, the Gaming
and Betting Act 1994, the Public Lotteries Act 2000,
the Gaming No. 2 Act 1997, the Interactive Gaming
(Player Protection) Act 1999, the Club Keno Act 1993,
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the TT-Line Gaming Act 1993 and the Lotteries
Gaming and Betting Act 1966. A lot of noise is made
about these acts and this big bill is to simplify what the
Auditor-General’s report called a mishmash of acts —
it is a lawyer’s breakfast working your way through all
the acts and regulations.
What the government is trying to do with this bill is
consolidate the legislation so it will be easier to
understand and to have it in a format that can be
implemented and upheld by the legal fraternity and
understood by the community, the clubs that have
licences for poker machines and the poker machine
operators themselves.
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

ADJOURNMENT
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) —
Order! The time has come for me to interrupt the
proceedings of the house according to the sessional
orders. The question is that the house do now adjourn.

Rail: Nar Nar Goon crossing
Mr SMITH (Bass) — I have an issue to raise with,
and I require some action from, the Minister for
Transport. It is in regard to the new line being put down
to Traralgon under the fast rail project, if it ever
happens. My concern, which I have raised with the
minister once before, is the railway crossings. Members
will understand that the crossings are still what they
have been for a number of years — that is, open
crossings — yet the government intends to send trains
down there through those country areas that travel at
100 to 160 kilometres an hour.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr SMITH — What I am asking for is that the
minister actually do something, that the minister
actually speed up the process of getting crossings with
boom gates and so on put into place.
In recent times the railway crossing at Nar Nar Goon
has been closed because of all the trucks operating
there. The Nar Nar Goon Chamber of Commerce was
led to believe — and its president has been in touch
with me about this — that the crossing was going to be
upgraded and that lights and boom gates would be put
in. The township itself has been disrupted in recent
times by the works that have been done on the crossing,
but when the president of the chamber of commerce
went out to the site the foreman of the job said that all
they were intending to do was fix up half of the
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crossing. There were to be no gates and no upgrading of
the whole system — nothing at all that would prevent
the extremely serious accidents that will happen on that
railway line if the minister does not do something.
I am asking the minister to investigate and find out
what is going on and to ensure that there is enough
money for boom gates to be put in. This is a serious
matter. A young child was killed at Bunyip not that
long ago while the government was looking at
installing gates. I certainly do not want to see anybody
in my constituency killed by a train. Once the fast trains
start going through people will be at risk unless there
are proper boom gates and lights installed. Nar Nar
Goon is an important area for me. I want to see
something happen, and I want to see it happen fast.

Disability services: Geelong
Ms NEVILLE (Bellarine) — I raise a matter for the
Minister for Community Services. I ask her to take
action to make available a greater range of flexible
supports for people with disabilities and their families
in the Geelong area.
I am aware of the enormous achievements the Bracks
government has made in this area, particularly in the
development and introduction of the state disability
plan last year. The plan clearly emphasises the need for
and the importance of providing services that focus on
the needs of the individual person. The plan discusses
the need to ensure that we tailor our services and
supports to the individual and take account of their
specific issues and requirements. In my discussions
with people with a disability and their families it is clear
that this approach is very welcomed, as I am sure it has
been welcomed by people across the state.
In the past the approach by communities and
governments was to develop services for people with a
disability and then seek to have these people fit within
the service model rather than ensure a flexible approach
that took account of their particular needs. The move
from institutions to community residential units was a
first step in acknowledging the individual needs of
people with a disability. But community residential
units are just one model, and we know that many
people with a disability require something more — they
need services that are more flexible, more tailored to
their needs and something that offers them greater
opportunities to be more independent and
self-determining.
It is interesting when you talk to people with a
disability and their families that often the things they
need are surprisingly simple, but they are not things that
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can be delivered by inflexible models. For example,
some people just need a little bit of extra help in the
home, a chance to go out and enjoy activities in the
community or a chance to go places with friends.
Sometimes they just need an opportunity to be linked in
with other supports out there in the community already.
It is often these simple things that if not delivered or not
met can put pressure on families.
The ever-increasing demand for services and supports
for people with a disability is a great challenge for
governments. However, if we are able to be innovative
and creative in our responses and ensure we are focused
on the individual needs of people regardless of the
disability we can as the community and as the
government come up with real solutions that make a
real difference.
Again I ask the minister to take action to ensure that
people with a disability in and around Geelong have
access to flexible and individualised supports and
services.

Strzelecki Highway: safety
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — I raise
an issue on behalf on the Strzelecki Highway residents
group, and more particularly on behalf of Norm Geary,
who is the chairman of this illustrious organisation. It
raises issues regarding the Strzelecki Highway in the
context where the Leongatha Star, and more
particularly Michael Giles, who is the editor of that
newspaper, has raised issues pertaining to the status of
the highway over a period of years.
The problem is that accidents have occurred with
monotonous regularity over the several years leading up
to my raising this issue tonight. Over the last two years
there have been 87 accidents, which have resulted in
seven deaths and many injuries. The issue the people of
the South Gippsland area wish to raise for the
consideration of the government is about what work
will be undertaken by the government to address the
issues pertaining to the status of the highway. These
people understand that we will never have a situation
whereby two lanes will run between Leongatha in the
south and the Latrobe Valley in the north. By the same
token this stretch of road — which covers a distance of
about 40 kilometres — accommodates many people
travelling back and forth each day. Given the number of
accidents happening now, something must be done to
accommodate the needs of that highway and more
particularly the communities which are reliant upon its
capacity to have traffic travel back and forth on it each
day.
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The request on behalf of the communities is that some
work be done by the government so that at least some
passing lanes are installed on the highway to enable
traffic to pass safely and so that some of the bends that
are presenting particular difficulties for traffic are taken
out. We need to avoid the situation, which has been
replicated very recently, where I was an almost
incidental observer to an accident where a motorcyclist
had come to grief on a corner which is renowned in the
local area as a problem for traffic passing through the
area between Leongatha and the Latrobe Valley.
The community wants to know what is being done by
the government to ensure that some of these bends are
taken out or some passing lanes are installed.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) —
Order! Which minister is the member directing this to?
Mr RYAN — All of this is directed to the Minister
for Transport, and it is intended to ensure that
appropriate works are undertaken to enable the safe
passage of the traffic between the Latrobe Valley and
Leongatha in particular, and South Gippsland generally.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) —
Order! The honourable member’s time has expired.

Roads: Narre Warren
Mr WILSON (Narre Warren South) — I rise to
seek action from the Minister for Transport. I
congratulate the minister and the government on the
Hallam bypass, which opened in July this year. It has
provided a fantastic freeway. I have received many
positive comments from dozens of residents about how
good it is. It has eased traffic on other roads in the area
and has significantly reduced travelling times in the
east-west direction.
However, the north-south roads in the City of Casey
remain under pressure. The Narre Warren–Cranbourne
Road duplication is assisting, but in the eastern end of
my electorate there is significant and increasing
pressure on the north-south roads. The action I seek
from the minister is the funding or part-funding of a
bridge connecting Soldiers Road and Bryn Mawr
Boulevard in Berwick. I believe this will substantially
relieve traffic pressure. It should also have the effect of
creating a bypass in High Street, Berwick, and provide
an alternative route to the freeway and to the Berwick
campus of Monash University and Chisholm TAFE.
Another road that runs north-south and requires
additional capacity is Clyde Road, south of Greaves
Road. Continuation of the duplication of Clyde Road
would greatly reduce the stress on these roads in the
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midst of the heaviest part of the growth corridor, where
more than 10 000 people move into the City of Casey
each year.
As I said, work has commenced along the Narre
Warren–Cranbourne Road, which will make traffic flow
in the central part of my electorate smoother, faster and
safer. As part of the work on this road we will see the
installation of traffic lights at Saxonwood Drive, Narre
Warren, and Centre Road, Narre Warren South. Traffic
lights are now turned on at the Greaves–Pound road
intersection. This will certainly assist the traffic flow in
these areas.
I further congratulate the minister on the construction
and operation of the premium railway station at Narre
Warren. This provides improved shelter and is fully
staffed from the first to last train. I congratulate the
minister and the government on the many infrastructure
improvements in the south-east, and particularly for
those that affect my electorate. I call on the minister to
address the pressure on north-south car travel in my
electorate with the measures I have already suggested
for Soldiers Road and Clyde Road.

National Union of Workers: membership
Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — I wish to raise a matter
for the attention of the Attorney-General. The matter is
a possible fraud on the members of the National Union
of Workers. The action I seek from the
Attorney-General is to investigate this matter and to
undertake whatever action is necessary that could lead
to a possible prosecution for breaches of the fraud and
blackmail provisions of the Victorian Crimes Act.
Each state branch of the National Union of Workers is
required by the commonwealth’s Workplace Relations
Act to file an annual statement by its principal officers
with the Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
Part of the annual statement requires a certification of
the number of members of each branch of the union. I
note that the number of members of the Victorian
branch of the union over recent years has consistently
been between 29 000 and 31 000.
The National Union of Workers is also an affiliated
trade union with the Australian Labor Party. Affiliation
fees are calculated and paid by the union on a per-capita
basis — that is, it declares the number of workers to the
ALP and pays a fee for each union member. The
pro rata affiliation fee paid to the ALP by the union is
approximately $4 per union member. As I understand
the constitution of the ALP, 50 per cent of the total pool
of delegates to the annual state conference are delegates
from the trade union movement. Unions are allocated
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delegates on a pro rata basis: the higher the number of
members, the higher the number of delegates in a total
pool of 300. The state conference has the power to elect
a number of officials as well as the administrative
committee and preselection panels.
Documents submitted by the National Union of
Workers to the Australian Labor Party claim
consistently that there are some 35 000 members of the
state branch of the union. The union is overstating its
membership by approximately 5000 members and
overpaying by some $20 000. The National Union of
Workers is in a fiduciary position and has a
responsibility to its members for union funds. If it has
deliberately overpaid a sum to the Australian Labor
Party by overstating its membership to obtain more
power, more influence and more control over the state
conference, this is a fraud.
I ask the Attorney-General, as the chief law officer of
this state, to investigate this possible breach of the
Victorian criminal law and to take whatever action as is
necessary to lead to a prosecution and to end this scam.

Aged care: Moreland
Ms CAMPBELL (Pascoe Vale) — I raise a matter
for the attention of the Minister for Aged Care in
another place. The action I seek is that the minister
assist with the identification of any surplus state
government land which might be suitable for the
establishment of aged care facilities in Moreland. Our
government prides itself on listening to the community
and acting, and I congratulate the Minister for Aged
Care for meeting on 13 November with five mayors
from inner metropolitan Melbourne. Their concern —
and it was also the minister’s concern — was that inner
city Melbourne is suffering from a shortage of
residential aged care places. In fact we have over
45 000 residents in the inner city aged 70 years plus,
and by 2021 we are expecting the number of inner city
people aged 85 plus to increase by 40 per cent. Of
course that will further exacerbate pressures on the
inner city nursing homes.
Because of my concern I raised this matter while we
were waiting for the Frankston supplementary election
in 1999. It was a delightful election, and it was a
delightful result. In that period I wrote to the person
who I thought would be the acting minister and asked
for identification of possible sites. The action I require
is that the Minister for Aged Care again scan the state
government’s possible surplus land list to identify sites
that are big enough to provide residential aged care of
the order of about 100 beds. As members of the house
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would know, this would not be an easy task, but I
believe it is absolutely essential.
Moreland is currently struggling with 247 beds below
the provision norm. There are beds allocated to one
provider who cannot at this point obtain a site to build a
facility large enough to accommodate its existing home,
together with the additional beds allocated. I would
hope the Minister for Aged Care would be able to
identify sites and expedite the availability of any
possible land that would enable aged care facilities to
be provided and built in a timely fashion that is
consistent with the needs of aged care residents and the
amenity of our local area.

Police: budget
Mr WELLS (Scoresby) — I raise a matter of
concern with the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services. I ask him to take immediate action to request
the Treasurer to give the Victoria Police a cash injection
to ensure that members of the community will feel safe
over the next 12 months. I refer the minister to the
police annual report, which shows a deficit of
$28.161 million. This means that it overspent its
allocated budget by this amount. But what is even more
concerning is note 20 to the accounts on page 28, which
indicates for outsourcing commitments as at 30 June
2003 that:
Outsourcing commitments at the reporting date but not
recognised liabilities, payable —

is $39.290 million. I do not understand how the police
have been able to put that into a note to the accounts,
because under accrual accounting principles if the
liability or the debt has occurred in that financial year,
then it must be included in the operating surplus or
deficit. I am so concerned by this amount that I have
written to the Auditor-General and asked for an
explanation of why this amount was not included in the
operating surplus or deficit, as in this case it is a deficit.
I am heartened by the fact that the report that was tabled
in Parliament today, Report on Public Sector Agencies,
at page 122 raises the issue at figure 3.6B. It states
under ‘Issues identified’ for ‘Expenditure/accounts
payable’:
Failure to identify and correctly account for accrued expenses
at Victoria Police.

If this is right and the financial statements are wrong
and have been put together in a non-standard
accounting compliance test, then it would indicate that
the police budget is not $28 million overspent but
actually $68 million overspent. This also leads to other
significant problems, and as we have already seen there
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have been a number of crisis meetings within the police
force. It is looking at cutting back overtime, not
upgrading computer equipment, not filling position
vacancies and halting the installation of new data points
required to keep the computer system working.

short-listed Tiega site as it has no chance of success,
and the combined uncertainty is a cruel outcome for a
community that does not deserve this treatment.

We cannot allow this situation to continue. Every single
day there is another story coming out of the Victoria
Police about the shortage of funds it is having to deal
with. I request the minister to make application to the
Treasurer to ensure there is an immediate cash injection
so that the police force can run efficiently in this state.

Mr DIXON (Nepean) — I raise a matter for the
Minister for Agriculture in his capacity as the minister
responsible for recreational fishing, and it concerns
revenue from recreational fishing licences. I ask the
minister to ensure there is a more equitable distribution
of the trust grants in the next round. Last year not one
project on the Mornington Peninsula actually received
funding from that round of grants.

Hazardous waste: Tiega
Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) — I raise an issue for the
attention of the Minister for Major Projects, whom I
note is currently at a toxic waste meeting at Skipton,
and in his absence I direct it to the minister at the table,
the Minister for Gaming. Yesterday afternoon I drove
to Ouyen to attend the proposed toxic waste public
meeting. This announcement has galvanised the Mallee
community, and over 750 citizens attended the meeting,
which is a possible record.
Local farmer Bill Morrish, a potential recipient of the
compulsory purchase of his property, spoke on behalf
of the Tiega Survival Group. Bill spoke passionately
and persuasively about the impact on him, his family
and his neighbours who face the same possibility. The
toxic waste storage facility notification has now
resulted in a complete shutdown on these families’
future plans for borrowing and selling and a devastating
loss of values to the surrounding properties that are
within the 5-kilometre restriction zone. It is
reprehensible to target any community in this way with
wholesale acquisition of their personal property.
In the early days of World War II a young Ouyen man,
Aubry Emmett, joined the 2nd AIF 4th Anti-Tank
Regiment. In 1942, on the Burma Railway, Aubry was
executed for attempting to escape as a prisoner of war
in a despicable act of barbarity committed by the
Japanese. Aubry and tens of thousands of other
Australians went to war and risked their lives to ensure
that the freedom that we enjoy today continues.
This decision to short-list Tiega is in conflict with that
principle and is wrong for a number of other reasons.
The primary one is the loss of property rights. The loss
of a clean and green image will also have a catastrophic
impact, no matter how much spin is applied. This
proposal is unequivocally opposed by the Tiega
Survival Group, the Mildura Rural City Council, the
entire Ouyen and surrounding community and me. I
call upon the government to immediately abandon the

Fishing: recreational licences

The Mornington Peninsula probably would have about
the highest concentration of recreational fishers
anywhere in Victoria. There are a large number of
retired people who have the time and the interest, and
obviously the opportunity, to go recreational fishing.
The area is also visited by thousands of tourists, and
one of the main reasons they come down is for that
recreational fishing. In the last round of grants some
72 projects received grants totalling $2.45 million right
across Victoria. The only area that seemed to miss out
was the Mornington Peninsula.
One of the disturbing aspects of the distribution of that
money is that many government agencies actually
received grants, which indicated that the money was
going around and around the government and not out
into fishing organisations and other levels of
government. Of that amount, $340 000 was spent on
administration of the grant — that is, 14 per cent — so
not a lot of money trickled down to the recreational
fishing clubs and the like.
As I said, recreational fishing on the Mornington
Peninsula is vital for the peninsula’s tourism industry. It
is one of the reasons why many people visit the area,
and it is also an important recreational pastime for
many residents. It is my view that because of the huge
amounts people have paid for their fishing licences over
the past year they should get something back. This is
especially important when you break down the figures
and establish where the money came from and where
the fishermen are — and they are far more prevalent
around the Mornington Peninsula.
The next round of grants is currently being called for. I
have contacted my local press and put out a media
release asking local groups to apply for those grants; I
know that they are disappointed that they received
nothing last time. There are four categories in this
project. Category B, which covers recreational fishing
access and facilities, is the area that in my electorate
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fishing clubs, recreational fishermen and local councils
that run some of the ramps are saying is the area where
most of the money needs to be spent. There is a huge
need for fish-cleaning areas, lighting, seating, improved
access for boats and launching ramps, et cetera. If some
of that money came back to the Mornington Peninsula,
where a lot of it is originally spent on fishing licences, it
would be welcome.

HIV/AIDS: government assistance
Mr LUPTON (Prahran) — I raise a matter for the
attention of the Minister for Health. The action I seek is
for the minister to continue to support programs that
assist those suffering from human immunodeficiency
virus, or HIV, and acquired immune deficiency
syndrome, or AIDS.
The first of December is World AIDS Day.
Unfortunately this year the incidence of the disease is
on the rise, and recent trends in Australia are of
concern. Australia led the way with its response under
the former federal health minister, Dr Neal Blewett,
following the AIDS outbreak. Under the Bracks
government Victoria has a marvellous record in
supporting the gay and lesbian community. I refer
particularly to our historic same-sex relationships
legislation, which I might say the current
Liberal-National party federal government in Canberra
still cannot face up to.
Another significant development under the Bracks
government was the ministerial advisory committee on
gay and lesbian health. The action plan on gay and
lesbian health that was announced earlier this year by
the Minister for Health was another marvellous
development in the area of health for the gay and
lesbian community.
As I meet regularly with representative organisations of
the GLBTI — gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender and
intersex — community, individual members and others
involved with these issues, I am very much aware of the
importance of these issues and the need for proper
recognition by government of how serious they are. I
recently attended the annual general meeting of
PLWHA — people living with HIV and AIDS. People
like PLWHA president, John Daye, who gave a history
of the 15 years of the organisation at the meeting, are
examples of the dedication shown in helping members
of the community.
Last Sunday I again attended, along with my colleague
the federal member for Melbourne Ports, Michael
Danby, MHR, the annual AIDS vigil at the positive
living centre in Prahran. Part of the vigil involves the
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unveiling of quilts in memory of those who have died
from HIV and AIDS. The AIDS quilt program has been
a work of inspiration for families and friends of those
lost to this disease, and another two quilts were
unveiled at the vigil. It is often the personal aspect that
makes these issues most understandable. Positive
Women, a support group for HIV-positive women, is
holding a support function on 30 November at
O’Donnell Gardens in St Kilda entitled Positive Steps.
They also deserve our support.
Those conducting research into HIV also deserve our
support, including the Burnett Research Institute in
Prahran, part of the Alfred Medical Research Education
Precinct, which is doing significant work on vaccine
research. The Victorian AIDS Council, with its board
and executive director, Mike Kennedy, is also doing a
great job as a peak body in the field of public health,
and deserves our continuing encouragement.
I ask the minister to continue to provide assistance for
organisations working for the treatment and support of
those suffering from HIV/AIDS.

Responses
Ms GARBUTT (Minister for Community
Services) — The member for Bellarine raised with me
the issue of people with disabilities, and meeting their
needs. I thank the honourable member for raising this
issue. She has a very strong record of advocating on
behalf of people with disabilities, particularly those in
her own community.
This government has a strong commitment to providing
better and more accessible services to Victorians with a
disability. Since we came into office in 1999 we have
increased funding for disability services by 48 per cent.
That is a great record — a very strong record — which
stands in complete contrast to the previous government,
which cut 10 per cent straight off the community
services budget.
We want to build on this strong record, and I am
pleased to announce that the Bracks government is
responding to the individual needs of people who have
disabilities by providing additional services. We will
provide an extra 70 new support packages for people
with disabilities in the Bellarine, Geelong and
south-west regions of the state. These packages are
designed to meet individual needs. They are designed to
be flexible and to provide whatever support the
individual identifies as making a difference to them. It
might be accommodation support, it might be more
respite, it might be day programs or it might be support
for the family of a child with a disability. These
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packages will meet the needs of a whole range of
people with a whole range of different levels of support
needs.
Delivering really good services that meet people’s
requirements is about understanding the individual
needs of people with disabilities; it is not about a
one-size-fits-all approach. The government has moved
towards that approach rather than the one-size-fits-all
approach of saying, ‘Here is a service: fit yourself into
it and try to make it useful to you’. The new packages
will be flexible. They will be person centred and based
around understanding individual needs. As I said, there
will be 70 additional new support packages in the
region that the member represents. Some of the
packages will be tailored towards people who are
already living in community houses but who want to
move into something more independent that is more
aligned to their needs.
So we will be assisting people to move out of
community residential units into other arrangements if
the right support can be found for them. We are
essentially trying to make the service system more
flexible and responsive to individual needs, and we are
also trying to meet people’s needs in advance so that
they are not driven to a crisis where inevitably they end
up with services which do not really suit them or with
more services than they require.
The extra support packages in the Geelong, Bellarine
and south-west regions are part of the $77 million boost
to disability services that was provided in the budget
earlier this year. That is good news for the people in the
electorate of Bellarine.
Ms PIKE (Minister for Health) — It is fair to say
that in the 1980s the community’s consciousness of the
broad issue of HIV/AIDS was raised through very
dramatic television campaigns such as the Grim Reaper
advertisements. Of course over time it would be true to
say that this issue has pretty much gone off the boil. But
the reality is that there are many people in our
community still living with HIV/AIDS. While the
previous message was that we had to do everything to
prevent people dying from AIDS, the new message is
that we have to support people who now live with the
virus.
That is why the theme of World AIDS Day is ‘Help
stop fear, help stop shame, help stop ignorance and
injustice’. It also reminds us that we do not always
know that there are people in the community who are
not dying of AIDS but actually living with it. Therefore
our appropriate response as a community should be to
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offer support, services and care in a compassionate
way.
This is the 15th anniversary of World AIDS Day, and
while AIDS has become a different kind of issue in the
Victorian and Australian communities, it is still a major
killer of people — and Africa comes to mind, where
thousands of people are dying of AIDS every day.
World AIDS day is still a very significant and
important event, because it is an opportunity to address
the stigma and discrimination experienced by people
who live with HIV/AIDS. It is a general challenge to
the community to remember that this is a terrible thing
and that while it was high in the public’s consciousness
in the 1980s, it is still there and is still a reality in many
people’s lives.
It is true that many people who are HIV positive
experience discrimination. For example, 38 per cent
experience less favourable treatment with health
services; 22 per cent have trouble with insurance; and
11 per cent experience discrimination in
accommodation. There are still myths in our
community about AIDS. For example, it is true that you
cannot catch the HIV virus from being a friend of
someone with AIDS, but some people think the
opposite. It is true that not one person in Australia has
been infected with HIV/AIDS by playing sport, that
kissing cannot put you at risk of contracting the virus
and that you cannot tell whether someone has HIV
from the way they look, but a lot of people think
otherwise. These are all myths and prejudices which
lead to very real stigma and discrimination. That is why
World AIDS Day is a very important event that we
must celebrate and continue to encourage.
The Victorian government continues to invest in
support services for people who are living with
HIV/AIDS and blood-borne viruses. It spends about
$14 million a year on education, support and continuing
surveillance. We need to be aware of the potential risk
when people engage in unprotected sex. People are not
taking note of fundamental health messages, and that is
why we are reinvesting in resources. The overall
message, and I am pleased that the member for Prahran
has raised this issue, is that we need to ensure that
people in the community are constantly vigilant and
that we do everything we can to address the stigma and
discrimination experienced by people who are HIV
positive.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for
Gaming) — The member for Bass wanted to raise a
matter with the Minister for Transport about rail
crossing safety on the Traralgon line, particularly at Nar
Nar Goon. I will pass that on to the minister.
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The Leader of the National Party also raised a matter
for the Minister for Transport, who is on leave from the
house today as he is at a public meeting near Linton.
The Leader of the National Party referred to a matter
raised by the Strzelecki Highway residents group about
the safety issues on that great stretch of road and the
need for passing lanes. I will pass that on to the
minister.
The member for Narre Warren South also raised a
matter for the Minister for Transport, congratulating the
minister on the new road and public transport initiatives
in his electorate in the City of Casey, which was also
well represented by another member of the house,
being me! The honourable member raised a whole lot
of issues. Having been my electorate officer, he has
been looking after the same geographic area for a long
time and knows exactly what is going on and what its
needs are. He has highlighted some of the additional
infrastructure needs required as part of catering for the
fast growth going on in the City of Casey, particularly
the need for a bridge to connect the Soldiers Road area
to Bryn Mawr Boulevard, a duplication of Clyde
Road — a large amount of duplication having gone on
in recent years — and an election commitment to
duplicate the road south of Greaves Road, as well as
other road improvements in the Narre Warren area. I
will certainly pass that on to the Minister for Transport.
I am very much aware of the member’s hard work in
relation to infrastructure issues in his electorate.
The member for Kew raised a matter for the
Attorney-General, asking him to investigate possible
fraud. I will pass that on.
The member for Pascoe Vale raised a matter for the
Minister for Aged Care in another place about the need
for residential aged care services in Moreland and the
lack of land for suitable large-scale residential aged
care facilities. The honourable member sought that the
minister see whether he can identify any surplus
government land in the Moreland area to meet those
aged care needs. I will pass that on to him.
The member for Scoresby raised a matter for the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services. He asked
the minister to seek additional resources from the
Treasurer for the police department. The member
would be aware that the police have got a record
budget. That was highlighted again by the chief
commissioner on radio not long ago. When you have a
record budget it means you can do more things, but you
also have to live within your means. I will pass that on
to the Minister for Police and Emergency Services.
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The member for Mildura raised a matter for the
Minister for Major Projects in relation to a public
meeting held in Ouyen last night on long-term
containment facilities for hazardous waste. I will pass
that on to the Minister for Major Projects.
The member for Nepean raised a matter for the
Minister for Agriculture in relation to revenue from
recreational fishing licences. He is seeking more of that
revenue to be put into projects in his electorate. I will
pass that on to the minister.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) —
Order! The house is now adjourned.
House adjourned 10.41 p.m.
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The SPEAKER (Hon. Judy Maddigan) took the chair at
9.34 a.m. and read the prayer.

NOTICES OF MOTION
Notices of motion given.
Mr PERTON having given notice of motion:

Mr Ingram — On a point of order, Speaker, under
standing orders my understanding is that if a member is
standing to move a motion, after that motion is moved
the Speaker should call another member instead of the
same member moving consecutive motions.
The SPEAKER — Order! You can do that, but it is
quicker for the house if one member finishes their
notices of motion and then other members have ample
opportunity to raise as many motions themselves as
they would like afterwards.
Further notices of motion given.
Ms OVERINGTON having given notice of motion:

The SPEAKER — Order! The last part of that
motion is out of order.
Further notices of motion given.
Mr NARDELLA having given notice of motion:

Mr Cooper — On a point of order, Speaker, I see
that on the notice paper today there are 187 notices of
motion, and what has now been read out to the house
will now take that to well over the 200 mark, probably
heading towards 250 notices of motion. I ask, Speaker,
whether you would give consideration between now
and the next sitting of Parliament to issuing the next
edition of the notice paper in a hardcover version!
The SPEAKER — Order! There is no point of
order, but I point out to the Parliament the severe effect
on the parliamentary printing budget of all these
motions.
Further notices of motion given.

PETITIONS
Following petitions presented to house:
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Knox: rates
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria.
The petition of residents and ratepayers who reside in the City
of Knox draws to the attention of the house that Knox City
Council has increased its rates by a stated average of 17.3 per
cent which has had the effect of increasing rates by amounts
of up to $1000, or more than 100 per cent in many cases,
causing hardship and distress to thousands of its residents and
that they have done this without proper and thorough
consultation.
Prayer
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria sack the Knox City Council and
institute fresh elections as soon as possible with the objective
of implementing a fairer system of rates distribution.

By Mr LOCKWOOD (Bayswater) (555 signatures)

Taxis: multipurpose program
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria.
The petition of residents of the state of Victoria draws to the
attention of the house that the proposed changes to the
multipurpose taxi program will have discriminatory outcomes
for many Victorians and will especially create financial and
social hardship for rural dwellers.
Prayer
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria not introduce a financial cap to the
multipurpose taxi program and that any proposed legislation
be delayed until such time as full and proper consultation has
been held with stakeholders, including the taxi industry, to
consider other options for the efficient operation of the
program, and so that the special circumstances and needs of
the elderly and disabled in rural Victoria are fully considered.

By Dr SYKES (Benalla) (7 signatures)
Mr DELAHUNTY (Lowan) (381 signatures)
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) (62 signatures), and
Mrs POWELL (Shepparton) (720 signatures)

Disability services: schools
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of residents of Victoria draws to the attention of
the house that the Victorian Labor state government is
threatening to reduce funds to disabled school students. This
will result in larger classes in specialist schools, a reduction in
quality programs, fewer staff and some special schools fear
they will be forced to close and students sent to local primary
and secondary schools that will also be affected by less funds.
We as residents of Victoria wish to know the reasons behind
reducing funds and services to disabled school students and
protest at the lack of consultation throughout this process.
By signing this petition you are saying ‘no cuts to the funding
of disabled students in Victoria’.
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Prayer

The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria maintain the current level of funding to
each student on the disability and impairments program.

By Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) (287 signatures)

Shop trading hours: reform
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
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opportunity for balanced commentary in accordance
with Australian editorial standards; and
the fact that the propaganda emanates from a country
which has no freedom of press and no freedom of
expression.

By Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) (7 signatures)
Ordered that petitions presented by honourable member
for Sandringham be considered next day on motion of
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham).

The petition of the undersigned members of the Sandringham
churches draws to the attention of the house the introduced
legislation concerning the extension of trading hours to a
broad range of retail shops on Christmas Day, Good Friday,
Easter Sunday and Anzac Day.

Ordered that petition presented by honourable member
for Shepparton be considered next day on motion of
Mrs POWELL (Shepparton).

Furthermore our concern is that many people who are retail
employees will be obliged to be away from their families on
these very special family days.

Ordered that petition presented by honourable member
for Bayswater be considered next day on motion of
Mr LOCKWOOD (Bayswater).

In addition, making these special days just like any other
shopping day degrades our society and its values and would
tend to further remove opportunities for people to recognise
and nourish their spiritual lives.

Ordered that petition presented by honourable member
for Lowan be considered next day on motion of
Mr DELAHUNTY (Lowan).

Prayer
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly reject any legislation to extend trading on these
subject days.

By Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) (13 signatures)

Vietnamese community: SBS television news

HEALTH SERVICES COMMISSIONER
Annual report
Ms PIKE (Minister for Health) — I move:
That there be presented to the house the report of the Health
Services Commissioner for the year 2002–03.

To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:

Motion agreed to.

The petition of members of the Victorian Vietnamese
community draws to the attention of the house their serious
concerns regarding inaccurate and unbalanced reporting and
news coverage on SBS in its broadcast of VTV4 news.

Laid on table.

Prayer
The petitioners therefore request that the Bracks government
take immediate steps to redress the concerns of the Victorian
Vietnamese community regarding the SBS VTV4 news
program which include:

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Alexandra District Hospital — Report for the year 2002–03
Boort District Hospital — Report for the year 2002–03

a news segment on the relevance of Uncle Ho’s thoughts
on today’s education used for communist propaganda;

Coleraine District Health Services — Report for the year
2002–03 (three papers)

lack of balance in news coverage — that is, no mention
of the arrest of members of the Independent Buddhist
Church;

East Wimmera Health Service — Report for the year
2002–03

the failure of SBS to consult with the Vietnamese
community members in Victoria when considering
television programs for World Watch;
the failure of SBS to recognise the feelings of Victoria’s
Vietnamese refugee community which suffered
immeasurable trauma at the hands of the current regime;
the fact that propaganda from a non-free country is
being disseminated in a free country without the

Financial Management Act 1994 — Report from the Premier
that he had received the 2002–03 annual report of VITS
Language Link
Freedom of Information Act 1982 — Report of the
Attorney-General on the operation of the Act for the year
2002–03
Hesse Rural Health Services — Report for the year 2002–03
Inglewood and District Health Service — Report for the year
2002–03
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Lorne Community Hospital — Report for the year 2002–03
Maldon Hospital — Report for the year 2002–03
Manangatang and District Hospital — Report for the year
2002–03
McIvor Health and Community Services — Report for the
year 2002–03
Melbourne Health — Report for the year 2002–03
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Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — Acting Speaker,
whilst the opposition will not oppose the minister’s
motion, I note that we do not yet have a schedule for
next year’s sitting. I would ask you to raise that with the
Speaker, and I would certainly like the Government
Whip, who is now in the house, to raise that with the
Leader of the House, so that we could, as a matter of
expedition, get a copy of the proposed sittings for next
year.

Members of Parliament (Register of Interests) Act 1978 —
Summary of Variations Notified between 1 October 2003 and
26 November 2003 — Ordered to be printed

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
I will take that up with the Speaker.

Nathalia District Hospital — Report for the year 2002–03

Motion agreed to.

Omeo District Hospital — Report for the year 2002–03 (three
papers)
Osteopaths Registration Board — Report for the year
2002–03
Otway Health and Community Services — Report for the
year 2002–03
Parliamentary Committees Act 1968 — Response of the
Minister for Agriculture on the action taken with respect to
the recommendations made by the Environment and Natural
Resources Committee’s Inquiry into Veterinary Pathology
Services
Physiotherapists Registration Board — Report for the year
2002–03
Podiatrists Registration Board — Report for the year 2002–03
Robinvale District Health Services — Report for the year
2002–03
South West Healthcare — Report for the year 2002–03
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — Minister’s exemption
certificates in relation to Statutory Rule Nos 136, 137
Timboon and District Healthcare Service — Report for the
year 2002–03
Tweddle Child and Family Health Service — Report for the
year 2002–03 (two papers)
Victoria Grants Commission — Report for the year ended
31 August 2003
Yea and District Memorial Hospital — Report for the year
2002–03.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Adjournment
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Agriculture) — I
move:
That the house, at its rising, adjourn until a day and hour to be
fixed by the Speaker, which time of meeting shall be notified
in writing to each member of this honourable house.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Mirka Mora
Mr LANGUILLER (Derrimut) — Today I wish to
speak about the life of Mirka Mora, and I wish to say a
sentence in her good language, French: J’ai eu
l’honneur de participer la semaine dernière à la remise
de la médaille d’Officier des Arts et des Lettres à
Madame Mirka Mora par son ami Monsieur Marcel
Marceau au nom du Ministre de la Culture de France.
Acting Speaker, it was my pleasure to attend the
function which celebrated the life of Mirka Mora. She
was born in 1928 in Paris of a Jewish father, born in
Lithuania, and a Romanian mother. Mirka was arrested
on 16 July 1942 with her mother and her sisters during
the raid on the Velodrome d’Hiver, but she was
miraculously released.
At the end of the war Mirka met Georges Mora. She
attended L’Ecole d’Education par le Jeu et l’Art
Dramatique in Paris where she took the courses of
Marcel Marceau and Jean-Louis Barrault. Georges and
Mirka married in 1947. Fearing the Cold War at the end
of the 1940s, Mirka convinced Georges to migrate to
Melbourne.
Since July 1951, when Mirka and Georges arrived in
Melbourne, Mirka has embroidered the cultural fabric
of the city. They were both at the origin of the rebirth of
the Contemporary Art Society in 1953, with their
friends John and Sunday Reed, Charles and Barbara
Blackman, Barrett Reid and Laurence Hope. Mirka and
Georges also opened several restaurants, of which Café
Balzac was at the time the best restaurant in Melbourne.
Today I wish to commend Mirka Mora for the
important honour which was conferred on her by the
French government. I also place on record and
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recognise the work of Serge Thomann and thank
him — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
The honourable member’s time has expired.

Consumer Affairs Victoria: information
strategy
Mr KOTSIRAS (Bulleen) — In the annual report to
Parliament of Consumer Affairs Victoria the director
claims that CAV has established new strategic priorities
in the area of information provision. The CAV’s
priority is to stifle public debate and blame the media
when things go wrong.
The government has gagged the public servants. Its
rhetoric of open and transparent government is nothing
more than a sham and a disgrace. Public servants fear
being sacked if they raise policy concerns. They have
become clones of either Marcel Marceau or David
Copperfield, with illusions and smoke and mirrors as
part of the stage show.
An internal document by the director of CAV states:
Managing communication is crucial. We need to put a
positive spin on what we do. This is an area where we have to
have close control … as it is for easy for journalists to play
havoc with undisciplined comments … It is important to
remind all staff that I as director am the only official
spokesperson for consumer affairs. The media unit should be
advised of contacts from the media.

In another article, CAV claims that:
… the Herald Sun did its sensationalist best with the TM
conference. The Hun turned it into a crackdown on dodgy
retailers — oh well, what else do you expect.

Instead of blaming media reports for this government’s
failure in key areas, senior bureaucrats should be taking
action to rectify the problems that this government has
created.

Ballarat: Lake Challenge
Ms OVERINGTON (Ballarat West) — Next
Sunday, 30 November, the inaugural Lake Challenge
will be held at Lake Wendouree. The event is a joint
venture between Access for All Abilities and Pinarc
Support Services and is part of celebrations for the
International Day of People with a Disability on
Thursday, 4 December.
It will be a great day for people, able or disabled.
Participants can go for a lap around the lake in three
styles: walk, wheel-push, or run or jog. There will be a
wheelie grand prix through the botanical gardens. Local
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musical talent, including the Mini Moaners and the
Travelling Cowboys, will provide music throughout the
day. The Bracks government provided $6000 to assist
with the planning of the challenge.
Also on Sunday will be the opening of the Liberty
Swing, a wheelchair-accessible swing at the main
playground in the gardens. I want to acknowledge the
great work of Kim Halbert-Pere, the Central Highlands
Access for All Abilities program coordinator. The
swing will fill a need for children who are children first
and disabled second to have childhood fun. Public
facilities should be for everyone, regardless of ability.
The Bracks government provided $50 000 for the
swing, with the council putting in $10 000 and the rest
coming from community organisations.
Once again, I thank everybody who has planned to put
the day together. I know we are going to have a
fantastic day. The sun will shine in Ballarat, as it
always does. Again I thank everybody involved.

Swan Hill Pioneer Settlement: funding
Mr WALSH (Swan Hill) — I want to raise my
concerns at the cuts to the education program at the
Swan Hill Pioneer Settlement. There have been
education officers at the Pioneer Settlement Museum
since it opened in 1966. Currently some 7500 students
visit the pioneer settlement every year, many schools
making it a part of their annual program. It is the large
student visitor component which helps the pioneer
settlement stay viable.
The education officers work with groups to draw
visiting schoolchildren fully into the life of the Mallee
pioneers — the dust storms, the small schools, the
writing on slates, the mouse plagues and the
copperplate handwriting. They get involved in our
heritage. The Kennett government gave these
organisations a choice of how they employed and paid
their education officers: they could keep the
government model or they could move to the direct
grants model.
An 18-month-long Bracks government review of the
grants scheme determined that the grants model was
failing. But despite this Minister Kosky is now pushing
all remaining organisations towards this model.
Currently at the pioneer settlement the department pays
salary entitlements to two teachers. If we go to the
grants model, the Swan Hill rural city is now going to
have to pick up the shortfall. It already provides
funding of something like $300 000 to keep the
museum going. Suddenly the whole pioneer settlement
program is looking very vulnerable, and if the minister
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does not change her decision, the pioneer settlement is
at risk.

Planning: urban growth boundary
amendments
Ms GILLETT (Tarneit) — I take this opportunity
to both congratulate and thank the Minister for
Planning on the successful establishment of the urban
growth boundary in this Parliament last Thursday.
The establishment of the boundary provides an
important leap towards certainty for my developing
community of Wyndham. Over the nearly eight years
that I have had the privilege to serve my community
there has been a massive growth in population. As most
members know who also represent growth corridors,
you are never bored being a local member in a growth
corridor.
In the City of Wyndham I know that the council and I
always feel we are playing catch-up football in terms of
keeping up with both the physical infrastructure
required by new residents and, most critically, the
human services they also require. Melbourne 2030 and
the urban growth boundary have changed that forever.
We now have a Smart Growth board which can help
our community manage the release of land so that we
have a supply of affordable land for a 15-year period.
We have a technical committee of that Smart Growth
board that will help to coordinate the provision of
services so that my community will never again have to
struggle to play catch-up football to get the services and
infrastructure that it needs.

Melbourne 2030: acting director
Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — The government’s
director of Melbourne 2030, Ms Cathy Wilkinson, has
recently taken maternity leave, and we wish her well. In
her absence Cr Julian Hill has been appointed as acting
director of Melbourne 2030. That presents a problem
for this government, which it should move quickly to
resolve.
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difficult for Cr Hill to be both devising policy and
sitting in judgment upon it as a councillor. Furthermore,
his interest in one council sat uneasily with his impact
on others. The government’s defence of this
appointment at the time was that Cr Hill’s role was to
be part time and short term. His remuneration was said
to reflect that situation. It seems now that Cr Hill’s
appointment was not short term. In fact, he is now
charged with the task of directing the 2030 strategy.
Julian Hill is now the full-time man at the top of the
strategy. His remuneration no doubt reflects that
change, as it should. However, the fundamental conflict
of interest alluded to last year is now greater still and
more evident.
Cr Hill may well be capable — he is certainly not
shy — but he cannot serve two masters in such an
important position. Something has to give. The
Minister for Planning should immediately invite Cr Hill
to choose. If the minister is not prepared to act to ensure
this conflict of interest does not continue, then perhaps
it should be the minister who should go.

Jack Courtney
Mr HELPER (Ripon) — I would like to pay a
tribute to a life of dedicated service to the Labor
movement and the community. On 24 November Jack
Courtney passed away at Maryborough aged 76 years.
Jack’s dedication to what he believed in should serve as
a reminder to us all of what it means to be a true
believer. Jack became interested in Labor politics on
leaving school and joined the Labor Party in 1955
amidst the split. Jack was certainly not a man just for
good times. He first started handing out how-to-vote
cards in the election that saw the defeat of the Chifley
government. He came from a staunch Labor family,
and inherited a set of values no doubt developed from
Jack’s father’s experience when he was on susso. Jack
was unwaveringly supportive of the ALP all his life,
never missing an election to give his support to. He was
presented with life membership in 1997.

Members will recall that Julian Hill was last year the
beneficiary of a controversial government appointment
as a consultant to the facilitation of the then
metropolitan strategy. Julian Hill is a councillor in the
Sandridge ward of the City of Port Phillip. He is an
Australian Labor Party member and a former staffer for
a federal Labor member.

In his life apart from politics, Jack was a beekeeper
with at times 800 hives, and those members who know
anything about beekeeping would know what an
enormous task that would be for one man. All his life
Jack was indeed very close to the land. In 1943 Jack
became an apprentice builder at Phelans in
Maryborough before taking up his career in
beekeeping.

A number of commentators observed that his original
role represented a significant conflict of interest, if not
just a job for mates. As a councillor it was deemed

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
The honourable’s time has expired.
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Consumer and tenancy services: delivery
Mrs SHARDEY (Caulfield) — The Bracks
government has embarked upon yet another cut in
services to local communities and in particular to those
depending on tenancy and consumer support services
across Victoria. The reported threatened closure of
tenancy and consumer support services will leave the
most vulnerable members of Victorian communities at
risk of losing vital services, particularly for those who
are isolated in rural areas and who may be easy targets
for those who prey on disadvantaged people.
Tenancy and consumer support groups were summoned
to a meeting in Melbourne on 13 November with the
Minister for Consumer Affairs, Mr Lenders, and the
Labor member for Monash Province to be given the
bad news as to the future: the closure of all regionally
funded services to be replaced by a call centre in
Melbourne — hardly an option for disadvantaged
people without email or fax facilities, particularly when
call centre employees have no knowledge of local
issues or conditions in places like Bendigo, Mildura,
Swan Hill, Ouyen, Robinvale, Kerang et cetera.
I ask the member for Bendigo East, the Minister for
Education Services, for instance, why she is not
standing up for groups like St Luke’s Anglicare, which
offers an invaluable service in her community and
which is in the process of being dumped by her
government.

Coonara Community School and
St Bernadette’s School, The Basin:
anniversaries
Mr MERLINO (Monbulk) — Over the past couple
of weeks I have had the pleasure of attending
anniversary celebrations for two local schools in my
electorate — Coonara Community School at Upper
Ferntree Gully and St Bernadette’s School at The
Basin.
The honourable member for Ferntree Gully and I both
attended the 30th anniversary of the Coonara
Community School. Established in 1973, the school is
owned and operated by a non-profit cooperative society
whose members are the parents of the children
attending. Coonara is a small school of around
35 children, 3 core teachers, and sessional teachers for
specialist subject areas. Coonara is also very
innovative; it is non-graded, so the children move
through the curriculum at their own rates of
development. As a small community school Coonara
relies heavily on parent anticipation. Parents are
actively encouraged to participate in classroom
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activities, excursions, camps and social functions. In
fact for the first few years of its life the school operated
out of the homes of parents.
St Bernadette’s School celebrated its 20th anniversary.
It opened in February 1983, yet preparatory work for
the school commenced many years before that with the
purchase of land in The Basin in anticipation of the
need for a Catholic school. St Bernadette’s commenced
with 164 students and 8 full-time staff members. By
1991 this had grown to 350 students. The celebration
mass last Sunday was held in the St Bernadette’s
Community Centre which opened in April 1997.
The anniversary celebrations for Coonara and
St Bernadette’s schools are indicative of the enormous
growth in population that took place in the outer east in
those days, but also the diversity of education and
choices that local families made to establish those
schools.

Wine industry: Goulburn Valley
Mrs POWELL (Shepparton) — I pay tribute to a
number of great wineries in the Goulburn Valley.
National Party members of Parliament and staff had a
winery bus tour Christmas break-up, organised by
Kristen Favaloro from my office, who also helped plant
many of the Dookie vines while studying at Dookie
College.
The first stop was Goulburn Valley Estate Wines in
Mooroopna, established by Rocky and Mary Scarpari,
committed Australians with a proud Italian heritage.
This state-of-the-art winery sources grapes from across
the north-east to make its fine wines.
The next stop was the Broken River Vineyards and
cellar door in Kialla. Fred and Ruth O’Keefe and their
family purchased an established 10-hectare vineyard in
Shepparton, then purchased and planted a further
10 hectares of wine grapes on the banks of the Broken
River in Kialla. We were proud to be their first
customers at their cellar door sales.
The next stop was Tallis Vineyard in Dookie. The
Tallis family are part of the rebirth of the wonderful
wines coming from the rich red volcanic soil of the
Dookie hills. Richard and Alice Tallis are following on
the fine tradition of parents, Peter and Mary Tallis.
The next stop was Gentle Annie Vineyards in Dookie.
The vineyard is named after a daughter of Irish settlers
who helped clear the red hills and plant crops and
vineyards. This vineyard is growing grapes of
outstanding quality, as shown to us by Peter McManus,
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using modern viticulture practices by viticulturist Scott
Feldtmann.
The last stop was dinner at Monichino Winery at
Katunga. The vineyard was planted in 1962 by Carlo
and Margaret Monichino. The winemaker is Terry
Monichino. The tradition is carried on by daughter,
Anna Sergi, and husband, Pat. The winery is now
known as much for fine food, thanks to Frances Sergi,
as for fine wine. All of these vineyards were affected
badly by a recent devastating hailstorm — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
The honourable member’s time has expired.

Public transport: Whittlesea
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) — Today I rise to speak in
support of commuters in the Whittlesea township who
have signed a petition to the Minister for Transport
which draws attention to the growing need for direct
transport to Epping, particularly for senior and disabled
patrons needing hospital services. I commend Mrs Tess
Henderson, the president of the Combined Pensioners
Association of Whittlesea, for her initiative in
organising the petition. She is a great community
person, always looking for ways her community can be
served better.
Since 1999 the Bracks government has spent around
$75 million on new and extended bus services in
Victoria. It has put on more new bus services than any
other government in the last 50 years, including many
new services in my electorate and the extension of
existing services such as the Greensborough–Humevale
bus and the soon-to-be introduced train link service
between South Morang and Epping. This commitment
will continue and bus services in outer areas will be a
priority in future public transport funding allocations.
A key action arising from Melbourne 2030 was to
develop a metropolitan bus plan. This has been done
and the bus plan will provide a comprehensive plan for
bus services throughout metropolitan Melbourne. I am
confident that the minister will continue through this
plan to support the extension of public transport in
outer suburban and rural fringe areas such as Whittlesea
township. This contrasts with the Kennett government
which privatised the rail network and cut public
transport services to Whittlesea township.

Foster care: concession card
Mr COOPER (Mornington) — The Queensland
government has put in place a foster carer card, which
is an excellent initiative. The card has the dual purpose
of assisting carers in their day-to-day fostering duties
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by providing easy identification to government
agencies and hospitals along with providing access to a
range of government concessions and business
discounts. The card provides all of that to approved
foster carers and approved relative carers as well as to
children and young people in care. In Queensland the
card is valid for three years and is reissued on
application.
One of the main purposes of the foster carer card is to
provide some assistance with the costs incurred by
carers in looking after children in protective care. This
card is a great initiative, which I urge the Bracks
government to copy. Foster carers do a marvellous job
in caring for some of our most vulnerable youngsters
and in most cases they carry out that task at
considerable cost to themselves, both physically and
financially. Their commitment is 24 hours per day on
every day the young person is in their care, and that
responsibility is in addition to all the other
responsibilities they have to their own families and
careers. They deserve our thanks.
The establishment of a foster carer card in Victoria
would be a tangible way for the government to say
thank you to carers on behalf of the Victorian
community. I urge the government to act on this
suggestion.

Narre South Lions
Mr WILSON (Narre Warren South) — I rise to
inform the house of the successful youth sports group,
the Narre South Lions, which operates at the Strathaird
oval next to the site of the proposed Strathaird primary
school. During the football season the club participated
in the Auskick program with 111 participants. During
the summer season 50 young people participated in the
Milo cricket program, 20 in softball and 15 commenced
recently in a Friday evening under-11 cricket
competition.
The principal administration of Narre South Lions is
completed by Cr Rob Wilson, the group’s tireless
secretary, and Bob Halsall, the vice-president. A special
note must also be made of Melinda Robinson, a
fantastic all-round sportswoman who dedicates much
time and great energy to Narre South Lions. In the
10-week break between the winter season and the
summer season Melinda organised the all-sports
programs, with two sports each week being played on
Saturday mornings.
The club is also running training sessions for girls
football, with around 20 participating currently and a
larger number expressing further interest. The club is
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currently talking to Football Victoria and the
Dandenong District Junior Football League about the
potential of this interest.
Strathaird oval, where the program runs, is beside the
site for the newly announced Strathaird primary school.
Tenders for the new primary school closed at 2.00 p.m.
yesterday. I wait with interest to see the costings that I
am sure will be released in the near future.

Students: travel concessions
Mr DIXON (Nepean) — This government is
certainly anti-student, and it has shown it in many
ways, especially recently. Many students rely on public
transport to get to further education, to training or to
school. Their fares are going to be vastly increased
from next year. Not only that, the cost of concession
cards will rise by 10 per cent next year as well.
A few weeks ago the government announced that
TAFE fees would be put up by 25 per cent. The fees
will now be indexed and will go up every year from
next year. It also broke a 1999 election promise to
reduce the student concession card fee to the level of
secondary school students. The Minister for Transport
had the cheek last week to answer a dorothy dixer
during the adjournment debate, when he said students
should be grateful for the broken promise and blamed a
lack of communication for its non-acceptance. A partial
reduction in the student concession level is not what
was promised in 1999. The government should not be
discouraging students from continuing their education;
it should be encouraging them and it should reverse the
decisions it has made concerning these students.

Mooroolbark Heights Secondary College:
valedictory dinner
Ms McTAGGART (Evelyn) — It was a great
pleasure to attend the Mooroolbark Heights Secondary
College valedictory dinner on Friday, 21 November.
The night was a huge success and I would like to thank
the principal, Geoff Flett, the head of senior school,
Sally Cheah-Johnson, and senior school coordinator,
Greg Hooke, for inviting me to participate in this event.
Six hundred and fifty guests attended the function,
which is an indication of the level of spirit at
Mooroolbark and a reflection of the commitment of the
principal, teachers, staff, school council, Parents,
Teachers and Citizens Association (PTCA) and parents.
The school community should be very proud of all
2003 graduates, and I would like to commend them on
their hard work. In particular I, along with the member
for Kilsyth, would like to congratulate the following
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students who received awards during the evening. The
recipients of the PTCA student leadership awards were
Amber Gibb, Bradley Gibbs, Nicole Roache, Bianca
Summers and Jason O’Meara; the Doug Fraser Award
recipient was Bianca Summers; the College Council
Award for Outstanding Academic Excellence recipient
was David Plant; and the Caltex All-Rounder Award
went to Amber Gibb.
I would like to congratulate the parents and guardians
of the class of 2003 for their guidance to and support of
these students. I would like to wish every graduate from
Mooroolbark Heights Secondary College every success
for the future. Congratulations and good luck.

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease:
management course
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave) — Last Friday I had
the very great pleasure of visiting the Greater
Dandenong Community Health Service to present
certificates to sufferers of chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD). These certificates and my
attendance marked COPD day as well as the
completion of a seven-week disease management
course. It also provided an opportunity to celebrate both
the achievements of these COPD sufferers and the
significant resource commitment made by this
government in this important area of health care.
The pulmonary rehabilitation program is one of the
many fine initiatives funded as part of the government’s
hospital admissions risk program, or HARP as it is
known. Local COPD sufferers enrolled in the course
undertake a number of exercise activities, are provided
with information on the management of their condition
and, importantly, receive support from dedicated staff
and fellow sufferers. To date 49 clients have completed
the seven-week course, with 32 of those clients now
enrolled in an important maintenance program.
I take this opportunity to congratulate the clients who
have completed the course and Greater Dandenong
Community Health Service coordinator, Sue Wright,
and her dedicated team on this important program.
COPD is a major challenge in community health and
this program, together with the HARP initiative, sees us
well placed to deal with chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease and other issues. Well done to all concerned!

Hastings: Tidy Towns award
Ms BUCHANAN (Hastings) — The reinvigorated
Hastings region has scooped the pool again, this time as
the 2004 Victorian tidiest town, as well winning in a
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variety of state categories, and will go on to represent
Victoria in the national Tidy Town awards.

system, the IT staff responded above and beyond the
call of duty.

Full credit must be given to Cr Brian Stahl and team at
the Mornington Peninsula Shire Council for their
tireless work for and commitment to the betterment of
Hastings. Credit and congratulations must also go to the
Hastings West Park Primary School principal, Brian
Forward, and his team on collecting the Proud Primary
School of Victoria award. All the students at this
fantastic school should be very proud of their
achievement.

We came very close to losing the whole system. Staff
worked around the clock from the Friday afternoon
until the Sunday afternoon to not only restore data but
also to have the system up and running again for the
following sitting week.

Full praise must also go to ranger Sean Wilmore and
the committed team at the Warringine Park estate for
justifiably collecting the Victorian ongoing project
award. Congratulations also go to the Mornington
Peninsula Shire Council in relation to the Bracks Labor
government-funded Pelican Park Recreation Centre
picking up the outstanding beautification award.
These state awards come on top of the five regional
awards which were won by the Hastings region earlier
in the year. A local newspaper headline reads ‘Poor
relation gets lucky’. Hastings certainly did get lucky
when the Bracks Labor government committed to
investing in the infrastructure and community works
that over the past four years have reinvigorated the
Hastings region. Congratulations go to all Tidy Town
winners on, again, a job well done by the Victorian
Keep Australia Beautiful Council and the premier
sponsor, Ecorecycle.

Parliament: computers
Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) — I would like to
congratulate the staff of the IT unit on their
commitment to and expertise in restoring the IT system
on the weekend of 15 and 16 November. Members and
other users were understandably annoyed when on the
Friday afternoon without warning they lost access to
the email system. This was caused by the failure of 5
out of 20 hard disk drives in the server area networks.
The problem was compounded by the slowness and
failure of backup tapes to restore data.
I shall refrain from giving IBM the same spray I gave
Epson in a previous member’s statement, but there is
clearly a need for IBM to improve its responsiveness. I
also have concerns about relying on tapes for backup.
To the extent there is any blame to be apportioned, it
goes back to the rollout last year, as has been canvassed
extensively in the Auditor-General’s report. However,
the point of my statement this morning is to record that
while users were frustrated at the loss of the email

My congratulations and thanks go to Grant Inwood,
John Lovell and all the IT staff for their commitment to
the Parliament under very difficult circumstances.

Parliament: intern program
Ms BEARD (Kilsyth) — It is with much pleasure
that I inform the house that last week I received a copy
of the report by a parliamentary intern, Anna Burke.
The title of her report is Autism in the Eastern
Region — An Investigation into Experiences of
Transition for Children with Autism (0–6) years and
Their Families During Early Childhood.
Parliament’s intern program gives 50 to 60 students the
opportunity to work with a member of Parliament for
13 weeks to experience political life first hand and to
engage in serious research on a topic of interest to both
parties, supervised by an academic. Students attend
induction and research seminars, keep a journal, write a
reflective essay and submit a research report, which
after assessment is filed in the parliamentary library.
The program was started in 1990 with the University of
Melbourne and Monash University working in
partnership with the parliamentary library and has been
widely copied in other jurisdictions. It was initiated to
stimulate research in legislative studies, make
university research services available to the Parliament
and generally bring the two institutions closer together.
It gives young people an insight into what public life
and policy development is really like as opposed to the
way it is presented in the media. It also gives MPs the
opportunity to explore issues at a deeper level than time
and resources usually allow.
I was delighted yesterday to attend the awarding of the
President’s prize for the most outstanding
parliamentary intern. I congratulate Genevieve Grant,
who worked with the member for Mordialloc, on
receiving the President’s prize.

Warburton-Millgrove Football Club
Ms LOBATO (Gembrook) — I would like to
congratulate the Warburton-Millgrove football club on
its tireless efforts to ensure the long-term success of its
club and the broader community. On Sunday I had the
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pleasure of attending a function at the club to present
certificates of appreciation and life memberships.
Prior to this function the club organised its annual
auction to raise money to support the club. Last
weekend it raised over $40 000, and people who have
previously lived in the area and have moved away
always come back for this very special occasion. People
came from Mount Gambier, Mornington and all over to
support their club and also to support the wider
community.
I have been a great supporter of the
Warburton-Millgrove football club over the past
year — the Burras, as they are affectionately known.
Mr Baillieu interjected.
Ms LOBATO — Go the Burras!
Mr Baillieu interjected.
Ms LOBATO — That is how long I have been here.
I have attended many functions, and I am proud to
support the club.

Youth: credit cards
Mr SEITZ (Keilor) — As we approach Christmas I
would like to warn the people of Victoria not to
overextend expenditure on their credit cards. That
fantastic plastic becomes a problem after Christmas
when the bills come in and people have to make the
payments on them. It is very important that our young
people in particular when using credit cards for the first
time do not overextend themselves to buy presents for
Christmas and when they shop overseas on the Internet,
which is now available to them.
It is very exciting for young people in particular, with
all the advertising that goes on and when they have
time off from school, to look at all the shopping
possibilities — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
The honourable member’s time has expired. The time
allocated for members statements has now concluded.

UPPER YARRA VALLEY AND
DANDENONG RANGES REGIONAL
STRATEGY PLAN
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning) — I
move:
That pursuant to section 46D(1)(c) of the Planning and
Environment Act 1987, amendment no. 116 to the Upper
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Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges Regional Strategy Plan
be approved.

Last week after vigorous and lengthy debate both
houses of Parliament ratified amendments to
13 planning schemes around Melbourne to finalise the
protection of green wedges and settle the urban growth
boundary outside the growth areas, although I note that
the opposition in both houses opposed the package.
However, Parliament ratified it, as required by law.
Some elements of the changes to the Yarra Ranges
Planning Scheme require dual approval. Therefore I
approved amendment 116 to the Upper Yarra Valley
and Dandenong Ranges Regional Strategy Plan, known
as the strategy plan. This is a consequential amendment
to ensure consistency between that strategy plan and the
urban growth boundary (UGB) now in the Yarra
Ranges planning scheme.
The house would be aware that both amendments,
though consequential and technical, require the
approval of Parliament. Amendments to the strategy
plan have always required this approval, which reflects
the status of the strategy plan in protecting this very
sensitive environmental area in the Yarra Ranges.
Of course the urban growth boundary also required
ratification. That reflects the government’s commitment
to giving the protection of the Parliament — the highest
level of protection you can offer — to the green
wedges. That is in accordance with section 46D of the
Planning and Environment Act 1987.
I should inform the house that the amendment was
initiated by the Shire of Yarra Ranges and has its full
support. This amendment does not in any way change
the urban growth boundary. It certainly does not change
the core planning provisions which the government
introduced to define appropriate and inappropriate uses
of land in our sensitive green wedges.
The purpose of the strategy plan is to provide policies
and directions to conserve the important agricultural
and environmental assets of the Upper Yarra Valley
and Dandenong Ranges region. This is the template the
government used for the parliamentary ratification of
changes to the urban growth boundary. The aim of the
government and the council is for each to be consistent
with the other.
The strategy plan has been in place since the 1980s. Its
policies were initially implemented through four
planning schemes that originally covered the region: the
Healesville, Upper Yarra, Sherbrooke and Lillydale
planning schemes. It is now the Yarra Ranges planning
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scheme, after the amalgamations by the previous
government.
A couple of urban areas are affected by these changes,
and I would like to draw the attention of the house to
those. The regional strategy plan will recognise that
three existing urban settlements — Millgrove,
Launching Place and Westbourne — are now included
within the UGB and the Yarra Ranges planning
scheme. In addition some small areas of existing urban
development around other townships are also included
in the UGB — for example, existing urban zones on the
edges of Monbulk and Healesville.
The approval of amendment 116 will not alter the
zoning or development controls of any land under the
Yarra Ranges planning scheme. The purpose of this
amendment is to recognise all existing townships and
urban areas in the shire. The amendment will not
allow — and I stress this — any new development or
subdivision beyond those already permitted by the
Yarra Ranges planning scheme. Again it is a
consequential technical amendment to bring the
strategy into line with the urban growth boundary
changes ratified by the Parliament.
Amendment 116 supports the intent of the existing
policy in the regional strategy plan. That purpose is, as I
have said, to recognise existing urban areas already
included in the urban growth boundary in the Yarra
Ranges strategy plan. It is very important that the
policies and directions of the planning scheme in the
strategy plan and in Melbourne 2030 are consistent.
The intent is for them to be consistent; we now need to
ensure technical consistency.
Together they provide a very solid package of
protection for this sensitive area. They protect the
original purpose of the strategy plan in the 1980s — to
ensure that an area that is quite sacred in terms of
agricultural value and environmental sensitivity is
looked after at the highest level.
Amendment 116 brings together the detailed expression
of the strategy plan with the agreed Melbourne 2030
policy for this very valued part of Melbourne. It
introduces a reference to Melbourne 2030 into the
strategy plan and clarifies in the township policy area
that the extent of the townships include those areas
mapped in the strategy plan or included within the
UGB in the Yarra Ranges planning scheme. It also
clarifies that in the landscape living policy area there
are a small number of areas which are urban in
character and which are quite appropriately included in
the UGB.
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I repeat that within the landscape living policy area no
new development or subdivision will result beyond
what is already permitted, as there are no consequential
amendments to zones or development and subdivision
controls in the Yarra Ranges planning scheme.
This is an important amendment. It was proposed to
bring it in with the package of planning amendments to
settle the urban growth boundary, but I received advice
that we should separate the two. Given the fuss that the
opposition made about the planning amendments last
week, I think it was the correct decision to separate
them so that the issue of the highest level of protection
for the Yarra Ranges is made very clear and can be
dealt with separately.
This is an important but consequential and technical
amendment. It completes the technical process, if you
like. I thank the Department of Sustainability and
Environment for the very detailed work it has done on
the planning amendments, pulling them together and,
most particularly, allowing the government to deliver a
historic package of protections for the green wedges.
We now have legislated — that is the highest level of
protection you can give anything — to protect the green
wedges. We have introduced the core planning
provisions to define appropriate and inappropriate uses
in those delicate areas. We have now introduced two
new zones — the green wedge zone and the rural
conservation zone. We have prohibited, through
changes to the core planning provisions, small lot
excisions, which all had agreed were totally
inappropriate in green wedge areas. But there had been
at least one council going against the spirit of that
agreement; that will now no longer be possible.
In settling the urban growth boundary we have also
agreed — and we are the only Australian city to do
this — to have a guaranteed 15-year ongoing supply of
land. In the context of the debate, prompted largely by
the federal government’s inquiry into housing
affordability through the Productivity Commission,
there has been much debate about land supply. I repeat:
we are the only Australian city to have a guaranteed
15-year supply.
This also means an end to ad hoc decision making and
an end to the ad hoc sprawl from the edges of
Melbourne, where often the subdivisions arrived before
the services were much thought about. In the long term
this will allow us to manage a population increase. If
the projections are right, and it certainly seems they are
spot-on, Melbourne will enjoy both the challenges and
the opportunities of having up to an extra million
people over the next 30 years. That is another Adelaide;
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that is several Canberras. The quantum of the
population growth should not be underestimated, and
an intelligent and consultative government has now
planned to manage that growth for the future in a way
that protects our green wedges but does not constrain in
any way land supply around Melbourne.
Judging by the year-long consultation the government
has conducted with councils, organisations, individuals
and citizens generally, I think there has been a positive
engagement in the process of Melbourne 2030. There
have been 1500 separate submissions, including
500 submissions on the urban growth boundary, but
unfortunately not one submission from the opposition.
This has now become something of an embarrassment.
When I regularly meet with stakeholders — from the
Property Council of Australia and the Housing Industry
Association of Australia to the Victorian Council of
Social Service and Save our Suburbs — the call is,
‘When will there be bipartisan support for the principles
and key directions of Melbourne 2030?’.
Mr Honeywood interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — The member for Warrandyte
interjects. The difference is that the opposition did not
have a plan.
Mr Honeywood interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — It did not have a plan. The
Labor Party supported the concept of the green wedges,
Acting Speaker, as you probably would recall.
Mr Honeywood interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — The member for Warrandyte
is severely embarrassed by this, because his party, last
Thursday, voted against the package protecting the
green wedges. I notice that the member for Warrandyte
was so embarrassed that he did not even attempt to
vote.
Mr Honeywood interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
The honourable member for Warrandyte will cease
interjecting across the table.
Ms DELAHUNTY — The member for Warrandyte
was obviously uncomfortable about his party’s voting
against the finalisation of the package of green wedges
and abstained, scurrying away from the Parliament. I
have checked Hansard, and the member for
Warrandyte is not listed at all as either voting for the
package of protections or voting against it. On the green
wedges I think he is trying to sit on a barbed wire
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fence! He is not actually declaring to the public what he
supports. I think the green wedge coalition understands
the ambiguity and the difficulty of his position.
However, in order to give courage to the opposition to
come forward and respond to the call by the key players
in Melbourne 2030 to give bipartisan support to this
long-term planning vision, I point out that it has been
very heartening for the government — although for the
opposition it has probably been galling — to see the
response in the local newspapers to the package
protecting and settling the urban growth boundary.
The Berwick News had the headline ‘New boundaries
protect foothills’ — again, very supportive. On the front
page of the Diamond Valley Leader is the headline
‘Wedged into place’, with a photograph of a couple of
Labor members and a large group of green wedge
coalitionists. I think they are toasting the green wedge
protection package in champagne, but it might be
orange juice — it is hard to tell in a black-and-white
clip. Certainly they are very supportive of this package.
It goes on past the first page with another heading
‘Green areas saved from development’ and another
beautiful photograph. In fact, this time the member for
Eltham is photographed with the president of the Green
Wedge Protection Group, Kahn Franke. Certainly the
Diamond Valley is very pleased that the Parliament
passed these planning amendments.
Further around the edges of this great metropolitan city
there is a nice big headline in the Sunbury Telegraph:
‘Boundary change for urban/industry growth but …
wedges safe’, which I think sums up precisely the fact
that we have got the balance right. We have made
boundary adjustments to ensure that we will not
constrain the supply of land and to guarantee our
commitment to 15 years of ongoing supply. To ensure
we do not lose our competitive advantage in any
industries we have provided further growth potential for
the industry areas, particularly around Hume and
Dandenong.
The Springvale Dandenong Leader devoted several
pages of reporting to these historic changes. I will not
read through all the copy, but the headlines are very
encouraging and supportive. The Springvale Dandenong
Leader has the headline ‘Mapping out city’s
expansion — growth boundary sets limits for future’.
The article states:
Historic legislation introduced in state Parliament last
Tuesday has set guidelines for the future of urban growth
across Melbourne.

It goes on to talk about the detail of that and about the
consultation process. It is interesting that most of the
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suburban newspapers, and indeed the metropolitan
newspapers, are keenly aware of the detailed and
laborious consultation that we and the department did.
The Springvale Dandenong Leader notes that there
were more than 500 submissions on the urban growth
boundary, with a lot of detail and rigour — but again
there was not a word, not a syllable, not a note from the
opposition on this critical matter of planning for
Melbourne’s future over the next 30 years.
Again in the Springvale Dandenong Leader is the
headline ‘City nod to reviewed vision’. It is interesting
to see the ‘vision’ word come up, because this is not
about short-term politics, it is clearly about a long-term
plan for the future of our city. In the past all parties,
both in government and in opposition, have done the
hard work — I guess that is the difference — to make
sure that this is a vision that can be signed up to and
supported so that everyone has a sense of clarity about
what the future might hold.
The City of Greater Dandenong is reported in the article
as having:
… welcomed the state government’s changes to the urban
growth boundary.

It is also reported as saying that:
It will bring benefits to the entire community.

The Brimbank Star has a terrific and very supportive
summary under the headline ‘Growth plans allow for
green wedges — urban strategy satisfies a range of
interests’. That is quite significant, because as we all
know planning is about balance, and there are often
competing interests that have to be managed for the
long-term benefit of the whole community. I think the
Brimbank Star has pretty well got it right — ‘Urban
strategy satisfies a range of interests’.
This newspaper quotes the Oliver Hume Real Estate
Group, which was quite effusive in its support for this
combined package. The real estate group is Australia’s
leading residential project marketer and does a lot of
business here in Melbourne.
Oliver Hume’s managing director, Mr Michael Duster,
said:
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Mr Duster commended the government for
implementing what he believed had evolved to become
a logical and well-planned land management strategy
for Melbourne’s outer growth corridors.
Again we hear the word ‘consultation’ and the word
‘involvement’. What we heard from the opposition last
week was constant bleating about the fact that they did
not know what was going on. They must have been
asleep — the shadow minister must have been paddling
under water for 12 months because everybody else in
Melbourne and beyond has been exercised and indeed
involved in discussions about Melbourne 2030.
The headline in the Mordialloc Chelsea Leader — we
are doing a nice little circumnavigation of the
Melbourne area — is also a good one: ‘Wedge policy
puts brakes on sprawling burbs’. In colloquial terms
that is not a bad summary of the work the government
has been doing for the last 12 months. Again this
newspaper makes the point that more than
500 submissions were received on the interim urban
growth boundary but not one word, not one syllable,
not one line and not one issue was raised by or for the
opposition.
It is quite tragic that the newspapers are noticing this
fact — and the stakeholders are certainly noticing it. It
is becoming a big issue — an opposition that is being
seen as without ideas, and even more damaging, as
being lazy. If you do not do the hard work you do not
produce the goods.
The Mordialloc Chelsea Leader also calls for laws to
curb the urban sprawl in another terrific headline. Right
around the metropolitan area we have what I think are
herograms for what is a very good change to the urban
growth boundary and a fantastic package to protect
green wedges. I know it is an embarrassment for the
opposition — or it should be an embarrassment. The
green wedges groups know that the member for
Warrandyte speaks with a forked tongue. He says he
supports them, but he has not convinced his party to
come out and support the green wedges. That is a great
shame and a great embarrassment.

… it was rewarding to see details of a settled boundary after
much consultation and involvement …

Mr Honeywood — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, I take offence at being described as somebody
with a forked tongue, and I ask the minister to
withdraw.

Oliver Hume has worked in close consultation with the
minister, the Labor government and key stakeholders to
provide real-life, current data to aid the finetuning of the
Melbourne 2030 strategy …

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
The honourable member for Warrandyte has asked the
minister to withdraw a remark.
Ms DELAHUNTY — I withdraw.
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
The minister has withdrawn.
Ms DELAHUNTY — We do have some sensitivity
on the other side. I issue an invitation to the opposition
to sit down with us so that we can explain what the
marvellous vision of Melbourne 2030 is all about. We
have given the opposition more than 12 months, and we
have given it endless invitations. If opposition members
do not want to listen to the government, they should
listen to the stakeholders. It is becoming an
embarrassing issue. I am very tired of stakeholders
asking me when the opposition will give some sort of
consideration and thought to supporting at least the key
directions. We can argue about the detail, and that is the
nature of the implementation, but there is now a
detailed scaffolding of implementation in place that is
operational and working.
The high-level reference group of all key stakeholders
from the Housing Industry Association — and I noticed
many members of the opposition were at the awards
last week — is saying to us, ‘When is this opposition
going to understand the challenges around planning,
and particularly around managing future population
growth?’. I am saying to them, ‘Do not talk to us; if you
can find any shadow minister who is not on strike
against their own leader try to get an appointment to
talk about the future of Melbourne’.
The Age editorial of 21 November is very heartening
with its headline ‘Green blueprint for growing city’. I
guess that sums it up beautifully. That is a wonderful
editorial headline from the Age. The editorial states:
The urban growth boundary sensibly allows new growth
while protecting green areas.

The editorial goes on to show a very detailed
understanding of the philosophy, principles, policy and
practical application of Melbourne 2030. I will not
embarrass the opposition by reading it — I might
actually, I jolly well might! What I will do is quote the
words with which the Age concluded its editorial:
If we wish to keep our city vibrant, green and livable, careful
planning is necessary. Politicians are often accused of
short-term thinking. The latest initiatives are a welcome
attempt to accommodate a longer view.

I think the Age is saying that the Bracks government
can make the hard decisions. It can work with the
stakeholders, all of them, whatever their perspective.
We will do the hard work. It shows that the Bracks
government has the courage to make the hard decisions.
Of course we do not scurry away from the hard
decisions, unlike the member for Warrandyte, who
could not even convince his party to vote for this
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package. I do hope he is going to convince his party to
vote for this technical amendment on the Upper Yarra
Ranges.
Mr Honeywood interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — The member for Warrandyte
interjects. We thought he would probably get to this.
Mr Honeywood interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — I was proposing to bring this
in last week, but there was some advice that said that
the opposition probably will not be able to manage the
package they have in front of them. It said, ‘Do not
confuse them’.
Mr Honeywood interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — Make up your mind. The
member for Warrandyte is changing his tune. The fact
of the matter is that we have tried to make it easy for
the opposition — we have tried to spell it out, we have
tried to give it all the briefings in the world, we are
trying to give it some assistance.
We have here a consequential technical amendment,
and the government would assume that following the
embarrassment of last week when the opposition voted
against protection for the green wedges, voted against
settling the urban growth boundary, voted against
clarity and certainty — —
Mr Honeywood interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
The honourable member for Warrandyte will cease
interjecting across the table and will address his
remarks through the Chair.
Ms DELAHUNTY — Empty vessels make the
most noise, I am afraid.
So we are now giving the opposition a chance to make
amends and do what it says it will do in supporting our
vitally sensitive agricultural and environmental land.
This is an opportunity for the opposition to, in a way,
quietly apologise for the embarrassment of last week
and to now say that it is on board with the rest of
Victoria which wants to see Melbourne 2030,
particularly the green wedge package of protection,
supported and saluted. It also wants to see the Smart
Growth committees functioning and being supported in
this rigorous analysis of our ongoing needs.
The rest of the community is supportive of the
government’s plan and vision. The member for
Warrandyte is embarrassed. He has scurried off. He
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would not vote with his party last week, and he
probably will not vote for this, yet he goes out and
speaks to the green groups in his area of Warrandyte
and says, ‘Oh, yes, the Liberal Party supports the green
wedges’. Nothing could be further from the truth. In
politics you get caught out if you are trying to play both
sides.
An Honourable Member — He’s got a forked
tongue.
Ms DELAHUNTY — He has, unfortunately. He
has a real problem with his tongue.
Acting Speaker, this is a consequential technical
amendment. I hope the opposition can see its way
forward to support this. This is a strategy plan that has
been in operation since the 1980s. We have brought
changes — very few changes, in fact — to the Yarra
Ranges strategy plan to the Parliament. This is about
ensuring that it is consistent. It was requested and
supported by the council, and it is clearly supported by
the government.
In commending the motion to the house I acknowledge
again the marvellous work done by the officers from
the Department of Sustainability and Environment, a
couple of whom are with us in the gallery today. They
have given long hours of extraordinary work, making
detailed and rigorous assessments of these planning
amendments. My office staff too have worked long
hours, particularly with stakeholders and members of
Parliament. In commending the motion to the house I
would like to thank the members on this side who have
shown extraordinary interest and dedication to the
detail of these planning scheme amendments.
Ms Green interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — And on the other side of the
house, I thank the member for Yan Yean, who, on the
front page of her local newspaper, is justly rewarded for
the detailed work that she and others in our caucus have
done. This government’s members know the
importance of Melbourne 2030 and are prepared to do
the work. Unfortunately the Liberal Party is known
right around this state as a party without ideas. Most of
its shadow ministers are on strike, but I hope we can
overcome that. I commend the motion to the house.
Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — Here we go again!
What a remarkable exercise in the minister’s spin,
covering up a fundamental sloppiness on behalf of the
minister and the government. Here we go again with
another change to the planning system at short notice,
requiring ratification by the Parliament without public
exhibition or notice. It is just like last week when, as the
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minister reminded us, we had 150 planning scheme
amendments across 13 planning schemes, some with
controversial changes to the urban growth boundary, all
requiring ratification under the government’s own
green wedge changes to the Environment Planning Act.
Those ratification processes were designed for
maximum scrutiny, but instead they were rammed
through the Parliament in just 48 hours, compressed
into one motion with no public exhibition.
Where does the Liberal Party stand on that exercise?
We said at the time, as we have said consistently, we
support green wedge protection, but we oppose the
process which was used last week to introduce those
changes without public notice or exhibition. We said
that it set an ugly precedent and we were ridiculed by
government members attempting to cover up that
inadequate process last week. Lies were told to the
Parliament by government members. I was interested to
see on Friday that we were supported by the Property
Council of Victoria which put out a release on Friday
afternoon stating we were absolutely correct in what we
were saying about the ills of the process perpetrated last
week by the government.
Did the government learn anything? It is extraordinary,
but it did not, because here we go again! As I said, now
we have a motion introduced without public exhibition,
a notice requiring ratification and seeking an
amendment to the Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong
Ranges Regional Planning Scheme. Let me simply
refer to it as the regional planning scheme. That seeks a
change under part 3A of the Planning Environment Act,
sections 46A to 46G, and it is being done without
public exhibition or notice, and it is being rammed
through the house yet again.
I note with interest that no notice was given to the
council about this motion going through. I suspect the
council understands what is happening here, but the
minister herself said, in item 12 on page 2 of her
statement entitled ‘Reasons for decision to exercise
power of intervention’:
I have not consulted with the Yarra Ranges Shire Council on
this matter.

That is a quote. The minister had not consulted with the
Yarra Ranges Shire Council on this matter. However,
having spoken to the council I think it understands at
least what is happening.
Last week’s precedent is now back in front of us after
just a few days. That is extraordinary. Not only is this
precedent now being used to ram this change through
the Parliament, but the minister has had to exercise her
powers of intervention to do so. The reasons she gives
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in her statement accompanying the use of the
intervention powers are simply dodgy; I will refer to
those in a moment. But why is this happening? It is
happening not because of all the precious and fine
words the minister has just uttered, but because the
government got it wrong. It is seeking here to clean up
the mess it left last week. It would appear from the
presentation of this motion that what was done last
week may have been unlawful in terms of the Planning
and Environment Act.
What is happening here? The minister has used her
intervention powers without consulting the Shire of
Yarra Ranges, the affected council, to amend the
regional strategy plan, making a unilateral change to
add township boundaries and references to the urban
growth boundary and specifically mentioning Wesburn,
Launching Place, Millgrove and Healesville. I was
interested to note that the minister also mentioned
Monbulk, which is not mentioned in the note
accompanying amendment 116 or in the references to
be included in the regional strategy plan. Nor was it
included in references given to the opposition in the
briefing this week.
The history of the Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong
Ranges Regional Strategy Plan is an interesting and
long one. As the minister said, it has been established
for the last 20 years and is designed to protect what we
all regard as a precious and important part of
Melbourne. Since the mid-1990s it has been aligned in
its coverage with the Shire of Yarra Ranges. The
previous government introduced an amendment
requiring, as parliamentary protection, the ratification
of any changes to the regional planning scheme. There
have been several changes over the years, and many
times when in opposition members of the Labor Party
railed against some of them. That was seen to be
somewhat churlish at the time; nevertheless the current
government had a different view of the changes when it
was in opposition.
I was advised on Monday afternoon that the
government would be introducing this motion, and a
briefing was arranged on Tuesday. What was
interesting about the briefing was the degree of
uncertainty expressed by the advisers present. I thank
the ministerial adviser, Rebecca Falkingham, who has
made a considerable effort to provide information. But I
note that some specific information that I sought has
not been provided, and I will come to that in a minute.
I understand that the National Party will move a
reasoned amendment. I will not go into that, but the
reality is that I can understand why the National Party
will do it. This is a fairly complex issue, and the
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technical rationale for it is also complex. Members of
the National Party, along with the community, have at
best had only two days notice of that material. I may
understand what is happening here, but perhaps that is
not as significant as ensuring that the public
understands. I am not convinced that others either know
or understand. Even at the briefing we received there
was a degree of uncertainty about exactly what was
happening, which perhaps betrayed the rush with which
this is being done. In saying that, the opposition will be
supporting the reasoned amendment to be moved by the
National Party.
In looking at the land in the Yarra Ranges shire affected
by the regional strategy plan, one can see effectively
two streams of action flowing from any change to its
use. One is provided by the green wedge land clauses of
the Planning and Environment Act, which require
ratification for effectively any subdivision changes to
that land. Secondly, the regional strategy plan requires
ratification by Parliament of any change.
The effect of last week’s amendment was to complicate
some of the understandings of that process. The reality
is that last week the urban growth boundary was
applied to a number of areas to which it had not
previously applied, including a number of townships.
As a consequence of that, as I mentioned in my
contribution last week, those townships have been
removed from the status of green wedge land and de
facto are now regarded as urban land. Having been
removed from green wedge land status, they are also
removed from the requirement for any change within
the urban growth boundary around those townships to
be ratified by the Parliament under the green wedge
land protection ratification provisions. However, they
will still require ratification in the event that an
amendment to the regional strategy plan is required by
any changes inside those townships.
For land outside those urban growth boundary areas a
double ratification is required under both the green
wedge land provisions and the regional strategy plan
provisions. This was a point I raised last week in my
contribution, and the minister at the table at the time
chose to continually interject and ridicule the
suggestion.
Mr Hulls — Your suggestion? Did I ridicule it?
Mr BAILLIEU — Not the minister sitting at the
table now, the learned Attorney-General, but the
Minister for Planning, who chose to ridicule that
suggestion. The reality is that I was correct, and that
was confirmed somewhat reluctantly at the briefing
since then.
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That creates a situation where significant differences
are possible. The problem for the government is that it
has the process referred to in the motion about the
change to the regional strategy plan entirely wrong, just
as it got the process wrong last week. There are actually
errors in the documents accompanying the motion, and
they betray the rush with which the documents have
been prepared — and as I said, the approach has also
been wrong.
I go to the fundamental error the government has made.
The requirement for ratification under the provisions of
the regional strategy plan stems from section 46F of the
Planning and Environment Act, which says:
Despite anything to the contrary in this Act, the Minister must
not approve an amendment to a planning scheme under
section 35 in relation to the region if the amendment is
inconsistent with the approved regional strategy plan.

In other words, the regional strategy plan must come
first. What we had last week was quite the contrary: the
minister actually approved an amendment to the
planning scheme for the Yarra Ranges shire which was
inconsistent with the regional strategy plan, in direct
contravention of the requirements of the act. The
government got its sequence wrong.
I noted with some irony that the Minister for Planning
just now referred to this as a consequential technical
amendment. To some degree it is — but the
consequence is around the wrong way! I am sure that in
her mind the minister is acutely aware that the
government has got this wrong. Indeed, if there were to
be a consequential amendment of this sort, one would
imagine that the minister might have mentioned it last
week in her contribution — but no, there was no
mention of it. Again, in amendment C36 to the Yarra
Ranges planning scheme, which was ratified by the
Parliament last week, there was no mention of the
regional strategy plan nor to any change required to it.
Arguably, as I said, technically what was done last
week might have been considered unlawful in the sense
that the minister approved something which she was
not at liberty to approve because of the inconsistency.
There are a number of other errors in the documentation
which I want to draw attention to and which give rise to
yet more evidence that this process has been rushed and
is simply an exercise in the government trying to spin
itself out of a stuff-up of its own making. The
explanatory report on amendment 116 includes on
page 1 the following:
Section 46D of the Planning and Environment Act 1987
requires that the Minister for Planning cannot approve an
amendment that is inconsistent with the RSP.
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That is simply wrong. That is not the right section at all;
it is actually section 46F. Again, this is just an exercise
in sloppiness. As I said, the sequence under section 46
is wrong.
In addition, the use under section 20(4) of the Planning
and Environment Act of the intervention power is
described in the accompanying document to this
amendment, headed ‘Reasons for decision to exercise
power of intervention’. The last sentence in item 5
under ‘Request for intervention’ is:
Section 20(4) can therefore operate to expedite that
amendment.

Why would this need to be expedited, other than that
the reality is that the government got it wrong in the
first place and needs to correct the blunder? Further on
the reasons for intervention, the first dot point in
item 12 on the second page of the accompanying
statement of the reasons for the decision is:
The matter is of genuine regional significance …

That is one of the reasons provided in the act for
intervention. Honourable members should note that the
minister intervened and has not consulted the Yarra
Ranges Shire Council in bringing this amendment
forward, and that is all there in the documentation.
So yes, this is of genuine regional significance in the
sense that it affects the region, but given that the
minister has just told us it is only a consequential
amendment, it can hardly be of general regional
significance to have a consequential amendment
requiring intervention. If that is to become the standard
for interventions in the future, then again we are setting
an unfortunate precedent for the probity of process in
the planning system.
Further in the explanatory note accompanying this
statement, the minister refers to the Yarra Ranges Shire
Council, noting the need to maintain consistency.
Item 12 of the intervention statement states:
… in its submission on the UGB —

the Yarra Ranges Shire Council —
has noted the need for this amendment so as to maintain
consistency between the RSP —

regional strategy plan —
and the Yarra Ranges planning scheme.

No, that is not what the Shire of Yarra Ranges said in
its submission to the UGB. Yes, it noted the need to
include additional townships in the notion of the urban
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growth boundary, but it never raised the issue of
consistency, because in its view the regional strategy
plan comes first. Again it is just another instance where
sloppiness on behalf of the government has come to the
fore and betrayed the reality of the situation here.
The minister also says, somewhat remarkably, in
item 14 of the intervention statement, the last dot point:
Melbourne 2030 is the principal strategic policy of the
government for the metropolitan region and consistency with
the RSP … is desirable.

It is not a question of being desirable; it is actually
required by the law. It is not lawful for the minister to
approve an amendment which is not consistent. There
is not an option about it being the minister taking action
which is inconsistent; she has to comply with the law.
Interestingly, when I was provided with information by
the government on this matter, there was a suggestion
by the adviser that various provisions of the regional
planning scheme ensure that provisions of the Yarra
Ranges planning scheming are never inconsistent with
the regional planning scheme. That is wrong. They may
be inconsistent. All the planning scheme does is ensure
that there is a notion of priority and the priority is given,
we are told, to the regional strategy plan. So even the
advisers are not sure how this works. It is not a question
of squashing the inconsistency. The inconsistency can
be established by others, and that is a matter of
judgment. The reality is the minister must not approve
an amendment which is inconsistent.
At the briefing we received, as I mentioned earlier,
there was substantial uncertainty on a range of
information, again betraying the rush with which this
was done. There was a shortage of information
provided. I specifically asked for the dates of the
approvals, when these matters were signed off by the
minister. I have asked, I think three or four times, and a
lot of other information has been provided, but the
detailed dates of those approvals have not been
provided, which again can only lead to the conclusion
that this was a rushed process.
In addition, when we were discussing the townships of
Millgrove, Wesburn, Launching Place and Healesville,
and the insertion of those townships into the regional
strategy plan as townships, there was uncertainty
amongst the advisers as to what parts of those
townships were to be included and what had been left
out in the previous incarnation of the regional strategy
plan. When I raised the matter of whether there had
been a lessening of the protection by the removal of
ratification powers from those townships, the advisers
were under the belief that that was not so. I think by the
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end of the briefing we had revised that, but there was
certainly a degree of uncertainty.
We are told that the regional strategy plan is not
available on the Web, and in fact that the base maps
accompanying the regional strategy plan have been
destroyed. That is not the fault of the advisers, but the
reality is there is a degree of uncertainty about the
alignment of maps, and I have since been provided with
some maps which give some indication of the
townships; but certainly the correlation with the urban
growth boundary provisions that were approved last
week is not an easy thing to do on those maps with the
material provided last week.
I note again that the township of Monbulk was not
mentioned, although the minister mentioned it in her
contribution today. It was not mentioned in the briefing,
nor was it mentioned in the documents
accompanying — again an exercise in some
uncertainty.
There was uncertainty about which of the two options
the community has to consider — the regional strategy
plan or the Yarra Ranges planning scheme itself — has
priority in the event of inconsistency. We were told one
thing at the briefing, but otherwise in information since
provided. As I said before, there was uncertainty about
whether the ratification provisions applying to land
inside the urban growth boundary still applied to those
townships.
So there is some uncertainty attached to this, and whilst
the minister can stand up here and say that this is
consequential and technical, it is for others to
understand and have faith in the system, and the
process adopted here cannot lead you to thinking that
that is the case. I may understand what is going on here;
perhaps the shire does too. But by the minister’s own
admission in the documents accompanying, she has not
consulted the shire. I suspect it understands what is
going on, but the reality is that the government made a
blue, and this motion is before the chamber because it is
trying to fix it — and fix it in a hurry — to minimise
the scrutiny of the blue and minimise the opportunities
for others to be acquainted with the blue.
I suspect the net result will be, to the extent that I
understand this, that there will be no real material
difference in expectations or likely outcomes other than
those that were provided by the government last week.
But it is for others to have the opportunity to reach that
conclusion, and I think the process adopted here is
again an unfortunate precedent and simply reflects the
most unfortunate precedent established last week. The
minister, again on her feet, has referred to the urban
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growth boundary as final and settled, and I think in
conversations in the media the concrete nature of the
urban growth boundary has been exhorted, but nothing
could be further from the truth.
It is not final — it is not settled — and the minister has
anticipated changes in the processes which are set out
before the community with the Smart Growth
committees, and with the withholding of
154 submissions for further consideration for further
changes. The changes that were made in some areas
were particularly controversial, and the minister can do
as much standing on her feet and quoting orchestrated
articles as she likes — the spin is orchestrated. No
better example of that was the spin offered by the
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development report which was actually authored by
former staffers, I understand, of the Department of
Infrastructure, guided clearly by the department, and
without consultation with anybody else.
As I said, the concerns we expressed last week about
the process undertaken last week with the ratification
procedures have been endorsed by the Property
Council — our concerns for their material value rather
than any spin the government might have put on them.
Those who have looked at them will certainly come to
the conclusion that what was done last week was an
unfortunate and dangerous precedent, and is to be
hoped it does not occur again.
Sadly, it is not only occurring again, it is occurring
again within a week. The particular changes, as I have
said, may not lead to any material difference from the
expectations generated by last week, but the precedent
and the process are to be deplored; and the
government’s sloppiness in admitting so many errors
into its own documentation and the uncertainty of the
department, and indeed of the minister, who did not
even understand these things last week when the
opposition raised them, are also to be deplored.
The opposition will support the National Party’s
foreshadowed reasoned amendment. However, I state
again that we support Melbourne’s green wedges and
their protection. We look to the government to resource
their protection rather than simply embarking on
continuous exercises in spin and not actually engaging
in a substantial upgrade of green wedge land where it is
required and providing the sorts of incentives in which
land-holders will need to participate in that upgrade.
We look to the government to actually bring the
community with it rather than simply pushing and
spinning the community into an exercise where people
are required to believe whatever the minister says
regardless, and particularly regardless of the deplorable
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processes with which this government has undertaken
this exercise.
Again today we have had the minister on her feet
talking about the so-called consultation process which
led to the changes last week. There was no consultation
process. The amendments introduced last week had not
been seen by the community at all. There was no
exhibition of those amendments; there was no
consultation on those amendments. The consultation
that the minister continues to refer to and invite the
community to consider as the consultation involving
the amendments was actually consultation on the
original urban growth boundary — and 12 months later
a significant slab of changes were introduced.
As I said last week, I fear the precedent established for
the process last week will now be used to introduce
changes at intervals which I imagine will probably
align themselves with an electoral cycle. The electoral
cycles now are shifting two-year elements, both
municipal and state. It will be interesting to see how the
government proposes to deal with amendments
suggested by the so-called Smart Growth committees. It
will be interesting to see whether those amendments
actually provide the opportunity for the public not only
to make a submission but to see the submissions that
others make, in the same way as any submission on
planning scheme amendments made to panels are able
to be viewed now. If we are going to have a transparent
process with which everyone can feel comfortable, it
needs to be in the public arena so that all submissions
can be provided.
Again last week, when the minister was on her feet she
told Parliament that submissions had been on the
government web site in regard to the original urban
growth boundary. That is simply not true; this is a
falsehood perpetrated by the minister constantly. There
are no submissions available on the government web
site, just a list of some — and only some —
organisations that made a submission. You simply have
to ask the question: why the secrecy? Why couldn’t this
have been done in the same way as submissions made
to panels in regard to planning scheme amendments are
handled — they are always released?
It is sad that the government has chosen to do this in
this way. Again we are covering up sloppiness on
behalf of the government, which in its arrogance last
week said we were wrong in what we were saying.
Indeed, what we were saying has come around to bite
the government, and it has been forced to introduce this
in a rush to cover up its own blues. The Property
Council of Australia said we were right last week. We
are right again today.
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Mr Hulls — Come on: 2 minutes — jazz it up!
Mr BAILLIEU — The Attorney-General would
love this to be jazzed up. We can jazz it up all he likes,
but the reality is that the government has stuffed this
one up. It stuffed it up last week, and that is to be
deplored. If this government is to continue to handle
planning scheme amendments and regional strategy
plan amendments in this way, it will find it very
difficult to win the confidence of the people and of the
opposition.
Mrs POWELL (Shepparton) — I rise to speak on
behalf of the National Party on the motion by the
Minister for Planning seeking approval of
amendment 116 to the Upper Yarra Valley and
Dandenong Ranges Regional Strategy Plan. I move:
That all the words after ‘That’ be omitted with the view of
inserting in place thereof the words ‘this house refuses to
approve amendment 116 to the Upper Yarra Valley and
Dandenong Ranges Regional Strategy Plan tabled in this
house on 25 November 2003 until the amendment has been
placed on public exhibition for a minimum period of four
weeks and all affected communities have been notified of the
proposed changes and provided with an opportunity to
comment’.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Lindell) — Order!
I advise all speakers that they will be speaking to the
motion and to the amendment.
Mrs POWELL — If this amendment is not
supported by the house the National Party will oppose
the motion moved by the minister. We have a number
of reasons why we have some very grave concerns
about this motion. The shadow Minister for Planning
has already alluded to a number of them. One of the
reasons is the lack of time to confidently approve this
motion. We were debating a motion last week on
13 amendments that came through the house. We
opposed that on the very same grounds — that we do
not believe the amendments were exhibited and that
people did not have an opportunity to look at them.
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exhibited; an exemption from section 18 means that the
amendments do not have to be made available; and an
exemption from section 19 actually means that they do
not have to be given notice of. I guess the National
Party has to ask why? If it is needed, if it is all above
board and if there is nothing wrong with this motion or
the amendments, why did the minister intercept the
proper planning process and not give the community or
other stakeholders the opportunity to have a look at the
amendments, comment on them and then come back
and say, ‘We have approved them; we do not see
anything wrong with them’, or, ‘We do not approve of
them; we do see something wrong with them’? The
National Party is quite suspicious of the fact that there
is an exemption so that the minister does not have to
comply with sections 17, 18 and 19, which most other
planning authorities have to comply with.
As I said earlier, no evidence was provided either at the
briefing or by the minister when I did ask for some
information, so I am not aware of whether the minister
has actually written to the stakeholders and has their
approval. The minister says that is so — that everybody
supports Melbourne 2030. The National Party did not
oppose Melbourne 2030. But we were not talking about
Melbourne 2030 last week — we were talking about
changes to urban growth boundary for
13 municipalities — and this week we are talking about
something completely different, something that was
missed out last week.
The minister said that she had received some advice not
to bring in last week the motion that is before the house
this week and to split it from last week’s because we
might not be able to understand it or it might be too
much for us to comprehend. It probably would have
been fair for the minister to have alerted the Liberal and
National parties that this motion was coming in to at
least give us some time and some leeway moving into
it.
Mr Baillieu interjected.

The Minister for Planning said there has been a lot of
discussion with stakeholders and that they have
approved it. It would have been really nice of the
government to have shared that information with the
National Party, because when we asked for some
information we got a couple of pieces of paper — and I
will read a few of those later to put on record the sort of
consultation we got.

Mrs POWELL — The shadow Minister for
Planning says the Liberal Party did not know either.

Another reason is that the minister has exempted
herself from complying with sections 17, 18 and 19 of
the Planning and Environment Act 1987. An exemption
from section 17 means that the plans do not have to be

I was advised on Monday in my office at 10.30 a.m. by
Rebecca Falkingham, and I appreciated that
notification, but I had no time to do anything about it
then. I had asked for some follow-up information so

It is interesting to note that on the very last day of
sitting we are being asked to debate this motion. I have
outlined some of the reasons why the National Party
has moved the reasoned amendment — and it will
definitely oppose the motion when the vote is taken.
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that at least I knew what was coming in. Being a
country member of Parliament, if something goes to my
office it does not give me the appropriate time to be
able to look at maps and so forth, and sometimes the
time involved in travelling to Melbourne means I do not
have the down time which I could use to do some
research.
I was given some information and I was told it would
be introduced on Tuesday and debated on Thursday.
But even yesterday there was some confusion when we
were asking if it was going to be debated yesterday.
Nobody was really sure. We were advised late on
Wednesday that it would definitely come in on
Thursday. So there was still some confusion about
whether we were going to be debating it one day or two
days after it being introduced. I have to remind the
house and those who are reading Hansard this is the
last day of the sitting. We are debating something that is
supposedly so important and so needed that we are
debating it on the last day of the sitting.
At the briefing that I had with the department — I
organised that for the next day — I was told there was a
need to bring the strategy plan into alignment with the
urban growth boundary and that it was initiated by the
council, but as I will speak about later I have some
confirmation from the minister that indeed she did not
seek consultation from the council. So while the council
may have initiated the process it certainly did not see
the last plans or documents. It may have needed to see
that to make sure that what it asked for actually did get
on to the minister’s plans. They were the sorts of things
I asked for. Even if we had some evidence that the
council supported it, where was that evidence? Could
we not have had a letter from the council saying that it
totally supported this and that it hoped the Liberal and
National parties would support it? There is no
indication other than the minister’s word that this is
being supported by the stakeholders.
There were also some comments by the member for
Hawthorn, who is the shadow Minister for Planning,
which concern me. This is one of the reasons why it is
important that this house should not be treated with
disrespect and things should not be rushed through at
the last minute. The shadow Minister for Planning
talked about some of the concerns he has about the
process, saying the process may not be consistent with
the process the minister should have gone through. The
minister’s approval of this motion could be in doubt, as
indeed could the minister’s approval of the ratification
of the 13 amendments be in doubt. In fact to use the
shadow minister’s words, he said the government
‘made a blue’. That is concerning to the National Party
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because to put this in doubt at the 11th hour and to
ask — —
Ms Delahunty interjected.
Mrs POWELL — The minister is saying I should
trust the Minister for Planning, but we are hearing a lot
of verbal support and allegations in this house and I
would say — —
Mr Delahunty interjected.
Mrs POWELL — People might say, ‘Why did you
not ask those questions at the briefing?’. I would like to
say as the National Party spokesperson for planning, I
do not want verbal information. What I would have
liked was some evidence from the minister. The reason
why I did not ask some of those questions in the
briefing is that I would like to see it in the minister’s
own handwriting that what was being told to me was in
fact the truth. That would have been nice to have it in
the minister’s own words.
Ms Delahunty interjected.
Mrs POWELL — The minister is saying that I
should have just asked the council. Of course the
council is going to say it supports it because the
minister has already ratified and approved it. But what
the council may not have said was that perhaps it did
not approve it in its entirety, or there may have been
some other issues. I could have probably written to or
rung those 13 councils in the two days that I had. I have
to let the minister know that I am a country member
and I have lots of things going on in my electorate.
When we come to Melbourne we have briefings and
meetings. We do not just sit in our offices wondering if
we should telephone some members of some councils
to see if that is approved. The minister could have done
that sort of work for us. If she had already done the
work and had the approval, it would have been nice if
she had shared that information perhaps in writing or
given us some written approval from the council to say
that it had sighted these amendments — which I
understand it has not — and that it approved the final
amendments.
The minister is saying we should have done the work. If
we are being asked to ratify these sorts of amendments
and motions in the last two days of sitting, then the
minister should have done some of the work herself and
given us some sort of support. Then I could have the
confidence as a National Party member to be able to
say to my party that I agree that the whole process has
been done legitimately and legally and I have full
confidence in it. I have to say in all honesty that I
cannot say that to my colleagues. Therefore I have
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made the recommendations that I have — that we bring
in the reasoned amendment asking that the planning
amendments be on exhibition, giving the community a
chance to make some comment. If the minister and the
house do not allow that, then the National Party will be
opposing this motion.
The other issue I would like to raise concerns the debate
on the government business program. The Leader of the
House was quite concerned that we had some
complaints about the program and said that it is an
achievable target of six bills. The member for Melton
also said the opposition and probably the National Party
were lazy because there are only six bills. The Minister
for Planning said there was plenty of time to consider
the government business. But government members are
missing the point! It is not that we do not have enough
time or that we are being lazy, it is that we are being
thorough. We want to make sure that what we are
ratifying or approving is above board. The shadow
Minister for Planning has indeed cast some doubt on
the process.
The Minister for Planning also told us this morning in
her speech that this amendment is consequential and
technical. I would understand that if the minister is
saying that it must be true — —
Mr Baillieu — You are kidding!
Mrs POWELL — The shadow minister says I am
kidding, but I have no evidence to disprove that, so I
am taking the minister on face value. I hope what she
tells this house — that this motion is consequential and
technical — is true. I guess that will be found out when
there are some details brought before us.
As I said earlier, we should have been alerted to the fact
that this motion was going to come before the
Parliament. It would have been an easy matter for the
minister to say, ‘I have been advised it might be a bit
too much for the Liberal and National parties to make
comment on all of the 13 amendments and this motion
before the house, so we are going to treat you like little
babies and we are going to bring them in one week at a
time’. It would have been nice to have been given
notice last week that there was going to be something
else coming this week so we could have had the
opportunity of being able to look at it and do our own
research. I just say that to the minister so that next time
when these sorts of motions come in we do get a bit
more notification.
I would like to contrast this with the information we got
on an amendment that was brought into this house on
11 June 2002: amendment 114 to the Upper Yarra
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Valley and Dandenong Ranges Strategy Plan. I
received a letter from the minister on 6 June alerting to
me to the fact that the amendment was coming in. It
was brought in in the upper house on 11 June, and I
spoke on it. I thanked the minister for advising me, and
I understand from reading Hansard that the shadow
Minister for Planning was also advised on 6 June that
the amendment was coming in. The minister had the
decency to write in the letter what amendment 114 was
about, that she had approved the amendment in
accordance with section 46D of the Planning and
Environment Act, and that it was before the house for
approval. She went into detail in the letter to me about
why there was an urgent need for this amendment.
I developed a lot of respect for the minister when she
did that, because I was told that the Shire of Yarra
Ranges had prepared and exhibited amendment C20 to
the Yarra Ranges planning scheme to facilitate the
subdivision that was before the house. No objections
were received when the amendment was exhibited at
the same time as amendment 114 was exhibited, which
also received no objections. The letter explained in
detail what the amendment was about — it was to
allow for a subdivision. We had full details of that
subdivision, we had full details of the owners and the
prior owners of the land, and we had full details of why
that amendment was needed.
That is the sort of thing we would like to see in this
house, because it would show that the government
respected our need when debating bills to have looked
at them and be able to say, ‘Yes, I can have full
confidence in this and as the spokesperson for the
National Party I have full confidence in saying that I
support this motion’, as I did with amendment 114. We
did not oppose that because we felt we had been treated
with respect and had been given all the information we
needed to be able to make comment and make our
feelings known. I had confidence when I said to the
National Party that we should support it, because we
had all the details.
We have a number of objections about this amendment
not being put on exhibition. I was a councillor with the
former Shire of Shepparton, and I was involved in
planning issues for a long time. I was also a
commissioner with the Shire of Campaspe. I
understand that when you draw lines on maps you start
affecting people’s lives. You cannot get it wrong
because it is very difficult to reverse the process — you
have to go back and exhibit the changes, and you have
to go back to the community and consult.
As a councillor, whenever the council made decisions
about any changes to zoning, to lines on maps or to
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anybody’s property, I always made sure that the
officers of the council exhibited the amendments to any
planning scheme and gave notice to those affected so
they had an opportunity to comment on them and object
or support them if they wanted to. To come in here and
just say, ‘Trust me. These amendments are supported’,
may be fine for the government if it has done the work
and understands them, but if it is going to treat us with
disregard and say, ‘We are not going to give you the
evidence that these people have not been left high and
dry’, we will not know whether the stakeholders have
approved or disapproved of the amendments.
The minister was talking about Melbourne 2030 at the
same time as she was talking about this amendment, so
I am not sure whether she meant all the stakeholders
support the amendment to Melbourne 2030, whether all
the stakeholders support the amendments of last week
or whether all the stakeholders support this amendment
before the house today. I do not have confidence that
this amendment is in the best interests of the people
who will be affected by it. One of the reasons the
minister can remove herself from complying with
sections 17, 18 and 19 is her belief that the change is of
state relevance, that it will not be to the detriment of
anybody else and that it is appropriate. That
information has not been made available to me so I am
unable to say that the minister’s exemption from
complying with those sections is warranted.
I urge this house to support the National Party’s
amendment, which will give the people affected the
opportunity to comment on amendment 116, so when
the house resumes after the break we can have a look at
their comments before making our decision on whether
to support it or oppose it. If it is urgent because it
should have been done earlier, the minister has to start
looking at whether the department is getting things to
this house in the appropriate time. I understand the
minister has thanked her department, but as a
spokesperson on planning I would like in the future to
be given adequate notice of any amendments that are to
come before this house, as well as appropriate
information and adequate time lines to enable us to
make decisions.
It should not be up to the opposition parties to ring
around all of the councils at such short notice to find
out whether these amendments should be ratified. The
minister should be making sure that the appropriate
information on the amendments is given so we can in
all sincerity and all honesty say that we believe all the
information has been given to those people who are
affected and that they support the amendments.
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Mr MERLINO (Monbulk) — I am very pleased to
rise to support the motion moved by the Minister for
Planning in relation to amendment 116 of the Upper
Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges Regional Strategy
Plan and to oppose the amendment proposed by the
member for Shepparton.
This is a simple consequential amendment to bring the
regional strategy plan into line with the urban growth
boundary, which was confirmed in Parliament last
week after extensive community consultation. Over
1500 submissions were made on Melbourne 2030, and
over 500 submissions were made which related directly
to the boundary. The opposition simply does not get it.
This is a consequential amendment after an extensive
consultation process and the amendments to the urban
growth boundary. If this were a new amendment to the
regional strategy plan, it would go through the normal
exhibition and consultation process. But this is a
simple, consequential technical amendment that has
already gone through extensive community
consultation.
The Liberal Party likes to spruik about its role in
protecting the Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges
through the establishment of the regional strategy plan
and about its past support for the green wedges.
Perhaps a couple of decades ago the Liberal Party had a
more mature approach to planning, but those mature
views changed a long time ago. We indeed had a
bipartisan approach to planning — once.
The Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges
Authority was formed in the late 1970s and handed
down its first cut of the regional strategy plan in
1980–81. The policies and protections contained in the
plan were implemented through the planning schemes
of local councils in the region.
The regional strategy plan and the regional authority
made a difference. In the late 1970s and early 1980s
there was a realisation in the community that if
protections were not put in place the Upper Yarra
Valley and Dandenong Ranges would be devastated by
urban development, destroying the unique and sensitive
environment of the region.
For many years — until 1995 — local councils and the
authority protected the region. Six months after the
sacking of democratically elected councils the regional
authority was also disbanded, along with the act that
related to the authority.
The regional strategy plan was incorporated into the
Planning and Environment Act. It still had force, in that
planning schemes had to be in line with it, but its
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protections were weakened. Changes that went against
the regional strategy plan simply required the then
Minister for Planning and Local Government to lay the
amendments on the table of both houses of Parliament.
Changes to planning schemes simply required the
signature of the minister behind closed doors.
Melbourne 2030, the green wedge legislation and the
urban growth boundary are added protections. Changes
to the urban growth boundary require the positive
ratification of Parliament rather than simply the laying
of the amendments on the table of both houses.
The policies and directions of Melbourne 2030 and the
urban growth boundary embrace the very reason why
the regional strategy plan was established in the first
place — and they are complementary. The Shire of
Yarra Ranges requested that the urban growth boundary
be placed around townships that contained an urban
residential component. The green wedge legislation and
policy is about protecting rural zoned land and
containing urban development in green wedge areas.
The urban growth boundary around these townships
achieves these aims, and those amendments were
approved last week.
Amendment 116 to the regional strategy plan simply
aligns the urban growth boundary and the regional
strategy plan together by making amendments to the
strategy plan’s township policy areas and landscape
living policy areas.
Melbourne 2030, the regional strategy plan, the
council’s municipal strategic statement and the Yarra
Ranges planning scheme are all heading in the same
direction, complementing each other. They provide the
highest level of protection ever for the region I
represent.
Ms Delahunty — And will continue to represent.
Mr MERLINO — Absolutely. Importantly it also
comes with widespread community support, which was
confirmed at the last election.
The approval of this amendment will not alter any
zoning or development controls. It will provide
certainty for every stakeholder in the planning process
and ensure that every planning control over the region
continues to reinforce the retention of compact,
village-like, environmentally sensitive townships.
This amendment is supported by and importantly has
been requested by the Shire of Yarra Ranges. It has
confirmed that it fully supports the amendment. I have
also had discussions with Louis Delacretaz, the
president of the Upper Yarra and Dandenongs
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Environment Council, which is the peak body for all
environmental groups in the Yarra Valley and
Dandenong Ranges. Louis Delacretaz is also a member
of the Melbourne 2030 reference group and was deputy
chair of the regional authority at the time it was
disbanded. He confirmed directly to me that he supports
not only the urban growth boundary but also the
amendment to the strategy plan that is before us today.
He told me that it makes good sense to bring it into line.
Ms Delahunty — So you made a phone call.
Mr MERLINO — Absolutely. I made phone calls
not only to the shire but also to important stakeholders
in the region.
I commend the motion before the house this morning
and oppose the reasoned amendment that was put
forward by the member for Shepparton. I take this
opportunity to thank the Minister for Planning and the
Premier for the historic, visionary and forward-looking
planning system we are putting in place through
Melbourne 2030 and the green wedge policy.
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) — There is no
good reason for this debate to be happening at all in the
Parliament today. This should have been handled by the
Minister for Planning, and it could have been if she had
been on top of her portfolio when we had the debate on
the urban growth boundary last week. But because of
this minister’s incompetence — merely because she
could not empty her in-tray in time — we have to have
a separate debate.
It is totally wrong for the minister to claim that in the
past the urban sprawl in this area was not planned for,
as she said a moment ago. Again it shows her inability
to stay on top of her portfolio and her well-known habit
of reinventing history as well as being deliberately
loose with the truth. So let us look at fact rather than
fiction for a moment.
Ms Delahunty — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, the member for Warrandyte has made an
offensive remark, as is his form. I ask him to withdraw.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Lindell) — Order!
The minister has asked for an offensive remark to be
withdrawn.
Mr HONEYWOOD — She dishes it out but can’t
take it. I withdraw.
Let us look at fact rather than fiction for just a moment.
I had a great deal of time for the former Upper Yarra
Valley and Dandenong Ranges Authority. I was elected
in 1988 and dealt with it when Wonga Park was in my
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electorate. That authority ensured through a board that
included planning specialists from the minister’s
department and local community representatives that
there was genuine local input on a regular basis — not a
one-off basis, but on a regular basis — when it came to
key planning decisions. That board operated very
successfully through both Labor and Liberal
governments. The only reason for the authority coming
to an end was that the previous Liberal government
provided parliamentary protection for all time to the
Upper Yarra Valley.
Ms Delahunty interjected.
Mr HONEYWOOD — The important issue here is
that although you hear Labor’s rhetoric when it comes
to planning, what do you see when you look at the
reality? Which government was it that brought dual
occupancy and — —
Ms Delahunty interjected.
Mr Baillieu — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
I am sitting here seeking to listen to the member for
Warrandyte’s contribution. The minister is at the table
constantly badgering and I cannot hear the member
speaking for the minister’s interruptions. I invite you to
ask the minister to restrain herself.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Lindell) — Order!
I do not uphold the point of order. I do point out that
often debate in this house is very vigorous, and I tend to
allow debate to run. I will ask the minister to not
interrupt the contribution of the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition. However, as to the member for Hawthorn’s
comment that it was excessively loud, I cannot uphold
that particular part.
Mr HONEYWOOD — Which government was it
that brought in dual occupancy as of right across the
entire Melbourne metropolitan region, including to the
historic goldmining township of Warrandyte? And how
was it that I won my seat off the Labor government in
1988? It was because 78 per cent of the residents of
Warrandyte and Park Orchards said, no, they did not
want units in their backyards and dual occupancies in
their historic, environmentally sensitive area. And so it
was. What is — —
Ms Delahunty — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker — —
Mr HONEYWOOD — You are just interrupting
the flow of debate. What is your point of order?
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
The Chair will ask what the point of order is.
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Mr HONEYWOOD — Will you stop the clock,
Acting Speaker? The minister is constantly interrupting
me.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
The minister, on a point of order.
Ms Delahunty — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, this is a very specific and narrow motion. It is
about bringing the Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong
Ranges Regional Strategy Plan into line with the urban
growth boundary. I do not know what dual occupancy
and the member winning his seat has to do with this
very narrow motion. I ask you to call him back to the
point of the motion.
Mr HONEYWOOD — On the point of order,
Acting Speaker, if you had been in the chamber when
this inept minister spent half an hour talking about
Moorabbin and every other place around Melbourne
except for the Yarra Valley then you would know that
this point of order is not only specious but is
deliberately designed to stop the flow of the debate.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
It is correct that I have just come into the chair and have
not heard all of the member for Warrandyte’s
contribution. It makes it a little difficult for me. I will
not uphold the point of order at this stage, but I will
listen carefully to the member on the amendment to the
Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges Regional
Strategy Plan as he continues.
Mr HONEYWOOD — The difficulty the
opposition has with this amendment is that the minister
constantly harps about stakeholders having a
conversation with her, yet the bottom line is that the
minister chooses which stakeholders she will have
come into her office. We know for a fact that this
minister’s claim to this Parliament that the
1500 submissions on the urban growth boundary were
all available in detail on the Web was a complete and
utter untruth. They were not on the Web; we tried to
access them on the Web, but this minister only
provided a list of submissions without any of the detail.
What the minister did allow, however, was certain
white-shoe brigade people to get into her private office.
We do not know what incentive was provided to the
minister; we understand she has become the main bag
lady for the Labor Party of late.
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
I ask the member for Warrandyte to speak on the
motion before the house on the amendment to the
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Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges Regional
Strategy Plan, and I ask for all interjections to cease.
Mr HONEYWOOD — We do not know which
developers got in to see this minister when it came to
the Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges area
and what concessions she has provided for them behind
her closed doors. What we do know is that her constant
rhetoric about her having a conversation with
stakeholders only applies to certain stakeholders. All
the reasoned amendment moved by the honourable
member for Shepparton calls for — and it is the reason
the opposition is supporting it — is the public
exhibition of this proposal. Why would any minister in
the so-called transparent Bracks government — if they
really wanted transparency and really wanted to have
conversations with genuine people rather than just
certain friends and supporters — not agree to put on
public exhibition a key planning proposal affecting the
environmentally sensitive area?
Ms Delahunty interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
I ask the minister to cease interjecting.
Mr HONEYWOOD — We know why — because
they would be afraid that the public of Victoria would
get to see the nips and tucks that this minister has made
unilaterally to over 150 areas of the urban growth
boundary on her own admission — the little nips and
tucks that have gone a long way to supporting certain
developers who made a contribution financially to her
party’s needs for the next election campaign.
So it is totally wrong for the minister to come into this
place and claim that she has consulted. It is totally
wrong for her to claim that the Labor Party has a
mortgage on environmental planning, when a previous
Labor Premier, John Cain, brought in dual occupancy
as of right across the entire northern metropolitan area,
without any regard — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
The member for Warrandyte, on the amendment.
Mr HONEYWOOD — On the amendment, Acting
Speaker, which was brought in without any regard for
the implications it might have, given that the electorate
of Warrandyte was under the Upper Yarra Valley and
Dandenong Ranges Authority at the time, it is entirely
appropriate that I refer to that. For your information,
Acting Speaker, we even had a Middle Yarra Advisory
Board back then as well.
This government does not like the idea of having
ongoing input from genuine local residents. It prefers to
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do it on a one-off basis, when it can call the shots. It
does not like the idea — as we have recently seen with
the 90 per cent cut to the Warrandyte State Park
funding — of any ongoing local input from genuine
local residents with concerns about planning.
We have a real difficulty here insofar as the rhetoric of
the government is concerned about consultation, but we
agree with the National Party that if that rhetoric is to
become a reality the least we should have is a public
exhibition of what is being proposed here.
Unfortunately the minister will not support that, as we
found out last week when we tried to do the same thing
for and on behalf of the people of Victoria. If the
minister wants to have a conversation with the people
of Victoria, it should not be one way and it should not
be behind closed doors.
The minister says, ‘Trust me, I know what is best for
you’, but with the stroke of a pen she has unilaterally
changed over 150 different areas of the urban growth
boundary to suit her party’s political donation needs
and to suit her party’s, shall we say, vested interest in
certain parts of Melbourne.
Ms LOBATO (Gembrook) — I am absolutely
delighted to support this motion on amendment 116, a
consequential technical amendment. The amendment
will basically align the Upper Yarra Valley and
Dandenong Ranges Regional Strategy Plan with
Melbourne 2030 and the urban growth boundary. I fail
to see what all the whingeing coming from the
opposition is for. All the debate about the urban growth
boundary and about these amendments has constantly
involved whingeing about an alleged lack of
consultation. This has been a thorough consultation
process — over 13 months of consultation. And in
regard to this particular amendment — —
An Honourable Member — Where is the
evidence?
Ms LOBATO — The Shire of Yarra Ranges
actually initiated this amendment; and as the minister
said, that could have easily been proven by one phone
call. The shire initiated it, and it fully supports it. Why
not stop the whingeing and just support this progressive
legislation.
The philosophies behind the Upper Yarra Valley and
Dandenong Ranges Regional Strategy Plan in regard to
planning and environment issues are in line with
Melbourne 2030 and the green wedges policy.
An honourable member interjected.
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Ms LOBATO — There are some growling grass
frogs up there apparently. I guess that is another good
reason for the urban growth boundary — to protect the
growling grass frogs as well. The urban growth
boundary was fortunately settled last week.
An honourable member interjected.
Ms Delahunty — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, a few moments ago the member for Hawthorn
commented that he was having trouble hearing the
speaker who was on his feet at the time. I am having the
same problem hearing the very important contribution
of the member for Gembrook, because there is a lot of
noise on the other side.
Mr Honeywood — On the point of order, Acting
Speaker, you were in the chamber when the then
Acting Speaker ruled against exactly what the minister
has requested you to do. The Acting Speaker said that
‘in the cut and thrust of debate’, to quote her, there
should be the ability for a flow of information across
the table.
This minister is being totally hypocritical in on the one
hand agreeing to the Acting Speaker’s decision that she
could constantly interrupt my contribution — she
supported that all right — but on the other hand raising
a point of order saying that she wants to listen to the
member, given that she has written the speaking notes
for that member of Parliament to read from.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
I have heard enough on the point of order. I do not
uphold the point of order at this stage. I do, however,
remind all members that interjections are disorderly.
Loud interjections, in particular, are very disorderly. I
ask the member for Gembrook to continue and, of
course, to ignore interjections.
Ms LOBATO — The Liberal Party claims that it
supports the green wedges policy, and in fact it was a
policy put up by the Liberals many years ago. Yet it
leaves all the hard work in terms of legislation to local
government to protect — —
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protected. Placing the urban growth boundary around
those townships will ensure there is limited urban
development within them while protecting the green
wedges around them. What is wrong with it?
The settlement of the urban growth boundary has
provided the electorate of Gembrook with certainty. As
I have said, the consultation was thorough, and the
Shire of Yarra Ranges is absolutely thrilled with the
placement of the urban growth boundary. I too made
several phone calls — I have that capability — and the
shire has expressed its delight.
The Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges
Regional Strategy Plan basically complements the
green wedges policy. The Shire of Yarra Ranges and
the state government have worked closely to ensure the
protection of the Upper Yarra. I am very pleased with
that, and I support the motion before the house.
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — The contribution by
the Minister for Planning in this debate has to be one of
the most churlish I have heard in the course of this
Parliament and probably previous parliaments.
Planning law is for the long term, and it requires a level
of bipartisanship and a level of consultation that this
minister is incapable of. This minister has engaged in
monumental acts of hypocrisy. We all remember her in
opposition calling for transparency, calling for better
freedom of information and calling for answers to
questions.
Ms Kosky interjected.
Mr PERTON — One just has to look at this
amendment and the fact that it has not been on public
exhibition to see that public consultation and public
submissions have not been a part of it. I take up the
constant interjections of the Minister for Education and
Training — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
The member for Doncaster knows he should ignore
interjections.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
The member for Doncaster should not interject so
loudly, and he should respect the forms of the house.

Mr PERTON — What is impossible, Acting
Speaker, is the Minister for Education and Training
talking constantly while another member is on their
feet. The minister said, ‘Yes, it is for mates’. Those
were the words she used: ‘Yes, it is for mates’.

Ms LOBATO — I am really pleased, as is the Shire
of Yarra Ranges and the Upper Yarra community, that
finally their townships are being protected. The
townships of Woori Yallock, Launching Place, Yarra
Junction, Wesburn, Millgrove, and Warburton are all

I think, as the member for Warrandyte said, that the
process the government has engaged in with these
planning schemes, both this week and last week, is a
recipe for corruption. The reason for not releasing the
documents submitted by the public is based on one of

Mr Perton interjected.
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the most spurious interpretations of privacy law I have
ever heard. Privacy law is enacted for the purpose of
protecting the citizen. It is not for protecting a minister
from the gaze of experts, the gaze of journalists, the
gaze of interested folk and the gaze of the general
public, who all may want to determine who made the
submissions that caused the change of boundary.
Were they in writing, or were they the sorts of
conversations that take place over the dinner table at
Progressive Business meetings? Or were they the sorts
of conversations that take place as arranged by the
secretary of the Labor Party, whereby after you have
made your donation to the Labor Party you get a
meeting with the Minister for Planning? The
amendments that were made last week and the
amendments that were brought into the house this
week, which have not been exhibited to the public, are
part of a cobweb of corruption and a cobweb of lies.
I do not believe the public can trust the amendments
that were made this week or last week. But if you want
to have a scheme, or a policy called Melbourne 2030,
you would have to be the most self-delusional group of
people in the country to believe the Labor Party would
be in government throughout that period. If we are to
plan for the future and for an extra 1 million people in
the city of Melbourne or for hundreds of thousands of
people in parts of rural Victoria as a result of these
changes, then you have to work hard to have bipartisan
and tripartisan agreement.
What was the process for bringing in the amendments
last week? There was a vague comment by the Leader
of the House saying, ‘There might be an additional
matter on the notice paper’. An email was sent to the
shadow Minister for Planning late on Monday
afternoon, but nothing was sent to the National Party on
this. There were briefings on Tuesday and the whole
thing was rammed through the Parliament by Thursday.
I am sorry, but that is not a process that is designed to
build public confidence or one that will build bipartisan
or tripartisan approval for plans that are said to lead
Melbourne through to 2030.
It is a bad process in terms of making law and in
planning for the future, because I and many of my
constituents, and many people in the planning and
development area, fully believe that many of the
elements of these planning schemes have not been done
as a result of good planning process or as a result of
negotiations with councils or anyone else. They are part
of a sleazy scheme by this Labor Party for fundraising,
for arranging special meetings and special deals for the
friends of the Labor Party. That is why we have seen so
many of these changes, including the 150 changes that
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could not be debated by this Parliament because they
were all jammed through in the one amendment. I am
sorry, Acting Speaker, this is the sort of — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
I take it the member for Doncaster is coming to the
notice of motion before the house, which is a particular
amendment to the Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong
Ranges planning scheme, not 150 others.
Mr PERTON — You may put the case if you want
to from the Chair, Acting Speaker, but I am saying that
this motion is part of a sleazy set of deals that were
rammed through the Parliament last week, and this
additional one is being rammed through the Parliament
this week without any proper exhibition. The
amendment from the National Party is spot on.
Ms Allan interjected.
Mr PERTON — It is the sort of thing the Minister
for Education Services would have called for when she
was in opposition had she not been completely
corrupted by the office that she now holds. To put this
amendment ‘on public exhibition for a minimum period
of four weeks so that all affected communities have
been notified of the proposed changes and provided
with an opportunity to comment’ seems to me to make
utter commonsense and only the most arrogant of
governments would say it is not commonsense.
Government members can laugh and giggle, but I
remember that between 1996 and 1999 the Liberal
Party held a large majority and it went on to lose the
1999 election.
The thing that fills me with optimism as an opposition
member of Parliament, even with a relatively small
number of seats, is the sort of arrogance being exhibited
by this minister. The arrogance involved in bringing in
planning amendments on a Tuesday and ramming them
through the Parliament on the Thursday is the sort of
stuff that will bring them undone.
Mr Herbert interjected.
Mr PERTON — I know that the member for
Eltham, who is shouting out from over there, actually
does understand this. I know he is genuinely
uncomfortable with this. In his heart of hearts he is
uncomfortable, but he shouts because that is much
easier than having to be a part of telling the truth. As I
said, I would not have entered this debate today, this
planning scheme being a little away from my electorate,
but as I listened to the Minister for Planning and the
abuse and the lies that came over the table — —
Ms Delahunty interjected.
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Mr PERTON — Perhaps she goes back to her
media days, perhaps she just has to make things up and
there are just some fantasies — —
Ms Delahunty — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, the member for Doncaster is getting a little
carried away. He has made two comments that are
offensive to me and I ask him to withdraw.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
The Minister for Planning has taken offence and asks
the member for Doncaster to withdraw.
Mr PERTON — I withdraw. But I find it
fascinating, Acting Speaker — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
The member for Doncaster will continue his remarks
on the amendment.
Mr PERTON — I find it fascinating that this
minister, who in her contribution just heaped abuse and
untruth upon untruth, can sit at this table, giggling
away. It is lovely. She can giggle away about proper
consultation.
Mr Mulder — Talk of favours when you leave this
place!
Mr PERTON — Exactly right. As the member for
Polwarth said, what this is about is building her career
for the future: ‘I have been the Minister for Planning, I
have opened the doors for you; you open the doors for
me’.
Ms Beattie — You were sacked!
Mr PERTON — As I said, her contribution makes
me sick. I think it was the worst contribution I have
ever heard from a minister delivered in this house.
Worse still, the way that this planning scheme comes in
shows the worst excesses of government and is a recipe
for corruption. I believe the planning process has been
so deeply corrupted by the processes that led to last
week’s amendments, of which this is part of the
package, that it diminishes the standing of this
Parliament and the Bracks government.
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Planning) —
Gosh, what a performance!
Ms Beattie — He’s in a lather.
Ms DELAHUNTY — Yes, they are all in a lather.
Acting Speaker, I think they have discovered that
policy is being made and it is being supported by all the
stakeholders. The newspapers are supporting it and the
community is supporting it. What we have seen in the
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last hour or so has been an opposition and a Liberal
Party in particular that is so out of touch that it has just
dawned on them — —
Ms Beattie — They’re on strike.
Ms DELAHUNTY — Yes, the member for
Hawthorn is on strike. There are a few on strike. It has
just dawned on the opposition that Melbourne 2030 has
become absolutely embedded in the discussions in the
planning industry, the development and housing
industries, and among community groups. I think
members of the opposition have realised that they have
missed the boat. They have been asleep, and they are
now desperately trying to catch up with a policy that
has been embraced by all sections of the community.
A couple of members are in a bit of a time warp. Both
the member for Warrandyte and the member for
Doncaster made some extraordinary accusations about
corruption, white-shoe brigades and people coming into
the offices of planning ministers. I think they thought
they were back in the bad old days of Mr Maclellan, the
former Liberal Minister for Planning and Local
Government. That is the way the Liberal Party used to
do it; that is not the way the Bracks government does it.
They clearly are discomforted; and trying to be fair and
gracious, I do not think members of the Liberal Party
actually understand consultation. I do not think they
understand how on earth we can have consultation, we
can have discussions and we can have a test of ideas.
Because that is not the way the previous Liberal
government — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
I remind the Minister for Education and Training and
the member for Doncaster that interjections across the
table are disorderly. The Minister for Planning,
summing up.
Ms DELAHUNTY — It is quite clear from the
appalling contribution from the Liberal Party today that
its members still have not engaged with Melbourne
2030, still have not looked at the details of those
amendments, still do not understand the Smart Growth
committee process and certainly do not understand the
green wedges. I understand that they think planning is
as it was under Mr Maclellan and the previous Kennett
government, when it was all about certain people going
quietly into the minister’s office and deals being signed
behind closed doors. That is not how it works in this
government.
Mr Perton interjected.
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Ms DELAHUNTY — Why would we go to the
trouble of all this consultation and of bringing these
planning scheme amendments into both houses of
Parliament so that every member of this chamber and
the other place could look at them in detail? We had
maps and we had CDs — we used every modern device
to try to get you over the line. The fact is that you are
not interested because you know that the way you
operate planning is through a bit of a deal. It was
interesting that the members for Doncaster and
Warrandyte both made that allegation — because they
remember themselves the bad old days of Kennett
government planning.
Mr Perton — Acting Speaker, on a point of order, I
take exception to the words used by the minister and I
ask her to withdraw.
Ms DELAHUNTY — Which words?
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
The member for Doncaster has taken exception to
words used by the Minister for Planning and has asked
her to withdraw.
Ms DELAHUNTY — Which words? I am happy to
withdraw any offensive words, but I do not believe I
said some. Which were they?
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
The member for Doncaster has asked for a withdrawal.
It has been the practice of this house that if a member
has taken offence, the withdrawal occurs.
Ms Kosky — On the point of order, Acting Speaker,
on this matter, as I understand it, where there is a direct
accusation against an individual, or a personal
accusation — and I think previous rulings will support
me — that is when offensive words can be asked to be
withdrawn. Certainly, in listening to the minister I
heard her make a general comment. It was not pointed
at any individual person, so as I understand it the point
of order is not correct.
Mr Lupton — On the point of order, Acting
Speaker, in past rulings clear distinctions have been
made between expressions used collectively and
expressions directed at individual members. Certainly
rulings of Speaker Delzoppo in particular have drawn
that distinction. I refer you, Acting Speaker, to page 69
of the July 2003 edition of Rulings from the Chair,
where it says under the heading ‘Different effect of
words used individually or collectively’:
However, a member who was requested to withdraw words
which another member found personally offensive argued
that the words were not directed individually but generally
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and, as per the rulings directly above, refused to withdraw.
The Chair stated that May makes it clear that words used
collectively do not have the same impact as words used
against an individual. Also that there is a certain judgment
given to the Chair on how offensive the words may be and
that the Chair made a judgment accordingly.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
I will rule on the point of order. I was listening to the
minister when she was summing up, and the minister
said ‘the member for Doncaster and the member for
Warrandyte’ — so she referred to the member for
Doncaster. It is not necessary for the words the member
for Doncaster took offence at to be restated. It is the
custom that if a member asks for a withdrawal, then the
withdrawal occurs. The minister took offence at words
used by the member for Doncaster and asked for a
withdrawal and that withdrawal was given. To ensure
that she has appropriate time to sum up, I ask the
minister to withdraw.
Ms DELAHUNTY — I am happy to withdraw.
Mr Stensholt — We still remember the seven dark
years, though.
Ms DELAHUNTY — We do remember the seven
dark years and the way planning was operated under
the previous government, and we recall those members
of this house who were part of that government.
Mr Stensholt interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
The member for Burwood!
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
The member for Polwarth is out of order and out of his
place. The member for Eltham should also cease
interjecting, as should the member for Yuroke.
Ms DELAHUNTY — This is the antithesis of the
way planning operated under the last government. This
is about consultation. The government has brought
these amendments into the house to invite members to
have a look at them. I have to congratulate the members
on this side of the house and the government members
on the other side who have actually taken the time to
make the telephone calls. We have had a litany of
whining, whingeing and carping from members of the
opposition, who said, ‘We really don’t know whether
the Yarra Ranges council is supporting this amendment.
The minister said, “They wrote to us and asked us for
this amendment; they not only initiated it but they also
support it”, but we do not believe the minister’. That
was another astonishing statement.
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Good heavens! You would think someone in this house
might teach members of the opposition how to pick up
a telephone, dial the odd number and say, ‘Hello, this is
the shadow Minister for Planning. You probably
haven’t heard of me, but I’m actually ringing to ask
your opinion of this particular amendment that the
Minister for Planning is proposing to bring into the
house’.
The member for Gembrook made a few phone calls,
with no problem. She got straight through to the council
and said, ‘Hello, this is the member for Gembrook’.
The councillors know who the member for Gembrook
is, and they were very happy to confirm that, yes, they
had initiated this amendment and, yes, they were still
supporting it wholeheartedly and completely. The
member for Monbulk has also had very close
consultation, and not only with the council. He also
managed to get on the blower and dial the same
number, and he said, ‘Hello, the member for Monbulk
here. We’re talking about this amendment’. He also
managed to get through to a whole range of
stakeholders, whether it was the Green Wedge
Coalition or community groups. He actually did the
work, and that is what this debate has put on stark
display.
This is the laziest opposition in history, and that is not
my comment. Grahame Morris, a former adviser to
Prime Minister Howard, said, ‘This is the laziest lot of
Liberal Party members we’ve ever seen’. That was
quoted on Lateline on the ABC. I thought that was a bit
harsh at the time. Now that I have looked at and
listened, unfortunately, to this non-debate, I realise that
is so. Members of the opposition say they support the
green wedges, but they voted against the green wedges
protection package. The member for Warrandyte in his
contribution claimed that he was the hero and the
champion of the green wedges. But he scurried away
from this place and did not even have the courage to
stand up and vote for the green wedges. He certainly
was impotent in trying to convince his own party to do
the right thing, yet he goes around his electorate as the
champion of the green wedges.
Mr Perton interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — It is not what you say, it is
what you do. What this government has done is
consulted. Members of the government have listened,
and we have acted. We have made the hard decisions to
stop the urban sprawl, and this minor technical
consequential amendment now completes that historic
package. As part of a government that has taken the
hard decisions, I commend this motion to the house and
wish it a speedy passage.
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House divided on omission (members in favour vote no):

Ayes, 56
Andrews, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Beard, Ms
Beattie, Ms
Bracks, Mr
Buchanan, Ms
Cameron, Mr
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Amendment negatived.
House divided on motion:
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Ryan, Mr
Sykes, Dr
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Motion agreed to.

NURSES (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Ms PIKE (Minister for Health) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Nurses form the largest professional group in the
health-care work force and are essential to the delivery
of health services for all Victorians.
The government has a serious commitment to
expanding and supporting the profession of nursing in
Victoria.
In the last four years, the government has increased
nurse recruitment, lifted retention rates and actively
supported the ongoing professional career development
of nurses. More than 4000 nurses have been attracted
back to Victorian public hospitals. A range of initiatives
have been put in place to address nurses’ concerns and
their professional needs and aspirations. In particular,
the government has developed better ways to match
nursing services to patients’ needs, with benefits to
both.
However, Victoria lags behind some other Australian
jurisdictions in the development of a more flexible
nursing work force.
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The best possible use of all our nurses requires a
rebalancing of the work force to ensure that our most
skilled clinicians are able to concentrate their energies
on the most skilled work, and that there is an adequate
supply of certificate trained nursing staff who are
available to carry out the range of other critical direct
care roles.
As part of an overall health work force strategy, the
government has determined in consultation with the
nurses board and key industry members to support an
expansion in the scope of practice of division 2 nurses
in Victoria, including the administration of medication
to patients.
Nurses of all divisions are expected to operate within a
scope of practice that is determined by their training,
their competence on the job, and the legal and ethical
framework within which they operate.
The Nurses Act 1993 establishes five divisions of the
nurses register, empowers the Nurses Board of Victoria
to regulate the standards of practice of nursing in the
public interest, and to identify and distinguish between
the principal functions that may be carried out by
nurses registered in each division.
The nurses board also has a discretionary power to
prepare codes for the guidance of registered nurses
about recommended standards of practice.
Division 2 nurses (‘enrolled nurses’, as they are known
in other states) generally work under the supervision
and/or direction of the division 1, 3 or 4 registered
nurse.
Their scope of practice is more limited than nurses from
other divisions and is consistent with the national
competency standards for enrolled nurses published by
the Australian Nursing Council (2002).
Currently, the educational preparation and scope of
practice of division 2 registered nurses does not prepare
them to administer medications to patients.
The inclusion of medication administration in the scope
of practice of division 2 nurses will enhance the
contribution that these nurses can make to the
management of clients and is expected to provide an
incentive to division 2 registered nurses to return to and
remain in the work force.
An enhanced scope of practice will also contribute to a
more flexible nurse work force by providing employers
with an expanded pool of trained professionals.
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In 2002, the commonwealth Minister for Health and
Ageing requested states to work towards the
development of a nationally consistent scope of practice
for enrolled nurses (division 2 nurses in Victoria). A
number of practice areas have been identified, and
medication administration has been targeted as a
priority.

indicate to the industry and employers those nurses who
are qualified to administer medication.

In all jurisdictions, except Victoria and the Australian
Capital Territory, medication administration is already
integral to the scope of practice for the enrolled nurses.
Extending the scope of practice of division 2 nurses in
Victoria to include medication administration will bring
Victoria closer to practice in other jurisdictions.

grant powers for the board to endorse, review or
revoke an endorsement or place conditions on an
endorsement of the registration of a division 2 nurse;

Currently, the board’s guidelines provide that division 2
nurses may not administer any medication in health
settings. The board has determined that division 2
nurses are not yet sufficiently trained to administer
medication to their patients.
In order to expand the scope of practice of division 2
nurses, amendments are required to the Nurses Act to
empower the nurses board to properly regulate this
expanded scope of practice and ensure safe practice.
The bill empowers the nurses board to endorse the
registration of division 2 nurses who can demonstrate
that they have completed the approved training and
have acquired the necessary competencies to safely
administer medication within the health sector.
This is the first step in ensuring adequate regulation of
the administration of medication by division 2 nurses.
The second step requires a change to the authorising
provisions contained in the Drugs, Poisons and
Controlled Substances Regulations 1995, which govern
the administration of drugs and poisons in Victoria.
It is intended that, following these changes to the
Nurses Act, there be an amendment to those regulations
to authorise division 2 nurses who have been endorsed
by the nurses board to administer scheduled
medication.
The combined effect of these changes will be to
authorise suitably qualified and endorsed division 2
nurses to administer scheduled and unscheduled
medications to patients within the health sector in
accordance with the standards of practice determined
by the nurses board.
Since an endorsement would appear on the register
against the division 2 nurse’s name, the endorsement
provides a mechanism through which the board can

The bill will:
allow the board to approve courses in the
administration of medication;

provide mechanisms of review of the endorsement
process;
establish offences prohibiting a person or a nurse
claiming or holding themselves out as an endorsed
division 2 nurse;
in line with other offences in the act, include an
offence for an agent to arrange for an endorsed
division 2 nurse to work in contravention of the
endorsement; and
provide the board with greater control over the
standards of practice of nurses administering
medication.
The Nurses Act provides that one of the board’s
functions is to provide requested information to the
Minister for Health.
It is the minister’s intention to request regular data
about any complaints or incidents related to the
administration of medication by division 2 nurses from
the board.
In this way, the government and the board will be able
to undertake a proper evaluation of the impact of the
extension to the scope of practice of division 2 nurses.
The purpose of this monitoring is to ensure continuing
high standards of practice and quality outcomes for the
Victorian public.
It is also the government’s intention to amend the
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Regulations
1995 as soon as possible, subject to the passage of this
bill, to authorise those division 2 nurses who have been
endorsed as suitably qualified in an approved course.
In this way, the flexibility of the nursing work force
will be enhanced and the health and safety of the public
will continue to be protected by appropriate standards
of practice.
I commend the bill to the house.
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Debate adjourned on motion of Mrs SHARDEY
(Caulfield).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 11 December.

PUBLIC PROSECUTIONS (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Second reading
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The bill amends the Public Prosecutions Act 1994 to
confer an immunity from personal liability on the
Director of Public Prosecutions and other persons as
specified when acting in good faith and carrying out
prosecutorial duties on behalf of the Office of Public
Prosecutions.
The bill provides a statutory immunity for those
persons as specified when performing their duties in
relation to the Public Prosecutions Act in good faith,
with liability reverting to the state. The persons as
specified in the bill are:
the Director of Public Prosecutions;
the Chief Crown Prosecutor;
Crown prosecutors;
associate Crown prosecutors;
the Solicitor for Public Prosecutions;
members of staff of the Office of Public
Prosecutions acting on behalf of the Director of
Public Prosecutions; and
members of the Committee for Public Prosecutions
appointed by the Governor in Council.
The bill also provides for the immunity to extend to the
persons as specified whether currently or formerly
employed in those positions by the Office of Public
Prosecutions. It is necessary to include both former and
current persons as specified to ensure that the resources
of the Office of Public Prosecutions are not diverted
unnecessarily in the defence of expensive and
protracted civil litigation from the proper function of
the Office of Public Prosecutions in the conduct of
criminal prosecutions. It also ensures that the Office of
Public Prosecutions will continue to attract highly
skilled persons to the various prosecutorial roles
without the restrictions imposed by the threat of
unqualified civil liability in the future.
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As proposed in the bill, the statutory immunity will
apply to any causes of action whether arising before or
after the commencement of the act, except for the rights
of the parties in any proceedings that may be already on
foot.
It should be noted, however, that even with a personal
immunity for those specified persons, litigation may
still proceed against the state where there is a case to
answer but where those persons have acted in good
faith in carrying out their duties on behalf of the Office
of Public Prosecutions. The rights of members of the
community to seek redress have therefore been
retained.
The primary function of the Office of Public
Prosecutions to conduct indictable criminal
prosecutions on behalf of the Crown is central to a just
society, to the protection of the community and for the
protection of the welfare of victims and other witnesses.
Furthermore, the Public Prosecutions Act requires that
the performance of prosecutorial functions be carried
out ‘effectively, economically and efficiently’. Such
functions are adversely affected if it becomes necessary
to expend any of the limited financial and other
resources available to the Office of Public Prosecutions
in defending civil suits.
There is a real risk these days of persons carrying out
criminal prosecutions being sued by disaffected persons
involved in the criminal justice system, with a high
degree of exposure to civil actions where damages can
be very high. This may lead to a defensive approach by
prosecutors and introduce a risk that prosecutors would
act so as to protect themselves from claims of
negligence, and thereby affect the efficiency and quality
of the criminal justice system.
Crown prosecutors, along with witnesses, judges and
advocates, do have an absolute immunity from civil
proceedings for anything done or said by them in
preparation for, or in the course of, judicial
proceedings. While common-law immunities are
available to prosecutors, the common law itself is often
subject to challenges and changes. Moreover, this
‘in-court’ immunity may not extend to advice work,
decisions to prosecute and nolle prosequi decisions. By
way of contrast, it is currently the situation that while
an accused cannot sue his or her own counsel, a
prosecutor is not immune from civil litigation instituted
by an accused.
The bill therefore provides persons carrying out
prosecutorial duties on behalf of the Director of Public
Prosecutions with an immunity from negligence and
other non-intentional torts for all things done and said,
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whether in or out of court. In providing a statutory
immunity, the bill seeks to prevent unfounded and
vexatious actions by litigants and thereby ensures that
the scarce resources (both funding and staffing)
provided to the Office of Public Prosecutions for the
conduct of criminal prosecutions will not be diverted in
the defence of civil proceedings.
In providing a statutory immunity for the Director of
Public Prosecutions and those persons acting on behalf
of the director, the bill further reinforces the
independence of this office. The Director of Public
Prosecutions is now appointed under the Constitution
Act 1975, paid the same as a judge of the Supreme
Court, and can only be removed from office by
Parliament in accordance with procedures set out in the
Constitution Act. The Bracks government in its first
term in office implemented these changes to enhance
the independence of prosecutorial decision making in
Victoria from government or political interference. As
an entrenched office-holder under the Constitution Act,
the Director of Public Prosecutions should not be, or be
seen to be, subject to the discretion of the executive in
relation to seeking an indemnity for performing his or
her duties in good faith. Unlike other Crown servants
and agents, the Director of Public Prosecutions does not
act on the directions of the executive.
The immunity exists not for the benefit of the
individual as specified but for the benefit of the general
public. It is in the public interest that persons employed
by the Office of Public Prosecutions are able to perform
their work on behalf of the public without restrictions
imposed by unqualified civil liability. The Office of
Public Prosecutions acts for the public as a whole in the
public interest, and it has a role independent of the
interest of the government of the day. The prosecutorial
work of the criminal justice system is intrinsic to the
maintenance of public safety together with the
maintenance of a belief in the system of justice by the
general community — essential to retaining the
cohesion of society.
This bill provides a clear signal, both to persons who
are covered by the immunity provision and to any
potential litigant, that the government is prepared to
stand behind the Director of Public Prosecutions and
those who act on his or her behalf. It should also
prevent unfounded and vexatious actions by litigants
and thereby minimise the cost to the criminal justice
system of civil proceedings. The bill will ensure that
those entrusted with these important prosecutorial
functions and powers act and provide advice without
fear for their own personal liability.
I commend the bill to the house.
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Debate adjourned on motion of Mr McINTOSH (Kew).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 11 December.
Sitting suspended 12.59 until 2.03 p.m.
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

ABSENCE OF MINISTER
The SPEAKER — Order! I advise the house that
the Treasurer and Minister for State and Regional
Development will be absent from question time today.
In his place the Premier will answer questions relating
to the Treasury portfolio, and the Minister for Tourism
will answer questions relating to the state and regional
development and innovation portfolios.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Taxis: multipurpose program
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is for the Minister for Transport. I refer to the
minister’s cabinet-in-confidence document evaluating
the multipurpose taxi program. Why did he not tell his
cabinet colleagues that the biggest problem for the
multipurpose taxi program was the fraud that the
minister had known about for two years?
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — This
document the Leader of the Opposition has put forward
does not have my signature on it — it could have come
from anywhere! — but he raises an issue that is worthy
of answering.
The multipurpose taxi scheme has been subject to an
allegation of fraud, and we have been investigating that.
When we came into government we changed the
system which was in place and which was subject to
fraud. There was a paper ticket, and we changed that to
a smart card system in November 2000.
In March or April of this year, following the analysis of
information that was gathered and brought together as a
result of the introduction of that smart card, information
was made available to the Victoria Police for it to
investigate those fraud allegations.
Mr Doyle — Tell us why you wouldn’t tell your
colleagues the truth.
Mr BATCHELOR — You are a goose!
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The SPEAKER — Order! The minister, through
the Chair! The Leader of the Opposition will cease
interrupting.
Mr BATCHELOR — We have been looking at
this issue. We have called in the Victoria Police, and we
are awaiting advice from the police as to their
investigation. In addition to that, the Victorian Taxi
Directorate has carried out a number of investigations
against individual taxidrivers which have seen their
licences suspended or revoked.

Public liability: not-for-profit sector
Mr WILSON (Narre Warren South) — My
question without notice is to the Premier. Will the
Premier outline to the house how the government’s
major insurance reforms implemented this year are
starting to reap benefits for community, sporting and
other not-for-profit groups across Victoria?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the member for
Narre Warren South for his question on insurance
reform. The last 12 months has been a year of reform
and change in Victoria, and insurance reform has been
a key part of the government’s objective, particularly
leading up to the financial year 2003–04, in making
sure that professionals and community groups have
access to insurance cover at an affordable price.
Members would be aware that the government has
passed a range of legislative reforms over the last two
years designed to help ease the crisis in public liability
insurance. The last of these bills was passed by the
Legislative Council last night — that is, the Wrongs
and Other Acts (Law of Negligence) Bill, which was
foreshadowed by the government when it pursued tort
law reform in the previous session of Parliament. The
passage of that bill has enabled a significant
breakthrough in insurance cover here in Victoria as part
of the accumulation of legislation that has occurred on
insurance reform.
As members would know, earlier this year the
Municipal Association of Victoria (MAV) indicated
that its capacity to sign a new three-year deal on
insurance to cover not-for-profit groups was a direct
result of the tort law reforms passed through this house.
On 18 September the Minister for Finance informed the
Legislative Council that Suncorp Metway was now
offering liability insurance for more than 47 groups as a
direct result of our reforms. Some of those groups
include animal protection shelters, charitable
organisations, community neighbourhood groups — I
know all members of Parliament would appreciate that
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was a key issue which needed to be resolved — music
groups, theatre groups and youth activity groups. Even
political interest groups which had trouble getting
insurance cover will now be able to get insurance cover
as well.
I can inform the house following the passage of the last
piece of legislation on insurance reform last night in the
Legislative Council that there is more good news on
insurance cover for Victoria. As a direct result of our
reforms and discussions with the Department of
Treasury and Finance over the past few months, the
Community Care Underwriting Agency (CCUA), a
joint venture between QBE, Allianz Australia and an
Insurance Australia Group company, will now offer
public liability insurance to not-for-profit groups right
across the state.
That will mean that more than 1000 not-for-profit
groups such as sporting groups, progress associations
and community health centres will be covered across
the nation by CCUA, including those in Victoria. Those
insurers will have the capacity to cover not-for-profit
organisations with a turnover of up to $2 million, which
is in excess of what the MAV has already brokered
from our previous tort law reform — that is, an
insurance scheme limited to groups with a turnover of
under $500 000. Already more than 60 groups have
registered their interest in applying for public liability
insurance through this new scheme, and these groups
will be contacted shortly and invited to apply for public
liability insurance.
I am very pleased Community Care Underwriting
Agency issued a media statement yesterday indicating
that it would offer that cover here in Victoria. We have
undertaken these reforms effectively and predictability
through continuous legislative reform in this house. I
am grateful to all members of Parliament for
cooperating in what is an important issue for the whole
of Victoria. We on this side have not dealt with
sectional interest groups but rather have dealt with these
insurance reforms and changes in the interests of the
whole of Victoria. We can see the benefit of that now
with the doctors who have continued, the professionals
who have gone on and now the not-for-profit groups
gaining insurance when they would not have
previously. I have to say that the reforms and changes
we have undertaken for this state have been a great
success.

Clinicians Health Channel program: funding
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — My
question is to the Minister for Health. In these troubled
times for health services, is the minister going to axe
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the $2 million Clinicians Health Channel program,
which provides vital clinical resources and advice for
Victorian health professionals, particularly those in
country Victoria?
Ms PIKE (Minister for Health) — I thank the
member for his question. In fact the funding for the
Clinicians Health Channel was part of the negotiations
around the Australian health care agreement. The future
funding for the channel was not included in the funding
arrangements. However, I am very aware of the
significant interest in this program. I have received
many emails from people right across the state about
the value of the Clinicians Health Channel, and the
Department of Human Services is working very closely
to look at ways in which we can continue to offer that
service.

Ambulance services: government initiatives
Ms LINDELL (Carrum) — I direct my question to
the Minister for Health. Will the minister advise the
house of the Bracks government’s efforts to improve
ambulance services, particularly response times, in
metropolitan and rural Victoria?
Ms PIKE (Minister for Health) — I thank the
member for her question. The Bracks government has
restored community confidence in Victoria’s
ambulance service — and wasn’t that needed!
Victorians are telling us that too: they are telling us they
have more confidence in the service. The 2003
ambulance patient satisfaction survey showed that
overall satisfaction is running at nearly 98 per cent
across the state.
Response times have been maintained since the
government came to office in 1999, though ambulances
are transporting far more people to hospital. The
number of ambulance emergency call-outs across
Melbourne has increased from about 185 000 a year in
1999 to 250 000 a year now — that is, an extra 65 000
patients a year. The Metropolitan Ambulance Service
has coped very well: response times have been
maintained despite a 32 per cent increase in the daily
case load in the past three years. Over the same period
the demand for ambulance services in rural Victoria has
also increased, by 25 per cent, yet the response times
have been maintained.
All this has been enabled by the government’s
significant contribution to this very essential service.
We have employed 353 extra paramedics, put 39 extra
ambulance vehicles on the road and upgraded
204 ambulance vehicles, and of course we have been
boosting the ambulance budget year after year.
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Members will be delighted with the new ambulance
services and ambulance stations that have been
appearing in their communities. The member for
Nepean must be very pleased to see the new Dromana
ambulance station. The member for Kew has a new
ambulance station, and the member for Benalla has a
new ambulance station in Bright. Next week I will be
joining the member for Albert Park in opening a new
station in South Melbourne.
Right across country Victoria extra paramedic services
and extra mobile intensive care ambulance services
have been provided. The government is not resting on
its laurels; it is working to add further resources to our
ambulance services. In fact we will be expanding
two-officer crewing stations to Maryborough,
Kyabram, Cobram, Mansfield and Portland, which
should make the member for South-West Coast very
pleased. There will be new and improved ambulance
stations in a whole range of places right across the state.
What a turnaround! When we came to government in
1999 the ambulance service was demoralised; it had
been decimated, and community confidence was at an
all-time low. We have restored confidence, and we
have invested in the service. A lot of this is due to the
investment and commitment of the government, but I
also give credit to the hard work of our paramedics,
who are held in very high regard by the community.

Taxis: multipurpose program
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask members to be
quiet and allow the member for Caulfield to ask her
question.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Will the backbench of
the government come to order!
Mrs SHARDEY (Caulfield) — I direct my question
to the Minister for Transport. I refer to the minister’s
recent press announcement that the $16.50 fee for
multipurpose taxi program membership was introduced
to recover the cost of the issue, renewal and
replacement of all membership cards, and I ask: why
did his cabinet-in-confidence submission, which has his
name on it, recommend a $50 fee for the replacement
of lost cards? Was he just trying to generate revenue
from disabled and elderly Victorians?
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — The
member for Caulfield was caught snooping around in
the Labor Party caucus room this morning, and now she
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refers to a document that the Leader of the Opposition
also referred to, alleging that it is a cabinet document. I
can assure you it is not a cabinet document. It is not a
photocopy of a cabinet document; it is not printed in the
same typeface as a cabinet document; the headings are
different; it does not have my signature on it — if it
were my cabinet document I would have put my
signature on it.
As members could hear from the comments made both
by the Leader of the Opposition and the snooper from
Caulfield — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister will refer to
members appropriately.
Mr BATCHELOR — The facts that they have
drawn out of this document, wherever it has come
from, do not represent what the government has
announced in terms of its changes to the multipurpose
taxi scheme. They are — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr BATCHELOR — You are off the beam!

Northern Melbourne Institute of TAFE:
training contract
Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) — My question without
notice is to the Minister for Education and Training.
Will the minister inform the house of recent initiatives
by the Northern Melbourne Institute of TAFE which
demonstrate the strength of Victoria’s education and
training system?
Ms KOSKY (Minister for Education and
Training) — I thank the member for Preston for his
question and his ongoing interest in the training system,
particularly the Northern Melbourne Institute of TAFE
(NMIT), which is within his electorate.
We have as a government made a huge investment in
the training sector. It was in very bad need of extra
funding and extra support when we came into office.
We have put well over $250 million extra into our
training system, and the system is doing incredibly
well. The training system within Victoria is recognised
not only nationally but internationally for its excellence.
In fact, we lead the country in the number of
international students we have in our TAFE institutes:
we have over 41 per cent of Australia’s total number of
international students in our Victorian TAFEs. We have
a keen interest in exporting what we do well, and in fact
education and training is the third largest Victorian
export in the services sector. So as I said, we are doing
incredibly well in the training system.
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Our TAFEs which are providing services offshore
include Box Hill, Holmesglen, Kangan Batman, NMIT,
RMIT and Victoria University. They cover areas such
as the Asia–Pacific and the Middle-East. The economic
benefits for Victoria should not be underestimated.
As you know, Speaker, in 2001 the Bracks government
put $7.4 million into the Northern Melbourne Institute
of TAFE to establish the Australian College of Wine. I
am very pleased to inform the house that this
investment is working incredibly well. This year NMIT
won a gold medal at the 2003 Royal Adelaide Wine
Show for its 2002 Open Class Shiraz. There were over
200 exhibitors, including leading winemakers such as
Jamiesons Run and Brown Brothers, so it is doing very
well.
But today I am pleased to announce further good news
for NMIT.
Mr Perton interjected.
Ms KOSKY — You are not interested in this, are
you? Not at all interested.
Mr Perton interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Doncaster will cease interjecting in that manner. The
minister, through the Chair.
Mr Perton interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! I have asked the member
for Doncaster to stop interjecting in that manner. The
minister to continue her answer, without assistance
from the member for Doncaster.
Ms KOSKY — I am very pleased to announce to
this house today that NMIT TAFE has been successful
in bidding for a large training contract in viticulture
studies with the Sichuan provincial government in
China. The estimated benefit of this program for NMIT
is $40 million. This is part of a much larger program —
a $10 billion project — to establish a wine city in
China, and NMIT has won the tender to provide the
training. It has signed an agreement with the Panzhihua
University to deliver training in viticulture,
winemaking, hospitality, IT management, tourism and
the English language, and delivery commences next
year.
This is a fantastic agreement that the TAFE has signed,
building on the original investment that we made as a
government to establish the Australian College of
Wine. It is a terrific achievement for NMIT, and I
would hope the opposition would join me in
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congratulating the TAFE institute for what is just a
fantastic agreement not only for it but also for the
training sector.
Our training policies are working incredibly well. But
of course the opposition has no policies in training. In
fact, as we have heard, the member for Caulfield was in
the ALP caucus room today looking for something —
maybe it was a policy she was looking for!
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister to conclude
her answer.
Ms KOSKY — I did think I would have to
surgically remove her, because she was so intent on
looking for policies.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister, to respond
to the question.
Ms KOSKY — It is a fantastic announcement for
NMIT. I am very pleased to share this information with
this house. We are obviously very keen to continue to
support NMIT, as we are other training institutes
around Victoria.

Taxis: multipurpose program
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — I note
the Labor government’s frequent claim to be an open,
honest and consultative government, and I ask — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the backbench of
the Labor Party to desist from that behaviour and to
allow the Leader of the Opposition to ask his question.
Mr DOYLE — My question is to the Premier. I
note the Labor government’s frequent claim to be an
open, honest and consultative government, and I ask:
can the Premier explain why, in relation to the changes
to the multipurpose taxi program, cabinet was advised
that it would be necessary ‘to put limits on consultation
with affected parties before the decision is announced’?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
the Opposition for his question. I respond by saying that
one of the features of the changes from 1999, with the
election of the new government and the reconfirmation
of our government 12 months ago, is that we are a more
open and consultative government than the previous
administration.
Honourable members interjecting.
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Mr BRACKS — I can indicate to the house and to
the public of Victoria that we will continue to govern
by consulting with the Victorian public, therefore better
informing ourselves about the decisions we make.
In relation to the multipurpose taxi scheme, I think the
transport minister has answered that adequately and
properly. There was proper and appropriate discussion
quite widely on that matter before the government
made a decision.

Community safety emergency support
program: funding
Mr SEITZ (Keilor) — My question without notice
is directed to the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services, and I ask: can the minister inform the house
of this morning’s launch of the community safety
emergency support program — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Will the Leader of the
Opposition stop debating the matter across the table
while the member for Keilor is asking his question!
Mr SEITZ — Can the minister inform the house of
this morning’s launch of the community safety
emergency support program funding and how this will
assist to keep Victoria the safest place to be by
supporting volunteers and communities all over
Victoria?
Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) — Victoria has a magnificent
set-up with its emergency services, and that is very
strongly supported. That has been made possible — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask members on the
opposition side to stop interjecting and stop making
personal comments about the clothes other members
are wearing. The minister, to continue.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr HAERMEYER — What a rabble! Victoria has
some magnificent emergency services that help keep us
the safest state in Australia. But in particular the
strength of our emergency services is very much the
volunteers that make up organisations like the State
Emergency Service (SES), the Country Fire Authority
(CFA), the lifesavers and the coastguard.
During our last term for the first time we recognised not
only that they do a lot of work in turning out, dealing
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with emergencies directly and putting a lot of effort into
training but that they also spend a lot of time raising
funds to buy extra items of equipment — and to buy
vehicles — so they can do their jobs and better protect
the community.
This government recognised that with the community
safety emergency support program (CSESP), a
$4.5 million program which for the first time provided
the Country Fire Authority and the State Emergency
Service with matching grants to enable them to buy
extra items of equipment over and above those already
provided by the government.
This morning I was pleased to be able to announce that
the CSESP has been rejuvenated, and there will be
more money available to more emergency services over
the next four years. There will be $10 million over four
years available not only to the CFA and the SES but
also to the coastguard and the lifesavers. This program
is already benefiting the CFA through things like the
upgrading of vehicles and equipment, and those things
will come in very handy in this coming fire season.
The magnificent work of the SES is also being
supported with road rescue units, and we are hoping
they will have a much quieter time over this festive
period, particularly on the roads. They have an
important function in terms of road accident rescue, and
we hope that the good behaviour drivers have been
demonstrating continues so that we can achieve the
goal of our lowest road toll in history.
The CSESP program has now been extended to
lifesavers and the Australian Volunteer Coastguard
Association, which I am proud to say has now been
officially added to the host of emergency services under
the police and emergency services portfolio. I would
like to say to those services, ‘Welcome aboard’,
because they do an absolutely fantastic job in the same
tradition as the CFA and SES.
Under this program, where previously $1.5 million was
available over three years, $2.5 million will now be
available over four years. This recognises the great
work of these emergency services. Applications will be
issued just before Christmas, and we hope to make an
announcement on the first round of grant recipients
early in the new year. At the same time, whilst the
government is supporting the fundraising work that is
being performed by Victoria’s emergency services, the
federal government still seems hell-bent on taking away
the tax deductibility that is available to organisations
like the CFA and the SES.
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Once again we have a case where this government is
putting money in the pockets of these organisation on
one side, and Peter Costello and John Howard are
taking it out of the other pocket.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The level of interjection
is too high.
Mr HAERMEYER — Given the dedication of our
emergency service workers, and given the fact that they
provide for the safety of our community with their own
time and their own commitment, for the federal
government to be taking away the tax deductibility of
their fundraising activities is an absolute disgrace.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the minister to
conclude his answer.
Mr HAERMEYER — I am confident that these
CSESP grants will help these emergency services,
particularly the volunteers who continue to make
Victoria the safest state in Australia, whether it be on
the roads, whether it be on our waterways, whether it be
fire preparedness or whether it be crime prevention.

Police: operational protocols
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is to the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services. I refer to my letter of 12 November to the
Chief Commissioner of Police requesting a criminal
investigation into fraud in the multipurpose taxi
program — an operational police matter. Why is the
Victoria Police compelled by Labor Party protocols to
inform the police minister of my request for a criminal
investigation, and why is the minister again interfering
in police operational matters?
The SPEAKER — Order! The Minister for Police
and Emergency Services — —
Mr Doyle interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the
Opposition has already asked his question. The
minister, to respond.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Before the minister
responds, I ask the house to cooperate with the Chair to
allow the minister to answer his question.
Mr HAERMEYER (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) — There has been a longstanding
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set of protocols under governments of all persuasions
that communications to the Chief Commissioner — —
Mr Wells interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Scoresby will stop interrupting in that fashion.
Mr HAERMEYER — That communications to the
Chief Commissioner of Police by members of
Parliament are directed through the office of the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services. In fact I
recall on a number of occasions under the previous
government I wrote to Chief Commissioner Comrie
and received a letter in reply telling me that the matter
had been referred back to the former Minister for Police
and Emergency Services, Mr McNamara, for him to
approve it and to pass it back to Mr Comrie. These have
been longstanding protocols. I am not aware of the
particular matter that the member refers to, but I must
say that these protocols have operated for quite some
time under governments of both political persuasions.

Road safety: Go Melbourne web site
Ms GILLETT (Tarneit) — My question is to the
minister responsible for the Transport Accident
Commission, the Minister for Workcover. Will the
minister inform the house on how the Bracks
government is using information technology to help
keep Victorians safe ahead of the festive season.
Mr HULLS (Minister for Workcover) — I thank
the honourable member for her question. I am delighted
to inform the house that to help combat drink-driving
during this festive period, in early December the
Transport Accident Commission (TAC) will be
launching an updated Internet site called Go Melbourne
to help people plan their celebrations, and more
importantly to plan how they will get home safely
during the party season.
As we all know, December is a very high-risk month.
More than a third of the drivers and riders killed last
December were over the legal alcohol limit — the
highest number in over 10 years. The TAC certainly
believes that pre-planning is a key to safety, and it has
created this Go Melbourne Internet site to help
Victorians plan how they will get home after a few
celebratory drinks.
The site features a map of the central business district
marking the location of more than 300 restaurants and
other venues; the closest public transport and taxi ranks
to each of those venues; and useful timetable
information including the last departure times from
those venues. The site also features a facility to send
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invitations containing that information to friends and
colleagues, and I am pleased to announce to the house
that anyone who downloads the Go Melbourne guide
from mid-December to mid-January will be in the
running to win a $1000 Cabcharge voucher and one of
10 Cabcharge vouchers to the value of $100. The
Bracks government believes in keeping the community
up to date — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The level of interjections
is too high.
Mr HULLS — I know that members of Parliament
are keen to inform their constituents of the latest
developments, legislative and otherwise, and that many
members of this place have their own web sites. It
might not be a bad idea to revisit your web site and
perhaps link it to this site. I know, for instance, that the
member for Caulfield has a web site, because I actually
took her lead and ‘snooped in’ and had a look at it.
Mr Perton — On a point of order, Speaker, the
Attorney-General is debating the question, and I ask
you to bring him back to the point.
The SPEAKER — Order! I presume that the
minister was relating his answer to the matter in hand in
relation to the member for Caulfield. I do not
understand that he was debating the matter.
Mr HULLS — I am saying that it would perhaps be
appropriate for the member for Caulfield to link this site
into her own web site. The address is
www.TACsafety.com.au. It is important that we
upgrade information. I note that from her web site that
she has links to other web sites.
Mr Perton — On a point of order, Speaker, the
contents of the web site of the member for Caulfield
have no possible relevance to the question that was
asked. That question clearly related to the use of
information technology with respect to road safety, and
the content of an opposition member’s web site has no
connection to that question.
The SPEAKER — Order! I am having some
difficulty relating what the Attorney-General says to
safety in the festive season. I remind him of the
question he has been asked, and I ask him to relate his
answer to that.
Mr HULLS — The point I am making is that it is
important that web sites such as this important TAC
web site be linked to those of members of Parliament
rather than old information. I think the Victorian public
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is entitled to new information, and it just so happens
that this is new information rather than the old
information linking into web sites of Leonie Burke,
Lorraine Elliott, Bernie Finn — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order!
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I remind the house that
when the Speaker rises the house is required to come to
order. I can see no relevance in web sites of previous
members to the question that the Attorney-General was
asked.
I remind the Deputy Premier and the Leader of the
Opposition that they are not to speak to each other
while the Speaker is on her feet. I ask them to be quiet,
and I ask the Attorney-General to relate his answer to
the question.
Mr HULLS — It might not be a bad idea for all
members who have web sites to link them to this TAC
safety web site. That includes the member for Kew,
whom I also know has a web site. It might not be a bad
idea if he links this site into his current web site rather
than old information where he says — —
The SPEAKER — Order! I have already asked the
Attorney-General to relate his question to the festive
season safety message. I do not believe he is doing that.
I ask him to return to the question.
Mr HULLS — I conclude by saying that this TAC
web site provides very important information and
service to the Victorian public. I urge every member of
Parliament to advise their constituents of this very
important web site. In wishing everybody here a safe
festive season, I urge every community member to
ensure that they plan ahead if they are partaking in
drinks over the festive season, and ensure that they get
home safely this Christmas.

AUSTRALIAN LABOR PARTY: FEDERAL
LEADER
Mr COOPER (Mornington) — I desire to move, by
leave:
That so much of standing orders and sessional orders as
necessary be suspended to enable me to move:
That this house expresses its concern that the Labor
Party is intent on dumping the Honourable Simon Crean
as its leader.
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Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the house to come
to order.
Mr Batchelor — Leave is refused.
The SPEAKER — Order! I have to allow the
member for Mornington to conclude his motion before
leave is asked for.
Mr COOPER — I continue:
The house calls on all Victorian Labor Party MPs to
strongly support Mr Crean continuing in the role as their
federal leader, thus guaranteeing that the Howard
government will continue its excellent management of
Australia for many years to come.

Leave refused.

GAMBLING REGULATION BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 26 November; motion of
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for Gaming); and
Mr SMITH’s amendment:
That all the words after ‘That’ be omitted with the view of
inserting in place thereof the words ‘this house refuses to read
this bill a second time until interested stakeholders including
pubs and clubs, anti-gaming activists and the general public
have been genuinely consulted on: the appropriate regulation
of signage after an independent cost-benefit analysis of the
government’s proposals on signage; the government’s
inappropriate use of the Community Support Fund under the
current legislation; and the inability of the government to
control or diminish serious individual problems of gambling
addiction.

Mr SEITZ (Keilor) — I rise to support the Minister
for Gaming and congratulate him on presenting this bill
to the house. The bill implements a number of key
government commitments. The first of these is to
enhance local government’s say in gaming matters in
municipal areas. A number of measures will achieve
this. The bill introduces a requirement for all
applications to the commission for gambling regulation
for new premises approvals to be accompanied by a
planning permit or an application for a planning permit
or by evidence satisfactory to the commission that in
accordance with the planning scheme no permit is
required by the municipality.
It is important that local government will have a say in
the planning and distribution of gaming machines in the
different regions. This was one of the commitments of
the Bracks government. I am pleased to see that it is
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part of the bill. I congratulate the minister on
incorporating it in the bill.
At the same time the Victorian planning scheme will
also be amended to rationalise the controls of gaming
premises and ensure that gaming and planning controls
work together on an integrated whole-of-government
package. Again it is important that the programs are not
disjointed so that somebody appeals to the Victorian
Civil and Administrative Tribunal (VCAT) against
what local government has proposed. Consideration
will be given to what the local people in the area have
to say on providing such gaming venues and that will
be weighed up.
Local councils will now be able to appeal certain
commission decisions at VCAT, instead of only to the
Supreme Court, which we know is a very expensive
and longwinded process. Municipal councils that have
made a submission to the commission in relation to an
application for premises approval or to increase
electronic gaming machine numbers will be able to
seek review of the commission’s decision by VCAT.
Consistent with VCAT appeal rights in other areas, this
right of review will also be conferred on the applicant
before the commission. That is a further step which
makes the decision-making process more democratic.
Further, the bill contains requirements for training
gaming venue staff. It is very important that operators
have compulsory training courses for gaming staff, so
that people do have training and understand the process
and what their jobs and responsibilities to their clients
are. They must also know how to operate the machines
and how a gaming venue should be run. Those
requirements are highly commendable.
The establishment of a commission for gambling
regulation will mean that separate decisions are not
made about the various gaming venues. The
commission will make decisions, so that we have a
clear-cut course for raising issues or complaints, and
staff can make sure they get proper training in
accordance with the legislation. This is a further
important step in developing gaming.
We heard a lot of argument about signage, with
members saying that various clubs will be
disadvantaged as pubs have more prominent positions.
Again, not having signage and not having unsolicited
mail in letterboxes is a good step, because then people
will not be enticed to go to gaming venues. We know
that people will always gamble, regardless of whether
we have poker machines. Before poker machines were
allowed in Victoria there were a lot of illegal gaming
houses. We often read in the media about police raids
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on illegal establishments. We have to accept the fact
that gaming is a legitimate and legal activity, but we
must also not entice people who are not inclined to
gamble into a gambling situation.
Many people do not know that they would have a
problem with gambling until they are actually
introduced to it. It is the same when you hear people
talking about golf. They say they did know they liked
the game of golf until they were introduced to and
played golf — which is also a legal activity in this state.
People are introduced to many activities.
Over-advertising and signage everywhere does
encroach to the point of attracting people who would
never otherwise think that it is a nice hobby or pastime
to put money into a machine. I tell people, ‘When you
go to a gaming venue consider that is like making your
offering on the church plate on a Sunday, because you
will get nothing back from it’. At least with the church
you hope for absolution when you die, but in gaming
you do not — you get nothing back. That is my
philosophy on gaming. It is a choice of individuals that
they want to spend their money there, rather than
supporting worthwhile community groups, like our
scouts and young footballers, cricketers and tennis
players in the area. It would be far better to have
fundraising in these areas.
That is the point of the equal distribution of the
Community Support Fund in activities such as the
scouts that I have just mentioned, the girl guides and
Little Athletics. They will never have licences or poker
machines at their venues. So the Community Support
Fund was set up to assist those programs, which are
encouraged. Again in this legislation the minister is
reiterating that there be a fair distribution of the
Community Support Fund money for the organisations
that benefit from it as part of the community. Funds for
them have dried up. It makes it a lot harder to raise
funds by selling raffle tickets or whatever when people
have spent their money in a poker machine at the local
pub. That happens in my electorate.
I commend the minister on the various steps he has
taken, in particular to make gaming responsible. People
know what they are there for, with extra lighting.
Having permanent clocks in gaming venues means that
they are realising how long they have spent there, and
not just how much money they have spent. Since the
government came to office it has reduced the amount of
money people can draw out of automatic teller
machines and how much can be put in the gaming
machines at one go. All of those are a very sound step
in the right direction.
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If we do not provide legal gambling for our society,
there will be illegal gaming venues and the government
will miss out on the taxes and there will not be the
proper employment and other standards which have
been developed in the gaming industry that we are used
to. I commend the bill to the house and wish it a speedy
passage.
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) — I rise to support
the comments made by the Leader of the National Party
and the member for Shepparton on the Gambling
Regulation Bill. It is worth while putting on record —
and many have said this in their contributions — that
Australians love to gamble. You see all sorts of
gambling that Australians get involved in. Two people
will even gamble on two flies crawling up a wall —
that is the level of interest of people in Australia in
gambling. It is an important part of our lifestyle. It is for
entertainment and fun and, of course, it has been a
successful industry. It is worth while indicating that.
I go back to the time when we did not have poker
machines and a casino in Victoria. My electorate of
Murray Valley borders Victoria and New South Wales.
We had the ridiculous situation where Victorians were
moving into New South Wales and gambling there,
using the poker machines in venues on the border
between the two states. They were producing huge
revenue and profits for the clubs on the New South
Wales side of the border. We saw the massive
developments that took place there.
People mentioned that it is good for us in north-eastern
Victoria because we had people from Melbourne and
all other parts of the state coming to the northern part of
Victoria, along the border, and utilising the sporting
venues there, particularly the gaming machines. We
certainly did have benefit from that. What we did not
get, of course, was the funding provided by the
government in New South Wales, which was being
utilised to support its sporting clubs. The difficulty we
had in Victoria was being able to get the government to
provide appropriate funding levels for the development
of sport and recreation activities. The great plus from
having gaming machines in Victoria is the support that
has been provided to a range of areas, including sport
and recreation.
From that position I supported the introduction of
gaming or poker machines in Victoria; it was on the
basis of the support that would be provided not only to
assist people who were interested in gambling but also
in the development of facilities and funding to this state
which previously was crossing into New South Wales.
In Victoria we have the duopoly with the two types of
gaming venues plus the casino. It is a well-controlled
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industry, and a huge revenue earner. The state
government received $1.3 billion from gambling taxes
in Victoria in the past year. There was a total turnover
in the industry estimated at $4.26 billion in the past
year.
It is also interesting when talking about gambling to
look at the Melbourne Cup. Tabcorp estimated that
$30 million was invested on the Melbourne Cup in
Victoria, and it is estimated $100 million was invested
across Australia. We need to recognise that it is an
important industry and an important contributor to the
state of Victoria.
I believe Tabcorp and Tattersalls are highly successful
in developing a strictly controlled industry; and of
course it is well regulated within the state. It is
estimated that 10 000 people across Victoria are
directly or indirectly employed by the gambling
industry. Support has been provided to hotels and the
club industry. We now have hotels with excellent
facilities, and many of the improvements have been
built on the back of hotels having poker machines. The
machines have enabled the hotels to generate
profitability and develop their facilities, provide
entertainment, hospitality and excellent eating areas. I
think that has been a great attraction for people coming
to the state of Victoria.
I will quote a couple of paragraphs from an interesting
article by Neil Mitchell which was published in the
Herald Sun of Tuesday, 4 November. To pull just one
or two paragraphs out of it, he said:
How do we strike the balance between legitimate and legal
fun for the majority and sheer human desperation for a few?

He went on to talk about Tattersalls, saying:
It gives so much money to charity and hospitals that if it
suddenly stopped the system would freeze.

I think it is important to understand the enormous
contribution that has been made by the industry to the
state of Victoria, and to our essential services such as
hospitals and health services generally.
Talking about Tattersalls again, he said:
Apart from the $750 million that went into hospitals last year,
it gave specific grants of about $7 million to worthy
organisations …

That of course is a contribution that Tattersalls has been
making to a range of organisations across the state
where they have been able to generate profitability.
I believe it is worth while also quoting from another
document. This is a contribution by a Betty Con Walker
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which was published in the Sydney Morning Herald of
20 November. It is headed ‘Vilified pokies not the root
of all evil’, and says:
Anti-gambling zealots who cite turnover figures are
overstating their case.

The article goes on, just to quote a couple of
paragraphs:
The adage, don’t let the facts get in the way of a good story, is
alive and well among those who regularly beat up stories
about the evils of poker machine gambling and the profits
made by the machines’ operators.
The introduction of a limited number of poker machines to
the hotel industry in New South Wales probably saved the
corner pub and many small clubs from extinction.

I think it is worth while putting those comments on the
record to get some balance in the argument and in the
debate.
I have also had put to me on many occasions that we
have a huge number of machines in Victoria. In fact we
are limited to 30 000 poker machines, which everybody
in the house should be well aware of, whereas New
South Wales, for instance, has 105 000. The average
per 1000 adults in New South Wales is 21.6, whereas in
Victoria it is 7.3. It is worth while putting that sort of
information on the record to try to get balance into the
debate.
It is interesting also to look at the letters the National
Party has received. I have had representations from the
Mildura Working Man’s Sports and Social Club, for
instance, and the Numurkah Golf and Bowls Club. I
wanted to quote a paragraph out of a letter from Grant
Duffy, who is the chief executive officer of the
Numurkah club, because he highlights the difficulties
that have arisen for that industry and his club from the
changes that have been implemented by the
government in recent times. They have made it
extremely difficult for the club to continue operating,
and the most recent one — a ban on smoking within the
precinct — has seen a drop of around 20 per cent in its
revenue. In fact, it is in a situation where they cannot
continue to develop and the club, which is a fine facility
for Numurkah and surrounding areas, is now having
trouble in continuing to survive.
We must acknowledge that there are problem gamblers.
I accept that situation. I attended a gamblers help forum
at Wangaratta last Saturday organised by the Country
Women’s Association, which received $10 000 from
the government to assist in promoting these forums
across country Victoria. I note it has been stated that
$8 million has been provided to Gamblers Help in
recent years.
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Mr Smith interjected.
Mr JASPER — An amount of $7 million to
$8 million has been provided to Gamblers Help. I also
note — and it is unfortunate that time is running out on
me — in the Labor Party’s documentation running up
to the last state election that it said it would be spending
$100 million to assist with problem gamblers. I would
like to know where that money is. Where has it been
spent? My information and my investigations reveal
that that money has not been spent, and I would be
interested in a response from the minister, remembering
of course that the Community Support Fund is
supported strongly by funding provided through poker
machine revenue.
It is a dilemma for the government. Poker machines are
a huge revenue earner. They have resulted in the
development of facilities across the state, yet problem
gamblers are there and the issue does need to be dealt
with. I go back to what I said a short time ago — it is a
matter of achieving a balance between allowing people
in Victoria who love to gamble and love to be part of
the community to receive the benefits through that
community and have appropriate entertainment on the
one hand and being able to address the issue of the
small number of people who have problems as far as
gambling is concerned on the other.
The Leader of the National Party talked about concerns
with the proposed advertising bans. We will be
watching that with interest, because that is to be
introduced by regulation. I would hate to see a situation
where the government moves too heavily in this area in
banning any sort of publicity or advertising so that
people do know where poker machines are, and that
they are able to utilise them and take part in that
entertainment.
As to the reasoned amendment, whilst the wording is
important the most important part is that it urges
genuine consultation. That is what has been missing
with this legislation that was introduced a couple of
weeks ago. It is the biggest bill that has been introduced
into the Parliament since I have been the member for
Murray Valley, and I believe we just have not had time
to analyse it appropriately. When eight bills are brought
together under one bill — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr JASPER — It is all right to interject, but the
fact is I have not been able to get responses from all the
organisations in my electorate who wish to respond to
the legislation, and I think the reasoned amendment
highlights that genuine consultation which has not been
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able to be effectively undertaken by the party or by me
in my electorate of Murray Valley. I indicate my
concerns about this legislation.
Ms McTAGGART (Evelyn) — It gives me great
pleasure to stand here today to speak on the Gambling
Regulation Bill. I congratulate the Minister for Gaming
for putting forward this substantial reform of gambling
law.
In 2002 the Bracks government commissioned a review
of the governance arrangements for gambling. The
review found that the regulations were very confusing
and were spread across a number of acts and three
statutory regulators. I heard the member for Murray
Valley say that there was no consultation. Industry and
community stakeholders were consulted, and their input
was critical in formulating this recommendation. The
bill is now delivering the Victorian Commission for
Gambling Regulation and the consolidation of this very
extensive legislation. The bill reflects the government’s
delivery of election commitments.
I must say that during the last campaign I had an
independent candidate running for Evelyn. Her name is
Gabriella Byrne. She stood on a one-issue ticket for no
pokies, and I believe she received over 1000 votes. She
works very hard within the local community helping
those who are affected by problem gambling. She holds
self-help classes and puts herself out into the
community for problem gamblers. I keep Gabriella
informed as to the Bracks government’s commitment to
tackling this problem, and I certainly commend her for
her ongoing work. I am sure she is happy about my
support in keeping her informed.
I am very proud of the measures that the Bracks
government has taken to combat the problem. Some of
the little things are very important, like the lighting and
the clocks, because people become quite insular in
these places and the time slips away from them. That
was a great initiative. The availability of only limited
cash on the automatic teller machines is another good
thing, because people are quite compulsive and keep
going back. I think that also helps. People receiving
their money by cheque when they have a jackpot win is
another way to avoid the money being put through the
machines. As to the issue of 24-hour centres, there used
to be 130 of them and now there are only 17, so the
government can be commended for that.
Some of the key election commitments include the
local government planning permits for new gaming
venues. This will give councils more control in gaming
matters within their municipal areas. In this way they
can appeal to the Victorian Civil and Administrative
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Tribunal (VCAT) instead of going through the Supreme
Court. The submission time to the Victorian
Commission for Gambling Regulation has been
extended from 28 days to 60.
The Bracks government has doubled the funding for
problem gambling services, from about $7.8 million
when it came to office to $19.5 million for 2003–04. I
hear members on the other side of the house saying that
we are not doing anything. We are certainly tackling
this problem head on.
I also think the ban on advertising outside venues is a
good idea. Unsolicited mail will also be banned. Those
with the loyalty schemes can be solicited, but people
will not be receiving mail promoting gambling.
I again congratulate the minister. This is a streamlining
of the legislation. It promotes safe and professional
gambling, and we will continue to target and tackle the
problems at hand. I wish the bill a speedy passage.
Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) — It is always a pleasure
to follow the honourable member for Evelyn, who
speaks very well and very sensibly. I support strong
gambling legislation enforcement. I have been
consistent on that issue since I have been a member of
Parliament. I am not aware of the current figures, but I
know that back in 1998–99 my region spent
$17 million on poker machines. That is an incredible
amount of money for a community of about
35 000 people on the electoral roll. It is far too much.
There have been some impacts of the legislative
changes relating to gambling. This Gambling
Regulation Bill is a consolidation of previous
legislation; it is not a new package in the sense of being
new from cover to cover. This is not new legislation —
there is new stuff there — but it is a consolidation of
previous legislation, so it is not fair to say this is the
biggest bill that has ever been in the house. It certainly
is a large document, but it is a consolidation of previous
legislation.
One issue has affected the Robinvale Golf Club in my
area, which has a Tabaret licence. Since the smoking
ban came into place people have been disappearing
over the river to Euston. I have had discussions with the
Minister for Health on this, and I am wondering how
negotiations are going with New South Wales to bring
that state into line with Victoria and get it to adopt the
same sensible policies that this state has adopted to
minimise the health risk and the gambling addiction
that some people unfortunately have to cope with. If we
had a resolution of that issue it would certainly help
Robinvale.
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I am not suggesting, as the National Party did at one
stage, that we have a zone down the border where you
have smoking allowed, say, 10 or 20 kilometres into
Victoria and banned outside that zone. Once you
moved to that zone you would have clubs that were in it
saying it was great and clubs that were out complaining
they were not part of the system and asking to be
included. In the end it would not be workable, so let us
get New South Wales on board to find a solution.
I remember seeing an advertisement some years ago
put out by Crown Casino. I think it used it to promote a
motor car as a prize, and the slogan ran ‘Everyone’s a
winner at Crown’. I am sorry — that is not true.
Mr Smith interjected.
Mr SAVAGE — I know. I said I remember it from
some time ago. I accept what the honourable member
for Bass says, but that was the promotional material,
and it was very misleading. There are very few people
who go to Crown Casino who are winners. In fact, I
went there for the first time a couple of weeks ago. I
had never been in Crown Casino, and I do confess that I
did put some money into a machine.
An Honourable Member — Problem gambler!
Mr SAVAGE — No, I am not a problem gambler. I
managed to win a small amount of money and I left.
You have to experience these things at first hand before
you can make a judgment, and I have done that. I have
learnt my lesson, and I am not going back. But I found
it quite disturbing that at 11 o’clock on a Monday night
the place was full and people were transacting large
amounts of money on blackjack, roulette et cetera.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr SAVAGE — I think that is a very good point,
but I am not going to go there! Perhaps people should
be in bed at 11.30 on Monday nights.
The situation concerns me. I am not going to give
Crown Casino a bagging — it is a legitimate licensed
premises in this state and it is providing a service — but
my personal view of it is that I am not sure that I have a
great affinity with that sort of lifestyle. If I had to make
a decision as to whether we had a casino in Victoria I
do not know that I could bring myself to do it. But
people need not worry; it is never going to happen — I
am never going to have that opportunity.
In the Mildura region clubs are an important part of our
community. They provide a great service by sponsoring
sport. They provide good meals and a number of
services. The Mildura Working Man’s Sports and
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Social Club has a bowling facility as well as restaurants
and the like, and a significant number of tourists come
to the area, so it makes it very difficult for visitors if
you restrict advertising on where these clubs are. You
do not expect the visitors to get a search party looking
for them. I ask that consideration be given to
minimising the impact of the change on the quite
unique situation in regional areas, where tourists are
more important to gaming venues. We know that a
gaming venue will always provide great meals, and that
is the primary reason we need to allow the tourists to
know where the clubs are. We should not send them out
with a search party.
Like other members, I have received a copy of the letter
written by the secretary/manager of the Mildura
Working Man’s Sports and Social Club. That club has
9500 members, who are provided with very good
facilities. I trust this legislation will not inhibit that
club’s reasonable opportunities to advertise its wares
and its location. The Returned and Services League
club is another club that is not on the main street, so it is
even more difficult to find if you are not a local. I know
that will be a consideration when these regulations are
drafted so as to minimise that impact.
We have to acknowledge that there are problem
gamblers. I think we have come a long way in the time
that I have been in his place in recognising that, in
revealing the statistics and in having the gambling
helpline and gambling counsellors. We have not
resolved the problem, but we have minimised it, and we
have been responsible. The state certainly does get
significant benefit from gambling, and I guess it has a
vested interest — and a conflict of interest in some
respects. As the honourable member for Murray Valley
said previously, there needs to be a balance in the way
we look at gambling.
I know that members in this house are keen to conclude
this debate; it has been continuing for some days now, I
think. I end my remarks by saying that we need
balance. We need a fair and reasonable application of
the regulation of advertising on electronic gaming
machines. We need to consider the unforeseen
consequences and impacts so as to avoid the sorts of
outcomes that have occurred with the smoking bans.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for
Gaming) — First of all I thank very much all the
members who have spoken on this bill in their
considered ways since yesterday. Although I did not
necessarily always agree with everything that was said,
particularly on the other side of the house, once you
look through all these issues, and certainly at the main
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lines, you see that in the end this was about a mild
criticism of government, not a fundamental one.
This is an opportunity to remind ourselves that legalised
gambling with poker machines is in effect a relatively
new phenomenon here in Victoria. In recent years we
have seen the first decline in gaming revenue since
gaming machines were introduced in 1991. As I said,
there has been a decline in revenue. I know a lot of
clubs are complaining about it, but it is important to
remind ourselves that when we look back the turnover
is probably really back to where it was two years ago,
which some in the community would say is still very,
very high. I am not necessarily of the same view, and I
think this is an opportunity to remind ourselves that
there have been a whole lot of changes to the legislation
on gaming over the last decade. As the Ombudsman
said, the result of that was a bowl of spaghetti.
There were a whole lot of unnecessary rules. This bill
takes some regulations out of areas where they were not
necessary and were a bit over the top. One example is
that a venue will not have to seek a venue renewal
licence every five years. There are mechanisms that
apply: if you cannot hold your licence for probity and
conduct reasons, it can be removed from you. But why
should they have to go through the exercise every five
years? Other businesses do not have to go through that.
We have removed some unnecessary regulations like
those applying to junket operators in the casino.
Everyone who comes in from overseas is approved
under the federal government’s visa system. You are
supposed to have a crime-free record to get a visa. It is
an extra unnecessary burden.
We have heard a lot of talk with the reasoned
amendment that we need to withdraw this legislation
for further consultation. We went to the election on the
key issues that are under debate — and I will cover
signage in a moment. For a year I have been having
meetings with different operators. I have had meetings
as part of community cabinet with the operators of
gaming venues in Mildura Rural City, and I have done
the same on the Mornington Peninsula and in a whole
lot of other locations across Victoria. Certainly I have
been getting feedback prior to my thinking about what
should be in this bill and as part of explaining where the
government is coming from.
Whilst there is some criticism from some venues, the
predominant response from the gaming industry and its
representative bodies and from the operators of the
venues we have gone to is that they understand that this
is something we took to the election. It is something the
government is committed to, and we are going to
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deliver. But in the end, as with the signage issue, it is
something we are going to consult about. We
understand that it is complex.
There are in effect 130 less pages in this bill than there
are in the combined eight acts of Parliament. Although
we have heard about its being the biggest bill and about
the opposition not really having seen it, the reality is, as
the Leader of the National Party said, that the vast
majority — and he said something like 95 per cent —
of what is presented in this bill has been presented to
this place in exactly the same form in the past, and the
Parliament has debated it. The member for Mildura
touched on that as well. That is a significant point that
the Leader of the National Party made; it is a different
view, unfortunately, from the opposition.
I want to respond to some of the issues that have been
raised as part of the debate. Revenue is one that comes
up now and again, which the member for Footscray
highlighted. Unashamedly we are a high taxing
government of gaming products — and we should be!
Potentially socially harmful products should be taxed
highly, because if they are not the operators are the
beneficiaries. The operators make a fair whack out of it
as it is, but they would like to make more. I know they
are private businesses, but the national competition
policy review highlighted the fact that the tax regime of
the Kennett government was in effect allowing the
gaming industry to make a much larger profit than it
had anticipated in terms of the tax rates that had been
set. That is why we put on the health benefit levy of
$15.50, which all goes into health programs.
We heard the member for Bass say that we are revenue
dependent, and at the same time he said that we are
being too tough on venues and that they are going to
lose money. If they are going to lose money, we are
going to lose money. You cannot have it both ways.
But unashamedly we tax high. We have increased taxes
on gaming venues, and it all goes back to the
community. Saying the government puts the money in
its pocket is not the case. As many members have said,
85 per cent of the revenue collected from gaming goes
to either the Mental Health Fund or the Hospitals and
Charities Fund. Often when I get letters written to me
by constituents I am asked where the money goes to.
When gaming was introduced it was supposed to go to
health. The answer is that 85 per cent of it goes to
health.
The member for Warrandyte had a go in this house
yesterday, saying that in the City of Maroondah the
government was taking out $242 million and no money
was going back. But 85 per cent of $242 million is
$204 million, which as a minimum has gone back to the
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health area. How is Maroondah Hospital funded? How
are gamblers help services funded? How are many
other projects funded?
Another criticism from the opposition concerns the
Community Support Fund. It is no longer funding
Federation Square and the like. It is funding swimming
pool upgrades, sport and recreation upgrades, art centre
upgrades, emergency services upgrades and many
needy community projects like community centres and
multicultural centres — a whole lot of projects that all
of us benefit from.
Another criticism was the supposed lack of
transparency. There is more transparency than you have
ever seen. The member for Bass asked if we could do
more. I am always happy to consider more, and we are
looking at other ways. But if you look at the Office of
Gambling Regulation web site, you will see that
turnover figures are published every month. An update
on local government areas is given on a regular basis,
which you can download. There is a whole lot of
information that never existed under the previous
government.
I want to thank the staff of the Victorian Casino and
Gaming Authority and the directors and staff of the
Office of Gambling Regulation. This restructures them
by setting up a new commission. Certainly the intention
is not to get rid of the staff of that office; they will have
ongoing employment. They have done a great job under
very difficult circumstances, because they have had to
interpret, as the Ombudsman said, a ‘bowl of spaghetti’
of laws. This legislation provides more clarity for them
as well as some extra responsibilities that will be very
good for gambling regulation and for the community.
I also want to thank the staff of the Department of
Justice for their efforts, particularly Sarah Harvey, who
has done a huge amount of work and who has to go
through the whole process in the Legislative Council
next week. There has been a lot of consultation; I have
been meeting with a whole lot of stakeholders on this
for a very long time. I think Sarah has done a great job,
and the staff in my office have worked very hard on
this.
I commend the bill to the house. It is going to be very
valuable, because it will provide clarity and will deliver
on our election commitments.
On signage I can give an assurance that there will be a
lot of discussion with the industry. We are not going to
rush this. I said in the second-reading speech that we
are talking about reasonable signage. Our signage bans
will not go as far as they have in South Australia or
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New South Wales, and we will work through the issues
with the industry. We will have regulations, and they
will apply after consultation. I thank opposition
members for not opposing this bill, and I thank
government members for their solid support for it.
House divided on omission (members in favour vote no):

Ayes, 59
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Barker, Ms
Batchelor, Mr
Beard, Ms
Beattie, Ms
Bracks, Mr
Buchanan, Ms
Cameron, Mr
Campbell, Ms
Carli, Mr
Crutchfield, Mr
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Delahunty, Ms
Donnellan, Mr
Eckstein, Ms
Garbutt, Ms
Gillett, Ms
Green, Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hardman, Mr
Harkness, Mr
Helper, Mr
Herbert, Mr
Holding, Mr
Howard, Mr
Hudson, Mr
Hulls, Mr
Ingram, Mr
Jenkins, Mr

Kosky, Ms
Langdon, Mr
Leighton, Mr
Lim, Mr
Lindell, Ms
Lobato, Ms
Lockwood, Mr
Loney, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McTaggart, Ms
Marshall, Ms
Maxfield, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Morand, Ms
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Overington, Ms
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Perera, Mr
Pike, Ms
Robinson, Mr
Savage, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Stensholt, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Trezise, Mr
Wilson, Mr
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 24
Asher, Ms
Baillieu, Mr
Clark, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Delahunty, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Doyle, Mr
Honeywood, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Kotsiras, Mr
McIntosh, Mr
Maughan, Mr

Mulder, Mr
Napthine, Dr
Perton, Mr
Plowman, Mr
Powell, Mrs
Ryan, Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr
Sykes, Dr
Thompson, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Wells, Mr

Amendment negatived.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time; by leave, proceeded to third reading.

Third reading
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.
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Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEES BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 26 November; motion of
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport).

Ms GILLETT (Tarneit) — It is my pleasure to
make a contribution on the Parliamentary Committees
Bill, which is before the house this afternoon. It gives
me a great sense of satisfaction that this bill is before
the house today, because in the last Parliament I had the
privilege of being the chair of the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee.
I was ably assisted on that committee by my friend the
member for Mitcham — an outstanding member for
Mitcham — my friend the then member for
Tullamarine, now the member for Yuroke — —
An honourable member interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kotsiras) —
Order! The member, without assistance.
Ms GILLETT — Jenny Mikakos, a member for
Jika Jika in another place and an outstanding friend of
mine — —
Mr Perton interjected.
Ms GILLETT — The member for Doncaster is
misleading the house. They are all friends of mine —
unlike his position in his party, where he has no friends
at all, a terribly sad circumstance.
Moving back to the Parliamentary Committees Bill, it
is very pleasing to see that the government has received
the report compiled by a subcommittee of the Scrutiny
of Acts and Regulations Committee, which examined
the Parliamentary Committees Act and provided advice
to the government on how that act could be
modernised, written in plain English and sequenced so
that it was a more appropriate tool that was easier to
use.
I pay tribute to a former member of another place, the
Honourable Mark Birrell, who caused the reference to
be sent from the upper house to the Scrutiny of Acts
and Regulations Committee.
It is particularly pleasing that the government
responded to the recommendations of the subcommittee
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in such a short period of time, taking into account the
fact that we had an election around about this time
12 months ago.
Ms Beattie interjected.
Ms GILLETT — It was an outstanding result.
Although I should not take up the interjection, because
interjections are unruly, it was such a fine interjection
and I am sorely tempted — —
Mr Langdon interjected.
Ms GILLETT — She is out of her seat!
I commend the government, as I said, for the speediness
and completeness of its response. I can do no more than
thank my friends and colleagues who were on the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee with me
and who made the work so enjoyable and constructive.
I commend the bill to the house.
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — I rise to speak on this
bill, and I see my friend the member for Rodney will be
joining the debate as well.
I have been involved in committees in this Parliament
for some 15 years. I must say with some sadness that
committees have become increasingly politicised. If
this legislation were to work, in theory things would be
fine; but I remember, certainly between 1988 and 1996,
there being a real effort by both sides of the house to
look at bipartisan references and conclusions.
In this Parliament all the committee chairs are held by
the Labor Party, and I find that regrettable.
Mr Nardella — So? You held all the chairs!
Mr PERTON — The member for Melton refers to
the fact that the same thing happened under the Kennett
government. I agree that that was inappropriate; but
looking to the future, it would be better to split the
chairs between the parties, just as we have done in past
Parliaments when power has been split between the
upper and lower houses. It is better to seek
bipartisanship.
I look forward to the day when we have broadcasting,
because the people will be able to see the attitude to
democracy that the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services and the member for Melton have.
The references that have come to the committee on
which I serve — the Education and Training
Committee — have been purely political. They have
been designed for one purpose — that is, to achieve a
set of majority recommendations with which to attack
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the federal government. I can see very little coming out
of the committee that will do what all-party committees
ought to do — that is, find things that the state of
Victoria or the Parliament of Victoria can do.

being driven into the ground. The performance of these
members — —

I served as the first chair of the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee. I think members would recall
that it was a fair committee that criticised government
legislation and acted appropriately when it saw a
removal of rights. It was certainly fearless in its
expression of that. The now Deputy Premier served on
that committee. There was a very congenial
atmosphere, and we all worked hard to find bipartisan
positions.

Mr PERTON — Perfect, the guy who made a Nazi
salute in this house — —

I say with a lot of sadness that the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee is not performing in that way
anymore. It has become an absolute lap-dog of the
government. Presumably the chair sees a future cabinet
career in running that committee as a lap-dog.
When I first came into this Parliament I served under
the Honourable David Evans, the then chair of the
Legal and Constitutional Committee, along with the
member for Murray Valley and good Labor members
like the Honourable Jean McLean. We worked hard, it
was bipartisan and we achieved great results.

Mr Haermeyer interjected.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kotsiras) —
Order! The member for Doncaster!
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kotsiras) —
Order! I ask the member for Doncaster to sit in his chair
when the Acting Speaker is on his feet. I ask the
minister not to assist the member for Doncaster.
Mr PERTON — They are both good examples.
The member for Yuroke and the police minister are
prize examples of why the committee system does not
work any more, and of why this Parliament has
deteriorated into becoming a plaything of the executive.
This piece of legislation will do nothing to improve
that. In the end it is the spirit of the members — —

Ms Beattie — Why didn’t you stand up to Jeff
Kennett?

Ms Lindell — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
the member on his feet has just said that the committee
system is not working. As the chair of the Environment
and Natural Resources Committee I take this as a
personal insult. I also find it offensive to members of
the opposition and National Party who serve on that
committee. I ask the member to withdraw those
comments.

Mr PERTON — You are an idiot! You are a
prize — —

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kotsiras) —
Order! There is no point of order.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kotsiras) —
Order! The member for Doncaster, through the Chair!
The member for Yuroke is out of her seat.

Mr PERTON — I will conclude, Acting Speaker.
The yelling, the agitation and the ignorance
demonstrated by government members, who do not
understand these procedures, is an indication that this
Parliament no longer works as a Parliament ought to,
and has become an instrument of the executive power.

The member for Melton’s criticism of the Kennett
government for not giving the Labor Party chairs is
right, but two wrongs do not make a right.

Mr Lupton — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
under standing order 108 I ask the Chair to discipline
the member for Doncaster for casting that sort of
aspersion on a member.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kotsiras) —
Order! You cannot ask for that; it has to be the member
concerned.
Mr PERTON — I will conclude. But I think the
member for Yuroke is a prize example of why this
Parliament does not work. This Parliament has become
an instrument of oppression by the majority party
against the minority parties. It is a Parliament that is

Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr PERTON — The member for Melton is a
classic. He speaks one way in the party room and
another in the Parliament. He is rightfully ashamed by
the way this Parliament operates.
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park) — I would like to
acknowledge the hard work of the previous Scrutiny of
Acts and Regulations Committee, in particular the
member for Tarneit as the past chair of that committee,
for the fine work that was delivered to the government,
and the response of the government in the form of this
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bill is certainly worthy of the work that was performed
by that committee.
I would like to make one quick comment with respect
to a clause of the bill which goes to the heart of the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee in
particular. It is that which deals with the current
situation of the committee being unable to make
comment on or scrutinise bills once they become acts in
the event that there has been no opportunity during the
bill stage for discussions to be had on them. In the past
parliaments have dealt with that by making ad hoc
amendments to allow for the committee to scrutinise
acts within a certain period of time. This one reform in
this bill deals with that for all time into the future.
I believe the rest of the bill recognises the fact that the
parliamentary committee system is working, and is
working very well. It is a system that has served this
Parliament quite ably in the past, and I am confident
that in the future the committee system will form the
basis of some very good policy recommendations to
government. I look forward to the results of the work of
the current parliamentary committees to be presented to
the house.
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) — I also support the
legislation before the house. The committee system is a
very important part of the parliamentary process. I have
personally served on four separate committees, and
have been the deputy chair of two of those. I believe all
of the committees do tremendous work. Generally
speaking, we all gain from working with members of
other political persuasions on most of these committees
in a bipartisan way in making recommendations —
which, generally speaking, the government of the day
adopts.
I was interested in the contribution from the member
for Tarneit who chaired the committee that presented
this report entitled Report on Improving Victoria’s
Parliamentary Committee System. While she gave
cheerios to all the government members who were on
that committee, she missed out a couple of notable
people who were also on that committee — the
Honourable Mark Birrell and the Honourable Chris
Strong, who I think made important contributions to
that committee.
She could hardly be pleased with the fact that, having
made some 44 recommendations in this legislation, the
government has picked up about 6 of them. There are
some important recommendations that have not been
adopted by this government. Nonetheless it is
legislation that is making incremental change for the
better, and I certainly welcome that.
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I welcome the work of particularly the Public Accounts
and Estimates Committee, and all of the others — the
Law Reform Committee, the Road Safety Committee,
and the list goes on. But some of the changes to those
committees have not been adopted in this legislation,
which essentially is a rewrite of the 1968 act.
Without going into detail I just want to say that I am
strongly in favour of the committee system. It is a great
way for members of Parliament to improve their
knowledge and make a contribution. The legislation
before the house is less than it could otherwise be. It is
slow, incremental change, but it is change for the better,
and therefore the National Party will not be opposing
this legislation.
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) — The
parliamentary committee system is one of the great
features of the Westminster system of Parliament. Why
is that? I would just like to outline the following factors.
One reason is that it has composition from the main
political parties which are represented in the chambers
of both houses. A second reason is that it is
underpinned by the good work of Hansard, so that
when public submissions are made to parliamentary
committees they are reliably and accurately recorded,
which enables the committee staff to distil the relevant
features. Another factor behind the strength of the
parliamentary committees is that there is active
engagement with the Victorian community, the
Australian community and, in some cases, international
communities or areas of expertise, which has enabled
Victoria to lead the world in many key areas of law
reform.
I draw attention to a couple of areas of keen activity
among the parliamentary committees. One of the
reasons why Victoria has led the world in road safety
reform is that it has been the product of the active work
of successive road safety committees, which have
looked at both international best practice and emerging
best practice, taking into account key advice from
medical and engineering experts. The road traffic laws
we have today in this state, which have led the world,
are the product of wide and active consultation with the
wider community.
During my chairmanship of the Victorian parliamentary
Law Reform Committee we embarked upon a number
of reviews. One looked at the application of technology
for legal service delivery in rural and regional Victoria.
Consultations were held in some 13 or 14 country
centres. Citizens who were invited along to address the
committee thought that their ideas may not have had
much weight, but they put them forward. There were a
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number of ideas that people put forward. The
committee considered an idea of a lady in Wodonga: it
was not only a very important idea to include in its
report, but important enough that it decided to act upon
the suggestion immediately.
In the case of the use of DNA in crime detection and
prevention the committee had the chance to look at
international best practice. That report is yet to arrive in
this chamber, but I am sure there will be a number of
recommendations which will help Victoria maintain an
active place at the forefront of crime detection and
prevention through the use of science and of DNA in
that regard.
I note that a former Labor member made the remark
that his best years of parliamentary service were
through the parliamentary committee system, because
members who are aware of what reforms will get
through their party rooms and what will be
cost-effective can form the final product of
parliamentary committee recommendations. While this
particular bill does not include all the recommendations
of the parliamentary committee, it is the view of my
side of the house that it not be opposed.
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Agriculture) — I
thank honourable members for their contributions.
There has certainly been bipartisan cooperation on this
bill and also on the amendments, which will avoid the
necessity for me to speak during the committee stage.
Motion agreed to.

amendments have been agreed between the two parties
and are the product of a bipartisan effort designed to
make the bill work.
Amendments agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 8 to 16 agreed to.
Clause 17
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Agriculture) — I
move:
3.

Committee
Clauses 1 to 6 agreed to.
Clause 7

Mr CAMERON (Minister for Agriculture) — I
move:
1.

Clause 7, line 7, omit “illicit”.

2.

Clause 7, line 9, omit “for such use”.

Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — These amendments
have been arrived at through decent and fair negotiation
between the government and the Liberal Party, and I
particularly thank the Honourable Bill Forwood in the
other place and the deputy leader in this house, the
honourable member for Warrandyte, for their work. I
understand the honourable member for Footscray
represented the Premier in the talks, so these

Clause 17, page 9, line 26, after “indirectly” insert
“repeals,”.

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to,
clauses 18 to 24 agreed to.
Clause 25

Mr CAMERON (Minister for Agriculture) — I
move:
4.

Clause 25, line 6, after “not” insert “actually”.

5.

Clause 25, line 10, after “is” insert “actually”.

Amendments agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 26 and 27 agreed to.
Clause 28

Mr CAMERON (Minister for Agriculture) — I
move:
6.

Clause 28, page 16, line 6, omit “ — “ and” insert “the
Committee unanimously agrees so to empower the
member or members.”.

7.

Clause 28, page 16, lines 7 to 11, omit all words and
expressions on these lines.

Read second time.
Committed.
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Amendments agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 29 to 31 agreed to.
Clause 32

Mr CAMERON (Minister for Agriculture) — I
move:
8.

Clause 32, line 12, omit “ — “ and” insert “the
Committee unanimously agrees so to empower the
member or members.”.

9.

Clause 32, lines 13 to 17, omit all words and expressions
on these lines.

Amendments agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 33 to 65 agreed to.
Table agreed to.
Reported to house with amendments.
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Report adopted.

Third reading
The SPEAKER — Order! As the required
statement of intention has been made under section
85(5)(c) of the Constitution Act 1975, I am of the
opinion that the third reading is required to be passed
by an absolute majority. As there is not an absolute
majority present, I ask the Clerk to ring the bells.
Bells rung.
Members having assembled in chamber:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

SUPREME COURT JUDGES
Annual report
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) presented, by command
of the Governor, report for 2002.
Laid on table.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Financial Management Act 1994 — Report from the Minister
for Planning that she had received the 2002–03 annual report
of the Surveyors Board
Food Safety Council — Report for the year 2002–03
Health Purchasing Victoria — Report for the year 2002–03
Mental Health Review Board — Report for the year 2002–03
Pharmacy Board — Report for the year 2002–03
Psychosurgery Review Board — Report for the year 2002–03
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — Minister’s exemption
certificates in relation to Statutory Rule No 134.

CHRISTMAS FELICITATIONS
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — Speaker, it is an honour
to be here again as Premier and also the leader of the
parliamentary Labor Party to participate in the
Christmas felicitations. The last time this Parliament
had an opportunity to offer felicitations for the break in
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the parliamentary period was in 2001. Last year the
Parliament was interrupted by an event — the election
campaign itself — and we did not have a chance to
honour and wish the kind regards of this house to those
people who served in this Parliament in the previous
term.
On behalf of the parliamentary Labor Party, I now offer
belated Christmas felicitations to those members of
Parliament on all sides of the house who served in the
last term but who were not returned and so are not here
today, and wish them and their families every success
in the future.
In the last felicitations, in 2001, I said to this house that
international events — namely, 11 September — had
dominated the international agenda, and of course our
response to it was an important part of what this
Parliament’s proceedings were about. None of us could
have predicted that on 12 October 2002, 202 innocent
people, including 88 Australians, would be the victims
of a terrorist bombing in Bali. Of course, Victorians
opened up their hearts and paid due respect to those
who died in Bali and to their families and friends. It
also gave this Parliament a heightened sense of
vulnerability, but a determination to remain united,
tolerant and strong in relation to the events in Bali,
which subsequently dominated the matters occurring in
this Parliament.
The government has been working closely with the
commonwealth to ensure that Victoria is adequately
prepared in the event of a terrorist attack on our soil.
We pray this never happens, but I am grateful that this
house has passed a number of antiterrorism bills. I
thank the non-government parties as well as
government members for their swift cooperation in
respect of the essential pieces of legislation which were
required, sometimes without the due notice being given
because of the necessity to get them through the house.
Given the requirement to get those bills through, I thank
all parties and the Independents for their cooperation on
those matters on behalf of the people of Victoria and
ultimately the nation.
This year, 2003, has been a big year of reform. The
government’s parliamentary program remains busier
than it has ever been with the Parliament passing
114 bills. I remind all members of the house of that
large number of bills that were passed this year — 114.
That is quite a few, and that makes the program the
busiest since the previous government’s program of
1994, which was also a very busy program. It has been
an intense year of reform and change, as was 1994.
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It has been a pleasure to implement a legislative
program with so many Labor colleagues around me;
and also in far more modern and comfortable
surroundings. I congratulate the Speaker and the House
Committee on the renovations that have been made to
the chamber. Speaker, I would be pleased if you could
pass that on to all those involved in the renovations. We
have the same chairs at the table — the rest of the
chamber got the much more luxurious surroundings.
Members should just think of the members on both
sides of the table when they are sitting in their new
seats, because we did not have the same opportunity for
improvements.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRACKS — I have support from six people —
that’s very good!
Speaker, I pass on my congratulations to you and to the
parliamentary services for undertaking the renovations
to the Parliament, and of course to the former Speaker,
Alexander Andrianopoulos, who had a big hand in the
preparations for the renovation of this chamber, which
was ready for the first sittings after the last election.
Our government has moved quickly to pass major
pieces of legislation. The reform of the upper house and
the introduction of proportional representation, fixed
four-year terms and the provision of constitutional
entrenchment in certain matters which require a
referendum of the Victorian public were profound
changes that occurred in 2003. They were probably
some of the most significant parliamentary reforms to
occur in any house of Parliament. I will not go too
much into this, but those reforms have strengthened our
democracy, and I believe have enhanced our
democratic traditions.
Water reform has been a big focus in 2003; likewise
planning, with Melbourne 2030; and of course
preserving the environment. Environmental
sustainability is a key part of the parliamentary reform
that has occurred this year, including the recent
establishment of Vicforests, which is a part of the
long-term structural reform of our timber industry in
this state. As I mentioned in question time, we have
also seen significant reform in insurance. In all it has
been a significant year of reform and change —
cementing those changes for the future and making sure
they are embedded so we can achieve the things we
need to do on behalf of the state.
This place runs effectively and smoothly because of the
people who make it run effectively and smoothly. It is
the people and support staff who really make the
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working of this Parliament effective and make our work
as parliamentarians much easier because of it.
I would like to use this opportunity to thank Eamonn
Moran and the staff of parliamentary counsel who have
been instrumental in getting the government’s huge
program into place. This was a big task, with 114 bills.
I know there has been a lot of pressure on
parliamentary counsel. On behalf of the Parliament and
the parliamentary Labor Party I want to pass on our
regard for the work that Eamonn Moran and his staff
have undertaken.
His work together with the cabinet secretary, the
member for Richmond, has been outstanding. I want to
pay tribute to the member for Richmond, who as
cabinet secretary is always on time. I thank our new
cabinet secretary for his work. His task is to make sure
there is a timely passage of legislation through the
cabinet and the party room and into the Parliament. If
there are any complaints, they should go to the cabinet
secretary.
This year saw the election also of a new Speaker for
this place. I thank you, Speaker, for your hard work,
dedication and your conduct in the house on behalf of
the Parliament. I acknowledge the service of the loyal
Deputy Speaker, the member for Lara, who is a true
professional and who as Deputy Speaker has given you
support in the workings of the house.
I acknowledge, Speaker, your staff, whom I am sure
you will make comment on as well. Jeremy Walsh and
Geoff Barnett have been extremely helpful generally to
all members of Parliament and have provided support
for members of Parliament when they need to deal with
you as Speaker as well.
The running and functioning of this place is in large
part due to the work and efficiency of the Clerk, Ray
Purdey, and his trusted Deputy Clerk, Marcus Bromley.
I congratulate them on their professionalism as well and
the work they have undertaken. They are two tireless
servants to this place and extremely professional. They
are ably assisted by the Assistant Clerk, Liz Choat. We
congratulate her on her support as well.
You cannot miss the Serjeant-at-Arms, who I do not
think is here. He has a great presence in this place. I
have noticed, though, that the tone level has been
turned down slightly. He used to announce the presence
of the Speaker and I think we would all jump to
attention, but he has toned that down slightly. The
Serjeant-at-Arms, Gavin Bourke, is always in the right
place at the right time to ensure that things in this place
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function smoothly. I thank him and his staff for their
work throughout 2003.
Could I acknowledge the protective services officers,
the PSOs, who stand patiently, alert and ready around
the perimeter of this place. Whether it is a very hot day
or rain, whatever the conditions, they are there to
protect these precincts and to support the work of this
Parliament. I thank them very much for their work at all
hours of the day and night.
I also thank Warren Smith and his band of loyal
Assembly attendants. I pass on the government’s best
wishes also to Richard McCullough, who at the
moment is recovering from triple-bypass surgery. I
know many members of Parliament have passed on
their best wishes to him for a speedy recovery as well. I
would also like to thank Jenny Baker and the staff in
the procedure office for their work through 2003.
It is also an appropriate time to thank Carolyn Williams
and the rest of the Hansard staff. I think we always say
this in every Christmas felicitations contribution, but it
still is true, that it is not always easy to pick up
precisely and accurately everything that is said in this
place. I have said in the past that when I read some of
the Hansard it sounds better than when you say it. I
congratulate them on their accuracy and their
near-perfect work, which does not go unnoticed in this
place. I thank them very much for their work on behalf
of all members of Parliament.
I wish the best of Christmas greetings to the staff of the
Joint Services Department, who work hard to ensure
this place is always up to scratch: Steven Aird, the
director of corporate services; Graeme Spurr, the
director of infrastructure; catering, ably led by Luke
Jordan; maintenance, managed by Brian Bourke;
gardens, managed by Paul Gallagher; our trusted and
loyal parking attendant, Bill Schober — Bill is always
willing and able to have a discussion with members of
Parliament and to assist and support them in his work
as a parking attendant, and many members of
Parliament are grateful for that; Gail Dunston and her
staff in the parliamentary library; and all the executive
officers of the numerous parliamentary committees,
who work very hard on behalf of their committees and
the Parliament.
I also thank the media, the state rounds reporters, for
their participation in the work of this Parliament. The
elected leader of the state rounds, David Broadbent, is
present. It would be unparliamentary of me to
acknowledge someone who is not in the Parliament
itself but in the gallery; however, I do acknowledge the
work of the media in being here when Parliament is
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sitting and obviously following the work of this
Parliament and doing their job effectively and well. I
congratulate them, and I know that David will pass that
on to the rest of the state rounds reporters and to all the
staff who work with them as well.
I would also like to thank my orderly, Kalev Jones, who
took on the role after the last election. Of course he had
big shoes to fill with the departure of David Robertson,
who is back here as a parliamentary attendant and
supporting the work of this Parliament. I must say,
seeing the stature and size of David Robertson and
Kalev Jones, you seem to have to be very tall to get that
role as an orderly. Certainly they have made my job
easier. I thank Kalev very much. Kalev shares with me
a passion for Australian Rules football.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRACKS — No, not the same team. He has
regularly missed his own footy training with the Eltham
Panthers, for which he is a very good player. I know the
member for Eltham has seen him playing on the ground
at different times. I thank him for being here on various
late nights, missing training, and for being a part of the
work of this Parliament.
I also thank my drivers, Phil and Anita. We do run a
busy schedule. Their job is not an easy one. I thank
them for their hard work and the good humour on very
long days. I thank them for their very, very hard work
on behalf of me and my staff.
I thank my colleagues in the Labor Party, particularly
the parliamentary Labor Party here today. We are a
much bigger family than we were 12 months ago, but I
believe that everyone has settled in remarkably well. I
thank members of the backbench, the parliamentary
secretaries and my cabinet colleagues. We are a unified
and cooperative group and I have to say it is a pleasure
for me as Premier and leader of the parliamentary
Labor Party to work with a group of people who are so
supportive through good and tough times. I thank them
very much for the support they have given me as
Premier and the support they have given each other as
well — I thank them very much for that.
Firstly, I would like to thank the Deputy Premier for his
loyalty to me and the government. I did not check the
records, but the Deputy Premier, the member for Albert
Park, has had the position as Deputy Leader of the
Victorian Labor Party and Deputy Premier for as long, I
think, as many deputy leaders have. It should be
checked.
Mr Doyle interjected.
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Mr BRACKS — Lindsay Thompson was there for
a long time, and Robert Fordham was there for a long
time too, but I think the member for Albert Park would
be up there as one of the most loyal and effective
deputy premiers that this state has had, and I thank him
for his work.
It is an opportune time for me to also thank my
parliamentary secretaries. I have thanked the
parliamentary secretaries more broadly, but as Premier
my parliamentary secretary is the member for
Footscray, and in another place the Honourable Kaye
Darveniza is the Parliamentary Secretary for
Multicultural Affairs. In particular for over four years
now the member for Footscray has been parliamentary
secretary to me as Premier. He takes on a myriad — an
enormous number — of tasks, all of them easy, all of
them matters I would love to do myself but just do not
have the time to, and all of them matters that make him
even more popular in his electorate than he is now! I
thank him for doing that on my behalf and on behalf of
the government. I wish him and his family the best over
the Christmas break, as I do for all members of
Parliament.
The manager of government business, the Minister for
Transport, also deserves a personal mention on my part.
Since 1999 he has taken on the role with great
enthusiasm, and he continues to show a great
commitment to the role. It is an enormous workload
being Minister for Transport, Minister for Major
Projects and Leader of the House on behalf of the
government. He has done an excellent job, and he
continues to do an excellent job.
I also mention the member for Ivanhoe, the
Government Whip.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRACKS — He has his cheer squad: I thought
whips were supposed to be feared! The member for
Ivanhoe has been the Government Whip for some
period of time now. He is always on top of things,
always professional and always reliable. I thank him on
behalf of the parliamentary Labor Party and the
government of Victoria.
I mention his departing staffer, Andrew Kaighin, who
has loyally ensured that our members get their fair
share of time. I would like to take this opportunity to
thank him for his service on behalf of our parliamentary
team, given that he is going on to another position. I
know that he has been effective in the work he has done
for the Government Whip. Our numbers have grown
substantially over the past 12 months, and the task of
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the whip has been made even harder because of it. I
believe he does a fantastic job given those changed
circumstances.
We come from different political perspectives in this
place, but we all have one thing in common — and that
is to ensure that this Parliament works effectively and
well. In that regard I thank the manager of opposition
business, the member for Doncaster, for his work and
cooperation during 2003.
I think there was a small moment during the last
election when we had some doubts about him returning,
but he never had any doubt at all. He knew he would be
back here, and he is back with bells on! We thank him
for his work, and I know the Leader of the House will
want to make some comments also about the working
relationship he has with the member for Doncaster.
I also acknowledge the member for Rodney for his
relationship with the government. He has always
worked productively to allow the government to
implement its program. We are grateful for his and his
party’s cooperation on the essential matters which
occur in here in this Parliament.
My wife, Terri, and I would like to wish the Leader of
the Opposition and his wife, Jennifer, the very best over
the Christmas season. As I said earlier, we will disagree
at times — and at regular times, because this is an
adversarial chamber. We represent different political
perspectives, but we understand each other’s roles and
functions as we lead our parties, and that has its own
responsibilities. But I hope the Leader of the
Opposition and his colleagues have time for a relaxing
break over the Christmas period. I wish him and his
family, and the families of all members of the Liberal
Party, a good and successful Christmas period.
I offer similar greetings to the Leader of the National
Party and his wife, Trish. The Leader of the National
Party approaches his job with great professionalism and
also with a sense of mischief. It is a great relief in this
house to have the benefit of his wry sense of humour.
Sometimes during the proceedings you need those
interventions! I thank him for his professionalism, and I
wish him and his family a peaceful and relaxing
Christmas so he and they are ready for next year.
While the Labor Party is the party of country Victoria,
we are looking to ongoing debates and interaction next
year with the Vic Nats, the Nationals or the National
Party — and I will get an update from the Leader of the
National Party on the exact term later.
I would like to acknowledge the work of the two
Independents — the members for Mildura and
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Gippsland East. They add plenty of colour to this place,
and they make sound, strong and solid contributions to
this house, offering something separate from the
political parties’ contributions. I wish them a great
break over the Christmas period.
I would like to thank the staff in my private office as
well. It has been a hectic and busy 12 months, and the
staff have obviously borne a fair bit of that burden,
from my chief of staff, Tim Pallas, and his deputy,
David Fredericks, down. Our government has been
working non-stop since the last election, preparing a
busy and extensive legislative program for this year and
a busy reform program for 2004. It is quite remarkable
that only a couple of months after the last election the
Parliament was considering key bills. My staff and the
staff of the various ministerial offices worked tirelessly
to make this so. I thank them for their dedication.
It has been a big year for issues, events and activities as
well. No-one in my office could tell you that more than
the government’s media director, Sharon McCrohan,
who provides outstanding service to our government
and to me as Premier. She offers frank and fearless
advice, not only to me but to my cabinet colleagues as
well — and I think it is fair to say they are never left
wondering what her views are. She does a great job
there.
I would like to also thank Jane Wilson, my personal
media secretary. She is unflappable, she is thorough,
she is professional and she takes on a great workload. I
thank her for her work during 2003.
I also thank my parliamentary adviser, Ari Suss. He
answers to a couple of people in this place and works
very hard to ensure that we are appropriately prepared
and ready for the parliamentary sittings. His advice is
very timely and useful.
I put on record my thanks to my personal assistant,
Rosa Silvestro. She is a very good and loyal servant to
the government and also an effective personal
secretary. I thank her for her work during 2003. She is
ably supported by Lindy Franklyn, who is going on to
another job within my private office.
In conclusion, I reiterate that the last 12 months have
been a very busy time of reform and change, given the
big legislative agenda we have had in this Parliament.
Sadly I cannot stand up here and say that terrorism and
war no longer dominate international events and our
concerns in Australia, because they still do. Obviously
our government has responded to that, and again I am
grateful to all the parties for their work in assisting us in
that response.
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As we head into the holiday season we should be
reassured by the strength of the Parliament. I wish
every member of Parliament a peaceful and happy
Christmas and a successful new year, and I look
forward to seeing members back here refreshed and
renewed in the new year.
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — I
remarked to the Premier today that it seems odd to be
doing Christmas felicitations in November.
Nevertheless I am very proud to lead the Liberal Party
in this end-of-year tradition.
The Premier said that this has been another busy year,
and so it has. When you think back on the huge events
that have touched us, such as the war in Iraq, the
terrible droughts throughout country Victoria, the
bushfires that ravaged so much of Victoria and the first
anniversary of Bali, you cannot help but think that it is
regrettable that the memorable events in any one year
tend to be the tragedies. Nevertheless I am sure that
from each of those we can take something.
Thinking about our reflections on the first anniversary
of Bali, I think the positive that came out of it was that
it took us out of ourselves. It made us think of others
and look to those stories of heroism and service that
often occur when these natural disasters befall us. I
think the same is true of this year’s bushfires. I know
many members travelled to parts of Victoria to talk to
the affected people, and I am sure we brought back not
just the sense of horror of what they had been through
but also a sense of optimism given the way they faced
it.
The Premier also reflected on the election, which meant
we were not able to do felicitations last year, and he
also passed on his thanks to those members who served
in this place. I would like to echo that sentiment,
because we have not had a chance to thank those
colleagues who retired or were defeated at the last
election. It was a major upheaval in their lives. It is not
an easy thing to leave this place. Many of those people
were my friends, and I offer them my thanks. They are
decent, hardworking people, and I wish them and their
families well, as I do the staff who worked with them,
many of whom have moved on to different careers and
occupations.
As the Premier said, there are many people to thank in a
place of this complexity. As I looked at the list of
people, what struck me was that this place really
operates in a series of teams. There are many teams
throughout this building and throughout this institution
that go to ensure its good running, so in no particular
order — well some particular order, because I will start
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with our clerks — I would like to thank those teams, if
not all their members, because we cannot name them
all, then certainly their leaders and the people that I
have had particular dealings with.
I first thank our clerks, starting with Ray Purdey, the
Clerk of the Legislative Assembly and the Clerk of the
Parliaments. Ray does an outstanding job. We know
that the stewardship of the Parliament rests with our
clerks, and Ray’s leadership in that regard has been
exemplary. We thank him for his work, as indeed we
thank the Deputy Clerk, Marcus Bromley, and as we
thank and congratulate Liz Choat, the Assistant Clerk
and Clerk of Committees. We thank them for their
work, and we thank them for that stewardship.
I also add my thanks to the inimitable Serjeant-at-Arms,
Gavin Bourke, and his assistant, Helen Dorian. Nothing
seems to be too much trouble for the Serjeant-at-Arms,
who is a professional, helpful and extremely able
contributor to this Parliament. I think the Parliament is
the richer for the service of Gavin Bourke.
I thank Jenny Baker, Paul Venosta and also Bridget
Noonan in our procedure office. Again, if you need
something from these people, particularly when it is
under some pressure, they deliver, they produce, and
they do great work for us.
I would like to thank Carolyn Williams and all the
Hansard team. The Premier made a comment about
Hansard and I cannot help but agree with him. The
Hansard team proves that it is possible to make a silk
purse out of a sow’s ear. They do so day after day, and
they do so extremely well.
I also thank our Legislative Assembly attendants, led by
Warren Smith in particular. They are the people who oil
the wheels. They are thoroughly professional and very
good humoured. One thing we often forget is that they
are the public face of our Parliament. When visitors
come to this Parliament, not just from Melbourne or
Victoria, not just from the rest of Australia, but from
around the world, the public face of our Parliament is
our attendants. Those of you who have wandered
through or passed our attendants as they brief and
inform people about the Parliament know what an
excellent job they do. So, Warren, I would be delighted
if you could pass on our thanks to all of your team. I
also offer special regard, as the Premier did, to Richard
McCullough. We wish Richard a very speedy recovery
from a very serious operation.
I also mention the Joint Services Department is a huge
team. I thank the entirety of the management team
there. Again they do a great job in making sure the
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administrative side of this Parliament works very well.
In catering services I want to thank Luke Jordan, who is
the acting manager, Malcolm Sellar, who is our
executive chef, and Leslie Chan, who is our chef. But I
also want to pay a great tribute to Linda
Bowman-Powell and John Isherwood, who have left us
during this year. They are extremely professional
operators. I think they have left behind a legacy of
professionalism that will serve us well in the future. I
wish them well in their new endeavour.
I thank Brian Bourke and the maintenance team, who
do a great job around what is sometimes a pretty creaky
old building. Brian and his team do a terrific job. Paul
Gallagher in the grounds and gardens department does
an outstanding job. We are very blessed with beautiful
grounds here, and Paul, Linda Haddow and John Hurle,
who do such a terrific job in their team in maintaining
the grounds of the Parliament, are also to be
congratulated.
We always need to make special mention of Bill
Schober, our car parking attendant. Bill is a fixture
here. His domain is the car park, and he is king of that
domain. I thank Bill for his work and I look forward to
my next conversation with him.
Mr Dixon — Have you got next year’s sticker?
Mr DOYLE — I have never had an argument with
Bill about stickers — I just do as I am told and I get
along much better!
I also thank our library team, led by Gail Dunston, and
Pat Gregory, our Deputy Librarian. I would also like to
make particular mention, if I may, of Debra, Michael
and Jon, with whom I have had particularly close
dealings. They are an absolutely amazing team in our
library. There may be better resourced parliamentary
libraries around Australia, but there would be none that
delivers the service that ours does. They punch well
above their weight and we are very lucky to have such
an extensive and professional team in our library.
I also want to thank a great character who is well
known us in the opposition rooms, Lube
Kusonogovski, our cleaner. He is part of the cleaning
team and he is just a great bloke and also a fixture, like
Bill Schober. He is one of the characters of this place
and we thank him for his work.
I would like to thank the team over at 157 Spring Street.
They have done an excellent job there in presenting a
different public face of the Parliament. Denise Muir,
who is the manager, and Kate Adams, who works over
there as well, do a wonderful job over at 157. I think
that has been a great addition to the Parliament.
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I would like to thank our protective services officers,
led by Acting Inspector Peter Shaw. My colleagues and
I — I think the Leader of the National Party and the
Leader of the Liberal Party in the other place —
recently witnessed a very unfortunate incident on the
front steps of Parliament House with an obviously
disturbed and armed man, and the actions of our
protective services officers were excellent and timely. It
is just indicative of the work they do. I thank them very
much for their contribution.

do want to particularly single out are John Morgan, my
driver, who is just tireless, and my electorate officer,
Conor O’Brien. I am sure the Premier, the Deputy
Premier and other senior members of the government
and the opposition would acknowledge that we do not
get back to our electorate offices quite as often as we
used to and therefore we rely very much on those
people who run our electorate offices and deal with our
own constituencies. So I thank Conor particularly for
that.

The Premier thanked Eamonn Moran — the
unflappable, calm intellect of Eamonn Moran and his
team at parliamentary counsel. They are equally happy
in helping us to prepare the amendments to the various
government bills. We have found them to be
professional at all times.

In my leadership team I thank particularly Phil
Honeywood, my deputy. He has been a great deputy
who does a terrific job. It has not been easy since
30 November last year, but Phil has also been steadfast
during this last year, as have been Phil Davis and
Andrea Coote in the other place. I thank them for their
support and service. I wish them and their families all
the best for Christmas.

I also thank, as the Premier did, the media gallery, led
by David Broadbent. Whether they are in the print or
the electronic media, they do a terrific job. I want to
assure them that sometimes they do get it right, and I
think that is terrific. We enjoy our relationship with the
media gallery, and we appreciate their work here as
well.
Speaker, I would also like to thank you. It is not an easy
job sitting in that chair; I know that. I would like to
thank the team that supports you, Jeremy Walsh and
Geoff Barnett; and I would like to thank the Deputy
Speaker and member for Lara, Peter Loney, as well. I
also thank those members of the house who from time
to time take up duty as either Acting Speaker or acting
chair of committee. I think it is part of the oil that
makes the Parliament work. It is not an easy job, but I
thank them for their work in that role.
In my office, I thank particularly my chief of staff, Ron
Wilson. Those of you who know him know he is an
absolute rock. If I am having a bad day it is because I
have followed my own advice and instincts; if I am
having a good day it is because I have listened to Ron.
So I do want to thank him.
Mr Bracks interjected.

The Premier mentioned the manager of opposition
business, the honourable member for Doncaster, Victor
Perton. I remember very well when my son was much
younger watching with him his very favourite program,
the main character in which was described as
irrepressible. I suggest that the manager of opposition
business is equally irrepressible. I thank him for his
work. It is a real tribute to him that he must have had a
world record number of notices of motion posted
against him this morning, so he must be doing
something right!
As the Premier thanked the Government Whip, so I
thank Martin Dixon, the member for Nepean, who is
the Liberal Party Whip. Good whips are very hard to
find, and then when you do find them you are not quite
sure what to do with them! They are pager pests, but we
do thank them for their work, which is often thankless,
but absolutely crucial.
I also thank both the leader of government business and
the Government Whip for working in what sometimes
can be a heated environment to make sure this place
functions appropriately.

Mr DOYLE — Thank you. That is what Ron is
there for! I do want to particularly thank Jo, Sarah and
Jessica for letting me have Ron for so many hours of so
many days. And particularly to Sarah, who has not been
well but is now recovering, I wish her a speedy
recovery.

I thank all the Liberal Party members of Parliament
very much for their work over the last year in their own
electorates, in this chamber and in their wider
responsibilities. I urge all Liberal members to please
take a break, relax and spend some time with your
loved ones — and I’ll see you back at work on
Monday!

I also thank Rob Clancy, my director of
communications, who is just the ultimate professional. I
do not want to thank and single out every other member
of my staff, but I do thank them all sincerely. Two that I

I thank my friend and colleague, Peter Ryan, and wish
him and Trish all the best for Christmas. I hope they
enjoy sunny Sale over Christmas time. To all the
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members of Peter’s team I extend best wishes from the
Liberal Party, which the Premier passed on as well on
behalf of the government. I also pass on my best for
Christmas to the members for Gippsland East and
Mildura and their families, and I also wish them well
back in their electorates over Christmas.
I say to the Premier: to you, Terri and your family, all
the best over Christmas. Enjoy yourself, take a break,
and we will see you back here refreshed and relaxed.
Thank you for what is sometimes adversarial and
sometimes cooperative, but I hope always a productive,
professional and courteous relationship. I say the same
to the Deputy Premier and the Leader of the House: all
the best to both of you and to your families over
Christmas. Please have a good break. I say the same to
all the Labor members: please have a great break, spend
some time with your families, with your loved ones,
and come back well after the Christmas break. I wish
you all health, happiness and safety. Families often bear
the brunt of this very strange job that we do, so do
spend some time with them.
It is a great privilege to represent the people of Victoria
in this wonderful house. I never forget that. When you
walk into Queen’s Hall from the lobby I invite you to
look down at that fleur-de-lis that is on both sides; you
walk over a little German motto which says, ‘Ich dien’,
which means ‘I serve’. I know that members from all
sides of the house bear that terrible responsibility in
mind as we come in here each day.
Have a safe and happy Christmas!
Mr RYAN (Leader of the National Party) — It is
my great pleasure to join in this important aspect of
parliamentary activity each year — that is, the
felicitations. I might say it was not until the Premier
pointed out that we missed felicitations last year that it
struck me that such was the case. I undertake to the
Parliament that I will not take twice as long therefore in
dealing with last year’s and this year’s all in the one go.
We have had some extraordinary events occur in our
state, in the nation and indeed in the world over the last
couple of years. Those matters have been reflected
upon — the horror of Bali, the events of the war in Iraq,
and more locally the issues we have had with fires and
drought through country Victoria. There is a Chinese
proverb that says be careful what you wish for, but
what happened to the floods? We seem to have lost the
floods of recent times. It might be that I live to regret
that expression, Victoria being Victoria, but by the
same token it has been an extraordinarily difficult time
for many people, and for those in the country in
particular. For all that of course the country does
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remain the best part of the state in which to live, and I
am very proud to lead the party which has the
responsibility in the main part for the representation of
country people in this place.
In respect of those many people who in their various
ways contribute to the running of the Parliament, this is
an opportunity to have regard to their contribution.
Without any particular order of priority I thank the
following. I thank the chamber officers in both the
Assembly and Council. I thank Warren and all those
who work with him. I spare a thought for Richard
McCulloch — it will not be long I am sure until we
have his dulcet tones back amongst us again, and his
poetry as well. He has undergone major surgery, and I
am sure he is recovering well. We look forward to
seeing him upon his return. Buried down underneath
this place almost is Michael Gigliotti, who mans the
post office. I often think to myself what a task it is to be
down there licking the stamps and otherwise doing
what he does in that role of keeping it going. He does a
terrific job.
I thank the clerks, Ray and Marcus, for the unfailing
wisdom they are able to give us through their advice on
matters to do with the running of this Parliament. I am
very grateful to them, as are the members of my party.
And to Liz, who has made a fabulous start to what I am
sure will be a stellar career: it is great to have your
assistance also in your role as the assistant clerk.
I thank Gavin Bourke. We all feel the better for the fact
of Gavin’s presence, all 6 foot-whatever there is of him.
He is really in the right role as the Serjeant-at-Arms,
that fellow, and he does the job brilliantly. We are
grateful to him.
Our thanks go to Anne Sargent, the Assistant Chamber
Officer, for the work that she contributes to this place.
I thank the staff of the procedure office, which is
headed by Jenny, who is very ably assisted by Paul and
Bridget in making her contribution. We are very
grateful for their help throughout the year.
I thank Carolyn Williams and the Hansard team for
making sense of that which sometimes might be said to
be insensible. It is a terrific thing they do. I endorse the
Premier’s comment that sometimes it is interesting to
have a look back on what it is you are supposed to have
said at the time and realise they have done brilliantly in
being able get it down and interpret it. We are very
grateful to them for the hard work they contribute to the
running of the Parliament.
I thank Gail Dunston, the Parliamentary Librarian, and
the team that works with her. I took the students of the
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Mirboo North Primary School into the library this
morning as we were journeying around the Parliament,
and they were a healthy reminder of what a fantastic
place that library is. Just to hear them talking about it;
they were struck by the magnificent nature of that room
in which Gail and her team work. We are so very
thankful for the assistance they give us as the year
unfolds.
Eamonn Moran, the Chief Parliamentary Counsel, and
the staff who work with him, are able to produce
amendments at the apparent drop of a hat. They need
only the briefest of drafting instructions and can make it
into what you want it to be. They work tirelessly,
particularly while the Parliament is running. It is a great
credit to their professionalism, and I thank them.
I thank the executive officers and staff of the
parliamentary and joint committees and the
administration office for the work they have
contributed. It is only today that we have completed
debating the bill on the parliamentary committees.
There has been plenty said today, and justifiably, about
the great contribution the committee system makes to
the running of the Parliament and therefore to the
people of this state.
My thanks to all the staff in the Joint Services
Department — those many people who are engaged in
the important aspects of the work in which they are
involved.
I am very pleased that Grant Inwood and his team in the
information technology unit are on board. The way in
which the use of technology has expanded has been
quite remarkable. We are very grateful to them: we
have often had cause to call upon them, and they have
always been there and able to assist.
Thanks to Malcolm Sellar, the executive chef in the
parliamentary kitchen, and to all in the team that works
with him. Thanks to all the catering staff — those who
have been with us for many years and those for not so
many years. It is a great mix of those with more
experience and the younger less experienced ones, who
blend together well to look after us by making meals
available to us at what are sometimes ridiculous hours.
We are very grateful to Malcolm and those who assist
him.
Thanks to Luke Jordan, the food and beverage
manager, who took over from John Isherwood and
Linda Bowman. It is a big task he has to undertake to
fulfil the role that John and Linda performed. I
remember in November last year our son James had his
21st function in the members dining room, where Linda
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and John looked after arrangements and they did an
absolutely fantastic job. I am very grateful to them, and
similarly to Luke, and I wish him well in continuing his
role in this place.
Paul Gallagher is the manager of the gardens unit. We
extend thanks to him and to all of those who work with
him. We do not get out to walk around the gardens
enough or have a good look at them, but the staff of the
unit take justifiable pride in the maintenance of the
gardens. One need only walk around to have a proper
understanding of the enormous contribution they make.
The gardens are a great tribute to them, and I thank
them for it.
I thank Brian Bourke, the maintenance engineer, the
team, Manny, Jeff and John, and the painters, Paul and
Chris, very much for what they do. It is like painting
the bridge in this place — as soon as you do one job,
something else happens, and they discharge their duties
wonderfully well. With due respect to all, the place is
not the same without Peter the Painter, and we hope
that he does well in whatever he pursues as his future
career. He was a great contributor to this Parliament.
Felicitations to Bill Schober, our car park attendant —
there is a man who does his job extraordinarily well. He
must be quicker on the button in getting that gate up
and down than anybody I have ever come across. I
must confess to the Parliament, amongst the friends we
are, that as Glen Byrne, who is my driver, and I drive
into this place we are forever running the competition
of Glen being able to push the button or swipe the card
across the machine at the gate and beat Bill to the draw,
but I do not think he has been able to do it this whole
session — Bill has been quicker on the button. He does
a great job in organising things out there.
The protective services officers are wonderful in the
work that they do in this place. They are for the main
part unrecognised. I suppose that is a good thing in
many senses because, as I have said here before, I won
my last six fights by 10 back fences. It is a great thing
to have people around who can accommodate problems
if they do arise. The Leader of the Opposition has
already referred to a very nasty incident that occurred
on the front steps of this Parliament only a few months
ago when the protective services officers were truly put
to the test. They in conjunction with the Victoria Police
were able to deal with a very difficult situation that
evening. It only goes to illustrate the important role that
the protective services officers play around this place.
It is a fact that this place would not function without the
members of the press gallery, the members of the fourth
estate, and I think they recognise that they would not
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function without us. It is not necessarily a marriage
made in heaven all the time, but for the main part it
works very well, and I thank them for their
professionalism in the way in which they discharge
their duties. I congratulate David Broadbent on his
election to the role as captain-coach of that team.
Felicitations to those who work with me in my office in
Sale. Cheryl Norkus has the responsibility of running it
in practical terms while I am away. As is the wont with
all of us, we are away more than we would choose, so
she has a big responsibility, and she discharges that task
superbly. Danny O’Brien, my chief of staff, barracks
for Carlton, so he has had a very ordinary year in some
respects! On the other hand he does a superb job in the
task that he fulfils in company with me, and I am
grateful for what he has been able to do. We have spent
a lot of time in a lot of towns in different areas of
Victoria over these two or three years, and he is a great
guy and great company.
Felicitations to Jan Gales, who is a fixture in this place.
I am prohibited from saying how many years she has
been here. Suffice it to say that she was secretary to
Patrick McNamara, my immediate predecessor, and she
was secretary to Peter Ross-Edwards, who was the
immediate predecessor of Patrick McNamara — and
that is as much as I am prepared to say on the topic.
Felicitations to Helen Ransom, who has joined us and
works upstairs with Danny. She has made a great start,
and I am sure she will make a terrific contribution.
Felicitations to Karinda Pike, who has just left our staff
to return to Western Australia with her fiancée,
Kingsley Hunter, of Western Bulldogs and then
Hawthorn fame, who has now gone back to play in the
Western Australian Football League. He has taken
Karinda from us, but such is life. I wish both of them
very well.
Felicitations to my driver, Glen Byrne, who has done an
absolutely sterling job in charge of the steering
committee this year! He has worked with me now for a
couple of years. We do a lot of kilometres around
Victoria, and unfailingly he discharges his role in a very
professional manner.
Felicitations to those of my own parliamentary team,
particularly Peter Walsh, who was elected at last year’s
election as the member for Swan Hill and took the role
as deputy to me. I thank him very much for his help
throughout.
Felicitations to Bill Sykes, the member for Benalla. It is
wonderful to see the member for Benalla in this place
doing the great job that he is doing. I congratulate Bill
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on the way in which he has settled into his role as the
member for Benalla.
Felicitations to Damian Drum, a member for North
Western Province in the other place. Someone spoke
before about characters and how they are important in
the running of this place. With Damian Drum we have
truly added a character. In addition, he does a fabulous
job on behalf of the constituency he represents.
I congratulate them — and I single those three out only
because they were all elected for our party at the last
election — on the way they have settled into things and
the way in which they have discharged their respective
responsibilities. For the other members of the team
ongoing, I am very grateful for the support of all of
them.
Felicitations to Noel Maughan, the honourable member
for Rodney and National Party Whip. Comment has
been made about the important task that the whips
fulfil, and all of that is true and more. Noel does a great
job. He is absolutely, utterly and completely reliable. It
is an area that has to be done well, of course, and I am
very grateful to him.
Felicitations to members of the government,
particularly the Premier, and also to his wife, Terri, and
their children. I trust they have a terrific break over
Christmas and the new year. I believe the Premier and I
have a strong professional working relationship, which
is important for the good of the Parliament at large. In
the end the trade we all ply is about getting the best
outcomes for Victorians. We have a working
relationship which is intended to achieve the best
possible outcomes in that sense. Yes, we have
differences — of course we do, in the adversarial nature
of politics — but in the end it is a professional
association.
I wish the Leader of the House, who is also the Minister
for Major Projects, well for Christmas. He is an
absolutely important cog in the running of this place as
Leader of the House. As Minister for Major Projects he
needs a rest — if I can put that to him in the nicest way!
He has had a big, big week of consultations! He
remarked to me across the table today how he prides
himself and the government on their consultative
processes with the people of Victoria. I have been part
of that process this week and have watched him and
listened to him consult with Victorians in different parts
of country Victoria. It has been a very interesting
experience! I am sure he will enjoy the rest that is due
to him over the course of the next few weeks. I wish
him well for Christmas and the same for his family.
Likewise I wish all government members well.
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It is an adversarial place, and that is the way it ought to
be. Although we have our differences, no-one has ever
come to blows in this place — although I know we
have a while to go before the day is out! It always
strikes me as ironic that we have these felicitations
before the final adjournment debate. Be that as it may, I
wish all government members and their families well. I
also wish well the two Independent members of the
house, the member for Gippsland East and the member
for Mildura.
I am grateful to the Leader of the Opposition for the
comments he made, and I return them in like kind to
him, Jan and the children. I wish him well for
Christmas and the new year and hope he has the
opportunity to have a good rest and return refreshed.
I suppose I should finish by thanking my wife, Trish,
and our three children. What we do is a taxing task, and
I am very grateful for the support I receive from home.
The instances where the five of us are able to be
together around the table seem to be getting fewer with
the passage of time, but that is something we all share
in this place. I am very grateful to Trish, Sarah, James
and Julian for the way in which they allow me to do
what I regard as an extraordinarily important job.
I am reminded by some of my other notes that it is true
how fickle life can be. During the comments made
yesterday on Dr Barry Perry I could not help but think
that every day is a gem. It is important that as we depart
this place for the year we have appropriate regard to
that and that we all make sure we have the rest that is
needed to come back and make the contribution the
people ask of us.
Finally, if I may say to you, Speaker, to the team that
works with you and to your very able deputy: thank you
for the task you have discharged this year. It is not an
easy task. It is one of those classic instances where it
always looks easier from down here than from on the
spot. When the heat is on in this place, as it sometimes
is, it is only after the event that we collectively think
back on how difficult it is made for you on occasion to
make the call when that sort of pressure is on. I am very
grateful to you for the courtesy which you have shown
to me and all members of my party throughout the
course of this year. I extend a similar sentiment to your
deputy, Peter Loney, the member for Lara.
I finish by saying to the Premier that I intend winning
one of the Tattslotto tickets next year — when
Melbourne beats Geelong!
I conclude by reflecting on the point that the Leader of
the Opposition finished on — that is, that it is a singular
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honour to be in this place. That is something that
perhaps escapes us sometimes in the scheme of things.
It is a great honour to be able to come in here and
represent both those who have elected us and Victoria
at large. I wish everybody well for Christmas and the
new year.
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — I
join with the Premier, the Leader of the Opposition and
the Leader of the National Party in these Christmas
felicitations. I thank them for their comments and wish
all of them, and the members of their parties, all the
best for Christmas and the new year. In joining with
them I also wish our friends the Independents — the
member for Gippsland East and the member for
Mildura — all the best for this period.
I take this opportunity to thank those people I have had
the opportunity and pleasure to work with during the
year in my role as Leader of the House. I thank them
for the assistance they have provided not just to me but
more importantly to the institution of Parliament during
the course of the year. Ours is an adversarial system,
and for it to work smoothly to achieve the outcomes
and objectives we each set for ourselves from our own
individual political perspectives, the smooth operation
of the Parliament is required. That cannot be achieved
without the specific contributions of a number of
people.
In the Legislative Assembly there is a whole team of
people on the parliamentary staff whose assistance is
required, and it is provided in a very professional,
ongoing manner. That is led by the Clerk, Ray Purdey;
the Deputy Clerk, Marcus Bromley; the Assistant
Clerk, Liz Choat; the Serjeant-at-Arms, Gavin Bourke;
and the staff who work with and for them. They
provide a terrific amount of information, guidance,
history and knowledge that assists not only me but also
other members of this chamber. They do an excellent
job, and we wish them to continue.
They, and Parliament, are supported by Warren Smith
and his attendants. They look after the chamber and the
people in it, and they do a terrific and a fantastic job. At
the end of the day you see his team cleaning and tidying
up the mess whilst everyone else files out.
While the attendants clean up the members of the
Hansard staff are finalising matters. We need to think of
those people who stay on behind us at the end of the
parliamentary day. Warren Smith and his team and
Carolyn Williams and her team of reporters in Hansard
are often in that position. I appreciate the work they do
and the extended hours that are required to finish it.
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In your office, Speaker, Geoff Barnett and Jeremy
Walsh have been of assistance to me during the course
of the year, and I would like you to pass on my thanks
to them.
Eamonn Moran and the parliamentary counsel staff
have provided great assistance to the government and
the opposition. Particularly from the government’s
perspective and mine, they never fail to deliver on the
parliamentary legislation. They get a range of requests,
unrealistic time lines and pressures — particularly
when Parliament is sitting — and they service the
institution of Parliament excellently. They also have a
very high reputation and regard well beyond this
Parliament.
Having thanked those whom I directly work with in
terms of the operation of the chamber, I would be
remiss if I did not comment on my political
co-workers — those members I have to deal with on a
daily and hourly basis to ensure the smooth operation of
the house and to keep it under control. Even when there
is a large amount of political heat and intrigue afoot, I
am required to have very close and open working
relationships with the member for Doncaster, Victor
Perton; the member for Rodney, Noel Maughan; and
the member for Nepean, Martin Dixon, who work with
me. We have a special relationship that requires us to
set aside the political differences and argy-bargy of the
moment to make sure that the broader interests of the
chamber and the respective political organisations in it
are maintained.
Of course I could not do my job without the fantastic
efforts of the member for Ivanhoe, Craig Langdon, and
the team of people who work with him. He is highly
regarded and well respected and does the job tirelessly.
Quite frankly, he has been able to pick up an enormous
amount of the work I had previously done. He is doing
his job excellently.
I would also like to acknowledge the work of and
assistance provided to me by the Minister for
Agriculture, who at times has stepped in and taken over
the role of Leader of the House. I have an informal
arrangement with him — he does not get formal
acknowledgement for that — but he does a terrific job.
Several people behind the scenes also play a
contributing and crucial role in the organisation of
Parliament. Firstly, there is the member for Richmond,
the Cabinet Secretary, and his team. But there is also
Ari Suss, who works in the Premier’s office and who
each week regularly maintains contact across the
political spectrum. He is of great assistance to the
process of Parliament and in the work that I have to do
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by providing information to a group of very busy
people. I do not think people really appreciate how hard
it is to contact and keep in contact with people like me,
the member for Doncaster and the member for Rodney.
It is very hard to track each of us down to try to ensure
we connect with each other, and Ari is pivotal in
making that happen.
I also acknowledge the assistance I have received as
Minister for Transport and Minister for Major Projects
from the Parliamentary Secretary for Infrastructure, the
member for Brunswick, Carlo Carli. He has also
provided great assistance to me, working in a very
creative way and taking responsibility for a number of
very significant portfolio areas, particularly within
transport. He deserves to be given great credit for that
work.
I also pay tribute to my personal staff — firstly, those in
the electorate office. Mary and Maureen have been with
me for many years and do a fantastic job. There is also
the staff in my ministerial office, whose capabilities are
many and varied and who work long hours and provide
good and sensible advice. The drivers I have had during
the course of this year — John Stephenson, first of all,
and now Paul Sproule — have to work extremely long
hours. They do that day in, day out, and make a terrific
contribution.
Lastly, Speaker, I would like to acknowledge the
support you have provided and the work you have
done, along with your deputy. You have put in a terrific
year. I also acknowledge that by presenting your
Standing Orders Committee report in this last sitting
week you have provided the Parliament with some
Christmas reading. We acknowledge that work, and I
advise all members of Parliament that they should take
the opportunity over Christmas to read and familiarise
themselves with it, because we will be asking them
questions during the first week back, when we are
likely to debate that report.
Thank you, Speaker, for your assistance and guidance,
which you have given in an impartial way. The conduct
you have been able to deliver to the Parliament is a
credit to you. All the best!
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — I would like to thank
the Leader of the House for his comments and join with
him in thanking all of the people he mentioned, whose
names I shall not repeat.
The public sees us in very combative roles in this
Parliament and in the media. But there needs to be a
good relationship between the Leader of the House, the
manager of opposition business, the manager of
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National Party business and the respective whips, the
member for Nepean and the member for Ivanhoe. We
have had a terrific working relationship this year, and
the house has operated as effectively as it can because
of that relationship of respect. Ari Suss, who is a more
recent addition to the team, has also worked very well
with us in trying to put together business programs,
dealing with us on an hour-by-hour basis, as the Leader
of the House said.
I mention in particular the clerks — Ray Purdey,
Marcus Bromley, who I think has been in Parliament
for as long as I have, and Liz Choat, who is the newest
member of the team. There are always nuances in the
rules that need to be teased through, and their fearless
and sometimes argumentative advice is always
appreciated.
As the Minister for Transport has done, I also mention
the attendants, led by Warren Smith. I will not name
them all, but they are all terrific men and women who
look after our needs and help us operate as a
Parliament.
My special thanks go to Martin Dixon, the member for
Nepean and Opposition Whip, for his tireless work; to
Noel Maughan, the member for Rodney and manager
of National Party business, for his hard work as well;
and to the Leader of the Opposition, Robert Doyle, and
his team in the office — and ours is a small team.
Working to provide opposition in the state is never
easy, and Ron Wilson and Rob Clancy from that office
are fantastic. My thanks also go to all my colleagues.
Lastly, as the Leader of the House said, we could not do
this without our staff. I give special thanks to Linda
Scoular and Eleanor Brooker in my office. I wish all of
my colleagues and opponents in the house a very happy
and healthy Christmas and a great new year.
Mr INGRAM (Gippsland East) — Like previous
members, I would like to acknowledge and give thanks
to all those people who have made this session of
Parliament interesting and enjoyable.
I would like to thank all the staff for their dedicated
assistance and selfless contributions in ensuring that our
work in this place is productive. Like other members
have done, I would like to thank the clerks — Ray
Purdey, Marcus and Liz — for their assistance; Warren
and his team of Assembly attendants; Gavin Bourke,
the Serjeant-at-Arms, obviously; and all the others who
make this an interesting place to be.
I would particularly like to thank Hansard for turning
our mumblings in this place into readable and vaguely
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intelligible offerings that are presentable to the public
and our constituents.
On the subject of mumblings, in keeping with the
light-hearted nature of this discussion I would like to
look back on the lighter side of the past year, using as
an example Lawrence Money’s ‘Spy’ column. He must
go through Hansard quite regularly, because our
contributions in this place are often represented in his
comments.
A number of things have had a bit of coverage this
year. Marine life has had a bit of coverage, including
the piscatorial, public-address-induced slip by the
Premier about eels and other marine life.
Members of Parliament have been called a whole range
of things. From a quick search they have been referred
to as everything from seals, budgies, pigs, wombats,
bees and koalas to a variety of canines, including
poodles and mastiffs.
I would like to mention a couple of the highlights that
have featured in this year’s ‘Spy’, and there have been a
number. For instance, the guest appearance in ‘Spy’ of
the member for Forest Hill was a very interesting one.
Also the member for South Barwon has made a number
of appearances under a couple of aliases, and the
honourable member for Bass has been the subject of a
number of contributions. Someone mentioned earlier
that the honourable members for Mornington and
Narracan and the honourable members for Doncaster
and Mildura have all been cited in references to the
House of Stoush, which got a bit of a run in ‘Spy’.
However, I would like to give this year’s ‘Spy’ award
to the member for Doncaster. He seems to get a run in
‘Spy’ even if he is not involved in the issue that is being
featured.
I thank all the members of this place for making this
year an enjoyable one. I particularly thank the Premier,
the Leader of the Opposition and the Leader of the
National Party for the assistance they have given. I wish
all members and their families a safe and happy
Christmas, and I look forward to seeing them back
again, fresh and revived, next year.
I thank my staff, and I particularly thank my wife,
Ann-Maree, and my four children, Will, Hugh,
Annemieke and Angus. I look forward to being back
here for the next sittings, fresh and ready to go with
another lot of legislation. I again wish all members and
everyone who contributes to this place and assists
members to go about their business all the best for
Christmas and the New Year.
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Mr LANGDON (Ivanhoe) — I would like to take
this opportunity to extend season’s greetings to
everybody. In doing so I would like to highlight the
departure of Andrew Kaighin from my staff. I met
Andrew at the Mitcham by-election, which I think was
held on 13 December 1997. He came to work for me
after that, casually and then part time.
Mr Robinson — A great day.
Mr LANGDON — Yes, 13 December 1997 was a
great day, particularly for the member for Mitcham.
As I said, Andrew started work in my office casually,
then part time and eventually full time. He has ably
assisted me in my job as Government Whip from the
second session of the Bracks government. He has been
with me for three and a half years, and he has been
courteous and polite in the face of enormous pressure
from every member of the caucus and, at times, from
ministers, ministers’ personal assistants and others. He
has managed the tables, the leave passes and many
other things with enormous ability. I express my
appreciation of Andrew’s good efforts. I could not have
done my job nearly as well without his support. I thank
him for that support, and I would like to put that on the
parliamentary record.
I have a new staff member, Luke Xuereb. He has
enormous shoes to fill, and he knows that. I wish him
well in his endeavours.
The SPEAKER — In concluding I would like to
thank all the staff of Parliament. It is only when you
become Speaker that you begin to understand the
extraordinarily wide range of requests made of the staff
of Parliament by members seeking their assistance in
many ways. The staff of Parliament meet those
challenges extremely well. I will not name them all, as I
think the Premier, the Leader of the Opposition and the
Leader of the National Party have already done so. But
I congratulate the staff of Corporate Services,
Infrastructure, the Parliamentary Library, Hansard and
the committees on their great effort this year.
It has been a different year for them because we have
been working on some major restructuring of the
administration of the Parliament, in which all the staff
have been involved. Some of the responses we have
had from the training workshops have been particularly
interesting, especially some of the comments about
members — which I might share with members at
some other stage!
I thank in particular the staff of the Legislative
Assembly, who make the chamber run so well,
particularly our Clerk, Ray Purdey, whose wisdom and
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knowledge is respected throughout the whole of this
Parliament and indeed in parliaments across Australia. I
thank his admirable offsider, Marcus Bromley, and also
Liz Choat, who enable us to proceed in a very logical
manner. I thank them all very much for their hard work.
The attendants, under the control of Warren Smith, are
always here and willing to assist us, whether it is 9.30
in the morning or midnight. I thank them very much for
their continued courtesy. I know they would like me to
mention all their names. I cannot do that today, but I
will have the opportunity to thank them personally at a
later date.
To my own staff, previously Kate Murray and Lillian
Topic and at the moment Geoff Barnett and Jeremy
Walsh, I say thank you very much for all the support
you give me.
To the Deputy Speaker — he is not here at the moment,
but he is normally here when I am looking for him —
and the temporary chairs, I say thank you very much for
all your support. The temporary chairs do the job
without any extra payment, and the contribution they
have made to the running of Parliament this year has
been really tremendous. It is good to have temporary
chairs from all the parties and the Independents,
because I think it helps us all gain a greater
understanding of the Parliament and the needs of each
party in the house.
I would particularly like to thank the members of the
Standing Orders Committee for all their work. We
finally have a draft of the new standing orders in the
Parliament, and it will be debated in the first week of
the next sitting. The standing orders were last reviewed
in 1982, so it has taken a very long time to get an
update. I look forward to hearing contributions from
members on the work of that committee.
I say thank you particularly to Jeanette Powell, the
member for Shepparton, and Martin Dixon, the
member for Nepean, who I think attended every
meeting, even though some of them were held during
the winter break. I know Jeanette has to come a very
long way to attend meetings. I thank all the members of
the committee for their dedication and their sensible
and useful contributions.
I thank the party whips for their cooperation. I have
enjoyed working with Craig Langdon, the member for
Ivanhoe, Martin Dixon and Noel Maughan, the member
for Rodney, very much, especially in trying out some
new procedures in the house such as the new division
procedure. Working with them has been a delight, and I
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thank them all very much for their cooperation in taking
on extra roles.
Thanks to the House Committee for what has been a
very successful year. We have no leftover items on the
agenda, which I am told is a record for this Parliament,
because there is normally a very long agenda. That is a
tribute to all the members of the committee, particularly
Michael Leighton, the member for Preston, who chairs
the information technology subcommittee and who has
worked extremely closely with Grant Inwood and John
Lovell to improve IT facilities for the staff of the
Parliament.
I hope I have included everyone. I know you are all
anxious to go home, so I will not go on any further. I
wish you all a very happy and safe Christmas, and I
look forward to seeing you all in the new year.
Remaining business postponed on motion of
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport).

ADJOURNMENT
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — I
move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Hazardous waste: containment sites
Mr PLOWMAN (Benambra) — The issue I raise is
for the attention of the Minister for Major Projects. Last
week 500 outraged people met at the Violet Town town
hall. On Tuesday night of this week 750 equally angry
people met at the secondary school hall at Ouyen. Last
night 1000 local people were absolutely ropable by the
end of the public meeting held at the sports pavilion at
Linton. These concerned communities did not get
answers to their questions put to the Minister for Major
Projects and the Minister for Manufacturing and Export
as to why the three sites have been selected for a toxic
waste dump on private land in country Victoria.
I therefore request that the minister honour his promise
and provide all attendees of these three meetings with
the relevant details of the selection process and a list of
all the properties considered, which ruled out all public
land in Victoria for this facility. All the people from the
three communities were supporting the desperate plight
of the families who had been handed a potential
life-threatening notice that their farms were to be
compulsorily acquired for a toxic waste dump.
The action I require of the minister is that the
government provide every possible form of
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compensation to all adjoining landowners of the site
which is selected for the toxic waste containment
facility, for the financial loss which they will incur due
to the devaluation of their properties, and for any future
loss of income brought about by a failure of this
containment facility. I also ask the minister to agree to
resite this facility to a public land site close to where
this toxic waste is generated.
It is ironic that we have just had Christmas felicitations
in the house. Immense hurt has been generated by this
government to those families who are directly affected
by the compulsory acquisition order. They have
effectively been handed a death sentence without even
knowing they were on trial. The cost of the reputation
of each of those areas as a clean, green agricultural and
fruit production area has already started and will
continue until the final site is chosen, and that site will
then have it forever. The environment also has been
badly neglected in the decision to select these three
sites. Certainly the site we visited yesterday, the Woady
Yalloak catchment, is one of those very well-managed
catchments. It has been the recipient of a Landcare
catchment management award. This is not world best
practice, and it will not survive.

Daylesford Primary School and Daylesford
Secondary College: achievements
Mr HOWARD (Ballarat East) — I wish to raise a
matter with the Minister for Education and Training. I
request that the minister take action to ensure that the
negative comments by the member for Doncaster
regarding Daylesford Primary School and Daylesford
Secondary College are corrected, to protect the
reputations of these excellent schools and to ensure that
the community of Daylesford is correctly informed
about the government support that has been provided to
these schools.
I am very pleased to have visited both Daylesford
Primary School and Daylesford Secondary School on
numerous occasions since I became the member for
Ballarat East. I have been pleased to see that on each
occasion they, like all the other schools across my
electorate, have been very well run. I am impressed
with the dedication of the staff of the schools and the
quality of teaching that is taking place in these schools.
Daylesford Primary School has excellent facilities and,
through the work of the school community, even has a
swimming pool on site, which no doubt will be
extensively used over the coming months to ensure that
students develop good water safety skills as well as
providing enjoyment. It is quite clear that since it came
to office the Bracks government has provided
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significant support for Daylesford Primary School. I
cite just some examples of that, and no doubt the
minister will be able to clarify those and add even
more. In terms of the school programs that are being
offered, something like $400 000 has been provided to
programs such as literacy coordination and reading
recovery, with funding for bridging the digital divide
and for a range of other learning improvement
activities.
Daylesford Secondary School is also a fine school. It is
housed in a building that is mostly of 1960s origin, so it
has been a challenge to maintain it. There have been
many improvements made to that school. With physical
resources management system funding in recent times,
the school has refreshed the corridors. Again it has had
significant capital funding of something like $450 000
for a range of programs to improve the physical nature
of the school and safety in terms of school bussing.
Significant funding has also been provided to the
programs at the school, with something like $250 000
for middle years programs — managed individual
pathways, bridging the digital divide and so on. I am
impressed by the way our government has been able to
support these schools, and I look forward to the
minister further advising on this.

Echuca: dental services
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) — I raise a matter for
the attention of the Minister for Health. It concerns
public dental services in Echuca. The problem in
Echuca and right across the state is that many, many
people are waiting an excessive time to receive dental
services. In Echuca we have not had a public dentist
since February and so waiting lists have grown out even
more. Across the state more than 200 000 people have
been waiting in excess of two years for dental services.
This simply is not good enough. It is not good enough
when people in Echuca have pain and difficulties
requiring dental attention or need a new set of dentures
and go along to Echuca Regional Health, which has
been advertising for a dentist but without success, only
to be told that the waiting list is two years or even more.
Yes, in urgent cases, when people have excruciating
pain or where there is a desperate need for dentures,
provision can be made. But the problem is that the
private dental services now cannot cope with these
referrals. If people have to go from Echuca to either
Bendigo or Shepparton, it is a 200-kilometre round trip.
To have to do that on a limited income is very, very
difficult and I think unfair on those people concerned.
I want the minister to come up with some lateral
thinking to solve these problems. I have written to the
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minister and suggested that a number of things should
be considered. One is perhaps increasing the salaries of
public dentists so that they are comparable with those in
the private sector. The second thing is mobile dental
vans, to get some people out of the metropolitan area to
come up and service people in country Victoria. It is
not fair that people in the metropolitan area do not have
to wait as long as people do in country Victoria. The
third thing that could be considered is perhaps using
overseas-trained dentists in Victoria. There is a whole
range of things.
Dr Napthine — Fluoridation.
Mr MAUGHAN — As the member for South-West
Coast points out, I am a great supporter of fluoridation!
But the reality is that people in the Echuca community
right now are unable to get basic dental services. There
is no doubt that good oral health leads to good health.
Particularly for elderly people who need dentures, to be
denied those and told they have to wait for two years or
more is simply unacceptable. I ask the Minister for
Health to look at these issues to see if she can come up
with some lateral thinking and provide solutions to the
problem.

Energy: solar power
Mr LIM (Clayton) — The matter I raise is for the
Minister for Environment. I ask the minister to
investigate and take action to have solar hot water
systems installed in private rental properties.
In an article that appeared in the Age of 4 August,
Graeme Pearman, CSIRO’s chief scientist, warned that
the world will have to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
by 70 to 80 per cent this century if global warming is to
be stopped. This is a huge reduction, but we owe it to
our children and grandchildren to deal with this
problem before it is too late. To its credit the Bracks
government has done a great deal in tackling carbon
dioxide emissions in this state. It has raised energy
efficiency standards in new housing and made grants
available to install solar power and solar hot water
systems.
Hot water accounts for 25 per cent of an average
household energy use in Victoria. A solar water heater
can reduce this consumption by around three-quarters.
Consequently one of the most beneficial things a
household can do for the environment is to install a
solar water heater. For an average family an electric hot
water system will generate nearly 7 tonnes of carbon
dioxide each year while a gas-boosted solar hot water
system will generate only about 800 kilograms —
about one-tenth as much. Many home owners are now
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installing energy-efficient solar hot water systems,
encouraged by the Bracks government’s solar hot water
rebate, which offers up to $1500 off the purchase cost
of a solar hot water system.

community of such an activity — the cost of diverting
the air ambulance, the two ambulances and the
paramedics that were involved — there is also the
matter of the serious assault.

However, there is a problem with rental housing. Solar
systems are the cheapest to run, but even with the
rebate they are still the most expensive to install. If an
electric hot water service fails in a rental property, it is
simpler and easier for a landlord to replace it with a
new hot water system of the same type. Few landlords
would be willing to spend extra money to install solar
heating when they themselves do not receive any direct
benefit. This means that not only does the general
community suffer from the failed opportunity to reduce
carbon dioxide emissions, but rental tenants —
generally the least well off in our society — are stuck
with high hot water costs.

It comes at a time when this state is well and truly
aware of the violence inside the union movement. We
have had the successful prosecution of John Setka for
intimidation on a building site — the well-publicised
death threats that were made to managers of a large
building company — which was run in the Australian
Industrial Relations Commission recently. We have
also had the outrageous assault — the term used by
Greg Combet — on Doug Cameron by fellow
unionists.

I therefore call on the Minister for Environment, who is
also the Minister for Water, to liaise with the Real
Estate Institute of Victoria, the Tenants Union of
Victoria and other interested parties to look at how
private landlords can be encouraged to install solar hot
water systems in rental properties.

Communications, Electrical and Plumbing
Union: Lorne incident
Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — I have a matter I wish to
raise with the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services. The matter relates to a serious assault that
took place at the Cumberland Hotel in Lorne on
Thursday, 13 November. The action I seek from the
minister is to ensure that there is a full police
investigation of this serious crime and to ensure also
that any cost to the taxpayer is fully recovered from
those that were involved.
The Communications, Electrical and Plumbing Union,
which I note donated $145 000 to the Labor Party in the
lead-up to the last election, had a conference at the
Cumberland Hotel on the day. During the proceedings
of that conference, a union organiser, Mr Paddy
McCrudden, was king-hit from behind by another
union organiser, Mr Tony Murphy. Mr McCrudden was
seriously injured. An ambulance was called and indeed
a second ambulance, a mobile intensive care ambulance
unit, attended the Cumberland Hotel. As a result of the
paramedics’ assessment, they could not do anything for
Mr McCrudden, apart from stabilising his condition,
and he required an emergency evacuation to a larger
hospital. Accordingly the police air ambulance was
diverted and carried Mr McCrudden to the Geelong
Hospital, where he was treated for his serious injuries
arising from this assault. Besides the cost to the

It is an outrageous situation, and indeed when you look
at the way the union movement behaves in this state —
Saizeriya, the illegality down at the National Gallery of
Victoria and also the record fines at OMV — it would
be a matter of some serious comfort not to have these
sorts of people behaving this way. It should be one law
for all — not one law for the union movement and one
law for the rest of us. It is a serious assault, and it
should be fully investigated. If there are any costs, they
should be repaid by the union to the taxpayers of
Victoria.

Volunteers: recognition
Ms MORAND (Mount Waverley) — I raise an
issue with the Minister for Victorian Communities. I
would like the minister to take action to ensure the
continuing support of volunteers throughout Victoria,
and in particular the support and recognition of
volunteer resource centres in Victoria. Volunteering is
one of the most fundamental and oldest forms of
community strengthening. In Victoria there are over
1 million volunteers providing around $10 million of
direct and indirect services, and there are some 47 000
organisations in Victoria that use volunteers. These
organisations — religious, cultural, sporting and
environmental — provide highly valued services and,
equally importantly, opportunities for people to become
involved in their communities.
I want to acknowledge the contribution of the
Department of Human Services and funding support for
resource centres, and I also want to take this
opportunity to praise the work of the Monash Volunteer
Resource Centre in Glen Waverley. The centre is run
by Gloria Mahoney, who is an outstanding member of
the Victorian community. The organisation does
wonderful work in supporting the people in the City of
Monash through the coordination of volunteers. Her
work has been recognised by an Order of Australia. The
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Monash Volunteer Resource Centre aims to link care
agencies operating in the City of Monash with
prospective volunteers from the community to provide
quality training opportunities to ensure a mutually
rewarding experience for both recipients and
volunteers. The centre is a community-based
organisation which maintains up-to-date information
about volunteer programs in the local area. The
information includes current details of the many
volunteers in the area and the volunteer opportunities.
As well as the time and skills that are required to do the
job, it fits the right volunteer with the right job.
The establishment of the new Department for Victorian
Communities has resulted in the Bracks government
putting a strong focus on supporting volunteers. I know
that the Minister for Victorian Communities is working
with volunteers in developing a comprehensive strategy
to encourage volunteering and community enterprises.
The sort of support the minister is looking at is very
practical, such as access to training, basic infrastructure
such as IT, recognition and rewards for volunteers, and
linking volunteer groups so they can work together
more effectively.
The Department for Victorian Communities is also
working with community groups to make access to
government information and grants a lot simpler. In
keeping with the department’s focus on government
that is easy to work with, the Department for Victorian
Communities is developing a single gateway for
Victorians seeking access to government grants. The
government’s goal is to give people a one-stop shop
where you can find out about funding and by doing so
eliminate some of the administrative burden that
currently surrounds the grants process.
In conclusion, I ask the minister to take action to ensure
that support and recognition of volunteers continues
and that they remain a focal point for the delivering of
important support for members of my community and
the wider Victorian community.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I call the
member for Mordialloc.
Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! No, the
member for Mordialloc. I am advised there is an
arrangement in place where the Independent call is
being taken by the government this evening.

Greek Orthodox Church, Parkdale: funding
Ms MUNT (Mordialloc) — I call upon the Minister
for Multicultural Affairs to take action to continue
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support for the Greek Orthodox Church at Parkdale.
The Greek Orthodox Church in Parkdale received
funding this year to continue its good works. The Greek
Orthodox community school at Mentone received
$1000. The school does a wonderful job in teaching the
local Greek children in my community to keep their
language and their cultural traditions. The Greek
Orthodox Parish and Community Archangels of
Mentone women’s group received $400, the Greek
Orthodox Parish and Community Archangels of
Mentone youth group also received $400, and the
Greek Orthodox Parish and Community Archangels
senior citizens received $500.
I was privileged to receive an invitation to attend the
Feast of the Archangels a couple of weeks ago at the
Greek Orthodox Church in Parkdale. It was a
wonderful community celebration. The funding the
church has received from the Bracks government really
aids it in its good works, and I call on the minister to
ensure that that funding continues.

State Emergency Service: Warrnambool
headquarters
Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — I wish to
raise an issue for the attention of the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services. The action I seek is for the
minister to ensure there is funding in next year’s budget
for a new State Emergency Service (SES) headquarters
for Warrnambool. The Warrnambool SES has
25 dedicated and hardworking volunteers who are
highly trained and highly committed to their voluntary
service. They respond regularly to emergency calls
involving search and rescue, floods, storm damage, cliff
rescue and sea searches. The SES is housed in
Nicholson Street and has been there since its
establishment in 1977. It is an old PMG building —
that shows its age — which was built in the 1930s.
At the moment, unfortunately, it has faulty and
dangerous electrical wiring that has to be switched off
during storms. The very time when you need electricity
for SES headquarters is during storms, when it is asked
to respond to these emergencies, yet it has to switch off
its own electricity supply. The building has an asbestos
roof, which leaks and has large holes in it, and the water
has caused damage to some of the equipment. The
current site is also not the best location, as it is largely
in a residential area with small streets, which presents
difficulties for access in an emergency.
The Warrnambool SES has a range of equipment,
including two boats, a rescue truck, a 4 x 4 first
response vehicle, a quick-fill trailer pump, a cliff rescue
trailer, a six-wheel ATV and several generators. It
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needs a proper headquarters for the safe storage of this
equipment, for the training of volunteers and to provide
facilities for the volunteers.
I ask the minister to ensure there is funding in next
year’s budget for a new SES headquarters in
Warrnambool, but I also suggest to the minister that in
planning the budget he liaise with the Minister for
Health and Rural Ambulance Victoria, because there is
also a need for new ambulance headquarters in
Warrnambool. It has outgrown its current headquarters
and is currently looking for a site for relocation. It
would seem to me that there would be a significant
advantage in having a co-located facility for these
emergency services in terms of cost efficiencies,
cross-training and the utilisation of a combined
emergency service.
I therefore ask the minister to support the dedicated
work of the SES volunteers in Warrnambool by
providing them with appropriate facilities, including
appropriate headquarters to house their equipment to
assist in training for their ongoing work. I also ask the
minister to work in coordination with the Minister for
Health and Rural Ambulance Victoria in suggesting
that we have an outcome for emergency services in
Warrnambool that combines the ambulance service and
the SES for the long-term future.

Carwatha College P–12: landscaping works
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave) — I raise an important
matter for the attention of the Minister for Education
Services. I ask the minister to take action in relation to
landscaping works at Carwatha College P–12 in Noble
Park North, in my local community. As I have said a
number of times in the house, Carwatha College is one
of many fine schools in my local area, ably led by
principal Frank Sal and college council president Kerrie
Dickson.
The college has recently undergone a $2.3 million
upgrade, involving nine new classrooms, new student
toilets, a range of new staff administration areas and,
importantly, a refurbishment of the Victorian certificate
of education centre as well as other important works. I
was honoured to attend and officially open the new
buildings.
While this upgrade is a very significant boost to
Carwatha College, some difficulties have been
experienced in relation to the landscaping works in and
around the new buildings. Due to problems with the
contractor engaged to undertake the upgrade, the
landscaping works could not be completed within the
agreed scope of works for the project and the project
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budget. Accordingly I ask the minister to take action to
address this issue by providing a small amount of
additional funding of the order of $3000, to ensure that
these works are completed and that this historic
$2.3 million redevelopment is properly and
appropriately completed as soon as possible.

Mount Erin Secondary College: Somerville
campus
Ms BUCHANAN (Hastings) — My matter is for
the attention of the Minister for Education Services,
who is also the Minister for Employment and Youth
Affairs. The action I seek is for the minister to give due
consideration to the naming of the new junior
secondary college campus in the Hastings electorate
within the township of Somerville. Planning for the
construction of this new educational facility has been
under way for over a year now, and construction will
commence in 2004.
An honourable member interjected.
Ms BUCHANAN — Actually one that has been
thrown around is the Robin Cooper Jurassic Park
campus, so we will see how we go.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms BUCHANAN — No, nowhere near his
electorate. And he never looked after it, anyway, when
he was over there.
I commend the southern region of the Department of
Education and Training, the Mount Erin Secondary
College principal and vice-principal, and the many
community volunteers on the steering committee for
their outstanding work, particularly when the previous
Liberal government was preparing to sell the site,
declaring it to be excess to regional educational
requirements.
The Bracks Labor government has invested
approximately $5 million in the construction of this
facility. Since being elected to this place in November
2002 I have canvassed and received feedback from
numerous individuals and organisations in the
Somerville region as to a name for this new junior
campus. One of the groups in particular, Communities
that Care, under the strong facilitation of the area
coordinator, Diana Almond, has analysed the
questionnaires filled out by hundreds of teenagers
across the Mornington Peninsula. Their responses
strongly support the notion that a school is for them a
focal point in any community-building activity,
allowing for the progression of social and community
cohesion, and that, equally importantly, any sense of
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pride in community facilities is greater when the name
of the facility reflects its geographic location — so that
leaves Garry Rowe out straightaway.
Feedback from other local organisations reflects the
need of Somerville residents to engender greater pride
in their community places and to have structures by
which the growing population can connect and forge
positive community links.
An Honourable Member — Ken Smith?
Ms BUCHANAN — Heaven forbid kids going to a
school called Ken Smith! That would be horrendous.
This is something that was ignored by the previous
government, which instead tried to close down the train
line and decimated much-needed council services
through forced amalgamations, undemocratically
appointed commissioners and compulsory competitive
tendering, which ripped a major source of local
employment out of the township — and the soul of the
town as well.
Under this government, action has been taken to
reinvigorate the Somerville community. Investment in
community infrastructure, small business support,
roads, public transport and quality vocational education,
to name but a few, has seen a growing sense of
community re-establishment in Somerville. The naming
of this much-awaited and valued junior secondary
college is something that all Somerville residents await
with interest. I reiterate my request that the naming of
this important community educational facility be
determined soon.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member’s time has expired. As 10 matters
have been raised on the adjournment, the time for
raising matters has concluded.
I invite the Minister for Agriculture to respond to
matters raised for the Minister for Education and
Training by the honourable members for Ballarat East
and Hastings, for the Minister for Major Projects by the
honourable member for Benambra, for the Minister for
Health by the honourable member for Rodney, for the
Minister for Environment and Minister for Water by the
honourable member for Clayton, for the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services by the members for
Kew and South-West Coast, for the Minister for
Victorian Communities by the member for Mount
Waverley, for the Minister assisting the Premier on
Multicultural Affairs by the member for Mordialloc,
and for the Minister for Education Services by the
member for Mulgrave.
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Although it is admirable that even at this late stage
members are sufficiently enthusiastic to still want to
participate in the proceedings, I ask them to contain
themselves for just a little longer.

Responses
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Agriculture) —
Heeding your warning, Deputy Speaker, I advise that
10 honourable members have raised matters for
ministers, and I will refer those matters to them.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 5.41 p.m.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers to the following questions on notice were circulated on the date shown.
Questions have been incorporated from the notice paper of the Legislative Assembly.
Answers have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the appropriate ministers.
The portfolio of the minister answering the question on notice starts each heading.

Tuesday, 25 November 2003
Transport: Woodend–Tylden road speed limit
227.

Mr MULDER to ask the Honourable the Minister for Transport —
(1)

Why does the speed limit on the Woodend to Tylden road increase from 80 km/h to 100 km/h a few
hundred metres before the level crossing of the Melbourne to Bendigo double track line, for
motorists travelling towards Tylden.

(2)

Has increasing the speed limit after motorists have passed over the level crossing been considered as
a safer option.

(3)

Why does the road sign at the above location read ‘End 80’ rather than ‘100’.

(4)

Have any casualties or fatalities occurred on the Woodend to Tylden road since 1999; if so, at what
point and of what severity has each accident been.

ANSWER:
(1) The speed limit on the Tylden to Woodend Road was reviewed in September 2000. At that time, the signed
speed limits were considered appropriate given the general rural nature of the abutting environment, and the
relative remoteness of the rail crossing from the built up area of Woodend.
(2) The speed limit at this location has recently been discussed with the Macedon Ranges Shire Council and the
Police. As a result of these discussions, Vicroads will approve an extension of the 80 km/h to west of the rail
crossing. 100 km/h signs will be installed at the end of the 80 km/h zone.
This decision has been made after considering the alignment of the road near the rail crossing that limit vehicle
speeds to around 80 km/h until traffic has travelled past the rail crossing.
(3) The ‘End 80’ sign has been used in a number of cases around the state to indicate that the 80 km/h speed limit
no longer applies. This type of sign has been used where the speed value of the road alignment is lower than
the rural default speed (100 km/h).
In the case of the Tylden to Woodend Road, there is a low speed curve and rail crossing within 500 metres of
where the 80 km/h speed limit ends. For this reason ‘End 80’ signs were considered appropriate.
The use of the ‘End 80’ sign is consistent with applications described in the Australian Road Rules and
Vicroads Traffic Engineering Manual.
(4) There have been 9 casualty accidents on the Tylden to Woodend Road since 1 January 1999.
The Tylden to Woodend Road is approximately 12 km in length and these accidents were at different locations
along this length of road.
Of the 9 casualty crashes, none were fatal, one was a “serious injury” and 8 were “other injury” crashes.
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Details of the location and severity of each accident on the Tylden to Woodend Road are shown in the table
below.
Location

Date of Accident

Injury Type

(Distance from Tylden)
0 km (at Kyneton Trentham Rd Intersection)

19/05/1999

Other

1.93 km (Chanters Lane)

30/06/2003

Other

2.05 km

10/01/2000

Other

3.86 km

31/05/2002

Other

5.37 km

22/03/2003

Serious

6.61 km

29/04/2002

Other

8.89 km

09/08/2000

Other

9.01 km (Harpers Road)

08/05/2000

Other

10.96 km

12/01/2003

Other

The rail level crossing is located at approximately 10.5 km from Tylden.
“Serious Injury” is defined as a person taken to hospital.
“Other injury” is defined as person sustaining injury but not taken to hospital
Further details may be obtained from the crash information available on Vicroads web site
www.vicroads.vic.gov.au.
Vicroads and the Council regularly monitor the crash records for possible black spot funding, currently there
are no sites on this road that satisfy Black Spot Program criteria.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers to the following questions on notice were circulated on the date shown.
Questions have been incorporated from the notice paper of the Legislative Assembly.
Answers have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the appropriate ministers.
The portfolio of the minister answering the question on notice starts each heading.

Wednesday, 26 November 2003
Attorney-General: Haystac Public Affairs Pty Ltd
238(e). Ms ASHER to ask the Honourable the Attorney-General —
(1)

What payments have been made to the company by the Minister’s Department, office or any agency
or statutory authority, or any predecessor Department, office, agency or statutory authority, under the
Minister’s administration since 1 February 2001.

(2)

On what dates were the payments made.

(3)

Briefly describe the project for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
No payments have been made by my Department or Office to the firm Haystac Public Affairs P/L.
To provide details of payments made by agencies, statutory authorities or predecessor departments, offices,
agencies of statutory authorities under my administration would be an unreasonable diversion of my department’s
resources.

Attorney-General: Social Shift Pty Ltd
239(e). Ms ASHER to ask the Honourable the Attorney-General —
(1)

What payments have been made to the company by the Minister’s Department, office or any agency
or statutory authority, or any predecessor Department, office, agency or statutory authority, under the
Minister’s administration since 1 July 2001.

(2)

On what dates were the payments made.

(3)

Briefly describe the project for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
No payments have been made by my Department or Office to the firm Social Shift P/L.
To provide details of payments made by agencies, statutory authorities or predecessor departments, offices,
agencies of statutory authorities under my administration would be an unreasonable diversion of my department’s
resources.
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Planning: Bayside planning scheme
296.

Mr THOMPSON to ask the Honourable the Minister for Planning, with reference to the Bayside
Planning Scheme Amendment C2 and gazettal of Part I to the Bayside Planning Scheme —
(1)

What was the rationale of the Minister in determining to make no decision on the balance of
Amendment C2.

(2)

What is the attitude of the Minister towards supporting the community’s objectives of maintaining
the character and amenity of the City of Bayside.

(3)

What is the time frame or process for decision making regarding the gazettal of the amendment.

(4)

What was the rationale for the separation of a substantial part of the amendment.

ANSWER:
I deferred a decision on Part 2 of the Amendment C2 to enable it to be further considered in the context of
Melbourne 2030. Several components of Amendment C2 Part 2 are in direct conflict with key directions of
Melbourne 2030.

Police and emergency services: arrests, charges and convictions on school grounds
339.

Mr PERTON to ask the Honourable the Minister for Police and Emergency Services with reference to the
response to question 172(c) received on 7 October 2003 — since 1 January 2003, what data held on any of
the specified police databases has been analysed to determine the prevalence of crime on school grounds.

ANSWER:
Crime trend analysis is the responsibility of local, district, regional and central management and use of statistical
information is a continuing and integral part of that practice.
Victoria Police records statistical information regarding offences committed at and on school grounds. This
information is accessed by management at various levels throughout the organisation for operational purposes and
resource allocation.
To identify when that information has been accessed for analysis is not practically achievable regardless of the
specified time frame from 1 January 2003. Such an undertaking would be an extensive labour intensive process.

Police and emergency services: arrests, charges and convictions on school grounds
340.

MR PERTON to ask the Honourable the Minister for Police and Emergency Services, with reference to
the response to question 172(c) received on 7 October 2003 — since 1 January 2003 what reports have
been produced on police patrolling school grounds.

ANSWER:
Victoria Police does not routinely compile reports regarding patrols that may be conducted in school grounds.
Under the concept of Local Priority Policing, local police are tasked to conduct patrols or operations in response to
particular crime trends or other emerging problems.
Should a school regularly feature as the site of criminal incidents or behaviour, a police patrol will target the area
with a view to detecting offenders and discouraging further occurrences.
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Local government: cliff stabilisation works, Sandringham
345.

Mr THOMPSON to ask the Honourable the Deputy Premier for the Honourable the Minister for Local
Government, with reference to the important cliff stabilisation works proximate to Southey and Masefield
Streets, Sandringham —
(1)

What is the current status of the proposed works.

(2)

What funding has been allocated in the current financial period.

(3)

What are the assessed risks as a consequence of the delay.

(4)

What has been the reason for the extended delay in rectification works.

(5)

What tenders have been let for the project and what has been the cost of those tenders.

(6)

What is the commencement date of work on site.

(7)

When will the works be completed.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The issues raised were responses to in Question no. 249, tabled on 28 October 2003, Hansard reference page 1463.

Arts: Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd
360(d). Ms ASHER to ask the Honourable the Minister for the Arts —
(1)

What payments have been made to the company by the Minister’s Department or private office since
27 March 2003.

(2)

On what dates were the payments made.

(3)

Briefly describe the project for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
No payments have been made by Arts Victoria, Department of Premier and Cabinet, to the firm Shannon’s Way
Pty Ltd since 27 March 2003.
No payments were made by my Private Office to the Firm Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd.

Agriculture: Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd
361(b). Ms ASHER to ask the Honourable the Minister for Agriculture –
(1)

What payments have been made to the company by any agency or statutory body under the
Minister’s administration since 5 December 2002.

(2)

On what dates were the payments made.

(3)

Briefly describe the project for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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To provide details of payments made by agencies and statutory bodies under my administration would be an
unreasonable diversion of my department’s resources.
The Honourable Member may wish to submit a more specific question outlining which particular agency or
statutory body they are interested in.

Arts: Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd
361(d). Ms ASHER to ask the Honourable the Minister for the Arts —
(1)

What payments have been made to the company by any agency or statutory body under the
Minister’s administration since 5 December 2002.

(2)

On what dates were the payments made.

(3)

Briefly describe the project for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
To provide details of payments made by agencies and statutory bodies under my administration would be an
unreasonable diversion of my department’s resources.
The Honourable Member may wish to submit a more specific question outlining which particular agency or
statutory body they are interested in.

Community services: Department of Human Services budget deficit
365.

Mrs SHARDEY to ask the Honourable the Minister for Community Services —
(1)

What is the size of the Department of Human Services’ budget deficit for 2002–2003 and for the
September 2003 quarter.

(2)

Which portfolio areas or programs have overspent for 2002–2003 and for the September 2003
quarter.

(3)

In which portfolio areas or programs is the Department of Human Services hoping to make savings.

(4)

How much is the Department hoping to save in each portfolio area or program.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
1. The Department of Human Services did not have a budget deficit for 2002–03 or the September 2003 quarter.
The Department managed its budget within the Annual Appropriated funds made available by Parliament. In
fact, in 2002–03 the Department spent $52.5 million less than its budget appropriations.
The Department recorded an accounting operating deficit of $120.6m for the 2002–03 year and a surplus of
$61m for the September quarter.
–

The 2002–03 deficit largely arises from a decline in gambling revenues in 2002–03 ($107.8m). These
gambling revenues are normally on passed to the Department through the Hospital and Charities fund. The
decline in 2002–03 revenues was supplemented by a Temporary Advance from the Department of
Treasury and Finance. Increased Medical Indemnity Insurance expenses of $37.9m also impacted on the
operating deficit for the 2002–03 financial year. These expenses represent an actuarial assessment of
Medical Indemnity liabilities. Numerous other accounting adjustments, both increases and decreases
resulted in a net contribution of $25.1m.
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2. In a budget sense, none of the portfolio areas or programs overspent in 2002–03 or September 2003 quarter.
The accounting operating deficit, is also not considered an over spend, as the decline in gaming revenues was
restored by the Department of Treasury and Finance. The expenses associated with Medical Indemnity
Insurance reflected actuarial estimates of increased liabilities rather than an increase in the direct cost of DHS’s
Insurance Premium.
3. No specific savings initiatives have been introduced to cover the above budget deficits or accounting deficits
within the portfolio.
4. The Department is not expecting any portfolio area or program to make savings to cover either the budget or
accounting deficits.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers to the following questions on notice were circulated on the date shown.
Questions have been incorporated from the notice paper of the Legislative Assembly.
Answers have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the appropriate ministers.
The portfolio of the minister answering the question on notice starts each heading.

Thursday, 27 November 2003
Treasurer: TXU electricity distribution and supply network in Gippsland
190.

Mr INGRAM to ask the Honourable the Treasurer with reference to TXU’s contractible responsibilities to
maintain to a publicly acceptable operational standard the electricity distribution and supply network in
Gippsland —
(1)

How have the following actions affected TXU’s obligations and operation standards —
(a)

reduction in line maintenance staff;

(b)

centralising the emergency response crews from the far east of Gippsland to Bairnsdale;

(c)

reducing the line maintenance rotations including pole and cross bar inspections and
slashing and clearing of vegetation under power lines;

(d)

reducing the number of condemned poles by reducing the diameter of rotting timber poles;
and

(e)

reduction of the washing and cleaning of insulators to prevent pole fires.

(2)

With these reductions in service, does TXU still adhere to its contractual obligations of service
delivery.

(3)

Has TXU been penalised by the Essential Services Commission for lack of service reliability.

(4)

Has TXU failed in its service reliability obligations in the recent power outages at Mallacoota.

(5)

What was the cause of the Mallacoota blackouts.

(6)

What impact did the actions in (1) (a)–(e) have on the ability to restore power in cases such as the
recent blackouts in Mallacoota where the power was out twice in one week for a period totalling 24
hours.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The following advice has been received from the Minister for Energy Industries in the other place, in response to
the specific questions raised by Mr Ingram as follows —
(1) How have the following actions affected TXU’s obligations and operation standards?
(a) reduction in line maintenance staff;
There has been no reduction in staff numbers available for line maintenance work.
The advice provided by TXU Electricity Ltd (hereafter referred to as TXU) is that it has a core of field
staff located in remote areas across its geographical areas including Gippsland. It has the ability and
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flexibility to transfer these resources around the region to meet cyclic workload requirements. Field staff
are supplemented and supported by accredited contractors to carry out all necessary maintenance and
augmentation works to meet performance obligations.
(b) centralising the emergency response crews from the far east of Gippsland to Bairnsdale;
Emergency response crews have not been centralised to Bairnsdale.
TXU has emergency response crews operating from Bairnsdale, Lakes Entrance as well as Manorina, to
service areas of East Gippsland.
(c) reducing the line maintenance rotations including pole and cross bar inspections and slashing and clearing
of vegetation under power lines;
There has been no reduction of line maintenance or vegetation clearing activities within TXU.
TXU has an Asset Management Plan in place to effectively manage the overall performance of its
network.
The Office of the Chief Electrical Inspector (OCEI) has been fully and formally consulted on all aspects of
TXU’s asset inspection program and the associated vegetation management and maintenance/replacement
activities. The OCEI carries out annual audits of inspection, vegetation and maintenance programs to
ensure TXU is appropriately managing bushfire risk and public safety of the network assets and regulatory
compliance.
(d) reducing the number of condemned poles by reducing the diameter of rotting timber poles;
There has been no reduction in the criteria used to assess the serviceability of timber poles. TXU has
complemented the previous State Electricity Commission of Victoria (SECV) timber pole serviceability
criteria by extensive use of rot and termite inhibitors and the application of approved pole supporting
techniques.
I understand the OCEI is fully aware of the above practices.
(e) reduction of the washing and cleaning of insulators to prevent pole fires.
Washing and cleaning insulators is a short-term measure to mitigate the seasonal impact of the long-term
statewide legacy of timber pole and cross-arm construction in high aerial pollution environments. TXU
does have a current insulator washing program to target areas of concern.
Notwithstanding this, insulators with improved self cleaning profiles and materials are now used for new
and replacement works to further mitigate this problem.
TXU is continually implementing improvements to its overhead system to reduce pole fire incidents and
improve the safety of the network and has developed specific strategies and pole fire prevention activities
to target high incident areas.
(2) With these reductions in service, does TXU still adhere to its contractual obligations of service delivery?
There has been no reduction in service. TXU is performing at the Regulatory Network Performance Indicators
as set by the Essential Services Commission for the period 2001–2005.
(3) Has TXU been penalised by the Essential Services Commission for lack of service reliability?
No. TXU has over the past two years exceeded the overall reliability standards that are subject to the
performance incentive scheme established by the Essential Services Commission.
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TXU has been required to pay Guaranteed Service Level payments to individual customers who suffer outages
exceeding specified durations or frequencies, however it advises that it has not been penalised for the overall
reliability of the network.
(4) Has TXU failed in its service reliability obligations in the recent power outages at Mallacoota?
In accordance with the agreed practices under the Guaranteed Service Level scheme established by the
Essential Services Commission in 2001, TXU has paid 406 Guaranteed Service Level payments to Mallacoota
customers who were without electricity supply for more than 12 hrs in May 2003.
(5) What was the cause of the Mallacoota blackouts?
There were 3 sustained outages on the single 310 km-long radial line supplying the Mallacoota area in May
2003. The outages were caused by lightning strikes and tree bark contacting the overhead line near Club
Terrace.
With all such incidents it is necessary for an exhaustive patrol and inspection of the line to be carried out, in
order to determine both the cause of the interruption, and the condition of the line. For reasons involving
public safety, and to avoid possible further damage to electricity distribution equipment, this inspection was
required before that line could be re-energised.
Having experienced these problems, the following immediate steps have been taken to ensure reliability is not
compromised.
–
–
–

Detailed line patrols to identify any further potential issues.
Modifications to system control devices to improve supply restoration performance.
Development of a strategy to limit tree bark contact with overhead lines in the Club Terrace area.

(6) What impact did the actions in (1) (a)–(e) have on the ability to restore power in cases such as the recent
blackouts in Mallacoota where the power was out twice in one week for a period totalling 24 hours?
Because Mallacoota is supplied by a 310 km radial power line via Cann River, it is exposed to the impacts of
the environment including trees, storms and lightning.
This line was last inspected for required maintenance as part of the cyclic inspection program in mid-2003. All
maintenance identified has now been assessed and will be programmed for completion prior to the end of
2003.
TXU is currently examining the total configuration of the network system with respect to increased installation
of line fault indicators, increased remote control fault restoration devices and improved bird/animal protection
to mitigate against prolonged outages.
Overview of the Network Business Operations of TXU
TXU manages and operates the Electricity Network across the eastern side of the state of Victoria servicing
approximately 550,000 customers. TXU has in place Asset Management strategies and plans to deliver the highest
possible levels of service, safety and network performance to its customers.
The Essential Services Commission recently commissioned an extensive regulatory compliance audit of the 2002
and 2003 operations of each Victorian electricity distribution company. TXU’s Asset Management performance is
currently rated as grade ‘A’ (grading range is from A to D) under Clause 3.1 of the Distribution Code.
In July 2003 the international management, engineering and environmental consultants Gutteridge Haskins and
Davey Pty Ltd (GHD) completed an assessment of TXU’s Asset Management processes. The assessment
concluded that:
TXUN is close to being the best performing asset manager in gas and electricity assessed by GHD in Australia and overseas, and well
above other sectors such as water and municipals.
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The advice provided by TXU has been reviewed by the ESC which advises it has no reason to dispute the
information given and has confirmed the company’s compliance with its licensing obligations under the
Distribution Code.

Community services: past adoption practices
232.

Mr MAUGHAN to ask the Honourable the Minister for Community Services —
(1)

Was the decision not to proceed with an inquiry into past adoption practices made by the Minister or
by Cabinet.

(2)

On what date was that decision made.

(3)

Given that Origins Victoria were responsible for seeking an inquiry (through the then Shadow
Minister prior to the 1999 election), why were they not consulted for their input prior to the decision
being taken not to conduct the inquiry.

(4)

Were any interest groups other than the Association of Relinquishing Mothers consulted; if so, who
were they and were they for or against such an inquiry.

ANSWER:
After careful consideration, the Government decided during its first term, that an Inquiry into past adoption
practices was not the best way forward. This decision was made by the previous Minister, and is supported by the
Premier and Cabinet.
I acknowledge the role of Origins as a support group for mothers whose children were adopted in the past.
Representatives of Origins have met with Government and with senior Department of Human Services staff to
discuss these issues. Alternatives to an Inquiry were offered to Origins, to provide an opportunity for birth mothers
to raise issues about past adoption practices and the impact that this has on their lives. However, Origins has
advised that these alternatives are not acceptable to their members, and on the basis of this advice, the Government
will not proceed with these options.
Adoption is a complex area which goes to the heart of family formation, and as such arouses strong feelings in
many people. The Government is aware that there are diverse views within the adoption community about a range
of matters. The Association of Relinquishing Mothers has made it clear that it opposes an Inquiry because of the
potential emotional burden on birth mothers, and concerns that it would be divisive and confronting to other parties.

Police and emergency services: Victoria Police operating budget
353.

Mr WELLS to ask the Honourable the Minister for the Police and Emergency Services —
(1)

What was the operating budget for each of 2000–2001, 2001–2002 and 2002–2003.

(2)

What is the operating budget for 2003–2004.

ANSWER:
I am advised as follows:
Victoria Police Annual Budget
Year

Recurrent (Operating) Budget
$m

2000–2001

1 011.10
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2001–2002

1 078.70

2002–2003

1 162.40

2003–2004

1 208.90

(Source: BP3)
For the edification of the honourable member he is advised that these figures and full financial statements are
available in the Victoria Police Annual Report.
The Victoria Police Annual Report is a public document obtainable from the Papers Office.

Corrections: Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd
360(h).

Ms ASHER to ask the Honourable the Minister for Corrections —
(1)

What payments have been made to the company by the Minister’s Department or private office
since 27 March 2003.

(2)

On what dates were the payments made.

(3)

Briefly describe the project for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
No payments have been made by the Department of Justice to the firm Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd.
No payments have been made by my Private Office to the firm Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd.

Planning: Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd
360(ab).

Ms ASHER to ask the Honourable the Minister for Planning —
(1)

What payments have been made to the company by the Minister’s Department or private office
since 27 March 2003.

(2)

On what dates were the payments made.

(3)

Briefly describe the project for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd has not been engaged by the Planning Division of the Department of Sustainability and
Environment during the period 27 March 2003 to 29 October 2003.
There have been no payments made to Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd by my office during this period.

Police and emergency services: Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd
360(ac).

Ms ASHER to ask the Honourable the Minister for Police and Emergency Services —
(1)

What payments have been made to the company by the Minister’s Department or private office
since 27 March 2003.
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On what dates were the payments made.

(3)

Briefly describe the project for which payment was made.
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ANSWER:
I am advised that:
No payments have been made by the Department of Justice to the firm Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd.
No payments have been made by my Private Office to the firm Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd.

Planning: Shannon’s Way Pty Ltd
361(ab).

Ms ASHER to ask the Honourable the Minister for the Planning —
(1)

What payments have been made to the company by any agency or statutory body under the
Minister’s administration since 5 December 2002.

(2)

On what dates were the payments made.

(3)

Briefly describe the project for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
To provide details of payments made by agencies and statutory bodies under my administration would be an
unreasonable diversion of my department’s resources.
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Members statements
Lilydale spring show: 50th anniversary, 1941
Parliament: intern program, 2105

Shop Trading Reform (Simplification) Bill, 1962
Members statements
Minister for Manufacturing and Export: role, 2001

BEATTIE, Ms (Yuroke)
Members statements
Tullamarine Primary School: Pirates of Penzance, 1937

BAILLIEU, Mr (Hawthorn)
Adjournment

Questions without notice
Tourism: Qantas, 2029

Planning: Eastside project, 1988
Bills
Gambling Regulation Bill, 2079
Members statements
Melbourne 2030: acting director, 2101
Wind farms: landscape assessment, 1941
Points of order, 2121
Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges Regional Strategy
Plan, 2111

BRACKS, Mr (Williamstown) (Premier and Minister for
Multicultural Affairs)
Christmas felicitations, 2150
Ombudsman
Retirement, 2034
Questions without notice
Budget: surplus, 2028
Hospitals: funding, 2029
Police: files, 1930
Public liability: not-for-profit sector, 2132
Qantas: investment, 2028
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Rural and regional Victoria: growth, 1926
Taxis: multipurpose program, 2135

BRUMBY, Mr (Broadmeadows) (Treasurer, Minister for
Innovation and Minister for State and Regional Development)
Questions without notice
Business: performance, 2031
Rural and regional Victoria: government initiatives, 1927
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CARLI, Mr (Brunswick)
Bills
Road Safety (Drug Driving) Bill, 1950
Members statements
Michele Sortino, 2002

CLARK, Mr (Box Hill)
Matter of public importance

BUCHANAN, Ms (Hastings)
Adjournment
Mount Erin Secondary College: Somerville campus, 2168
Bills
Gambling Regulation Bill, 2088
Members statements

Government: financial management, 2003
Petitions
Legal aid: funding, 1932
Shop trading hours: reform, 1993
Questions without notice
Budget: surplus, 2028

Hastings: Tidy Towns award, 2104
COOPER, Mr (Mornington)
CAMERON, Mr (Bendigo West) (Minister for Agriculture)
Adjournment
Responses, 1991, 2169
Bills
Accident Compensation and Transport Accident Acts
(Amendment) Bill, 2044
Parliamentary Committees Bill, 2149
Shop Trading Reform (Simplification) Bill, 1974
Business of the house
Adjournment, 2099

CAMPBELL, Ms (Pascoe Vale)
Adjournment

Adjournment
Pompe’s disease: funding, 1989
Australian Labor Party: federal leader, 2138
Bills
Gambling Regulation Bill, 2066
Road Safety (Drug Driving) Bill, 1954
Shop Trading Reform (Simplification) Bill, 1970
Members statements
Budget: surplus, 1937
Foster care: concession card, 2103
Points of order, 2097

D’AMBROSIO, Ms (Mill Park)

Aged care: Moreland, 2092
Members statements
Anne Cloonan, 2001
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
Budget outcomes, 2024
Questions without notice
Qantas: investment, 2028

Bills
Gambling Regulation Bill, 2072
Parliamentary Committees Bill, 2147
Petitions
Whittlesea: rate concessions, 1993
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee
Regulation review, 1932

Rulings, 2081, 2082, 2083, 2085, 2087, 2088
DELAHUNTY, Mr (Lowan)
Economic Development Committee
Export opportunities for rural industries, 2026
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Matter of public importance
Government: financial management, 2008
Members statements
Natimuk Frinj Festival, 1938
Petitions
Taxis: multipurpose program, 2097
Questions without notice
Hospitals: funding, 2033
Rulings, 1978, 1981, 2064

DELAHUNTY, Ms (Northcote) (Minister for Planning, Minister
for the Arts and Minister for Women’s Affairs)
Business of the house
Program, 1936
Points of order, 2120, 2121, 2123, 2125

iii

Ombudsman
Retirement, 2036
Points of order, 1925
Questions without notice
Police
files, 1927, 1928, 1930, 2032
operational protocols, 2136
Taxis: multipurpose program, 2131, 2135

ECKSTEIN, Ms (Ferntree Gully)
Bills
Gambling Regulation Bill, 2085

GARBUTT, Ms (Bundoora) (Minister for Community Services)
Adjournment
Responses, 2094

Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges Regional Strategy
Plan, 2106, 2125
GILLETT, Ms (Tarneit)
DEPUTY SPEAKER and CHAIR OF COMMITTEES, The
(Mr Loney)

Bills

Rulings, 2008, 2167

Matter of public importance

Parliamentary Committees Bill, 2146

Government: financial management, 2011
DIXON, Mr (Nepean)
Adjournment
Fishing: recreational licences, 2093
Bills
Gambling Regulation Bill, 2088

Members statements
Planning: urban growth boundary amendments, 2101
Women: Premier’s summit, 1939
Questions without notice
Business: performance, 2031
Road safety: Go Melbourne web site, 2137

Members statements
Students: travel concessions, 2104

DONNELLAN, Mr (Narre Warren North)
Adjournment
Sheep: live exports, 1988

GREEN, Ms (Yan Yean)
Members statements
Public transport: Whittlesea, 2103
Questions without notice
Rural and regional Victoria: government initiatives, 1927

Bills
Gambling Regulation Bill, 2079

DOYLE, Mr (Malvern) (Leader of the Opposition)
Christmas felicitations, 2154

HAERMEYER, Mr (Kororoit) (Minister for Police and Emergency
Services and Minister for Corrections)
Bills
Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 1983
Questions without notice
Community safety emergency support program: funding, 2135
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Police
files, 1927, 1929, 2032
operational protocols, 2136
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HUDSON, Mr (Bentleigh)
Adjournment
East Boundary–Centre roads, Bentleigh: safety, 1987

HARDMAN, Mr (Seymour)
Members statements
Seymour Technical High School: VCAL conference, 1943

HELPER, Mr (Ripon)

Bills
Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 1981
Gambling Regulation Bill, 2068
Members statements
Kew Residential Services: site development, 1942
Questions without notice

Bills

Public transport: government initiatives, 1925

Shop Trading Reform (Simplification) Bill, 1969
Members statements
Jack Courtney, 2101
Questions without notice
Aboriginals: Wotjobaluk native title claim, 2034

HULLS, Mr (Niddrie) (Attorney-General, Minister for Industrial
Relations and Minister for Workcover)
Bills
Public Prosecutions (Amendment) Bill, 1931, 2130
Questions without notice

HERBERT, Mr (Eltham)
Bills
Gambling Regulation Bill, 2081
Members statements
Rotary Eltham Town Festival, 1937

HOLDING, Mr (Lyndhurst) (Minister for Manufacturing and
Export, and Minister for Financial Services Industry)
Questions without notice
Exports: Opening Doors plan, 2032

Aboriginals: Wotjobaluk native title claim, 2034
Chief Justice of Victoria: appointment, 1930
Freedom of information: ministerial intervention, 1925
Road safety: Go Melbourne web site, 2137
Supreme Court judges
Annual report, 2150

INGRAM, Mr (Gippsland East)
Christmas felicitations, 2162
Members statements
Local government: rural funding, 1999

HONEYWOOD, Mr (Warrandyte)

Points of order, 2097

Bills

Rulings, 2043, 2047, 2049

Parliamentary Committees Bill, 2057
Members statements
Community Support Fund: grants, 1997
Points of order, 2109, 2121, 2123

JASPER, Mr (Murray Valley)
Adjournment
Upper Murray Family Care: funding, 1990

Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges Regional Strategy
Plan, 2120

Bills

HOWARD, Mr (Ballarat East)

Members statements

Adjournment
Daylesford Primary School and Daylesford Secondary College:
achievements, 2164

Gambling Regulation Bill, 2140
Shop Trading Reform (Simplification) Bill, 1966

Bushfires: fuel reduction, 1940
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JENKINS, Mr (Morwell)

LEIGHTON, Mr (Preston)

Members statements

Members statements

Relay for Life: Latrobe Valley, 2002
St Mary’s Primary School, Maffra: facilities, 2002

Parliament: computers, 2105
Questions without notice
Northern Melbourne Institute of TAFE: training contract, 2134

KOSKY, Ms (Altona) (Minister for Education and Training)
Points of order, 2126

LIM, Mr (Clayton)

Questions without notice

Adjournment

Northern Melbourne Institute of TAFE: training contract, 2134

Energy: solar power, 2165
Members statements

KOTSIRAS, Mr (Bulleen)
Bills
Parliamentary Committees Bill, 2064

Business: Asian investment, 2000
Questions without notice
Exports: Opening Doors plan, 2032

Members statements
Consumer Affairs Victoria: information strategy, 2100
Multimedia Victoria: director, 1938
Rulings, 1965, 1966, 2065, 2068, 2069, 2146, 2147

LINDELL, Ms (Carrum)
Matter of public importance
Government: financial management, 2017
Members statements

LANGDON, Mr (Ivanhoe)
Bills
Road Safety (Drug Driving) Bill, 1955
Christmas felicitations, 2163
Members statements

State Emergency Service: Chelsea unit, 1942
Points of order, 1936, 2015, 2147
Questions without notice
Ambulance services: government initiatives, 2133
Rulings, 1968, 1972, 2071, 2077, 2078, 2080, 2121

Ivanhoe Primary School: 150th anniversary, 1938
Petitions
Schools: Workcover premiums, 1993
Points of order, 1952
Road Safety Committee
Older road users, 2026

LANGUILLER, Mr (Derrimut)

LOBATO, Ms (Gembrook)
Bills
Gambling Regulation Bill, 2084
Members statements
Planning: urban growth boundary amendments, 1939
Warburton-Millgrove Football Club, 2105
Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges Regional Strategy
Plan, 2122

Bills
Gambling Regulation Bill, 2075

LOCKWOOD, Mr (Bayswater)

Members statements
Mirka Mora, 2099

Adjournment
Public transport: outer east, 1986
Bills
Road Safety (Drug Driving) Bill, 1953
Shop Trading Reform (Simplification) Bill, 1971
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Members statements
Pallesviaki Enosis, 1943
Petitions
Knox: rates, 2097
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Members statements
Flora Anderson, 1998
Mooroolbark Heights Secondary College: valedictory dinner, 2104
Questions without notice
Chief Justice of Victoria: appointment, 1930

LONEY, Mr (Lara) (See also DEPUTY SPEAKER and CHAIR
OF COMMITTEES, The)

MARSHALL, Ms (Forest Hill)

Standing Orders Committee

Adjournment

Modernisation of standing orders, 1932

Youth: Forest Hill, 1990
Members statements

LUPTON, Mr (Prahran)

Box Hill North Community Arts Centre, 1997

Adjournment
HIV/AIDS: government assistance, 2094
Bills
Crimes (Money Laundering) Bill, 2041
Points of order, 1935, 2126, 2147
Standing Orders Committee
Modernisation of standing orders, 2027

MAUGHAN, Mr (Rodney)
Adjournment
Echuca: dental services, 2165
Bills
Parliamentary Committees Bill, 2148
Road Safety (Drug Driving) Bill, 1959
Business of the house

McINTOSH, Mr (Kew)
Adjournment
Communications, Electrical and Plumbing Union: Lorne incident,
2166
National Union of Workers: membership, 2091
Bills
Accident Compensation and Transport Accident Acts
(Amendment) Bill, 2044
Crimes (Money Laundering) Bill, 1983, 2038
Gambling Regulation Bill, 2077
Public Prosecutions (Amendment) Bill, 1931
Members statements
Chief Justice of Victoria: appointment, 1998
Points of order, 2043
Questions without notice

Program, 1934
Petitions
Taxis: multipurpose program, 1932, 2097

MAXFIELD, Mr (Narracan)
Members statements
Baw Baw: Queen’s Hall display, 1941

MERLINO, Mr (Monbulk)
Members statements
Coonara Community School and St Bernadette’s School, The
Basin: anniversaries, 2102
Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges Regional Strategy
Plan, 2119

Freedom of information: ministerial intervention, 1925
MILDENHALL, Mr (Footscray)
McTAGGART, Ms (Evelyn)
Bills
Gambling Regulation Bill, 2142

Bills
Gambling Regulation Bill, 2065
Parliamentary Committees Bill, 2063
Matter of public importance
Government: financial management, 2014
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Points of order, 2064

ASSEMBLY
NEVILLE, Ms (Bellarine)
Adjournment

MORAND, Ms (Mount Waverley)
Adjournment
Volunteers: recognition, 2166
Members statements
Waverley Returned and Services League: scholarship, 2003

Disability services: Geelong, 2090
Members statements
Queenscliff Music Festival, 1996
Questions without notice
Employment: growth, 1929

MULDER, Mr (Polwarth)

OVERINGTON, Ms (Ballarat West)

Bills

Bills

Road Safety (Drug Driving) Bill, 1943
Matter of public importance
Government: financial management, 2015

Gambling Regulation Bill, 2086
Members statements
Ballarat: Lake Challenge, 2100
Questions without notice

MUNT, Ms (Mordialloc)

Rural and regional Victoria: growth, 1926

Adjournment
Greek Orthodox Church, Parkdale: funding, 2167
Members statements
Member for Mordialloc: electorate, 1998

PANDAZOPOULOS, Mr (Dandenong) (Minister for Gaming,
Minister for Racing, Minister for Tourism and Minister assisting
the Premier on Multicultural Affairs)
Adjournment
Responses, 2095

NAPTHINE, Dr (South-West Coast)
Adjournment
State Emergency Service: Warrnambool headquarters, 2167
Bills

Bills
Gambling Regulation Bill, 2143
Questions without notice
Tourism: Qantas, 2029

Gambling Regulation Bill, 2070
Members statements
Rail: gauge standardisation, 1939

PERERA, Mr (Cranbourne)
Members statements
Royal Botanic Gardens, Cranbourne, 2002

NARDELLA, Mr (Melton)
Bills
Gambling Regulation Bill, 2087
Business of the house
Program, 1935
Points of order, 2080

PERTON, Mr (Doncaster)
Bills
Gambling Regulation Bill, 2082
Parliamentary Committees Bill, 2146, 2149
Shop Trading Reform (Simplification) Bill, 1972
Business of the house

Rulings, 2091

Adjournment, 2099
Program, 1933
Televising and broadcasting of proceedings, 1995
Christmas felicitations, 2161
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Matter of public importance
Government: financial management, 2018
Members statements
Schools: Joining the Chorus program, 1999
Points of order, 1928, 1936, 1993, 2087, 2088, 2126, 2137
Standing Orders Committee
Modernisation of standing orders, 2025
Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges Regional Strategy
Plan, 2123
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ROBINSON, Mr (Mitcham)
Adjournment
Juries: dietary requirements, 1989
Auditor-General
State finances, 2023
Members statements
Ken Young, 1942
Life Activities, Whitehorse, 1942

RYAN, Mr (Gippsland South) (Leader of the National Party)
PIKE, Ms (Melbourne) (Minister for Health)
Adjournment
Responses, 2095
Bills
Nurses (Amendment) Bill, 1931, 2128
Health Services Commissioner
Annual report, 2098
Questions without notice
Ambulance services: government initiatives, 2133
Clinicians Health Channel program: funding, 2133
Hospitals: funding, 2030, 2033

Adjournment
Strzelecki Highway: safety, 2090
Bills
Crimes (Money Laundering) Bill, 2039
Gambling Regulation Bill, 2051, 2054
Parliamentary Committees Bill, 2060
Christmas felicitations, 2157
Members statements
Hazardous waste: containment sites, 1997
Ombudsman
Retirement, 2037
Questions without notice

PLOWMAN, Mr (Benambra)
Adjournment
Hazardous waste: containment sites, 2164
Rulings, 2019, 2023, 2027

POWELL, Mrs (Shepparton)
Adjournment
Shepparton: dental services, 1986
Bills
Gambling Regulation Bill, 2074
Members statements
Wine industry: Goulburn Valley, 2102
Petitions
Midland Highway: Peter Ross-Edwards Causeway, 1995
Taxis: multipurpose program, 2097
Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges Regional Strategy
Plan, 2116

Clinicians Health Channel program: funding, 2132
Hazardous waste: containment sites, 1926
Hospitals: funding, 2029

SAVAGE, Mr (Mildura)
Adjournment
Hazardous waste: Tiega, 2093
Bills
Gambling Regulation Bill, 2142
Rulings, 2108, 2110

SEITZ, Mr (Keilor)
Bills
Gambling Regulation Bill, 2089, 2138
Members statements
George Said, 1999
Youth: credit cards, 2106
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Questions without notice
Community safety emergency support program: funding, 2135
Rulings, 2011, 2015

Members statements
Hazardous waste: Baddaginnie–Violet Town, 2001
Petitions
Taxis: multipurpose program, 1931, 2097

SHARDEY, Mrs (Caulfield)
Bills
Nurses (Amendment) Bill, 1931
Matter of public importance
Government: financial management, 2012
Members statements
Consumer and tenancy services: delivery, 2102
Questions without notice
Hospitals: funding, 2030
Taxis: multipurpose program, 2133

SMITH, Mr (Bass)
Adjournment
Phillip Island Nature Park: parking fees, 1985
Rail: Nar Nar Goon crossing, 2089
Bills
Gambling Regulation Bill, 2044, 2049
Business of the house
Program, 1935

SPEAKER, The (Hon. Judy Maddigan)
Absence of minister, 2131
Christmas felicitations, 2163
Distinguished visitors, 1925
Rulings, 1925, 1928, 1929, 1930, 1933, 1935, 1936, 1993, 2029,
2030, 2031, 2032, 2033, 2097, 2132, 2133, 2134, 2135, 2136,
2137, 2138

STENSHOLT, Mr (Burwood)
Matter of public importance
Government: financial management, 2006

SYKES, Dr (Benalla)
Bills
Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 1979
Road Safety (Drug Driving) Bill, 1957

THOMPSON, Mr (Sandringham)
Bills
Parliamentary Committees Bill, 2148
Members statements
Vietnamese community: SBS television news, 2000
Petitions
Beaches: Sandringham, 1994
Community services: funding, 1993
Disability services: schools, 2097
Foxes: control, 1993
Possums: control, 1994
Schools: sport funding, 1994
Shop trading hours: reform, 2098
Vietnamese community: SBS television news, 1994, 2098

TREZISE, Mr (Geelong)
Bills
Road Safety (Drug Driving) Bill, 1960
Members statements
Melbourne–Geelong road: safety, 2000

WALSH, Mr (Swan Hill)
Bills
Road Safety (Drug Driving) Bill, 1947
Members statements
Swan Hill Pioneer Settlement: funding, 2100
Petitions
Taxis: multipurpose program, 1995

WELLS, Mr (Scoresby)
Adjournment
Police: budget, 2092
Bills
Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 1975
Road Safety (Drug Driving) Bill, 1951
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ASSEMBLY

Matter of public importance
Government: financial management, 2022
Members statements
Crime: incidence, 1940
Petitions
Knox: rates, 1994
Points of order, 1952
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
Budget estimates, 2023

WILSON, Mr (Narre Warren South)
Adjournment
Roads: Narre Warren, 2091
Members statements
Narre South Lions, 2103
Questions without notice
Public liability: not-for-profit sector, 2132

WYNNE, Mr (Richmond)
Bills
Crimes (Money Laundering) Bill, 2043
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